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Foreword & Acknowledgments
This study of nineteenth-century music, with special emphases on choral music,
has been a long and winding path. My interest in Historically Informed Performance
(HIP) began in New York City where my major teacher, the late Albert Fuller, introduced me to the HIP movement as part of my organ performance studies; to say I was
bowled over by what I learned from him is akin to calling Lake Michigan a pond.
Albert was my teacher (excepting one semester) for the two years I was in the
Master’s program and the three years in the doctoral program at the Juilliard School.
In the first semester of my second year, Fall 1984, Albert invited me to accompany him
to Washington, DC to hear the first modern American performance of Messiah with an
orchestra comprised solely of period instruments; it was a revelation, one that changed
the way that I listened to music; it also upended how I’ve chosen to perform organ
repertoire and choral works—particularly those with instrumental accompaniment.
In 2004, I reached out to the University of Nebraska in Lincoln, at the suggestion of
my dissertation advisor at the University of Miami, Prof. Frank Cooper. The American
Liszt Society was holding its 2005 conference on the UNL campus; Liszt’s magisterial
oratorio Christus was set be performed. In 1998, as it happened, I had transcribed the
orchestral parts of movement 12 for organ and used software to engrave the organ
and choral parts; I was music director of the Central City Chorus, and, in 1999, we
performed the longest movement, “Stabat mater dolorosa,” in the sanctuary of Central
Presbyterian Church.
My dissertation for my Juilliard DMA was about Liszt’s organ music and as I had
performed a sampling of Liszt’s organ and choral literature, I knew (or thought I
did) what I was walking into. Dean William Hipp, of the Frost School of Music at
the University of Miami, underwrote the project, which included hiring nine undergraduates to input music and proofread the results, as well as six trips from Miami
to London, Weimar, Leipzig, and Budapest. I sent a proposal to publish Christus to
more than 25 publishers in this country and abroad; the only reply I received was from
Bärenreiter Verlag; a few months later I signed a contract to have my Urtext edition of
Christus published by the German company.
In addition to the score, which has 14 movements, an enormous orchestra, organ,
large chorus, six vocalists, harmonium, and a children’s choir, I decided to produce
a 100+ page Preface that contained information about HIP for Romantic choral/
orchestral performances. I knew that the number of potential readers would be small:
the Preface was included in the full score alone, which meant that conductors who
mounted a full performance of Christus would even see it; and who knew how many
would even read it.
Because the Preface was part of the larger full score, I had to focus primarily on
Liszt, England and Germany. In the intervening years, I have been encouraged by colleagues to expand the Preface into a book that would cover all of Europe and North
America as well as more of the most important musical figures. While there are excellent HIP books on Renaissance, Baroque, and Classical choral music, the only such
study of the Romantic era doesn’t address choral music. Accordingly, with the permis-
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sion of Bärenreiter, I have excerpted the sections on performance indications—tempo,
articulation, ornamentation, phrasing, etc.; orchestral and choral placement onstage;
and orchestral instruments.
Most nineteenth-century works for chorus and orchestra require many forces and
not every choral organization can afford to mount a major work; that being said, some
conductors will have the opportunity to perform a choral/orchestral work—or excerpt
therefrom. Hence, for any conductor who might have the opportunity to mount a
Romantic choral/orchestral work, I’ve expanded the Preface from Christus into a larger, more comprehensive text.
Moreover, I have written new chapters on “Singing Societies in the 1800s” and
“Nineteenth-Century Choral Methods,” as well as a chapter-length section on nineteenth-century “Pronunciation.” These are significantly longer because I studied choral ensembles and choral methods/treatises from every European country as well as
North America; without the ability to travel to Europe, I was restricted to researching
online sources. Fortunately, there is a vast amount of information available from every
European country, Scandinavia, Canada and the United States; because of the many
libraries, museums, colleges, performing organizations, and conservatories, I’ve been
able to paint a picture of the 1800s that is extensive-enough to satisfy my ever-diligent
colleagues and editors who supported me throughout this long, exhausting process.
There are several folks who helped me translate the many sources. Because they
are from the nineteenth century, they needed special attention; also being specialized music terms also made deciphering the texts more challenging. Anthony Krupp,
PhD, as he did with Christus, ensured that my translations of the convoluted German
texts—printed in Fraktur font, no less—were accurate and intelligible; Professor Mari
Siiroinen, of the Helsinki Institute for Social Sciences and Humanities, translated the
Finnish texts without even being asked; Monica Faust Figueroa, PhD, UGrow Fellow,
ASPIRE at the University of Miami helped me with Spanish and Portuguese; Lucia
Marchi, Ph. D., of the Department of Modern Languages/School of Music—DePaul
University, translated several pages of antiquated Italian into comprehensible English;
Maria Lyon graciously verified my Swedish translations; Costijn Sommeling and the
staff of De Juiste Vertaler translated the Dutch, Danish and Norwegian;
I am also grateful to the State of Minnesota: This activity is made possible by the voters
of Minnesota through grants from MSAB thanks to a legislative appropriation from the arts
& cultural heritage fund.

ix
In the Bärenreiter score, I acknowledged the 30+ individuals who helped me produce
Christus; however, there are a few individuals who deserve another mention. John Loren
Fairbanks was my live-in assistant for almost an entire year; almost singlehandedly, input
the piano part of the vocal score into the computer. My close friend Dr. Ryan Holder
input the orchestral and choral parts of movement 8—a gift that was especially appreciated seeing as how at that time I was drowning with more work than one human can
manage. My choral professor, Dr. Jo-Michael Scheibe, made many exceptions for me—
going so far as to excuse me from almost all of my classes and rehearsals when the clock
(or calendar) pressed in the most.
And, finally, to every person who kindly replied to my emails—and there were dozens—and provided me with information and helped me locate sources and images, I
borrow from the German and Italian languages the phrase that best shows my gratitude:
“Tausend dank” and “Mille grazie;” in other words, “A thousand thanks.”
`Whenever I quote an English source verbatim, I enclose it between “quotation
marks.” English sources that I paraphrase are credited with a footnote at the end of
the quote. Since I believe that any translation is a paraphrase, I credit every source with
quotation marks at the end of the quote; each footnote contains the text of the quote in
its original language—German, Spanish, Catalan, French, Italian, Portuguese, Swedish,
Finnish, Danish, or Norwegian.
Finally, I’m fortunate that so many museums and libraries have digitized their collections; had they not, I would’ve been unable to produce this book. There are undoubtedly
some authors and materials I might have found if I was physically in Europe; however,
because of the state of a world impacted by COVID, I necessarily had to work from
the United States. Some readers and reviewers prefer paraphrases of original sources; I
respectfully disagree. Rather, I choose to allow authors, composers and conductors to
speak for themselves; after all, what can I possibly add to improve what François-Joseph
Fétis or Hugo Riemann or Sir George Grove report?
By allowing them to speak directly—limiting my personal commentary—readers are
challenged to draw their own conclusions based not on what I say about their words,
but based on their words themselves—“Viene dalla bocca della verità.”*
—David Friddle

T

“Coming From the Mouth of Truth;” or better known as “Straight from the horse’s mouth.”
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*Literally:

here will be instances herein where I switch to a sans serif font when I express my
personal belief, or want to slip into a voice that is a bit more informal. Although
Albert Fuller died in 2007; Frank Cooper has been exceedingly generous with his time:
reading multiple versions of chapters and pointing out where my train of thought
derailed. He finds mistakes I’ve missed in editing as well as anachronisms that crept in
while I wasn’t looking. I daresay that I wouldn’t have been able to pull this off without
his much-appreciated assistance. Prof. Timothy Newton, of SUNY-Oneonta, has been
a tremendous help; his ability to read a document and make cogent recommendations
has been a much-appreciated resource in the creation of this work. I’m much obliged
for his help.
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Singing Societies in the 1800s
Hearts are close to hearing each other, When the voices have fraternized.1
Of all the arts, music is the one communal art. It requires for its existence extensive
cooperation and organization.…Singing together the greatest choral music of all time
is the surest way of developing in a community, which is the basis of a musical culture.

—Edgard Varese

Figure 1. The Jubilee Singers from Fisk University in Nashville, Photo by Allen & Rowell, Boston,
1882. [Source: Courtesy of Tennessee State Library and Archives.]
1	
Béranger et Wilhem. Almanach Des orphéons Et Des sociétés Instrumentales…1re année, 1863. Paris: Pagnerre, Libraire-Éditeur, 16–17. [Source: Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Littérature et art, V-25478.] “Les coeurs
sont bien près de s’entendre, Quand les voix ont fraternise.”
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The beginnings of African-American music are inextricably interwoven with the sale
of African persons that took place between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries.
The loss of family ties along with the rich African social structure in the tribes led to
unbearable isolation; for the enslaved persons who lived in complete oppression, singing became the only outlet to ameliorate the longing for their lost homeland. Music
united the enslaved persons, helped them to endure the fatigue and monotony of their
tasks, and allowed them to safely—and covertly—communicate with each other. The
lives of enslaved persons were restricted in countless ways, including limits to literacy
and property ownership; music was transmitted orally, and the songs were consolation, community-building, and voice of hope during slavery, as well as afterwards—
during Reconstruction.
Later in the century, there were professional African-American singers, including a
group of college students, led by their music professor and advertised as Fisk Jubilee
Singers. (Figure 1) They sang African-American folk music and religious music—including songs by enslaved persons—to white audiences. Partly as a result of the Jubilee
Singers and their conductor, George L. White, African-American Spirituals were formalized into an independent genre of choral music that quickly became popular—in this
country and abroad. African-Americans used Spirituals to inform audiences about their
suffering, hoping their listeners would become allies in the fight for justice.
Music as a political tool, however, was hardly restricted to the United States. In
Scandinavia, students formed choirs that proved so threatening to the ruling regimes
that more than one prince tried to ban them; still, the students sang on. Eventually
regimes recognized the power of these choral groups and wisely chose not to engage
them in political one-upmanship. In Portugal—despite its smaller geographic size and
population—there were an astonishing number of all-male choirs. These endured
while three constitutions were drafted, debated, ratified and overthrown; meanwhile
King João VI fled Portugal for Brazil only to be replaced a few years later by his own son
Pedro IV, whose reign lasted less than two months.
To some extent, every choral ensemble in Europe and North America had social revolution as one of its purposes; some protested heavy-handed governments; another offered
a means to meet potential spouses outside the church; and yet another channeled the
excessive machismo found in coal miners into organized singing competitions. Eventually
there were scores of these choral societies, which then led to regional and statewide festivals; in the end, music was no longer solely the province of affluent or educated people.
In some places, “legitimate” composers were engaged to conduct ensembles and
compose repertoire for them: Gounod and Wagner come to mind. To be sure, however, the revolution that these ensembles wrought in the political and civic realms
did not extend either to the music they sang or what was composed for them. Much
of the repertoire was created anew, for before 1800 there was not so much need for
TTBB pieces; even as many mixed SATB choirs were formed, it was still a safe bet that
the singers themselves had limited skills and probably no vocal training; accordingly,
composers of new repertoire for these choruses had to follow fairly rigid guidelines
regarding tessitura, language, divisi, and so forth.
As singing societies were formed, then grew—both in numbers of participants and
numbers of ensembles—they formed an important part of 1800s society for the ama-
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teurs who turned to them for artistic and social gratification. Even though the choral
movement started in a geographically defined area, it quickly accelerated and became
one of the most important societal and musical institution in Europe, Scandinavia and
North America.

I. THE BEGINNING OF SINGING SOCIETIES
Music-making in human society has always been a group activity. No other kind of
music-making demonstrates this as simply and as fully as does choral singing, and
no other century in recorded human history was so rich in forms of secular choral
activity, so diverse in venues and sizes and purposes of choral activity, as was the nineteenth. Even though many of these forms have survived, in one way or another, into
the twenty-first century, and estimates of numbers of regular choral singers in the
United States alone may reach into the millions, the nineteenth century remains the
choral century par excellence.2
Of course, in order for composers to first compose, then to present choral/orchestral works with huge forces, there had to be a means to create these ensembles; these
“singing societies” were a simultaneous expression of musical interest by amateurs;
and, they were also an outcrop of the inexorable growth of nationalism among
European nation-states. The nineteenth century’s institutions and organizations, its
rediscoveries and revivals, its compositions and publications, created an enduring
place for choral song in modern Western society.
The importance of communal singing is also evident in [Johann] Forkel’s description of fugue as something that creates a community of equal citizens who all work
independently and harmoniously towards the common good. It was precisely this
aspect of choral performance that continued to be handed down in the supreme
accessibility of the oratorios Handel and that would eventually contribute to the
Romantic reception of Bach as a model of sacred music. What Forkel could not be
fully aware of—since he was part of it—was the sea-change in both society and its
attitude to music in the decades straddling the turn of the nineteenth century. As
traditional choral institutions declined, the amateur chorus rose to be one of the
most potent musical institutions in Europe and America.3
In some sense then, the new choral movements, distinct as they were from the old
ecclesiastical foundations, preserved something of the pre-industrial notion of music
as integrated into a wider context of belief and social practice. Any autonomy music
may have had in the culture of festivals and choral societies was hardly absolute. On
the other hand, the new choral institutions established music as a leisure activity,
something separated from the day’s work. 4 Whatever the variety of their backgrounds
or the extent of their democratic pretensions, most of the people involved in amateur
music societies could be categorized as “upper class.” Moreover, many still saw pro2
3
4

Porter, In GRAZ, 35–36.
Butt, John. “Choral Music.” In SAM, 214.
Weber, William. 1979. “The Muddle of the Middle Classes.” Nineteenth-Century Music 3 (2): 184. https://doi.
org/10.1525/ncm.1979.3.2.02a00110.
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fessional musicians as being at the top of the servant class rather than social equals;
thus, there is some irony in the notion that precisely the least specialized performance
institution throughout the nineteenth century—the amateur chorus—was that which
considered itself most socially superior, its Utopian ideals notwithstanding.5
These singing societies were so important, in fact, that until the beginning of the
twentieth century they were increasingly prominent, unlike orchestras—both amateur
and professional. In her article “The New Public and the Reordering of the Musical
Establishment: The Lower Rhine Music Festivals, 1818-67,” Cecelia Hopkins Porter
shows how the number of performers participating in those Lower Rhine Festivals
steadily grew following 1818: from 209 to 789 by 1847. (Table 1) During this period, the
dimensions of choruses swelled to four times larger than orchestras.
Porter goes on to compare the number of singers to instrumentalists in the Lower
Rhine area of Germany from 1818 to 1867:6
Table 1. Festival Personnel.
All
Performers †

Chorus
Members

Orchestra
Members

Stage One
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1818–24 avg.

209
208
208
394
321
312
475
304

100
100
100
222
189
180
286
168 (54%)

95
100
100
158
123
120
178
125 (42%)

Stage Three
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1835–47 avg.

619
538
489
641
576
549
697
582
599
591
375*
631
789
590

427
356
340
390
411
402
505
493
458
417
246*
487
616
420 (71%)

179
172
141
169
155
134
182
170
132
167
120*
131
164
155 (27%)

All
Performers †

Chorus
Members

Orchestra
Members

Stage Two
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1832
1833
1834
1825–34 avg.

423
341
340
486
367
448
565
429
482
430

266
200
200
281
223
274
349
267
338
266 (62%)

147
130
130
193
135
163
205
142
133
153 (136%)

Stage Four
1851
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867

538
664
540
822
898
568
683
798
750
716
938
591
768
888
538

392
490
392
649
723
417
519
630
425
569
781
451
621
734
497

136
160
135
165
164
137
153
160
135
139
146
131
139
141
124

1851–67 avg.

701

547 (77%)

144 (21%)

The Industrial Revolution shaped the new identity of choruses and transformed the
largely rural, agrarian European economy to one dominated by machines and cities.
The new factories it spawned altered both European commerce and the skylines and
environments of the new centers of technological innovation. Capitalism created a
new class of wealthy people whose success played out in the novelties of leisure time,
disposable income, and a disposition to charitable acts prompted by the increasing gap
between the Nouveau riche and those whose labor created their wealth. With industrialism came a cultural hegemony that lured residents—especially younger ones—to
urban areas. The attraction was both economic and social.
Where once a religious affiliation might have been the only avenue to find a spouse,
the city offered other less restrictive opportunities to meet like-minded individuals.
Many men enjoyed singing and persuaded their own friends to give a choral society
a try; those friends who may not ever have sung might yield to a robust twist of an
elbow, or better yet, the prospect of finding a young lady with whom he could spend
time; indeed, more than a few reluctant males who tried a choral society with a friend
discovered that they liked singing, which might not be so surprising since that same
young man may have never had the opportunity to sing in any choral organization
outside church or school—where the familiar stigma existed, even in 1870.
While until the eighteenth century, choirs mainly belonged to the domain of the
church, amateur choral singing associations became an important element in the
development of civil society during the nineteenth century. The uplifting and standardization of choral singing was connected to the emancipation of the bourgeoisie,
and singing groups also became social meeting places outside the church, the school,
and the opera. Self-organized choirs—mainly students and male choirs—became
visible in the public space. In many European countries, secular choral life since the
Enlightenment had been characterized by folk movements, and by student choirs and
men’s choruses. Mixed choirs, women’s choirs, children’s choirs, and other specialized
choirs developed in the nineteenth century as a response to the need of numerous
collective singing rituals in modern society.7
The nineteenth century added a degree of institutionalization to the spread of
choral festivals with the proliferation of musical societies, each with their leadership
committees, membership lists, and statutes. By 1815, the United States had its Handel
and Haydn Society in Boston, with many to follow.8 Chester L. Alwes provided an
extensive list of choral societies that were founded between 1781–1900 in Europe and
the United States. A brief summary will suffice for our purposes: (Table 2)
Table 2. Choral Societies in Europe and the United States.
Date

Name

Location

1781–present

Gewandhaus

Leipzig

† “All performers” includes chorus, orchestra, vocal and instrumental soloists, and conductors.
* “Next to these figures in his listing, Hauchecomrne gives alternate numbers for participants cited as “angemeldet:” chorus,
464; orchestra, 174; total, 647. There were no festivals in 1831, 1848, 1849, 1850, 1852, and 1859.

1793–present

Sing-Akademie

Berlin

1800–present

Cincinnati May Festival

Cincinnati

1813–1867

Philharmonic Society

London

[Source: Porter, Cecelia Hopkins. 1980. “The New Public and the Reordering of the Musical Establishment: The Lower Rhine
Music Festivals, 1818-67.” Nineteenth-Century Music (3): 217.

1814–1938

Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde

Vienna

1815–present

Handel and Haydn Society

Boston

5
Butt, John. “Choral Music.” In SAM, 221.
6	Porter, Cecelia Hopkins. 1980. “The New Public and the Reordering of the Musical Establishment: The Lower
Rhine Music Festivals, 1818-67.” Nineteenth-Century Music 3 (3): 217.
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Table 2. Choral Societies in Europe and the United States.
Date

Name

Location

1833–1860

Orphéon

Paris

1853–present

Budapest Philharmonic

Budapest

1858–present

Singverein

Vienna

1873–present

Oratorio Society of New York

New York

1874–present

Mendelssohn Club

Philadelphia

1881–present

Boston Symphony Orchestra

Boston

1882–present

Berlin Philharmonic

Berlin

1888–present

Concertgebouw Orchestra

Amsterdam

1898–present

Bethlehem Bach Festival

Bethlehem, PA

1900–present

Philadelphia Orchestra

Philadelphia

1879, and motion pictures in 1888. The point of stating what many will call the obvious
is a reminder that people in the first half of the nineteenth century—even the wealthy—
had few ways to spend their leisure time. Accordingly, as the century progressed and
the Industrial Revolution created free time, the burgeoning middle class and workers
looked for ways to relax and socialize.
A few hours in the English pub or German tavern was always popular; however, the
temperance movements that sprang up around Europe threw rather a wet blanket on
that. So, the introduction of amateur singing societies was welcomed by the men—and
until the second half of the century these ensembles weren’t open to women or children—who toiled in the mines or the steam-powered factories. And, once the gender
hegemony in Europe and America crumbled and mixed choirs emerged, all sorts of
unintended benefits became available for those who sang, and even those who needed
a little persuasion to join in.

[Source: QUAD, 58–59.]

The possibilities and pleasures of participation in the public world were the hallmark of singing in big groups and choral gatherings, but we should not allow the
sometimes peremptory claims of publicity to blind us to the intimate forms of singing
that were just as important to music lovers in the nineteenth century.
What did such groups sing? In a few cases, a small singing group would be called
into being by a composer, present in a place for whatever reason or for however
long, to serve as a kind of live instrument for his compositional practice. The most
famous instance of this was the Hamburg Frauenchor that Brahms founded in 1859
after his successful concerts there had produced something of a Brahms cult, especially among young unmarried women.
Directors of small mixed-sex choruses were not infrequently musicians with
ambitions beyond these small-step beginnings, so they too would compose works
for their groups, as well as encourage them to learn one or two ambitious pieces,
beyond the level of difficulty that characterized the countless collections of songs
available for home and small group singing. Usually, these groups would learn
Messiah or even the St. Matthew Passion as preparation for a larger gathering, a
regional festival or commemorative performance.
By the end of the nineteenth century singing societies appeared in virtually every
European country, as well as the United States, where immigrants brought with them
a love of singing; far and away the nation that provided the first model for these choral
societies was Germany. In the United States, the number of ensembles was impressive,
at one point more than 20 existed; the War Between the States caused a hiatus and
after its resolution some of the American societies folded. That being said, the entire
singing society movement was born in Germany; accordingly, being the shoot of what
became a long-lived and robust amateur music/social movement, as the tree grew it
cast a long shadow—one that lingers into modern times.

T

he panoply of entertainment choices available to twenty-first-century readers,
makes it surprisingly easy to forget that Alexander Graham Bell patented the telephone only in 1876; Thomas Edison invented sound recordings in 1877, electricity in
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II. GERMAN-SPEAKING EUROPE

Germany
The movement of Ger
man amateur choirs can
be traced back to the forerunners of the bourgeois
revolution in Germany in
the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries.
For the first time outside
of church music, groups
merged into song associations and singing communities. The first notable
choral society, the SingAkademie zu Berlin, was
formed by Karl Friedrich
Christian Fasch in 1791; it
is thought to be the world’s
[Source: Architektur-Bildarchiv, no. 13089.]
oldest mixed choir. In a letter to the king from 1804, Carl Friedrich Zelter described the Sing-Akademie zu Berlin
as a “temple of virtue for young and old, for the joy of all the inhabitants of Berlin.”9
Zelter, who had nursed his sickly teacher Fasch from the g roup’s beginning, became
his successor; Zelter led the ensemble into the nineteenth century. A bricklayer and
architect by training, Zeltner had Carl Theodor Ottmer build a permanent space,
(Figure 2) which was finished early in 1827. In this building, Berlin’s first concert hall,
artists such as Niccolò Paganini, Liszt, the Schumanns, and Brahms performed. On
11 March 1829, the legendary performance of most of Bach’s St. Matthew Passion took
place in the hall; the 20-year-old Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy conducted the work,
Figure 2. The Sing-Akademie zu Berlin was built as a concert hall
between 1825–1827 by Carl Theodor Ottmer, according to plans
by Karl-Friedrich Schinkel, photo by Gerald Zabel, 2010. It was
the first concert hall in Berlin and served the Sing-Akademie until
it was destroyed in World War II. Felix Mendelssohn conducted
his arrangement of the St. Matthew Passion here in 1829.

9

GARR, (Kindle Location 950–51).
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which inaugurated a broad and wide-ranging Bach renaissance. Zelter believed that
by providing the cultured elite with a refuge from what he saw as the degeneracy of
modern social and musical life, it offered a “restorative and strengthening balsam” to
“hearten, uplift, engage and nourish” morally attuned souls. Figure 3 shows an engraving of Zelter along with photographs of the interior of Sing-Akademie zu Berlin.
Regardless of his lofty ideals, Zelter’s state-implemented reforms treated the masses
as a passive target of musical socialization. While arguing that choral singing could
bridge the gulf between art and the public, the active self-realization enjoyed by members of the Sing-Akademie remained the preserve of a select few. The other curious
trend throughout the 1800s is the move away from a largely amateur music culture
(often mixed with a few professional ringers) towards a purely professional institution.
In addition to being socially exclusive, the Sing-Akademie seldom performed in public,
existing for the exclusive edification of its members.
Figure 3. A. The Concert Hall of the Sing-Akademie zu Berlin (before the renovation), 1888;
B. Portrait of Carl Friedrich Zelter. Lithograph by B. H. Bendix after a painting by Paul-Joseph
Bardou, 1800–1815; C. Engraving of Karl Friedrich Christian Fasch by Meno Haas, Berlin, 1797;
D. Interior view of the Sing-Akademie zu Berlin, Großer Saal, unattributed, c. 1880s.
A.

B.

D.

C.

A. [Source: “Konzertsaal—Alte Bauten in Berlin.” Bilderbuch Berlin.]; B. [Source: Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Musique, Est.ZelterC.F.001.] C. [Source: Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Musique, Est.Fasch002]
D. [Source: Sing-Akademie zu Berlin, used by permission.] D. [Source: Sing-Akademie zu Berlin, used by permission.]
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The organizers of the Lower Rhine Festivals represented the governmental and
mercantile backbone of their cities; thus, these vocational music administrators had
an influence that they otherwise would not have enjoyed. In factual terms, during the
course of 50 years the statistics regarding the changes in use of amateur soloists went
upside down. Porter includes this Table 3 to substantiate her conjectures about the
gradual shift from amateur singers to professionals.10
Table 3. Vocal Soloists.
Dilettante

Professional

Total

1818–1824

59

0

59

1825–1834

65

7

72

1835–1847

47

45

92

1851–1867

19

72

91

[Sources: Jahn, Otto. 1867. Gesammelte Aufsätze Über Musik. Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel; Hauche
corne, Wilhelm. 1868. Blätter Der Erinnerung an Die fünfzigjährige Dauer Der Niederrheinischen
Musikfeste. Cöln: DuMont-Schauberg, 174.]

In Germany, amateur music societies went hand in hand with social revolution and
the rise of nationalism. Two of the most prominent champions of music as a vehicle
for socialization were Zelter and Hans Georg Nägeli. In part, their influence stemmed
from the institutions that they founded or directed: in Zelter’s case, his directorship of
the Sing-Akademie; in Nägeli’s, the founding of the Zürcherischen Singinstitut in Zurich
in 1805. In keeping with Nägeli’s fundamental philosophy, which is discussed in detail
below, he built a wide-ranging umbrella organization that included an amateur mixedvoice choir, a male-voice choir, and children’s choirs, he was also elected president of
the Swiss Musikgesellschaft, which he helped found in 1808.
In order to better understand the political and social circumstances from which
Liedertafeln were born, it might be instructive to follow the history of one such choir
in Germany: the Liedertafel Geiselhöring. Unhappily, no images of the Liedertafel
Geiselhöring exist; nevertheless, its members would have gathered together to enjoy
an alcoholic beverage, as shown in Figure 4, wherein the Liedertafel Neustadt an der
Weinstraße can easily pass for the Liedertafel Geiselhöring.
Although he does not appear in these photographs, Brahms wrote music for and
conducted the Neustadt Liedertafel. These two photos depict the nature of Liedertafeln
near the end of the nineteenth century: the duality makes plain that men came together to sing and perform publicly and, equally important, they socialized on a regular
basis—almost certainly following every rehearsal. Neustadt is just one of the dozens of
TTBB singing societies that allowed men to sing, perform and drink. The multitudinous number, size and type of singing societies in Germany provided a blueprint for
other singers in other nations. In his book Music and Society Since 1815, Henry Raynor
writes that “It is possible to link the rise of German choral societies with the political
situation on the [Klemens von] Metternichian11 reaction as well as in the greater social
10 Porter, 220.
11	Klemens von Metternich was an Austrian diplomat who was at the center of European affairs for four decades as
the Austrian Empire’s foreign minister from 1809 and Chancellor from 1821 until the liberal Revolutions of 1848
forced his resignation.
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freedom that followed the French revolution.”12
Figure 4. Liedertafel Neustadt an der Weinstraße. (City of Neustadt Liedertafel on the Weinstraße River). left. Founded in 1867, members of the Liedertafel pose for a formal group photograph in 1873. Interestingly, Johannes Brahms made music with the Liedertafel in Neustadt.
right. The happy, drink-festival singing group of men of the Neustadt Liedertafel enjoying the
conviviality of Liedertafel, 18 October 1874.

[Source: Liedertafel Neustadt an der Weinstraße, with permission.]

Hermann Wocheslander gives an engaging account of life as a member fo the
Liedertafel Geiselhöring:
Men who were fond of singing (Sangesfreudige)—predominantly from the rather
privileged strata of the Geiselhöring bourgeoisie—came together then formed a singing association. Their main goal was above all the cultivation of song and music, but
they also believed that social activities should not be neglected.
In 1863, a club trophy that we still have was purchased, on which the following
slogan—also set to music for a male choir—is engraved: “In the struggle for German
courage, for fatherland and good, with wine and songs a happy joke, for tender love
a loyal heart!” This text, which sounds rather “bombastic” in places, reflects on the
one hand the strongly nationalistic and patriotic spirit of the time around the middle of the nineteenth century; on the other hand, it also represents a certain effusive
romanticism in private life.
Just a few years after the founding of the association in 1870/71, the FrancoGerman War—known as the “Seventy War”—demanded this German courage from
31 singing brothers, for fatherland and property. Six of them, the chronicle reports,
did not return home. On 13 September 1863, the Liedertafel was included in the
Bavarian Association of Singers. By 1888, the time of the 25th anniversary of the
founding, the singing club had recovered and welcomed ten foreign clubs as guests.
In 1933, the political situation shaped by fanatical National Socialism did not
have a favorable effect on club life, which was completely frozen during the ensuing World War II. In addition to the men’s choir, there was also a women’s choir, a
mixed choir and a large children’s choir.13
12 RAY, 86.
13	Wocheslander, Hermann. n.d. “Unsere Geschichte. (Our History.).” Liedertafel Geiselhöring. Accessed August 1, 2020. https://
www.liedertafel-geiselhoering.de/indExamplephp/chronik. “Sangesfreudige Männer—überwiegend aus den etwas privilegierteren Schichten des Geiselhöringer Bürgertums—schlossen sich damals zur Gründung eines Gesangvereins zusammen.
Hauptziel war vor allem die Pflege von Lied und Musik, aber auch der gesellige Bereich sollte nicht zu kurz kommen.
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Curiously, we have a first-person account of a concert in the Liedertafel Geiselhöring;
what is odd is that it comes from an Irish newspaper:
One of the most interesting features of social life in Germany is that of the musical union. The universal cultivation of music, vocal and instrumental, supplies a
constant source of intellectual enjoyment, and helps materially to promote that
open intercourse amongst all classes of the people which impress such frankness
on the German character. Besides several exclusive re-unions called Kranzchen
(lady’s or coffee circle), there are two large societies consisting entirely of amateurs.…one, called the Philharmonic Society (Liedertafel) meets once a week, and
every two months gives a concert, designated a grand Liedertafel, to which strangers
may be invited by the member, and at which the musical feast is combined with a
very excellent supper. We had the good fortune to be present at one such grand
Liedertafel Geiselhöring, of which we carried away most agreeable impressions.
There was no formality observed in the way of entrances.…Everybody seemed to be
perfectly at ease, and even we, who were strangers, with our English crust of frigidity
and prejudice thick upon us, soon melted into the genial friendliness and hilarity. The
entertainment opened with a noble chorus, which at once revealed the vocal power
of the society, and the skill with which it had been trained. Then the supper began;
and I am bound to say that the viands14 were as choice and as various as the music. At
intervals the music was resumed, the voices of the singers alternating with the clinking of glasses and the rattle of plates; an ingenious arrangement by means of which
the supper was made to last as long as the concert. The brilliant array of bottles. and
delicately-tinted Bohemian glasses, of the most graceful shapes and charming colours,
down the Tables, imparted a special character and peculiar interest to the scene.15
The life and songs of the Liedertafel promoted a fellowship and camaraderie that
had not existed before. The middle-class professions represented in typical Liedertafeln
included professors, shop- keepers, artists, teachers, editors, councilmen, and police
officers. These men were imbued with a genuine enthusiasm for their common way of
life and used German song to further their own national political cause. By the time
male singing had reached its peak in the 1840s, the primary purpose of a choir was to
demonstrate its meaning for national unity and the rising strength of its singers as
members of the middle class. Its artistic, musical rendition had definitely become secondary. By 1840, the growth of male singing societies was impressive, covering almost
“1863 wurde ein heute noch vorhandener Vereinspokal angeschafft, auf dem folgender—auch für Männerchor
vertonte—Vereinswahlspruch steht: Dieser stellenweise recht “markig” klingende Text spiegelt einerseits den stark
nationalistisch und patriotisch geprägten Zeitgeist um die Mitte des 19. Jahrhunderts wider, andererseits auch eine
gewisse schwärmerische Romantik im Privatleben. Schon wenige Jahre nach der Vereinsgründung forderte 1870/71
der deutsch-französische Krieg—als “Siebziger Krieg” bekannt—von 31 Sangesbrüdern diesen deutschen Mut, für
Vaterland und Gut. Sechs von ihnen, so berichtet die Chronik, kehrten nicht mehr heim.
“Am 13. September 1863 ließ sich die Liedertafel in den Bayerischen Sängerbund aufnehmen. Bis zum 25-jährigen
Gründungsfest 1888 unter dem 1. Vorstand Alois Leser (Gürtler und Vergolder) hatte sich der Gesangverein wieder
erholt und konnte zehn auswärtige Vereine als Gäste willkommen heißen.
“1933 wirkte sich die vom fanatischen Nationalsozialismus geprägte politische Situation nicht günstig auf das
Vereinsleben aus, das während des anschließenden 2. Weltkrieges völlig eingefroren war. Im Januar 1948 gelang es
Hans Munzert, Xaver Plank und Siegfried Schosser, ein Wiedererwachen der Liedertafel, deren Vorstand wieder Josef
Erl wurde, einzuleiten. Nun gab es neben dem Männerchor auch einen Frauenchor, einen gemischten Chor und
einen zahlenmäßig sehr starken Kinderchor.”
14 A choice or tasty foodstuff.
15 Magaziine, Victoria. 1863. “German Society.” Londonderry Sentinel, December 18, 1863.
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the entire country. (Table 4)
Table 4. Early German Male Choral Organizations.
Name

Year Name

Year Name

Year

Frankfurt an der Oder

1815

Leipzig

1815 Thüringen

1818

Magdeburg

1819

Münster

1822

Hamburg

1823

Minden

1824

Bremen

1827

Bielefeld

1831

[Source: Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, Leipzig, 49.]

Four major composers—Schubert, Mendelssohn, Brahms and Schumann—contributed many settings for male voices to the repertoire of the period. Schubert’s writing for
male voices reflected an understanding of what amateur male singers wanted to gain
from a composition: the singing of a meaningful text in good harmony. They wanted
a song they could sing after one hearing during an evening of rehearsal and one whose
message they could carry with them. Mendelssohn, however, was unsympathetic to the
singing societies. He was, nevertheless, drawn into this great movement through the
great respect and admiration that all Germans had for him. He directed a Liedertafel
society for a period, and was the special conductor of the mammoth Mannergesängfest
(Male Singing Festival) of 1846 in Köln. For this occasion, he composed Festgesang
an die Kunstler (Festival Ode to Artists) for male voices and 13 brass instruments.
Schumann, like Mendelssohn, felt that taste had declined in the arts in the early nineteenth century and strived hard to change the people’s appreciation through his writings in the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik. The chief incentive to Schumann’s experiments
with choral forms was the rise of choral unions as well as the parallel growth of male
singing societies in the 1830s and 1840s.
The influence of education on the male chorus movement was evident from the
beginning of the century; students were taught to read music from the earliest age.
Young students in German universities often continued their musical traditions An
early Liedertafel, formed at Meigen in 1801, began with seven young men and was conducted by their former schoolteacher. No area in German society was left untouched
by the sound of male voices. The workers’ class, though not as vocal as other social
groups in its outward display of unity, was nevertheless an integral part of the choral
movement and its ideal of a united Germany.
The poets of the early nineteenth century became the prophets of a new age of freedom, nationalism, and social change. The composers, engrossed in the new world of
folksong and living a life that was closer to the people, and farther removed from the
royal courts, created for their people the German male part-song from a unique combination of both old and new styles and techniques. These lyric German folk melodies
of the new romantic era were accompanied by clear and simple diatonic harmonies
from the classical past that fit the poet’s words with depth and meaning. Just as the
German people sought a unity that joined their monarchical traditions with social
progress, so did the poets and composers seek a union of Teutonic tradition with the
national and social innovations of a new age in their songs for the male chorus. Here
was a music that all could sing; here were songs with meaning for all classes of German
men; here was a valuable and precious tool for the organization of the male chorus
to use for the responsible betterment of all its citizens through the leadership of the
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middle class; here was the cohesive element that was to carry the German nation to
a unified empire; here was the outward expression of a great people’s deep religious
faith; and finally, here, in the rich and resonant sound of German male voices, was the
ideal expression of the character of a people.16
One means of celebrating the democratic spirit that was embodied in Liedertafeln
was to organize regional choral umbrella organizations; from there the next step was
to hold regional or national singing festivals. For one such festival, an 1843 gathering of
Saxon male choruses, Wagner supplied a large-scale work entitled Das Liebesmahl der
Apostel. Nowhere was the urge to nationalism stronger than in the German male-voice
choral movement, which received a great impetus in the first place from the liberation of
Germany through the so-called Battle of the Nations at Leipzig in October 1813.
The importance of the Liedertafel movement is shown by the fact that in 1847
Schumann became conductor of the Liedertafel in Dresden, succeeding Ferdinand
Hiller, whom he also succeeded as director of the Düsseldorf Gesangverein, a mixedvoice choral society in 1850. Schumann composed several lovely but relatively easy
Liedertafel part-songs, as did a multitude of other composers. Goethe would give his
songs to be composed by Zelter; and many of them were sung by the Berlin Liedertafel
before they were printed or known elsewhere.17
Music written for this wide array of German choral institutions is as diverse as the
institutions themselves; a standard-issue Männerchor drinking song and the searing
chromatic austerity of Liszt’s Via Crucis (1879) are about as compositionally far apart
as two works from the same century could be. Still, one can point to some general
similarities across the century and across genres. For one thing, creative uses of
timbre were arguably as unimportant for choral composition as they were integral
to orchestral music. There was relatively little innovation in the division and grouping of voices; choral music was almost exclusively written for mixed chorus, men’s
chorus, or women’s chorus.18
Thus, on the one hand choral music thrived at the juncture of the uncultivated
human voice and, on the other, the highly cultivated compositional skill of counterpoint. “And it is important to note that just as composers sought to ‘vocalize’ advanced
compositional techniques for the chorus, they simultaneously came to increasingly
rely on choral textures in their instrumental works. Indeed, for a century that is said
to have jettisoned vocal music in favor of purely abstract instrumental music, choral
textures retained a remarkably persistent presence.”19
Schubert’s choral works can also be seen as a link to yet another segment of German
composition, and that is, of course, the Lied. Most of Schubert’s choral music shares
the same unmistakable lyricism with his Lieder, and in terms of both poets and subject
matter, many of the texts are interchangeable with those of his solo songs. Indeed, this
link to solo singing is often exploited in the works themselves, particularly the large
16	Brinkman, James M. 1970. “The German Male Chorus of the Early Nineteenth Century.” Journal of Research in
Music Education 18, no. 1: 16-24. Accessed August 1, 2020.
17 Chorley, H. F. 1854. “German Music, Men and Manners.” Dublin Weekly Nation, May 13, 1854, 570.
18 Minor. In GRA,274.
19 Minor. In GRA,277.
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number of part-songs composed for small choruses.
German part-songs were also written for female ensembles by many nineteenth-century composers. Some, like those composed by Schubert to be performed by the voice
students of Anna Fröhlich, were intended for informal soirées and concerts by pick-up
choirs. Others, like those supplied by Brahms for the women’s chorus he conducted
in Hamburg from 1859 to 1861, were written for formally constituted ensembles that
enjoyed an existence similar to that of their male-voice counterparts. These women’s
ensembles, however, were far less numerous than men’s ensembles, and they were not
organized, as the male groups were, into a strong national organization that existed
for the purpose of promoting their development.
The centuries before the nineteenth had brought to maturity a style that had
evolved within great ecclesiastical buildings and for the purposes of the ceremonies
held within those buildings. The major works of the nineteenth century were mostly
designed for secular buildings, which were themselves not infrequently planned with
the requirements of oratorio-type music in mind. At the same time, choral festivals
encouraged the creation of new large-scale choral works; many festivals regularly
commissioned composers to write what were called ‘novelties,’ and the oratorio-type
works thus created were for a new category of singers—largely amateurs and members
of the emerging middle class—along with a new type of public. Mendelssohn—”Bach’s
spiritual son,” in Viennese critic Eduard Hanslick’s phrase—ensured himself a place
beside Handel and Haydn in the pantheon of oratorio composers with St. Paul, composed for the Cäcilienverein (Cecilia Society) of Frankfurt in 1836, and Elijah, the ‘novelty’ that received its premiere at the Birmingham Festival of 1846.20
From Handel to Haydn to Mendelssohn, and other lesser composers, these societies
converged on a repertoire that was, from the outset, the joint creation of GermanEnglish musical interactions and cross-fertilizations, at both the institutional and
compositional level. Indeed, probably the most notable difference between the singing
societies and choral festivals in England and those in Germany was not the music;
rather, the absence of alcohol at the former and its overindulgence at the latter. In
contrast to the teetotaling temperance activists who filled the English choral societies, German festivals of local Liedertafeln had already by 1844 earned the reputation
of being, in the words of the Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, “drinking bouts with
shouting and tobacco smoke.”21

Austria
Until four years ago, we are unaware of any activity by a Liedertafel or a male singing
association, neither in Vienna nor anywhere else in the Austrian states; also, male quartet singing was practiced very little and only in isolated cases during that time.” 22 Thus
begins the Jahresbericht Des Männergesang-Vereines in Wien Am Schluße Des Vereinsjahres
1847 (Annual Report of the Men’s Singing Club in Vienna at the End of the Club Year
20	Smith, James G., and Percy M. Young. “Chorus (i).” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 17 Jul. 2020. https://doi.
org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.05684.
21 Applegeate. In GRA, 53.
22	
Jahresbericht Des Männergesang-Vereines in Wien Am Schluße Des Vereinsjahres 1847. 1848. Wien: Josef Ludwig, 1. “Das
Leben und Wirken einer Liedertafel oder eines Mánnergesang-Vereines war noch vor vier Jahren weder in Wien
noch sonst irgendwo in den österreichischen staaten aus uns mittelbarer Anschauung bekannt , auch wurde der
Männerquartettgesang damals wenig und nur sehr vereinzelt betrieben.”
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1847). Originally a sociFigure 5. An evening performance by the Vienna Mannergeety of men—who met sang-Verein, 29 October 1833.
together on fixed evenings for the practice of
vocal music in four parts,
drinking forming part
of the entertainment—
Liedertafel arose during
the political depression
caused by Napoleon’s
rule in Germany; and the
first such society, consisting of only 24 members, was founded by
Zelter in Berlin in 1809.
Others soon followed in
Frankfurt and Leipzig,
[Source: De Agostini / A. Dagli Orti / Granger, NYC—All rights reserved.]
gradually relaxing the
rules as to the number of participants.
These societies gave an immense impetus to men’s part-singing throughout
Germany. Since the establishment of the Männergesangvereine proper (male singing
societies), the word Liedertafel has come to mean a social gathering of the Verein, that
is, a gathering of invited ladies and gentlemen, at which the members perform pieces
that had been previously learned. They are, in fact, informal concerts, where the guests
move about, eat, drink, and talk as they please, as long they remain silent during the
singing. The Liedertafeln of the large male singing societies of Vienna, Munich, and
Cologne, are pleasant and refined entertainments, with their own musical significance;
indeed, as this outdoor concert by the Vienna Mannergesang-Verein (Figure 5) demonstrates, even in chilly late October, quite a crowd gathered to enjoy the singing.
Male choral societies were initially banned in Austria by Prince von Metternich,
Chancellor of State from 1809 to 1848, because of his political fear of such popular
movements; nevertheless the Vienna male choral society (Wiener Mannergesang-Verein)
was founded in 1843. Based on two different impulses that originally pursued divergent intentions and goals, the Liedertafel developed in the course of the nineteenth
century into a significant musical movement, which probably peaked in 1928 with the
Tenth German Federation of Singers in Vienna. Around 1800, decisive impulses came
from both northern Germany and southern Germany/Switzerland.
The background to the foundation was the turmoil of the Napoleonic Wars and the
return of Friedrich Wilhelm III to Berlin. With his Liedertafel, Zelter met a need for
exclusivity and conviviality by restricting the number of members to 24, plus a director
(the Liedertafel was founded at a time when Zelter’s Sing-Akademie had lost the character of a private association). They met once a month for dinner and enjoyed “pleasant
German melodies.” The members had to be either poets, singers or composers; anyone
who had written or composed a new song was presented to the board.…Since the number of members remained strictly regulated, and many people unsuccessfully sought
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admission (including Carl Maria von Weber, 1786–1829), five expectants were later
admitted to the society and honorary members were accepted.
Almost 20 years later, a group of men met in Berlin and decided then and there to
set 24 January 1809 as the actual day of the founding [of the Liedertafel], and the first
celebration was held in the English house. Every four weeks, on Tuesday evenings
after or before the full moon, there was the assembly of the board, which could
only consist of members of the Sing-Akademie and could not exceed 24—later 30;
the admission fee was 10 Thalers.23…Zelter’s founding [of the Liedertafel] caused a
great stir due to the intellectual significance of these evening meetings and due to
the charm of novelty: to be introduced here was a great honor, which only happened
to outstanding men of science or art. There was great competition for inclusion in
the Liedertafel, and since the number of members was so limited, an applicant often
had to wait a long time for admission. The value of the new institute was not only
a musical element; rather there was an important social element in the free association of intellectually important, highly educated men. For poetry and music, the
Liedertafel was the place: Goethe wrote songs for it; others also drew inspiration and
education in the tried-and-true judgments of friends and in confidential dealings.24
The rules of Zelter’s Sing-Akademie were strict, extensive—and worth reading:
Let us hear the reports of the old master Zelter himself (in correspondence with
Gothe): “Anyone who has composed a new song reads or sings it to the Tafel or lets
it be sung. If there is applause, a box goes around the Table, in which everyone (if he
likes the song) puts one or more pennies into it, as he likes. The coins are then counted; if there is enough [money] in it that a silver medal—a good Thaler in value—can
be bought, the director, acting in the name of the Liedertafel, hands the medal to the
prizewinner. The health of the poet or composer is drunk and the beauty of the song
is discussed. If a member can show 12 silver medals, he or she will be entertained once
at the expense of the company; a wreath is laid on him; he can order whichever wine
he wants to drink; and he receives a gold medal, 25 Thalers in value. Anyone who says
something compromising that is offensive to a member or the Liedertafel pays a fine.
Satirical songs about people are prohibited.25
23
24

25

In 1810, one Thaler was worth the equivalent of 75¢ in 2020 dollars.
Elben, Otto. 1855. Der Volksthümliche Deutsche Männergesang: Geschichte Und Stellung Im Leben Der Nation: Der
Deutsche Sängerbund Und Seine Glieder. Tübingen: H. Laupp’schen Buchhandlung. “Der 24. Jan. 1809 ward als der
eigentliche Stiftungstag anberaumt, und die erste Festfeier im englischen Hause gehalten. Alle 4 Wochen, je an
dem Dienstagabende nach oder vor dem Vollmond war die Versammlung der Tafel, welche bloß aus Mitgliedern
der Sing-Akademie bestehen konnte und die Zahl 24, später 30 nicht übersteigen durfte; das Aufnahmegeld betrug
10 Thaler.…Es konnte nicht fehlen, daß bei der geistigen Bedeutung dieser Abendzusammenkünfte, bei dem Reize
der Neuheit Zelters Stiftung großes Aufsehen machte : hier eingeführt zu werden, war eine große Ehre, die nur
her vorragenden Männern der Wissenschaft oder Kunst widerfuhr. Um die Aufnahme in die Liedertafel entstand
großer Wettstreit, und da die Zahl der Mitglieder eine so sehr beschränkte war, so mußte ein Angemeldeter oft
lange der Aufnahme harren. Der Werth des neuen Instituts war nicht bloß ein musikalischer, sondern es lag in
der freien Vereinigung geistig bedeutender, hochgebildeter Männer ein wichtiges gesellschaftliches Element. Für
Dichtkunst und Musik war die Liedertafel die Stätte: Göthe dichtete ihr seine Lieder; auch andere schöpften hier
Anregung und Bildung im bewährten Urteile der Freunde und im vertraulichen Umgange.”
Elben, 25–26. “Hören wir die Berichte des Altmeisters Zelter selbst (im Briefwechsel mit Göthe).…Wer ein neues
Lied gedichtet oder komponirt hat, liest oder singt solches an der Tafel vor öder läßt es singen. Hat es Beifall, so
geht eine Büchse an der Tafel umher, worein Jeder (wenn ihm das Lied gefällt) nach seinem Gefallen einen Gro-
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At about the same time, they were also founding Liedertafeln in Northern Germany,
modeled on Zelter’s Sing-Akademie in Berlin; however, the exclusive component was
increasingly dispensed with. German male choirs (Riga and Rome 1833, Lyon/F 1834,
Philadelphia 1835 were also founded outside the German-speaking world.) The spread of
the Liedertafel movement in the territory of the Austrian imperial state was much slower
than in Germany. It is said that male choirs were founded as early as 1809(!); however, in
many cases this cannot be clearly proven. For everyone, though, the political situation
in Austria at that time prevented the Liedertafel movement from spreading. The strict
censorship and control of public life under Chancellor Klemens Wenzel Lothar Fürst,
acting for the Prince of Metternich, initially presented almost insurmountable obstacles for founding male choirs; in 1843, at the latest, however, the Liedertafel movement
also made a decisive breakthrough in Austria when August Schmidt was able to found
the Vienna Männergesang-Verein (statute approval 1845), which subsequently committed
itself to the spread of the Liedertafel movement in Austria and, above all, carried out an
intensive inventory of the works of Schubert.
This was followed by founding of larger numbers of choirs (Table 5):
Table 5. Austrian Männergesang in the 1800s.
Year

City

Year

City

1842

Academic Liedertafel Innsbruck

1846

Graz

1843

Waldhofen an der Ybbs/Lower Austria

1846

Wiener Neustadt

1844

Steyr

1846

Gmunden

1845

“Frohsinn” Linz

1847

Klagenfurt

1845

Spitz an der Donau

1847

Liedertafel Salzburg

1845

Bad Ischl

1848

Mödling

[Source: Fastl, Christian. 2017. “Männergesang.” Oesterreichisches Musik-Lexikon. January 24, 2017. https://www.MusikLexikon.ac.at/ml/musik_M/Maennergesang.xml]

Most groups were initially unable to get their statutes approved; however, during the
reign of the young Franz Joseph (restoration), many associations ceased their activities,
and only with the Association Act of 1867 was the legal basis created for Liedertafeln.
A steady ascent of the Liedertafeln movement began during the time of the Double
Monarchy. Even Prince of Metternich seems to be very well aware of the strength that
came from the German Liedertafel movement: “Contain this poison from Germany!”26
Given the number of men involved, His Royal Highness was right to be concerned:
the German Liedertafeln still had a special meaning insofar as they became places of
cultivation for German patriotism during a shameful time when Germanness was
subjugated. The members of a Liedertafeln call themselves “Liederbrüder” (Singing
brothers); the chairman is called the “Liedervater” (Singing father); the conductor is
schen oder mehr hineintut. An der Tafel wird die Büchse ausgezählt; findet sich so viel darinne, daß eine silberne
Medaille, einen guten Taler an Wert, davon bezahlt werden kann, so reicht der Meister im Namen der Liedertafel
dem Preisnehmer die Medaille. Es wird die Gesundheit des Dichters oder Komponisten getrunken und über die
Schönheit des Lieds gesprochen. Kann ein Mitglied 12 silberne Medaillen vor zeigen, so wird er auf Kosten der
Gesellschaft einmal bewirtet; ihm wird ein Kranz aufgesezt; er kann sich den Wein fordern, welchen er trinken
will; und erhält eine goldene Medaille, 25 Taler an Wert.…Wer etwas Kompromittirendes ausplaudert, was einem
Mitgliede oder der Tafel zuwider ist, zahlt Strafe. Satyrische Lieder auf Personen werden nicht gesungen.”
26	Fastl, Christian. 2017. “Männergesang.” Oesterreichisches Musik-Lexikon. January 24, 2017. “…(„Halten Sie mir ja
dieses Gift aus Deutschland nieder!“)”
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Figure 6. Singers’ Hall during the Deutsche Sängerbünde on the Waldschlößchenwiese River in Dresden, 1865.

thought it impossible that a group of amateurs would be able to perform this opera
sufficiently with such a large cast and such difficult ensemble pieces.29
The Vienna Liedertafel still exists today. Fortunately, from its inception, the members and leadership kept meticulous records; indeed, from its first year, annual reports
were drafted, approved and published for inspection. In its thirteenth year, 1856, this
account of the founding of the society was circulated:

[Source: Reil, Ernst, ed. Die Gartenlaube illustrirtes Familienblatt, Leipzig, No. 30, 1865, 468–469.]

the “Liedermeister” (Singing master); and the vocal festivals of the singing groups
formed from a large number of Liedertafeln—“Liederfeste” (Singing festivals). The singing federations ultimately united in the last instance in the “Deutsche Sängerbünde”
(German association of singers), which has about 50,000 singers, are generally named
after provinces, or individual cities or personalities. The Deutsche Sängerbünde celebrated major singing festivals in Dresden in 1865 and in Munich in 1874.27
Moreover, there was also a festival in Nuremberg in July 1861, (Figure 6) to which
choirs came from Germany, Austria and Switzerland. A total of 197 Liedertafeln and
5,046 individual singers attended.28 The nationalism that was so important to the
members of Liedertafeln did not in any way lessen their commitment to excellence in
their singing. German physician and biologist Professor Ludwig Bischoff recounted a
performance that took place in Graz:
Without being a “Holy Singer,” I want to tell you—although I am not even a singer—that the local Liedertafel under Mr. Weinbrenner has soared this winter to undertakings that deserve recognition since, as a rule, the men’s singing clubs cannot be
expected to stage operas. On the eighth of this month, to its third circle of people that
meet regularly, the Liedertafel gave the complete performance of Weber’s Freischütz.
As much as we were satisfied by the earlier dramatic performances in the circle, we
27

28

Riemann, Hugo. 1882. “Liedertafel.” Musik-Lexikon. Leipzig: Bibliographischen Instituts. “hatten die deutschen
Liedertafeln noch eine besondere Bedeutung, sofern sie Pflegestätten des deutschen Patriotismus wurden in einer
Zeit schmählicher Knechtung des Deutschtums. Die Mitglieder einer Liedertafel nennen sich “Liederbrüder,” der
Vorsitzende heißt der “Liedervater,” der Dirigent der “Liedermeister,” die Gesangsfeste der aus einer größern Anzahl Liedertafeln gebildeten Sängerbünde “Liederseste.” Die in letzter Instanz im “Deutschen Sängerbünde,” der ca.
50,000 Sänger zählt, vereinigten Sängerbünde heißen zumeist nach Landschaften oder Provinzen, Städten oder
nach Persönlichkeiten. Der Deutsche Sängerbünd feierte große Sängerfeste 1865 zu Dresden und 1874 in München.”
Ruhsam, Julius. 1861. Das Große Deutsche sängerfest in Nürnberg Den 20–23 Juli 1861. Annaberg: Rudolph und Dieterei,
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Dr. August Schmidt has the undeniable merit of having initiated and founded a
men’s singing society in Vienna. At the beginning of October 1843, he managed to
gather some supporters of all-male singing in a private house on the country road,
who then agreed to come together once a week for the practice of men’s songs. Eight
members came together on 13 October 1843 with rather pessimistic prospects; yet,
they still had the courage to draft their own society bylaws. Gradually, men from
all social standings joined this company with desire and love; hence, this emerging
singing club, which at that time consisted of about twenty members, was able on 18
December 1843 (in the concerts organized by Dr. Schmidt for the subscribers of the
music newspaper he published) to perform five choruses, which represented its first
attempt at a public appearance.30
By the end of that first year—1844—there were more than 198 singing members and
an additional 175+ auxiliary members; as of September 1865, there were 233 singing members; plus, there were almost 300 auxiliary members. Specific membership figures are not
available for every year, but the number of members seems to have held steady between
195–230. In July 1865, the group participated in the Allegemeines deutsches Sängerfest in
Dresden (General German Singing Festival in Dresden), where it presented four concerts. Among the composers represented in 201 concerts were Felix Mendelssohn, Franz
Schubert, Robert Schumann, Carl Maria von Weber, Richard Wagner, Franz Liszt, Anton
Rubinstein, Giacomo Meyerbeer, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Ludwig van Beethoven,
Hector Berlioz, Louis Spohr as well as dozens of lesser composers.
A yearly financial report was included; trends are shown in this graph: (Table 6)

29	Bischoff, Professor Ludwig, ed. 1856. Niederrheinische Musik-Zeitung für Kunstfreunde und Künstler. 4 (January):
89–90. “Ohne nun ein „heiliger Sänger“ zu sein, will ich doch, obwohl nicht einmal ein Sänger schlechtweg, Ihnen
sagen, dass die hiesige Liedertafel unter Herrn Weinbrenner sich in diesem Winter zu Unternehmungen empor
geschwungen hat, welche um so mehr Anerkennung verdienen, als es den Männergesang-Vereinen in der Regel
nicht zugemutet werden kann, Aufführungen von Opern zu veranstalten.
	 “Am 8. d. Mts. brachte die Liedertafel in ihrem dritten Kränzchen die vollständige Aufführung von Weber’s Freischütz. So sehr wir auch durch die früheren dramatischen Leistungen in den Kränzchen befriedigt waren, so hielten
wir es doch für unmöglich, dass ein Kreis von Dilettanten im Stande sein würde, eine derartige Oper mit so grossem Personale und so schwierigen Ensemblestücken genügend auszuführen.”
30	Bischoff, 5–6. “Dr. August Schmidt hat das unbestreitbare Verdienst, einen Männergesang-Verein in Wien angeregt und
gegründet zu haben. Mit dem Beginne des Monats October 1843, gelang es ihm nämlich, in einem Privathause auf der
Landstraße einige Freunde des Männergesanges zu versammeln, die es sich zur Ausgabe stellten, einmal in der Woche
zur Übung von Männergesängen zusammen zu kommen. Acht Mitglieder waren es, die am 13 October 1843 mit ziemlich
hoffnungslosen Aussichten zusammen kamen und dennoch den Mut hatten, eine eigene Vereinsordnung zu entwerfen.
Nach und nach schlossen sich Männer aus allen Ständen diesem Unternehmen mit Lust und Liebe an, und so war es
möglich daß schon am 18 Dezember 1843 in dem von Dr. A. Schmidt für die Abonnenten der von ihm herausgegebenen
Musikzeitung veranstalteten Konzerte dieser im Aufkommen begriffene, damals aus ungefähr zwanzig Mitgliedern bestandene Gesangverein fünf Chöre aufführe, die der erste Versuch seines öffentlichen Auftretens waren.”
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Among the many Liedertafeln that existed in Switzerland, was the Liedertafel in
Bern, Switzerland; it received this favorable review of a concert it presented in London,
which appeared in the Illustrated London News in 1894: “In the evening a concert was
given here by the Berner Liedertafel, a body of singers possessing a fine volume of tone
and considerable precision and neatness of style. Led by Dr. Carl Munzinger, the director of the Berne Conservatoire, these well-trained Switzers displayed wonderful dash
and vigour in a number of part-songs by German and Swiss composers, winning hearty
applause from a not very numerous—but highly appreciative—audience.”33

Table 6. Vienna Liedertafel Year-End Cash On Hand (in 2020 Dollars).

Vienna Liedertafel Year-End Cash On Hand (in 2020 Dollars)
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[Source: Bischoff, Professor Ludwig, ed. 1856. Niederrheinische Musik-Zeitung für Kunstfreunde und Künstler. 4 (January): 89.]

From the very beginning, the ensemble gave multiple concerts each year; the season
ran from October to September. (Table 7)
Table 7. Vienna Liedertafel
Number of Concerts
Season.
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[Source: Bischoff, Professor Ludwig, ed. 1856. Niederrheinische Musik-Zeitung für Kunstfreunde und Künstler. 4 (January): 89.]

The Vienna Liedertafel enjoyed a favorable reputation outside Austria. Professor John
Ella had this to say: “I now hear of collegians at Oxford and Cambridge Universities
acquiring some knowledge of musical theory and forming choral societies; should they
ever be sufficiently skilled to compete with the University Liedertafel of Vienna, it will
be a good omen for music in England.”31 This same gentleman recounts (in another
book, Lectures on dramatic music, and musical education,) a conversation he had with a
fellow train traveler: “Music, naturally, was occasionally a subject of discussion, and he
informed me that he was returning from the Rhine Festival, where the Vienna Liedertafel,
of which he was a member, had won the prize for singing from the Cologne Society.”32
Plainly there were other Liedertafeln in Austria, all of whom provided a medium for
men who wanted to sing with a means to do just that, while serving their communities
by offering entertainment to hundreds of listeners. Just the same for Austria’s neighbor
Switzerland, where many Liedertafeln existed.
31 Ella, John. 1878. Musical sketches: Abroad and at Home. Edited by John Belcher. 3rd ed. London: William Reeves, 43.
32	Ella, John. 1872. Lectures on Dramatic Music, and Musical Education Abroad and at Home, Etc. London: Ridgway,
Piccadilly, 38.
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The philosophical pole opposite to Zelter’s lay in the thoughts and beliefs of Swiss
music collector and publisher Hans Georg Nägeli, who advocated choral singing as
a means for education; he also believed that an all-male ensemble was capable of
greater expressivity than a mixed ensemble. Nägeli (Figure 7) founded a male choir
in Zurich in 1810, which was affiliated with his Singinstitut, and was conducted by
Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi. Unlike Zelter, whose members came from higher social
strata, for Nägeli, the formation of the people and the raising up of the spiritual level
through singing was of central importance. Thus, the Liedertafel movement emanating
from southern Germany/Switzerland can be seen as a movement from “below.” Nägeli
contributed greatly to the dissemination of his ideas through personal influence and
suggested—directly or indirectly—the establishment of numerous Liedertafel in southern Germany (Stuttgart and Ulm 1824). Nägeli championed an alternative model of
Volksbildung [Public Education], that aimed to involve the widest possible cross-section
of the community in active music-making. Zelter
Figure 7. Hans Georg Nageli, illuscontrasted his Berlin reforms, which “set things tration for Gallerie beruhmter Schin motion from above,” with Nägeli’s bottom-up weizer der Neuzeit by Alfred Hartapproach, while hoping that eventually their paths mann, 1868.
would converge in the middle.34 Egalitarianism
only extended so far down the social classes in
Zelter’s worldview.
In addition to providing much-imitated institutional models, Nägeli and Zelter sought to place
singing at the heart of social renewal through reforming church music, introducing music education into
schools, and gaining state recognition for music’s role
in cultivating individuals and building communities.
While the Sing-Akademie provided a forum for aesthetic cultivation on the part of Berlin’s moneyed elite,
Zelter also stressed music’s capacity to contribute to
the moral education of the masses.35
The journalist and politician Hermann Otto Karl [Source: Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek,
PORT_00155178_01.]
Elben writes that
33
34
35

Illustrated London News. 1894. “Music,” June 2, 1894, 702.
GARR, (Kindle Location 954–56).
GARR, (Kindle Location 900 & 912).
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Nägeli was tireless in his homeland for the purposes of educating the people, in
cooperation with Pestalozzi and Michael Traugott Pfeiffer; together with the latter,
he published his main works on vocal pedagogy at Pestalozzi’s instigation. Nägeli
also took care of religious needs through a hymn book for public worship, which
found wide distribution, even as far away as America. His fellow citizens recognized Nägeli’s merit by appointing him to the Education Council and the Great
Council (Parliament), and Nägeli—a warm, enthusiastic friend of progress—fought
vigorously in the 1830s for courts with a jury, for the abolition of the death penalty
and, with vivid imagination, for the introduction of the railroad, which he believed
would be the source of completely unforeseen cultural phenomena. Nägeli was an
excellent orator, which he proved particularly well as president of the Swiss Music
Society.36

The recognizable beginning of Nägeli’s music education efforts was marked by the
Zurich Singinstitut, [1805] a mixed choir to which Nägeli affiliated a children’s and a
men’s choir. Inspired by Pestalozzi’s educational ideals, he published numerous musical collections for didactic purposes, with which he made a significant contribution to
the formation of a choir system that was open to all social classes, the vocal training
theory according to Pestalozzian principles (1810) and the choir singing school (1821)
and, in addition, a singing treatise for the male choir (1817), as well as a practical singing
method for female choral singing (1832) and other titles. His numerous writings show
that Nägeli also dealt with general questions of pedagogy, philosophy and religion.
He worked in the Swiss Music Society, the Helvetic Society and the Swiss Non-Profit
Society. He served the city of Zurich primarily as a member of the Education and the
Grand Council.37 It is difficult to overestimate Nägeli’s influence on choral singing:
In the course of political and social enlightenment, Nägeli, as a music educator in the
sense of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi, strongly advocated for popular musical education. In 1805, he initiated the first non-religious singing academy in Zurich with the
Singinstitut; in 1808, he was a co-founder of the Swiss Music Society in Lucerne.
36
 lben, 39–40. “Unermüdlich war N. in seiner Heimat für die Zwecke der Erziehung des Volks, im Zusammenwirken mit
E
Pestalozzi und Pfeiffer; mit lezterem gemeinsam gab er auf Pestalozzis Veranlassung seine Hauptwerke für die Gesangsbildung heraus. Auch für die religiösen Bedürfnisse sorgte N. durch ein Gesangbuch für den öffentlichen Gottesdienst, das
weite Verbreitung, selbst bis Amerika, gefunden hat. Seine Mitbürger schäzten N.’s Verdienst, indem sie ihn in den Erziehungsrat und in den großen Rat (die Volksvertretung) beriefen, und N., ein warmer, begeisterter Freund des Fortschritts,
kämpfte lebhaft schon in den 30er Jahren für Geschwornengerichte, für Aufhebung der Todesstrafe und, er erwartete mit
lebhafter Fantasie, daß die Einführung der Eisenbahnen die Quelle ganz ungeahnter Kulturerscheinungen sein werden. N.
war ein trefflicher Redner, wie er dieß besonders als Präsident der schweizerischen Musikgesellschaft bewährte.”
37	Nägeli, Hans Georg (1773–1836). ZBcollections. Accessed July 8, 2020. https://www.zbcollections.ch/home/. “Den
erkennbaren Beginn der musikpädagogischen Anstrengungen Nägelis markiert das 1805 durch ihn gegründete
Zürcherische Singinstitut, ein gemischter Chor, dem Nägeli in den Folgejahren einen Kinder- und einen Männerchor angliederte. Angeregt durch die Erziehungsideale Pestalozzis veröffentlichte er zahlreiche Sammlungen zu didaktischen Zwecken, mit denen er massgeblich zur Ausbildung eines für alle Volksschichten offenen Chorwesens
beitrug—etwa die beiden gemeinsam mit Michael Traugott Pfeiffer herausgegebenen ersten Hauptteile einer mehrbändigen Gesangschule—die Gesangsbildungslehre nach Pestalozzischen Grundsätzen (1810) und die Chorgesangschule (1821) sowie in Ergänzung dazu eine Gesangbildungslehre für den Männerchor (1817) –, ferner eine Praktische
Gesangsschule für den weiblichen Chorgesang (1832) und weitere Titel. Dass sich Nägeli darüber hinaus auch mit allgemeinen Fragen der Pädagogik, Philosophie und Religion auseinandersetzte, belegen seine zahlreichen, häufig nur
als Fragmente erhaltenen Schriften. In den 1820er Jahren unternahm Nägeli einige Studien- und Vortragsreisen nach
Deutschland und Frankreich. Er war tätig in der Schweizerischen Musikgesellschaft, der Helvetischen Gesellschaft
und der Schweizerischen Gemeinnützigen Gesellschaft. Der Stadt Zürich diente er vor allem als Mitglied des Erziehungs- und des Großen Rates.”
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In the districts, the larger male choirs joined together to become regional singing
associations. The Appenzell38 Singer’s Association led the first District Singing Festival
in 1825. Following this example, the new district associations held their celebrations
at regular intervals, which still today are important meeting places for choristers.
One of the most important District Singer’s festival was that of the Argauer District
Association in 1842. For the first time, male choirs from other districts were also
invited to this festival, which led to the founding of the Swiss Singer’s Association.39
Nägeli and Pfeiffer’s joint book, Gesangbildungslehre nach Pestalozzischen Grundsätzen
von Michael Traugott Pfeiffer methodisch bearbeitet von Hans Georg Nägeli (Singing
Treatise According to Pestalozzic Principles by Michael Traugott Pfeiffer, Methodically
Edited by Hans Georg Nägeli) was published in Zurich in 1810; the work was underwritten by a group of subscribers who paid for it to be published—possibly even for it to be
written. It is a 273-page primer intended to teach students the fundamentals of music,
starting with notation, rhythm, meter, and so forth; it assumes zero knowledge on the
part of the student and became essential to the reform of school music.
The second publication, has a virtually identical title, Gesangbildungslehre nach
Pestalozzischen Grundsätzen von Hans Georg Nägeli (Singing Education According to
Pestalozzic Principles by Hans Georg Nägeli); however, this volume is shorter (six
pages) and only contains vocal exercises. It builds on the knowledge gained from the
primer, while increasing the vocal ability of the singers; all the exercises are in unison.
Here are just a few examples from the singing method are in (Example 1):
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Example 1. Singing Education According to Pestalozzic Principles by Hans Georg Nägeli, 1810.
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- sre
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- gen
auf - wärts,
Our tones
climbTöupwards,
tones
climb downwards.
Un
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climbTöupwards,
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climb downwards.
Our tones climb upwards, our tones climb downwards.
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- auf,
- up,
ab down,
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un Up, down, goes our tune, up, down, up, down.
Up, down, goes our tune, up, down, up, down.
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Wei - se, hin - auf,

hin - ab,

hin - auf,

Durch die stil - le
A - bend Flur
tönt dein Lied, O Gril - le! nur, dein
Your song sounds through the silent evening corridor, O cricket! only your song, just O cricket!
Your song sounds through the silent evening corridor, O cricket! only your song, just O cricket!
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Happy hours of childhood, where have you gone? You were like pure waves dancing in the morning sunshine.
Traugott Pfeiffer eine bahnbrechende ‘Gesangsbildungslehre’ für Männerchöre heraus.
“In den Kantonen schlossen sich die grösseren Männerchöre zu Kantonsgesangsvereinen zusammen. Der Appenzell.
Sängerverein führte 1825 das erste Kant. Sängerfest durch. Nach diesem Vorbild veranstalteten die neuen Kantonalverbände in regelmässigen Abständen ihre Feiern, welche bis in die Gegenwart wichtige Treffpunkte der Chorsänger sind.
Eines der wichtigsten Kant. Sängerfeste war jenes des Aarg. Kantonalverbands von 1842. Zu diesem Fest wurden erstmals auch Männerchöre anderer Kantone eingeladen, was zur Gründung des Eidg. Sängervereins führte.”
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[Source: Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, 4 Mus.th. 1114, http://mdz-nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bvb:12- bsb10527536-1.]

In 1870, the Bern Liedertafel published Denkschrift zur Feier des 50jährigen Bestandes der
Berner Liedertafel (Memorial to Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Berner Liedertafel).
The history of the chorus begins with a tongue-in-cheek reference to Ancient Greece:
Dark as the birth of the poet of the Iliad is also the origin story of the Berner
Liedertafel. Seven cities argued over the honor of being called the birthplace of
Homer, and although the Berner Liedertafel is assigned a somewhat more modest
circle, and it will never be allowed to give itself the reputation of immortality, there
is a certain analogy with the Greek prince of poets in the fact that we are still not
clear to this day whether our club first saw the light of the world. that is, viewed the
glow of lamps (gas lighting was still a luxury for schoolrooms at that time) in the
small auditorium of the university, in the casino, or even, as an honorable veteran
singer once claimed, in a “girl’s school.”40

25
from the Liedertafel. Under the direction of the conductor Herr Frölich, who wanted
to perform larger works, “It was therefore proposed that each member should name
a number of music-loving acquaintances in order to invite them to join. Herr Frölich
then issued an invitation to the singing friends of Bern to set up a larger male choir,
which already on the second day showed such a pleasing result that the invitation list
had 6o signatures. The first rehearsal was held on Monday, 28 July, in the small casino
hall with 54 singers present.” Eventually the author declares that, “So, to have a positive
foundation, we have to assume that July 25, 1845 is the birthday—and the small casino
hall the birthplace—of our present ‘Berner Liedertafel.’”43
A list of repertoire shows that the Berner Liedertafel includes all of the composers
represented in the Vienna Liedertafel, as well as Anton Rubinstein, Swedish composer
Niels Gade, Josef Rheinberger, George Frideric Handel, Luigi Cherubini, Hans Nägeli,
Johannes Brahms, Joseph Haydn, Max Bruch, and Edvard Grieg; moreover, in cooperation with the Cäcilienverein, the group sang both the St. Matthew Passion and St.
John Passion by J. S. Bach. The number of concerts per season can be seen in this graph
(Table 8):
Table 8. Berner Liedertafel
Number of Concerts
Berner Liedertafel
Number per
of Season.
Concerts per Season
12
9
6

40	GARX, 10. “Dunkel wie die Geburt des Dichters der Iliade, ist auch die erste Entstehungsgeschichte der Berner Liedertafel. Sieben Städte stritten sich um die Ehre, die Geburtsstätte Homers zu heissen, und, wenn auch allerdings
der Berner Liedertafel ein etwas bescheidenerer Kreis zugewiesen ist und sie sich niemals den Ruf der Unsterblichkeit wird beimessen dürfen, so existiert doch eine gewisse Analogie mit dem griechischen Dichterfürsten darin,
dass wir auf den heutigen Tag noch nicht aufgeklärt sind, ob unser Verein in der kleinen Aula der Hochschule, oder
im Casino, oder gar, wie ein ehrenwerter Sängerveteran einmal behauptete, in einer «Mädchenschule» das Licht
der Welt, d. h. den Schein der Lampen (Gasbeleuchtung war damals für Schulzimmer noch Luxus) erblickt hat.”
41	SOMM, 169. “Die Liedertafel, ebenfalls im Jahre 1834 von Herrn Mendel gestiftet und geleitet, zählt etwa 20 bis 30
Mitglieder. Sie versammelt sich regelmässig wöchentlich einmal am Montag Abend im Casino zu gesellschaftlichen Gesängen. Zuweilen vereinigen sich die beiden Vereine, die Liedertafel und der akademische Chor, zu öffentlichen Aufführungen und Chören in der Münsterkirche bei Herrn Mendels Orgelkonzerten.”
42	SOMM, 170. “Neben obigen Gesellschaften besteht noch ein Männerchor auf einem Zunfthauſe aus Handelsleuten
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Some clarity, however, is provided by Christian Vollrath von Sommerlatt, who in
1836 wrote Adressbuch der Republik Bern für Wissenschaft-, Kunst-, Handel- und Gewerbe
sammt Beschreibung der Merkwürdigkeiten, öffentlich Anstalten und sonstigen nützlichen
Einrichtungen, Hauptstadt Bern (Address book of the Republic of Bern for science, art,
trade and commerce including descriptions of the curiosities, public institutions and
other useful facilities, capital Bern). In it he writes that “The Liedertafel, founded and
directed by Mr. Mendel in 1834, has about 20 to 30 members. It meets regularly for social
singing—once per week—on Monday evenings in the casino. Sometimes the two associations, the Liedertafel and the academic choir, come together for public performances,
and choirs in the Münster church during Mr. Mendel’s organ concerts.”41
Yet, on the very next page, Sommerlatt includes this observation: “In addition to the
above societies, there is also a male choir in a guild house made up of tradesmen and
professionals who, since their gathering in the Fall of 1835, under the guidance of an
honorary teacher, have managed to produce fairly satisfactory performances without
his assistance.”42 It turns out that this second all-male choir was founded by a few men

[Source: Haendcke, Berthold, ed. 1892. Bibliographie Der Schweizerischen Landeskunde. Vol. 5. Bern: K — J — Wyss, 12–22.]

The Swiss really are a singing bunch. In the Bibliography of Swiss Regional Studies
1892, the number of singing festivals filled ten pages, approximately 200. That
means that for the preceding 92 years, there had been 1.9 singing festivals per year in
Switzerland alone.44 Indeed, in June 1846, two representatives of the Berner Liedertafel
attended the Federal Singing Festival in the city of Schaffhausen; thereafter, the
Berner Liedertafel was a proud member of the Great Confederation of Singers. After
the Berner Liedertafel returned from the June 1846 festival, the members decided to
augment its presence closer to home; initially the idea was to create its own municipal singing association; however, eventually the group chose to join the Bernischen
Gesangbildungsverein (Berner Singing Education Association).
Furthermore, since the Swiss Singing Festival could not find a home anywhere,
und Professionisten, welche es seit ihrem Zusammentritte im Herbſt 1835 unter Anleitung eines Honorirten Lehrers
bereits so weit gebracht haben, daß sie auch ohne Hülfe desselben ziemlich befriedigende Leistungen produziren.”
43	GARX, 9. “Deswegen wurde der Vorschlag gemacht, jedes Mitglied möge eine Anzahl ihm bekannter Musikfreunde nennen, um an dieselben eine Aufforderung zur Vereinigung ergehen zu lassen. Herr Frölich erliess nun eine
an die Sängerfreunde Berns gerichtete Einladung zur Gründung eines grössern Männerchors, welche schon am
zweiten Tage das höchst erfreuliche Ergebnis zeigte, dass die Einladungsliste 6o Unterschriften zählte. Die erste
Gesangsübung wurde Montags den 28. Juli im kleinen Casinosaale mit 54 anwesenden Sängern abgehalten.… Wir
müssen also, um eine positive Grundlage zu haben, annehmen, dass der 25. Juli 1845 der Geburtstag und der kleine
Casinosaal die Entstehungsstätte unserer heutigen «Berner Liedertafel» sei.”
44	Haendcke, Berthold, ed. 1892. Bibliographie Der Schweizerischen Landeskunde. Vol. 5. Bern: K — J — Wyss, 12–22.
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the Basler Liedertafel Figure 8. Swiss Singers’ Association, 1832, color lithograph by G. Werinvited the first cat- ner, 1832.
egory of singing
clubs to a singing
day as a link between
the large, general Swiss festivals.
The Cäcilienverein
( C ä c i l i e n
Association) Aarau,
the Harmonie and
the
Männerchor
Zurich,
the
Liedertafel Luzern,
the Stadtsängerverein
(Federal
Singers
A s s oc i a t i o n )
Winterthur,
the
Frohsinn St. Gallen [Source: Swiss National Museum, LM-45697.]
and the Liedertafel Bern were happy to respond to this call, and and so on Saturday,
7 June, approximately four hundred men gathered in Basel, augmented by the local
Liedertafel and the male choir to about 600 singers.45
The history of music in Switzerland is characterized by two special features: On the
one hand, it lacks style-shaping centers, such as those developed in other countries
that became the core of a national music tradition. Numerous forms, practices and
instruments can hardly be traced back 200 years. This is why a Swiss music tradition
can only start from a supranational perspective, in which relationships with foreign
cultural areas and centers are taken into account. Another characteristic of music in
multilingual Switzerland, on the other hand, is that external influences overcame the
internal language boundaries. The individual regions of Switzerland are in a diverse,
fruitful exchange both with one another, along with foreign music centers.
In 1842, Nägeli founded the Swiss Singers’ Association (Figure 8). In terms of importance, it is not to be underestimated, even if the yield may have remained modest in
terms of compositions. But, even then, the quality was above-average and resulted from
efforts to serve “an all-national music culture for the purpose of human education,”
according to Nägeli’s model. The music festivals of nineteenth-century Switzerland
made oratorio performances possible—frequently with hundreds of participants—
as well as orchestral concerts with works by great masters such as George Frideric
Handel, Joseph Haydn and Ludwig van Beethoven. They were given a special splendor
by the presence of important composers such as Carl Maria von Weber, Louis Spohr
and Felix Mendelssohn, as well as Richard Wagner, who was based in Zurich during
45	GARX, 209–210. “Da das eidgenössische Sängerfest nirgends eine Heimstätte finden konnte, hatte die Basler Liedertafel die Kunstgesangvereine erster Kategorie zu einem Sängertag eingeladen, als Bindeglied zwischen den grossen, allgemeinen schweizerischen Festen. Diesem Rufe waren der Cäcilienverein Aarau, die Harmonie und der
Männerchor Zürich, die Liedertafel Luzern, der Stadtsängerverein Winterthur, der Frohsinn St. Gallen und die
Liedertafel Bern mit Freuden gefolgt, und so fanden sich Samstag, 7. Junz cirka vierhundert Mann in Basel zusammen, welche durch die dortige Liedertafel und den Männerchor auf cirka sechshundert Sänger ergänzt wurden.”
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his exile in 1849–1858; Wagner conducted numerous opera and concert performances.
It is important to remember that there were three distinct ethnic and language
areas in nineteenth-century Switzerland:
In the Romansh-speaking46 area, religious songs formed a large portion of the folk
repertoire. Their texts were inspired by indigenous Romansh and German sources
and were sung in German, Italian, Latin and Romansh. For religious songs, a strong,
high metallic vocal quality was prized—especially outdoors. Extremely high pitches
were chosen for special occasions. This vocal timbre has been described as similar
to an Eastern Europe vocal ensemble.
Most popular songs in the French-speaking area can be traced to the French regions
of Burgundy, Piedmont, Provence and Languedoc and from Spanish Catalonia.…In
French-speaking Switzerland, vocal music differs from Swiss-German styles in many
ways. Rhythms tend to be in 4/4 (rather than 3/4) and songs are usually performed in
alternation between a soloist and a chorus, with melodies sung in unison.
Switzerland’s Italian-speaking regions consist of three valleys in the Graubünden
district and the whole of district Ticino.…Far from representing remnants of archaic
traditions, the culture of the small, remoter valleys in the Alps has been influenced
by foreign cultural traits, adopted and integrated into local ones; polyvocal singing
in thirds, disseminated chiefly via organized alpine choirs, is the dominant model
throughout the Alpine valley.47
Unlike the Berner Liedertafel, which published an impressive tome on the occasion
tof its 50th anniversary, the Basler Liedertafel commissioned a new play—Apollo’s
Leyer (Apollo’s Pasture)—for its 25th anniversary. Every second year during the second
half of the nineteenth century, a National Singing Festival was held. Table 9 shows the
development of the choral culture during those years:
Table 9. Growth of Swiss Choral Culture in Festival Attendance.
City

Year

Participants

Choirs

Basel

1852

1,400

40

Basel

1875

3,200

75

Basel

1893

4,600

89

Zürich

1905

8,900

122

[Source: Rothweiler, Werner. Email. 2020. “Basler Liedertafel 1852–1902,” July 10, 2020.]

At the end of the nineteenth century, the Basler Liedertafel had about 225 active
choristers and approximately 1,000 auxiliary members. The following image depicts a
mobile concert hall that was erected for the two singing festivals held in Basel in 1875
and 1893. It was a 408 feet long, 105 ft. wide and 75 ft. high wooden structure and it
could be erected in two weeks (Figure 9). There were 4,000 seats for the audience and
room for 3,000 choristers on the stage. This was the high time of alpine paintings and
46	Romansh is a Romance language spoken predominantly in the southeastern Swiss cantdistricton of Grisons. Romansh has been recognized as a national language of Switzerland since 1938, and as an official language in correspondence with Romansh-speaking citizens since 1996, along with German, French and Italian.
47 Koskoff, Ellen. 2008. The Concise Garland Encyclopedia of World Music. New York, NY, NY: Routledge, 566–567.
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drawings, which explains the alpine scene in the background.
Figure 9. Mobile Concert Hall, 1850–1900.

choral figures in the German-speaking world, poetry, reports from the large singing associations, and choral compositions.
Just like other periodicals devoted to choral singing, the Deutsche Männer-GesangsZeitung includes compositions that choruses that are part of its network may use. Table
10 shows sales statistics from the various publishers.
Table 10. Sales of Individual Voice Parts Extracted From Booklets.
Full Score

Tenor
I.

Bass

II.

I.

Full Score
II.

1871

Tenor

Bass

I.

II.

I.

II.

1872

Booklet no.

I.

120

344

329

345

334 Booklet no.

I.

349

782

736

773

725

II.

162

341

338

356

335

II.

360

828

790

825

786

III.

232

561

540

545

544

III.

442 1,064

988 1,045 1,012

IV. 1,157 2,960 2,872 2,938 2,911
1873

1874

Booklet no.

I.

215

603

586

603

570 Booklet no.

I.

215

667

641

664

626

II.

219

614

599

616

576

II.

227

670

639

673

676

III. 244

684

665

686

648

III.

238

671

632

667

642

IV. 299

887

864

880

832

IV.

247

779

733

778

736

2,382

V.

793 2,396

2,330 2,401 2,382

Source: Pfeil, Heinrich, ed. 1875. Deutscher Sänger-Kalender. Leipzig: C. G. Theile, 18.
[Source: Rothweiler, Werner. Email. 2020. “Basler Liedertafel 1852–1902,” 10 July 2020.]

The Basler Liedertafel had only two musical directors during the course of five decades;
both were musical directors for the city of Basel, which meant that they directed
both the Basler Gesangverein (a mixed choir) as well as the Philharmonic Orchestra.
There were upwards of 20 periodicals devoted solely to choral singing in the Germanspeaking world, including:
•
•

•

•

Deutscher Sänger-Kalender (German Singer’s Calendar), edited by Heinrich Pfeil,
published each year starting 1875;
Die Sängerhalle, allgemeine deutsche Gesangvereins-Zeitung für das In- und
Ausland (The Singing Hall, General German Singing Club Newspaper for Home
and Abroad), also edited by Heinrich Pfeil, and published weekly starting 1862;
Die neue Sängerhalle. Deutsche Gesangvereinszeitung für das In- und Ausland (The
New Singing Hall, General German Singing Club Newspaper for Home and
Abroad), edited by Friedrich Conrad Müller, and published weekly starting 1864;
Deutsche Männer-Gesangs-Zeitung (German Male Choirs Newspaper), edited by
Rudolph Tschirch, published monthly starting 1862.

These periodicals contain oceans of information, including: membership statistics,
calendars with the names of deceased members, currency conversion tables, composers
represented on programs, sales figures for compositions associated with publications,
and articles discussing such topics as alternate music notation, obituaries of significant
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Choruses could purchase full scores from a particular issue; meanwhile, individual
members may purchase single-line parts from the same compositions. For example, a
Tenor I in a chorus could purchase a Tenor I part that contained only the single staff
for Tenor I. Each issue of the newsletter contained several choral compositions—usually TTBB. (Example 2)
Example 2. Abschied. (Farewell). Tschirch, Rudolph ed.
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weh! ed. Abschied. (Farewell), Berlin, 1862. [Source: Deutsche Männer-Gesangs-Zeitung (German Male Choirs
Tschirch, Rudolph

Newspaper), May 1862, Vol. 3, No. 5, 40.] Translation: “If you have to part from your loved one, goodabye, goodbye, how
bitter the tears are, the quiet river, goodbye! O scent-filled beautiful world, o silver sparkling star tent! I look up, I hurt
so much! Ade!”

Many readers will identify with the griping that erupts from a choir when something
novel or challenging is introduced. So, it is likely that none of us will be surprised by
the reaction to this (Figure 10):
Figure 10. Numbers or Notes? Reply, and a New Notation System

“Another new notation system, when the old one gives us enough trouble!” will be
proclaimed after reading the headline. But the matter is not so dangerous, and the
“reply” is not so badly meant as the much-valued author of the passage entitled
“Numbers or notes?” in No. 52 of the Sängerhalle might at first think; it is precisely
this article that is to blame for the fact that I am publishing the new notation system I have invented—for which I will take out a patent, but not before I publish
it. The aforementioned essay deals with a subject that is of great importance for
male choral societies, as well as for all singing training institutes in general, and
which, therefore, deserves to be discussed publicly.
I have always used this type of notation when starting a new singing course in
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If this notation that I have invented attracts the attention of experts, I would be
very pleased if they would like to publish any improvements or share them with me.
Incidentally, I am far from believing that my tone designation will displace musical notation, as the latter with its curves, points, and dashes has become too deeply
embedded in the eyes and hearts of musicians as I am convinced that my notation is
a visual medium of tonal ratios that offers more than the numbers, especially when
teaching singing.
Löbau 
—H. A. Klose48
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As many people in older and more recent
times have invented a new notation system, I
may be allowed to also publish o ne of my own
invention, one that will satisfy the claims to be
made of such a system, and whose only fault is
that it was not already invented in the time of
Pope Gregory or Charlemagne.
The actual tone signs (the noteheads) are
made up of horizontal lines (– –), the length of
which signifies the duration of the tone, e. g.:
four-part duration four quarter notes
three-part duration three quarter-notes
two-part duration two quarter notes
one-part duration one quarter notes, etc.
The forte and piano and all other nuances are
indicated by the strength or weakness of the stroke

piano,
mezza forte,
crescendo, decresc.,

forte, etc.

Í,

ß, etc.

The height of the tone is denoted by weak,
vertical strokes that connect with the bold,
48

namely the half tone steps by a half as long as
the whole;
= C, D, E b or D, E, F
Pauses are empty spaces that are delineated
by vertical lines, whose distance from each other
indicates their value, e.g.,
means a two-part duration of a tone and a
one-part pause, or
two parts pause and one part sound
	two parts sound and two parts pause an
entire measure pause.
The bar designations are limited to the digits
8, 4, 3, 2, 6 and mean 8 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 6-part beat.
In the case of figured pieces, the notes
should be written in one or twice as long time
measures, so that sixteenths are written as
eighths, eighths as quarters and quarters as half
notes. As with notes, triplets are designated by
writing a 3 above.
The connection of different notes is indicated by vertical strokes, and separation is indicat-

“Ziffern oder Noten? / Erwiederung, und ein neues Notensystem.” Pfeil, Hienrich, ed. 1863. “Ziffern Oder Noten?”
Die Sängerhalle, allgemeine deutsche Gesangvereins-Zeitung für das In- und Ausland, 67. “Wieder ein neues Notensystem, da uns doch, das alle genug zu schaffen macht!” wird man nach Lesung der Überschrift ausrufen. Nur
gemach die Sache ist nicht so gefährlich, eben so ist auch die „Erwiederrung“ nicht so böse gemeint, als der sehr
geschäßte Verfasser des mit: „Ziffern oder Noten?” in Nr. 52 der Sängerhalle überschriebenen Aussatzes im ersten
Augenblick glauben könnte; ja gerade dieser Aufsatz ist schuld, daß ich das von mir erfundene neue Notensystem—auf das ich, aber nicht erst ein Patent nehmen werde—veröffentliche. Beregter Aussatz behandelt einen
Gegenstand, welcher für Männergesangvereine, wie überhaupt für alte Gesangbildungs-Institute, von großer
Wichtigkeit ist und der es darum auch verdient, öffentlich, besprochen zu werden.
“Ich habe diese Art der Tonbezeichnung beim Beginn eines neuen Gesangcursus immer angewandt, um
1. das gleichmäßige Forttönen,
2. die Höhe und Tiefe und
3. die Dauer der Töne anschaulich zu machen. Sollte diese von mir erfundene Notenschrift die Aufmerksamkeit Sachkundiger auf sich ziehen, so würde es mich sehr freuen wenn diese etwaige Verbesserungen
veröffentlichen oder mir mitteilen wollten.
“Übrigens bin ich weit entfernt zu glauben, daß die von mir angegebene Tonbezeichnung die Notenschrift
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connected.

3

Table 11. Selected Swiss Cities with Choral Ensembles.

Chorale

ed by their omission, e. g.:

4

Wach auf, mein Herz, und sin - - - ge, dem Schöpfer al - - ler

· Thalia · Treue · Unitas · Victoria · Vorstädtische
Liedertafel · Waldkapelle · Wiegandt’sches Doppel
quartett.

Liederkreis · Lyra · Männergesang verein ·
Sängerklub · Sängerkranz · Saxonia · Stimmgabel ·
Victoria · Gewerbschüler-Gesangverein · Th. Schneider’scher Gesangverein · Mendelssohn.

Dresden Apollo · Buchdrucker-Gesangverein ·
Concordia · Eichenkranz · Genasia · Germania ·
Harmonie · Liederhayn · Liederkranz · Liederkreis·
Liederlust · Liedertafel · Gesangverein Lied Hoch! ·
Luccas · Melodia · Orpheus · Sängerkreis

Düsseldorf Quartettverein · Concordia.
Frankfurt am Main Arion · Cäcilienverein ·
Concordia · Liederkranz · Harmonia · Liedertafel · Liederverein · Kunkel’scher Gesangverein · Sängerkranz ·
Teutonia · Neeb’scher Gesangverein.

Graz Almbrüder · Männergesangverein · Akademischer des Turnvereins.

Hague (Holland), Cäcilia.
Hall (Tyrol), Männergesang verein.

Halle Handwerkermeister Liedertafel · Männerchor · Sang und Klang · Liedertafel · Volksliedertafel · Vereinigte Männerliedertafel · Schüßler’sche
Liedertafel · Akademischer Gesangverein.

Hamburg Kaufmännische Liedertafel · Liedertafel
· Schillerliedertafel St. Paul Concordia · Ouartett
Euterpe · Quartett verein von 1830 · Der kleine
Klaidudi.
Herisau (in Switzerland), Männerchor.

Leipzig Allegretto · Anakreon · Apollo · Arbeiterbildungsverein · Akademischer Gesangverein Arion ·
Blüthner’scher Gesangverein · Chorgesangverein ·
Erler’scher Verein · Euphonia · Germania · Glocke ·
Härtel’scher Verein · Hellas · Immergrün · Liederhain
Liederhort · Liederkranz Liedertafel · Lipsia · Luscinia · Männergesangverein·Merkur · Myrthe · Neuner
· Neunzehner und Taubert’scher Verein · Ossian ·
Riedel’scher Gesangverein · Sängerbund · Sängerhalle · Sängerkreis · Sing-Akademie · Tonhalle Tonica ·
Typographia · Union · Universitäts - Sängerverein zu
St. Pauli · Xenia · Zöllnerverein ·
Linz, (Switzerland) Frohsinn · Sängerbund.

Luzern (Switzerland), Männerchor · Liedertafel.
Munich Akademie Gesangver ein · Bürgersängerzunst · Concordia · Sängerschaft des katholische
Gesellenvereins · Guttenberg · Liederhort · Liederkranz · Liedertafel Neubavaria Sängerschaft
des Turnvereins · Sängerrunde · Sängerrunde des
Arbeiter Bildungsvereins·Künstler Sängerverein.
Nuremburg Cäcilia · Frankonia · Gärtnerverein ·
Industrie- und Kulturverein · Liederkranz · Liederverein · Männergeſang verein · Männergesangvereine
Goſtenhof · Mozartverein · Musikverein Harmonie
· Noris · Orpheus · Sängerchor der Kampfgenoſſen ·
Sängerkreis · Sängerluſt · Singverein.

Olten (Switzerland), Männerchor.
Prag, Deutschischen Männergesangverein ·
Gesangverein Flöte · Liedertafel.

Salzburg, Liedertafel.
Spandau, Eiche·Hofmann’sche Liedertafel · Tolksdorfer Geſangverein.

Stuttgart, Akademie Liederkranz · Arbeiter-Bildungsverein · Cäcilia · Concordia · Fortuna ·
Frohsinn · Germania · Janitscharia · Liederkranz ·
Sängerbund · Sängerklub · Sängerkranz · Teutonia

Weimar, Liedertafel · Sängerkranz · Germania ·
Harmonie · Sängerbund.
Wien, Männergesangverein · Akademie Gesangverein Biedersinn · Liederkranz · Liedgenossen

Winterthur (Switzerland), Männerchor · Frohsinn.
Zürich, Harmonie · Cäcilienverein · Männerchor

Zweibrücken, Männergesangverein · Sängerbund ·
Liederkranz · Bürgerlicher · Gesangverein

separated.

The singing of one and the same tone is denoted by connecting the bold strokes with one
another.
U
2

Bar lines are made as with the notes.
The distance of the tones is indicated by the
fact that one makes weak cross-strokes, from
the distance of the notes to be omitted, through
the vertical strokes, e.g.:

4

O du fröhli-che, o du se-li-ge, gna - ben - bringende

g
or

Welt ging verlo - ren, Christ ward ge-boren,

c

If a piece begins with the third or fifth of the
tonic, it is not necessary but certainly helpful to
write the fundamental tone underneath, e. g.:

c

Menschen treu - em Hü - ter.

Weihnachtszeit

or

e

Gii - ter, der

g

f
c

Din - ge, dem Ge - ber al - ler

c

In order to show how this note writing looks
in its practical application, I will depict the scale:

freue dich, freue dich, o Christen-heit.

At the beginning of a new line, one has to
make a bar line and mark there the height of the
last note in the previous line; the correct length
of the bold note strokes doesn’t matter that
much, as long as the little vertical dashes that
cut them are done correctly. The note strokes
that come on a syllable must be connected by
vertical strokes, but if one wants to indicate that
a tone comes on every syllable, then—unless one
sets the text precisely underneath—one can
omit these vertical strokes (height strokes).

[Source: Pfeil, Hienrich, ed. 1863. “Ziffern Oder Noten?” Die Sängerhalle, allgemeine deutsche Gesangvereins-Zeitung für
das In- und Ausland, 67–68.]

The 1876 Deutscher Sänger-Kalender included a list of virtually ever municipality in Germany, Austria and Switzerland that contained singing societies. (Table 11)
Statistics for the major cities are informative:

[Source: Pfeil, Heinrich, ed. 1875. Deutscher Sänger-Kalender. Leipzig: C. G. Theile, 26–53.]

Table 11. Selected Swiss Cities with Choral Ensembles.
Altona Allgemeine Liedertafel · Liedertafel des
Clubs Ungenannt · Quartett Italia · Teutonia.

Augsburg Amicitia · Cäcilia · Concordia ·
Liederkranz · Liedertafel · Lyra.

Berlin Accordia · Anakreon · Apolonia · Bach’scher
Gessamlichten-Verein · Brennabor · Ceres ·
Concordia · Dannenberg’scher Verein · Deutsche
Eiche · Einigkeit. Fortschritt · Fraternitas · Frohsinn
· Gemüthlichkeit · Germania · Gesangfreunde. ·
Immerfroh · Liederkranz · Liedesfreiheit · Lucretia ·
Lyrania · Melodia · Modestia · Müller’scher Verein. ·
Otto’scher Verein · Rothe Schleife · Symphonia

Bern Liedertafel · Lieder kranz · Frohsinn.
Carlsruhe Gesangverein Badavia · Frohsinn ·
Liederhalle · Liedertafel · Cäcilienverein.
Cassel Eintracht · Harmonie · Liedertafel ·
Reiß’scher Gesangverein · Salon · Ouartettverein.
Chemnitz Arion · Allgemeine Männergesang·
verein· Bürgergesangverein · Cäcilia · Erheiterung
Germania · Liederhain · Liedertafel · Liederkranz ·

During the nineteenth century, Germany, Austria and Switzerland contributed more
than their fair share of organizational expertise, communicative abilities, singers and
festivals to the larger singing movement. That so many singing associations are still
active in 2020 is a testament to both their institutional and financial management; choral
organizations do not survive 150 years without the ability to attract and retain a robust
membership. Luckily for us, German record-keeping has given us a window into how to
successfully build a choral ensemble—TTBB or SATB. Such a methodical approach to
both communal singing and music education laid the solid foundation that has made it
possible for an impressive number of choruses to endure—some for almost two centuries.

verdrängen werde, denn die leßtere hat sich mit ihren Ringen, Punkten und Strichen in die Augen und Herzen der
Musiker allzufest eingelebt, als daß bin ich überzeugt, daß meine Notenschrift ein, mehr als die Ziffern bietendes
Anschauungsmittel der Tonverhältnisse, namentlich beim Gesangunterrichte ist.”
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t’s no accident that German-speaking Europe is discussed first. The same artistic thruway that transported Handel—and later—Haydn, Mendelssohn and Richter, among others—into England, also took with it the growing social phenomenon called Liedertafel. At
this time, many men worked at least ten hours per day, six days per week; many of these
men were eager to establish friendships with other like-minded men that they otherwise
might never have met; the singing societies provided the opportunity to become friends
with other amateur singers. The possibility that they might also meet a few potential
brides didn’t hurt; for, as these hard-working men became successful and self-sustaining,
wedding a woman above his social nexus became a real possibility.
Another reason German musical culture found fertile ground outside Germany,
Austria and Switzerland is absolutely tied up with the country’s societal influences.
Before industrialization, most people had neither the leisure time (nor the money) to
participate in such pastimes; however, once the Industrial Revolution arrived, men and
women were free to engage in a relaxed lifestyle. Without the mechanization that characterized every first-world country, there would’ve been no path to the cities for rural,
agriculturally based men and women. Germany was said to be a working-class society;
Austria citizens tended towards a highbrow lifestyle; and the Swiss, in addition to the
agrarian component of their society, also earned a reputation for being better educated—such as bankers; still, Swiss choral societies were welcoming and maintained the
Pestalozzian principles of “the more the merrier” and “Come as you are.”
Yet, another reason that German ensemble models were successful in Englishspeaking countries is because English is closest to the Germanic languages. While there
is a large English vocabulary culled from Romance languages, English syntax, verb conjugation and tenses are most similar to German. So, with upwardly mobile younger men
actively looking for leisure activities, one friend invites another, who invites yet another,
and so forth. Accordingly, once the ball began to roll, one chorus was founded, then
another, and another; before long every large city—and many smaller ones—had an
all-male chorus modeled on the Liedertafeln found in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.

III. GREAT BRITAIN

England
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, in a short amount of time, the British
developed a “social and musical ritual” that, in the words of William Weber, “proved
remarkably appealing and adaptable.”49 This model brought together large numbers of
amateur—as well as professional singers—to perform revered older or serious newer
works, with orchestral accompaniment, and for purposes so broadly and loosely
defined as to be non-exclusive. As the festival format grew in popularity, singers from
many places gathered with their own small or large choruses, then returned to them,
sometimes establishing their own regional Handel events, which drew on different
groups of singers or stimulated the creation of new ones.
Of particular importance in England was the establishment in 1806 of the
Birmingham Oratorio Choral Society, which supplied singers for the triennial festival
in Birmingham, and sang in other venues between festivals. It became a model for
49

 eber, William. 1996. The Rise of Musical Classics in Eighteenth-Century England: a Study in Canon, Ritual, and IdeW
ology. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 101. In Porter, 41.
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many other English societies, including the Norwich Choral Society (1824).50 The 1857
Handel Festival in the Crystal Palace (Figure 11) lasted five days and included not only
Messiah but Israel in Egypt and also Judas Maccabeus. Sir George Grove wrote that the
“band was augmented to 460, and the chorus to upwards of 2,700 performers.”51 Sir
Michael Costa conducted the week-long festival.
Figure 11. The Great Handel Festival at the Crystal Palace.

[Source: Illustrated London News, 27 June 1857, 630–31.]

In England during the nineteenth century, choral singing dominated musical
life. Lacking a strong native tradition of opera or instrumental music, it was choral
genres—from the mighty oratorio to the convivial glee—that most dominated the
composer’s craft. British choral music in this period was primarily occasional: music
festival, civic ceremony, or informal gathering. As some contemporaries candidly
acknowledged, the activity of collective singing, rather than the presentation of musical works, was the predominant concern of such events.52
A remarkable growth in secular choral societies was due in no small measure to the
vocal scores that were becoming increasingly available: just as in Germany, Breitkopf
& Härtel had seen the commercial possibilities of the situation, so in England Alfred
Novello put himself in the vanguard of progress by issuing at low cost materials for
amateur singers. In London, the Sacred Harmonic Society did much to increase opportunities and also to broaden the repertory. The chorus had women to sing the treble
and alto parts (though they were invited to assist at the performances rather than
being admitted to full membership of the society). The Handel Festival at the Crystal
50 UNG, s. v. “Singing Societies (Choral Societies).”
51	
Husk, William H., Esq., “Handel Festival,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians (A.D.
1450–1880) by Eminent Writers, English and Foreign, First ed., Vol. 2: 291. London: Macmillan and Co.
52 GARR, James. 2013. “Britain and Ireland.” in GRAZ, 701.
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Palace in 1859 was prompted by a suggestion from R. K. Bowley, sometime secretary
and librarian of the Sacred Harmonic Society:53
An anonymous critic, E. D. R., wrote in the September 1894 The Musical Times that,
It is the fashion to point the critical finger of scorn at our Cantatas and Oratorios; to
call them “Festival manufacture” (as indeed they are, but why to their disadvantage?),
and, in general, to attempt to discourage the only national school of music we possess.
The majority of these productions may be of the nature of occasional music; the commonplace of the age, and of little value to the world at large, but even then they are
useful to us. Chorus-singing is the one thing that we do—perhaps better—than any
nation in the world. We must have something new to sing. Our provincial Festivals,
which multiply yearly, are the direct cause of a great deal of music being written, and,
on the whole, adequately performed. It must, therefore, be in this direction that any
greatness that is to fall to our lot will come upon us. We have no instrumental traditions, and but little adequate performance of instrumental music. The best of it is
under foreign direction, and comes from foreign sources.54
In some ways the British had a head start when it came to introducing choral music
into the culture. For instance, every major college in Cambridge and Oxford, had
choirs that sang daily Evensong; Anglican cathedrals also had daily Evensong, along
with sung Masses. Due to the long-standing opprobrium against females singing in
church, these regular choirs consisted of prepubescent boys55 singing soprano with
either collegiate young men or professionals singing the alto (falsettists), tenor and bass
parts; most parish churches maintained similar all-male choirs, making singing in an
organized group exceedingly difficult for girls and women.
This is not to say that every cathedral choir in the nineteenth century sang beautifully: “From all kinds of sources, including the parliamentary reports on cathedrals, it
is clear that the stipends for the men who sang in all cathedral choirs in the nineteenth
century were miserably insufficient and there was almost no provision for pensions
to be provided for the old and those whose voices had deteriorated. There might well
have been some excellent voices among the eight or ten lay clerks at Durham in the
1850s, but there were almost invariably two or three who had grown old and inefficient,
or had lost their voices completely and did more harm than good.”56
The German musician Karl Halle moved to Manchester in 1848 and, in an attempt
to become Anglicized, changed his name to Charles Hallé; in 1850, eight years before
53	Smith, James G., and Percy M. Young. “Chorus (i).” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 17 Jul. 2020. https://doi.
org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.05684
54 E. D. R. 1894. “English Music.” The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular, September 1, 1894, 592.
55	There was likely another reason young girls were excluded from singing in these advanced, highly competitive
collegiate and cathedral choirs: the mutational chink, a medical term that describes a situation in which an oval
opening is left between the vocal folds during the vibratory portion of the cycle. This gap in the vocal cords causes
breathiness in the tone and creates challenges for the girls (and some women, since 90% of adult women never
grow out of the chink); consequently, girls were excluded.
This prejudice meant that not only were the girls deprived of first-rate vocal training and exposure to the great
body of SATB choral repertoire; indeed, since the boys who sang in collegiate and cathedral choirs received a far
superior education, not to mention room and board. These advantages gave choirboys an enormous “leg up” in
society; even if they did not become professional musicians, they frequently sang in community and parish choirs.
Plus, they became part of the “old boys network,” so that entering into adult society was eased by the network of
former choirboys, not unlike the network of Greek fraternities practiced in the United States.
56 Day. Timothy. “Cultural History and a Singing Style: ‘The English Cathedral Tradition.’” In WEL, 1584–85.
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the founding of the orchestra57 for which he became well-known, he found so many
amateurs with fair voices and ears for music, that he founded the “St. Cecilia Society,”
an imitation of the German Gesangverein. It consisted of ladies and gentlemen of the
best society, at first about 50 in number. Hallé writes that the St. Cecilia Society grew
into such a large chorus that after 1858 it became the adjunct to the performances of
his orchestra.58
John Potter posits that
The hundred years from the end of the eighteenth century to the end of the nineteenth century saw more identifiable changes in singing than any earlier comparable
period. There are, of course, purely vocal reasons for any sort of change—a new
generation of singers will have new composers to negotiate with, older singers retire
and new stars rise. But underlying and fuelling [sic] this perennial evolution were
social and political upheavals, especially in Italy and France, that affected the whole
of Europe. Women singers have historically not had the same opportunities as men,
but by the end of the eighteenth century there was sufficient demand from composers
and promoters to generate significant careers for female sopranos and, increasingly,
mezzo-sopranos and contraltos. Some learned from established teachers, others
sprang from nowhere, and many were controversial. Some made society marriages
and continued their careers in the drawing-room rather than on the stage.59
Thomas Cooper (Figure 12) writes in his autobiography of the enthusiasm for singing and his importance in the leadership of the new choral society:
I soon found myself in a new world at Lincoln; and now, first, may be said to have
mingled with the real world, and to have begun to understand that I really belonged
to it. The Mechanics’ Institute was being formed in the ancient city just at the time
that I settled in it. I immediately became a member of the Institute, and was elected
on its first Committee: our President being Sir Edward Ffrench [sic] Bromhead,60
and our Secretary the well-known political agent, William Spencer Northhouse. The
Institute was started with great enthusiasm. Many young working men in the city
had great expectations of learning; and the list of members was very numerous.
But a new attraction arose at last; and all resolves about study, and purposes of
intellectual progress, and interests however important, were sacrificed for my new
passion. A few young men wished to form a Choral Society, and asked me to allow
them the use of my school-room for rehearsals. I consented readily, and became a
member of the new society—taking my stand, weekly, as a tenor singer in the choruses. My heart and brain were soon on flame with the worship of Handel’s grandeur, and
with the love of his sweetness and tenderness. They made me their secretary; and my
57	Founded by Sir Charles Hallé in Manchester, the Hallé orchestra gave its first concert in the city’s Free Trade Hall
on 30 January 1858. Following the death of Sir Charles, the orchestra continued to develop under the guidance of
such distinguished figures as Hans Richter. Hallé studied at Darmstadt and in Paris, where he became friendly with
Frédéric Chopin, Franz Liszt, and Hector Berlioz. He gave chamber concerts in Paris, but during the Revolution of
1848 he fled to England, settling in Manchester as a pianist and teacher. In 1849 he became conductor of the Gentlemen’s Concerts there. In 1893 the Royal Manchester College of Music was founded, largely through his efforts.
58 HAL, 116.
59 POT, 109–113.
60 Bromhead was British by birth and ancestry, but Ffrench is a Welsh name.
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head went to work to make the music Figure 12. Thomas Cooper, drawn by H. Aneof the Choral Society worth hearing in lay and engraved by H. Linton.
old cathedralled [sic] Lincoln.
I planned, I visited, I wooed, I
entreated, till I obtained the aid and
co-operation of the best musicians
and the best singers in the ancient
city. Like every true reformer, I had to
put down the authority of the imperfect, and put the authoritative perfect
in its place. Over the company of
raw amateurs—despite some grumbling—I succeeded in placing the most
perfect “singer at sight,” and most
thoroughly experienced person in the
music of Handel, to be found in the
whole city, as conductor.
The next step was to obtain funds,
that professional men might be remu[Source: Chartist Ancestors.]
nerated, and the society held together
by something more than mere enthusiasm. I wrote to the nobility, gentry, and clergy of the county and the city, and to all members of Parliament for Lincolnshire;
and was successful in almost every case. I raised an income of £20061 for the society’s first year.
What mad enthusiasm I felt for music! I often sat up the greater part of a night to
transact the writing necessary for the furtherance of the prosperity of that Choral
Society.…The enjoyment—the rapture—I had in listening to the music, was more
than a reward for whatever time I gave to the society, or interest I sacrificed for it.62

English parish and village choirs created in this manner provided what may have been
the earliest opportunities for women to participate along with men in church choirs.
Nicholas Temperley (The Music of the English Parish Church) has called attention to the
following passage from a satirical work of 1727 by Alexander Pope in which a fictional
parish clerk recounts having tutored both “the young men and maidens to tune their
voices as it were a psaltery; and the church on the Sunday was filled with these new hallelujahs.” At the cathedral of St Bartholomäus in Frankfurt, found that the choir “was not
furnished with singers of great talent, but yet there were a number of girls, who, though
the service was that of the Roman Catholics, were many of them Lutherans or Calvinists,
that chanted with the priests and canons and in connection with a service he heard at the
church of St. Gudule in Brussels, [Charles] Burney opined that he:
was glad to find among the [band of voices] two or three women, who, though they
did not sing well, yet their being employed, proved that female voices might have
admission to the church, without giving offence or scandal to piety, or even bigotry.
61
62

In 1830, £200 was a wondrous amount of money, the approximate equivalent of £23,000, or $29,678 in 2020 currency.
Cooper, Thomas. 1877. The Life of Thomas Cooper: Written by Himself. London: Hodder & Stoughton, 103–110.
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If the practice were to become general of admitting women to sing the soprano
part in the cathedrals, it would, in Italy, be a service to mankind, and in the rest of
Europe render church-music infinitely more pleasing and perfect.63
There was also another avenue where women could be certain of admittance: the
monstrously sized oratorio choruses. “The lives of many Englishmen and women,
regardless of class, were touched by large-scale choral singing in the nineteenth century. As both audience members and practitioners (amateur and professional), vast
numbers of people experienced the striking effect of grand oratorio performances via
regular concert life and festival culture nationwide.” 64
These ensembles often had upwards of 200 singers and an orchestra that was
proportionate; Handel festivals would attract many hundreds—if not thousands—of
singers. It seems unlikely that Handel ever conceived of such numbers, given the difficulties in causing to many people to act in rhythm; and, of course, the polyphony
could sound muddy and indistinct.
In his article in The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular of July 1877, Joseph
Bennett recalls that
As I write, the triennial celebration of Handel’s genius is taking place at the Crystal
Palace, and an orchestra numbered by thousands is performing, to an audience
counted almost by tens of thousands, his finest and most familiar works. We are used
even to this now, and no more think of making a wonder of it than we do of sunrise,
which, per se is an occurrence somewhat worthy of note and marvel. There is no parallel to this anywhere, so far as I know.65
A description of the Handel Festival outlines the challenges singers endure in the
face of such enormous orchestras:
The great choruses, “For unto a child born,” “Behold the Lamb of God,” and, above
all, the stupendous “Hallelujah,” were clothed with a sublimity beyond the power of
language to describe. The solo singing, however, though not inferior excellence, was
much inferior in effect. The attempt to perform the music of Handel in the area of
the Crystal Palace, though it has succeeded beyond expectation in choral music, has
hitherto been less successful in solo singing. It seems to be beyond the power of any
single voice to make its way through so vast an expanse unless it is strained to such a
degree as to destroy the delicacy, grace, and expression of singing. A man must shout,
and a woman must scream, in order to make themselves heard in such a place.66
The importance of Messiah can hardly be overstated; it was performed almost every
year in London, almost always with gigantic choruses in equally large halls. Regarding
a performance in 1896, London’s newspaper The Era wrote,
63	Smith, James G., and Percy M. Young. “Chorus (i).” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 17 Jul. 2020. https://doi.
org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.05684
64 Palmer, Fiona M. “The Large-Scale Oratorio Chorus in Nineteenth-Century England.” In GRA, 33.
65	Bennett, Joseph. 1877. “The Influence of Handel on Music in England.” The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular
18 (413): 321–25.
66 Illustrated London News. July 8, 1865, 18.
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There are always audiences to be found when Messiah is performed, and when
given by the Royal Choral Society at the Albert Hall, with…a band and chorus of
one thousand performers…the presence of a large assemblage at the Albert Hall
was a matter of course. Let us first do justice to the excellent choir. The rendering
of music so familiar to most amateurs is too often apt to be careless and coarse,
but this is never the case with the members of the Royal Choral Society. They have
gained their reputation worthily, and are not inclined to forfeit the credit they have
won.…One of the most effective choruses, where all were good, was “For unto us,”
which the audience tried with some persistence to encore.…The encore system has
grown into a nuisance elsewhere, and in oratorio it would be intolerable.67

as first-class vocalists, stood the test of criticism, and are rapidly winning public favour.
With remarkable intelligence, with sweet voices and weird expressive melody, with
interesting looks, graceful manners and deportment, and with a set purpose of benefiting their country and their race, they have but to be seen and heard to command the
sympathy of an English audience.”69
Figure 13. Members of the African Choir pose for a group portrait with their English choir
manager, Walter Letty, and musical director James Balmer, 1891.

And, regarding massed choirs, at least the critics and general public recognized the
insurmountable difficulties of the soloists; whereas a chorus of 2,000 singers can hold
its own against an orchestra of 300, solo voices have hardly a chance. Nevertheless,
these massed choir festivals remained an integral part of the singing culture in England
during the nineteenth century. As nationalities go, England ranks with Germany in
participation, as well as cultural awareness; musical education was equally important
and this exposure to music from the earliest ages of children helped perpetuate one of
the most vibrant singing societies that endures to this day.
During a time when racism existed in some European countries, late-nineteenth-century England hosted a choir of black South Africans, who were part of the
British Empire, thus making them subjects of Her Majesty the Queen. The choir,
drawn from seven different South African tribes, toured Britain from 1891 to 1893 to
raise funds for a technical college in their home country. The best known performance
was before Queen Victoria, at Osborne House—the royal residence on the Isle of White
in 1891. The choir’s performances were reviewed in The Queen, The Lady’s Newspaper:
The South African Native Choir (Figure 13) gave a second Concert at the Prince’s
Hall last Friday, which was very largely attended, when the sixteen distinct tribes,
again appeared in their African costumes and sang a selection of pieces…The band
of natives is first faintly heard in the remote distance, the ear catching matches of
its chant and the rhythmical sound of footsteps. Gradually the band approaches,
the song of the natives increasing in volume till it is heard at its loudest. Then it
gradually dies away in the distance till it is heard no more. The chant was sung with
wonderful precision and command of pianissimo effect, and was most enthusiastically applauded. In the course of the evening one of the Africans in excellently
chosen English delivered a speech explaining the objects of the visit of the choir.
The South African Native Choir started with a provincial tour, commencing with
Southsea and Southampton.68
In addition to publishing engraved portraits of four choir members (Figure 13), the
Illustrated London News wrote that “Ten weeks have passed since the Kaffrarian Singers
landed in England, and they have, by performances of genuine merit, gained position
67
68

The Era. 1889. “Royal Choral Society,” January 5, 1889, 19.
The Queen, The Lady’s Newspaper. 1891. “South African Native Choir,” July 25, 1891, 143.
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[Source: London Stereoscopic Company/Hulton Archive/Getty Images, with permission.]

Wales
Nineteenth-century Wales was masculine in the extreme. One of the main industries was coal mining, an endeavor unsuited to females; hence, the formation of male
singing societies is hardly surprising. Legend has it that men joined, and sang, as a way
of clearing coal dust from their lungs. That may be true; however, the machismo that
accompanies such hyper-masculine jobs, along with the resulting male choral societies,
was taken to an entirely new level by the creation of great choral competitions. Today
adjudged choir festivals are commonplace, but in the nineteenth century competitions
were unusual, particularly those where a winner was declared.
Gareth Williams writes that the determinants for the growth of amateur choral
singing in Wales from 1860 to World War I include the Protestant Nonconformity;
69

The Illustrated London News. 1891. “The African Native Choir,” August 29, 1891, 283.
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ure
Figure 14. “Eisteddfod.” (Welsh traditional festival), by Eisteddfodau (festivals); (Fig
14) in
dustrialization; as well as
Grandsire after Erny, 1867.

accelerated demographic growth,
which saw the fourfold increase
in population during the nineteenth century. Because of these
factors, amateur choral societies
were founded in virtually every
industrial township.71
Williams claims that singing is
the activity that the Welsh have
always enjoyed and have displayed particular prowess during
the centuries. Even in challenging
[Source: Erny, M. Alfred. 1867. “Voyage Dans Le Pays å Galles.” Le Tour economic times, such as Welsh
du Monde, 159 (1): 280.]
families might have known near
Figure 15. The Welsh Prize Singers, presumably while the end of the nineteenth centutouring Chicago, 1894.
ry, somehow singing ensembles
were able to compete in Europe,
and even in the united states, as
this photo of The Welsh Prize
Singers demonstrates. (Figure 15)
Twelfth-century Gerald of
Wales wrote that, “When they
come together to make music,
the Welsh sing their traditional
songs not in unison, as is done
elsewhere, but in parts…”72 The
upshot is that robust singing has
been a part of the Welsh mindset
[Source: Ceredigion Museum, AY1856.]
for centuries; during the second
half of the nineteenth century, choral singing started to include the wives and children
of industrial workers—particularly the miners.
Indeed, choral singing was one of the few acceptable outlets for women to socialize in public outside the confines of organized religion, which in Wales mostly meant
Methodism. The expansion of choral societies to include both males and females did
not slow the growth of the more traditional all-male choruses. Mixed choirs contin70	The modern outgrowth of these competitions are the National Eisteddfod of Wales (Welsh: Eisteddfod Genedlaethol Cymru), which is the most important of several eisteddfodau that are held annually, mostly in Wales. Its eight
days of competitions and performances are considered the largest music and poetry festival in Europe. Competitors typically number 6,000 or more, and overall attendance generally exceeds 150,000 visitors. In the nineteenth
century festivals were not so well attended, but were vociferously competitive, based in part on the competition
that was enforced in the coal mines: there were strict quotas and awards were given for teams that were most
productive during a shift on special occasions.
71	Williams, Gareth. “Fighting Choirs: Choral Singing and the Emergence of a Welsh National Tradition, 1860–1914.”
In LAJ, 82. While the variety of Welsh singing ensembles has increased since World War II, the mix of traditional
Welsh folk music with an admixture of Classical works still makes up the mainstay of choral singing in modern-day
Wales.
72 Williams, 86.
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ued, along with TTBB ensembles, until the economic downturn that accompanied
the First World War caused the shuttering of many coal mines, which often provided
rehearsal space, and perhaps even modest funding for these amateur choral groups.
The repertoire of Welsh male choirs during the nineteenth century focused on music
that included themes similar to their daily lives: “conflict, sacrifice, struggle, and hardship.”
Yet, while such high-brow choral music as Messiah was the purview of the educated, or
upper-middle classes in England, the SATB Welsh choirs performed them regularly, and
with great success, particularly since they were rarely conducted by trained professionals.73

Scotland
Unlike England or Wales, where church music was freely practiced and had a long
historical tradition, in Scotland—the Presbyterian church under John Knox—had
banned almost every vestige of church music other than simple monody. Church
fathers frowned on accompanied choral music, or unaccompanied choral music with
anything more than rudimentary harmonies; organs and other instruments were altogether prohibited.
The nineteenth century saw the reintroduction of accompanied music into the
Church of Scotland. Organs began to be added to churches in large numbers and by
the end of the century, roughly a third of the Church of Scotland, more than 80 per
cent of Kirks, (Scots folk) had both organs and choirs. Similarly, in the Episcopalian
Church of Scotland, the influence of the Oxford Movement, as well as links to the
Anglican Church, led to the introduction of more traditional services; by 1900, surpliced74 choirs and musical services were the norm. The Free Church that broke away
from the kirk in 1843, during the Great Disruption, was more conservative over music,
and organs were not permitted until 1883. Hymns were first introduced in the United
Presbyterian Church in the 1850s.75
That is not to say that northern folk did not look to the South for help: “The first
Edinburgh Musical Festival of 1815 gave a great impetus to music in the Scottish capital.
Soloists, band and chorus were imported from across the border, and even the grand
organ from Covent Garden Theatre was ‘brought down by sea.’ ” And, “Domenico Corri
made, in 1807, a new departure, doubtless driven thereto by a shrinking subscription
list, when he announced that, if the list is well-subscribed for, he will open separate
classes for ten boys, ten girls, and twenty young men, to be regularly and thoroughly
taught gratis the singing of choruses, to enable him at all times to produce a complete
choral concert from the works of Handel.”76
In 1815, the Institution of Sacred Music was established to train singers in order to
improve the music in Edinburgh churches; eventually the training extended to oratorio choruses as well; and, in a glowing review that is redolent of older traditions that
exclude females, the author quoted a local source as saying, “The improvement of the
chorus-singers is remarkable. It is really astonishing to hear so many boys and young
73 Williams, 96.
74	A loose white linen vestment varying from hip-length to calf-length, worn over a cassock by clergy, acolytes, and
choristers at Christian church services.
75	Wikipedia contributors, “Music of Scotland in the nineteenth century,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, https://
en.wikipedia.org/w/indExamplephp?title=Music_of_Scotland_in_the_nineteenth_century&oldid=939458225 (accessed February 18, 2020).
76	“Music in Scotland: A Brief Historical Survey.” 1901. The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular 42, no. 705: 723–
27. Accessed August 4, 2020. doi:10.2307/3369261.
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men, who, but a short time since, were ignorant of the very rudiments of music, singing with precision and effect the great choruses of Handel and Haydn.” More festivals
were held in 1819 and 1824, the latter patronized by Sir Walter Scott.
After the establishment of the Edinburgh Professional Society of Musicians in 1819,
there quickly followed the Edinburgh Choral Society and the Edinburgh Harmonic
Association; in 1833, the Glasgow Amateur Musical Society performed Haydn’s
Creation, which was performed “a year later in the Episcopal Chapel by a body of seventy-eight executants,77 stated to be the largest Band ever collected together in Glasgow.
An oratorio, the subject taken from Milton’s Paradise Lost, was performed (April, 1837)
in St. Andrew’s Catholic Chapel, Great Clyde Street, by eighty-six performers, of whom
sixty were choralists. The announcement intimated that ‘the chapel will be splendidly
lighted with gas.’ ” 78
During the second half of the nineteenth century, Edinburgh boasted a large assortment of choral societies, including The Choral Union, University Musical Society,
Amateur Orchestral Society, Mr. Kirkhope’s Choir, Mr. Moonie’s Choir, Mr. Millar
Craig’s Choir and St. George’s United Free Church Musical Association; outside the
capital there were thriving choral societies in Glasgow, Aberdeen, Perth, and Dundee.
An amusing description of the difficulties that plagued these early organizations
also sheds light on the constituents of the choruses themselves:
Some of the pioneer difficulties would nowadays cause a smile. The choristers as a
rule had to sing from single part copies made by themselves—in fact, the copying
of his part frequently formed an essential part in a chorister’s education, but more
frequently this tedious work was the midnight labour of the hard-worked conductor. Again, great difficulty was experienced in getting ladies to sing seconds; they
regarded the word in too literal a sense, and all the fair warblers set their affections
upon the soprano part. As in England, the alto part was formerly sung by men—
“four bearded altos,” to use Mendelssohn’s definition; in 1855, however, it was about
equally divided between male and female singers; in 1860, the ladies practically had
the field all to themselves. The ladies of the chorus, even as late as 1850, seem to
have had some diffidence in singing out. At a performance of Samson in Glasgow,
they found a leader bold and brave in one [John] Wilson, a lay clerk, who led the
sopranos with a violin! Two years later, [Charles H.] Seligmann, on his appointment
to the conductorship of the Glasgow Musical Association, found that the sopranos
were led by William Locke, a tenor singer!79
Those who could afford to train their offspring—or themselves—sought out singing teachers, both Scottish and foreign, to improve their musical abilities. The swell
of vocal and choral music in Scotland was built in part on the work of teachers, who
created a class of pupils cum singers who built and populated choral societies. There
were two sight-singing systems promoted by the French teacher Guillaume-Louis

77
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A person who executes or performs, especially musically.
“Music in Scotland:.” The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular, 724.
“Music in Scotland:.” The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular, 724.
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Bocquillion,80 (known as “Wilhelm”),81 and the German Joseph Mainzer. Both of their
systems proved to be extremely popular in the United Kingdom; “many thousands of
people attended classes in towns throughout the country and learned that competence
in music was indeed possible.”82
Given that London was capital of the entire United Kingdom, it is not surprising that
the repertoire sung by Scottish choral societies was more or less the same: part songs,
arranged folk music, TTBB “laborer” songs, and oratorios, including Messiah, of course.
Another “driving force in the selection of repertoire was the music performed at English
music festivals.” 83 This influence continued until the twentieth century, although it
would be a mistake to assume there was no local talent; nevertheless, the mainstream
oratorios made up the bulk of festival performances.
A 1901 article in The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular notes that, “In no part
of the British Isles has music made so much progress in recent years as in Scotland.…It
may be convenient to set forth the matter under three heads—like the dearly beloved
sermon in Scotland: (1) choral and instrumental music, (2) church music, and (3) elementary musical education.”84
Mainzer was largely responsible for the introduction of music education into
elementary schools. His book, Singing for the Million, A Practical Course of Musical
Instruction, was written in a style obviously meant to teach young children and is not
dissimilar to musical exercises found in modern times. John Curwen invented and
introduced a system called “Tonic Sol-Fa” (Example 3) into musical education and choir
singing. Curwen was important enough to warrant an extensive entry in the Grove A
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, which writes that,
Its leading principle is that of “key relationship” (expressed by the word “Tonic”),
and it enforces this by the use of the ancient sound names do, re mi, etc. as visible,
as well as oral, symbols. These names are first put before a class of beginners in the
form of a printed picture of a scale, called a “Modulator.” For simplicity’s sake they
are spelt English-wise, and si is called te in order to avoid having two symbols with
the same first letter.85
To our modern eyes, these symbols look like gibberish; however, this “Modulator”
is not nearly as confusing as the symbols used to notate actual pitches and rhythm.
Sir George Grove includes several samples of these diagrams, helpfully including the
actual notation as a way to decipher the alphabetical symbols:

80	Guillaume-Louis Bocquillion organized the teaching of sight-singing in Paris schools from 1835, and instituted
TTBB choirs throughout France. He wrote textbooks on the fixed-doh Solfège system, which was later adapted by
English composer and teacher of music, John Pyke Hullah for English usage.
81 Wilhelm was instrumental in the establishment of choral societies in France, which will be discussed below.
82 “Choral Societies and Nationalist Mobilization in the Nineteenth Century: A Scottish Perspective,” in LAJ, 73.
83 Mallinson, 77.
84	“Music in Scotland: A Brief Historical Survey.” The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular 42, no. 705 (1901): 723.
Accessed February 18, 2020. doi:10.2307/3369261.
85	
Litchfield, Richard Buckley, “Tonic Sol-Fa,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First
ed. Vol. 4: 467. London: Macmillan and Co.
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Example 3. Tonic Sol-Fa System.
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[Source: Curwen, John. 1858. Standard Course of Lessons on the Tonic Sol-fa Method of
Teaching to Sing. New York: Charles Scribner and Sons, 26]

Given that London was capital of the entire United Kingdom, it is not surprising that
the repertoire sung by Scottish choral societies was more or less the same: part songs,
arranged folk music, TTBB “laborer” songs, and oratorios, including Messiah, of course.
Another “driving force in the selection of repertoire was the music performed at English
music festivals.” 86 This influence continued until the twentieth century, although it
would be a mistake to assume there was no local talent; nevertheless, the mainstream
oratorios made up the bulk of festival performances.
A 1901 article in The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular notes that, “In no part
of the British Isles has music made so much progress in recent years as in Scotland.…It
may be convenient to set forth the matter under three heads—like the dearly beloved
sermon in Scotland: (1) choral and instrumental music, (2) church music, and (3) elementary musical education.”87
Although choral music had been in disuse for many years before 1800—having
hardly left a remnant of its former existence— in the second half of the nineteenth
century, both secular and sacred music unquestionably formed a part of ordinary education in Scotland; indeed, it was just as important in Scotland as it was in Germany,
as well as other parts of the Continent. Consequently, there can be no doubt that the
annihilation of the great choral establishments in Scotland, along with the exclusion
of pipe organs and other instruments from religious services, plus the severe simplicity
of the style of Psalmody introduced by the rigid disciples of Calvin and Knox, had a
86 Mallinson, 77.
87	“Music in Scotland: A Brief Historical Survey.” The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular 42, no. 705 (1901): 723.
Accessed February 18, 2020. doi:10.2307/3369261.
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considerable effect in checking the progress of the art.
By 1900, however, choral music was flourishing in Scotland, with a blossoming of
ensembles of every variety: all-male groups organized like the French Orphéon; SATB
ensembles attached to social and industrial organizations; men and boys choirs in the
Episcopal church in Scotland, and to a lesser extent, the Reformed Scottish denomination. The introduction of music into public schools was an enormous boon for singing
and choirs; the children, having been exposed to the pleasure of singing, were far more
likely to join a choral ensemble of some sort later in their lives. As a result, Scotland
today enjoys a vocal and choral ensemble movement that thrives and is far reaching.

Ireland
The island of Ireland and its inhabitants have for centuries lived with internal strife
and external meddling; this resulted in significant disorganization in its political and
cultural institutions. As late as 1884, for example, Irish newspapers that commented on
music at all claimed that, “A people amongst whom all efforts at culture of every sort
had been for centuries deliberately crushed out by inhuman rulers must in any case
have been backward for a long period, as compared with other peoples, in sustained
activity regarding intellectual work.” 88 It is not for us to judge the merit of this assertion; rather, we draw conclusions based on documented facts, such as those enumerated by the Irish composer and educator John Francis Larchet.
In The Voice of Ireland, he asserts that
A dispassionate analysis of the present position of music in Dublin is rather discouraging. It possesses no concert hall, good or bad, and no permanent orchestra
which could be called a symphony orchestra. Except for occasional visits from
some of the English orchestras, there has been no performance of any importance
or educative value in Dublin for ten years. This means that most of the people
have no knowledge of Strauss, Brahms, and the great volume of modern orchestral
music. Few are acquainted with any important works of later date than Wagner’s
Ring of the Nibelungen. Little interest is taken in chamber music or choral music; a
large percentage of music lovers in Dublin have never heard a string quartet. Solo
instrumental recitals, or classical song recitals, are few and far between, and are only
attended by a small circle of enthusiasts, or by those personally interested in the
artist. In such circumstances, it is inevitable that Dublin should contribute nothing
to the support or progress of music. The Feis Ceoil89 and similar institutions cannot
really be called music festivals, as they are purely of a competitive nature, intended
only for the education of students.90
Still, from the beginning of the nineteenth century, there was a remarkable acceleration throughout Europe towards improved musical literacy. It seems, however, that
Ireland was left behind, because its educational infrastructure was inadequate. Joseph
88 Dublin Weekly Nation. 1884. “Music in Ireland,” January 5, 1884, 9.
89 Feis Ceoil is an Irish music organization that holds an annual competitive festival of classical music. It was first
organized in Dublin in 1897 for the purpose of stimulating musical studies in Ireland and encouraging native performers and composers.
90 L
 archet, John Francis. “A Plea for Music.” Essay. In The Voice of Ireland, a Survey of the Race and Nation from All Angles By
the Foremost Leaders at Home and Abroad, edited by William Fitz-Gerald. Dublin & London: Virtue and Company, 110.
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Ryan claims in his dissertation “Nationalism and Music in Ireland” that “In 1851, of
204 schools examined only six were teaching music; in 1870, of 6,332 schools visited
688 were including music.”91 That being said, colleges and universities in Ireland were
able to found and sustain choral ensembles into the twentieth century, although many
remained all-male. (Figure 16)
Figure 16. Choir from De La Salle College, Waterford, Ireland, photograph by A. H.
Poole Studio, 1905.

rate of attrition suffered by such bodies.”93 The Irish composer Frederick May echoes
this sentiment: “One outstanding disadvantage from which we suffer is the multiplicity
of our musical institutions which dissipate our resources in a way we cannot afford.”94
This interpretation has the ring of truth for several reasons: within the space of 70 years
during the nineteenth century, there were ten choral societies in Dublin alone. (Table 12).
Table 12. Dublin Musical Societies (from 1680 to 1880).
Year

Name

Year

Name

1810

Sons of Handel

1813

Dublin Glee Club

1826

Philharmonic Society

1834

Antient Concerts (dissolved 1863)

1836

Dublin Choral Society

1837

Dublin University Choral Society

1841

Sacred Harmonic Society

1845

Amateur Harmonic Club

1846

Dublin Madrigal Society

1852

Royal Choral Institute

1865

The Strollers (dissolved 1903)

1876

Dublin Musical Society (dissolved 1902)

[Sources: Grattan Flood, William H. 1905. “Dublin Musical Societies (from 1680 to 1880).” Library Ireland: Irish History,
Genealogy and Culture. 1905. https://www.libraryireland.com/IrishMusic/AppendixC.php.]

[Source: National Library of Ireland, Poole Photographic Collection, POOLEWP 1467.]

Perhaps because of such gaps in public education, in 1884 the Dublin Weekly Nation
made these harsh observations about choral music:
We have scarcely an institution among us to take the place of the “Orphéon” which
is to be found even in out-of-the-way French villages, or of the “Liedertafel,” which
allows the German to indulge in the inevitable smoke and glass of lager, but betimes
compels him also to lay aside his pipe and mug and join in some hearty choral piece,
with words attached which help to make him grow fonder day by day of his Vaterland,
until the spirit of healthy patriotism is developed in him to the highest pitch.
In Ireland, on the contrary, there are but very few musical societies, most of
which find it hard enough to maintain a struggling existence. The sustenance given
by the Irish public even to occasional musical performances is often of a most attenuated character. The English have numerous publications and societies for music.
There are no musical periodicals [in Ireland]. The amount of musical knowledge
and activity among us is almost infinitesimal.92
On the other hand, Ryan claims that “Too many musical societies were established, all
seeking the support of a small constituency, which provides a primary reason for the high
91 R
 yan, Joseph J. 1991. “Nationalism and Music in Ireland.” Dissertation. St Patrick’s College, Maynooth, 187.
92 Dublin Weekly Nation. 1884. “Music in Ireland,” January 5, 1884, 10.
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Meanwhile, as early as 1839, the Belfast Choral Society was presenting public concerts; however, it was never strong enough to perform complete oratorios or other
major choral/orchestral works. The society was forced to merge with the Anacreontic
Society,95 which was primarily an instrumental enterprise; eventually the pairing
soured and the choral society seceded. Membership in the new society was open to
women, and, on Friday May 10, the choral society gave its second concert. Until this
point, clergy had considerable influence on the organization; indeed, up until May
1840, performances took place in a sacred space.
In December 1848, though, a new choral group called the Harmonists’ Society held
its first meeting. The new society put on its first public concert in the Music Hall
on Monday, 19 February 1849. The program, unlike those of the Choral Society, was
entirely secular. The Northern Whig gave the concert a long review and welcomed the
new society, which reflected the newspaper’s more radical politics:
The first public concert Society took place, last evening, and we bid them the plenitude of that success which generous exertion public spirit should always receive. They
are a new incorporation; and, unlike the sulky “aristocracy” of the Anacreontic confederacy—whose exclusiveness denies the admission of the public to their concerts
and confines it to their own cliques, parasites, and favourites—they freely open their
doors, that all who desire accept their invitation may have the opportunity of enjoying
whatever the resources of the Society can present. That their good offices have been
reciprocated, the respectable and crowded assemblage last evening the best proof;
and a much larger meeting would have been assembled, but that the Committee very
93 Ryan, 198.
94 May, Frederick. 1947. “The Composer in Ireland.” The Bell XIII (January): 35–36.
95  The Anacreontic Society was a popular gentlemen’s club of amateur musicians in London founded in the mid-eighteenth century.
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properly limited the issue of tickets, compatibly with the size of the building.96
Within two years, the Royal Choral Institute presented Messiah for the first time
in 1851. As part of its advertisement campaign, the Institute wrote, “The Royal Choral
Institute has been formed for the Public Performance of the highest class of Choral
Music, both Sacred and Secular. It is also hoped through its medium to establish in this
country a large body of Choristers, composed chiefly of the working classes, capable of
performing the best classical works, the performance of which is at present exclusively
confined to private societies.”97 This performance must have been successful, because
on 21 February 1852, Haydn’s Creation was performed with full orchestra and chorus
of 200 singers.
Curiously, there were frequent visits to Ireland by Orphéon and Liedertafeln from
around Europe. This notice appeared in the Cork Daily Herald in March 1860: “You
must look out for a friendly invasion of the Crystal Palace by three thousand French
choristers, who will make a descent bodily on the coast of Kent early in spring. They
form part of a guild which musters 13,000 strong in France and Belgium, and who
are enrolled in the Orphéon corporation of amateurs, formed of every class in society,
but mostly artisans.”98 So enthralled were the Irish populace with the entire Orphéon
movement, that in June 1860, this post was made: “The society is said, on good authority, to count in its ranks no less than 30,000 amateurs.…Its various branches are spread
over the provinces of France, and its members are, with very few exceptions, labourers,
artisans, or shopkeepers, of one description or another.”99
Of course, there were choirs in the larger Catholic and Protestant parishes; the
cathedrals would have had choral ensembles of the highest caliber, based on the
models in England. And there were frequent large-scale performances, such as this
performance that occurred—remarkably—in 1818: “The Musical Gentlemen who have
undertaken to bring two Oratorios of Sacred Music, at the Theatre, this week, are
Carrying on their plans on a spirited scale, regardless the heavy expence [sic] which
must be incurred by such a system. Their Orchestra will be full and complete, and
consist of the best Performers to be procured by any exertion; and the Vocal list will
be very strong and very effective.…The Choruses will be the most powerful and best
regulated, perhaps, ever heard on any similar occasion in Dublin.”100
Two days later the same publication, Saunders’s News-Letter, included a review of
the concert: “The Oratorio last night, at the Theatre was very numerously attended.
The lower Boxes and Pit were filled, as was almost every part of the house. And the
whole performance, consisting of a very delightful and judicious selection of Sacred
Music, gave extreme gratification. We have never heard more applause bestowed upon
Musical Entertainment than upon this Oratorio.…an exceedingly well-selected body
of Chorus Singers, and the efforts of all were very happily and successfully directed to
the enjoyment of the audience.”101
Reconciling competing depictions of musical life in any country is frustrating when
96 Northern Whig. 1849. “The Harmonist Society.” Belfast, 2.
97 R
 oyal Choral Institute. 1851. “First Grand Concert, TUESDAY EVENING DECEMBER 2nd 1851.” Freeman’s Journal.
Dublin, November 1, 2.
98 Cork Daily Herald. 1860. “Friendly Invasion,” March 1, 1860, 2.
99 Irish Times. 1860. “Orphéon.” June 20, 1860, 4.
100 Saunders’s News-Letter. 1818. “Oratorios,” March 17, 1818, 2.
101 Saunders’s News-Letter. 1818. “Oratorios.” March 19, 1818, 2.
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primary sources disagree; to wit: while Charles Acton, music critic for the The Irish
Times, wrote in the Catholic magazine Envoy that nineteenth-century Irish music was
in the “valley of contempt,”102 a four-day “Grand Musical Festival,” was advertised for
September 1829, in the town of Chester: 103
On the Mornings of Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, will be performed
in the Broad Aisle of the Cathedral, A Grand Selection of Sacred Music.
The orchestra will consist of nearly 300 players. The Choral Department will be
on a magnificent scale, and every exertion has been made to secure the assistance
the most Effective Performers in the Kingdom. The repertoire for three morning
concerts include: selections from Judas Maccabeus and Joshua; complete Messiah
(with Mozart’s accompaniments); selections from The Creation and Jephtha; and,
finally, selections from Solomon and Israel in Egypt.”104
Not to be outdone, the city of Dublin mounted its “First Grand Musical Festival,”
held during the last week of August 1831, which included Niccolò Paganini, one of the
most well-known—and expensive—solo performers in all of Europe. Examining the
costs and income for this is informative, given that such affairs took place throughout
the 1800s, and even in modern times. (Table 13)
Table 13. Dublin Musical Festival Report.
RECEIPTS

£

Amount of Cash lodged in Messrs.’ Latouche and Co.’s Bank, including the advance on
Guarantee Fund, Donations, and the general Receipt of the Festival,
EXPENDITURE

£

Principal Singers,
Signor Paganini, (Solo Performer,)
Instrumental Band,
Choral Performers,
Sir George Smart, for Conducting,
Ferdinand Ries—Copyright of his Oratorio, supplying full Instrumental Parts, and
Conducting,
Theatre, as a Musical Hall,
Organ,
Printing, Stationery, and Advertising,
Salaries,
Rotundo, for three Balls—Lighting, Refreshments, Fancy Ball Supper, &c. &c.,
and Quadrille Band
Miscellaneous Expences,
Repayment of Guarantee Fund,
SUBTOTAL
Amount of Unpaid Claims,
SUBTOTAL

7,292

s.

d.

8

2

s.

d.

997
682
1,419
931
157

10
0
18
9
10

0
0
0
0
0

157
586
76
630
108

10
5
14
18
2

0
0
0
10
3

481
428

19
15

10
1

5

0

0

6,677

2

0

196

17

0

6,873

19

0

102 Acton, Charles. 1950. “Towards an Irish Music.” Envoy, September 1950, 12.
103 A similar festival took place in Dublin during June 1831, conducted by Sir George Smart. Like modern conductors,
the Committee of the Choral Society, which warned that “Members absenting themselves from these Rehearsals,
will not be engaged by the Festival Committee, as the Committee of the Choral Society cannot recommend for
engagements those who are nut punctual in their attendance.”
104 Dublin Mercantile Advertiser, and Weekly Price Current. 1829. “CHESTER: Grand Musical Festival,” August 17, 1829, 1.
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Table 13. Dublin Musical Festival Report.
Distribution,

300

0

0

SUBTOTAL

7,173

19

0

Actual Balances,

118

9

2

GRAND TOTAL

7,292

8

2

[Source: Dublin Morning Register. 1831. “Dublin Musical Festival,” November 16, 1831, 1.]

In 1831, one British pound was worth $104 in 2020 US Dollars; so, the Dublin
Musical Festival started with $758,368 in its bank account; Paganini, an international
celebrity on par with Franz Liszt, was paid $70,928 for a single performance; whereas
the instrumentalists received $201,498, the chorus was only paid $132,202. Interestingly,
Ferdinand Ries, one of Beethoven’s finer students, was only paid $22,294 for the rights
to the oratorio—The Triumph of Faith—he wrote for the festival, and for providing
instrumental parts that he copied out by hand.
In the end, festival organizers donated $42,600, from the initial $758,368, to the
Mendicity [sic] Association and the Sick and Indigent Roomkeepers’ Society; when all
was said and done, festival organizers ended up $42,600 in the red.

S

cotsmen and women welcomed the chance to sing literature that was banned in
their puritanical churches; indeed, they were glad just to have a chance to sing music
that was more interesting than simple melodies—music with piano accompaniment
and complex harmonies. By the end of the century, almost every church had commissioned an organ to be built, and the austere proscription on part-singing had been lifted.
Welshmen quickly adopted the movement, which, with its nascent competitiveness,
appealed to coal miners who were accustomed to challenges between shifts in the
mines. So, it was easy to plant new choral groups throughout Great Britain.
Of course, the tradition of large oratorio choruses had been part of British life for
many decades; but the Liedertafel was a different beast: it purposefully recruited men
who might not have ordinarily participated in a massed chorus to perform Messiah, for
instance. Whereas the oratorio choruses could number 1,000+, the average Liedertafel
would’ve normally totaled less than 100. In such an ensemble, it’s much easier to meet
new friends who enjoy similar activities and who share political, religious and social
beliefs. And, once these ensembles were established and successful, it was a small matter to export the concept into the New World.
In Wales, choral societies proliferated like houses on fire. The innate masculinity and
competitiveness of working class males proved that these choruses could flourish—
both musically and socially. Vocal music education in the public schools came later in
the century, though the choral ensembles weren’t affected; the men in the mines were
determined to sing and drink every week; plus, they wanted to slap down other TTBB
choruses in the frequent Eisteddfod festivals/competitions that were held at least yearly throughout the country. Like the Irish, when a Welshman came to the New World,
he brought with him a conception of—and fire for—choral singing; and, once the seeds
were sown, new philosophical and practical models of choral ensembles, which were
called Liedertafel in the United States, fell on rich soil. The “make it happen” Welsh attitude spread out in the expanding country, where they drank their ale, rehearsed their
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songs and contributed mightily to the burgeoning American choral movement.
Ireland had a surprisingly robust choral movement during the nineteenth century.
Even though there weren’t enough trained teachers or conductors, the Irish themselves
overcame these minor difficulties to create their own movement. At a time when most
amateur choruses in Europe and the United States refused women membership, in
Ireland, SATB mixed choruses came into being well before the end of the century. The
1845–1849 potato famine, which decimated the land and its inhabitants, caused some
choral societies to fold; the tens of thousands of Irish men and women who immigrated
to the United States took with them their national choral traditions, which ultimately
helped the singing societies in America to open their ranks to women.

IV. FRANCE
The progenitors of the French Revolution set about to rid France of its two upper
Estates—clergy and nobility; however, that purge proved inadequate. The revolutionaries also banned religious services—which in eighteenth-century France—for
all intents and purposes—meant the Mass—with a smattering of Huguenot service
thrown in for good measure. The Catholic church did not offer regular folk the chance
to sing—that was left to monks and priests; nevertheless, the banning of organized
religion and the confiscation of churches more or less killed off what choral singing
existed. Choral activity was drawn along many societal lines, most notably Catholic
and Protestant, aristocratic and working class; particular repertories became associated with different groups whose motivations varied from religious devotion to self-improvement to the advancement of the nation’s identity.
When Napoléon Bonaparte came to power, he saw the utility of religious devotion
for the masses; accordingly, in 1801, he signed an agreement with Pope Pius VII called a
“Concordat;” it reinstated the official diplomatic and formal relationship that allowed
for the reintroduction of regular worship in France. As Clair Rowden points out in her
chapter “Choral Music and Music-Making in France,”
The revival of sacred music that began in 1801 came about in various ways. French
composer Jean-François Le Sueur’s appointment as director of the Tuileries Chapel
in 1804 provided him an opportunity to write a considerable amount of sacred
music—masses, motets, cantatas, and oratorios—the latter including four on the
subjects of Old Testament women: Ruth et Boaz, Ruth et Noémi (both written before
1811), Debbora, and Rachel. Although his oratorios were significant at the time, they
had little influence on the genre’s further development in France, as new approaches paralleled characteristics found in opera instead. Indeed, the French oratorio
evolved throughout the rest of the century as a dramatic genre with considerable
variation in concept and design, as illustrated by such diverse genre categorizations
as églogue biblique (a Biblical pastoral poem), trilogie sacrée (Sacred trilogy), mystère
(Mystery play), and drame sacré (Sacred drama).
Sacred genres other than oratorios were slow to develop in the first half of the
century due to the suppression of religious institutions and the general dechristianization of the society in the 1790s. After the Concordat, however, important changes began to take place, as once again there was a need to train church musicians and
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to compose music for the church.105

Napoleon wasted no time in establishing large-scale music ensembles to be ready
for his 1804 coronation. Giovanni Paisiello wrote both a setting of the Mass and a
Te Deum for the occasion; there were two orchestras with four choruses, numerous
military bands playing heroic marches, and more than three hundred musicians—not
including a 400-voice choir. Louis Constant Wairy wrote in his 1895 Recollections of the
Private Life of Napoleon, that
I have never heard before or since such imposing music: it was the composition
of Messieurs [Giovanni] Paisiello, [John Holland] Rose, and Le Sueur, precentors of
their Majesties; and the orchestra and choruses comprised the finest musicians of
Paris. M. Lais, first singer to his Majesty, M. Kreutzer, and M. Baillot, first violinists
of the same rank, had gathered the finest talent that the imperial chapel, the opera,
and the grand lyric theaters’ possessed, either as instrumental players or male and
female singers. Innumerable military bands, under the direction of M. Le Sueur,
executed heroic marches, one of which, ordered by the Emperor from M. Le Sueur
for the army of Boulogne, is still to-day, according to the judgment of connoisseurs,
worthy to stand in the first rank of the most beautiful and most imposing musical
compositions. As for me, this music affected me to such an extent that I became
pale and trembling, and convulsive tremors ran through all my body while listening
to it.106
Intended to replace organized religion, especially Catholicism, the Cult of Reason
was France’s first established state-sponsored atheistic religion, meant to supersede
Catholicism during the French Revolution. After holding sway for barely a year, in
1794, it was officially replaced by the rival Cult of the Supreme Being, promoted
by Maximilien Robespierre. Both cults were officially banned in 1801 by Napoleon
Bonaparte with his Law on Cults of 18 Germinal, Year X.107
In suppressing the maîtrises,108 académies and guilds, the Revolution caused more
of an upheaval in traditional musical life than when it solemnly replaced the king
and his court music. Far from giving priority to the musical education of the less
privileged classes, it created a highly elitist and monopolistic institution in the Paris
Conservatoire, while confirming strong support for the Opéra. With no sacred music
worthy of the name, the provinces, apart from some large cities, experienced a long
period of musical deprivation in the nineteenth century, for which military bands and
Orphéon male-voice choral societies provided only limited compensation.
The Revolutionary authorities were asked to respond to a universally acknowledged
education, as many people saw France as being behind the times—in comparison with
neighboring countries. The musical school of the National Guard, which had been
105 Rowden, Clair. “Choral Music and Music-Making in France.” In GRAZ, 450–51.
106 Wairy, Louis Constant. 1895. Recollections of the Private Life of Napoleon. New York: The Merriam Co., 302–303.
107	With the abolishment of the monarchy in France, the leaders of the revolution tried to restart the French calendar
at year one, an effort that failed quickly; hence, year one was actually 1801.
108 A term formerly applied in France both to the quarters assigned in cathedrals and collegiate churches to the choristers and their master, and to the institution itself, which originally included a complete education, lay and ecclesiastical.
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directed by Bernard Sarrette, was transformed into the Institut National de Musique in
1793; it later became the Conservatoire, which Sarrette continued to direct from 1796
to 1816. The institution nearly disappeared at the time of the Restoration because of its
Revolutionary origins, but eventually found stability, despite frequent criticism that it
did not provide enough good voices for the national opera houses. An institution specializing in choral singing was founded by Alexandre Choron in 1820, the Ecole Royale
et Spéciale de Chant, which became the Institution Royale de Musique Religieuse, but it fell
victim to the 1830 revolution.109
The equivalent of the German Liedertafel in France was the Orphéon. As in Germany,
once the Orphéon took hold in French society, the ensembles flourished. Choruses were
founded throughout the country, and competitions and Orphéonic festivals became fixtures. Unlike Germany, though, women found a place in choirs created purely for female
voices; in any event, as the images in Figure 17 show, choral singing rapidly developed
into a strong societal pillar—one that was robust until the advent of the First World War.
It developed through the work of Guillaume Louis Bocquillon Wilhem, a teacher
of singing in schools. In 1833, he founded a choral society in Paris for the benefit of his
students, which developed rapidly into a national movement known as L’Orphéon, and
by 1900 there were more than 2,000 societies in the country.110 (Table 14)
Table 14. Association of Orphéons & Sociétés Chorales du Paris.
Name

Rehearsal Days

Location

Alliance Chorale

Wed/Sat, 9pm

Passage du Commerce., M. Jean, instituteur.

Allorbroges (choral suisse)

Tues/Fri, 9pm

Rue d’Argenteuil, 19.

Alsaçienne

Thur/Sun, 9pm

Rue Baillét, 2, brasserie alsacienne.

Arts et Métier

Wed/Fri, 9pm

Rue du Temple, 157, Café Jacques Molay.

Aubervilliers

Wed/Sat, 9pm

Mairie d’Aubervilliers.

Bagnolet

Wed/Sat, 9pm

École communale.

Boulogne-sur-Seine

Tues/Wed/Fri, 9pm

École communale des garçons

Choral de Belleville

Tues/Thur/Sat, 9pm

Rue des Amandiers-Popinc., 98.

Choral de Choisy-le-Roi

Wed/Fri, 9pm

Mairie de Choisy

Choral de Montmartre

Mon/Wed/Fri, 9pm

Grande rue de Batignolles, 6.

Éolienne

Tues/Fri, 9pm

Place d’Austerlitz.

Enfants de la Seine

Mon/Thur, 9pm

Rué de la Verrerie, 10.

Ensemble

Tues/Fri, 9pm

Rué du Temple, 79.

Espérance

Tues/Sat, 9pm

Rue du Bac, salon de Mars.

Fils d’Apollon

Tues/Fri, 9pm

Grande rue de Passy, école mut.

Gaulois

Tues/Sat, 9pm

Rue du Grand-Chantier, 16.

Glaneurs

Tues/Sat, 9pm

Rue du Grand-Chantier, 16. Rue St-Dominique, 168.

Gentilly

Tues/Sat, 9pm

Mairie.

Liedertafel

Wed/Sat, 9pm

Boulevard Sébastopol, café des Halles.

Nanterre

Wed/Sat, 9pm

Place du Rond-Point de Nanterre.

Neuilly

Tues/Fri, 9pm

Route de Neuilly, 185.

Odéon

Tues/Fri, 9pm

Rue Racine, 8.

109	Lesure, François, Claudie Marcel-Dubois, and Denis Laborde. “France.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 14 Feb.
2020. https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.40051.
110 UNG, s.v. “Singing Societies (Choral Societies)”
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Table 14. Association of Orphéons & Sociétés Chorales du Paris.
Name

Rehearsal Days

Location

Pantin

Tues/Fri, 9pm

École communale.

Rosny-Sous-Bois

Tues/Fri, 9pm

A la mairie.

Suresnes

Tues/Fri, 9pm

Mairie.

Teutonia

Tues/Fri, 9pm

Rue du Temple, 79, café des Nations.

Union Belge

Sun/Mon, 9pm

Chaussée des Martyrs, 10, café de la Terrasse.

Union Chorale

Thur/Sat, 9pm

Rue Gambet, 16.

Villejuif

Wed/Sat, 9pm

Mairie.

[Source: Collignon, A. 1866. “Association Des Orphéons, Sociétés Chorales, et Instrumentales.” Almanach Musical: Pour…:
Ephémérides Musicales, Biographies Des Célébrités De La Musique, Histoire Musicale De L’année, Anecdotes, Etc., Etc. ; Nouv.
Morceaux De Musique De Piano Pour Chant Et Danse 13 (December), 18.]

Sophie-Anne Leterrier notes that “The Orphéonic repertoire was divided into two
types of compositions. The first consisted of transcriptions, reductions, or adaptations
of theater music for male choirs. Here the original music was ‘reduced’ but the text
remained the same. The second part was made up of scènes chorales written (both text
and music) specifically for the choir.…The lyrics for these compositions were usually
descriptive, and rarely inspired—in a poetic sense.”111
By the 1850s, the Orphéon movement was a fixture in Parisian life, engaging the efforts
of some of the capital’s most active composers. Following the first “grande réunion des
orphéonistes de France” in 1859, which brought together some 6,000 voices representing more than 200 Orphéon and sociétés chorales from all over France, a Franco-British
massed meeting took place in London (1860); 3,000 French singers traveled to the Crystal
Palace specifically for the occasion. A second joint festival planned for 1861 turned out
to be an all-French affair held in Paris, with 8,000 Orphéonistes taking part in six days
of competitions and concerts. The Orphéon de Paris, now split into Left Bank and Right
Bank divisions (the latter conducted by the young, dynamic Jules Pasdeloup until 1873),
and also participated in the Expositions universelles held in Paris in 1867 and 1878.112
(Figure 18)
Choral singing had been largely cultivated in Germany and Switzerland, and
Liedertafeln had existed for some years before the French established similar institutions. As Goethe had assisted Zelter in founding the first Liedertafel in 1808, so ten
years later Béranger materially contributed to the success of the Orphéon, by nominating Wilhem to be a teacher of singing in the Ecoles d’enseignement mutuel,113 within
Paris, when music was made one of the subjects of study in October 1818. It was not,
however, till 1835 that the Conseil municipal of Paris voted for the adoption of singing
in all the communal schools. Three years later it was adopted in the universities; thus,
the whole youth of France had the opportunity to cultivate an ear for music.
The working-classes in Paris and the departments next came under consideration,
and at the suggestion of Wilhem; under his superintendence, evening classes were
111 Leterrier, Sophie-Anne.“Choral Societies and Nationalist Mobilization in Nineteenth-Century France.” In LAJ, 43.,
112 Rowden, Clair. “Choral Music and Music-Making in France.” In GRAZ, 458.
113	
Ecoles d’enseignement mutuel (Mutual education) schools) is the generic name given to the teaching method that
developed first in France around 1747, then in Great Britain around 1795. This model spread at the beginning of the
nineteenth century in Europe: in Great Britain, Italy, Spain and France starting in 1815. The principles of mutual
education are old, the Italian explorer and writer Pietro della Valle reported as early as 1618, that children taught
each other a lesson by writing on the sand of a beach in India.
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opened in 1835 in the Rue
Montgolfier by Hubert, who
afterwards became conductor of the Paris Orphéon.
The success of this attempt
encouraged the formation
of similar classes in different
quarters of Paris, all directed by followers of Wilhem’s
method. These classes were
all for male voices only;
hence, the Orphéon had at
its disposal hundreds of tenors and basses, who could
be used to reinforce the
choirs of the Écoles communales for choral singing on
a grand scale. The interest in performances of this
kind increased rapidly, and
soon, through the exertions
of M. Delaporte and others,
“contests” and festivals were
established, to which choral
unions flocked from all parts
of France.
Influenced doubtless by
the growing importance
of these gatherings, when
the corporation of Paris
resolved to place at the head
of the Orphéon a composer
of the first rank, capable of
[Source: Almanach Des orphéons Et Des sociétés Instrumentales…1re année. Paris:
Pagnerre, Libraire-Éditeur, 16. Bibliothèque nationale de France, département managing the institution on
Littérature et art, V-25478, 37–38.]
sound musical principles;
their choice fell on Charles
Gounod, who became conductor in 1852, and under whom the society prospered
immensely.114
Figure 18. above. “Gran Festival des Orphenistes de France
du Palais de Industrie.” (“Grand Festival of the Orphéonistes
at the Palace of Industry.”), 1863. below. “Scene de Fraternisation entre les Orphéonistes et les l’Ontaires Anglais. (Londre
1860.)” (Caricature of a scene of fraternization between the
Orpeonistes and the English Singers.” (London, 1860))

Orphonists, your mission is serious and requires that you choose with great care the
choruses in which you must sing—because they have echoes even in the main;—for
often they replace the hymn and prayer in the soul of the people. New finds of the
glories of the fatherland, you may be the future singers of the universal religion!
The Orphéon has two modes of existence, two modes of action. It has its public and
114	
Gustave Chouquet, “Orphéon,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed. Vol. 3:
467. London: Macmillan and Co.
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private celebrations, its outdoor victories and its intimate joys. It sings his sweetest
choirs and his most dreamy melodies as a family, around the hearth, in the city or
in the village, of which he is the lyrical soul and the whole art. After the cordial and
unpretentious little party, the superb, brilliant, grandiose festival, with its thousands
of voices and echoes, with its sound enthusiasms, with its international propaganda.
The singing competitions are the rebirth of the popular spirit. This spirit had need
of fresh air, healthy gaiety, frank happiness, for so long that it remained buried in the
brutality of the pleasures of the tavern. Today it pours out, it explodes, it sings, it laughs,
it prays, it does good, it loves the beautiful with the Orphéon. There is more than the
intrinsic value of a medal, more than the lure of an honorary award, that mobilizes
singing societies, that pushes them from one latitude to another and agglomerates
(gathers) them in competitions. There is the superior and eminently social attraction of
an intellectual exchange, the all-powerful charm of a community of studies and hopes.
We learn to know each other, to appreciate each other, in these peaceful struggles; the ranks merge, the sympathies are guessed, the friendships are concluded
between two patriotic songs, the intimate associations of work and gaiety are
devoted in these choices of choral art. A kinship of ideas, beliefs, and memories is
established between singers, which can only strengthen the national and societal
bond. We had the same sources of harmony, we vibrated under the same inspiration, we will one day find ourselves in the same civic religion.115

F

ollowing the decade-long Revolution, ordinary French citizens were filled with relief
and longed for a new social order that would be free of the gross inequalities that
had previously ruled their lives. The introduction of the Liedertafel into France, which the
French promptly renamed Orphéon, grew with great alacrity. The image that comes to my
mind is that of a spring goat leaping and prancing, filled with joy simply to be alive.
The Orphéon movement achieved a life of its own. There were more than one dozen
Orphéon festivals before 1900, and they were all sizable; one gathering, for instance, took
place in the Normandy region of northern France. It was held in 1898, had 180 societies
and 7,000 participants. Other TTBB, as well as SATB ensembles, grew steadily as the century progressed; moreover, singing was introduced into public schools and post-second115	Vaudin Jean-François, ed. 1863. Almanach Des orphéons Et Des sociétés Instrumentales…1re année, 1863. Paris: Pagnerre, Libraire-Éditeur, 16–17. [Source: Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Littérature et art, V-25478.]
“Orphéonistes, votre mission est sérieuse et exige que vous choisissiez avec le plus grand soin les chœurs que
vous devez chanter—car ils ont des échos jusque dans l’avenu—; car souvent ils remplacent l’hymne et la prière
dans l’âme du peuple. Nouveaux trouvères des gloires de la patrie, vous êtes peut-être les futurs choristes de la
religion universelle!
“L’Orphéon a deux modes d’existence, deux modes d’action. Il a ses fêtes publiques et privées, ses victoires
extérieures et ses joies intimes. Il chante ses plus doux chœurs et ses plus rêveuses mélodies en famille, au coin
du foyer, dans la ville eu le village, dont il est l’âme lyrique et l’art tout entier. Après la petite fête cordiale et sans
apprêts, le festival superbe, éclatant, grandiose, avec ses milliers de voix et d’échos, avec ses enthousiasmes sonores,
avec ses propagandes internationales.
“Les concours d’orphéons sont la renaissance de l’esprit populaire. Cet esprit-là avait besôin de grand air,
de saine gaieté, de francs bonheurs, depuis si longtemps qu’il restait enfoui dans la brutalité des plaisirs de la
guinguette. Aujourd’hui il s’épanche, il éclate, il chante, il rit, il prie, il fait le bien, il aime le beau avec l’Orphéon.
Il y a plus que la valeur intrinsèque d’une médaille, plus que l’appât d’une récompense honorifique, qui mobilise
les sociétés orphéoniques, qui les pousse d’une latitude à l’autre et les agglomère dans les concours. Il y a l’attrait
supérieur et éminemment social d’un échange intellectuel, le charme tout-puissant d’une communauté d’études et
d’espérances. On apprend à se connaître, à s’apprécier, à s’estimer, dans ces luttes pacifiques ; les rangs se confondent, les sympathies se devinent, les amitiés se concluent entre deux chants patriotiques, les associations intimes
du travail et de la gaieté se consacrent dans ces comices de l’art choral. Il s’établit entre orphéonistes une parenté
d’idées, de croyances, de souvenirs, qui ne peut que resserrer le lien national et social. On a J.u aux mêmes sources
d’harmonie, on a vibré sous le même seuffle d’inspiration, on se retrouvera un jour dans la même religion civique.”
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ary education. Just when the populace needed an organized means to create new social
bonds, express happiness at having thrown off tyranny, and celebrate such achievements
as the unveiling of the Eiffel Tower in 1889, singing societies provided them all.

V. NORTH AMERICA

Canada
Music in Canada has paralleled the basic European style periods from the Baroque
to the Classical, Romantic and Contemporary. The attempt to transplant Old World
patterns into a sparsely populated country with widely separated settlements was never
quite successful, however. The system of patronage and the professional resources for
grand opera, symphony orchestras and other sophisticated manifestations of music
were wanting; European-trained Canadian, as well as immigrant musicians, were cut
off from new developments in composition; sadly, music in 1800s Canada stagnated.
As a rule, until the mid-nineteenth century, only the larger Anglican and Catholic
churches could afford organs and skilled musicians; elsewhere a bass fiddle, serpent or
bassoon might “give out” the hymn tune.…Among the earliest musical societies were the
New Union Singing Society (1809) of Halifax; the Québec Harmonic Society (1820);116
the singers and band of the Children of Peace (1814)117 at Sharon, Upper Canada, proved
how strong leadership could make music flourish in a small village community; the York
[Toronto] Band (1824); Philharmonic Society of Saint John, N[ew] B[runswick] (1824);
and Ottawa Choral Society.118 When the West was opened to colonization, the speed of
musical development was telescoped, and societies were formed in the earliest years of
many settlements.119
In his comprehensive study of the oratorio and singing societies, A History of the
Oratorio: the Oratorio in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, Howard E. Smither
writes about choral organizations in Canada:
Toronto was the earliest and the most active Canadian city of the nineteenth
century in the performance of oratorios.…The earliest-known choral societies in
the city—the Toronto Choral Society (founded 1845), (Figure 19) the Philharmonic
Society (1846), and the Toronto Vocal and Musical Society (1851–1853)—are not
116	Quebec Harmonic Society/Société harmonique de Québec. According to Nazaire LeVasseur, it was through Frederick Glackemeyer that the first of several musical societies using this name was founded in Quebec City; it was
founded in December 1819 and 11 months later Glackemeyer was vice-president. [Source: Poirier, Lucien. 2006.
“Quebec Harmonic Society/Société Harmonique De Québec.” The Canadian Encyclopedia. February 7, 2006.
https://tinyurl.com/thvy8xo.
117	The Children of Peace (1812–1889) was an Upper Canadian Quaker sect under the leadership of David Willson,
known also as ‘Davidites’, who separated during the War of 1812 from the Yonge Street Monthly Meeting in what
is now Newmarket, Ontario, and moved to the Willsons’ farm. Their last service was held in the Sharon Temple in
1889. [Source: Wikipedia contributors, “The Children of Peace,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, https://tinyurl.
com/s4x5cgd (accessed February 8, 2020).
118	The first Ottawa Choral Society was formed in 1865 by Herbert G.R. Fripp, organist of Christ Church and St Alban’s
Church, and co-director of the Ottawa Musical Union. A program from 1866 shows that the group performed
operatic excerpts. The first Ottawa Choral Union was formed in 1874; Frederick W. Mills was its conductor. The
second Ottawa Choral Society may have been a continuation or revival of the first. Edward Fisher was its conductor from 1875 until 1879, when he moved to Toronto. [Source: Church, Sarah, and Melva Graham, “Ottawa Choral
Society.” In The Canadian Encyclopedia. Historica Canada. Article published February 07, 2006; Last Edited December 16, 2013. https://thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/ottawa-choral-society-emc]
119	Kallmann, Helmut, “Music History.” 2015. In The Canadian Encyclopedia. Historica Canada. Article published February 07, 2006; Last Edited March 04, 2015. [Source: The Canadian Encyclopedia. Historica Canada. https://www.
thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/music-history]
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Figure 19. Dr. F. H. Torrington’s final performance conducting Toronto Choral Society in the
oratorios Messiah and Elijah: Massey Hall, Toronto, 1912.

Table 15. Singing Societies in Canada.
Sacred Harmonic Choir in Toronto (gave complete performance of Messiah in 1857)
Philharmonic Society of Montreal (1875–99)
New Westminster Choral Union in British Columbia (presented Messiah and Elijah
during the 1880s
Toronto Mendelssohn Choir (1894)
Bach–Elgar Choir (1905)
[Source: Morey, Carl, Gordon E. Smith, Elaine Keillor, Jay Rahn, Geoffrey Whittall, and Rob Bowman. “Canada.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 14 Feb. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.
article.04707.]

[Source: Collection Archives for Art and History, Berlin; ©akg-images / WHA / World History Archive, used with permission.]

known to have performed complete oratorios, but the Sacred Harmonic Choir gave
Messiah in December 1857.
This is the earliest documented performance of a complete oratorio in Upper
Canada; the conductor, John Carter, is said to have directed an earlier performance
in Quebec. Messiah was repeated in Toronto in June 1858, the same month in which
a rival group, the Metropolitan Choral Society, led by the Reverend G. Onions,
gave Judas Maccabaeus, with a chorus of 160 voices and an orchestra of 40 players.
The Musical Union, founded in 1861 by John Carter, included in its repertoire The
Creation, Judas Maccabaeus, and Messiah. The Philharmonic Society’s most monumental effort was the Toronto Festival of 1886. The impetus of the Festival gave
rise to a continuing Festival Chorus as well as to the building of a new concert hall,
which opened in 1894, with a performance of Messiah.
Montreal’s history of oratorio performance does not go back as far as Toronto’s,
but it becomes significant in the 1860s and 1870s with the founding of the Montreal’s
Mendelssohn Choir, the Montreal Oratorio Society, and the Amateur Musical Union
(1868). Of these, the Mendelssohn Choir, of more than 100 voices, was the most significant for the quality of its performances and its longevity—it disbanded in 1894.
Of even more importance for oratorio, however, was the Philharmonic Society
of Montreal (1877–99), which grew out of the three-day Montreal Musical Festival
of 1877, in which Messiah was performed. Under Guillaume Couture, from 1880
to 1899, the society performed Mendelssohn’s Elijah (in 1884) and St. Paul (1886),
Schumann’s Paradise and the Peri (1885), Haydn’s Seasons, and Beethoven’s Mount of
Olives (1893), among other major choral works.120

Canada also received many German immigrants, who brought with them the choral traditions of their homeland; however, Canada was more lenient about allowing
women to sing in parish churches and community ensembles. The cathedrals and parishes were part of the Church of England, and cathedral policy was males only; thus,
boys provided the soprano line, unlike in Germany where boys with the appropriate
tessitura also sang alto, with the occasional cambiata (boy going through puberty).121
Ultimately, Canada and the United States shared many of the same choral ensemble
characteristics and methods before the Revolution of 1776. Excepting French Quebec,
the British subjects who held fast with England—even in defeat—took with themselves
their material possessions, families, as well as the same enthusiasm for singing—and the
same models for choral ensembles—as had been developed and tested in the thirteen
colonies; they also took some of the British methods. The larger parish churches and
amateur civic choruses maintained an appreciation for the canon of major oratorios—
particularly the works of Handel. The choral culture, buttressed by robust music education in the public and private schools, bears witness to the men and women who founded, directed, underwrote, and participated in nineteenth-century singing societies.
With typical British understatement, an author in the Toronto Saturday Night wrote
at the century’s end that, “One of the most difficult problems with which choir masters
and choral conductors on a larger scale have to wrestle is how to keep up the quality
of a chorus from year to year without creating ill-feeling on the part of choristers who
may be rejected after examination, and older choir members who may be discarded
because of their worn-out voices. The task is, at best, an ungrateful one, but the choirmaster who shrinks from the ordeal of facing it is certain to reap disaster in the end.”
And, “If we look among the gentlemen of the Hallé Choir, we see several heads already
well covered by nature’s powder, some quite white, to whom it must be a trouble to
sing, without vying anything of the quality of their efforts.”122

United States
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERSONS

By the end of the nineteenth century most Canadian cities had sizable choral societies, which were the principal performing organizations, as shown in Table 15:

Between 1400 and 1850, close to twelve million African men, women and children
were captured and shipped to the New World, with the largest number being taken to
Brazil and the Caribbean. The trade reached its zenith between 1700 and 1820, when

120 SMI, 411–414.

121	For an example of the German timbre, and to hear what Bach’s choirs might have sounded like, listen to the
Thomaschor, that is, the choir at the Thomaskirche in Leipzig.
122 Joseffy, E. 1896. “Music.” Toronto Saturday Night, July 18, 1896, 10.
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6.5 million African persons were forcibly relocated from their homes to plantations;
indeed, the Atlantic trade in enslaved persons represents the largest forced migration
in the history of humankind. Perhaps surprisingly, only 6% came directly to what
is now the United States. This population brought its own musical traditions; the
musically inclined used both native and colonial instruments to accompany communal songs; and, since enslaved people were forbidden to speak their native languages,
English eventually found its way into the enslaved persons’ songs.
Evidence of African-American music in the 13 British colonies indicates that this music
shared some features of African music in the West Indies, but also displayed some important differences: colonial African-Americans were influenced somewhat by the music and
culture of Native Americans; in the South, plantations worked by enslaved persons often
abutted the territory of indigenous people. Little is known of Native American influences
on African-American music before 1800, but similarities between the music of the two
groups probably initiated the cross-fertilization that became more evident in later years.
One thing is clear: African-American music sprang from sung improvisation; since a
tiny fraction of enslaved persons were literate, every Spiritual, dance and work-song were
transmitted orally from generation to generation. Most black African cultures did not
preserve their heritages in written records; accordingly, the historical record of enslaved
populations in African communities in the Americas is also far from complete. With a
few exceptions, the names and stories of these millions have been lost.123 Yet, communal
singing could be heard on the Southern plantations, where enslaved Africans used singing to maintain their social ties and enhance their worship services. (Figure 20)
Figure 20. African-American enslaved persons singing on a Southern Plantation. Hand-colored
woodcut based on the eyewitness description of Mary Livermore, a Boston schoolteacher, 1850s.

Figure 21. The Most Rev. Richard Allen, Bishop African stories come out of a quite disof the First African Methodist Episcopal Church, tinctive oral tradition, and their alluin the United States, painting by R. Peale, en- sions are central to their telling and
graved by J. Boyd, 1823.

requisite to their full understanding.
Unfortunately, the stories that have
come down to most of us have come by
way of printed anthologies. The material is thus transmitted through the written word—and an edited one at that;
the purposes of such editing was (1) to
make the stories’ difficult features easy
to understand and (2) to eliminate features that are not readily understandable by individuals from outside the
storytellers’ culture. But storytelling is
a performance art, and much is lost in
both the transcription of the oral tale
and the subsequent editing of that transcription.
In traditional African society we find
a complex, flexible, dynamic religious
[Source: Library Company of Philadelphia, P.2006.29.]
and aesthetic system based on intricate
moral and artistic beliefs and practices, all governed by societal structures and procedures. The religious system included ideas that we recognize as both monotheistic and polytheistic, with the former subsuming the latter. It was a system that,
instead of opposing good and evil, recognized a single power capable of both. It was
this system, with its moral and aesthetic supports, that would most fundamentally
determine the emergence and course of African-American music.124
In 1819, John F. Watson, a black Northern minister, criticized integrated camp
meetings in which black musical practices were absorbed into the white church world,
and his comments pointed toward a long-term pattern of cultural interdependence:
In the blacks’ quarter, the colored people get together and sing for hours together,
short scraps of disjointed affirmations, pledges, or prayers, lengthened out with long
repetition choruses. These are all sung in the merry chorus-manner of the southern
harvest field or husking frolic method, of the slave blacks.125

[Source: Livermore, Mary Ashton Rice. 1897. The Story of My Life. Hartford, 185.]

Samuel A. Floyd writes that
123	Peretti, Burton W. 2009. Lift Every Voice: The History of African American Music. Rowman & Littlefield, New York.
(Kindle Location 288).
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Between 1650 and 1750, the idea that African peoples formed a unified racial unit
flourished in Europe; plantation slavery and its cultures shaped race ideology, trade
economies, and social practices on both sides of the Atlantic. This construction of
African identity was further entrenched in North America as black people founded
124	Floyd, Samuel A. 1997. The Power of Black Music: Interpreting Its History from Africa to the United States. New York,
NY: Oxford University Press, 34.
125	“African American Song.” n.d. The Library of Congress. Accessed July 28, 2020. https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.
200197451.
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churches, schools, and fraternal institutions during the decades surrounding 1800,
many including the term “African” in their designations.
In his book Lift Every Voice: The History of African American Music, Burton Peretti
points out that “The traffic in human beings across the Atlantic cut off enslaved
Africans from much of their old way of life. The evidence of music in communities
of enslaved persons in the New World, though, is a major indication that African
culture and values could survive and adapt to enormous hardship.”126 This is no small
feat, especially when one considers that Africans who were sold into slavery in North
America would face the deeply shocking realization that they were now property—
chattel, to be precise—relegating them to the status of cattle.
Not only did they have to adjust as rapidly as possible to the English language;
enslaved persons were captured up and down the African coast, from tribes with disparate customs and languages. As a result, it was entirely possible that a young man
or woman auctioned in the Charleston Slave Market would be totally surrounded by
unintelligible languages and foreign customs. Once new enslaved persons adjusted to
these unbearable conditions, they could create a culture with their neighbors, even if a
melting pot never quite materialized.
Geneva Smitherman writes in Kalamu Ya Salaam’s article “It Didn’t Jes Grew: The
Social and Aesthetic Significance of African American Music” that

Any attempt at survival and adaptation meant relying on many elements of African
culture in American slave societies.…Music was central to whatever social life and free
time that masters permitted enslaved persons to enjoy….The polyrhythmic sophistication of African music and dance persisted; call and response remained the standard
organizing principle for musical performance. The intimate tie between music and
spirituality remained strong. Due to the trauma of slavery, though, African music was
almost never transplanted whole to America.128
By 1830, slavery had been practically eradicated in the North. An emergent black
middle-class chose education as the route to what they hoped would be first-class citizenship and respectability. From these people came the early concert artists, the music
teachers and the composers—whose music was printed by established publishing houses. The blacks left the white churches as early as the 1770s; this led to congregations

where they could worship as they pleased and sing the kind of music that they wanted.
It is impossible to overestimate the importance of the Negro Church in the history
of Black-American music. Like the Catholic Church of pre-Reformation Europe, the
Negro Church was at once a religious temple, a social center, a school, a preserver of
culture and tradition and, above all, a patron of the arts. It is no accident that the large
majority of the nation’s revered black leaders have been churchmen and that many celebrated black musicians began their careers in the church.129
White owners of enslaved persons were so caught up in their own church/denominational conflicts that they more or less ignored black people when they fled white
churches. Into that void stepped Richard Allen, (Figure 21) a highly intelligent and
articulate man who was the founder of the African Methodist Episcopal Church; that
he could do so is remarkable enough: even more startling is the fact that the future
Bishop of the African Methodist Episcopal Church, and the complier of hymnals, was
not formally trained in theology. The first hymnal designed expressly for all-black congregations was seismic: Allen consciously set about to collect hymns that would have
a special appeal to the members of his congregation—hymns that undoubtedly were
long-time favorites of black Americans.
The 1816 founding of the African Methodist Episcopal Church in Philadelphia formally established a black religious tradition in the United States that would continue
to develop within the institutional and structural systems of the larger society. The
publication in 1801 of A Collection of Spiritual Songs and Hymns, by Allen affirms that
the desire to engage in musical practices of their own making was part of the reason
for the establishment of separate denominations. Following the tradition of printed
metrical Psalters of the New England compilers, Allen’s hymnal contains songs by Isaac
Watts and others whose forms encourage antiphonal responses among participants.130
Contemporary sources say that the black Methodists were noted for their singing and exuberance in worship. The novelty of the 1801 publication of Allen’s hymnal arises from the enterprising young minister’s publish- Figure 22. “Fisk University College and Jubilee Hall,” 1873.
ing his own hymnal instead
of using the official Methodist
hymnal—which was forbidden. Allen’s hymnal must have
been well-received, for within
the same year a second edition
appeared, A Collection of Hymns
& Spiritual Songs, from Various
Authors, this time identifying the compiler as “The Rev.
Richard Allen, Minister of the
African Methodist Episcopal
Church.” The title page indi- [Source: The. Illustrated London News, September 6, 1873, 232.]

126 Peretti, (Kindle Locations 211–212).
127	Salaam, Kalamu Ya. 1995. ”It Didn’t Jes Grew: The Social and Aesthetic Significance of African American Music.”
African American Review 29, no. 2: 354. Accessed July 1, 2020. doi:10.2307/3042315.
128 Guthrie, (Kindle Locations 239–242).

129	Southern, Eileen. 1973. “Needs for Research in Black-American Music.” College Music Symposium 13: 49. Accessed
July 1, 2020. www.jstor.org/stable/40373757.
130	Ramsey, Guthrie P. 2015. African American Music: Grove Music Essentials. New York, NY: Oxford University Press,
10–11.

The enslaved person’s application of his or her intuitive knowledge of West African
rules to English helped bridge the communications gap between the enslaved person
and master. However, the enslaved persons also had the problem of communicating
with each other. It was the practice of enslaved persons to mix up Africans from different tribes, so in any community of enslaved persons there would be various tribal
languages such as Ibo, Yoruba, Hausa. Even though these African language systems
shared general structural commonalties, still they differed in vocabulary. Thus the
same English-African language mixture that was used between the enslaved person
and master had also to be used between enslaved slave and enslaved slave.127
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cates that the hymnal could be purchased either at the printer’s shop or at 150 Spruce
Street, Allen’s home address. Fortunately, there is an extant copy of each edition, thus
making it possible for scholars to examine this landmark in the history of American
hymnody and to assess its value.131
Enslaved persons were commonly forbidden to play drums, because in Africa,
drummers could use their instruments to communicate over long distances. By banning drums, masters prevented enslaved persons who lived on isolated plantations
from planning rebellions with other enslaved persons living on a different plantation.
Despite this restriction,persons always had one instrument with them: their voice.
One of the common features across all of America owners of enslaved persons was the
fact that enslaved persons sang; and as new generations grew up and African languages
faded away, new songs by enslaved persons were increasingly created in English.
Enslaved persons sang for many reasons. A song might be used as a lullaby, a way to
get through a hard day’s work, a sad complaint, or a tune sung simply for pleasure.
Sometimes, this pleasure involved making fun of owners; an observer in Maryland
noted in 1774 that when they had a break from working, enslaved persons amused
themselves with “‘very [funny] music indeed,’ making up songs that portrayed their
white masters ‘in a very satirical manner.’”132 Eventually African religious music merged
with European gospels and hymns. From this mixture, a large, varied, and mostly
anonymously written body of songs developed. Songs once sung to ancestor spirits or
African gods were now sung to Jesus or Moses; such songs eventually became known
as spirituals.
Remarkably, in 1866, freed
Figure 23. Jubilee Singers, Fisk University, 1873.
enslaved persons founded Fisk
University in Nashville (Figure
22)—the first American university to offer a liberal arts
education to “young men and
women irrespective of color.”
Five years later the school
was in dire financial straits;
so, George L. White, treasurer
and music professor, created a
nine-member choral ensemble
of students; he then took it on
tour in 1871 to raise funds for [Source: The. Illustrated London News, September 6, 1873, 232.]
the university.
The first concerts were presented in small towns. Surprise, curiosity, and some
hostility were the responses by audiences to these young black singers who did not
perform in the traditional “minstrel fashion.” One early concert in Cincinnati brought
in $50, which was promptly donated to victims of the notorious 1871 fire in Chicago.
When the group reached Columbus, the next city on the schedule, the students were
physically and emotionally drained. Mr. White, in a gesture of hope and encourage131	Southern, Eileen. 1989. “Hymnals of the Black Church.” The Black Perspective in Music 17, no. 1/2: 153-70.
DOI:10.2307/1214748.
132 Pina, Andrew. 2018. The Story of African American Music. New York, NY: Lucent Press.
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ment, named them “The Jubilee Singers,” (Figure 23) a Biblical reference to the year of
Jubilee in the Book of Leviticus.
Continued perseverance and beautiful voices began to change attitudes among the
predominantly white audiences; eventually skepticism was replaced with standing
ovations and critical praise in reviews. Gradually, they earned enough money to cover
expenses and send the remainder back to Fisk. In 1872, they sang at the World Peace
Festival in Boston; President Ulysses S. Grant then invited them to perform at the
White House.
In 1873, the group grew to eleven members and toured Europe for the first time. Funds
raised that year were used to construct the school’s first permanent building, Jubilee
Hall, which is now designated a National Historic Landmark. The Victorian Gothic
building contains a large portrait of the first group of singers, commissioned by Queen
Victoria while they were in England in 1873; it was her gift to Fisk. In 1888, the group also
toured Australia, where they made a deep and lasting impression. The published music
criticisms around the nation included these, reprinted in the Burra Record:133
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Their songs all belong to real, not imitation Negro minstrelsy.
They excel in trueness of intonation, exactness of blending, and expressive rendering.
Success is too colourless a word to adequately describe the advent of the Jubilee
Singers.
There was never singing more intensely dramatic than this, for there was never
singing more sincere.
At times the notes roll out with a cadence and deep-toned melody of accordant
bells; again they fall into the low-voiced sweetness of sighing winds.
Perfection of performance, casting a halo of irresistible charm round; the simplest
and purest material. This is the musical lesson for us of the Fisk Jubilee Singers.
Their wonderful skill was put to the severest test when they attempted Home Sweet
Home, before auditors who had heard these same household words from the lips
of Jenny Lind and [British opera singer Euphrosyne] Parepa; yet these emancipated
bondwomen rendered that dear old song with a power and pathos never surpassed.
With a full recollection of the three finest choirs in Europe…the Fisk Singers may
take their place beside them. They produce an almost magical result. The more
any one knows of music the more will he find their music luminously suggestive.

The Jubilee Singers wisely avoided the Deep South, where, no matter their talent or
showmanship, they would have imperiled their own personal safety. It seems that even
one corner of the State of Illinois was still poisoned with bigotry in 1881: hotels in the
capitol city of Springfield refused to accommodate them. An outraged local citizen, H.
G. Reeves, angrily wrote to the editor of the Bloomington Daily Leader that
When President Garfield learned through the press dispatches that the Jubilee
Singers had been refused admission to the hotels of Springfield on account of their
color, he expressed great indignation and asked Gen. C. B. Fisk to telegraph to them
133

Burra Record. 1888. “The FISK JUBILEE SINGERS!” September 7, 1888, 2.
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and say that when they come to Washington, if the hotels are closed they will find
the White House ready to receive them with a hearty welcome.134

The model—change attitudes one concert hall at a time—served them well. They
are credited with the early popularization of the Negro spiritual tradition among
white and Northern audiences in the late nineteenth century; they earned more than
$350,000 ($6,850,221 in 2020 dollars) for Fisk University. In one sense, the Jubilee
Singers made the first major step towards creating an artistic and musical legacy that
has survived more than 150 years. One can argue that their success was one impetus
for the Civil Rights movement of the 1950–60s; a contribution made for their descendants that significantly impacted mainstream American music, while simultaneously
celebrating their freedom and their futures.

Figure 24. above-left: Photograph of a lithograph made from a drawing of the Germania
Gesangverein, Neu Braunfels, Texas, by Carl Gustav von Iwonski, 1857. above-right: Reception of the German Singing Societies at the City Hall Park, 15 July 1865, by Alfred R. Waud.
lower-right: The gymnasium of the Centralturnverein in New York, by W. A. Rogers.
lower-left: New Hall of the Liederkranz Singing Society Of St. Louis, Inaugurated December
1881. Engraving by Quint & Lox.

United States
WHITE PERSONS

The popularity of the singing-school movement during the first decades of the
nineteenth century fueled a growing enthusiasm for choral singing throughout the
Northeast; by 1815, more than 25 singing societies had been established. Christmas
night of that year became a watershed for American choral music, when the Handel
and Haydn Society gave its premiere concert in Boston’s Stone Chapel for an estimated 1,000 listeners. The evening also marked a major shift in how choral music was
approached and experienced. Rather than assembling as a choir to enhance worship,
the singers gathered specifically to prepare and present a chosen repertoire conducted
by a professional musician in a concert setting. The goal of choral singing now became
the edification of the singer and the listener, with the focus on the composer and the
music. German Americans were particularly eager to sing, and they produced their
own festivals, like this one in New York or the opening of the new concert hall for the
Liederkranz Singing Society Of St. Louis. (Figure 24)
German immigrants to the United States brought such singing societies with
them. In Texas during the 1800s and early 1900s, singing societies provided folk,
religious, and classical music for family, church, and community gatherings. These
societies often participated in singing festivals known as Sängerfests, which gave Texas
Germans an opportunity to share a love of music while also providing fellowship and a
forum for community and political involvement. Most German immigrants who came
to this country were literate, and they worked hard to preserve their culture through
German schools, newspapers, sports clubs, agricultural cooperatives, and literary/arts
organizations.135
The majority of nineteenth century societies were exclusively male: all-male was
what they had known in Germany, so the immigrants followed the model they knew.
By the end of the century, there were more mixed SATB ensembles, but breaking down
that door did take quite a while. All-male ensembles continued to exist well into the
twentieth century, but the model became harder to justify once the women’s suffrage
movement succeeded.
134 Bloomington Daily Leader. 1881. “Garfield and the Jubilee Singers.” May 2, 1881, 8.
135	Davis, Georgia Ruiz. 2014. “German Singing Societies.” Handbook of Texas Online. June 30, 2014. https://tshaonline.
org/handbook/online/articles/xag01.
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above-left: [Source: UTSA Special Collections, by permission.] above-right: [Source: Harper’s Weekly: A Journal of Civilization, 5 August 1865, 484] lower-right: [Source: Harper’s Weekly: A Journal of Civilization, 20 September 1890, 733.] lower-left: [Source: Liederkranz Club of St. Louis, used with permission.]

As Germans settled in the United States, they tended to live in close proximity
to each other, which encouraged the continuation of their German lifestyles. In his
free time, the German immigrant preferred to be with his fellow countrymen. This
resulted in a large number of German organizations that enabled the immigrants to
gather socially while ensuring various aspects of German life would be known across
the United States. There were singing societies, athletic clubs, mutual insurance societies, and in harbor cities (such as Philadelphia and New York), there were charitable
agencies that were founded to assist new immigrants.
Everywhere Germans settled, singing societies were formed. In the 1840s, the
numerous societies had united in the national Nord-Amerikanischer Sängerbund
(North American Singers’ Association) in Cincinnati. The Indianapolis Mænnerchor
is an organization that was founded by German immigrants in 1854. Adolph Scherrer
designed the group’s Mænnerchor Hall. (Figure 25) Similar clubs were founded in
other cities in the United States.
The Cleveland Mænnerchor was founded in 1867 from the consolidation of the Heights
Mænnerchor (aka the Heights Male Chorus) and the Schwaebischer136 Saengerbund; the
Heights Mænnerchor was formed in 1873. The Indianapolis Mænnerchor emerged
from a circle of young men who were part of a wave of immigration that followed the
failed European revolutions of 1848. From its formal organization in June 1854 and
136 Swabia is a cultural, historic and linguistic region in southwestern Germany.
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its first performance in May 1855, the Mænnerchor provided a cultural focus for the
“48ers” that was as important as the “sound mind and body” activities of the Turners.137
After the American Civil War, the Mænnerchor emerged as one of the most significant German organizations in Indianapolis. By 1900, the apparent cohesiveness of the
German community began to fragment when the Mænnerchor, and its main patron,
John P. Frenzel, began to distance themselves from the new Deutches Haus (German
House) constructed by the Socialer Turnverein (Social gymnastics club). This split was
emphasized by the construction of Mænnerchor Hall in 1907.138
Figure 25. Mænnerchor Building, 102 West Michigan Street, Indianapolis, Marion County, Indiana, Adolf Scherrer, architect, 1906. A combination of German and American stylistic detailing,
it was a musical and social club for the German-American community of Indianapolis. A. Photograph of exterior; B. Section through parlor, library and billiard room; C. Interior photograph of
dining room; D. Detail of stairway.

A.

B.

C.

D.

[Source: Library of Congress. https://www.loc.gov/item/in0148/.]

German immigrants were not the only group of immigrants that promoted singing:
The North American Swiss Singing Alliance was formed in the late 1800s specifically to
meet the needs of the growing Swiss-born population in the United States—especially
in the Midwest. These original Swiss settlers wanted to keep alive the musical traditions brought from their homeland. Originally known as the Swiss American Singing
Alliance, this organization served several Swiss choirs; the first Sängerfest was held in
1897 in Cleveland.
Historian Ann Ostendorf sums up the choral world in the United States so elo137	Turner organizations in America were first formed by German immigrants in 1848. These groups were based upon
the political, cultural, and athletic Turner societies which had existed in Germany since the Napoleonic Wars. The
first Turner society in Indianapolis, Indiana was the Socialister Turnerbund formed in 1850.
138	
Indianapolis Mænnerchor Records, 1866-1990, Mss 040, Ruth Lilly Special Collections and Archives, IUPUI University
Library, Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis.
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quently that I quote her extensively:
Native American music
styles in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries remained as diverse as
there were tribal communities. Despite this, some
broad generalization can be
made when compared with
non-Native sounds and uses
of music. Singing, rather than
instrumental performances, grounded Native music
making, although drums and
other percussion instruments
accompanied many songs, as
did flutes and whistles in certain regions. Indigenous songs
nearly always connected to
spirituality, even if ostensibly
made for other reasons, and
the efficacy of a ritual might
require the appropriate song
to be sung.139
By the 1820s, singing societies influenced by German
Romanticism, such as the
Boston Handel and Haydn
Society, (Figure 26) believed
that some styles of singing
were more pious than others.
Such institutionally supported sacred music competed
with the music culture enlivened by the Second Great
Awakening. These styles
necessitated accessible and
individual expressiveness as
part of revivalist religiosity.
A lack of musical literacy in
the rural areas of the revivals

Figure 26. top. “Performance photograph of the Handel
and Haydn Society (founded A.D. 1815),” 1893. middle.
“Rehearsal in Potter Hall,” 1903; bottom. “Boston Music
Hall at its opening in 1852. The scene is said to show a
performance by H+H,” 1852.

[Source: Courtesy of the Handel and Haydn Society Archives.]

led to call-and-response song patterns and singing

139 Levine, Victoria Lindsay. 1998. “American Indian Musics, Past and Present.” In The Cambridge History of American Music,
edited by David Nicholls, 4–12. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. In Ostendorf, Ann. n.d. “Music in the Early
American Republic.” Music in the Early American Republic | The American Historian. Accessed February 8, 2020. https://
www.oah.org/tah/issues/2019/february/music-in-the-early-american-republic.
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“marked by spontaneity, immediacy, emotionality, and the use of well-known
tunes.” This trend remained true among black urban congregations as well, in
which the act of vocalizing could inspire worshipers even more than a song’s lyrics.
A central message of this sacred music style invoked the fundamental appeal of the
Great Awakening ideology: God’s grace was available to all.
Music scholar Jacqueline Cogdell Djedje writes of African American music that,
“on the one hand very little disappears, but also nothing remains the same.” During
the early American republic, music made by black Americans could be decidedly
African, but it could also be distinctive from anything heard on that continent. The
factors that shaped the nature of the African-derived music in early America largely
depended upon a music maker’s exposure to the sounds of the diverse American
populace. West and Central Africans made music as varied as the Europeans amongst
whom those enslaved persons would eventually live in America. They carried their
local musical expectations to their new homes across the Atlantic, where they
accessed multi-continental repertoires. They and their descendants built upon musical heritages both deep and broad.140
The decade of the 1840s saw a marked shift in American music. By mid-century,
music had become a commodity. The broader forces of the market revolution had
thoroughly altered American music. Industrial development spurred by transportation innovations, the rise of cities, and an increase in immigration changed the
sounds and sites of music in America forever. European virtuosos, such as Ole Bull
and Jenny Lind, toured even into the American hinterlands. As the middle class family withdrew into a private sphere, they simultaneously domesticated music making.
The parlor piano, the sheet music industry, and the greater access to touring performers reinforced each other; mass commercial sound styles grew. The rise of widely
and cheaply available popular music in all its various forms shaped composers’ and
publishers’ choices. Blackface minstrels developed as a significant part of this phenomenon. Initially occupying the raucous space desired by white working class men,
blackface minstrels entered the domestic sphere as well. The broadly participatory
public music making so normal in the young nation had increasingly been overshadowed by professional commercial activities.
Yet this commercialization only went so far. Attempts to repress the earthy,
bawdy, vernacular, oral music cultures considered unbecoming to a legitimate
nation only partially succeeded. In the 1830s, when the city of New Orleans introduced a formal parade to officially conclude the carnival season, they hoped to
structure and control the chaotic parading accompanied by boisterous song and
dance. Instead, citizens continued to march in “rich confusion, up and down the
streets, wildly shouting, singing, laughing, drumming, fiddling, fifeing…as they
wend their reckless way…laughing loudly at threatened punishment.”141 Though

140	Djedje, Jacqueline Cogdell. 1998. “African American Music to 1900.” In The Cambridge History of American Music,
edited by David Nicholls, 4–12. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. In Ostendorf, Ann. n.d. “Music in the
Early American Republic.” Music in the Early American Republic | The American Historian. Accessed February 8, 2020.
https://www.oah.org/tah/issues/2019/february/music-in-the-early-american-republic.
141	Dewulf, Jeroen. 2017. From the Kingdom of Kongo to Congo Square: Kongo Dances and the Origins of the Mardi Gras
Indians. Lafayette, LA: University of Louisiana at Lafayette Press.” Creecy, James R. 1860. Scenes in the South, and
Other Miscellaneous Pieces. Washington: T. McGill, printer. In Ostendorf, Ann. n.d. “Music in the Early American
Republic.” Music in the Early American Republic | The American Historian. Accessed February 8, 2020. https://www.
oah.org/tah/issues/2019/february/music-in-the-early-american-republic.
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much about the sounds, sites, performers, and performances had changed, much
still remained the same. An exuberant humanity pulsated with playful, personal,
and public music making.
A product of the singing schools, for example, was the formation of music clubs.
Organizations such as the Stoughton Musical Society, developed by 1786, did much to
stimulate interest in choral singing. Often competitions between organizations were
held, which encouraged improvements in quality.
In the nineteenth century, conventions and fairs were held, and they helped promote
choral singing in America. Patrick Sarsfield Gilmore, through his Peace Jubilees,
promoted gigantic mass performances by choirs of 10,000! (Figure 27) These festivals involved enormous bands and orchestras; indeed, a structure was built to house
an audience of 50,000. Villages and towns throughout New England filled their
quotas of singers, and each had a local leader who had been instructed in the tempos, so that everyone was well prepared when they met together to perform. These
extravaganzas outdid even the notoriously grandiose Handel festivals in England:
“In 1869, there were more than 10,000 choristers and 1,000 instrumentalists,
including 100 firemen dressed in bright red playing anvils in [Giuseppe] Verdi’s Anvil
Chorus, and the 1872 festival had a chorus of 20,000 and an orchestra of 2,000.”142
Happily, entertaining and illustrative descriptions of the 1869 event was offered in
the Bloomington Weekly Leader:
•
•

•

A general view from the balcony is quite beyond description. Nothing like it was
ever witnessed on this continent. The view embraces about 3½ acres of faces.
The chorus comprised 10,000 voices and the orchestra 1,100 instruments,
which, combined with the swelling notes of the organ, completely filled the
building, the vocalization has become by chorus being as distinct and clear
in enunciation as if only given by a church choir, excepting that in volume it
exceeded everything ever before heard.
The “Coronation March” was well received, and the “Anvil Chorus” was given by
the whole force with one hundred anvils and artillery accompaniment, creating
intense enthusiasm in the audience, who demanded a repetition, which was
given.143

The Philadelphia Inquirer captured the effects of the “Anvil Chorus:”144 (Figure 27)
The Coliseum was fully lighted last night, presenting a brilliant appearance. During
the evening, the rehearsal of the Anvil Chorus, with one hundred anvils, was conducted by Mr. Gilmore. The performers exhibited marked proficiency, and the
anvils and hammers clinked merrily, though not heavily, and the novel effect pro142	Smith, James G., Thomas Brawley, and N. Lee Orr. 2012. “Choral music.” Grove Music Online. Accessed 2 Jul. 2020.
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.A2218820
143	
Bloomington Weekly Leader. 1869. “Peace Jubilee: The Inauguration Day,” June 24, 1869.
144 Philadelphia Inquirer. 1869. “The Peace Jubilee: Particulars of the Opening,” June 16, 1869, 4.
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Figure 27. above. Wood engraving, from a sketch by A. Berghaus, of one hundred Boston firemen
rehearsing for the “Anvil Chorus” from Verdi’s opera il Trovatore, at Chickering’s Hall. below.
Wood engraving of a scene from the World’s Peace Jubilee and International Musical Festival at
Boston, 1872, which featured the Austrian composer Johann Strauss the Younger as conductor.

In the days when international news was not an instantaneous business, news of the
upcoming 1872 Festival made it all the way to Australia:
Grand Musical Festival.—Mr. P. S. Gilmore, who is now in London, is actively at
work in forwarding the mission on which he has been dispatched from Boston. This
is to inaugurate a Peace Jubilee by the grandest musical gathering yet witnessed. It is
designed to hold the International Musical Festival in Boston. It is to open June 17,
1872, and will close July 4. A coliseum is to be erected to seat 100,000 persons, and
therein will rise a chorus of 20,000 voices, accompanied by 2,000 instruments. Mr.
Gilmore reviews with pride his Peace Jubilee of 1869, which did much for music in
America. The festival now in prospect is on a far grander scale, as it ought to be, the
one being rather a Peace Jubilee for North America, while the other will be a Peace
Jubilee for the world.145
On the final day of the 1872 event, The Boston Daily Globe opined that
For three weeks our city has been in a feverish dream; a dream in which all the
visions were happy, but in which, nevertheless, the pulse beat more rapidly, the blood
flowed more swiftly than in perfect health. Each afternoon thousands of our people
have passed hours in a delirium of musical enthusiasm, carried beyond and above
themselves by the vast flood of melody poured out by the immense chorus and huge
orchestra at the Coliseum. These concerts have been the point toward which our
metropolitan life has climbed each day, and in which it has gloriously culminated.
The Jubilee is over, but the good results which may lie expected to flow from it
are boundless. The increase of the popular love for music, the higher standard in
the art which has been introduced among us by the foreign bands, and the social
intercourse among musicians from all parts of our own land and from other shores,
are the most important of these; but Bostonians also hope for some other advantages which, without the Jubilee, would loom very far in the distance. They think
that possibly New York journalists may learn from the condemnation which they
have received from those of other cities to tell the truth in future; they hope that
the Metropolitan Company may be enabled to increase their rolling stock, if they
cannot raise the salaries of those whom they employ. They even find it in their
hearts to believe that somewhere in the dim future they may have another season
of enjoyment to which the present, grand as it has been, will seem small and poor.146

[Source: Granger Historical Archive.]

duced was much admired and frequently applauded by the impromptu audience
which gathered near the stage.

Opera and instrumental music also influenced the growth of choral music in
America. While these genres did not have the benefit of the church to encourage their
evolution and maturation, they were able to secure ongoing support from individual
citizens. Most of the music before the middle of the nineteenth century was European;
orchestras had been formed, but they performed repertoire by continental composers.
By 1876, subscription concerts had begun in Philadelphia. It was common for orchestras (and opera singers) from Europe to tour in this country, and they too, perpetuated
the standard works by recognized European composers.
145 Sydney Evening News. 1871. “Grand Music Festival,” November 10, 1871, 1.
146 The Boston Daily Globe. 1872. “Close of the Jubilee,” June 6, 1872, 1.
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Clearly, choral music began primarily because it was needed in religious ceremonies.
In essence, the history of American choral music can be traced through the expansion
of musical settings of liturgical words into the secular arena. The twentieth century
saw a profound growth of choral singing.…America was founded on the need—and
search for—freedom in both religious and secular arenas. The church continues to
evolve in society, and therefore its music, which has always been an important element, will also evolve. The same may be said for the secular side of society in which
music is a vital component. The confluence of the two main forces (sacred/secular) will
continue to be a major factor in the development of choral music in the twenty-first
century, but the swing away from significant sacred choral music probably will increase
just as it did in the twentieth century.147
Just as today, most every church had a mixed choir. By mid-century, lucrative
churches, largely in New York, commissioned large pipe organs, and also hired four
professional singers to act as section leaders. From the 1840s onward, the number of
congregations using professional singers increased rapidly. By the 1880s, churches in
other growing urban areas emulated this trend seen in New York; by the 1890s, many
large churches in cities such as Atlanta, San Francisco, St. Louis, and Chicago had professional quartets. Of course, in order for the quality of such semi-professional choirs
to improve, it was first necessary to hire professional choirmasters to conduct them.
The literature on nineteenth-century American choral music and singing is vast. In
addition to the numerous Männerchor, there were also larger SATB oratorio societies;
these include the Handel Society of Dartmouth, which is the oldest “town/gown”
ensemble in the nation, the Mendelssohn Club, the Gounod and New Haven Oratorio
Societies, the Handel and Haydn Society, and the New York Oratorio Society.

N

ot surprisingly, given that Canada was a member of Great Britain, the musical life
north of America was modeled on England. The large oratorio societies existed in
the largest cities; in smaller town and villages, choral singing was largely confined to
churches—and among those, the Church of England. Among the earliest societies were
Halifax’s “New Union Singing Society” (1809) and Québec’s “Harmonic Society” (1820).
Most middle-class Canadian families owned a harmonium or piano; standard education
included the rudiments of music at least; accordingly, communal singing was widespread, and as the century advanced, so did the growth of choral ensembles of every
configuration, size, audience and purpose.
It’s important to keep in mind that before the Revolution of 1776, the colonists, and
future rebels, were British subjects; thus, the types of choral societies they had known in
England were brought with them to America. During the Revolution, most Liedertafeln
were compelled to suspend rehearsals; after all, the same men who sang heartily were
also fighting heartily—against their oppressive government back in the Old World.
After General Charles Cornwallis surrendered his army to General Washington in
1781, the former colonists became bona fide citizens; by and large, the most adventurous
of them headed West—with no conception of where they were going or how long it
would take to get there. Whereas in Europe, one can travel to another nation in a few

147	
McCray, James. 2011. “The Evolution of American Choral Music: Roots, Trends, and Composers before the
20th Century.” The Diapason. May 2, 2011. https://www.thediapason.com/evolution-american-choral-music-roots-trends-and-composers-20th-century.
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hours; in 1800s America, though, one could travel almost an entire day and remain within the confines of a single state. The sheer vastness of the growing nation meant that
its inhabitants yearned for the society of others. The country was still largely agrarian,
but as the decades passed, industrialization created leisure time for many people; as a
result, the pool from which the singing societies could recruit increased.
The War Between the States laid waste to the civilization that had been built; still,
the resumption of the growth of choral ensembles took only a few years following 1865.
Before President Lincoln’s 1 January 1863 Emancipation Proclamation, African-American
enslaved persons in the Deep South could only sing, play and dance on the plantations.
Yet, not one decade later, in 1871, the nation’s first all-Black choir was touring the United
States—and eventually Europe—to raise funds for the nation’s first all-Black university.
For the grandparents and parents of these singers, such a thing must have seemed
beyond miraculous. After all, the scars left by the overseer’s lash were still visible, along
with the permanent memories of the shameful and immoral acts perpetrated on them
by whites. We have Africans to thank for an entire genre of music, along with the introduction of African percussion instruments and the call-and-respond musical form. No
sane person would ever suggest that these contributions to Western music justify the
institution of slavery; still, if anything positive has come from that indefensible period of
our nation’s history, African American innovation in Christian-centered sacred music—
Spirituals, shouts, lined-hymns, and anthems—is it.
The nation’s population surged, and as immigrants and citizens moved Westward, singing
societies were founded in cities with sufficient population and affluence to support them.
There were Männerchor in the North and Midwest; oratorio choruses in the Northeast;
competitions similar to those in Wales took place among steel mill workers in the Midwest;
and, gradually, music education became part of public school curriculum; plus, the number
and variety of choral ensembles grew in proportion to the influx of citizens, settlers and
immigrants. Taken together, Canada and the United States proved to be particularly fertile
for choral singing, the results of which can today still be seen in many parts of both nations.

VI. ITALY & THE IBERIAN PENINSULA

Italy
On 31 October 1886, composer, pianist and writer about music Baldassarre Gamucci
rose from his seat in the Academy of the Royal Musical Institute of Florence, walked to
the front of the auditorium, and began:
Whenever I think back to the many choral schools in coordinated societies, which
flourish in the major nations of the civilized world, and they’re so much more beautiful and decorous; and seeing how in Italy, in general, such institutions so praiseworthy of art and civilization have all the appearance of exotic plants, which here do
not find suitable ground to thrive, a sense of despair invades my soul; whereas, on
the contrary, for the elements that we can boast of possessing in preference of every
other people, in all that consisted of music, these associations are in fact indigenous
plants, which here could, and, indeed, should—more than anywhere else—have a
prosperous and lush life.
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Choral singing is considered to be of great importance by all pedagogical writers.
This teaching is compulsory in primary schools in all German countries, England,
Austria, France, Belgium, Denmark, Greece, the Netherlands and Portugal; and,
additionally, in Russia. It is also compulsory in urban primary schools in Sweden
and Norway, Scandinavia and the United States of America. Only in Italy—painful
to say—this subject is not part of the mandatory curriculum contained in the elementary school program.148
Gamucci goes on to quote the writer on music Leto Puliti, who, in 1870, recounted
his travels in Germany to a similar audience in the Academy. Puliti claims that Germans
are “calm and affable;” that families are patriarchal; and the elderly and teachers are
respected. Outside the home, he says, “you will not find the streets cluttered with idle
and turbulent brats.” Puliti also claims that “drunkenness has almost disappeared…as
have blasphemy and foul language.” Indeed, Puliti was so convinced of the importance
of choral singing in the public elementary schools that during his term as a Councilor
of the [Florentine] Municipality “the teaching of choral singing was introduced and
made mandatory…[and] Puliti himself formulated the curriculum.”149
According to Gamucci, the implementation of the choral music curriculum in the
elementary schools went well, but was hindered by a lack of formal training for the
teachers. Then, in October 1879, the Municipal Council revoked its 1871 decree that
established choral music education in elementary schools. Apparently, an economic
disaster ravaged the municipality when the Italian capital was moved to Rome, which
meant that those “called to lead our municipal administration believed that they would
be entitled to remove from the budget any expenditure that was not recognized as
absolutely necessary.”150
In his chapter from Nineteenth-Century Choral Music entitled “A Tale of Survival:
Choral Music in Italy,” Francesco Izzo writes of the struggles faced by the small portion of the populace that wanted to create popular choral singing in nineteenth-century Italy. He quotes the composer/critic Raimondo Boucheron, who wrote a detailed
review of Gaetano Donizetti’s Ave Maria and Miserere, published with great prominence in the January 28, 1844 issue of the Gazzetta musicale di Milano—an emerging
but already authoritative music journal issued by the Milanese music publisher Ricordi.
Since the entire Italian musical marketplace was slanted towards opera, there was
virtually no financial incentive for composers or publishers to issue choral music that

would have almost no chance of being purchased—or performed. By and large, the
renaissance of sacred music that eventually occurred in Italy after 1850 was limited to
the polyphonic stilo antico, as practiced by the Papal chapel choir in Rome.
The Italy we know today did not exist in the nineteenth century until after 1861.
Competing city-states, along with the Republic of Florence and the Vatican, each ruled
one of several, distinct regions. Nationalism started to grow in the first years of the 1800s,
and one of the leading supporters for unification was, curiously, Giuseppe Verdi. He
became the de facto composer of music aimed at promoting Italian unification; with the
movement came the first organized effort to create choral ensembles similar to those in
Germany and England, and to compose a body of repertoire for them. Perhaps because
of the growing—and completely novel—Italian nationalism, the musical intelligentsia,
including such men as Puliti and Gamucci, held an underlying and disturbing belief
about choral music—as practiced elsewhere, and as practiced in Italy. Gamucci wrote
that “I fear that in terms of education and musical taste, there is a danger that we will go
to the end of the European queue—we who were once first in the world.”151
In Florence, Gamucci frequently bemoaned the lack of sopranos and tenors; indeed,
anyone in Florence organizing church choirs was likely forced to ask neighboring cities
for singers—an almost mortal humiliation for any self-respecting Florentine. And, in a
refrain that will be quickly recognized, “as new singers do not arise, or very rarely, and
due to their not so healthy age, most of those who now remain are close to becoming
powerless to sing; thus, we will be obliged to renounce the performance of choral
music in general—and, church music, in particular.”152
In 1875, L’Accademia Corale Stefano Tempia (Stefano Tempia Choral Academy) was
founded. It was the first musical organization in Piedmont and remains the oldest choral society in Italy. A historical reference for music education and the dissemination of
the a cappella and symphonic choir repertoire, from the beginning the Academy was
known—and honored for—its frequent collaborations with prestigious conductors;
the academy was also appreciated for presenting major cultural events, including the
first performance in Italy of Handel’s Judas Maccabeus (1885) and the first performance
in Turin of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 (1888).153
The April 1881 edition of the Gazzetta Piemontese, contains a review of a concert by
L’Accademia Corale Stefano Tempia:

148	GAM, 53–73. “Ogni volta che meco stesso ripenso alle tante scuole corali in società coordinate, che fioriscono nelle
principali nazioni del mondo civile, e che tanto accrescono a queste lustro e decoro; e vedendo come in Italia in generale,
tali instituzioni così benemerite dell’arte e della civiltà, hanno tutta l’apparenza di piante esotiche, che quì non trovino
terreno confacente per allignare, un senso di sconforto invade l’animo mio; mentre al contrario, per gli elementi che
noi possiamo vantarci di possedere a preferenza di ogni altro popolo, in tutto ciò che con cerne la musica, anche queste
associazioni sono di fatto piante indigene, che quì potrebbero, ed anzi dovrebbero più che altrove aver vita florida e
rigogliosa.
“Il canto corale è ritenuto di grande importanza da tutti gli scrittori di pedagogia. Quest’insegnamento è dichiarato obbligatorio nelle scuole elementari di tutti gli Stati tedeschi, dell’Inghilterra, dell’Austria, della Francia, del
Belgio, della Danimarca, della Grecia, dell’Olanda, del Portogallo; e nelle complementari, della Russia. Come pure è
obbligatorio nelle scuole elementari urbane della Svezia e Norvegia, della Scandinavia e degli Stati uniti d’America.
Solo in Italia—doloroso a dirsi—questa materia non fa parte di quelle obbligatorie contenute nel programma delle
scuole elementari.”
149	GAM, 56. “Fu tanto nel Puliti il convincimento di tali verità, che spiegò la più grande energia, impiegò le più assidue
cure, affinchè il nostro Municipio, in cui allora il Puliti era Assessore, decretasse, come infatti in seguito decretò,
che nelle scuole primarie fosse introdotto e reso obbligatorio l’insegnamento del canto corale, di cui lo stesso Puliti
formulò per sommi capi anche il programma didattico.”
150	GAM, 58. “Chi fu allora chiamato a dirigere la nostra amministrazione comunale, credette utite di radiare dai bilanci ogni e qualunque spesa che non fosse riconosciuta assolutamente necessaria;”

The concert given on Sunday by L’Accademia Corale Stefano Tempia was one of the
most remarkable in its already brief [concert] series. The program was chosen very
carefully, and included music of various styles; the performance showed that the
Academy—thanks to the care of its zealous director, Maestro Giulio Roberti, and
the commitment of all the well-deserved members—is on a path of real progress.
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151	GAM, 68. “Io temo che in fatto di educazione e di gusto musicale, si corra pericolo di andare alla coda di Europa,
noi che un tempo fummo i primi del mondo.”
152	GAM, 60. “poichè nuovi cantori non sorgono, o ben raramente, ed i più fra quelli che ora ci rimangono, per la loro
non tanto florida età, sono prossimi a divenire impotenti al canto, saremo obbligati a rinunziare alla esecuzione
della musica a coro in generale, ed in particolare di quella chiesastica.”
153	Accademia Corale Stefano Tempia. Accessed June 19, 2020. https://www.stefanotempia.it. “Fondata nel 1875, L’Accademia Corale Stefano Tempia è la prima associazione musicale del Piemonte e L’Accademia corale più antica d’Italia.
“Riferimento storico per l’educazione alla musica e la divulgazione del repertorio a cappella e sinfonico corale,
l’Accademia si distingue fin dalle origini per le frequenti collaborazioni con prestigiosi direttori, e la realizzazione
di grandi eventi culturali tra cui la prima esecuzione in Italia del Judas Maccabeus di Haendel (1885) e la prima
esecuzione a Torino della Nona Sinfonia di Beethoven (1888).”
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Several of the pieces were in unison, and the difficulty of attacks and intonation was
overcome very well; in others there was a variety of color and blend that theretofore
had not yet been achieved.
In recent days, I have seen a very beautiful program/exhortation notice posted
on the corners of the streets for the establishment [in Florence] of a large Orphéon
Choral Society, such as those in Germany, France, England, etc. I will not speak the
name of the organization, because I do not want to advertise anything that does not
deserve attention: namely, the assertion that said society would be the first in Italy.
This is absolutely Marchian [unforgivable], because if it is correct that the Italian
Orphéonic Societies have not hitherto developed in proportion to what they have
elsewhere, it is no less true that there are a fair number of such institutions that
were held in Rome, in Florence, in Milan.154

Fortunately for us, Il Teatro Illustrato listed the Italian choral societies as of 1886
(Table 16):
Table 16. List of Italian Orphéonic Choral Societies.
Corale del Teatro Filarmonico di Verona

Corale Orfeonica di Bologna

Corale Euridice di Bologna

Corale G. Monaco di Livorno

Corale del Teatro Municipale di Modena

Corale G. Verdi di Monza

Schola cantorum S. Cecilia di Chieri

Corale Euridice di Sampierdarena

Schola cantorum S. Dalmazzo di Torino

Corale Pescatori di Monza

Corale Vincenzo Bellini di Ferrara

Corale G. Verdi di Cornigliano Ligure

Ferrara—Voci di una Città

Coro Bassano

Società Corale Gioacchino Rossini

Maserà di Padova

These societies, as is well known, are made up of a very large number of singers; and
it is an undeniable fact that the chorus acquires greater significance—and produces a
better effect—the larger the number of those who comprise it; and the effects of the
piano and pianissimo are stupendous, and truly enchanting when they come from a
very large chorus. Anyone who has heard the great works performed by some of the
Orphéonic societies in the major cities of Europe can confirm this assertion of mine.
These [societies] exist because the municipalities of those cities have cleverly
made compulsory the teaching of choral singing in elementary schools. The schoolboy becomes attached, to say the least, to those songs he learned in school, and he
never forgets them. When he is an adult, he has more and more love for music,
which he has already learned to know and appreciate; and he wishes to join other
companions to cultivate it and continue in those sweet habits that remind him of
the most beautiful days of life. Here, then, is the only way to achieve the desired
aim. Once this teaching is compulsory in primary schools, choral associations, I
believe, will arise as if by magic.156
Figure 28. Group portrait of the musicians of the Società Chorale Niçoise Congress, in uniform,
photograph by Giovanni Assale, Turin, June 1902.

[Source: Il Teatro Illustrato, 1 September 1886, 3.]

Furthermore, as proof of a robust amateur choral society network and movement,
on 16 January 1881, the City of Turin (Figure 28) made an announcement that displays
great bravura, given the exceedingly brief lead time: “The city of Turin will open, on
5 and 6 June, the first international music competition in Italy. This will consist of
bringing together as many wind ensembles, brass bands, and Italian and foreign choral
societies as possible to Turin at the same time.” 155
Baldassarre Gamucci concluded by espousing the rewards of Orphéonic societies:
154	Valetta, Ippolito. 1881. “Rassegna Musicale (Music Review).” Gazzetta Piemontese, April 4, 1881. “Il saggio dato domenica dall’Accademia di canto corale Stefano Tempia è stato uno dei più notevoli della già non breve serie, Il programma
era composto con molta avvedutezza, con musica di vario stile; l’esecuzione ha provato che l’Accademia, mercè le cure
del suo zelante direttore, maestro Giulio Roberti, e l’impegno di tutti c angoli i benemeriti soci, è in una via di reale
progresso. Parecchi dei pezzi erano a voci sole e la difficoltà d’attacco e di intonazione vennero superate benissimo: in
altri si ottenne una varietà di colorito ed una fusione che non si era raggiunta ancora.
“Ho letto nei giorni scorsi un avviso programma-fervorino affisso sugli angoli dello vie per l’instituzione di una
grande Società corale Orphéon a norma delle Società di Germania, Francia, Inghilterra, ecc., che è una vera bellezza.
Non dico il nome dell’institure, perchè non vorrei fargli una reclame che non merita punto: che nella asserzione
che detta Società sarà la prima in Italia.
“Questa è assolutamente marchiana, perchè se è esatto che le Società orfeoniche Italia non hanno finora uno
sviluppo proporzionato a quello che hanno altrove, non è men vero che di istituzioni del genere esiste un numero
discreto e che si ebbero a Roma, a Firenze, a Milano.”
155 Gazzetta Piemontese, January 16, 1881, 3. “La città di Torino aprirà, nel giorni 5 e 6 del mese di giugno, il primo
concorso internazionale di musica in Italia. Tale Solennità consisterà nel riunirò contemporaneamente in Torino
il maggior numero possibile di bande, fanfare musicali e società corali italiane ed estere.”
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[Source: ©Archivi Alinari, Firenze, Fratelli Alinari Museum Collections, Florence, FBQ-F-004282-0000.]

156	GAM, 70. “Queste società, com’è noto, si formano di un numero grandissimo di cantanti; ed è un fatto innegabile
che il coro acquista più alta significanza, e produce migliore effetto quanto maggiore è il numero di quelli che lo
com pongono; e gli effetti del piano e del pianissimo riescono stupendi e veramente incantevoli allorchè si hanno da
un coro assai numeroso. Chi ha assistito ai grandi con certi delle società Orfeoniche nelle principali città d’Europa
può confermare questa mia asserzione.
	 “Vi esistono perchè i municipi di quelle città, hanno sapientemente reso obbligatorio l’insegna mento del canto corale
nelle scuole elementari. Il giovinetto si affeziona, a dir così, a quei canti imparati nella scuola, nè più li dimentica. Fatto
adulto prende viepiù amore alla musica, che ha già imparato a conoscere ed a gustare; e desidera di associarsi ad altri
compagni per coltivarla e continuare in quelle dolci abitudini che gli ricordano i più bei giorni della vita. Ecco adunque
l’unica via per ottenere il bramato intento. Si dichiari obbliga torio quest’insegnamento nelle scuole primarie.”
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Spain
Writing of the beginnings of choral societies in Spain, Nuria Sofía FernándezHerranz notes that
The choral movement in Spain arose during the second half of the nineteenth
century in a country with quite different circumstances than the rest of Europe.
The economic, social and political situation in the nineteenth century was very
complicated and unstable. Political, economic and social problems impoverished
the country, with the worst part of this situation falling on the most disadvantaged
classes. The industrialization process was quite slow compared to other countries
and, in addition, very uneven. Much of the industrial activity focused on the north
of Spain, and attracted a large amount of labor to the urban centers that generated,
as had happened in the rest of Europe, a new social group that needed recreational and entertainment spaces. Popular associations called Mutual Relief Societies,
Athenaeum or Recreation Circle, which followed bourgeois models, began to
emerge in order to meet the demands of culture and leisure of the working classes.
Within these associative organizations, the choral groups that were born in Spain
in many cases adopted the French name of Orphéon (Orféon).
The difficult circumstances that Spain was going through during the nineteenth century, as well as its delayed economic development (with respect to
other European countries), meant that social and cultural development was not
on par with the rest of Europe. The first choral societies in Spain were founded
in Barcelona around 1850, by Josep Anselm Clavé; these were designed to offer an
alternative leisure activity that was viewed as more “moral,” and that did not require
musical instruction. This was not the case for Juan Tolosa [b. 1818], who, at that
time, also created diverse choral initiatives in Barcelona; although the social aspect
was important, Tolosa was more interested in greater artistry and musical education. Since its origins, the Spanish choral movement shows two fundamental tendencies—as it did in Europe. On the one hand, was Clavé, a charismatic personality
linked to the trade union movement; he only wanted the working classes to sing to
create an alternative to other types of unhealthy leisure activities. The Tolosa brothers, on the other hand—especially Juan—adopted the French model of Orphéonism,
in which the social aspect was important but not a priority.…The first choral societies and Orphéons spread very quickly through Catalonia and other Spanish regions
during the second half of the nineteenth century. A more remarkable development
was experienced in those places that had an industrial fabric sufficiently evolved
to accommodate the two social classes in which the choral movement developed
mainly: the bourgeoisie and the working classes. It should be noted that the primarily agricultural territories were left out of this choral movement, so it is right to say
that the Orphéonistic phenomenon took root and evolved because of industrialization.157 One example of a successful Orféon that grew out of the industrialized world
157	Fernández-Herranz, Nuria Sofía. 2019. “Los Orígenes Del Movimiento Coral En España.” ARTSEDUCA. Revista Electrónica De Educación En Las Artes, no. 23: 148–69. https://doi.org/10.6035/artseduca.2019.23.9. ““El movimiento coral
en España surge durante la segunda mitad del siglo XIX en un país con unas circunstancias muy diferentes a las del
resto de Europa. La situación económica, social y política en el siglo XIX era muy complicada e inestable. Problemas
políticos, económicos y sociales empobrecen al país, recayendo la peor parte de esta situación sobre las clases más
desfavorecidas. El proceso de industrialización fue bastante lento en comparación con otros países y, además, muy
desigual. Gran parte de la actividad industrial se centró en el norte de España y atrajo gran cantidad de mano de obra a
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was the Euterpe Choral Society, founded by Clavé. (Figure 29)
Figure 29. left: Photograph of the Euterpe Choral Society With its Director and Founder Josep Anselm Clavé, 1860; right: Print by Josep Anselm Clavé. Chrome Print from the Evaristo
Juncosa Chocolate Collection.

[Source: left: Federació dels Cors Clavé; right: BDH Hispanic Digital Library.]

The same societal and cultural forces that created an atmosphere that was conducive to the creation of choral singing societies in Germany, France, the United
States and Great Britain, made possible similar ensembles in Spain, and, in particular,
Catalonia and the Basque region. “As it is to be supposed, when speaking of choral
song, choral manifestation or choral sociability, we refer to the movement of choral
entities arising from civil society.”158
Of course, these ensembles were directly tied to education—both in public schools
and in choral societies. As Carmen de las Cuevas Hevia notes, “The new ruling class
was particularly concerned with popular education; they wanted to be able to enjoy the
culture previously reserved for the moneyed classes or socially distinguished, and share
it with large masses of workers who swelled the population in areas of industrial and
economic development, as was happening elsewhere in Europe at this time.”159
los núcleos urbanos que generó, al igual que había ocurrido en el resto de Europa, una nueva masa social que necesitaba espacios de recreo y entretenimiento. Empezaron a surgir asociaciones populares llamadas Sociedades de Socorro
Mutuo, Ateneo o Círculo de Recreo, que seguían modelos burgueses, con el fin de atender las demandas de cultura
y ocio del proletariado. En el seno de estas organizaciones asociativas nacieron en muchos casos las agrupaciones
corales en España que adoptaron la denominación francesa de orfeones.
Las difíciles circunstancias por las que atravesaba España durante el siglo XIX y su retraso económico con respecto de otros países europeos tienen como consecuencia que el desarrollo social y cultural tampoco estuviera a
la par del resto de Europa. Las primeras sociedades corales en España nacieron en Barcelona alrededor de 1850 de
la mano de Josep Anselm Clavé con el fin de ofrecer alternativas de ocio con el objetivo de moralizar a los obreros
sin preocuparse por la instrucción musical. No era el caso de Juan Tolosa, quien, en esa época, llevó a cabo también en Barcelona diferentes iniciativas corales y para quien, aunque el aspecto social también era importante, no
lo era menos el artístico y educativo (Nagore, 1995). Ya desde sus orígenes, el movimiento coral español muestra
dos tendencias fundamentales al igual que ocurría en Europa. Por una parte, la representada por Clavé, personaje
carismático ligado al movimiento sindical, quien tan sólo pretendía que la clase obrera cantara como alternativa
a otros tipos de ocio poco saludables. Los hermanos Tolosa, por otra parte, especialmente Juan, adopta el modelo
francés de orfeonismo en el que el aspecto social era importante pero no prioritario.…Las primeras sociedades
corales y orfeones se difundieron muy rápidamente por Cataluña y otras regiones españolas durante la segunda
mitad del siglo XIX. Se experimentó un desarrollo más notable en aquellos lugares que tenían un tejido industrial
lo suficientemente evolucionado como para dar cabida a las dos clases sociales en las que el movimiento coral se
desarrolló principalmente: la burguesía y el proletariado. Hay que destacar que los territorios eminentemente
agrícolas quedaron al margen del coralismo por lo que resulta acertado afirmar que el fenómeno orfeonístico arraigó y evolucionó de la mano de la industrialización.”
158	Guberna, Jaume Carbonell I. 2003. “Aportaciones Al Estudio De La Sociabilidad Coral En La España Contemporánea.”
Hispania 63 (214): 485–504. https://doi.org/10.3989/hispania.2003.v63.i214.221. “Como es de suponer, al hablar de canto
coral, manifestación coral o sociabilidad coral, nos referimos al movimiento de entidades corales surgidas de la sociedad civil. Las capillas religiosas y los coros profesionales o semiprofesionales de los teatros estables no pueden estar
comprendidas bajo la misma denominación que las sociedades corales, orfeones o coros, y su estudio requeriría otros
parámetros.“
159	Cuevas Hevia, Carmen de las. “Choral Societies and Nationalist Mobilization in the Basque Country: The Orfeon
Donostiarra.” In LAJ, 153.
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The importance of the social aspect of these ensembles was paramount. In cities
such as San Sebastian, other musical groups included wind and brass bands; often
these groups also functioned as dining clubs. Just as in Wales, municipalities held festivals and competitions around major holidays such as Carnival, religious Holy Days
and the tamborrada160 and candelaria.161
Like the rest of Europe, women were forbidden to sing in Catholic churches; boys
sang the treble parts in the cathedral and larger parish choirs. Indeed, “In Spain,
women first began to be part of the Orphéons as members during the last decade of the
nineteenth century, occasionally participating in concerts organized by the Orphéons.
The first Orfeón that included a women’s section permanently, forming a mixed choir,
is the Orfeó Catalá in 1896, followed by the Orfeón Zaragozano in 1900, the Orfeón
Pamplonés and the Choral Society of Bilbao in 1906, the Orfeón Donostiarra in 1909 and
the Ovetense in 1917.”162
The choral movement in Spain, and in particular the Basque region and Catalonia,
included ensembles in more cities and small towns than can be properly addressed here.
They all, however, shared the typical characteristics of the Orphéons in France and the
singing clubs of Germany. Jaume Carbonell Guberna points out that “Generally, the
works that have been carried out with the will to cover the choral history of the whole
Spanish territory have shown the unfeasibility of the purpose, due to the chronological
mismatch and the difficulty in venturing a viable periodization.”163
The Universal Exposition in 1888, held in Barcelona caused a cultural “upheaval,”
because it was possible to hear choirs from other countries; many of these ensembles
cultivated a completely different way of singing that was completely unknown in
Catalonia: fine-tuning, natural, clear sound, balance, and fusion of voices. This revelation made the misalignment between Catalan groups evident when compared to
the art of choral singing that was being developed in other countries. Ultimately, this
discovery gave some people the desire to create something similar in Catalonia. In 1891,
Lluís Millet and Amadeu Vives created the Orfeó Català to achieve the common dream
of extolling Catalan music using a model choir that sang Clavé in a new way, revealing
the true beauty of the music—a choir that sublimated our traditional songs with the
exuberant ways of cultured art and that became a mixed choir capable of singing the
great choral music composed by geniuses.164
A few other ensembles include: Orfeón Donostiarra (San Sebastian), founded in 1896 by its conductors Norberto Luzuriaga [d. 1902] and Miguel Oñate. It
was composed exclusively of male voices until 1906, when it was enlarged to a
mixed chorus of 220, including children’s voices; Coros Clavé of Barcelona, found160 A celebratory drum festival held every year on January 20 in the city of San Sebastián, Spain.
161 The festival of Saint Sebastian is held each year on January 20.
162	Fernández-Herranz, Nuria Sofía. 2019. “Los Orígenes Del Movimiento Coral En España. “En España las mujeres
empiezan a formar parte de los orfeones en calidad de miembros durante la última década del siglo XIX interviniendo ocasionalmente en los conciertos organizados por los orfeones. El primer orfeón que integra una sección
de mujeres de forma estable, formando un coro mixto, es el Orfeó Catalá en 1896, seguido por el Orfeón Zaragozano en 1900, el Orfeón Pamplonés y la Sociedad Coral de Bilbao en 1906, el Orfeón Donostiarra en 1909 y el
Ovetense en 1917.”
163	Guberna, Jaume Carbonell I. 2003. “Generalmente, los trabajos que se han realizado con la voluntad de abarcar la
historia coral de todo el territorio español han puesto en evidencia la inviabilidad del propósito, por el desajuste
cronológico y la dificultad a la hora de aventurar una periodización viable.”
164	Federacio Catalana Dentitats Corals. 2016. “Choral Singing in Catalonia.” International Choral Bulletin, January,
15–18.
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ed by Clavé, a choral society of great importance in the education of Catalonian
working classes; Sociedad Coral (Bilbao), founded in 1886 under the name of Orfeón
Bilbaino, and consisting then of only male voices; and the Orféon Mondragón, shown in
this photograph (Figure 30) giving its inaugural performance in 1896.
Figure 30. First performance of the Orfeón in Mondragón, 7 July 1896.

[Source: Sada, Javier María. 2009. 110 Años y Allí También Estuvo el Orfeón: 110 Años Comprometido Con Su Ciudad. (110
Years and There Was Also the Orfeón: 110 Years Committed to its City.) Mondragón: Orféon Donostiarra.]

While the general belief is that Spain in the nineteenth century had limited choral
music, among the populace there was a robust movement that, like most community-based amateur choruses in the modern United States, served a dual purpose. Just as
music education was inaugurated into public schools, parents of those children—and
eventually the grown children themselves—sought a venue where they could join
together to indulge their shared love for singing while expanding their social community to eat, drink and celebrate with like-minded new friends.

Portugal
Researching nineteenth-century Portuguese music raises several challenges: First,
its politics were tumultuous—with three different constitutions and monarchs that
came on and off the throne, that led to an instability that precluded the founding
of enduring musical institutions; second, what musicological research exists for the
nineteenth century is limited and largely unavailable online; and third, there was no
music education in the public schools until much later in the century. That particular
deficiency created a paucity of educational leaders who could guide music into the
public school curricula. Graça Mota speaks to this lacunae in “Music Education in
Portugal—A History Full of Contradictions:”
Music education in Portugal is the result of a winding path in which a permanent
ambiguity prevails, which can begin to be understood from a brief historical perspective.
The first Royal Conservatory (later the National Conservatory) was established
in Lisbon in 1835 by Portuguese writer Almeida Garrett. For at least 80 years it was
the only place where music education took place in a systematic way, and effectively
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produced the most relevant musicians, performers and composers of the time.
Beginning in 1878, choral singing was then introduced in elementary school and
from a document written in 1909 we can read that ‘music can serve to mark the
unity of a people in the acts of public life; and, if the people are a democracy based
on the principle of equality, the most adapted form to express their feelings will be
Canto Coral.165 These words, written a year before the end of the monarchy and the
beginning of the First Portuguese Republic, and some 20 years before the installation of a dictatorship that would last 48 years, still have the flavor of the spirit of the
French Revolution and its Marseillaise.166

Indeed, the Marseillaise is not the only French idea that found its way into nineteenth-century Portuguese debate: despite the fact that various intellectuals appealed
for the inclusion of music into the school curriculum—and proposed the French
model, according to the practice of Willem—the application thereof was sporadic
and ephemeral; the governing authorities naturally prioritized reading, writing and
arithmetic. Because of the emergence of Republican ideals beginning in 1880, and the
influence that the positivist ideals had on those same authorities, music education was
finally in the hands of trained educators and put into practice in the school curriculum.
A second French institution found its way into Portuguese life: the Orphéon. In his
dissertation “The Orfeon Académico de Coimbra since 1880: Determining Causes,
Objectives and Evolution” (O Orfeão Académico de Coimbra desde 1880: Causas
Determinantes, Objectivos E Evolução), Virgílio Alberto Valente Caseiro describes
the founding of the first all-male choir in Portugal, including the political factors that
affected its beginning and early years:
The Orfeon Académico de Coimbra is the oldest active choir in Portugal and one of
the oldest in Europe.…With more than a hundred years, the Orfeon Académico de
Coimbra springs youthfulness. It was founded on 29 October 1880, with 60 choris165	“Canto Coral” must have been a deeply unpopular curriculum. In her dissertation, entitled “The Discipline of
Choral Singing During the Second Republic: Contribution to the History of Music Education in Portugal,” Maria
José Conde Artiaga Barreiros writes that “When we hear testimonies from the generations who had Canto Coral,
derogatory remarks immediately appear, which, being decontextualized, sparse and dispersed, have not contributed to the necessary clarity and understanding of the discipline’s life in the first half of the 20th century. The
inevitable association with the Portuguese youth is mentioned as if the Canto Coral had always existed under its
dependence.” Universidade Nova de Lisboa, 1999. http://hdl.handle.net/10362/11927. “A disciplina de canto coral
no Estado Novo: contributo para a História da Educação Musical em Portugal.”
“Quando se ouvem testemunhos das gerações que tiveram Canto Coral, surgem de imediato observações depreciativas que, por serem descontextualizadas, parcas e dispersas, nao tem contribuido para a necessária clareza e
compreensão da vida da disciplina na primeira metade do seculo XX. A associação inevitável à Mocidade Portuguesa é mencionada como se o Canto Coral sempre tivesse existido sob a sua dependência.”
166	Mota, Graça. 2014. “A educação musical em Portugal—uma história plena de contradições” (Music education in Portugal—A history full of contradictions). DEBATES—Cadernos do Programa de Pós-Graduação em Música. Universidade Federal do Estado do Rio de Janeiro. November 2014. http://www.seer.unirio.br/indExamplephp/revistadebates/article/view/4609. “A Educação Musical em Portugal é o resultado de um caminho sinuoso em que prevalece
uma permanente ambiguidade, a qual pode começar a ser entendida a partir de uma breve perspetiva histórica.
“O primeiro Conservatório Real (mais tarde o Conservatório Nacional) foi criado em Lisboa em 1835 pelo escritor
português Almeida Garrett. Pelo menos durante 80 anos foi o único lugar em que o ensino da música teve lugar de
modo sistemático, tendo efetivamente produzido os músicos, intérpretes e compositores mais relevantes da época.
“A partir de 1878 foi introduzido o Canto Coral no então ensino primário e num documento escrito em 1909
podemos ler que ‘a música pode servir para marcar a unidade de um povo nos actos da vida pública; e, se o povo
é uma democracia assente no princípio da igualdade, a forma mais adaptada a exprimir os seus sentimentos será
a do Canto coral.’ Estas palavras, escritas um ano antes do fim da monarquia e do início da Primeira República
Portuguesa e cerca de 20 anos antes da implantação de uma ditadura que iria durar 48 anos, ainda têm o sabor do
espírito da Revolução Francesa e da sua Marselhesa.”
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ters and the name “Sociedade Orfeon Académico de Coimbra,” under the direction of
the artistic temperament of law student João Arroyo. The group made its first public concert on December 7 of the same year, at the Teatro Académico Príncipe Real,
[where it had been rehearsing] in Coimbra, on the occasion of the commemorating
three hundred years following the death of poet [Luís Vaz de] Camões.167
The republican spirit that presided over these celebrations—to which names
such as Teófilo Braga168 and Antero de Quental169 were associated—was imbued
with a whole cult that offered the newly created Orfeon the opportunity to project
itself. Concerned with bringing contemporary authors to the public, João Arroyo,
with an innovative vision, performed the music of Wagner [Marcha da Tannhäuser]
for the first time in Portugal.
In the program of academic festivities for the 1881 inauguration of the Camões
monument, on 5 May, there was a river ride to the Lapa dos Poetas. The boats left
from the Portagem wharf and, in honor of the Queen and all the ladies who helped
in the academic bazaars, a second boat left “leading the choral society of the academic
Orphéon, singing the hymn of her Majesty the Queen and popular Portuguese songs.”
On May 6, the “great concert of the choral society, academic Orphéon” took place
and, that night, in the illuminated courtyard of the University, the “choral society of
the academic orphéon, and an orchestra of one hundred to one hundred and twenty
members, performed music by Portuguese composers, popular songs from Minho and
Douro, patriotic hymns, etc.”170 Table 17 shows the rapidity with which Portugese students and workers created Orfeão.
Table 17. History of Portuguese Orfeão.
Name

Year Name

Year

Orfeon Académico de Coimbra

1880 Orfeão de Leiria

1886

Orfeó Català-Palau de Musica Catalã

1905 Orfeão Universitário do Porto

1912

Orfeon Povoense

1915 Orfeão da Feira

1916

Orfeão de Águeda

1916 Orfeão de Gondomar

1917

Orfeão de Viseu

1919 Orfeão Madeirense

1919

167	Luís Vaz de Camões is considered Portugal’s and the Portuguese language’s greatest poet. His mastery of verse has
been compared to that of Shakespeare, Vondel, Homer, Virgil and Dante. He wrote a considerable amount of lyrical poetry and drama but is best remembered for his epic work Os Lusíadas (The Lusiads). His collection of poetry
The Parnasum of Luís de Camões was lost in his lifetime. The influence of his masterpiece Os Lusíadas is so profound
that Portuguese is sometimes called the “language of Camões.”
168 Joaquim Teófilo Fernandes Braga was a Portuguese writer, playwright, politician and the leader of the Republican
Provisional Government after the overthrow of King Manuel II, as well as the second elected President of the First
Portuguese Republic, after the resignation of President Manuel de Arriaga.
169 Antero Tarquínio de Quental was a Portuguese poet, philosopher, and writer whose works became a milestone in
the Portuguese language alongside those of Camões, Bocage, and Fernando Pessoa.
170 da Silva, Carlos Guardado. 1983. Boletim Do Arquivo Da Universidade De Coimbra. Vol. XI & XII. Coimbra: Arquivo da Universidade de Coimbra. “No programa dos festejos académicos para a inauguração do monumento a
Camões, em 1881, constava a 5 de maio, um passeio fluvial até à Lapa dos Poetas. Os barcos largavam do cais da
Portagem e, em homenagem à Rainha e a todas as damas que auxiliaram os bazares académicos, partia uma segunda embarcação ‘conduzindo a sociedade choral do orphéon académico, cantando o hymno de sua Magestade
a Rainha e canções populares portuguezas.’
“No dia 6 de Maio, teria lugar o ‘grande concerto da sociedade choral, orphéon académico’ e, nessa noite, no pátio da Universidade iluminado a ‘sociedade choral do orphéon academico, e uma orchestra de cem a cento e vinte
executantes, executarão musicas de compositores portugueses, canções populares do Minho e Douro, hymnos
patrioticos, etc.’”
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flatter him today, so that they can maintain his company, no longer acknowledge him
as soon as he has done what is wanted.172

Table 17. History of Portuguese Orfeão.
Name

Year Name

Year

Orfeão Tomaz Alcaide

1920 Orfeão de Abrantes

1921

Orfeão Académico Porto

1922 Orfeão de Braga

1923

Orfeão da Madalena

1927 Orfeão da Covilhã

1929

Orfeão de Canto Orfeônico

1931 Orfeão Universitário de Aveiro

1932

[Source: O Orfeão Académico de Coimbra desde 1880: Causas Determinantes, Objectivos E Evolução. Repositório Universidade Nova De Lisboa. Dissertation, Universidade de Coimbra, 259.

The great impulse that the choral and Orféon movement had in Europe, throughout
the nineteenth century and the beginning of the 20th century, is based on the premise
that singing has a strong educational component made possible by its relationship with
the text. It is impossible not to see the socio-political implications that the great choir
festivals represented when brought together on the national level on dates particularly
significant histories. For that reason, these choral societies were banned in strongly
conservative countries. The relationship established between the Orféon movement
and politics is perfectly evident, expressing itself—in the early days—according to
republican ideals.
In his paper entitled “Para Uma Nova História Da Música Portuguesa” (Towards a
New History of Portuguese Music), José Bettencourt da Câmara, of the Universidade
de Évora, writes this lament: “In some other European countries, musicology—the
knowledge of one’s own musical heritage—has undoubtedly found more favorable
conditions for flourishing than in the corner of Europe from which we write.…It seems
particularly obvious to us that musicology in Portugal lags behind—in the complete
absence of theoretical concern that we see in the lean literary production devoted to
the history of Portuguese music until today.”171
da Câmara is not exaggerating: the most recent textbook was published in 2014,
Vozes ao alto (Voices Aloft). Before it there was only História da música portuguesa
(History of Portuguese Music), published in 1959. Interestingly, História da música
portuguesa quotes from the June 1816 issue of Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, which
published a lengthy article wherein the author speaks rather harshly about Portuguese
musical culture:
The Portuguese, like all southern Europeans, possess talent and a passion for music;
only to their own, however, and least of all to the music of the North, especially
Germans, and even to that far less than their closest neighbors. So it is almost only
the melody that they love: and, above all, the light, somewhat superficial melody
that dangles joy and sadness.
On the whole, the musician is disrespected here in this country; no one cares about
him, no one treats him or shows him even the most common courtesy, except when
you need him, and then to what extent you need him. Those who invite him today,
171	da Câmara, José Bettencourt. 2006. “Para uma Nova História da Música Portuguesa” Universidade de Brotéria—
Associação Cultural e Científica. July 2006. http://hdl.handle.net/10174/2611. “Nalguns outros países europeus
a musicologia, o conhecimento do seu próprio património musical, encontraram, sem dúvida, mais favoráveis
condições de florescimento do que no recanto da Europa em que escrevemos.… Parece-nos particularmente evidente o atraso da musicologia em Portugal na completa ausência de preocupação teórica que constatamos na
magra produção literária até hoje consagrada à história da música portuguesa,” 8.
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The year 1834 marks the beginning of the definitive decline of most chapels, as they
were deprived of the tithes that until then had sustained them. The Holy See of Lisbon
itself had an irregular functioning throughout the XIX century. In 1872, there were fourteen cantor chaplains, five of which were vacant and four occupied by clerics performing
other functions, leaving only five chaplains to ensure the musical component of all liturgical celebrations.”173
The same German who authored the critical article in Allgemeine Musikalische
Zeitung also wrote disparagingly of sacred music: “Music in churches is often performed in Portugal: but not church music; because what that means is completely
unworthy of the church.”174 To be fair, however, the proliferation of secular music into
the Roman Catholic Church was widespread throughout Europe, and hardly limited
to Portugal: “The appraisals of historians about the best-known works of our music—
in that immense repertoire—have been generally negative, insisting especially on the
similarity of this music with the Italian working-class style at the time. However, the
Italian style has been common to the great majority of European religious music since
the second half of the eighteenth century, including the works of the great composers,
so the Italian component alone cannot be seen as synonymous with lack of quality.”175
The other mention of choral music concerns music education, which is, of course,
a critical component of choral singing. After 1835, the musical and vocal training of
choirboys in the diocese of Évora tapered off, until churches that could afford music
hired professionals to provide it for each occasion.176
The creation of a choral tradition was carried out by the Municipal Chamber of
Porto when it opened a popular school for singing under the direction of Jacopo Carli
in 1855, and later, in 1863, with another institution of the same kind directed by Carlos
Dubini. The fact that music had become an essential component of bourgeois edu“Musik in Portugal.” (1816, June 26). Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, pp. 429–433. “Die Portugiesen besitzen, wie
alle Südeuropäer, Talent und Neigung zur Musik; nur aber zu ihrer eigenen, und am wenigsten zu der, des Nordlanders, namentlich des Deutschen, ja zu dieser viel leicht noch weniger, als ihre nächsten Nachbarn. Musik soll
sie blos leicht aufregen, angenehm reizen, vergnüglich unterhalten; so will es ihre Natur, ihre Gewohnheit, und
ihr fast gänzlicher Mangel an eigentlicher Bildung für diese Kunst. So ist es denn fast einzig die Melodie, die sie
lieben: und vor allem die leichte, mit Freude und Trauer tändelnde etwas oherflächliche Melodie.
“Im Ganzen wird der Musiker hier zu Lande gering geachtet; Niemand bekümmert sich um ihn, Niemand gehet
mit ihm um und erzeigt ihm auch nur die gewöhnlichsten Höflichkeiten, ausser wenn man ihn braucht, und in
wiefern man ihn braucht. Dieselben, die ihn heute einladen, ihm heute schmeicheln, damit er ihre Gesellschaft
unterhalte, kennen ihn nicht mehr, sobald er jenes getan hat. ”
173 BRA, 139. “O ano de 1834 marca de facto o inicio da decadência definitiva da maioria das capelas, uma vez privadas
dos dízimos que ate ali as tinham sustentado.…A própria Sé de Lisboa teve um funcionamento irregular ao longo
de todo o século XIX. Em 1872 o quadro dos capelães cantores tinha catorze lugares, dos quais cinco estavam vagos
e quatro ocupados por clérigos que desempenhavam outras funções, restando por isso apenas cinco capelães para
assegurarem a componente musical de todas as celebrações litúrgicas.”
174 “Musik in Portugal,” 433. “Musik in den Kirchen wird in Portugal oft aufgeführt: nicht aber Kirchenmusik; denn
was so heisst, ist der Kirche ganz unwürdig.”
175 BRA, 142. “As apreciações dos historiadores da nossa musica sobre as obras mais conhecidas desse imenso repertório têm sido de um modo geral negativas, insistindo especialmente na semelhança dessa música com o estilo
operário italiano a época. No entanto estilo italiano é comum à grande maioria da música religiosa europeia desde
a segunda metade do século XVIII, incluindo as obras dos grandes compositores, pelo que a componente italianizante só por si não pode ser encarada como sinónimo de falta de qualidade.”
176 BRA, 139. “Do mesmo modo que sucedeu com a música religiosa, o ano de 1834 marca o início de uma nova época
a nível do ensino, essencialmente caracterizada pela perda do papel da Igreja e pela extinção do Seminário da Patriarcal em favor de uma instituição mais moderna, decalcada no modelo francês posterior à Revolução de 1789.”
172
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cation, coupled with the lack of good schools, gave rise to the proliferation of private
teachers whose quality of teaching was quite dubious. Only in 1884 did an institution
emerge that would constitute a new milestone in the teaching of music in Lisbon,
the Academia dos Amadores de Música (Academy of Musical Amateurs).”177
Fortunately, there came a welcome piece of news in 1835:

Maria von Weber and Robert Schumann, to only consider the first three decades of its
existence. We can thus say that the identity matrix of this society was the voice of a
community (the Gemeinschaft of the Germans or the Philadelfia of the Greeks) simultaneously portuense and cosmopolitan, expressed through the activity of its choirs. In
a country and a Europe in economic, financial, and political crisis, a patriotism—not
political in stricto sensu, but in the cultural innovation of this artistic society erupted.

By the decree of 5 May 1835, a Music Conservatory was created, attached to the Casa
Pia178which further emphasized the charitable aspects of that institution, stating that
“within the aforementioned Conservatory there will be a College of twelve to twenty
poor students. We are therefore closer to the philanthropic model of the Italian conservatories of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries than to the type of secular
musical school that had been initiated with the creation of the Paris Conservator.179
Like the country’s internal politics, the Conservatory had its own troubles: there
were multiple directors, some of whom openly tried to discontinue state funding in
order to close the school. “Despite having remained the only official music school
throughout the 19th century in our country, the Conservatory does not seem to have
been able to give most of the musicians who attended it a solid musical education, both
from a practical and theoretical point of view, forcing many of our instrumentalists to
attempt to complete their training abroad.”180
Yet, all was not lost: In November 1836, a General Conservatory of Dramatic Art
was created in Lisbon—a public teaching establishment designed in the image of the
Conservatoire National de Musique et de Déclamation that had been founded in Paris in
1795. The Conservatory of Music at Casa Pia, created in 1835, was integrated as a School
of Music in the new General Conservatory, alongside the schools of theater, dance,
mimes and special gymnastics; the new institution opened in 1837.
These were already premonitory signs of the catastrophe that World War I would
become. Then, as today, many artists, intellectuals and businessmen founded and animated cultural associations and musical societies that translated their recognition and
their consequent commitment to the role of culture in peace and in the union between
peoples. The Orphéon Portuense society would have been one of these cases. Founded
in 1881 as an orphonic society with amateurs who met monthly in musical soirees and
choral rehearsals and with public performances, it inaugurated a repertoire mostly
made up of works by Ludwig van Beethoven, Felix Mendelssohn, Franz Schubert, Carl
177

178
179

180

 RA, 144. “criação de uma tradição coral levados a cabo pela Câmara Municipal do Porto ao abrir em 1855 uma
B
escola popular de canto sob a direcção de Jacopo Carli, e mais tarde, em 1863, outra instituição do mesmo género
dirigida por Carlos Dubini. No entanto, o facto da música se ter transformado numa componente essencial da educação burguesa, aliado à carência de boas escolas, deu aso à proliferação de professores privados cuja qualidade de
ensino era bastante duvidosa. Apenas em 1884 surge uma instituição que irá constituir um novo marco no ensino
da música em Lisboa, a Academia dos Amadores de Música.”
Founded as Real Casa Pia de Lisboa in 1780, Casa Pia is an organization of the Portuguese State whose mission is
to promote the rights and protection of children and young people.
BRA, 148. “Por decreto de 5 de Maio de 1835 foi criado um Conservatório de Musica, ligado à Casa Pia. Este diploma
vinca ainda bastante bem os aspectos caritativos daquela instituição, declarando que «dentro do referido Conservatório haverá um Collegio de doze até vinte Estudantes pobres. Estamos portanto mais próximos do modelo
filantrópico dos conservatórios italianos dos séculos XVII e XVIII do que do tipo de escola musical laica que havia
sido iniciado com a criação do Conservatório de Paris.”
Banca, 145. “Apesar de se ter mantido ao longo do século XIX como a única escola oficial de ensino da música existente no nosso pais, o Conservatório não parece ter conseguido dar à maioria dos músicos que o frequentaram
uma sólida formação musical, tanto do ponto de vista prático como teórico, forçando muitos dos nossos instrumentistas a tentarem completar a sua preparação no estrangeiro.”
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The central questions that have been driving my research are, first, what motivated
amateurs, businessmen, and music professionals to found a “musical instruction
society” in 1881 in Oporto and, second, what led them to form it as a choral society.
The hypothesis that emerges is that the European context - of that period - together
with others indicated below - would have been reflected in professional and amateur musicians’ training and on the choral performance practices of the first period
(1881–1909) of the Sociedade Orpheon Portuense’s musical activity, in particular on
the training of professional musicians.181
The observations about the makeup of these male ensembles and the repertoire that
they sang before 1900 is highlighted in Table 18.
Table 18. Choral Programs of Portuguese Ensembles.
Data
1882
4 March

1882
29 April

Local
Portuguese
Assembly

Composer

Titles

Performers

Beethoven,
Ludwig van

Jésus Ouvrier (arr. for Chorus
from “Andante” from Sonata for
Piano, op. 57, by Arnound)

Portugese
Orphéon
Chorus TTBB

Mendelssohn,
Felix

Loreley, Op. 98

Theater of S. João Beethoven,
Ludwig van

Jésus Ouvrier (arr. for Chorus
from “Andante” from Sonata for
Piano, op. 57, by Arnound)

Mendelssohn

Loreley, Op. 98, Winzer Choir

Moreira de
Sá, Bernardo

Rataplan

Portugese
Orphéon
Chorus TTBB

181

de Araújo, Henrique Luís Gomes. 2015.“O Periodo Coral (1881–1909) Da Sociedade Orpheon Portuense (1881–2008):
Textos e Contextos.” In PES, 101–103. “Eram já sinais premonitórios da catástrofe que viria a ser a I Grande Guerra
Mundial. Então, tal como hoje, muitos artistas, intelectuais e empresários fundaram e animaram associações culturais e sociedades musicais que traduziam o seu reconhecimento e o seu consequente comprometimento com o
papel da cultura na paz e na união entre os povos. A sociedade Orpheon Portuense teria sido um desses casos. Constituída em 1881 como sociedade orfeónica com amadores que se reuniam mensalmente em saraus musicais e ensaios
corais e com actuações públicas, inaugurou um repertório maioritariamente constituído por obras de Ludwig van
Beethoven, Felix Mendelssohn, Franz Schubert, Carl Maria von Weber e Robert Schumann, para só considerarmos
as três primeiras décadas da sua existência. Podemos assim dizer que a matriz identitária desta sociedade era a voz de
uma comunidade (a gemeinschaft dos alemães ou a philadelfia dos gregos) simultaneamente portuense e cosmopolita, expressa através da actividade dos seus coros. Num pais e numa Europa em crise económica, financeira e política,
irrompia um patriotismo–não politico in stricto sensu mas na inovação cultural desta sociedade artística.
	 “As questões centrais que têm vindo a interpelar a minha investigaçäo são, em primeiro lugar, o que motivou
amadores, empresários e profissionais de musica a fundarem em 1881 no Porto uma “sociedade de instrução musical” e, em segundo lugar, o que os levou a formarem-na coma sociedade coral. A hipótese que delas emerge e a de
que o contexto europeu· daquele período—coalescente com outros a seguir indicados—, ter-se-ia repercutido na
formação dos músicos profissionais e amadores e nas praticas de execução corais do primeiro período (1881–1909)
da actividade musical da sociedade Orpheon Portuense em particular.”
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Table 18. Choral Activities of Portugese Ensembles.
Data

Local

Composer

Titles

1882
2 Sept.

Rio Leça

Beethoven,
Ludwig van

Jésus Ouvrier (arr. for Chorus
from “Andante” from Sonata for
Piano, op. 57, by Arnound)

Grétry, André

La Garde Passe

Mendelssohn,
Felix

Table 18. Choral Activities of Portugese Ensembles.
Performers

Data

Portugese
Orphéon
Chorus TTBB

1906
12 January

Local

1883
29 May

1884
6 March

Crystal Palace,
Gil Vicente Hall

Crystal Palace,
Gil Vicente Hall

1885
?
23 December

Performers

Barcarola (arr. para Coro com
letra de Almeida Garrett)

Portugese
Orphéon
Chorus SA

Loreley, Op. 98, Winzer-Chor

Moreira de Sa,
Fernando

Cançäo (arr. para Coro com letra
de Augusto Casanova Pinto)

Coro Orpheon
Portuense

Ma forêt

Adam, Adolphe Cantique de Noël
Maia, Ernesto

Winterreise, “Der Lindenbaum,”
Op. 89, n.º 5
Theater of S. João Beethoven,
Ludwig van

Titles

Costa, Luiz

Schubert, Franz Rosamunde, Jägerchor, D. 797

1883
26 April

Composer

König Stephan, op. 117
Die Freischutz, op. 77, “Was
gleicht wohl auf Erden”

Beethoven,
Ludwig van

König Stephan, op. 117

Weber, Carl
Maria von

Die Freischutz, op. 77, “Was gleicht wohlauf Erden”

Arroyo, João

Flores sobre um tumulo

Beethoven,
Ludwig van

Jésus Ouvrier (arr. for Chorus from
“Andante” from Sonata for Piano,
op. 57, by Arnound)

Moreira de
Sá, Bernardo

Rataplan

Delibes, Léo

Les Nymphes du bois

Portugese
Orphéon
Chorus SA

Arroyo, João

Morena

Beethoven,
Ludwig van

Ne m’oubliez pas, (arr. from “Larghetto” from Symphony n.º 2, op.
36, by José Barbosa de Castro)

Portuguese
Orphéon
Chorus

Mendelssohn,
Felix

Sur la terre étrangere

Portugese
Orphéon
Chorus TTBB

Moreira de
Sá, Bernardo

Tyroleza

Portuguese
Orphéon
Chorus

Mendelssohn,
Felix

Le Chant de l’alouette

MacFarren,
George

The last wild rose

Portuguese
Orphéon
Chorus

Spohr, Louis

Chant de Guerre

?

1897
15 May

Commercial Hall of Faure, Jean-Bap- Crucifix
Grémio in Porto
tiste

Wagner, Richard Tannhäuser, WMV 70, “Beglükt
darf nun dich”

Portugese
Orphéon
Chorus SA

[Source: PES, 107–112.

Portugese
Orphéon
Chorus TTBB

Weber, Carl
Maria von

1887
18 February

Estrella (arr. para Coro com letra
de Joao de Deus)

Portugese
Orphéon
Chorus TTBB

Portuguese
Orphéon
Chorus
Portugese
Orphéon
Chorus SA

In Portugal at the end of the nineteenth century, ensembles were established that
performed publicly at civic events. These groups were called “orfeões,” a new term in
the Portuguese language whose spelling—“orphéon” and “orfeón”—originated in French
or Spanish origin. The term referred to groups that were organized to rehearse and
present a cappella repertoire. As a larger association, the orfeão developed initiatives
that impacted the local community and promoted activities for members. Moreover,
the emergence of singing was put into context when workers won labor rights; the
consequent access of “aristocratic pleasures” and the consumption of “cultural goods”
created a new social and economic class—comprised of working men and women.
The designation “Orphéon” alludes to the god Orpheus, who, according to Greek
mythology, brought the new religion to Athens and transformed the Thracians under
the power of song and the lyre. The metaphor, as I will show later, summarized the
past expectations in these organizations. In fact, an argument in favor of the Orfeão
that was spread in the Portuguese press in the first decades of the twentieth century
was related to the supposedly “decent” behavior displayed in it, that is, the purging and
sublimation of traits considered by its promoters to be anarchic or even “savage. The
surrender to chorus singing as an element of morigeration182 and transformation of the
popular was due to a notion of culture and society that we find synthesized, among
others, in Matthew Arnold’s 1869 texts entitled Culture and Anarchy. Indeed, this study
reinforces Dick Hebdige’s assumption that the “other” of modernity was not only the
exotic Oriental or non-Western but also the working urban masses and even the petty
bourgeoisie with its “ordinary culture,” considered unglamorous by the elites.
This new urban social practice helped to create the modern citizen, characterized by
the participation of individuals in the public life of their chosen communities; moreover,
the movement was also legitimized by the ideals of modernity, namely with the inscription in a musical or cultural tradition, with the dispersal of convictions such as the timelessness of musical art (universalism), the transformational power of artistic experience
(idealism), and the hope or possibility (utopianism) of formulation of a new society (valuing the new). The phenomenon was initially carried out by elites with advanced degrees
and cosmopolitan profiles who wanted to reject monarchical-Christianity and construct
a political movement that would transform the current social and political structures.
As a political project of transformation of Portuguese society, the Orféonic songs
182 Morigeration: servility; acquiescence; obedience | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples
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were therefore addressed to this “other,” hoping to discipline and elevate it in its values. The Orfeão was proposed as a means of transforming and uniting urban society
that, according to some intellectuals, was in danger of disintegrating with the growing
proletarianization of its members, resulting from industrialization and the exponential
increase in commerce. This proposal reflects the marginalization of the urban worker
and the delegitimization of his ordinary practices by “modern” cosmopolitan intellectuals, whose discourses were widely echoed in different contexts of communication. In
this context, the “common worker” was infantilized and declassified in the broad sense
of the term. At the end of the nineteenth century, for example, in response to the right
to Sunday rest won by the clerks in 1898, the writer of the Oporto newspaper Jornal da
Tarde, edited by Sampaio Bruno, expressed his concern as to how these workers might,
in his view, occupy this leisure time.183
The growth of the orfeão movement in Portugal was swift and far-reaching. For
instance, the photo of the Orfeon Académico de Coimbra taken in 1880 (Figure 31) shows a
respectable chorus that by 1900 was planting singing societies throughout the country.
Figure 31. Orfeon Académico de Coimbra, founded in October 1880.

[Source: Boletim do Arquivo da Universidade de Coimbra, Vol XI/XII, 1989/1992. Coimbra: Arquivo da Universidade de Coimbra, 317–318.]

183	Pestana, Maria do Rosário. 2015. “Introdução: Cantar em Coro em Portugal (1880–2014): Praticas, Contextos, Ideologias. In PES, 6–8. “A designaçäo “orfeão” faz uma alusão ao deus Orfeu, o qual, segundo a mitologia grega, levou
a nova religião a Atenas e transformou os Trácios sob o poder do canto e da lira. A metáfora, coma explicitarei
adiante, sintetizou as expectativas pastas nestas organizações. Na verdade, um argumento a favor do orfeão, que
foi muito difundido pela imprensa portuguesa nas primeiras décadas do século XX, prendiase com os comportamentos supostamente “decentes” nele exibidos, ou seja, a expurgação e sublimação de traços tidos pelos seus
promotores coma sendo anarquicos ou mesmo “selvagens”. A rendição ao canto em coro enquanto elemento de
morigeração e transformação dos populares foi devedora de uma noção de cultura e de sociedade que encontramos
sintetizada, entre outros, nos textos de 1869 de Matthew Arnold intitulados Cultura e Anarquia. Na verdade, este
estudo reforça a assunção de Dick Hebdige de que o “outro” da modernidade não foi apenas o exótica oriental ou
não-ocidental mas também as massas urbanas trabalhadoras e inclusive a pequena burguesia com a sua “cultura
ordinária”, considerada sem glamour pelas elites.
“Enquanto projecto político de transformação da sociedade portuguesa, o canto orfeónico dirigiu-se pois a este
“outro”, esperando discipliná-lo e elevá-lo nos seus valores. O orfeão foi proposto coma um meio de transformar e
unir a sociedade urbana que, segundo alguns intelectuais, corria o risco de se desagregar com a crescente proletarização dos seus membros, decorrente da industrializacação e aumento exponencial do comercio. Esta proposta
re- flecte a marginalização do trabalhador urbano e a deslegitimação das suas praticas ordinarias levadas a cabo
por in- telectuais cosmopolitas “modernos”, cujos discursos ecoaram largamente em diferentes contextos de cornunicação. Nesse contexto, o “trabalhador comum” foi infantilizado e desclassificado no sentido amplo do termo.
Em finais do século XIX, por exemplo, face ao direito ao descanso dominical conquistado pelos caixeiros em 1898,
o articulista do periódico portuense Jornal da Tarde, dirigido por Sampaio Bruno, expressava a sua preocupação
quanto ao rnodo como esses trabalhadores poderiam, na sua perspectiva, ocupar esse tempo de lazer.”
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Portuguese orfeão were more open-minded than other choral ensembles in Europe
and the United States; whereas women were not allowed to sing in public, there were
SA and SSAA choruses in Portugal much earlier than its European neighbors. Moreover,
choirs created solely for children in Portugal were more advanced. As the movement
grew, it became a social and political movement that helped the early decades of the
twentieth century coalesce into a democracy; whereas in the early decades of the 1800s
the political system in Portugal was one upheaval after another, the twentieth century
was a slow, long march towards true democracy. Singing societies surely celebrated
such a miraculous event with their brother and sister ensembles; and the governance
of Portuguese orfeão proved to be a excellent model for political life in a country finding its way into modernity.

L

ike many European countries, Italy went through a nationalization movement—not
the first attempt, but the first successful one—known as the Risorgimento (Rising
Again). The chorus of the Hebrew enslaved persons (known as “Va, pensiero”) from the
third act of the opera Nabucco was intended to be an anthem for Italian patriots who
were seeking to unify their country and free it from foreign control in the years up to 1861
(the chorus’s theme of exiles singing about their homeland, and its lines such as “O mia
patria, si bella e perduta,” (“O my country, so lovely and so lost”) were thought to have
resonated with many Italians). There were city-states that acted independently of each
other and not infrequently tried to take what was not theirs. The Risorgimento, of which
Verdi became both a political and artistic leader, led to the creation of the Kingdom of
Italy in 1861; only then did people who lived on the Italian peninsula first think of themselves as Italians.
Opera occupied so much of the collective Italian musical identity that some citizens
were happy to be passive observers of music rather than active participants. Roman
Catholic parishes and cathedrals offered no means for ordinary folk to sing, and the
professional operatic chorus remained virtually the only way for amateurs to hear choral
ensembles perform. Still, the desire to sing with other amateurs contributed to the forward motion that the Orphéon/Orféon/Orfeão movement needed to ultimately succeed.
Spain, and particularly Catalonia (in Northwest Spain), had a robust choral movement early in the nineteenth century. French Orphéon became Spanish Orféon became
Portuguese Orfeão, and many such choral ensembles were founded; during the second
half of the century, singing societies were formed that welcomed females, leading to
the creation of SATB choruses that could tackle larger, concert-hall works while simultaneous remaining in touch with Spain’s rich legacy of folk music.
Despite multiple political upheavals during the nineteenth century, musicians and
like-minded individuals laid the groundwork for an expansive national music program.
Beginning in the 1830s, with the founding of a national music conservatory, then later
in the 1880s with the establishment of Orfeon Académico de Coimbra and Orfeão de
Leiria, the principals laid a thoughtful, stable foundation upon which leading performers,
music educators and theorists could renovate—or innovate—to create a nationwide
music program well-suited to every age, skill level and goals. Because of these measures,
twenty-first century Portugal boasts a music preparation program that is the equal of
any country—unlike the embarrassing nineteenth-century music conservatories that
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failed their graduates.
In the end, driven amateurs built what the professionals either would not—or could
not: a network of vocal ensembles that first served men of college age, which then
spread to children and youth, and ultimately to mixed SATB singing societies of every
age. Accordingly, as the desire grew to sing publicly with a group of other like-minded
people, the number of ensembles likewise grew—exponentially in the first two decades
of twentieth-century Portugal. Thanks to the work of “dilettantes” on the Iberian peninsula, both Spain and Portugal marched in step with their neighbors to create a society
where choral singing is now both practiced and revered.

VII. LOW COUNTRIES

Netherlands
Male choral singing in the Netherlands184 has an old and rich tradition. And although
in recent years there has been a decrease in the number of singers, due to the emergence
of other pastimes, there is still a large number of men who find relaxation through singing. Some by virtue of their faith, others purely for the love of the art of singing.
As we have seen, in 1808, Nägeli founded a singing institute with the aim of “educating the people” by advancing music through singing; in 1810, he attached a men’s
choir to this course. Following suit, similar ensembles were also formed in Belgium
and the Netherlands in which men, seated around the table under the guidance of
the choirmaster sang songs while enjoying a glass of beer. It should be noted that the
atmosphere and conviviality at that time outweighed the artistic quality.
Koninklijk Haarlems Mannenkoor Zang en Vriendschap (Royal Haarlems Male Choir
Singing and Friendship) was founded on 20 February 1830 by the musical blacksmith
J. E. Schmitz, who gave the choir the motto: “Our collective goal is to increase singing
through friendship.”185 An even older male choir in Mook, North Limburg, has since been
discovered: the Brotherhood of the Sanghers was founded in 1743; this choir is therefore
the oldest known men’s choir in the Netherlands.
In 1829, A. C. G. Vermeulen founded the Maatschappij tot bevordering der Toonkunst
(Society for the Promotion of Music), which, in 1924 had 37 independent local ensembles in 37 cities, with 8,000 members altogether. All ensembles have local choral societies and the Amsterdam Toonkunstkoor of 600 voices, directed by Wilhelm Mengelberg,
was famous.186
The Liedertafel187 is undoubtedly one of the most talked about musical phenomena of the nineteenth century. These men’s singing associations made an important
contribution to the revival of Dutch musical life. In addition, the numerous Apollo,
 aassen, Hein. Email to Author. 2020. RE: Scan from YSoft SafeQ, June 20, 2020. “The book Een muziekgeschiedeM
nis der Nederlanden (A musical history of the Low Countries), edited by Louis Peter Grijp and Ignace Bossuyt (2001),
states that the history of Dutch nineteenth-century male choirs is not yet researched.” Consequently, I must rely
on fewer sources more than is perhaps normally desirable.
185 “Het doel van ons gezamenlijk pogen, is zang door vriendschap te verhogen.”
186 Willem Pijper, The Hague, “Toonkunst,” Eaglefield-Hull, A., ed. 1924. A Dictionary of Modern Music and Musicians, 496. London: J. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd.
187 Reeser, Eduard. 1950. Een Eeuw Nederlandse Muziek. Met 99 Afbeeldingen En 189 Muziekvoorbeelden (A Century of
Dutch Music. With 99 Images And 189 Music Previews). Amsterdam: N. V. E,. Querido’s Uitgeversmaatschappij. Interestingly, Reeser states that “The original name Liedertafel came in the course of the nineteenth century to
be increasingly associated with social functions in the Netherlands. To place greater emphasis on their artistic
pretensions, many Liedertafels changed their names to ‘male choral societies.’”
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Amphion and Orpheus societies regularly performed in a distinctly nationalistic
setting. Between 1853 and 1913, 25 multi-day Dutch National Singers’ Festivals were
held.…Insofar as literature has concerned itself with the origins of nineteenth-century choral societies in the Netherlands, all the sources agree that the Liedertafels were
imported from Germany.188
The rate at which choral societies were being founded in the nineteenth century
makes it possible to distinguish two generations; the first lasted from 1825 to 1865
and reached its peak in the years 1846 to 1850. Connections can be made with other
expressions of a cautiously burgeoning cultural self-consciousness in this period; for
example, the launching of De Gids in 1827 or the Society for the Furtherance of Music
in 1829. The liberalizing climate of 1848, and the sense of new possibilities to assemble and form associations doubtless also played a role. In 1830, F. C. Kist founded the
Liedertafel ‘Caecelia’ in The Hague. The governing board of Caecelia bore a striking
resemblance to the local branch of the Society for the Furtherance of Music established the year before. At first, the Society was interested and involved in the formation of Liedertafels, although its members saw male choral societies chiefly as an intermediate step towards a higher musical art. Caught between the unbridgeable barriers
of class difference and the cutting edges of musical trends that struck more refined
ears as harsh, the Music Society showed little enthusiasm for male choirs after 1850.
“Song and Friendship” was established in Haarlem in 1830 by men who described
themselves as “tradesmen and suchlike and those belonging to the respectable
middle class.” It is worth noting that many of the founding members of “Song and
Friendship” also played in the band of the local militia. Around the mid-century,
many a local orchestra or brass band gave birth to a (male) choral section. What is
striking is the interwovenness of these various expressions of sociability. It is clear
that the social background of the male choral society movement is to be found in
“the broad social middle.” Whenever tradesmen are mentioned, they are always
independent managers or small businessmen.
The arrival of the second generation of male choirs, which lasted from about 1865
until 1915, and peaked in the years 1895–1900, is characterized by the collapse of the
social exclusivity of the extant Liedertafels, and by the creation of many new male
singing groups among the lower social echelons. Countless choral societies were
established for working men, many with names like “Art for the People,” “Art After
Work,” or the “Workingman’s Fine Art Society.” Here connections can be drawn
between industrialization, urbanization, and social differentiation. The “new middle class” and skilled workers felt an increasing need to take an active part in cultural life. As far as male choral societies are concerned, no direct links can be found
with pillarisation.189 There were hardly any choirs whose names or goals indicated a
religious or social preference, which cannot be said of the new and equally numerous mixed singing groups. An exception needs to be made for the Catholic church
choirs, which are left out of consideration here because of their liturgical function.
188 Vos, Josef. “National Art and Local Sociability: Dutch Male Choral Societies in the Nineteenth Century.” In LOJ, 111.
189 Pillarisation is the politico-denominational segregation of a society, or the separation of a society into groups by
religion and associated political beliefs. These societies were “vertically” divided into two or more groups known
as pillars. The best-known examples of this have historically occurred in the Netherlands and Belgium.
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The reorganization of the venerable Confréries van Sint Caecelia led ultimately to
the establishment of secular male choirs that stood formally outside the church.190

The first Liedertafeln in the Netherlands were led by Germans, used German study
materials, and sang only German songs. The Liedertafeln differed from the older singing societies in the way its members sang seated at long-tables. In the period from 1827
to 1915, some 500 of these singing societies were founded. Between 1845 and 1915,
annual Dutch-German singing contests were held alternately in Cleves and Arnhem.
German contestants usually came from the Lower Rhine region, although interest
began to wane after 1852. A sharp rise in the number of Dutch organizations followed,
and the Netherlands organized its own singing contests. The Dutch singing societies
were, however, already less German by the mid-nineteenth century. Contestants were
required to perform at least part of the repertoire in Dutch, and composers were invited to write new Liedertafeln-style songs in Dutch. Like many municipalities in nineteenth-century Netherlands, Breda launched its own Dutch—not German—
Mannenkoor in 1867. (Figure 32)
The Dutch Figure 32. Photograph of the amateur choir Breda’s Mannenkoor, 1867,
Liedertafeln were Amsterdam.
not exclusively
immigrant organizations; there
were also numerous non-German
singers,
including Dutch
contestants and
immigrants from
other countries.
In Utrecht, the
Liedertafel Aurora
was established [Source: Koninklijke Zangvereniging Breda’s Mannenkoor: 100 jaar koninklijk 1905–2005, KB|Nain 1845 by the tional Library of the Netherlands.]
Dutchman F. C. Kist, which had approximately 500 members; one in five was German.
An analysis of the membership lists shows that the singing societies were all-male,
but open to German immigrants from various religious and regional backgrounds.
Members included rich Catholic shopkeepers and their assistants; plus, there were
Lutheran, Calvinist, and Jewish members from almost all strata of society.
If the Liedertafeln shaped a German-Dutch identity—as it had shaped a GermanAmerican identity—this was an identity that, in the first place, did not clearly distinguish
the Germans from other groups; secondly, it was not an all-inclusive identity. Singing
societies managed to include some parts of the German immigrant community, but by
no means all.191 The membership of Jewish singers is somewhat surprising since Jews
190
191

Vos, 113–114.
Schrover, Marlou. “No More than a Keg of Beer: The Coherence of German Immigrant Communities.” In Paths of
Integration: Migrants in Western Europe (1880–2004), edited by Lucassen Leo, Feldman David, and Oltmer Jochen,
222-38. Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2006. Accessed June 20, 2020. doi:10.2307/j.ctt45kdns.14.
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were commonly banned from non-Jewish social clubs in the second half of the nineteenth century.
Long before the modern era, when the citizens of Amsterdam enjoyed the most
expansive laws regarding personal identity, Dutch society already held a view of other
races that was welcoming, non-judgmental and without any trace of bigotry. Inviting
the “Boschnegerzangkoor van Gansé met Meester Jveraar” (“Bosch black choir with
Master Jveraar”), (Figure 33) was exceedingly forward-looking: it showed that allowing
African people to perform onstage did not result in a collapse of civilization. The Dutch
provided a courageous moral compass for all of Europe and Scandinavia, and—eventually—North America.
Fear of annexation, or more precisely the fear of being suspected of supporting
annexation, cleansed
Figure 33. Boschnegerzangkoor van Gansé met Meester Jveraar the Liedertafeln in
(Bosch black choir with Master Jveraar), photo by Julius Eduard
the Netherlands of a
Muller, 1880.
good portion of their
German roots and attitudes after the middle
of the nineteenth century. Between 1845 and
1852 there were yearly singing contests in
which German singing
societies from the western part of Germany
and Dutch societies
took part; after 1853,
the Dutch-based sing[Source: Collectie Stichting Nationaal Museum van Wereldculturen, Amsterdam,
ing societies set up
TM-60008916.]
their own contests. The
organizers wanted the singing societies to play a role in enforcing a Dutch national
identity, like the German societies did for the German identity. If the Dutch-based
singing societies were to play this role they could no longer sing in German.
The singing societies in the Netherlands, which worked with German conductors,
and sang only a German repertoire, became less German when German nationalism
developed more strongly; the Dutch singing societies did not want to be associated
with German nationality and annexations. In the period described here, organizations
mostly became less German, rather than more German.192
The incontrovertible proof of the existence of nationality was, of course, one’s
mother tongue. Works written by Dutch composers with Dutch texts expressed a
certain national character; but when the vocal parts were in a foreign tongue, how
could there be any question of Dutch national character? Half-hearted compromises lacked any character at all; and, according to Caspers, the composers were not
the only ones to blame: “Many a Dutch composer has sought refuge from the lack of
192	Schrover, Marlou. 2006. ‘Whenever a dozen Germans meet...’German organisations in the Netherlands in the nineteenth century. Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies, 32 (5), 847–864. 32. 10.1080/13691830600704370.
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recognition so often encountered here at home by setting German words to music,
in order to find buyers and performers for his works in Germany.” It must be added
that many a Dutch composer sold most of his German lyrics in the Netherlands.
One could say that just when the national objectives—the singing of Dutch
songs by Dutch composers—seemed finally to be achieved, the social differentiation
in the choral world demanded a new outlet and found it in a different musical form
and content. Social differentiation undoubtedly contributed to the drive toward
sophistication and avant guardism on the part of the older choirs with respect to
the newcomers. The very name Liedertafel gradually fell into disrepute; thenceforth,
the choirs would be known as “male choral societies.” Although support for the
arts is a major topic in the records of the choral societies, in actual practice, purely
aesthetic considerations played only a secondary role. The most important goal was
active participation in the making of music, as had been the case for the original
Liedertafeln. Since the artistic ambitions of the new male choirs were less clearly
defined, the (boards and directors of the) older and more established choirs, united
in the Dutch Alliance of Vocalists, suddenly emerged as pioneers and pedagogues.
The insistent double marker of both “Dutch” and “National” appears designed
to call attention to the specifically patriotic character of the Dutch National Song
Festivals that were held from 1853 to 1913. These songfests, in which the Liedertafeln
sang together in public, were indeed heralded as gatherings of national brotherhood, and “Those in whom Dutch blood” was often heard.…The German influence
on musical life in the Netherlands in the first half of the nineteenth century was
pervasive. According to Eduard Reeser, “one ought not underestimate the degree to
which German musical taste has infiltrated our popular consciousness by means of
the Liedertafeln.”
Although these somewhat reductionist tendencies in German historiography
raise many questions, let us begin with the question of the Netherlands. It was not
just the idea of male choral singing that had been imported in from Germany, but
also a large repertoire of German songs. The world of male choral singing in the
Netherlands in the nineteenth century was also affected by nationalism, but nationalism cannot be separated from a broader movement in the top intellectual circles
that found expression mostly at the level of culture and was interested most of all
in the history of the fatherland.193

Belgium
Jan Dewilde writes in “The Choir Scene in Flemish Belgium in the First Half of the
Nineteenth Century: The Vlamsch-Duitsch Zangerverbond,” that,
The choir as an autonomous music organization, independent of musical performances at courts, churches or operas, is a phenomenon that developed in our area
in the first half of the nineteenth century. The earliest evidence of such choirs dates
back to the period of Dutch government (1815–1830). One of the first choirs documented was allegedly founded in 1817 in Kortrijk (Courtrai) by the composer and
music teacher Pieter Vanderghinste, inspired by the contagious enthusiasm of a
193 Vos, 122–123.
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company of itinerant singers from Vienna. This makes it immediately clear that the
choir scene from the German-speaking regions, with their Sing-Akademien, GesangVereine, and Liedertafeln, was a source of inspiration for the budding Flemish choir
scene, such as the Bergedtofer Liedertafel, modeled after the German. (Figure 34)
However, at the crossroads of Germanic and Romance cultures there was also a
considerable influence from the French “Orphéon” movement showing a manifest
pedagogical and social dimension. Both the German and the French choir models
would be emulated in Flanders.
Choirs were estabFigure 34. “Bergedtofer Liedertafel (a men’s choir from Brussels)
lished even in the celebrating in its club house,” photograph, 1898.
army, although they
were initially not
accessible for the
lower ranks. Children’s
choirs existed only
in the framework of
schools,
although
we can assume that
children sang together with adults in the
Flemish choirs.
Societies ambitious
enough to tackle oratorios could not do [Source: Collectie Stichting Nationaal Museum van Wereldculturen, Amsterdam,
TM-60008916.]
without women’s voices. On 2 December 1837, the Société d’Harmonie d’Anvers organized a performance of
Joseph Haydn’s Les Quatre Saisons with “200 male and female voices, and an equal
number of instrumentalists.” And the Société d’Orphée (Antwerp, 1837) first adopted
women into its choir for a performance of Gioacchino Rossini’s Stabat Mater in
1843. It was these women who later, under the guidance of the governor’s daughter
Constance Teichmann, set up the women’s choir Les Dames de la Charité. Their
cooperation enabled the Société d’Orphée to combine forty-three female voices, fifty
male voices, and an orchestra with sixty members.194
Another point of view was espoused in 1879: writer on music, composer and pianist,
Edouard Georges Jacques Gregoir wrote in L’art Musical en Belgique Sous les Régnes de
Léopold I & Léopold II [Musical art in Belgium during the reigns of Léopold I & Léopold II]
that,
Before 1830, the teaching of music for the people was not prosperous, and the execution of large works left much to be desired.
Apart from the Royal School of Music of M. [Th. J. E.] Roucourt, the Méloplast195
194	Dewilde, Jan. “The Choir Scene in Flemish Belgium in the First Half of the Nineteenth Century. The VlamschDuitsch Zangerverbond.” In. LOJ, 130–132.
195	A method of teaching music created by Pierre Galin. The methods are based largely on the use of numbers instead
of notes, and the movement of a stick on a blank staff known as the méloplast.
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of M. Mees, the Music Academy of M. Lecamus in Brussels…and the course of music
theory of M. Van Syngel in Ghent, there was no other teaching than in churches,
which, of course, are no longer as well organized as before the French Revolution.
For ensemble music, there were in the major centers a few musical institutions of
some importance; but in terms of execution, we were far from the superiority that we
hear today. Traditional musicians were unable to perform great lyrical works properly.
Choral singing was unknown, and orchestras in the secondary cities were mediocre. There was practically no music in teaching, and it was difficult—we have
experienced this ourselves—to obtain a talented musician capable of giving solid
and rational instruction.
Music theory, the basis of all regular and fruitful teaching, was quite neglected,
and musical instruction was so incomplete that it took years of study to arrive at
understanding even the simplest piece.196

103
forty four ensembles, including seven from Germany, appeared.
From 1832 to 1848, a large number of choral societies were formed in Brussels,
(Figure 35) Ghent, Dendermonde, Leuven, Namur, Mons, Verviers, Tournai, Antwerp,
Liège, Mechelen, Bruges, etc.
Figure 35. “Liedertafel in Brussels,” photograph, Frank & Schultz, Brussels, 1877. Montage of
group shots with an illustrated background.

Notwithstanding those disparaging remarks, Gregoir then continues with a narrative about the founding of choral ensembles that paints quite a rosier picture than the
years before 1830:
François Marneffe, an amateur, and painter of history, who died in 1877, created
the first choral societies in Brussels in 1820. In Ghent, it is the company St. Cecilia,
which in 1829 made the first attempts at singing without accompaniment, but the
performance in general was harsh and without any definite nuances. In 1823, Mr.
Emilius Nelis, [d. 1859] a teacher and organizer, set up a choral ensemble in Zèle, a
large village in eastern Flanders. In Antwerp, it was not until 1839 that accompanied
singing first appeared. The Orpheus Society of Antwerp formed a group of singing
men; Benoit Isenbaert, a distinguished amateur, was its founder and director. This
ensemble gave several beautiful concerts.
The first singing contest in Belgium took place in Berlaere in 1834, and was organized by the Ste-Cecile company. The competition included prizes for choir performance and prizes for singing with accompaniment. Three ensembles answered
the call, and they were Zèle, Audeghem and Appels.…The first major singing competition in Belgium was organized in 1841 by the ensemble André-Ernest-Modeste
Grétry, in Brussels, which attracted ten ensembles from the cities and twelve from
the municipalities. The Concordia and the Liedertafel of Aachen took part in it, and
the latter won the first prize. The royal family attended this impressive musical celebration. In the song competition organized in 1853 by the Orphée de Liége society,
196 G
 regoir, Edouard Georges Jacques. 1879. L’art Musical En Belgique Sous Les Régnes De Léopold I & Léopold II. Bruxelles, Paris, Londres: Schott Frères. “Avant 1830, l’enseignement de la musique pour le peuple n’était guère prospère,
et l’exécution des grandes œuvres laissait beaucoup à désirer.
“A part l’école royale de musique de M. Roucourt, le Méloplaste de M. Mees , l‘Académie de musique de M —
Lecamus à Bruxelles…et le cours de solfège de M. Van Syngel à Gand, il n’y avait pas d’autre enseignement qu’aux
maîtrises d’églises, lesquelles, il s’en faut, ne sont plus aussi bien organisées qu’avant la Révolution française.
“Pour la musique d’ensemble on comptait dans les grands centres, quelques institutions musicales d’une certaine importance; mais sous le rapport de l’exécution, on était loin de la supériorité qu’on obtient de nos jours. Les
musiciens de tradition manquaient pour rendre convenablement les grandes oeuvres lyriques.
“Le chant choral était inconnu, et les orchestres dans les villes secondaires étaient fort médiocres. La musique
dans l’enseignement était pour-ainsi-dire nul, et il était difficile,—nous en avons fait l’expérience nous même,—de
se procurer un musicien de talent apte à donner une instruction solide et rationnelle.
“Le solfège, base de tout enseignement régulier et fructueux, était fort négligé, et l’instruction musicale si incomplète, qu’il fallait des années d’études, pour arriver à déchiffrer le moindre morceau.”
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Since 1840, a multitude of companies have established themselves in all corners
of the country, and in competitions, even abroad, we have been able to judge the
superiority of the performance of choral singing in general.…The Germans first perfected the various musical education systems; it is to these eminent men that art is
owed the best aesthetic works on this branch, and the solid foundations on which
the teaching of choir singing is based today.197
197

 regoir, 110–112. “M. François Marneffe, amateur, et peintre d’histoire, décédé en 1878, créa les premiers exercices du
G
chant en choeur à Bruxelles en 1820. A Gand, c’est la société Ste. Cécile qui, en 1829, fit les premiers essais de chant
sans accompagnement, mais l’exécution en général était rude et sans nuances déterminées. En 1823, déjà M. E. Nelis,
instituteur et organiste, institua un cercle choral à Zèle, gros village de la Flandre orientale. A Anvers, ce n’est qu’en
1839 que le chant en choeur sans accompagnement fit son apparition.
“La société d’Orphée, d’Anvers, forma une section de chant d’hommes. M. Benoit Isenbaert, amateur distingué,
en fut le fondateur et directeur. Cette société donna plusieurs beaux concerts.
“Le premier concours de chant en Belgique eut lieu à Berlaere, en 1834, et fut organisé par la société Ste-Cecile.
Le concours portait des prix pour l’exécution chorale et des prix pour des morceaux à une voix avec accompagnement. Trois sociétés répondirent à l’appel, ce furent celle de Zèle, Audeghem et Appels.…Le premier grand concours de chant en Belgique fut organisé en 1841, par la société Grétry, à Bruxelles, qui attira dix sociétés des villes et
douze des communes. La Concordia et la Liedertafel d’Aix-la-Chapelle, y prirent part. La dernière obtint le premier
prix. La famille royale assista à cette fête musicale imposante. Au concours de chant organisé, en 1853, par la société
d’Orphée de Liége, qua rante quatre cercles, dont sept de l’Allemagne, figurèrent.
“De 1832 à 1848, grand nombre de sociétés chorales se forment à Bruxelles, à Gand, a Termonde, à Louvain, à
Namur, à Mons, à Verviers, à Tournai, à Anvers, à Liège, à Malines, à Bruges, etc.
“Depuis 1840, une foule de sociétés se sont établies dans toutes les directions du pays, et dans les concours,
même à l’étranger, on a pu juger de la supériorité d’exécution du chant choral en général.…Les Allemands ont les
premiers perfectionné les divers systèmes de l’enseignement musical; c’est à ces hommes éminents que l’art est
redevable des meilleurs ouvrages esthétiques sur cette branche, et des bases solides sur lesquels l’enseignement du
chant en choeur est fondé aujourd’hui.”
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It is impossible to speak of nineteenth-century music without referencing FrançoisJoseph Fétis, who, as director of the Conservatoire royal de Bruxelles and music director
of the king, had been ordered by the authorities to create a comprehensive plan that
would codify music life. Education—music education in this case—was highly regarded; choirs fulfilled an important social and philanthropic role. Such music societies
traditionally produced concerts to raise money for the poor, the sick, and victims of
natural disasters. Finally, the young Belgian state wanted its own cultural identity. In
a move that was both anti-French and anti-Dutch, music was an eminently suitable
medium to make Belgium more Belgian. Accordingly, choirs were supported by the
government with financial incentives and train tickets at no cost for trips to competitions and festivals.
Choral music was in a much better position in 1861, when the French composer
Augustin Thys authored Les sociétés chorales en Belgique (Choral Societies in Belgium);
it is a comprehensive survey of Belgian choral life that includes detailed descriptions
of the type and number of ensembles in operation, competitions and festivals. He also
notes that
From the year 1817, some attempts at choral singing for male voices without the
accompaniment of instruments took place in Belgium. In Kortrijk a music teacher, the late M. P. Vandergbinste, Sr., had a series of such choirs that performed.
According to the information we have from this artist, a troupe of German singers
gave rise to these first trials and errors.…In Zele, a large village in East Flanders, a
teacher, Mr. Emmanuel Nélis, founded in 1823 a small singing choir, which existed
until 1826, to be definitively formed into a choral society some eight years after its
first dissolution. Some men’s choirs appeared in 1829 on the programs of the harmony concerts of the old St. Cecilia Society in Ghent.
However, it was not until after 1830 that increased efforts were made to introduce
the culture of choral singing into Belgium by societies of amateurs. Brussels and
Ghent were the cities that first saw these attempts and that were crowned with success. The former Lyric Meeting of Brussels that was directed by Mr. Lintermans from
1832 to 1844, then dissolved around 1847, opened the series of choral societies in the
capital. In 1832, Ghent saw the birth of its first two singing groups: the former Grétry
Society, dissolved after a decade of existence, and the former Society of Choirs.
Dendermonde had its Society of Choirs in 1834–35…[and] In 1836, the Verviers
Singing Society was formed. Tournay saw the creation in 1837 of its Odéonnienne
Society…and Ghent found a new singing ensemble in the Nourrit Society. In 1838,
seven choral ensembles were established, namely: in Ghent that of Orpheus and the
Musical Society; in Liége the Society of Choirs; in Mechelen the Réunion Lyrique;
in Ixelles-lez Brussels the Société Vocale; in Dendermonde the Mélophile-Solo societies and the Union. Thys was kind enough to provide a listing of the many singing
societies in Belgium (Table 19):
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Table 19. Singing Societies in Belgium from 1838–1841.
Name

Year Name

Year

Society of St. Cecilia de Berlaere

1834 Westminster Union (Vracene)

1838

Society of Happiness of Calls (Audeghem)

1834 True Friends (Vracene)

1838

Zangminnaren van Sinte-Cecilia de Zele

1834 Société Paraphone (Opdorp)

1839

Society of Concerts of the People (Brussels)

1839 Gombert Society (Brussels)

1839

Music Choir Society (Ghent)

1839 Polymnia Society (Ghent)

1839

Société d’Orphée (Antwerp)

1839 Orpheus (Liége)

1839

Society of Choirs of the Orphée (Liége)

1839 Bruges Choir Society

1839

St. Cecilia (Thourout)

1839 Choral Society (Thames)

1839

Denderzonen (Ninove)

1839 Choirs of Beaumont

1839

Musical Society (Boussu)

1839 Amateur Choristers (Alost)

1840

Grétry Society (Brussels)

1840 les Echos Namurois (Namur)

1840

Friends Gathered (Waereghem)

1840 Old Singing Society (Meuleslede)

1840

Choral Society of the Grande Harmonie

1841 Roland de Lattre Society (Mons)

1841

Euterpe Society (Ghent)

1841 Amateurs-Choristes (Tournay)

1841

Society of Choirs (Ypres)

1841 Weber Company (Lessines)

1841

Gautier (Soignies)

1841 Concorde (Lokeren)

1841

Apollo (Hamme)

1841 Amateurs Choristes (Wervicq)

1841

Apollo (Hamme)

1841 Choirs of St. Cecilia (Eecloo)

1841

Fontainistes (Dickelvenne)

1841 St. Cecilia (Hingene)

1841

[Source: THYS, 8.]

In 1841, the Ministry of the Interior judged the choral societies large enough to warrant a census, in order to draw up a statistical table indicating all the ensembles of this
kind founded in the country.198 (Table 20)
198	THYS, 6. “Dès l’année 1817 quelques essais de chant choral pour voix d’hommes et sans accompagnement d’instruments eurent lieu en Belgique. A Courtrai un professeur de musique, feu M. P. Vandergbinste père, fit exécuter une
série de petits choeurs de ce genre. D’après les renseignements que nous tenons de cet artiste, une troupe de chanteurs allemands donna lieu à ces premiers tâtonnements.…A Zele, gros bourg de la Flandre orientale, un instituteur,
M. Emmanuel Nélis, érigea en 1823 un petit cercle chantant, qui se maintint jusqu’en 1826, pour se constituer définitivement en société chorale une huitaine d’années après sa première dissolution. Sur les programmes des concerts
d’harmonie de l’ancienne société de Ste-Cécile à Gand on vit apparaître quelques choeurs d’hommes en 1829
“Cependant ce n’est guère qu’après 1830 que des efforts multipliés furent faits pour l’introduction en Belgique de
la culture du chant choral, par des sociétés d’amateurs. Bruxelles et Gand sont les villes qui les premières ont vu couronner de succès ces tentatives. L’ancienne Réunion Lyrique de Bruxelles…dirigée par M. Lintermans de 1832 à 1844 et
dissoute vers 1847, ouvrit la série des sociétés chorales de la capitale. En 1832 Gand vit naître ses deux premiers cercles
chantants: l’ancienne Société Grétry…dissoute après une existence décennale, et l’ancienne Société de Choeurs.
“Termonde eut sa Société de Chœurs dès 1834–1835…[et] En 1836 la Société de Chant de Verviers se constituait.
Tournay vit s’ériger en 1837 sa Société Odéonnienne…et Gand trouva un nouveau cercle chantant dans la Société
Nourrit. En 1838 on vit s’établir sept réunions chorales, savoir: à Gand celle d’Orphée et la Société Musicale; à
Liége la Société de Choeurs. à Malines la Réunion Lyrique; à Ixelles-lez Bruxelles la Société Vocale; à Termonde les
sociétés Mélophile-Solo et l’Union.
“Ensuite furent créées, en 1839, la Société des Concerts du Peuple et la Société Gombert, à Bruxelles; la Société
chorale des Mélomanes et l’ancienne Société de Polymnie, à Gand; la section chorale de la Société d’Orphée à
Anvers; l’Orphée, à Liége; la Société de Choeurs de l’Orphée, à Liége; la Société de Choeurs de Bruges; les Choeurs
à Tongres; Ste-Cécile à Thourout; la Société de Choeurs à Tamise; les Denderzonen à Ninove; les Choeurs à Beaumont; la Société Musicale à Boussu;—en 1840, les Amateurs-Choristes à Alost; les Choristes (devenus l’année suivante la Société Grétry) à Bruxelles; les Echos Namurois, à Namur; les Amis réunis à Waereghem; l’ancienne Société
de Chant à Meuleslede;—en 1841 le premier noyau de la Section de chœurs de la Grande Harmonie de Bruxelles;
la Société Roland de Lattre à Mons; la Société d’Euterpe à Gand; les Amateurs-Choristes à Tournay; la Société de
Chœurs à Ypres; la Société Weber à Lessines; Gautier à Soignies; la Concorde à Lokeren; Apollon à Hamme; la
Concurrence dans le même Apollon à Hamme; la Concurrence dans le même bourg; les Amateurs Choristes à
Wervicq; les Chœurs de Ste - Cécile à Eecloo; les Fontainistes à Dickelvenne.
“Mais la plupart des localités susmentionnées furent devancées, en matière de chant choral, par quelques communes rurales de la Flandre orientale; en effet, dès 1834 plusieurs villages des environs de Termonde étaient dotés
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Table 20. Belgium Choral Societies by Province and Locality.
Province
Antwerp
"
"
Brabant
"
"
Western Flanders
"
"
"
"
Eastern Flanders
"
"
"
"
Hainaut
"
"
"
"
"
Liège
"
"
"
Limbourg
"
Namur
"
"

Locality
Antwerp
Mechelen
Turnhout
Brussels
Leuven
Nivelles
Bruges
Kortrijk
Furnes
Ostende
Ypres
Aalst
Oudenaarde
Eeklo
Ghent
St. Nicolas
Ath
Charleroi
Mons
Soignies
Thuin
Tournai
Huy
Liège
Verviers
Waremme
Hasselt
Tongeren
Dinant
Namur
Philippeville

Choral Societies
Number
11
3
2
19
15
8
2
4
2
2
3
6
6
6
31
7
6
10
25
6
9
14
3
10
8
2
1
2
1
16
6

Participants
445
51
45
520
484
166
91
108
53
76
80
137
156
160
1022
153
179
228
680
142
271
355
58
291
204
39
23
44
22
386
93

[Source: THYS, 8.]

Dewilde further points out that the young Flemish choral movement involved not
only composers and conductors (most often united in one and the same person), but
also men of letters, who not only provided texts but also served as board members,
organizers and/or propagandists. These writers and taalminnaars (language lovers)
pleaded for the use of the people’s language as a cultural and administrative language
de cercles chantants dus à leur propre initiative. C’est ainsi que la Société de Ste-Cécile de Berlaere vit se réunir en
ladite année, et à l ‘ occasion d’une fête organisée par elle, la Société de la Félicité d’Appels, celle d’Audeghem et les
Zangminnaren van Sinte-Cecilia de Zele. L’Union de Waesmunster et les Vrais Amis de Vracene commencèrent
leurs premiers exercices en 1838; la Société Paraphone à Opdorp, Ste-Cécile à Hingene, l’Union à Puers (Calfort),
les cercles de St-Gilles-lez-Termonde, Liezele, l’aerdegem, Haeltert, Gyseghem, Buggenbout, Grimbergen, Opwyck,
etc., en 1839.
“En 1841 le ministère de l’intérieur jugea les sociétés chorales suffisamment importantes pour en faire opérer le recensement, dans le but de dresser un tableau statistique indiquant tous les cercles de ce genre fondés dans le pays.”
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within the Flemish sub-nation. An important “musical” point of contention was the
demand to use a Dutch text for the composition of the cantata for the Prix de Rome.
The poet Prudens Van Duyse formulated this demand in 1846, which was rejected by
the Minister of the Interior.
The foundation of the Vlaemsch-Duitsch Zangverbond [Flemish-Dutch Singer
Group] in 1845 by Van Duyse and the Van Maldeghem brothers fit in with the wave
of Germanophilia sustained already in the early 1830s by a good many Flemish
cultural activists and lovers of the mother tongue. These Germanophile feelings
were enhanced by the special interest in the young Belgian state and in the Flemish
language movement mustered by the liberal and national German unification
movement. For the champions of a unified German state, language was the most
important unifying factor; for them the language border was also the natural border
of a future German state. The conviction that “language is the whole people” thus
lived in both the Flemish Movement and in the German unification movement.
The immediate cause for the foundation of the Vlaemsch-Duitsch Zangverbond
was the participation of the Cologne choir (with 48 singers) in the competition that
the Société royale des Mélomanes (founded in 1838) organized on 7 July 1844 in Ghent.
Despite the fact that it had been active for only two years, the Männer-Gesang-Verein
won the contest, and was held up as an example of perfection for the Flemish choirs.
Furthermore, the people of Ghent were impressed not only by the German choir’s
performance of works by Conradin Kreutzer, Franz Derckum, and Ferdinand Ries,
but also by its generosity: in keeping with their motto, they organized a benefit concert for the poor, and they donated their prize money of 200 Belgian francs as well.
Contact with German choirs of superior quality and with works by composers
such as Mendelssohn, Heinrich August Marschner, and [Johann Christian Friedrich]
Schneider was doubtless very stimulating, as were the mutual contacts among Flemish
choirs. Most often the choirs consisted of peers (e.g., workers from the same branch of
industry, university students, students of art schools, former students of a conservatory, members of a German colony, Flemish activists, philanthropists, or members of a
chamber of rhetoric); but these social and cultural boundaries were crossed at the choir
festivals, where everyone met and made music together.
Augustin Thys makes this important observation about choral music in Belgium as
expressed in its tradition of festivals:
Under the name of festival, it is referred to in Belgium as a festival where an undetermined number of musical societies are gathered to perform pieces of singing
or instrumental music. This is the equivalent of the Musik- or Liederfeste of the
Germans; it is the opposite of the competitions, all the participating associations,
the most humble as well as the brightest, being treated on the level of perfect equality. The absence of competition, if it does not overexcite public curiosity, does not
arouse among the performers that unfortunate rivalry that the contest provokes. As
such, festivals are worthy of the sympathy of the true friends of art, of those who see
in the practice of music not a means of glorification, but one of the noblest relax-
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ations to which men can indulge, a powerful lever put at the service of civilization,
a recreation superior to any other—capable of elevating the thinking of the masses
above brutal passions.199

B

ritain was not the only country into which Germany exported its musical tastes. In
1800s Netherlands, organizers who wanted to launch all-male singing societies took
the name Liedertafel, and with it the culture of “Sing now, drink later” that was implicit
in the word itself. The Dutch built a network of choral ensembles that spread around
the country; Liedertafeln sprang up in most major cities, like Amsterdam, Rotterdam
and The Hague; and building upon those successes, later in the century, mixed ensembles were formed. The Reformed church in the Netherlands was more forgiving than
Calvinist Scotland; consequently, there was more opportunity for women to sing in
church, and eventually in public.
The camaraderie that existed among the populace made for fertile planting of singing societies; as elsewhere in Europe and North America, TTBB ensembles appeared
first; after 1850 (or thereabouts), ensembles sprang up for SATB. Like France, there
were frequent and remarkably successful festivals, though minus the competitive adjudication found in Wales. In any event, Belgium carried its network of singing societies
forward into the 20th century, giving almost every citizen who wanted it an opportunity
to participate in some sort of choral ensemble.

VIII. FINLAND
Perhaps more than anywhere else in Europe, the countries collectively known
as Scandinavia used amateur choral societies to further their political agenda. For
instance, in Finland, choral singing played a significant role in Finnish history; it was
also part of cultural and social change: Choral singing acted as an instrument to make
policy regarding both spoken and written language, not to mention patriotic propaganda. During the period of oppression,200 choral festivals were banned because a
popular national event was perceived as a threat by the ruling regime.201
The history of choral music in Finland begins with the music of the Catholic
Church. Polyphonic choral music was sung in Medieval Finland, and, of course, it was
necessary to conduct it—at least by a singer who was responsible for the music; thus,
199 T
 hys, 164. “Sous le nom de festival on désigne en Belgique une fête où un nombre indéterminé de sociétés musicales sont réunies pour exécuter des morceaux de chant ou de musique instrumentale. C’est l’équivalent des
Musik- ou Liederfeste des Allemands; c’est le contraire des concours, toutes les associations participantes, les plus
humbles comme les plus brillantes, y étant traitées sur le pied d’une égalité parfaite. L’absence de concurrence, si
elle ne surexcite pas la curiosité publique, n’éveille pas non plus parmi les exécutants celle fâcheuse rivalité que le
concours provoque. A ce titre les festivals sont dignes de la sympathie des véritables amis de l’art, de ceux qui voient
dans la pratique de la musique, non pas un moyen de gloriole, mais un des plus nobles délassements auxquels
puissent se livrer les hommes, un levier puissant mis au service de la civilisation, une récréation supérieure à toute
autre et capable d’élever la pensée des masses au-dessus des passions brutales.”
200	The policy of Russification of Finland (period of oppression) was a governmental policy of the Russian Empire aimed
at limiting the special status of the Grand Duchy of Finland and possibly the termination of its political autonomy and cultural uniqueness in 1899–1905. The two Russification campaigns evoked widespread Finnish resistance,
starting with petitions and escalating to strikes, passive resistance (including draft resistance) and eventually active
resistance.
201	PAJ, 15. “Kuorolaulu on ollut mukana Suomen historian merkittävissä tapauksissa. Kuorolaulu on myös ollut osa
kulttuurisia ja yhteiskunnallisia muutoksia: se on toiminut niin kielipolitiikan kuin isänmaallisen propagandan
välineenä. Sortokauden aikana laulujuhlat kiellettiin, koska vahva kansallinen tapahtuma koettiin uhkana. Jatkosodan aikana taas moni löysi laulunlahjansa rintamalla, ja asemieskuoroista tuli suosittuja.”
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the first Finnish choral conductors were unpretentious singers who simply demonstrated the music’s basic pulse. Choir members were school boys, teenagers at the time;
it was common for choral works to be performed as “call and response,” between a lead
singer and the chorus.
During the nineteenth century, the political forces in Scandinavia turned Finland
into a chess piece, “owned” first by Sweden, then the Russian Grand Duchy, and, finally
it won its own true independence. A strong nationalistic movement grew during the
1800s, and choral singing was part of the drive towards an independent Finland—
self-ruled for the first time in centuries. Still, the Finnish language language could be
spoken openly, but it was not the prestige language: rather, it was the language of the
uncivilized peasants. In such an atmosphere, the national cultural program that students wanted to instill in Finnish students was launched with its motto: “We are not
Swedes, we do not want Russians to come, let us be Finns!”202
The Censorship Decree of 1850 was finally repealed in 1860, as a result of which
the situation on the language front began to change. In the 1860s, there were no
problems with the language of the choral works, because few songs could be performed in Finnish. Some of Akademiska Sångföreningenin’s (Academic Male Voice
Choir) members resigned from the choir and in 1876 they founded the Finnish
Song Society. Taavi Hahl was the first leader of the Finnish ensemble; unfortunately, the choir didn’t turn out to be a good one, and in 1880 some choir members
joined Akademiska Sångföreningenin. The language dispute was called the “Squat of
Dissent,” and it was fueled by the poem “Rise, Hurry, Finnish Language” by August
Ahlqvist-Oksanen.203
A great pioneer was the German conductor Fredrik Pacius, who was appointed
in the mid-1830s to the faculty of the University of Helsinki. Pacius achieved many
things: he created the oratorio tradition in Finland, founded the first student choir,
and composed the first Finnish opera. At the same time, Pacius provided a model for
combining the roles of composer and choir director. He led a wide range of students’
musical societies, but the decline of TTBB choirs was also influenced by the fact that
after starting to lead academic choral ensembles, Pacius consciously ignored his predecessor Carl Robert Ehrström’s favorite songs.
Pacius studied with Louis Spohr, who was a leading figure in the music of the
German city of Kassel. The example given by his teacher inspired Pacius, who was only
25 years old when he came to Helsinki. As his first act, Pacius took over the organization of the music society of Helsinki. The orchestra consisted of military musicians and
a small group of professional musicians and enthusiasts. The work to be presented was
202 PAJ, 16. “Ruotsalaisia emme ole, venäläisiksi emme halua tulla, olkaamme siis suomalaisia!”
203 PAJ, 21–22. “Kieliriitojen ‘toinen näytös’ liittyi ‘Maamme’ laulun esityskieleen. Vielä 1860-luvulla ongelmia laulun kielen suhteen ei ollut, koska vain harvasta laulusta oli käytettävissä suomenkielinen käännos. Vuonna 1871
ilmestyi Taavi Hahlin toimittama Ylioppilaslauluja-kokoelman ensimmäinen vihko, jossa lähes kaikkiin lauluihin
oli liitetty myös suomenkieliset sanat, ja esityskieleen liittyvän riidan ainekset olivat valmiit. Osa Akademiska
Sångföreningenin fennomaaneista erosi kuorosta ja perusti 1876 suomenkielisen lauluyhdistyksen Suomalainen
Nuija, jonka tehtävänä oli esittää ainoastaan suomenkielisiä lauluja. Suomalaisen Nuijan ensimmäisenä johtajana
toimi Taavi Hahl. Kuorosta ei kuitenkaan tullut pitkäaikaista, silla jo silla jo vuonna 1880 kuoron jäsenet liittyivät
takaisin Akademiska Sångföreningeniin, mikä hetkellisesti rauhoitti kielikysymystä. Kieliriitaa kutsuttiin ‘eripuraisuuden kyykäärmeeksi’, ja sitä ruokki myös August Ahlqvist-Oksasen runo “Nouse, riennä, Suomen kieli”, jota
laulettiin ltävallan kansallishymnin ‘Gott erhalte Franz der Kaiser’ sävelmällä.”
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The Last Judgment, an oratorio by Spohr. In 1837, under the direction of Pacius, Messiah
was performed for the first time in Finland.
Perhaps the most prominent figure in Finnish choral music, however, is Heikki
Klemetti. Like Pacius, Klemetti’s interests ranged from practical choral research to the
study of Medieval music to the architecture of church buildings. Klemetti did most of
his work as the director of the Ylioppilaskunnan Laulajat (Student Union Singers) and
the Suomen Laulu (Finnish Choir). With conscious and intensive effort, Klemetti raised
the prestige of choral singing to an art form. His leadership style was characterized by
a clear understanding of the proper way to sing, as well as a extremely careful rehearsal
style that improved the clarity of the work. Klemetti’s leadership style was idiosyncratic: his arms were firmly attached to the sides of his body while his hand gestures were
small and close to his expressive face.
The first singing ensembles for the working classes were established in factory towns
during the 1860s and 1880s, when Finnish music life began to experience a strong
boom. Manufacturers and progressive bourgeoisie wanted to come up with sensible
and useful leisure activities for uprooted workers, and music groups were seen as
a way to do this. The
Figure 36. Mixed choir of the Young Men’s Christian Association in
city of Tampere was a
Helsinki, photograph by Daniel Nyblin, 1898–1899.
pioneer: in 1871, there
were already seven
choirs, most of them
working class; instrumental orchestras also
began to appear there
at the same time. The
YMCA had been developing in the United
States, and the Finnish
admired what they
learned about it; the
organization, which
[Source: Finnish Heritage Agency—Musketti, HK19430903:236]
is built along vaguely
Christian principles, proved an ideal organization to found and host an SATB volunteer
choir. (Figure 36)
The first professional choir was established in Helsinki as early as 1869, and more
were founded in the following decades. These choirs and orchestras were thus mainly
the achievements of the manufacturers, and their purpose was to educate the workforce and keep it away from evil paths—not to create its own culture.204
204	Tolvanen, Heta. 2013. “Katsottu siel ei miehen mieleen, punnittiin vain lauluaan.” (Looking at it was not in the man’s
mind, only his singing was weighed.) Bachelor’s thesis, University of Helsinki. http://hdl.handle.net/10138/153868
“Ensimmäiset työväen laulu- ja soittokunnat syntyivät tehdaskaupunkeihin 1860–1880-luvuilla, samaan aikaan
kun Suomen musiikkielämä alkoi elää voimakasta nousukautta. Tehtailijat ja edistykselliset porvarit halusivat
keksiä juuriltaan riuhtaistuille työläisille järkevää ja hyödyllistä vapaa-ajantekemistä, ja musiikkiryhmät nähtiin
keinona tähän.7 Tampere oli edelläkävijä: vuonna 1871 kaupungissa oli jo 7 laulukuntaa, joista suurin osa työväenkuoroja, ja samoihin aikoihin sinne alkoi ilmaantua myös soitinorkestereita. Helsinkiin ensimmäinen ammattikuntakuoro saatiin jo vuonna 1869, ja seuraavina vuosikymmeninä niitä syntyi lisää.
“Nämä kuorot ja soittokunnat olivat siis lähinnä tehtailijoiden aikaansaannoksia, ja niiden tarkoituksena oli
työväen sivistäminen ja pitäminen poissa pahoilta teiltä, ei oman kulttuurin luominen.”
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Just ten years after the founding of the Liedertafel in Northern Germany in 1808 and
the Liederkreis in Switzerland, and five years after the beginning of the establishment of
male quartet singing in Uppsala, Finnish lawyer and collector of folk music Johan Josef
Pippingsköld founded the first Finnish male choir in Turku, which started as a double
quartet. The newly formed Sångsällskapet held its first public singing concert in 1819; in
addition to public singing concerts, the choir soon established itself as a regular performer at both public and private celebrations.
Late in the nineteenth century, these amateur choirs were founded: Muntra
Musikanter (Merry Musicians) was founded by Gustaf [“Gösta” Maximilian Sohlström,
1849–1925] in 1878. Ylioppilaskunnan Laulajat (Student Union Singers) is Finland’s
oldest Finnish-language choir. Suomen Laulu (Finnish Choir) was founded by
Klemetti in 1899; it began as a male choir and expanded into a mixed choir in 1907.
The nineteenth century was a significant period in the history of Finnish choral singing, and “Finnishness” can be said to have been built on a foundation of choral music
that has been of great importance to culture and society as a whole. Choral singing was
part of the governmental language policy and was accompanied by other social policy
goals; in addition, choral singing was one of the few activities that was allowed to be
freely practiced. Like many European countries, as well as the United States, choral festivals were importFigure 37. The song festival organized by the Folk Education Society
was an important national event for all Finnish choirs and orchestras. ant. In some festiIn the nineteenth century, these celebrations were attended by music vals, in Wales, for
organizations from both the working population and the bourgeoisie. example,
there
Pictured is the Song Festival in Helsinki in 1895, photo by K. E. Ståhlberg.
was a competitive
component; other
countries,
however, were happy
enough to simply
meet like-minded
singers and share
with them their
love of choral singing. In Finland, the
song festival organized by the Folk
Education Society
was an important
national event for
all Finnish choirs
and orchestras. In
[Source: Finnish Heritage Agency, 797585.]
the nineteenth century, these celebrations were attended by music organizations from both the working
population and the bourgeoisie. (Figure 37)
Wars have generally had a negative effect on the functioning of choirs, so it was in
the 1850s, when the Crimean War virtually put an end to Akademiska Sångföreningen
between 1853 to 1856. After the peace was made, the need arose to build a clubhouse
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for the student union for students at the University of Helsinki; thus, the new director
of the choir, Gustaf Cederhvarf, who was elected in 1857, assembled a triple quartet in
the spring of 1858—the Tolvan or “Twelve”—to raise money for a clubhouse. The first
national tour was repeated twice between 1861–1869, and earned almost $120,000 (in
today’s money); this impressive sum became the down payment with which the university built the student clubhouse.
During their concert tours, the Tolvan not only financed the construction of the
dormitory, but also made quartet singing known throughout Finland. In the late nineteenth century, choirs were established in almost every village; furthermore, almost
every profession and club had its own choir. (Due to social structures, most of these
choirs were almost invariably male.) While they promoted their repertoire, based
mainly on the Liedertafel and Liederkreis traditions—and on popular poetry—a change
began in student choirs; there had been dissatisfaction for a long time among the
student ensembles because of the paucity of Finnish-language songs in the repertoire.
Ongoing disputes in the thinning ranks of Akademiska Sångföreningen—and especially the scarcity of Finnish-language repertoire—led to Finnish-speaking singers
founding their own student choirs in the 1880s. The threat of “Russification” over
shadowing the 1890s led to increasing interest among singers; the size and number of
male choirs thus increased. Singing made it possible to protest against oppression, and
a kind of singing revolution began to emerge.205
In the mid-nineteenth century, choral singing was not the exclusive prerogative of
students; indeed, choral singing became a unifying factor between the different social
circles and became a key past time among differing professions. The most significant of
the craftsman choirs was the Male Choir of the Helsinki Craftsman Association, which
began its activities in the 1850s; it was considered by many to be the best male choir in
the city at the time.
Choral activities for women do not have as old a singing tradition as male choirs,
partially because the public school system only admitted boys; plus, the members of
the trade unions were also men. The first secular women’s choirs were formed for
private events and did not develop into permanent ensembles. Such performances can
be traced from 1794, when a large audience gathered in the Turku Academy House on
Fridays during Lent to listen to a group of eight women performed the Pergolesi Stabat
Mater. Music played a significant role in social events at home; in addition to string
quartets, TTBB quartets, and piano performances, new programming was needed.
Therèse Hahl was an avid promoter of Finnish choral singing; she also founded the
first Finnish student choir, Finnish Nuija; she was also the first director of the women’s
choir Vår-Föreningen (Spring Association), and remained its director throughout its 38
years of existence. All of the ladies in the choir had already sung in an oratorio choir
conducted by Fredrik Pacius. Vår-Föreningen organized the first public concert (soirée)
in the spring of 1867 at the Kaivohuone in Helsinki.206 The concert received good
reviews; among other things, Pacius praised the choir’s opaque purity.
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 estrin, Tryggve. “Suomalainen Mieskuorolaulu 200 Vuotta: 1819-1918. (Finnish Male Choirs 200 Years: 1819–
G
1918).” Kangasala Male Singers. Accessed April 23, 2020. https://www.kangasalanmieslaulajat.fi/@Bin/253028/
SuomalainenMieskuorolaulu200vuotta_Historiikki_Lyhyt.pdf.
206 The Kaivohuone, designed by architect Carl Engel, was completed in 1838 as a restaurant and has since entertained
the social circles of its time in the center of Helsinki. Known as “Well Room—Pink Lady,” it had outstanding
acoustics and hosted choral concerts—especially SSAA ensembles.
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In addition to the Figure 38. Studentersangforeningen, (Students’ singing association), 1883.
educational society,
i.e. the reading society, founded at the
Finlayson Cotton
Mill in 1861, in early
1862 there was a
Singing Society in
Tampere, headed
by Wahlberg. The
singing society was
said to teach “the
score of a piece
without charging [Source: Norge; Oslo;Oslo. {{nb.no|NBN:no-nb_digifoto_20170302_00110_bldsa_GR0095}}.]
anything, open to
those who just have a tendency to do so.”207 Around 1865, there was also a singing
association of bourgeoisie, or merchants, in the city, but its activities stalled. Finland’s
association of singing societies grew quickly—and, with the help of its neighbors—
helped to create singing festivals:
On 17 June 1881, a group of singers and musicians, more than three hundred, gathered in the Finnish town of Jyväskylä. The majority of the singers formed their own
choirs in Jyväskylä: the women’s, men’s and mixed choir of the seminary and the
Jyväskylä Singing Society. In fact, only one choir arrived from elsewhere—the Male
Choir of the Turku Locksmith School. A total of 22 musicians came to the song
festival, 14 from Jyväskylä, seven from Helsinki and one from Jämsä.
The first day was spent on joint exercises under the direction of Erik Hagfors in
the seminary building. During the rehearsals, Hagfors is said to have shouted at an
individual singer, “Wrong, wrong! It has to be A flat. When the matter was checked,
Hagfors was found to be correct. During the second day of the festival singers, the
inauguration of the celebrations in Harju were held in the cool park of the seminary buildings, on the site of the present Lunch Park. The park was lined with birch
trees planted by seminary students. After the orchestra played the Pori208 march, the
joint choirs sang Ludwig van Beethoven’s hymn An die Enden der Welt, (The End of
the World) followed by performances by male, female and mixed choirs. The third
day was devoted to singing competitions. At the end of the celebration, the choirs
and bands performed Our Country, and the song and hymn God is Our Castle under
Hagfors’ direction.209
207 PAJ, 27. “weisun nuottia ilman mitään maksamatta, joilla vaan on siihen taipumus”
208 a city and municipality on the west coast of Finland.
209 PAJ, 35. “Kesäkuun 17. päivänä 1881 kokoontui Jyväskylään lähes kolmeen sataan nouseva laulajien ja soittajien joukko. Pääosan laulajista muodostivat Jyväskylän omat kuorot: seminaarin nais-, mies- ja sekakuoro sekä
Jyväskylän Lauluseura. Muualta saapui itse asiassa vain yksi kuoro, tirehtööri C. G. Waseniuksen johtama Turun
lukkariurkurikoulun mieskuoro. Soittajia tuli laulujuhlille yhteensä 22, joista 14 oli Gustav Kockin johtamasta
Jyväskylän soittokunnasta, seitsemän Helsingistä ja yksi Jämsästä. Juhlalaulajaisten musiikkiohjelman olivat suunnitelleet A. Borenius ja Rikhard Faltin. Kuorojen yhteisesitysten johtajana toimi lehtori Hagfors.
Enismmäinen päivä kului yhteisharjoituksiin, jotka pidettiin Hagforsin johdolla seminaarirakennuksessa. Hagforsin kerrotaan kesken harjoitusten huutaneen eräälle soittajalle: “Väärin, väärin! Sen pitää olla as.” Kun asia tarkistettiin, todettiin Hagforsin olleen oikeassa. Juhlalaulajaisten toisen päivän tapahtumiin sisältyivät juhlien ava-
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Youth clubs were introduced in the 1880s. Their purpose was to promote education and recreation for young people. Music held a necessary position, because many
youth clubs were first to utilize choral activities. The choir of the Kauhava Youth
Club, founded in 1881, was led by cantor Jaakko Passinen, who later became a cantor
of Isokyrö and head of the singing group of the Youth Club of Isokyrö. Singing groups
often led to the establishment of an actual youth club. The choirs of youth clubs quickly became a kind of flagship for their locality, and the Nivala Youth Society, founded
in 1895, immediately created a choir, which performed in the early years of the Nivala
Youth Society.
In the history of Finnish choral singing, the second half of the nineteenth century
formed a significant period. The changes that took place in the field of choral singing
were of tremendous cultural and social significance. Choir singing became part of
Finland’s language policy; ensemble singing was also part of social policy goals, as it
was one of the few activities that were allowed to be freely practiced during Finnish
autonomy. From the nineteenth century, the term “Choral Singing Revolution” was
used, as the choral singing groups, which were closest to academic circles, now spread
into all walks of life—from Swedish-speaking to Finnish-speaking circles, and from
urban to rural areas.
After the middle of the nineteenth century, a rapid industrial revolution took place
in Finland as a result of its liberal economic policies. Construction of railways and road
improvements began. When the sawmill industry was expanded, the value of forests
rose sharply; wood became Finland’s most important export. Industrialization gave
birth to a new class of factory workers in society. As a result, choirs and orchestras
were formed in connection with trade unions and work associations. The first choirs
and orchestras of the working class were launched in factory towns and areas with
considerable industrial stability. Gradually, working class choirs were also established
in other cities, including Turku (1887) and Oulu (1889); at the beginning of the twentieth century, professional musicians established their own union, the Association of
Finnish Musicians.
In the second half of the nineteenth century, choral singing also spread to clubs of
craftsmen, merchants, writers, shoemakers and business assistants, even sports teams.
Free fire brigades maintained by the cities were among the first labor organizations to
form choirs, thus setting an example for others. Like student ensembles, the first choirs
founded in the nineteenth century were mostly male, as was also the case for choirs
founded by various professions and associations. When the choirs of youth clubs,
sobriety clubs, and numerous other associations and clubs are added to the above, one
can only contemplate the “Singing Revolution” that manifested itself in Finland in the
late 1800s. One could not even think of a village without a choir, and no association or
professional following was without a choir. In short, choirs were a critical part of the
Finnish cultural landscape.
jaiset Harjulla sekä varsinainen päätilaisuus, joka pidettiin seminaarirakennusten ja Jyväsjärven välisessä puistossa,
nykyisen Lounaspuiston paikalla. Puistoa reunustivat seminaarilaisten istuttamat koivut. Soittokunnan kajautettua Porilaisten marssin lauloivat yhteiskuorot Ludwig van Beethovenin hymnin “Maailman ääriin soikoon,” jonka
jälkeen seurasivat mies-, nais-ja sekakuorojen esitykset. Juhlan alkuosa sisälsi isänmaallisia lauluja sekä suomalaisia, virolaisia ja unkarilaisia kansanlauluja. Niiden väliin oli sijoitettu kunnallisneuvos Agathon Meurmanin
juhlapuhe, jota seurasi hengellisten laulujen ohjelma. Juhlan päätteeksi kuorot ja soittokunnat esittivät Hagforsin
johdolla “Maamme” laulun ja virren “Jumala ompi linnamme. Harjulla sekä varsinainen päätilaisuus, joka pidettiin
seminaarirakennusten ja Jyväsjärven välisessä puistossa, nykyisen Lounaspuiston paikalla”
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IX. SCANDINAVIA

Norway
In Norway, as Harald Herresthal notes,
Students wielded choral singing as a weapon in the fight for freedom. Once Sweden
forfeited Finland to Russia, Sweden was granted Norway as compensation; it was
also a reward for participating in the wars against Napoleon and Denmark. Before
that time, however, Norway had managed to acquire one of Europe’s most liberal
constitutions. In 1824, when the students wanted to celebrate the constitution’s
tenth anniversary (May 17), King Carl Johan perceived this to be a celebration of
the royal election of the Danish Prince Frederick. Fearing Norwegian nationalism,
the king instituted a ban on students singing national songs in public places on My
17, and used all means available to silence them. The Norwegian students, in turn,
suddenly realized the power their singing had; on the same day five years later (17
May 1829), they joined many other people in the streets of Christiania (now Oslo)
and in the main market place in defiance of the authorities.210
During the first half of the nineteenth century there was neither academy of music
nor conservatory in Norway; the Musikkonservatoriet i Oslo (Conservatory of Music in
Oslo) was established by Ludvig Mathias Lindeman and his son Peter Brynie Lindeman
in 1883 in Oslo and was named the Organistskolen (Organist School); it was later
renamed the Oslo Conservatory of Music; the only music education available to the
general public was provided by the bands in military services. From the 1840s, there
was a steady increase in the number of professional musicians and musical organizations, along with a great increase in the founding of male choirs, first among students,
then artisans, clerks and laborers. Every notable Norwegian composer of the period
wrote for male choir. Later in the century mixed choirs also flourished and there were
large choral festivals; nationalist ideology permeated the choral movement and its
music, adding force to the country’s slow struggle towards freedom.211
The nineteenth century was a period of intense collaboration between authors and
composers, to the benefit of the already popular musical societies, and, especially the
male groups that were mainly famous from the 1840s. A second group of conductors
and composers continued this practice until the beginning of the twentieth century.
The fame of choral societies and choral festivals led to the first choral competitions,
beginning in the 1850s. In 1878, the choral society made its first student participation
outside Scandinavia, which took Norwegian music and lyrics to Paris.
During the second decade of the nineteenth century two critical events occurred:
the founding of Norway’s first university in 1811, and the ratification of the country’s
first constitution in 1814. The cession of Norway from Denmark to Sweden created a
strong nationalist cultural motivation (Norskhetsbegerstring). This tradition became the
joint work of composers, conductors, singing teachers and choral music publishers—
all of whom worked together to build a choral tradition.
210
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Nägeli believed that large choirs, not quartets, were necessary for the ideal development of men’s song. The ideal was large amalgamations, such as those that finally
manifested themselves in the mass choirs at song festivals. While the European democratic choral movement influenced Norway, it was France in particular whose beliefs
and ideals cast the longest shadow.212
Norway’s first permanently organized choir, the Freemason’s Singing Association,
was founded in 1842, but had limited public appeal. The musician Johan Gottfried
Conradi took the initiative and founded a singing association for academics and craftsmen, but it was short-lived. The first permanent public choir is therefore considered to
be the Den norske Studenter sangforening (Norwegian Student Choral Society). (Figure
38) An important motivation for founding the ensemble was that the choir, through its
repertoire, should express national and Scandinavian ideas; the choir’s first conductor,
Halfdan Kjerulf, provided ample opportunity to do so.
The interest in choral singing that had been stirred up by student gatherings such
as those in the Swedish city of Uppsala in 1843 and Copenhagen in 1845 set the stage
for the creation of numerous new choirs in Norway. Three such ensembles were
founded in quick succession by the noted Norwegian choral conductor Johan Dide rik
Behrens: the Den norske Studenter sangforening (Norwegian Student Choral Society)
in 1845, Handelsstandens Sangforening (Trade Union Choral Society) in 1847, and
Håndverkersangforeningen (Craftmen’s Guild Choral Society) in 1848.213 Behrens enjoyed
a special reputation for having published compilations of Norwegian composers; more
than 500 songs in his volumes of Samling af flerstemmige mandssange (Collections of
Part Songs for Males Voices.) When Conradi left the capital in 1848, Behrens also took
over the worker’s choir for a period. Between 1848 and 1853, Conradi traveled to several
cities in Eastern Norway, where he taught singing and founded several choirs. Swedish
From the end of the eighteenth century, women had sung various pieces in loosely organized mixed choirs—and eventually women’s choirs—but the first permanently organized choir originated as part of the capital’s working society. Kristiania
Arbeidersamfunds Kvindesangforening (Oslo Labor Party Choir) was established in 1870
at the initiative of Andreas Johnsson and Erik Hoff—who was also the choir’s first
conductor. In the early years the proceeds from the concerts went to charitable causes.
In 1895, the women received their first academic choir, Kvindelige Studenters
Sangforening (Female Students’ Singing Association). The organizers were three medical students: Elise Holmboe, Kristine Munch and Gusta Louise Isachsen, who had been
inspired by their male colleagues’ anniversary concert. The choir was founded fifty
years after the men’s, but only thirteen years after the first woman was allowed to take
a bachelor’s degree. In the early years, the recruitment base was limited, and there was
also a great lack of repertoire for women’s choirs. Kvindelige Studenters Sangforening is
considered the world’s oldest academic women’s choir. Men’s choir conferences gathered singers from different parts of the country and from various walks of life. They
also attracted the country’s elite, who did not necessarily participate as singers; these
conferences became important venues for ideas and poetry. The conferences yielded
several publications in literature, including Heinrik Ibsen’s poem På Sangertog (On the
Singer’s Train) after the singer’s conference in Bergen in 1859 and Hil Sangen from the
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conference in the same city in 1863.
The singer’s conferences contributed greatly to the fact that the choir movement
began to spread in earnest into the villages from the cities and beyond during the
1860s. In addition to directing choirs, both Behrens and Conradi served as vocal music
educators. While Conradi wanted singing to be available to everyone—not just for the
elite and not just for men—Behrens was more oriented towards male choirs and singers who were recruited from the civil servants and the wealthy.
Many of the local choirs were run by teachers and religious leaders, who had both
public education and revival as motivation. The choirs initially took root in Western
Norway and Møre og Romsdal. Now it was no longer just about male choirs, but also
about mixed choirs for youth and adults. The first choir associated with a trade union,
the Sangfor Socialistenes ening (Socialist Song Association), was founded in Kristiania
(Oslo) in 1885. It quickly became clear that the recruitment foundation from the Social
Democratic Association was limited, and to remedy this, in 1890 the choir converted
to the Unions Singing Association and joined other workers’ choirs in the capital.214
Women could participate actively as singers when large-scale compositions from
oratorio literature were performed. In the Philharmonic Company (founded in 1846 in
Oslo), songs for mixed choirs had an important place in the program. Norway’s oldest
women’s choir, the Christiana Workers’ Community Women’s Choral Society (known
today as the Oslo Ladies’ Choir), was founded as early as 1870. When women students
formed their own choir (Women Students’ Choral Society) in 1895, only twelve years
after women were allowed to take A-levels, this aroused wonder in international communities. Nationalist ideology permeated the choral movement and its music, adding
force to the country’s slow struggle towards freedom. Through the community created
by choral singing, it became possible to increase the belief that Norway’s inhabitants—
despite differences in class and residence—were Norwegians: children of the same
mother.215

Denmark
At the beginning of the nineteenth century there were two kingdoms in Scandinavia:
One was Sweden and Denmark; Iceland, Greenland, and the Faroe Islands belonged
to the twin kingdom of Denmark–Norway, and Finland belonged to Sweden. “In the
1830s and 40s, music was brought into the public debate about the importance of
culture for the realization of new political ideas. This debate contributed enormously
to the search for national identity and was fostered by the strong tension between
Denmark and the neighboring German states; the aspiration to Nordic unity and the
emergence of a liberal political movement that in 1849 created a free constitution and
the abolition of the absolute monarchy without a bloody revolution. Nationalism as
an ideology was combined with the Romantic aesthetic of music as the language of
feelings capable of reflecting a poetic idea.”216
Prof. Inge Adriansen writes knowingly about how vocal music can act both favorably and unfavorably on the construction of a national identity:
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As the new nation states flourished during the nineteenth century, popular common song and folksongs should have proved to be an extremely effective means of
supporting the development of a particular national identity for the people; these
common songs and folksongs played a greater role in national revival and self-understanding in Denmark than in many other countries.
Like other national symbols, the folksongs of the fatherland have also been
stretched, turned and rotated and used for opposing purposes. Folksongs were
used as powerful and engaging symbols of Danish community; still, patriotic songs
cannot be judged solely on the back of lyrical qualities, and although they may
have been written based on personal experiences, this cannot be traced directly.
A true national anthem must be able to be sung by anyone, and it is essential that
the song’s “I” always appears as identical to the community’s “We.” Patriotic songs
of this kind are a unique means of group identification and agitation, because the
singing can be devoted to a particular space. Rhyme and rhythm, along with the
notion of being part of the community, help to create security in the singing, as well
as merging the consciousness into a unity that appears as truth.
With the rise of the Danish sense of identity in the early nineteenth century,
a need for patriotic songs arose. Until now, the repertoire for communal songs
throughout the eighteenth century had consisted largely of hymns and songs of
a narrative or lyrical nature. There was no need for other singable lyrics in the
public space, as no significant songs were sung except in churches, schools and
Copenhagen clubs. On 2 April 1801, the Battle of the Nest elicited many patriotic
expressions, and the first approaches to the creation of actual homeland songs were
also seen as lyrical. Numerous occasional poems were written, especially evocative
war songs based on the current battle, as well as tributes to the “lifelong peace.”
In the poems, notions of a patriotic community involving all the inhabitants of
the whole state were expressed; some of the texts were also translated into German.
The songs were used at memorial ceremonies or performed as solo songs from the
theater scene in patriotic performances; they could also be heard on the streets
for a short time. In the songs, two conceptual worlds met: the princely allegiance
emerging alongside the new civic virtue that was aimed at creating the best possible society for all citizens. The meeting between the two worlds was not without
problems, though, and none of the numerous patriotic tributes to the king and the
general state, which flourished in 1801, became sustainable patriotic songs.217
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terforsang.dk, 27–28. “I takt med opblomstringen af de nye nationalstater i løbet af 1800-tallet skulle folkelig
fællessang og fædrelandssange vise sig at blive et yderst virksomt middel til at understøtte udviklingen af en særlig
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In the 1820s, a mixed choir was formed as part of the University of Copenhagen
Student Union. All willing students could attend; however, the musical quality quickly
declined. On a tour with the city of Lund’s Studenter-Sangforeningen (Student-Song
Association) to Dyrehaven in 1839, the quality of the Danish choir attracted embarrassing
attention. The Swedish choir performed four-part choir singing under the leadership of
Jonas Otto Lindblad, while the Danish choir sang unison folksongs. A few weeks after the
poor performance in Dyrehaven, an initiative was taken to form a Danish student singing association to restore the lost honor. Thirty-three singers attended the first rehearsal,
and by 1840, 64 new singers were listed on the roll; the group appeared for the first time
publicly in Dyrehaven. The first actual concert was held in the Hotel d’Angleterre’s banquet hall later that same year.218
Later in the nineteenth century, even small towns could—and did—found and support ensembles comprised of both men and women. The seaside town of Kolding, with
Figure 39. Kolding Sangforening med fremmede a middling population, was among
gæster. (Kolding Singing Association with Foreign the first of the smaller towns to
Guests), photo by Ukendt, 1878.
create a singing society. (Figure 39)
Unlike their municipal ensembles,
the political undertones of the student singing societies were impossible to miss:
Behind these ideas, there was
the dream of a united Nordic people, a concept that was expressed
even more strongly in 1843, when
students from Copenhagen and
Lund went to Uppsala. These stu[Source: Kolding Stadsarkiv, No. B50512.]
dents envisioned a future Nordic
association that could promote common national interests.…In that same year, the
Skandinavisk Samfund (Scandinavian Society) was founded in Copenhagen with the
aim of promoting social and literary relations between the Scandinavian nations, but
it was such a clear political move that the Danish King Christian VIII prohibited it.
The students in Norway were initially skeptical of the political idea that the Nordic
countries should form a political association, since they considered Scandinavism to
be an attack on the freedom in the Norwegian Constitution that granted Norway to
Sweden. However, Norway still had strong cultural ties to Denmark, and the students
in Christiania (Oslo) had nothing against fraternization in a cultural sense. Thus, they
attended the 1845 gathering in Copenhagen, and from that experience their support
of Scandinavism, as well as their desire for fraternization grew as did cohabitation
blev skrevet talrige lejlighedsdigte, især opildnende krigssange udsprunget af den aktuelle kamp, men også hyldester
til den “livsalige Fred.” I digtene blev der udtrykt forestillinger om et patriotisk fællesskab mellem helstatens indbyggere, og nogle af teksterne blev også oversat til tysk. Sangene anvendtes ved mindehøjtideligheder eller blev fremført
som solosange fra teaterscenen i patriotiske forestillinger, og de kunne for en kort tid også høres på gaden. I sangene
mødtes to begrebsverdener, idet fyrstetroskaben fremstod side om side med den nye borgerdyd, der sigtede på at
skabe det bedst mulige samfund for alle borgere. Mødet mellem de to verdener var ikke uproblematisk, og ingen af de
talrige patriotiske hyldester til kongen og helstaten, der blomstrede frem i 1801, blev til holdbare fædrelandssange.”
218 “Studenter-Sangforeningen.” 2019. Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation. March 26, 2019. https://da.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Studenter-Sangforeningen.
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between nations.219
Since its establishment in 1839, the Studenter-Sangforeningen (Student-Song
Association) has been responsible for some of the best male choruses in Denmark. The
Studenter-Sangforeningen was established after inspiration from the student choir in
Lund (Sweden), and from the beginning it had the attention of the foremost Danish
composers and poets. Thus, one can hardly name a Danish composer from the 1800s
or 1900s who had not at some point been in contact with the choir, or written works
directly for the performance of the association.220
Henrik Rung traveled to Italy by way of Vienna to study in 1837. During his stay
there, he copied a number of great Renaissance works; after his return to Denmark,
he performed Palestrina’s Stabat Mater in Musikforeningen (Musical Society) in 1841.
Founded in 1836 with the purpose of extending and improving the understanding of
classical music, Niels W. Gade [became its conductor in 1850, and under his management, a number of masterpieces of choral music were given their first performances in
Denmark, among them Bach’s St. Matthew Passion in 1875.
In 1842, Rung arranged an ancient music concert in the Cathedral of Our Lady
in Copenhagen. The program included, among other works, Allegri’s Miserere; 3,000
people attended, but the concert was a failure: The music was not understood by the
audience. This was one of the reasons why Rung founded Cæciliaforeningen (Cecilia
Society) a few years later, in 1851, with the purpose of performing ancient Italian music.
The Cæciliaforeningen had a repertoire that stretched from the great choral works of
the Renaissance to Rung’s own time. Founded in Germany by Abbé Félicité Robert
de Lamennais, Cecilianism was a reform movement that, in the first half of the nineteenth century, worked for a church music whose inspiration was to be sought in the
Renaissance vocal polyphony.
Around the middle of the nineteenth century, choral ensembles, both in Danish
singing associations and in the German Liedertafeln, came to play a major role, and in
the late 1800s, popular folk singing took hold in the Danish-minded part of the population. Perhaps the abolition of the city musician privileges in 1858 also meant that the
interest among the bourgeoisie to practice music grew. In Aabenraa at this time, an
orchestra and two singing associations were set up.221
Copenhagen experienced strong population growth in the second half of the nineteenth century. Thousands of provincial residents moved to the capital to find work and
to begin a new life. As part of this development, an association way of life emerged that
sought to integrate the migrants into urban life in a positive way. In these associations,
219 Herresthal, 777.
220 “Stor nodesamling fra Studenter-Sangforeningen.” (Large Music Collection from the Student-Vocal Association).
Det Kongelige Bibliotek (The Royal Library). Accessed June 18, 2020. http://www5.kb.dk/da/nb/nyheder/mta/
breve2010/1007ssf.html. “Studenter-Sangforeningen har siden dens etablering i 1839 stået for noget af de ypperste
inden for mandskor i Danmark. Koret blev til efter inspiration af studenterkoret i Lund, og allerede fra begyndelsen
havde det de fremmeste danske komponisters og digteres bevågenhed. Man kan således dårligt nævne en dansk
komponist fra 1800- eller 1900-tallet, der ikke på et eller andet tidspunkt har været i kontakt med koret eller skrevet
værker direkte til opførelse af sangforeningen.”
221	Adriansen, Inge, Elsemarie Dam-Jensen, and Lennart S. Madsen, eds. 2011. “Musikliv i Sønderjylland” (Musical
Life in Southern Jutland). Sønderjylland A-Å. Aabenraa: Historisk Samfund for Sønderjylland. “Omkring midten af
1800-tallet kom korsangen, både i danske sangforeninger og tyske Liedertafeln til at spille en stor rolle, og i slutningen af 1800-tallet fik den folkelige fællessang tag i den dansksindede del af befolkningen. Måske betød ophævelsen
af stadsmusikantprivilegierne i 1858 også, at interessen blandt borgerskabet for at dyrke musik voksede. I Aabenraa
blev der på dette tidspunkt oprettet et harmoniorkester og to sangforeninger.”
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the rift between the provincial popular culture that most often drew the migrants—and
the more formal urban culture—could create a strong contrast. The labor movement was
organized into political parties and trade unions after 1850. Also, workers formed their
own organizations in sports and culture; an example is the working-class choir. As trade
unions came together in the Cooperative Trade Unions, the singing associations came
together in the Cooperative Copenhagen Workers’ Choir.
Inge Adriansen concludes her discussion about “Using Songs in Nation-building”
by stating that “A general feature of communal songs is that they almost always have
a theme taken from one of the four main areas: National sentiment, religion, politics
and eroticism. A song that monitors one of these areas and, at the same time, is almost
unremarkably capable of associating with one or more of the others, will have a great
impact and a great deal of viability.”
When the participants of the Constitutional Party in 1873 sang the final sentence,
standing on the Hermitage slope under Dannebrog with a view of the zoo’s newly
sprouted beech trees, they could experience a near-natural unity of fatherland, flag,
national day, national government—and the Lord himself, who has always assisted his
Danish people:
But then there is song in the forest,
high waves the red flag;
then there is a God above,
advocating for the cause of Denmark.222
So it was in Denmark that the creation of amateur choruses for men, women, students, workers, and immigrants helped to fashion the state of Denmark into an autonomous republic. While many of these choral ensembles did not see 1900, a few, such
as the Studenter-Sangforeningen and the YMCA chorus, were organizationally strong
enough and maintained a wide enough appeal to last well into the 20th century.

Sweden
During the nineteenth century in Sweden, a cappella singing was almost completely synonymous with the student choirs in Uppsala and Lund. What came to be the
backbone of the men’s choir a cappella movement for one hundred years to come was
created there during the relatively limited period from the beginning of the nineteenth
century until the 1850s.
The actual student song repertoire ranged from the heroically patriotic to the idyllic-lyrical spring song, and from romantic natural mysticism to Bacchanalian drinking songs. All in all, this corresponds to the function of the student choir: patriotic
marches, spring songs, serenades and celebrations. All this can be said to fall back on
a student romantic movement from the 1840s that expressed itself in the systematic
theme of the student choir. It included young students’ expectations of study, as well
222	Adriansen, 50. “Et generelt træk ved fællessange er, at de næsten altid har et tema hentet fra et af de fire hovedområder: Nationalfølelse, religion, politik og erotik. En sang, der besynger et af disse områder og samtidig næsten
umærkeligt formår at associere til et eller flere af de øvrige, vil have stor gennemslagskraft og levedygtighed.
“Da deltagerne i grundlovsfesten i 1873 sang slutstrofen, stående på Eremitagesletten under Dannebrog med
udblik til Dyrehavens nyudsprungne bøgetræer, kunne de opleve en næsten naturgroet enhed af fædreland, flag,
nationaldag, folkestyre—og Vorherre selv, der altid har stået sit danske folk bi:
“Men end er der sang i skoven, / højt bølger det røde flag; / end er der en Gud foroven, / der råder for Danmarks sag.”
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as older, bourgeois academics’ sentimental youthful memories.
One can see a number of extra-musical reasons for the later major impact of student singing in society. The student singers were inspired by an idealistic conception
of music, based on the academic educational ideal. Towards the end of the nineteenth
century, this was paired with an idea of superiority—characteristic of the turn of the
Great Swedish century. According to Rudolf Kjellén—conservative politician, chief
ideologue and himself a student singer—it was an unbeatable “triad” of students, singers and Swedes. The “two temples” they served were the “holiest of which are second
only to God’s own: the fatherland and the song.”
Jacob Axel Josephson—one of the central figures in the so-called Uppsala Circuit—
became director of music in Uppsala in 1849; after several trips abroad, (including studies in Leipzig) he came into contact with the “strict” sacred composition technique. In
the same year, he founded the Filharmoniska sällskapet (Philharmonic Society), from
which the chamber choir Lilla sällskapet (Little Society—six gentlemen, six women)
was formed. In 1854, he became the leader of the newly founded all-male choir
Sångsällskapet Orphei Drängar (Figure 40); he lectured in music history at the university, and also became the city’s cathedral organist in 1864.
Figure 40. left. Sångsällskapet Orphei Drängar, (Swedish male voice choir) on tour in Paris,
1867; right. Sångsällskapet Orphei Drängar, with conductor Hugo Alfvén, 1900.

[Source: “OD:s Historia.” n.d. Orphei Drängar. Accessed 2 August 2020. https://od.se/ods-historia/.]

Until the 1840s, the public position of student singing was strengthened in both the
cities of Uppsala and Lund; the highlight came with the Scandinavian student meetings
of the 1840s. In this context, the Lund students took the lead through a series of meetings with Copenhagen students, and through Otto Lindblad’s choral compositions;
from this time, the Trappmarschen (Staircase March) originated in Uppsala. It became
tradition to end all public concerts in the Carolina Hall by having the choir slowly
march down the echoing stairwell singing Haeffner’s Lejonriddarne (Lion Knight).
Student radicalism culminated in 1848. The naively cheerful declarations of the
student’s light-hearted mission were particularly underlined by the poet Johan Nybom,
who in 1848 provided the lyrics to Gunnar Wennerberg’s Så säga Sveriges studenter,
Trum-marsch (So Say Sweden’s Students, Drum-march) and Stå stark du ljusets riddarvakt (Stand Strong, You Guardian Knight of Light). During the first half of the
nineteenth century, a series of student songs were also written, painting the student
life in rosy colors. The genre’s veritable highlight came with Prince Gustaf’s Sjung om
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studentens lyckliga dag (Sing of the Student’s Joyous Day), where the cheerful and bright
perception of student life that dominated the middle of the century was expressed.223
In his book Vi sjunger aldrig på sista versen—den svenska kyrkokörens historia, (We
never sing the last verse—the history of the Swedish church choir), Ragnar Håkanson
writes that he believes Johann Christian Friedrich Hæffner was “the father of the
male choir movement” in Sweden. “With his German origin, Hæffner must have been
inspired by the male societies—Liedertafel—that had been formed in Germany at the
beginning of the nineteenth century. In the Liedertafel, singing in harmony, often
inspired by patriotic gestures of that time, was combined with the consumption of beer
or other strong drinks.
Not that the student singing groups were all beer and horseplay. In 1842, Carl
Johan Oscar Laurin wrote the first statutes of the Allmänna sången (The Public Singing
Society) in Uppsala, where one can read that the intention was to form a “long-lasting”
student choir that focused on the ‘Swedish National Songs, [as well as] the celebration
of the precious memories of each Swedish citizen…’ According to the statutes, membership cost 16 skilling banco. If you failed in rehearsal, you were fined eight skilling
banco. Similar punishments would be handed out if one was negligent with the association’s sheet music; however, it turned out that neither the fees nor the penalties were
ever claimed by the association.”
The hard work paid off: in 1867, the Uppsala choir traveled to the World Exhibition
in Paris. “This trip has been described as style-making and ‘the beginning of a new era
for the student choral movement.” With 99 Swedish men’s choir singers, mainly from
Uppsala, the choir from Uppsala and Lund took home the first prize, prix d ‘excellence
unique in a choral competition organized by the Paris Exposition. The journey home
223	Jonsson, Leif, Ann-Marie Nilsson, and Greger Andersson, eds. 1994. Musiken i Sverige. Vol. 3: “Den nationella identiteten
1810–1920.” Stockholm: Fischer, 272–75. “Körsången a cappella var under denna period nästan fullkomligt synonym
med studentsången i Uppsala och Lund. Vad som för hundra år framöver kom an utgöra stommen i manskörsången a
cappella tillkom här under den relativt begränsade perioden från början av 1800-talet och fram till och med 1850-talet.
“Den egentliga studentsångrepertoaren sträckte sig från det heroisktpatriotiska området till den idylliskt-lyriska vårsången och från romantisk naturmystik till backanaliskt-humoristisk dryckesvisa. Sammantaget korresponderar detta med studentsångens funktioner: patriotisk marsch, vårsång, serenad och fest. Allt detta kan sägas falla
tillbaka pa en studentromantisk våg från 1840-talet som yttrade sig i en systematisk tematisering av studentsången. Den inbegrep såväl unga studenters förväntningar på studendivet som äldre, förborgerligade akademikers
sentimentala ungdomsminnen.
“Man kan se en rad utommusikaliska orsaker till studentsångens senare stora genomslag i samhället. Studentsångarna var besjälade av en idealistisk musikuppfattning, grundad på det akademiska bildningsidealet. Detta
parades mot 1800-talets slut med en överlägsenhetstanke, karakteristisk för det storsvenska sekelskiftet. Enligt
Rudolf Kjellén—konservativ politiker och chefsideolog och själv studentsångare—rörde det sig om en oslagbar
»treklang» av studenter, sångare och svenskar. De »tvänne tempel» som de tjänade var de »heligaste som finnas
näst Guds eget: fosterlandets och sångens».
“Jacob Axel Josephson—en av de centrala gestalterna i den s.k. Uppsalakretsen—blev efter flera utlandsresor, då
han också i Rom kom i konakt med den »stränga» sakrala kompositionstekniken, och efter studier i Leipzig (för
Gade och Hauptmann), director musices i Uppsala år 1849. Samma år grundade han Filharmoniska sällskapet, ur
vilket kammarkören Lilla sällskapet (6 herrar, 6 damer) utkristalliserade sig. 1854 blev han ledare för det nygrundade sångsällskapet Orphei Drängar. Han föreläste också i musikhistoria vid universitetet och blev dessutom 1864
även stadens domkyrkoorganist.
“Fram till 1840-talet stärktes studentsångens offentliga ställning både i Uppsala och Lund. Höjdpunkten kom
med de studentskandinavistiska mötena på 1840-talet. Härvidlag gick Lundastudenterna i bräschen genom en
rad möten med Köpenhamns studenter och genom Otto Lindblads körtonsättningar. Från denna tid härstammar
också »Trapp-marschen» i Uppsala. Det blev tradition att avsluta alla offentliga konserter i Carolinasalen med att
kören långsamt tågade nedför det ekande trapphuset till Haeffners Lejonriddarne.
“Studentradikalismen kulminerade år 1848. De naivt glada deklarationerna om studentens ljusbringande mission underströks särskilt genom poeten Johan Nybom, som år 1848 svarade för lyriken till Gunnar Wennerbergs
Så säga Sveriges studenter, Trum-marsch och Stå stark du ljusets riddarvakt. Under 1800-talets första hälft skrevs
också en rad studentsånger som utmålade själva studentlivet i rosenröda färger. Genrens veritabla höjdpunkt kom
med prins Gustafs Sjung om studentens lyckliga dag, där den glada och ljusa studentuppfattning som behärskade
seklets mitt kom till uttryck.”
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after this win is reminiscent of the victory celebration when the sports heroes of our
time return to the homeland.”224 The Swedish men’s choir had its heyday until the First
World War. The mixed chorus, with greater tonal range and greater variation of the
tone color, became more common around the turn of the century.
Hakanson continues with a discussion of the other several types of choral ensembles:
Following the example of Germany, more or less closed musical societies are formed
in almost every Swedish city throughout the nineteenth century. Their main
purpose was to gather amateurs to perform both instrumental music and choral
singing. Under some knowledgeable and enthusiastic musician—perhaps a military
musician or organist in the church—one would practice larger works for choir and
orchestra. The musical societies are exclusively an urban phenomenon. Members
were recruited from high society—to which more and more people from a growing
urban middle class, a bourgeoisie—gained access. These included merchants, manufacturers, lawyers, civil servants and doctors.
The names of these associations could be Musikaliska sällskapet (Musical Society),
Harmoniska sällskapet (Harmonic Society) or Filharmoniska sällskapet (Philharmonic
Society). Names like Musikaliska övningssällskapet (Musical Practice Society) or
Sångsällskapet (Song Society) also appeared. The choirs often had more than 100
singers—both men and women. In these choirs, SATB, TTBB or SSAA music were
sung, according to the requirements set by the repertoire.225
In addition to student and municipal choral societies, the [Swedish] choral movement spread to trade associations, where it had three purposes: “The choir should
spread the association’s message and thus interest more [people] in the association; the
choir will also increase the level of well-being at the association’s meetings; and, last but
not least, it should contribute to the cultural refinement of the workers.”226 (Figure 41)
The Typographic Association Choir (1846) is usually listed as the first choir of
224	Håkanson, Ragnar. 2020. Vi som aldrig sjunger på sista versen. Den svenska kyrkokörens historia. Wessmans Musikförlag AB, Visby. “Med sitt tyska ursprung hade han säkert inspirerats av de manliga sällskap som i 1800-talets början
hade bildats i Tyskland under begreppet Liedertafel. På liedertafeln kombinerades stämsång, ofta inspirerade av
patriotiska rörelser i tiden, med intagandet av öl eller andra starka drycker.
“C.J.O. Laurin skriver 1842 de första stadgarna för Allmänna sången i Uppsala där man kan läsa att avsikten är
att man skall få en »varaktig« studentsång med fokus på de »Swenska National-Sångerna, [samt] firandet af de för
hvarje Swensk medborgare dyrbara Fosterländska Minnen…«. Enligt stadgarna kostade medlemskap 16 skilling
banco. Om man uteblev från körövning fick man böta 8 skillingar banco. Liknande straff skulle utmätas om man
var oaktsam om föreningens noter. Det visade sig dock att varken några avgifter eller straffavgifter någonsin krävdes in av föreningen.
“Denna resa har beskrivits som stilbildande och »inledningen på en ny tideräkning för studentsången«. Med 99
svenska manskörssångare, huvudsakligen från Uppsala tog den från Uppsala och Lund sammansatta kören hem
första pris, »prix d’excellence unique« i en av Parisutställningen anordnad körtävling. Hemresan efter denna seger
påminner om segeryran när vår tids idrottshjältar återvänder till fosterlandet.”
225	Hakanson. “Efter förebild från Tyskland bildas i så gott som varje svensk stad under hela 1800-talet mer eller
mindre slutna musikaliska sällskap. Deras huvudsakliga syfte var att samla amatörer för att musicera både instrumentalt och med körsång. Under någon kunnig och entusiastisk musiker, kanske regementsmusiker eller organist
i kyrkan skulle man öva in större verk för kör och orkester. De musikaliska sällskapen är uteslutande en urban
företeelse. Medlemmarna rekryterades inom societeten, en societet som allt fler från en växande urban medelklass,
ett borgerskap, fick tillträde till.
“Namnen på dessa sammanslutningar kunde vara »Musikaliska sällskapet«, »Harmoniska sällskapet« eller »Filharmoniska sällskapet«. Namn som »Musikaliska övningssällskapet« eller »Sångsällskapet« förekom också. Sällskapens körer hade ofta över 100 sångare, både män och kvinnor. I dessa körer sjöngs blandad kör, manskör eller
damkör, alltefter de krav som repertoaren ställde.”
226 Håkason. “Kören skall sprida föreningens budskap och därmed intressera fler för föreningen. Kören skall dessutom öka trevnaden vid föreningens möten och sist men inte minst bidra till kulturellt förädlande hos arbetarna”
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the labor movement; thus, it is probably also the first popular movement-affiliated choir. The typographic association was a professional association, i.e. not
a trade union, in the classical sense. The purpose of the association was to care
for “the lower-paid workers.” Bohman describes the typographers as a “manual
labor worker’s aristocracy.” The first wage revision sponsored by the association
happened almost 30 years after its founding. Caring for the workers is already
mentioned as early as the second paragraph of the first statutes; association
members did so by devoting themselves to cultural activities, including reading
and singing. It is not explicitly stated that singing meant choral singing, but it is
stated in §10 that it concerned singing practice, which should mean that choirs
were formed. The Annual Report from 1869 confirms how important the choir was
considered, as it is listed as one of the necessary prerequisites for the formation of the
association. In the 80-year report you can read: “…the chorus [was] the center, around
which the whole association revolved […], the Typographic Association’s singing choir
eventually worked up to become the foremost worker singing choir in the country.”
The statutes also stipulated that the singing practice should be done by a paid
choral conductor. Furthermore, it is stated that the typographic association would
promote sobriety; for this, choral singing was considered to be an effective means.227
There were also choirs dedicated to promoting the virtues of sobriety. In a country
where drinking was part and parcel of daily life—even among children—alcoholism
was a gigantic public health problem. A statement from 1829 declares that each Swede
consumed 46 liters of spirits per individual annually. In 1837, the Swedish sober society
was formed; it had 95,000 members within ten years. There were also “revival choirs,”
whose aim was to promote the State church, although these ensembles were viewed
suspiciously by the Orthodox:
After all, the choral ensembles have, since the beginning of the century, represented
an activity held in the salons of the society and in the student world—worlds that
for many of the revival movements’ environments represented something foreign.
Hans Bernskiöld mentions in his dissertation “Sing by Heart Sing” (1986) that choir
singers might hear that it was sinful to sing in group; plus, “the devil smiles when
each music director is hired.” In Västra Ämtervik in Värmland, the choir was cancelled
because it was considered prideful to sing in groups. In Norrköping, the first choir in
the Evangelical Mission was disdainfully called the “theater company.” In Bethlehem
Church in Gothenburg, board decisions were required for the choir to perform. The
choral anthem in many places was considered to “supplant” the sung Psalm [during
227  Håkason. “Typografiska föreningens kör från 1846 brukar anges som arbetarrörelsens första kör. Därmed är den förmodligen också den första folkrörelseanknutna kören. Typografiska föreningen var en yrkesförening, alltså inte en
fackförening i klassisk mening. Föreningens syfte var att måna om »de lägre ställda arbetarna«. Bohman beskriver typograferna som en »hantverksmässig arbetararistokrati«. Den första lönerörelse som föreningen driver sker nästan 30 år
efter grundandet. Omsorgen om arbetarna skulle utövas genom att man ägnade sig åt kulturell verksamhet där läsning
och sång nämns redan i den andra paragrafen i de första stadgarna. Det står inte uttryckligen att sång betydde körsång,
men det framkommer i § 10 att det rörde sig om övning i sång, vilket torde betyda att man bildade en kör. Årsberättelsen
från 1869 bekräftar hur viktig sångkören ansågs, då den räknas upp som en av de nödvändiga förutsättningarna för
föreningens bildande. I 80-årsskriften kan man läsa:
“…sångkören [var] det centrum, kring vilket hela föreningen rörde sig […] arbetade sig Typografiska föreningens
sångkör så småningom upp till att bliva den förnämsta arbetaresångkören i landet.
“Stadgarna stipulerade också att sångövningen skulle skötas av en avlönad sånglärare. Vidare stadgas att typografiska föreningen skulle verka för nykterhet. För detta ansågs körsång vara ett verksamt medel.”
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church services]. Performing more complicated compositions, e.g. by J. S. Bach, was
unthinkable, since that was considered “high church.” Choral concerts were not
permitted in many congregations. Even the designation “Concert” was considered
presumptuous; rather, the choir could then organize “singing events” instead.228
The main difference between the choral movement in Scandinavia and in Europe is
the growth of student choirs. There were men’s choral ensembles, to be sure; however, the preponderance of collegiate singing ensembles added a layer of civic pride and
protest that did not exist either in the United Kingdom or mainland Europe. In many
respects, though, it was this tradition that made the greatest impact in the United States;
for, although there was a robust choral movement for male workers—and eventually
women—twenty-first century America has but a few male working class singing groups.
On the other hand, the style and technique of choral singing that dominates most
colleges and universities is a direct outgrowth of the Scandinavian tradition, because
in 1901, the Norwegian conductor F. Melius Christiansen was recruited by St. Olaf
College to join its faculty. For the next 30 years, Christiansen led the St. Olaf Choir,
striving for perfect intonation, warmth of blend, crisp diction and lilting phrasing.
Christiansen, along with his sons Olaf, who succeeded him at St. Olaf) and Paul, who
built the choral tradition at Concordia College), established a standard for choral performance that still exists today—both in the United States and around the globe.

O

ne factor common to all the Scandinavian countries is the involvement and leadership of university students. In each nation, students established choral ensembles
that had multiple purposes. The singing was important, of course, and unlike Europe
and North America, Scandinavian SATB groups were prevalent even before 1850. Just as
important, perhaps, was their bald political agenda. In the nineteenth-century, Finland
and Norway were ruled by monarchs who traded them to other monarchs after uprisings or for some other political advantage.
As a result, restless, dissatisfied university students banded together and practiced
civil disobedience; initially, the kings ignored them, not believing they could possibly
imperil their reign. But, as decades passed and the movement grew, the royals became
more and more apprehensive; as a preventive measure, they banned these singing
societies from giving public performances on certain national holidays, along with any
event where their presence—and performance—might foment rebellion. Being college
students, of course, they frequently defied such bans.
At the time, some students hoped to create a common Scandinavian identity that
superseded the national identities of the four countries: Norway, Finland, Denmark and
Sweden; for whatever reason, however, that goal was never realized. There were also
arguments about languages, for during the 1800s Danes spoke German, not Danish,

228	Håkason. “Körsången representerade ju dessutom sedan seklets början en verksamhet i societetens salonger och
inom studentvärlden, världar som för många av väckelserörelsernas miljöer representerade något främmande. Hans
Bernskiöld nämner i sin avhandling »Sjung av hjärtat sjung« (1986) att körsångare kunde få höra att det var syndigt att
sjunga i stämmor och »för varje musikdirektör som anställts ler djävulen«. I Västra Ämtervik i Värmland lades kören
ner på grund av att det ansågs högmodigt att sjunga i stämmor. I Norrköping kallades den första kören i missionsförsamlingen lite föraktfullt för »teatersällskapet«. I Betlehemskyrkan i Göteborg krävdes styrelsebeslut för att kören
skulle få uppträda. Körsången ansåg på många håll »uttränga« psalmsången. Att sjunga mer komplicerade körsatser
t.Example av J.S. Bach var otänkbart, det ansågs för »högkyrkligt«. Körkonserter var i flera församlingar inte accepterat. Beteckningen »Konsert« ansågs förmäten. Kören kunde då istället arrangera »sångtillställningar«.”
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and Finns spoke Russian, not Finnish. Since competitions for new choral literature were
sometimes taken hostage by the competing demands, organizers insisted that the lyrics
represent the physical location of the country—not a royal decree.
Scandinavians are a hearty lot; to make one’s way to a rehearsal after a long work day
requires enough fortitude to face biting cold and blinding snowstorms. So, one hundred
years before African-Americans sang spirituals in public protest of the white hegemony,
students in the four Nordic countries also sang traditional folksongs—sometimes in
unison, sometimes in parts—to make their grievances heard, and also to contribute to
the widespread dissatisfaction of their political lives. Even though a few decades were
needed, all four countries eventually became self-governing; and, there is still a thriving
choral tradition in all four of them.

X. SUMMATION

S

tepping back considerably, it is easy to grasp what a large geographic area this
chapter comprises. Mainstream Europe and Great Britain were long-established
with stable populations and economies; the United States and Canada, as well as the
four Scandinavian countries, on the other hand, experienced rapid growth and political
upheavals, with uneven societal effects. Notwithstanding that superficial difference,
however, one can easily surmise that the first thread that was eventually woven into
what became a large and polychromatic tapestry was spun in Germany.
In Great Britain, the all-male singing societies retained the name Liedertafel, whereas in France they became Orphéon, which morphed into the Spanish Orféon, and the
Portuguese Orfeão; German immigrants brought their Liedertafel with them to the New
World, where many changed the name to Mænnerchor. Whatever the name, singing
societies—for any combination of voice parts—flowed North and West from Germany
along the trade and immigration routes. And, of course, there were singing societies in
Eastern Europe, Russia, South America and Australia/New Zealand.
Choirs were formed for many reasons. In Austria, the first Liedertafel was founded
so that men could gather together to make music and perform for each other; initially
public concerts were eschewed in favor of more elitist private affairs. The Swedish choir
Orphei Drängars was created because of a cholera epidemic; the city of Uppsala was
isolated due to the risk of infection, so some students gathered in a party room on the
public square to alleviate their boredom with song and music—and presumably beer.
Extreme competitiveness brought on by acute masculinity and a desire to be with their
fellows, led to the creation of singing societies in Wales; mine owners underwrote these
choral organizations with an unspoken objective to limit drunkenness and womanizing;
not surprisingly, they failed at both. In the United States, to reduce their homesickness,
establish friendships and look for potential brides, German immigrants recreated singing
societies from the old country.
The concept of all-male choirs—with their various names, organizational structures,
and repertoire—migrated from Germany and Austria to Great Britain, then found its
way to the remainder of Europe and Scandinavia. In the second half of the nineteenth
century, men destined for the New World boarded seafaring vessels, taking with them
their memories of a Liedertafeln or Orphéon (and possibly with copies of music they’d
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already sung); once these men—single or married—reached their destination, they
undoubtedly met other men with similar ethnic backgrounds, languages and dreams;
and, once a critical mass of singers was identified, it was only a matter of time before a
new singing society was formed.
New repertoire was composed regularly by such luminaries as Mendelssohn, Schubert,
Schumann, Wagner, and even Liszt—to name but a few; lesser-known composers, though,
created even more repertoire: challenging yet not overly demanding, with repeated sections, and restricted tessituras; furthermore, conductors in Switzerland and Ireland—and
eventually almost every other country—commissioned arrangements of traditional folk
songs for their own choirs to perform. Still, it’s important to remember that the earliest
TTBB choirs sang monophonic melodies that were easier for their singers to learn. While
not every choral society was lucky enough to have music with lyrics by Goethe, as happened in Berlin, it was common enough for a chorus to supply texts to the composers of
new pieces they commissioned.
It’s easy enough to contrast the timbre of a nineteenth-century oboe to a modern
one, since period instruments exist and fine copies are easily available; that being said,
it’s impossible to know with any certainty how a nineteenth-century choral ensemble—
TTBB, SATB, SSAA, or treble—actually sounded. Numerous nineteenth-century written
sources state, for instance, that vibrato was anathema to vocal and instrumental performance; sound recordings from the early twentieth century support that claim; and,
we all know that choirs that sing without vibrato have better intonation and produce
a more pleasant, blended sound. That being said, I myself wonder if 50 Welsh miners,
recently from the pub, would use such vocal restraint, or just let her rip; in the end,
amateur singers sing as they are taught. When everything is said and done, all any of us
can do is to read the contemporaneous sources, then use their observations to make a
good-faith attempt to recreate Romantic music as the composer expected to hear it.
No one can ask more.
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Nineteenth-Century Choral Methods
In this little work, I undertake to teach a part of the art that is very neglected, one could
say ignored. What I have proposed to myself is to call the attention of school leaders,
music directors and chapel masters to the need to perfect the performance of music in
the vocal ensembles, and to indicate to them the procedures that can lead to this goal.
For that, it was necessary to formulate these procedures according to a multitude of
delicate observations, born of a rather active musical sensitivity, of long experience, and
of a lot of reflection. I am far from believing this work as good as it should be, for the
material is new, and imperfection is inseparable from a first attempt; but, such as it is,
I hope that it will be useful, and that it will make, in time, some progress in the art of
rendering the inspirations of the composers of genius.229

A nineteenth-century choir of American men and women being put through their paces by a rather terrifying looking choir-master. [Source: Farm Festivals by Will Carleton. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1881.]
229 Fétis, François-Joseph. 1836. Traité du Chant en Choeur Rédigé pour l’Usage des Directeurs d’Écoles. Paris: Chez Maurice Schlesinger, i. “J’entreprends dans ce petit ouvrage d’enseigner une partie de l’art fort négligée, on pourrait
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What exactly is a “Choral Method”? A simple Internet search uncovers books with
titles such as:
1. Choral Music: Methods and Materials.
2. Praktischen Chorgesangschule.
3. Essential Musicianship: A Compre
hensive Choral Method: Voice, Theory,
Sight-Reading, Performance.
4. Things They Never Taught You in
Choral Methods: A Choral Director’s
Handbook.
5. Lehrgang für den praktischen Gesang
unterricht.

6. Traité du chant en choeur.
7. Evoking Sound: Choral Warm-up
Method, Procedures, Planning and
Core Vocal Exercises.
8. Le Chant Choral Méthode Morceaux
Choisis.
9. Art & Science in the Choral Rehearsal.
10. Vocal and Choral Techniques.
11. Ecole chorale contenant la grammaire
musicale.

Before the nineteenth century, none of those books or treatises—or anything like
them—existed; in fact, they were most likely not even needed. While there were
church and collegiate choirs in the decades leading up to 1800, amateur choral ensembles did not appear in Leipzig and Berlin until the late eighteenth century. The movement grew rapidly, and treatises—authored by directors, conductors, pedagogues, and
church musicians—quickly appeared; the goal of these texts was to teach men how to
read music while simultaneously molding the entire bunch into a single choral entity.
Part of the movement’s philosophy was to promote musical literacy so that rote
learning could be avoided; accordingly, almost every book produced for choral ensembles started with graded exercises meant to teach singers the structure and meaning
of musical notation. Some texts were solely meant to teach music; others contained
only two- to four-voice choral exercises that could double as concert repertoire; most,
however, had at least one dozen chapters designed to teach musical literacy; with choral exercises were placed after the exercises.
As the nineteenth century progressed, choral treatises kept pace: sophisticated
content eased the path to music literacy for men and women who may never have even
seen a composition. Most were destined to be sold to individuals, though a few were
printed by subscription; exercises varied by region and appeared in every language—
though German and French were most common. Choral repertoire and musical literacy were meant to be studied laterally; most authors recognized the need for choral
works that were suitable for secular performances; hence, many of the exercises in the
second part of the treatise could be sung onstage.
Almost every method contained more than 200 pages; some exceeded 300. They
were comprehensive and contained detailed explanations of concepts such as notes,
rhythm, meter, duration, etc. that were accompanied by a musical example; more than
mente dire ignorée, Il existe sans doute en Allemagne des écoles où l’onmet en pratique quelques uns (les préceptes
exposes dans ce livre, mais personne que je sache, n’a indiqué jusqu’ici les bases d’une méthode rationelle pour
l’enseignement des Choeurs.
“Ce que je me suis proposé, c’est d’appeler l’attention des chefs d’ecole, des directeurs de musique et des maîtres
de chapelle, sur la nécessite de perfectionner l’exécution de la musique dans les masses vocales, et de leur indiquer les procédés qui peuvent conduire à ce but. Il était nécessaire pour cela de formuler ces procédés d’après
une multitude d’observations délicates, nées d’une sensibilité musicale assez active, dune longue expérience, et de
beaucoup de réflexions. Je suis loin de croire cet ouvrage aussi bonqu’il faudrait qu’il fut, car la matière est neuve,
et l’imperfection est inséparable d’un premier essai; mais, tel qu’il est, j’espère qu’il sera utile, et qu’il fera faire, avec
le temps,quelques progrès a l’art de rendre les inspirations des Compositeurs de génie.”
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a few such texts also contained performance indications such as dynamics, articulation, and tempo—some even had ornamentation.
Authors recognized that both singers and conductors needed training. One writer
devoted an entire book to choral conducting, which was only being recognized as a
distinct profession; modern conductors forget that music conservatories did not teach
conducting until later in the nineteenth century. In some choral treatises written for the
amateur choral movement, basic beat patterns were discussed and illustrated. Twentyfirst century musicians take for granted textbooks, conducting classes and mentors;
yet, in the early eighteenth century, conducting textbooks and classes either did not
exist or were too difficult to obtain; the men who dared to stand before a group of
singers and, week by week, teach them how to read music, how to sing as individuals,
and, ultimately how to sing as one ensemble—were exceedingly brave.
Because these community-based choral ensembles did not exist before 1791, there
were no models for a would-be conductor. Since only the most affluent churches
hired singers and a dedicated conductor to lead them, the organist was also the director; beating time from the keyboard, he would try to simultaneously listen and cue
entrances while playing the organ and turning pages; indeed, the poor guy might have
had to sing the tenor or bass part as well—and, if required, sing alto.
It is not unfair to suggest that the intrepid directors of amateur choruses made it
up as they went along. The entire amateur choral movement was experimental: from
seating the chorus to finding appropriate repertoire to fashioning rules regarding
membership to purchasing (or creating) printed materials to use during rehearsals—
all of it was novel; trial and error was indispensable. In an era when communicating
between cities (or nations) might require many weeks—or months, the director of the
new Liedertafel in Leipzig could not simply phone or email his colleague in Berlin and
blow off some steam. Solving problems required imagination, inventiveness, a willingness to accept suggestions, humility and, perhaps most important of all—patience.
The dissemination of pedagogical ideas and publications more or less mirrored the
map of cities where Liedertafel, Orphéon, or Männergesang were founded. During the
nineteenth century, music typesetting was still cumbersome, meaning methods or
collections of literature were expensive; for instance, one treatise that was published
by subscription counted among its subscribers more than 100 individuals and organizations. Nevertheless, choral methods were authored and edited, type was set and
music examples were created. Ultimately, if singers didn’t purchase the printed books,
printing would have stopped: publishers do not print books that do not sell.
It is no accident that this chapter begins with three men who were not conductors.
Through friendships and a kind of “six degrees of separation,” these pioneers created
the initial framework that was used by many communities of men (and much later—
women) to organize, advertise, legalize, and mobilize the individual singers into one
performing organism—one that provided education, socialization, self-improvement,
and the opportunity to perform. And, of course, maybe even a little matchmaking.
Once a singer stood in formation on a concert stage and experienced the pleasure of
hearing concertgoers energetically applaud him, he might reflect on all the challenges
he faced—and overcame—each Monday or Tuesday or Thursday evening; then he
probably smiled broadly, bowed, and set out for the tavern with his compatriots. There,
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fueled by pride, satisfaction, and beer, he and his brothers might have sung an encore,
as they looked forward to the next rehearsal. Chances are, depending on where that
man lived and the years during which he participated, he read from a choral method
authored by one of the persons that follow.

I. 	HANS GEORG NÄGELI
MICHAEL TRAUGOTT PFEIFFER
JOHANN HEINRICH PESTALOZZI
Figures 42–44. left. Engraving of Hans Georg Nägeli by Hans Jacob Oeri, after sculpture by Johann-Martin Esslinger, 1838; center. Drawing of Michael Traugott Pfeiffer, unattributed, 1832;
right. Mezzotint of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi by Hans Jacob, published by Heinrich Gräff,
Leipzig, 1806.

[Source: left. Source: Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Musique, Est.NägeliH.G.002; center. Wälti, Beat.
n.d. “Vereinsgeschichte: Die Anfänge.” Chor Und Orchester Musikverein Lenzburg. Accessed August 30, 2020. https://www.
mv-lenzburg.ch/verein; right. Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek, PORT _00001868_01.]

Hans Georg Nägeli (Figure 42) was born in 1773 in the Wetzikon District of Zürich;
he grew up as the youngest of four sons of the pastor and musician Hans Jakob Nägeli
and sang as a boy in the Singgesellschaft Wetzikon (Singing Society of Wetzikon), an
important source of inspiration for his later work. In 1791, he founded a music shop
and lending library in Zurich, to which he eventually added a music publisher. In 1805,
he started an elementary choir school with the Zürcherischen Singinstituts (Zurich
Singing Institute), from which the world’s first men’s choir emerged in 1810; furthermore, he became a staunch supporter of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi. Nägeli produced
a gigantic corpus of pedagogical vocal music—fueled by the desire to educate people
through music; these activities made him one of the founders— and chief supporters—of choral music in German-speaking Switzerland. He composed the necessary
vocal literature and published a large part of it himself; moreover, he authored and
published books devoted to theoretical and pedagogical fundamentals; and, together
with Michael Traugott Pfeiffer, the two created the multi-volume Gesangbildungslehre
nach Pestalozzischen Grundsätzen (Vocal Education Teaching According to Pestalozzian
Principles) in three editions: 1810, 1821, and 1832.
In addition to numerous smaller contributions, his Vorlesungen über Musik mit
Berücksichtigung der Dilettanten (Lectures on Music with Consideration of Amateurs)—
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a work on the philosophy and history of music—is exceedingly important; the educated and well-read Nägeli knew and corresponded with important contemporaries;
in addition to Pestalozzi, there were Zelter, Beethoven, Schubert and Mendelssohn.
Nägeli died in Zurich in 1836; his grave is in the Hohe Promenade private cemetery.
Michael Traugott Pfeiffer (Figure 43), pedagogue and poet, was born on 5 November
1771 in Wilfershausen (Burghausen near Sulzfeld in Grabfeld in Bavaria); he was the son
of a teacher and church music director, and studied with Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi.
As a young man, Pfeiffer became head of the district administrative office in 1800; later,
he became the first secretary to the Solothurn governor. In 1803, after being fired from
his job at a law firm, he attended a teacher training course with Pestalozzi in Burgdorf;
afterwards, Pfeiffer taught vocal music at a private school using Pestalozzi’s methods.
The clerically influenced government, hostile to experimentation, forbade his methods. During this time, Pfeiffer worked on the Gesangbildungslehre nach Pestalozzischen
Grundsätzen.
Eventually, Pfeiffer looked for a new sphere of activity. The liberal city of Aargau—
especially open to novel educational ideas—came to his attention. Pfeiffer was familiar
with the town of Lenzburg, where there was an opening for a teacher; Pestalozzi was in
contact with some families there. At the end of 1804, Pfeiffer was hired for the position
in Lenzburg, where a request made to the municipal council to build an educational
institution in Lenzburg was granted.
Johann Hünerwadel, pastor and school superintendent, was also responsible for
overseeing the public and private schools in the city of Lenzburg; happily, Pfeiffer
found in him a friend and supporter. After some time, the municipal council of
Lenzburg confidently turned to Pfeiffer to set up another school for youth who had
completed the upper municipal school, which was next to Pfeiffer’s private institute.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, Lenzburg had about 1,200 inhabitants
who were mainly involved in agriculture, trade and commerce; the school system was
in dire straits, as elsewhere, and the cultivation of the fine arts was idle. All this suddenly changed, though, when Pfeiffer introduced music education. In a short time, he
made considerable progress. For the youth festival, previously called Solennität (School
Festival), he often compiled songs that were composed by himself or by his Zurich
friend Nägeli. The two set out to produce a book based upon Pestalozzi’s pedagogical
ideas that were to be transferred to music lessons.
In 1810, Pestalozzi’s Gesangsbildungslehre nach Pestalozzischen Grundsätzen pädagogisch begründet von Michael Traugott Pfeiffer, methodisch bearbeitet von Hans Georg
Nägeli (Vocal Training According to Pestalozzian Principles, Pedagogically Founded by
Michael Traugott Pfeiffer, Methodically Elaborated by Hans Georg Nägeli) was issued.
From the new method: “The invention of a method based on Pestalozzian principles is nothing other than a discovery of the simple, true educational laws of human
nature and a corresponding organization of the educational material for the purposes
of schooling and enrichment.”230 The next step was the creation of a teacher training
center in Lenzburg with Pfeiffer as its first director. In 1808, 44 musical confederates
230 Attenhofer, Edward. 1953. “Michael Traugott Pfeiffer: 1771–1849.” Argovia: Jahresschrift Der Historischen Gesellschaft
Des Kantons Aargau. “Die Erfindung einer Methode nach Pestalozzischen Grundsätzen ist nichts anderes als ein
Herausfinden der einfachen, wahren Bildungsgesetze der menschlichen Natur und eine diesen angemessene Ordnung des Bildungsstoffes zu den Zwecken der Beschulung und Befruchtung.”
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from ten districts founded the Schweizerische Gesellschaft der Erziehung (Swiss Society
for Education) and elected Pestalozzi president for life. Pfeiffer became a professor at
the seminar in Aarau, which was later moved to Wettingen, where he died on May 20,
1849.
Born in Zurich in 1746, Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (Figure 44) is considered one of
the most important figure in pedagogy; he was also a pioneer of general education for
people of all ages. His maxim of the harmonious education of the growing person—
head, heart and hand—is largely undisputed; it still shapes the educational plans and
teaching practices of many schools today. In the Nachforschungen (Inquiries) of 1797,
Pestalozzi also formulated the triad of dispositions, society and self-motivation in a
classic way: “So I am a work of nature. A work of my species. And a work of my Self.”231
Pestalozzi attended elementary and Latin school from 1751 to 1765; he first studied
theology, then jurisprudence at the Collegium Carolinum in Zurich, where he was
influenced by author, academic, critic and poet, Johann Jakob Bodmer.
In September 1769, Pestalozzi married Anna Schulthess in Gebenstorf; in 1770,
their son Hans Jakob (called Jakobli) was born. Jakobli was named after Jean-Jacques
Rousseau, whose advice on the natural education of children known as “Enlightenment
Pedagogy” from Rousseau’s book Emile—Pestalozzi applied point by point to his Jakobli;
this misguided attempt at ideal child-rearing failed tragically. The diary that Pestalozzi
left about his son’s upbringing is considered a harrowing account of a serious misinterpretation of Rousseau’s hypothetical pedagogy. The upbringing, the uncertain external
living conditions, and growing up among neglected children caused Jakobli’s life to be
filled with stress, insecurity and constant feelings of inadequacy.
In 1801, Pestalozzi published his most systematic work, Wie Gertrud ihre Kinder lehrt
(How Gertrude Teaches Her Children)—a critique of conventional schooling and a
prescription for educational reform. He rejected corporal punishment, rote memorization, and bookishness; rather, he envisioned schools that graduated individuals who
were well-rounded intellectually, morally, and physically. His method rested on two
major premises: 1. children need an emotionally secure environment to learn successfully; and 2. instruction should follow the generalized process of human conceptualization that begins with sensation. In 1804, Pestalozzi relocated his institute to Yverdon,
where he worked until 1825. He died on 17 February 1827 and was buried at Neuhof,
site of his first school.
The life-work of Pestalozzi, Nägeli and Pfeiffer led directly to the amateur choral
movement that began in 1805 and eventually took root all around the globe. Perhaps the
reason why almost every choral method from the nineteenth century begins with simple
musical exercises is to avoid rote learning; another reason was surely to give the men,
who might have never even see music on paper, a fighting chance to learn. After all, in
the first half of the nineteenth century, many of the men who participated in Liedertafel
or Orphéon or Männergesang might have been functionally illiterate; hence, we should
not be surprised to see exercises like this from Gesangbildungslehre nach Pestalozzischen
Grundsätzen (Singing Education According to Pestalozzic Principles) (Example 4):

231

“Der Segen Der Welt Ist Gebildete Menschlichkeit.” 2018. Heinrich Pestalozzi. Verein. December 12, 2018. http://
www.heinrich-pestalozzi.de/. “Also bin ich ein Werk der Natur. Ein Werk meines Geschlechts. Und ein Werk meiner Selbst.”
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ex. 2222. Ex. 35. Rhythm and Rests.
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35. Rhythm
and Rests.
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16.
Erste Hauptabtheilung
Vollständigen
und Ausführlichen Gesangschule mit drey Beylagen Ein- Zwey- und Dreystimmiger
Gesänge. Zürich: H. G. Nägeli, 16.

Nägeli and Pfeiffer instruct the teacher to go through these rhythmic exercises
slowly, until the student has “fastened onto the exercise;” next he says to use the
remainder of the singing lesson to teach the student several tempos, but not faster than
the director is satisfied with the pronunciation of the “La.”232 The authors are careful
not to overwhelm the students (or men, since their books were primarily intended for
TTBB choirs), introducing a new concept only after the exercise has been mastered;
furthermore, they model each exercise on the one before it, so that the singers can
methodically build a vocabulary of musical terms/concepts.
Nägeli and Pfeiffer introduce Solfège, along with a kind of musical notation that is
supposed to make reading music easier; the numbers refer to the scale degree, which
allows for instant—and easy—transposition. “Here the names of the sharpened notes
are made just as clear and explained in the same way as the names of the flattened
notes. So the table looks like this:”233 (Example 5)
ex. 2222.5.Ex.
44.Names.
Note Names.
Example
Note
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Source: Nägeli,
Hans Georg, and Michael Traugott Pfeiffer. 1810. Gesangbildungslehre nach Pestalozzischen Grundsätzen:
[Source:
NAG, 63.]
Erste Hauptabtheilung der Vollständigen und Ausführlichen Gesangschule mit drey Beylagen Ein- Zwey- und Dreystimmiger
Gesänge. Zürich: H. G. Nägeli, 63.

Needless to say, the method continues with exercises for the fundamentals needed
to read music. Eventually, there are two- and three-voice exercises written by Nägeli.
Here is a two-voice example that would have certainly been a challenge (Example 6):

Example 6. XVII. Die Grille. (A Cricket.)

#### 9 œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ .
R
R
R
R
&
16
R
R
R
R J
Zir - pe, lie - be klei - ne Sän - ge - rin
der Hai - ne, zir - pe nur
in Ruh!
r
r
r j
#### 9
r
r
r
&
16 œ œ œR œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œR œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ .
# # # # œ œ œ œ œ œR œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œR œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
232&These rhythms are
R not unlike the call-and-response
R
Rhand clapping warm-ups
R used by many
R directors
R beforeRrehearsal begins.
Allegro di molto.

Neumann.

##
œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ
r
r
r
& # # œ œ œR œ R œ R œ œ œR œ R œ R œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ

233 Nägeli, Hans
and nicht
Michael
Pfeiffer.
wol -Georg,
len dich
stö Traugott
- ren,
laß
dein1810.
LiedGesangbildungslehre
- chen hö - ren! nach
sing’ Pestalozzischen
nur im - merGrundsätzen:
zu,
nur
Erste Hauptabtheilung der Vollständigen und Ausführlichen Gesangschule mit drey Beylagen Ein- Zwey- und Dreystimmiger Gesänge, 63. Zürich: H. G. Nägeli. “Hier werden nun die Benennungen der erhöhten Tone eben so anschaulich gemacht, und auf gleiche Meise erklärt, wie §. 42 die Benennungen der erniedrigten. Demnach sieht die
Tabelle so aus:”

# # œ œ œ œ œ œ œ.
& ##
R
R J
im

-

mer,

im

-

mer

zu.
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16 œ œ œR œ œ œ œ œ
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# # # # œ œ œ œ œ œR œ œ œ
&
R
R
Zir

####
œ œ œR
&
## œ œ
& ##

-

pe, lie

&

nicht
nicht stö
stö -- ren,
ren,

r
r
œ œ œ œ œ œ

im
im

--

r Sän - ge - rin derr Hai œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
R
œ
œ œ œR œ œ R œ œ œR

be klei - ne
ne

Sän

-

ge - rin

in Ruh!
r zir - per nur
r j
œ
œ œœœ œœ œ.

der Hai - ne,
ne,

zir

-

pe nur

mer,
mer,

im
im

--

mer
mer

laß
laß

dein
dein Lied
Lied -- chen
chen hö
hö -- ren!
ren!

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
R
R
R
sing’
sing’

nur
nur im
im -- mer
mer zu,
zu,

nur
nur

j
œ.

zu.
zu.

Chirp, dear little singer of the groves, just chirp in peace! don’t want to bother you,
let your little song be heard! Keep on singing, keep on, keep on and on.
[Source: NAG, 9.]

In 1817, a new volume was issued that included four-voice part songs by Nägeli.
They are all TTBB, meant for the Liedertafeln in Germany at the time. Nägeli pushed
ahead in order to challenge the men who had some prior music instruction and were
ready for more of a challenge. (Example 7)
Example 7. XIII. Bundesgruß. (Federal Salute.)

#
V 43 Œ Œ Œ œ

Œ œ

‰ j
Œ
œ œœœ
Was paßt,
was paßt,
das muß sich rün - den,
sich rün - den,
p
œ œ.
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
? # 43 Œ Œ Œ
œ
Œ
‰ Jœ œ œ œ Œ
J
p
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
.
? # 43 œ œ Œ Œ Œ Œ
œ
‰ Jœ œ œ œ Œ
J
p
Was paßt,
j œ
? # 43
jœ
œ
Œ
Œ
‰
Œ
Œ
œ
.
œ
œ
œ
œ œ
œ
œ p
œ Œ
Soli.
# Tutti.
j
j
j
Œ
‰
j
∑
‰
‰
.
V
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ #œ œ œ œ #œ œ Œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
P
P
was sich ver - steht, was sich ver - steht, sich fin - den, sich fin - den,
œ œ œ ˙ œ œ œ œ œ œ
?#
‰J
Œ
∑
Œ ‰ œJ œ œ œ ‰ J
P
P
œ
.
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ
œ œ œ œ œ ‰ œJ œ œ œ Œ
? # Œ ‰J
Œ Œ
Œ‰J
J
P
P was sich ver - steht,
? # Œ ‰œ œ œ œ Œ Œ
Œ ‰œ œ œ ˙ œ œ œ‰œ œ œ Œ
J
J
J
Allegretto.

œ

œ.
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j
œ œ œ

œœ œ

Soli.

Œ ‰J
Œ
Pwas sich ver - steht,
Œ ‰œ œ œ œ Œ
PJ
Tutti.
Œ Œ
œ ˙ œ
Pwas
gut
ist,
œ ˙ œ
Œ Œ
P
Œ Œ œ ˙ œ
P
Œ Œ œ ˙ œ
P

in Ruh!

œ œ œR œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œR œ œ œ œ œ r œ r œ r
R
R
œ œ œ œ œ
R
œ œ œ œ œ.
R
R J

wol
wol -- len
len dich
dich

####

-

?#
V

#

?#
?#
?#
V

#

Œ
Œ

Œ
Œ

œ ‰J
œ Œ
P
‰ œ œ œ ˙ œ œ œ ‰ œ œ œ 137
Œ
J
J
P
‰ j
Œ œ
‰ j
˙.
œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ
- bin
den,
was
liebt,
was liebt,
was
œ
œ
˙
˙.
œ
œ
œ
œ Œ
‰J
‰J
œ œ
˙.
œ Œ œ ˙
‰ Jœ œ
‰J

Œ‰J
Œ
œ œ
sich ver
œ œ

Œ œ œ
Œ œ œ

J

œ Œ œ ˙

˙.

‰œ ˙
J

˙ œ œ ˙ œ œ œ œ ˙ œ œœœ ˙ œ œœœ ˙
liebt,
muß zu - sam
-p
p -P
p P - œ p Pœ œœ œ œ ˙ œ œ œ ˙ œ œœœ
˙ œœœœ ˙
? # œ . œJ œ
˙.

dim.
? # œ . œJ œ œ œ œ œ

liebt, muß zu - sam - men, zu

cresc.

? # ˙.
V

œœ œ

zu - sam - men

liebt,

#

˙
- p
?# ˙

muß zu

œœœœ ˙
p
Pœœœœ ˙

?# œ Œ œ
?#

liebt,

-

˙.

was

-

-

˙.

sam

˙.

-

liebt, was

˙.

-

-

œ œœ œ
Pœ œœ œ

œŒ œ
œ

œ œ œ œ

˙.

˙.

zu - sam-men fenn, was

liebt, muß

-

-

-

Œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ. œ œ. œ ˙
-P
S men, fenn.
œ œ œ œ œ œ. œ œ. œ ˙
Œ
œ Œ œ
œ. œ œ œ ˙ Œ
J
liebt,
was P liebst,
zu - sam - men fenn.
œ œ
œ œ œ
œ
˙ Œ

œœœœ ˙
P œ œ- p
œ œ ˙

œ Œ œ

liebt,

œŒ œ

fenn, was

-

dim.

œŒœ

‰ œj

was

-

men, zu

sam

-

men

fenn.

What fits, must take form; What fits, must take form;
what is good, must connect; what loves, must be together.
[Source: NAG, 52.]

II. AUGUST FERDINAND HÄSER
August Ferdinand Häser (Figure 45) was born in Leipzig in 1779. He attended
Thomasschule from 1793–6, studied theology for a year at the University of Leipzig, and
was appointed schoolmaster and Kapellmeister at Lemgo, Westphalia in 1797; he also
distinguished himself as a mathematician. In 1804, Häser married; from 1806–1813,
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he lived in Italy; and, in 1817, he returned Figure 45. Drawing of August Ferdinand Häser
to Germany and settled in Weimar, where by Heinrich Matthäi, September, 1832. “Ordhe became music-master to the duke’s nung führt zu allem Guten, A. F. Häser.” (“Order leads to all good.”)
family, as well as chorus-master at the
Weimar Hoftheater. In 1818, he accepted
a professorial position at the Gymnasium
(high school) in Weimar as a mathematician and teacher of the Italian language;
starting in 1829, he became music director
of the Herderkirche in Weimar; he died
on 1 November 1844 in Weimar.
His vocal works include three operas, an
oratorio—Die Kraft des Glaubens, (Weimar,
1828, and Birmingham, 1837); Masses,
Te Deums, Paternosters, Requiems,
Misereres, and various songs; instrumental
works include piano pieces, four overtures,
and several works in the salon style. Häser
was nationally known, recognized as a
composer (operas and sacred choral works) [Source: Wolfenbüttel, Herzog August Bibliothek, Invenand music writer; however, his works were tar-Nr. A 26328.]
quickly forgotten after his death.
Happily, Häser wrote two choral methods; these include many SATB musical
exercises and his theories about singing. The first, Chorgesangschule: Für Schul- Und
Theaterchöre Und Angehende Singvereine—Méthode Pour Apprendre à Chanter En Choeur:
a L’usage Des Écoles, Des Théâtres, Et Des Académies De Chant (Choral Singing School:
For School and Theater Choirs and Budding Singing Associations—Method For
Learning to Sing in Chorus: For Use in Schools, Theaters, and Singing Academies), was
published in 1831, and as the title suggests, it is printed in parallel columns of German
and French. Häser’s theories about singing are included in Volume I; whereas Volume
II is filled with informative and useful choral exercises.
In the Foreword to Volume I, Häser writes that
The more lively participation in music in general, along with a preference for singing
in general—and good choral singing in particular—has led to the formation of singing
societies in many places in Germany for the past twenty to thirty years. These gatherings are all the more laudable, and all the more apt to generally awaken and strengthen that praiseworthy participation, as well as enliven the sense for the most pure
genre of music, the more serious and strictly it holds itself to really solid repertoire.
These singing organizations are primarily to be thanked for the fact that people here
and there have striven to employ appropriate means for singing and that in a number
of lower and higher schools, choral singing was adopted as part of the core curriculum. That this does not occur everywhere is very unfortunate. Barriers, such as those
that can appear with the formation of singing institutions, especially in small areas,
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are not present in the schools, in which one finds available plenty of all four voices, if
not in the needed balance (here for example a surplus of sopranos, there a surplus of
tenors, and almost everywhere rather weak toneless basses). It seems, therefore, that
only a prejudice against music in general, or the opinion that singing is unhealthy due
to excessive chest exertion, that it leads one astray to vanity, that it is a waste of time
and occasions significant expenses—that, I say, only such opinions stand in the way
of the general introduction of choral singing into the core curriculum of upper and
lower schools.234
Interestingly, many theorists in the nineteenth century linked choral singing
to music education in public schools, as demonstrated in this review of Häser’s
Chorgesangschule: Für Schul- Und Theaterchöre Und Angehende Singvereine (Choral
School: For School and Theater Choirs and Budding Singing Clubs), published in the
Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, on 20 June 1832:
In the Preface, the honored author praises the good progress that singing in general,
and choral singing in particular, has made in most places in Germany during the last
20 to 30 years. Singing societies have formed almost everywhere, including outside
the upper and lower public schools. Then, he tries to remove the obstacles which,
in the opinion of some, still stand in the way of singing lessons in schools.…In the
view of readers who, like ours, are familiar with singing and its influence, we do
not need to enumerate the author’s replies; partly they are known to them, partly
we wish that they will be read in the book itself. Here, too, the wish that has often
been voiced is repeated: that singing lessons should be introduced in all schools.…
What the experienced author wants to achieve with his book, why he considered
its publication necessary, becomes clear by the following words: “If we look at what
has been done so far in most school and theater choirs, and in budding associations
for choral singing, we find that one seldom takes a thorough, methodical path in
which, without much effort on the part of the teacher or the students, higher things
could be achieved in a shorter time than by teaching choral singing without previous elementary exercises and without actual school. Therefore, every director of a
choir or a singing society had to write something like this for himself if he wanted
to proceed methodically. But not everyone has the time or the job to do this, and
many will certainly welcome a work like this one in which everything necessary can
be found.” We think so too. As the author continues: “For several years I have been
234 HASS, v. “Die regere Teilnahme an Musik überhaupt und Vorliebe für Gesang im Allgemeinen, und guten Chorgesang im Besondern hat seit zwanzig bis dreißig Jahren an sehr vielen Orten Deutschlands Singvereine gebildet,
die desto trefflicher sind, und desto mehr zur allgemeinen Erweckung und Stärkung jener lobenswürdigen Teilnahmen, so wie zur Belebung des Sinnes für die edelste Gattung der Musik mitwirken, je ernster und strenger sie
sich an echte Kernmusik halten. Diesen Singvereinen ist es auch wohl hauptsächlich zu verdanken, dass man hier
und dort gestrebt hat, den Gesang recht eigentlich zweckmässige Mittel wählte, und auf mehren höhern und niedern Lehranstalten den Chorgesang unter die allgemeinen Unterrichtsgegenstände aufnahm. Dass dies nicht überall geschieht, ist sehr zu beklagen. Hindernisse, wie sie sich von mancherlei Art bei Errichtung von Singanstalten,
besonders in kleinen Orten entgegenstellen, gibt es an Schulen nicht, aus denen man gleich alle vier Stimmen in
Menge, wenn auch nicht in dem erforderlichen Ebenmaase (hier z. B. eine Überzahl der Soprano, dort der Tenore,
uns fast überall etwas schwache klanglose Bässe) vorrätig findet. Es scheint daher, dass nur ein Vorurteil gegen
Musik überhaupt, oder die Meinung, Singen sei wegen zu grosser Anstrengung der Brust ungesund, es verleite zu
einer gewissen Eitelkeit, koste viel Zeit und verursache bedeutende Ausgaben—dass, sage ich, nur solche Meinung
der allgemeinen Einführung des Chorgesangs unter die gewöhnlichen Gegenstände des Unterrichts in höhern und
niedern Schulen im Wege stehe.”
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Häser includes several pages of exercises designed to improve musicianship, sight
reading, transposition and comprehension for solo singers:
I. A. B. Page 1. Agreement of triads, major and minor, in tight harmony, broad, and with
doubled notes. (Table 22)—Used to gain knowledge of the agreement of triads, major
and minor, and the intervals that result.—Explain the terms, tight harmony, broad harmony, doubled notes. To save space, we have written these exercises and the following
ones in a small number of keys, and we have indicated those that can be transposed.
There will be a small number of passages in these exercises where the scope of the
voices is exceeded, which was difficult to avoid, given the plan of these exercises. But this
is not a great evil, because these passages are specially intended for explanation, and do
not need to be rehearsed rigorously.236
Table 22. I. A. B. Page 1. Agreement of Triads, Major and Minor.
1.

& ww
w

2.

www

www3.

4.

# www

# www
5.

6.

# www

1 C E G (ut, mi, sol)
235 Fink, G. W., 1832. “Recension.” Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, June, 405–8. “Der geehrte Verf. rühmt in der Vorrede
den guten Fortschritt, den der Gesang überhaupt und der Chorgesang insbesondere seit 20 bis 30 Jahren an den
meisten Orten Teutschlands gethan hat. Fast überall haben sich Singvereine gebildet, auch ausserhalb der höheren
und niederen Schulanstalten. Darauf sucht er die Hindernisse zu beseitigen, die nach der Meinung Mancher sich
dem Gesangunterrichte auf Schulen noch hin und wieder entgegen stellen. Namentlich widerlegt er die Behauptungen wenig Erfahrener als sei das Singen der Brust nachtheilig, verleite zu einer gewissen Eitelkeit, koste viel Zeit und
verursache bedeutende Ausgaben. Im Angesichte solcher Leser, die, wie die unseren, mit dem Gesänge und seinem
Einfluss vertraut sind, haben wir die Entgegnungen des Verf. nicht erst vorzulegen; teils sind sie ihnen bekannt, teils
wünschen wir, dass sie im Buche selbst gelesen werden. Es wird auch hier der schon oft laut gewordene Wunsch
wiederholt, es möge der Gesangunterricht auf allen Schulen eingeführt werden. Was der erfahrene Verf. durch sein
Buch bezwecken will, warum er die Veröffentlichung desselben für nötig erachtete, ergibt sich aus folgenden Worten:
„Betrachten wir, was bis jetzt bey den meisten Schul- und Theaterchören und in angehenden Singvereinen für den
Chorgesang geleistet ward, so finden wir, dass man nur selten einen gründlichen, methodischen Weg einschlägt, auf
dem ohne grössere Anstrengung von Seiten des Lehrers oder der Schüler in kürzerer Zeit Höheres erreicht werden
könnte, als diese durch Einübung von Chorgesängen ohne vorhergegangene Elementarübungen, ohne eigentliche
Schule möglich ist.…Daher musste jeder Director eines Chors oder eines Singvereins sich selber dergleichen schreiben, wenn er methodisch verfahren wollte. Nicht Jeder aber hat dazu Zeit und Beruf, und es wird gewiss Vielen
ein Werk, wie das vorliegende, willkommen sein, in dem sich das Nötige vorfindet.” Das meinen wir auch. Wenn
nun der Verf. fortfährt: „Für dasselbe sammelte ich schon seit mehren Jahren Materialien, die ich nun mit Lust und
Liebe bearbeitet habe. Vieljährige Erfahrungen in einem Geschäfte, das mir mehr Freude als Arbeit ist, habe ich dabei
benutzt, und ich hoffe, diese meine Chorgesangschule soll Einiges zu fröhlicherm Gedeihen der Schul—und Theaterchöre u. s. w. beitragen, wenn man sie mit der Teilnahme benutzt, mit welcher ich sie schrieb”—, so haben wir nichts
hinzuzufügen, als unsere Ueberzeugung, dass dem Allen wirklich so ist.”
236 HASS, 27–28. “I. A. B. Pag. 1. Accord de trois sons, majeur et mineur, en harmonie serrée, large, et avec des notes
doublées. — Sert à la connaissance de l’accord de trois sons, majeur et mineur, et des intervalles qui en résultent.
— Expliquer les termes, harmonie serrée, harmonie large, notes doublées.
“Pour épargner l’espace, on a écrit ces exercices, ainsi que les suivants dans un petit nombre de tons, et l’ons a
indiqué ceux dans lesquels ou peut les transposer.
“On trouvera dans ces exercices un petit nombre de passages où l’étendue des voix est dépassée, ce qu’il était difficile d’éviter, vu le plan de ces exercices. Mais ce n’est pas un grand mal, parce que ces passages sont spécialement
destinées aux éclaircissemens, et n’ont pas besoin d’être exécutés rigoureusement.”
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Table 22. I. A. B. Page 1. Agreement of Triads, Major and Minor.
1.

ww3.
w

2.

www

& ww
w

# www

4.

5.

# ww
w

6.

# www

A) 1. 2. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 10. 11. 12. 12. 13. 14. 14. 15. 17. 18. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 26. 27. 28. 29. 29. 30.
31. 32. 32. 33. 33. 33. 34. 34. 35. 38. 39. 40.
B) 1. 1. 1. 2. 3. 4. 7. 9. 12. 12. 13. 14. 14. 15. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 28. 29. 30. 31.
33. 34. 35. 36.
C) 1. 2. 3. 3. 4. 4. 6. 7. 7. 8. 11. 11. 12. 13. 14. 14. 15. 17. 17. 18. 19. 20. 22. 24. 25. 25. 26. 28. 29. 30.
31. 33. 34. 35. 35. 36.
D) 1. 4. 6. 7. 8. 12. 20. 21. 23. 23. 24. 25. 27. 28. 30. 31. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37. 39. 40.
E) 3. 4. 6. 7. 12. 13. 14. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 27. 29. 30. 32. 36. 37. 38. 39. 39.
F) 3. 9. 10. 11. 13. 14. 15. 16. 18. 20. 21. 22. 25. 30. 32. 33.
G) 3. 3. 5. 7. 8. 10. 11. 11. 12. 12. 12. 13. 13. 16. 26. 27. 30. 30. 30. 32. 34.
H) 3. 5. 6. 8. 9. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30. 31. 33. 36. 38. 38. 39.
[Source: HASS, 35.]

If Vol. I began at a somewhat relaxed pace so as not so scare off beginners, Vol. II gets
down to business immediately. Häser uses similar methodology from Vol. I; he graduates
to exercises meant to be transposed at sight. This is the first exercise in Vol. II (Example 8):
Example 8. I. Major and Minor Triads.
I. A. Triads in both major and minor, widely and narrowly spaced, with doubled notes.

& 32 ˙
& 32

˙ ˙
∑

˙
V 32 ˙ ˙
?3 ˙ ˙ ˙
2

˙
˙ ˙
˙ ˙ ˙
˙ ˙ ˙
˙ ˙ ˙

˙
˙ ˙

˙
˙ ˙

˙ ˙ ˙

˙ ˙ ˙

˙ ˙ ˙

˙ ˙ ˙

˙ ˙ ˙

˙ ˙ ˙

Close spacing with doubled notes.

32 ˙ ˙
˙
32
∑
32 ˙ ˙
˙
32 ˙ ˙ ˙

˙ ˙ ˙

˙ ˙ ˙

˙ ˙ ˙

˙ ˙ ˙

˙ ˙ ˙

˙ ˙ ˙

˙ ˙ ˙

˙ ˙ ˙

˙ ˙ ˙
˙ ˙ ˙
˙ ˙ ˙
˙ ˙ ˙

Transpose into these major keys:
B b, B n, D b, & D n.

collecting materials for this project, which I have now worked on with pleasure and
love. I have made use of many years of experience in a business that to me is more
pleasure than work, and I hope that this, my method of choral singing, will contribute a lot to make the school and theater choirs happier if one uses it with the same
passion with which I wrote it.”—so we have nothing to add but our conviction that
everything really is like that.235

Wide spacing with doubled notes.

[Source: HASS, 30.]

Believing in the importance of skills in harmony and theory, Häser includes increasingly difficult exercises in modulation (Example 9):
Example 9. VI. A. Modulations in Major Keys, While the Soprano Remains in Place.

& ww ww
w w
? w w

ww
w
w

w
#w
ww

ww
ww

# ww

w
w

ww
w
w

# ww
w
w

ww
ww

# ww
w
w

ww
# ww

ww # ww # ww # ww
ww # ww # ww # w
# w

[Source: HASS, 37.]

Next Häser composes exercises in every key, time signature and tempo. In each voice,
such as the Soprano, he focuses on one pair of intervals, such as Thirds and Sixths;
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another voice, say the Bass, is then challenged with the same intervals in another exercise. In this example, the Tenor part is filled with fourths and fifths (Example 10):
Example 10. Fourths and Fifths in Tenor.
agitato
# # 3Allegro
j œ œ
& 8 œ
J
#
& # 38 ‰ œ .
#
œ
j
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[Source: HASS, 49.]

Häser’s sister Charlotte was a professional singer who enjoyed a long and successful career; indeed, earlier in their lives, he traveled with Charlotte to Italy, where he
accompanied her in concerts throughout the peninsula. Häser wrote another singing
method in 1832; however, it is exclusively for solo singing—even more than the first
volume of Chorgesangschule: Für Schul—Und Theaterchöre. And, oddly, no musical
examples are included.

III. JOSEF MAINZER
Joseph Mainzer, (Figure 46) priest, music teacher and composer, had an important
influence on the development of the choral movement in the first half of the nineteenth century. Although his musical compositions are largely forgotten, his mission
to bring singing to the masses is not: he published a number of works on the subject
and established Mainzer’s Musical Times, which later became The Musical Times. First
published in 1841, this short singing textbook for an English audience is a classic
resource in music education, presenting the basics of the fixed sol-fa system together
with a generous quantity of musical examples.
Mainzer left Germany on account of his political opinions, and, in 1833, went to
Brussels. There he wrote an opera and acted as musical editor of L’Artiste. Moving to

Paris, he taught popular singing classes and Figure 46. Engraving of Josef Mainzer by J. B.
contributed musical articles to journals. Gatti, c. 1827.
In 1839, Mainzer went to the Scotland; in
1841, he competed unsuccessfully for the
music chair at the University of Edinburgh.
He was in Edinburgh till about 1848, when
he left for Manchester; there he died on 10
November 1851.
Mainzer was celebrated in England,
where his ideas about popular music education fell on fertile ground. The Leeds
Times ran this glowing article in 1843:
During the present week, Mr. Mainzer,
who was amongst the first to introduce
into this country a system of popular
instruction in music, by which large
multitudes of people might almost
simultaneously acquire some knowl- Source: Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, PORT _
edge of the vocal art, has been lectur- 00012516_01.]
ing to large audiences…on his system
of Singing for the Million! There are few more remarkable characteristics of social
progress in the present age than the wide extension of a taste for music, and the
elevation of that delightful science in the eyes of most men, to a position of power
and usefulness, as an agent in the moral improvement of society.…Mr. M., like all
workers of revolutions, whether musical, political, religious, or of whatever kind
they may be, is an enthusiast—but he is a mild one. It is this, together with his quick
sympathy for the feelings of others, manifested in those brief, passing, and pleasant
allusions, ever and anon, with which he rewards the efforts of his multitudinous
pupils; and the sweet, but ready smile, with which he accompanies them, and which
seems the emanation of a refined species of that bonhomie so characteristic of his
countrymen, the Germans, that renders him so delightful and prepossessing a lecturer; and which, united with his powers, of simple, easy and natural exposition,
makes him so successful as a teacher.237
Mainzer’s primary aim—for which he was known and lauded—was popular music
education. Wherever he went, Mainzer held mass singing classes; in Glasgow, for
instance, one of his public events drew 4,000 people. Mainzer considered music to be
a “national property,” and the basis of his method was the French solfège with fixed
pitch, which he himself proved could be successful. In the “Advertisement to the Five
First Editions,” he writes that, “The art of singing, in its highest acceptation, requires a
serious, lengthened, and uninterrupted study; but it is the reverse as to the instruction
of large bodies of men, women, or children. With them it is only necessary to communicate a general knowledge of the art, to incite a taste for it, to prepare the phys237 Leeds Times. 1843. “Singing for the Million!,” April 1, 1843.
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ical organs—the ear and the throat—to
awaken the intelligence and the heart,
and to afford to infancy and youth a participation in the benefits resulting from
its exercise.”238
Mainzer believed in the influence of
singing on moral education, and most
of the first 23 pages are devoted to the
vocal education of children. Chapter 1
begins the method proper—meant for
the adults who might attend his public
events or work at home. He assumed
absolutely zero knowledge of music
basics, as shown in Example 11. His pace
could be considered accelerated, since he
manages to cover in the space of thirteen
pages: 1) Names of the Notes; 2) Clefs; 3)
Tones and Semi-Tones; 4) Sharps and
Flats; 5) Value of the Notes. There are
many exercises, however, to give students the chance to reinforce what they
have been taught. Beginning at page 80,
Mainzer includes short melodies that
address “Golden Rules of Pythagoras,”
“Self Examination,” and “Socrates’
Prayer.”239 He concludes the volume,
which went through six printings, with a
short dictionary of musical terms.
A full decade before the release of
Singing for the Million!, Abbé Mainzer
published Singschule Oder Praktische
Anweisung Zum Gesänge: Verbunden Mit
Einer Allgemeinen Musiklehre (Singing
School or Practical Instruction on
Singing: Combined With a General Music
Theory); he had the political smarts to
dedicate his treatise for adults—with
a florid hand—to his bishop, Joseph
von Hommer. Mainzer is identified as
“Teacher of Singing at the Trier Seminary
for Priests and Schoolteachers, and
Honorary Member of the Philharmonic
Academy of Rome.”240
238 MAIN, 76.
239 MAIN, 80–83.
240 MNZ, 179. “Lehrer des Gesanges am Priester-und
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SINGING FOR THE MILLION.

q

CHAPTER I.
§ 1.
OF SOUNDS. — OF NOTES.
Question. What do you call that which strikes
the era in listening to music?
Answer. SOUNDS.
Q.	In what manner are sounds expressed
in musical writing?
A.

By marks called NOTES.

Q.

What is the form of these notes?

A.

They are dots or circles, thus:
—2—

.

Q.	In what manner are the notes written to
represent sounds?
A.

Upon a scale of five horizontal lines:

Q.

How are the lines of the stave numbered?

A.	The lowest line is called the first, the next,
the second, and so on, counting upwards.

Q.

1

2

4

3

5

How are the notes marked upon the stave?

A.	They are placed upon and between the
lines, thus:

As Mainzer himself acknowledges, his approach to music education is hardly universal. The first three paragraphs of the Foreword say as much:
Given the large number of singing schools (some of which are very good) that
already exist, the publication of a new edition would require some justification—if
the title did not already express the twofold tendency of the present: namely, to
combine general music theory with singing lessons.
In my opinion, one had to start from the principle that thorough instruction is
the quickest and safest way to complete training; and since singing, as is generally
accepted, is the basis of all music, both composed and performed, it must therefore
precede all musical teaching: the theoretical teaching of general music theory cannot be separated from the teaching with singing. I have therefore tried to combine
the two in such a way that they should go hand in hand as much as possible, support
each other, preserve the desire to learn through appropriate alternation, and thus
facilitate progress.
The extent to which I have taken the right principles and achieved the objective
set for me is left to the judgment of knowledgeable men and experience to decide.
Therefore, not only will I not fear a rigorous and thorough assessment, but I will
also look forward to it with great expectation. May I be granted the part that is right.
With thanks, I will accept the criticisms that have been made, as well as the hints
given, and will not fail to pay attention to them and to apply them in good time.241
Just as in Singing for the Million!, Mainzer assumes no musical knowledge in his
adult readers; he does, however, move at a faster pace with concepts and exercises,
such as this chromatic exercise that might well produce crossed eyes in contemporary
music students: (Example 12)
Example 12. Exercise No. 61.

Q.

I n what order do the sounds thus represented
by notes upon the stave, follow each other?

A.	This scale of notes represents the sounds
ascending by degrees from low to high.
—3—
Q.	What is the general rule in singing the sounds
expresseed by notes?
A.	The voice should ascent as the notes ascend
upon the stave, and descend as they descend.

§ 2.
THE NAMES OF THE NOTES.
Q.

How is one note distinguished from another?

A.

Each has a different denomination, as:
C, D, E, F, G, A, B, or
DO, RE, MI, FA, SOL, LA, SI.

_____________________________________________

Example 11. Singing for the Million. Containing Numerous
Progressive Exercises in Imitations, Fugues, and Canons,
London: 1842, 1.
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[Source: MAIN, 264.]

Mainzer hasn’t penned a Choral Method in the sense we know in modern times; he
conducted choirs during his career, but he believed that men, women and children of
Schullehrer Seminar zu Trier, Ehrenmitglied der Philharmonischen Akademie zu Rom.”
241 MNZ, v. “Es bedürfte bei der großen Menge schon vorhandener, zum Teile sehr guter Singschulen die Herausgabe
einer neuen, einiger Rechtfertigung, wäre nicht schon in der Überschrift die zweifache Tendenz der Vorliegenden,
mit dem Gesangunterrichte nämlich die allgemeine Musiklehre zu verbinden, ausgesprochen.
“Es mußte meiner Ansicht nach, von dem Grundsatze ausgegangen werden, daß der gründliche Unterricht am
schnellsten und sichersten zur vollendeten Ausbildung führt; und da der Gesang, wie allgemein anerkannt, die
Grundlage aller Musik, sowohl der erfindenden als der ausübenden ist, und also allem musikalischen Unterrichte
vorangeschickt werden muß: so kann der theoretische Unterricht einer allgemeinen Musiklehre von dem Unterrichte im Gesänge nicht wohl getrennt werden. Ich habe es daher versucht beide dergestalt zu verbinden, daß sie
so viel als möglich Hand in Hand gehen, sich wechselseitig unterstützen, durch zweckmäßige Abwechselung die
Lust am Lernen bewahren, und so die Fortschritte erleichtern sollten.
“In wie weit ich hier von den rechten Grundsätzen ausgegangen, und das mir vorgesteckte Ziel erreicht habe,
bleibt dem Urteile sachkundiger Männer und der Erfahrung zu entscheiden überlassen. Ich werde daher eine strenge
und gründliche Beurteilung nicht nur nicht fürchten, sondern derselben sogar voll Erwartung entgegen sehen. Man
lasse mir, was recht ist, zu Teil werden. Die gemachten Ausstellungen, so wie gegebene Winke, werde ich mit Dank
aufnehmen, und sie gehörig zu beachten, und zu seiner Zeit in Anwendung zu bringen, nicht versäumen.”
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all ages are best taught when the fundamentals of music are joined to vocal instruction. As such, his value herein concerns his contributions to popular music education;
since a majority of choral professionals (at least in academia) start their careers in the
classroom, even a brief examination of the contributions of Mainzer, who is virtually
unknown today, warrants a few pages.
At the beginning of Part Three, Mainzer clearly notes the differences between solo
and choral singers; there is no hint of prejudice against choristers as shown in this
passage:
In addition to everything that we have previously stated as generally necessary for
the mechanical training of a singer, solo singing also requires a very different early
training, unlike the choral singing that we got to know in the first two parts. Choral
singing expresses the feelings of a whole crowd or of whole people, while solo singing only expresses those of a single person. In the choir, therefore, the individual
singer appears only as part of the whole, and thus has the task of sticking strictly to
the composer’s notation, even at the expense of his individual feeling. The chorus
singer (chorister) only appears freely and independently to the extent that he is
able to increase the expression prescribed by the composer, taking into account the
other singers, following his own feelings.242

IV. HANS MICHEL SCHLETTERER
Hans Michael Schletterer, PhD (Figure
Figure 47. Photograph of Hans Michel Schlet47) was born in Ansbach, Germany on
terer, unattributed and undated.
29 May 1824. His father taught him the
beginnings of playing the piano and sent
the little boy three times a week to the
Herriederthorthurm, where the town
musician Herr Ott familiarized him with
the composition of string music. Under
the direction of Cantor Dürrner, and the
organist Herr Maier, the boy perfected his
skills in, and knowledge of, violin and piano
playing, in music theory, and in essays.
Beginning in 1840, Schletterer received
training at the schoolteacher’s seminar in
Kaiserslautern; he completed the course
after studying with Louis Spohr in Kassel
[Source: Wißner-Verlag Verwaltungs-GmbH, Augsburg.]
and Ferdinand David in Leipzig in 1845,
and after having recently been employed as a music teacher at the teachers’ seminar in Finstingen (Fénétrange, Lorraine). In 1847, he became music director in
242 MNZ, 125. “Nebst allem dem, was wir bisher als zur mechanischen Ausbildung eines Sängers im Allgemeinen notwendig angegeben, gehört zum Sologesange noch eine, vom Chorgesange, den wir in den beiden ersten Teilen
kennen gelernt haben, ganz verschiedene Vorbildung. Der Chorgesang spricht nämlich die Empfindungen einer
ganzen Menschenmenge oder eines ganzen Volkes, der Sologesang aber nur die eines einzelnen Menschen aus.
Im Chore erscheint daher der einzelne Sänger nur als Teil des Ganzen, und hat somit die Aufgabe, sich, selbst auf
Kosten seines individuellen Gefühles, streng an der Notation des Tonsetzers zu halten. Der Chorsänger (Chorist)
tritt also nur insoweit frei und selbstständig auf, als er mit Rücksicht auf die übrigen Sänger, seinem eigenen Gefühle zu Folge, den vom Tonsetzer vorgeschriebenen Ausdruck zu erhöhen vermag.”
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Zweibrücken, where in 1848 he opened a “musical course for playing together”
(Zweibrücker Wochenblatt, 1848), and was involved in the founding of the Liedertafel
and the Cäcilienvereins (Cecilia Society) in 1849 and 1850. In 1854, Schletterer became
Universitätsmusikdirektor (University Music Director) in Heidelberg, and in 1858,
Kapellmeister at St. Anna in Augsburg.
With the founding of the Oratorienverein (Oratorio Society) in Augsburg in 1866,
which he directed until 1893, and with which he organized more than 100 concerts,
Schletterer performed many classical instrumental works with the city orchestra; he also
made a major contribution to the development of musical life in Augsburg for more than
20 years. In 1878, the University of Tübingen recognized him for his outstanding scientific achievements (especially in the field of music history) by awarding him the Doctor
of Philosophy degree; unfortunately, his total rejection of the new musical developments
following Wagner’s death, along with his neglect of the works of younger composers,
earned him increasing—and sometimes malicious—criticism; accordingly, in 1893, completely embittered, Schletterer resigned as Musikdirektor of the Oratorienverein. Sadly, he
died soon after, and on 7 June 1893, he was buried in the Protestant church in Augsburg
amid huge crowds of admirers.
Schletterer made great contributions to musical life everywhere, but especially in
the district capital of Schwabens, which became his second home. Strictly conservative,
he studied the works of Handel, Bach, Gluck, Haydn, Mozart and other great composers in the field of piano sonata, chamber music, symphony, as well as choirs and
oratorio societies; during his lifetime, he organized more than 500 concerts.
His Praktische Chorgesangschule: Op. 29 (Practical Choral Singing School: Op. 29),
is a detailed and extensive work that addresses everything from the names of the
staff lines and spaces in Part I to progressively more difficult SSAA exercises in Part II.
Anyone who reads the first two paragraphs of the Preface will immediately appreciate
his position:
Our church and other choral societies, which exist in almost all large and small
towns, if they are to thrive and do their best, need singers who are trained in reading
music and who are theoretically well-educated enough to fill their place properly.
Unfortunately, however, the number of weak singers in most choral societies usually outweighs the number of people who have been taught. But only a small minority
of students who leave school take with them enough musical knowledge such that,
now that their physical education is complete, they can benefit from their school
instruction and become members of a choral society. Unfortunately, this excludes
the majority of the people from having a hobby, to which nature has enabled thousands, a hobby that has such an invigorating, uplifting, and refining effect, and that
demands relatively the smallest financial means.243
243 SCHL, iii. “Unsere, fast in allen großen und kleinen Städten bestehenden kirchlichen und andern Chorgesanvereine beanspruchen, wenn sie recht gedeihen und Tüchtiges leisten sollen, Sänger, die im Notenlesen geübt und
auch theoretisch hinreichend musikalisch gebildet sind, um ihren Platz gehörig ausfüllen zu können. Leider überwiegt aber gewöhnlich die Zahl der Schwachen in den meisten Gesangvereinen die der brauchbaren Mitglieder
und Chorsänger; diejenigen, welche den Ansprüchen, die man an sie machen muß, zu genügen vermögen, werden
täglich seltener.
“Die wenigsten Schüler aber, welche die Schule verlassen, nehmen so viele musikalische Kenntnisse aus derselben mit, daß sie in den Jahren, wo die körperliche Ausbildung vollendet ist, von ihrem Schulunterrichte Nutzen
ziehen und brauchbare Mitglieder eines Chorgesangvereines werden können. Dadurch wird leider die Mehrzahl
des Volkes von einer Nebenbeschäftigung ausgeschlossen, zu der Tausend die Natur befähigt, die so belebend,
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Like others we have seen, the Praktische Chorgesangschule is divided into two parts;
the first is devoted to the fundamentals and assumes nothing on the part of the singer.
It progresses rapidly, however, and by page three, it includes simple songs—complete
with lyrics: (Example 13)
Example 13.1Spruch.
2 Leicht
3 und
4 munter.
1 (Adage.
2
3Light
4 and chipper.)
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When the sun, shining brightly, looks into your bed like this:
Yes, jump out of there quickly, otherwise it will gouge out her eyes.
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EX. ???. No. 105. Choral Motet.
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Praise the Lord my soul and what is in me bless his holy name.

[Source: SCHL, 105.]
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SOURCE:
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1858.isPraktische
Chorgesangschule:
29. Zweibrücken: J. C. Herbart, 45.

In Part II, Schletterer increases both the difficulty as well as the pace of the material.
Without a teacher to answer questions, readers might find some of the exercises more
than they can handle. As he comes to the end of Part II, SSAA choral songs are introduced. It is unclear why the short choral pieces are written for women only; perhaps,
he had a Liedertafel in mind that was exclusively for women—though given the times,
that seems improbable. Whatever the cause, Schletterer begins to introduce the reader
to choral singing, as opposed to the solo singing exercises that dominated Part I. By
and large, the choral songs were longer than other methods; indeed, they could be
used in concert. This sacred text, like all of the women’s pieces, is too long to include
fully; and, to be honest, the first eight measures will provide an excellent flavor of his
compositional style and method of instruction. (Example 14)
One of Schletterer’s most admirable qualities is his ability to combine the various
types of exercises with his written explanations of musical terms; for instance, in Part
II, Schletterer introduces the concept of Ornamentation. His definition of the term and
its various components, such as Turns, Trills, Vorschlag etc., is followed by a choral piece
that includes one or two of the ornaments; he was also mindful of tempo, style, and
articulation. A choral piece marked Adagio might be followed by another marked Vivace.
There are both sacred and secular texts, and given that his method was written near the
end of the century, he had the luxury of studying other methods and singing schools;
nevertheless, Schletterer made an important contribution to the body of printed materials available to individuals who wanted to learn how to read music—and sing.

SOURCE: Schletterer, Hans M. 1858. Praktische Chorgesangschule: Op. 29. Zweibrücken: J. C. Herbart, 45.
[Source: SCHL, 45.]

V. ANDREAS RÜTZEL
Andreas Rützel was born on 17 March 1808, in the city of Sulzdorf, part of the royal
district office Königshofen in Grabfeld; aged 30, he married Eva Maria Breuning on 1
May 1838; together they raised seven children. In 1836, Herr Chorrector Rützel moved
to Kitzingen, where he spent nearly four decades teaching music and singing to the
boys of the Königliche Bayerische Katholische Lateinschule (Royal Bavarian Catholic
Latin School).
Rützel is responsible for one of the most important, and thorough, choral method from the 1800s. Lehrgang Für Den Praktischen Gesangunterricht: Enthaltend 496
Unterrichtlich Geordnete Uebungen Ein-, Zwei-, Drei- Und Vierstimmiger Sätze, Lieder
Und Choräle, Welche Takt Und Notenlesen, Stimmbildung, Eine Deutliche Aussprache Im
Gesange Und Veredelung Der Sitten Begründen (Course for Practical Singing Lessons:
Contains 496 Classically Arranged Exercises in One-, Two-, Three- and Four-Part
Movements, Songs and Chorales, which Establish Timing and Note-Reading, Voice
Training, Clear Pronunciation in Singing and the Refinement of Manners) is the complete title of his magisterial three-volume treatise on teaching music and singing.
The Lehrgang has three parts:
• Erster Teil: Der einstimmige Gesang. Mit einer Theorie des Gesangs. 288 Übungen.
(Part One: Unison singing. With a theory of singing. 288 Exercises.), 1872.
• Zweiter Teil: Der zweistimmige Gesang. 107 Übungen, (Part Two: Two-Part Singing.
107 Exercises.), 1875.
• Dritter Teil: Der drei- und vierstimmige Gesang. 101 Übungen, (Three- and Four-part
singing. 101 Exercises.), 1877.

erhebend und veredelnd wirkt, und die verhältnismäßig die geringsten pekuniären Mittel beansprucht.”
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Introduction.
The present practical course on singing lessons is initially intended for choir singing
schools and aims to teach:
		 1) a confident reading or grasping of the intervals (the technical task),
		 2) formation of tones, pronunciation and taste (aesthetic task) and
		 3) the formation and refinement of feeling, morals and character (the moral
task).
The course itself, the entire building of which is based on the theory of harmony
and pays homage to the rational teaching method, is divided into one-, two-, threeand four-part singing.
To understand this, the following brief theory of singing will serve, which may be
used whenever there is occasion in the practical exercises. (Example 15)
Example 15. Unison Singing.
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Although Rützel is forgotten today, his method—and his views—about teaching
singing to boys are quite modern; virtually alone among nineteenth-century authors
of singing methods/schools, he discusses male puberty onset and how its physiological
changes affect the boys’ singing. Here is a portion of the Preface found in Part One:
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[Source:
RUTZ, 15.]
Rützel, Andreas.
1872. Lehrgang Für Den Praktischen Gesangunterricht: I. Teil: Der einstimme Gesang (288 Übungen).
München: K. Central-Schulbücher-Verlag, 15.

I. Of the Vocal Organ.
§. 1. Of the Singing Organ.
The tone that a person is able to produce with his own organs is called the Voice.
In the formation of this tone, various organs coordinate: the lungs provide the
required breath, the windpipe (throat) produces the jet of air emanating from the
lungs in a sound-ray, and, through its expansion and contraction (with the activation of other organs of the larynx), determine the pitch of the sound.
The other organs (uvula, palate, cheeks, tongue, teeth and lips) serve partly to
refine the others and partly for pronunciation.
§. 2. Classification, scope and registers of the voice.
We divide the voices first according to the genders: into male and female and these
again into low, middle and high voices; thus, we observe six classes or genres of
voices: the high and low soprano, the alto, tenor, baritone and bass. The men have
two registers: the chest and head voice (the latter improperly called falsetto); the
women have three registers: chest voice, middle- and head voice.
With each voice, there is more or less a certain inequality between the notes,
which can be removed if one endeavors
1.

to soften the strong chest notes, and instead, strengthen the weaker and
more delicate notes of the subsequent register;
2. to let the outermost tones of one register pass into the other, through which
interlocking the inequality between the notes gradually disappears.
§. 3. Change of voice. (Mutation.)
With sexual maturity, there is also a change in the voice, which consists of it becoming more hoarse, losing the high notes, while the lower notes in formation lack
strength and security. Since the organs of the larynx are, as it were, sick during the
voice change, one should either refrain from all exercises entirely during this time,
according to [Luigi] Lablache, or only sing with wise caution and use neither the
deepest nor the highest notes. The Ecole de chant of the Conservatoire in Paris says
about the mutation: “In fact, we judge that one can also let the pupil sing with great
caution during the vocal change, but with moderation and without forcing the low,
and especially the high notes.…If you follow this exactly, with the boys as with the
girls, but especially with the former, instead of ruining the voice, one can not only
maintain it, but the voice change will take place and end more quickly.”244
244 RUTZ, i–ii.
“EINLEITUNG.
		
“Der vorliegende praktische Lehrgang zum Gesangunterrichte ist zunächst für Chorgesangschulen bestimmt, und bezweckt:
1) ein sicheres Lesen oder Treffen der Intervalle (die technische Aufgabe),
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It is impressive that Rützel was able to have his three-volume treatise published in
Munich; the engraving is excellent and would have required scores of hours at significant cost. Nevertheless, he managed it, even soliciting three testimonies, the first of
which reads, “The undersigned had the opportunity to look through the Lehrgang Für
Den Praktischen Gesangunterricht by A. Rützel and can highly recommend this practical work for its simplicity and clarity. For all choral schools, it is such a welcome gift,
because of its excellent collection of songs and choruses, that it will certainly be welcomed with joy everywhere. Munich, 14 March 1871. Franz Lachner.”245
Rützel’s work is valuable for a number of reasons, including the fact that he was
in the classroom with boys aged 6–19 for 39 years. He had been teaching for 35 years
before the Part 1 was issued; accordingly, Rützel had more than an encyclopedia of
practical knowledge about the mechanics of singing, along with classroom management, and how to teach children to read music. These are the first exercises in Part I
(Example 16):
In this exercise, Rützel indicates the major scale with numerals, Solfège, letters and
a little song. It is easy to imagine his classroom, where he might have had the boys
move around the room to emphasize the different notes and their spatial relationships.

2) die Bildung des Tones, der Aussp
rache und des Geschmackes (die ästhetische Aufgabe) und
3) die Bildung und Veredelung des Gefühls, der Sitten und des Charakters (die moralische Aufgabe).
Der Lehrgang selbst, dessen ganzes Gebäude sich auf die Harmonielehre fußt und der rationalen Lehrmethode
huldigt, teilt sich in den ein-, zwei-, drei- und vierstimmigen Gesang ab.
Zum Verständnisse desselben diene nachfolgende in Kürze gegebene Theorie des Gesanges, von welcher da, wo
sich bei den praktischen Übungen ein Anlass bietet, Gebrauch gemacht werden wolle.
1.
Von den Stimmwerkzeugen.
§. 1. Organe der Stimmen.
“Stimme nennt man der Ton, welchen der Mensch mit seinen eigenen Organen hervorzubringen vermag.
Bei der Tonbildung reichen sich verschiedene Organe die Hand: die Lunge liefert die erforderliche Luft, die
Luftröhre (Kehle) gibt dem aus der Lunge aussteigenden Luftstrahl in Tonstrahl und bestimmen durch ihr Ausdehnen und Zusammenziehen (unter Mitbethätigung noch anderer Organe des Kehlkopfes) die Höhe des Tones.
Die übrigen Organe (Zäpschen, Gaumen, Wangen, Zunge, Zähne und Lippen) dienen theils zur Veredelung
des Tones, theils zur Aussprache.
2. Einteilung, Umfang und Register der Stimme.
Wir teilen die Stimmen zunächst nach den Geschlechtern in männliche und weibliche und diese wieder in tiefe,
mittlere und hohe Stimme und erhalten somit 6 Klassen oder Gattungen von Stimmen: den hohen und tiefen
Sopran, den Alt, Tenor, Bariton und Baß, Die Männer haben bei Register: die Brust- und Kopfstimme (letztere
uneigentlich Falsett genannt); die Frauen haben drei Register: die Brusttöne, Mittel- und Kopfstimme.
Bei jeder Stimme tritt mehr oder minder eine gewisse Ungleichheit zwischen den Tönen hervor, welche entfernt werden kann, wenn man sich bemüht,
1. die starken Brusttöne zu sänftigen und zu mildern, dagegen die schwächeren und zarteren Töne des folgenden Registers zu kräftigen und zu stärken;
2. die äußersten Töne eines Registers in das andere übergehen zu lassen, durch welches Ineinanderbilden
nach und nach die Ungleichheit zwischen den Tönen verschwindet.
§. 3. Stimmänderung (Mutation).
“Mit der Geschlechtsreife tritt auch eine Veränderung der Stimme ein, welche darin besteht, daß diese heifer wird,
die hohen Töne verliert und den sich bildenden tieferen Tönen Kraft und Sicherheit gebricht. Da die Organe des
Kehlkopfes während der Stimmwandlung gleichsam krank sind, so soll man (nach Lablache) in dieser Zeit entweder
alle Übungen gänzlich unterlassen, oder doch nur mit weiser Vorsicht singen und die tiefsten und höchsten Töne gar
nicht berühren. Die Singschule des Konservatoriums für Musik in Paris sagt über die Mutation u. A.: ‘Indeß urteilen
wir, daß man auch mit vieler Vorsicht den Zögling während der Stimmwandlung singen lassen kann, jedoch mit
Mäßigung und ohne die tiefen, besonders aber die hohen Töne zu erzwingen.…Befolgt man dieses genau, wie bei
Knaben, so bei Mädchen, besonders aber bei den ersten, so wird man, statt die Stimme zu verderben, sie nicht allein
erhalten, sondern die Stimmwandlung wird auf solche Weise auch schneller von Statten und zu Ende gehen.’”
245 RUTZ, i. “Der Unterzeichnete hatte Gelegenheit, den “praktischen Lehrgang des Gesanges” von A. Rützel
durchzusehen und kann dieses in der Tat praktische Werk seiner Einfachheit und Klarheit bestens empfehlen.
Für sämtliche Chorgesangschulen ist es wegen seiner trefflichen Sammlung von Gesängen und Chören eine so
willkommene Gabe, daß dasselbe gewiß überall mit Freude begrüßt werden wird. München, 14. März 1871 Franz
Lachner.”
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[Source:
RUTZ, 21.]
Rützel, Andreas.
1872. Lehrgang Für Den Praktischen Gesangunterricht: I. Teil: Der einstimme Gesang (288 Übungen).
München: K. Central-Schulbücher-Verlag, 21.

Part Two includes many two-voice singing exercises. They range from easy to a
short excerpt by Orlande de Lassus; in addition to the imitative writing, and the key/
modal basis that would have sounded odd to the boys, Rützel uses both soprano and
alto clefs—which is what the boys would mostly read as their education progresses.
Herr Chorrector surely had first-rate skills as a vocal trainer, as this short exercise from
Part Two demonstrates (Example 17):
Example 17. 99. 4. A major.
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[Source: RUTZ, 21.]

Rützel included choral works by a variety of composers in all three parts. O bone Jesu!
(Figure 21) by Giovanni Palestrina might not offer insights into Rützel’s teaching techniques; that being said, it is an informative lesson on Renaissance Performance Practices
in 1877:
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Example 21. 75. O bone Jesu!
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On the occasion of his retirement, Rützel was formally honored in the school’s
annual report—Königliche Bayerische Katholische Lateinschule: “Andreas Rützel therefore, from the 16th onwards, in recognition of his long-term and fruitful service, was
transferred to a well-deserved permanent retirement, which is hereby announced.
September 1875.”246 He died in Steinach in February 1884, aged 76.

--

Talent seizes hold of some individuals and
Figure 48. Photograph of Henry Coward
compels them to overcome what many might by H. Jasper Redfernz, 1902.
consider insurmountable circumstances. Born
in 1849 in Liverpool, Henry Coward’s father
was a landlord of a Liverpool hotel. Orphaned
at an early age, Henry (Figure 48) was forced to
begin work in a Sheffield cutlery factory at age
eight. He taught himself to read by spelling out
the advertisement placards in the streets on
his way to work; and, he showed a strong predilection for music. Religion was an important
part of Coward’s life, and he was taught singing
and the violin by his Sunday school teacher.
He learned the tonic sol-fa system, and, after
a brief association with a primitive little choir,
he started one of his own. Music and general
culture went hand in hand. All the money
that Coward could save was devoted to music. [Source: “Henry Coward, Mus. Doc., Oxon.” The
Having matriculated at Oxford University, he Musical Times and Singing Class Circular 43, no. 707
(1902): 9-15. doi:10.2307/3369401.]
first gained the Bachelor of Music degree; after
that, he earned his dearest academic prize, the Doctor of Music degree.
In 1876, he started as conductor of the Sheffield Musical Union, of the Orchestral
Society, and built up the great Sheffield Festival. Coward became the music critic for
one of the provincial newspapers; he attended festivals, and wrote both critiques and
articles. In 1914, he published Choral Technique and Interpretation, which was well-received and went into several editions. His work as a journalist is exemplified in his
book, which is more words than music; nevertheless, Coward has much useful advice.
His definition of the “New Technique and Interpretative Aim” includes these maxims:
1.

Greater vocal control on the part of the singers. This must be shown in homogeneity of tone, so that each vocal part, however numerous, sounds like one huge
voice and not like a congeries of conflicting voices. Further, the voices must
be able to produce different qualities of tone. No longer will one tone-quality
satisfy the claims of interpretation. Therefore, numerous tone tints such as
the white, the impersonal, the ethereal, the dull and the dark, the breathy, and

246 Jahresbericht Über Die Königlich Bayerische Katholische Lateinschule 1874. 1875, 68. Ingolstadt: G. Helnfelt Firma.
“Herrn Andreas Rützel daher, vom 16. an unter Anerkennung seiner langjähriges und ersprießlichen Dienstleistung in den wohlverdienten bleibenden Ruhestand versetzt, was anmit bekannt gegeben wird. 1875.”
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many other colourings must be available.
Expression of a more refined and artistic character must be shown.
Words and their articulation call for supreme attention. The new technique
predicates greater care in securing correct vowel quantity and clear definition
of consonants, whether they be initial, middle, or final.
In phrasing, it exacts careful marking of the breathing places so as to secure a natural grouping of the words. Further, the musical phrasing, when not controlled by
the text, is not left to haphazard treatment, as has been too often the case.
Rhythm is exalted to a high position. Means are adopted to secure such a control of accents and stresses, regular and irregular, that each distinctive phrase
maintains its individuality while not interfering with the other parts, thus
avoiding the muddiness and jumble that one often hears, say, in Bach’s music
when badly rendered.
Breathing must be dealt with systematically, not only to secure power to phrase,
but to get control of breath pressure, so as to produce those extraordinary fortissimo effects that suggest illimitable power of voice.247

While Coward’s statements might seem self-evident in modern times, clearly, having been a music critic for 20 years, he deemed such fundamentals necessary to publish
as reminders; indeed, he included specific advice on how to conduct rehearsals—and
uses nearly twelve pages to describe his three methods—“Conventional Generalizing;
Critical (or Hypercritical) Particularizing; and Compartmental Specializing.” Coward’s
experience conducting an amateur chorus in Sheffield is evident:
Every society is made up of average voices, and my experience is that there is not
nearly so much difference as some would have us believe in the average voices…
The problem of how to blend the harsh, dull, and twangy voices of untrained singers into an agreeable unity is not so difficult as it appears at first sight. The defects
enumerated above…nearly all arise from one source: the wrong placing of the voice,
which, stated in simple language, means that the air current after it has passed over
the vocal chords (the larynx) when producing sound is allowed to proceed in the
wrong direction, or lacks control.
Inertia is in evidence in every department of choral society work. It is shown in the
irregular manner of going on and off the platform at a concert, the listless rising and sitting of a choir, the attack and release of notes, and the lack of responsiveness to the beat
of the conductor. These things being very obvious to conductor and officials, efforts are
made from time to time to remedy the defects, and a smartening-up period ensues, but
alas! it is usually short-lived. However, baneful inertia may be in the cases mentioned
above, its subtle influence is much more pernicious in the region of words, because, its
connection with articulation not being obvious, its presence is not suspected.248
Unlike other nineteenth-century choral methods, Coward includes practical advice
and problem-based exercises that are still highly relevant—even more than one century later. These tongue-taming phrases work well with amateur singers (Table 23):
247 COW, 3–4.
248 COW, 19–21, 73–74.
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Table 23. Exercises to Improve Consonants.
P. Pearls please pretty Penelope.

B. Big Ben broke Bertha’s bouncing ball.

T. Try teaching to tax temper.

D. Dear Dora danced delightfully.

Th. Thin things think thick thoughts.

Th. Thee, thou them that thou thee.

Ch. Church chaps chirp chants cheerfully.

J. John Jones jumps jauntily.

K. Clever cricketers keep catches.

G. Guy gives good gifts gracefully

F. Fair flirts fancy French fashions.

V. Vain Vernon vowed vengeance.

M. Mild-mannered men make money.

N. Nellie never noticed Norah.

R. Round rough rocks ragged rascals ran.

L. Lion lilies like light.

W. Wise women won’t whine.
[Source: COW, 84.]

Scarcely one-third of the way into his method, Coward pens this definition of
musical expression that is instructive and concise: “1. The regulation of rhythm. 2. The
application, variation, and control of dynamic (tonal) and emotional force. 3. The portrayal of various mental states, extreme moods, and fancies, such as laughter, hatred,
derision, ribaldry, anger, despair, &c. and—specific to vocal music.—4. Management of
words, diction, verbal shadings by emphasis, tone-colour, &c.”249
Sir Henry uses excerpts from published compositions to demonstrate principles
that were covered in the text. The size of his method—333 pages—goes far beyond the
scope of this work; the topics he addresses—and this is a mere sampling—are: Methods
of Rehearsal; Homogeneity and Power of Voice; Attack; Pianissimo Singing; Nasal
Singing; How to Breathe; Colours on the Conductor’s Palette; Attack; Staccato and
Release; Stresses and Pressures; Characterization; The Laugh; The Gibe; Trick-Singing;
Special Onomatopoetic Effects; When Not to Sing Words; Facial Expression; The Crux
of Artistry—the Elusive “Three Per Cent.” Given the enormous popularity of Messiah,
no one should be surprised that Coward devotes 58 pages to an in-depth analysis.
Unlike other contemporaneous choral methods, Coward includes several tables
that chart out how a piece will be performed; one is Moonlight by Eaton Fanning.
(Example 22)
Example 22. Sir Henry Coward’s Performance Map of Moonlight by Eaton Faning.
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C. T. B.

23

T.

Tenors prominent.
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T.

Tenors prominent.

35 and 36

All.

Clear words and delicate staccato at the triplets.
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Basses prominent, then subordinate.
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Contraltos prominent.

42 and 43

All.

Real pianissimo with clear, delicate diction.

47 and 48

T.

Tenors prominent, then subordinate.

55 to 60

C.

Contraltos’ moving crotchets prominent.

70 and 71

All.

Same as bars 15 and 16.

72 and 73

All.

74 to end

All.

A “comma” breath pause after “sorrow,” and commence “sad”
π with cresc. on “eyes.”

92

All.

Follow copy carefully, but at bar 90 the first bass must give “in
the land” prominently, but in tune.
At “sleep” long pause, with sound vanishing into silence

[Source: COW, 292–293.]

Coward writes knowingly about the character and qualities of a choral conductor,
which are relevant and enlightening even in modern times; these paragraphs confirm
that he conducted an amateur chorus in Sheffield for 49 years. His words are kind yet
honest, eloquent yet challenging, and are worthy reading for any woman or man who
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wants to make a successful career as a choral conductor:
In speaking of the equipment of a choral conductor, it would be easy to draw a fancy
sketch of what he should be: a perfect genius in music; a master of language and of
English in particular; an exquisite in dress; a paragon in manner but these things,
though valuable, must give place to other and more serviceable qualifications if
success is to be attained.
The first thing a conductor requires is self-reliance, born of mastery of the subject
he has to conduct and confidence in himself. If he is nervous and apologetic, if,
when he makes a slip he feels crushed and would like to sink through the floor, he
had better leave conducting alone. It is the confident, not-to-be-daunted man who
is fit to be a leader of men. Again, the conductor who wishes to excel must be patient
in two senses. In the first place he must, till near the performance, tolerate mistakes
without signs of ill-temper, remembering that it is only a few amongst his choir who
can do things perfectly from the start. Let him be prepared for, say, a score of errors
at every rehearsal, and count any diminution from that number as so much gain.
Personal Influence.
In addition to the cardinal virtue named above, the conductor must have power
to inspire, incite, and command a kind of personal magnetism that makes his persuasive will law. To get this power two things are necessary. First, he must be so
thoroughly master of the work in hand that the choir has confidence in him and
will follow him in everything. Second, he must be an enthusiast in his work. To be
the master, he must be at the service of all. His zeal must infect his followers, so that
the motto Do ut des (“I give that you may give”) is faithfully carried out. Let these
personal traits be acquired, and a kind of beneficent autocracy follows as a matter
of course.
Interpretation of Pieces.
The chief function of a present-day conductor is to interpret the music rather
than to conduct it. The centre of gravity has been shifted from the mechanical to
the mental; from merely directing the music to grasping and imparting the spirit
behind the notes and words. To accomplish this, hard thinking and imagination
are necessary. Before the ideal rendering can be given, the work must have been
thoroughly studied privately. Analysis must always precede synthesis. Through not
doing this, conductors fail to give distinction to performances, and they wonder
why they fail. Other people do not.
Tact.
The man who lacks tact is not fit to be a conductor. Tact is the lubricant that
keeps the administrative machinery smoothly working when heat and friction
would otherwise arise.
Unresponsive Choralists: Malcontents.
Since malcontents are likely to appear in almost every choral society at some
point, the question becomes “How are they to be met?” Three plans present themselves: 1. Wear the malcontents down; 2. Win them over; 3. Shake off the dust from
your feet and retire.
Plans 1 and 2 usually work concurrently. To be forewarned is to be forearmed,
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therefore, as you know all these disloyal spirits, prepare for their opposition by
putting on the impervious cloak of indifference to all they say and do. But while
you ignore their conduct, be as polite to them as possible. Surprise them by your
magnanimity. Make them feel ashamed of themselves. The other members—outsiders in the feud, but yoursiders in sympathy—see the game and consciously or
unconsciously help you. In, say, two or three seasons the malcontents will either
have withdrawn or will have become your ardent supporters. This has been my
experience, at least.
The Rewards of Leadership.
The joys of the struggle are worth the sacrifices. Therefore let the determined
aspirant “rejoice and be glad” that there are these difficulties, because they form the
testing fires that eliminate the clever but weak, the brilliant but shifty, the steady
but stodgy, while they bring out the fine qualities of the man of parts, power, and
reliability.

VII. ANTON AVERKAMP
Antonius Josephus (Anton) Aver
kamp
Figure 49. Photograph of Anton Averkamp by
Van Holkema & Warendorf, phototype by Van (Figure 49) was born into the family of
Holkema & Warendorf, Amsterdam, 1892.
headmaster Johannes Theodorus Averkamp
and Anna Catharina Maria Neuhuijs in
1861. Aged 34, in 1895 he married a merchant’s daughter and alto, Maria Henrica
Petronella Mol; the couple had no children.
Averkamp was destined to become a
merchant. He worked in an office, but
he didn’t see his future there. He tried
to improve his piano playing, which was
untrained, and he had a decent amount
of schooling. First, composer Daniel de
Lange saw his talents and taught him for
four years; then Friedrich Kiels (University
of the Arts) taught him music theory in
Berlin. In 1884, through the intervention
of Johan Messchaert, Averkamp was able
to enroll into the Munich Academy of Arts.
His teachers included Joseph Rheinberger],
Hans Hasselbeck and Adolph Schimon.
After completing this study, Averkamp
[Source: Antiquarian Bookshop Krul Antiquarian Books
returned to Amsterdam, where he taught
(Paesi Bassi)]
singing lessons at the Toonkunstmuziek
School. Averkamp did not perform much as a singer; rather, he focused mostly on music
education and choir management. In 1919, Averkamp joined the Toonkunstmuziek
School in Utrecht.
In addition to this work, Averkamp sat on various committees in the field of music.
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Starting in 1897, he was a board member of the Association for Northern Dutch Music
History, and from 1927 until his death, he was chairman of the board. He wrote treatises on music theory including Van onzen Tijd (Of Our Time), Caecilia and Euphonia. His
interest extended mainly to singing, along with church music from the 15th century
onwards. Averkamp reviewed music concerts that appeared in De Amsterdammer and
published a number of books. He was able to put the theory of “ancient” singing into
practice as conductor of a number of choirs; and he was especially active during the
1890s. He died of a heart condition at his home in Bussum in 1934.
Averkamp’s method is text-heavy with limited musical examples; even though it
was published in 1933, he was clearly of the nineteenth century. The words he chooses
demonstrate how well he knew his craft; the voice training from early in his life is
plain:
Equal in importance of proper pronunciation, the breath must be entrusted to the
good care of the conductor. After all, a beautiful, sonorous tone is closely related to
the way in which the singer controls his breath. How often have you seen choristers singing with high shoulders and long stretched necks? Especially tenors; if they
have to sing high, they are guilty of that shortcoming. And what’s the consequence?
The choir detonates; the shine is missing; the sound becomes hoarse; the people
are tired and a sullen and an unpleasant feeling takes hold of them. They would
like to relax by participating with enthusiasm in their choir’s rehearsals, except it
works the other way around. If the conductor is up to the task, he can remedy this
problem, perhaps even prevent it. But how often is the conductor a more or less
meritorious pianist, who, however, has no idea of singing!250
Averkamp’s interest in music education began during the years he gave voice lessons
as well as his decades of work as a conductor of an amateur chorus. Those experiences
gave him an insight that is both helpful and mildly amusing: People can be divided into
four large groups:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Those who have absolutely no ear for music.
Those who have absolute pitch.
Those who have acquired a relatively good musical ear, and
Those who are a discerning audience.251

The first part of his method is dedicated to the fundamentals of music. To each
covered topic—rhythm, conducting, meter and the like—is linked a musical example
250 AVER, 12. “Niet minder dan de uitspraak moet ook de adembehandeling aan de goede zorgen van den dirigent
worden toevertrouwd. Immers de mooie, klankrijke toon, staat in het nauwste verband met de wijze waarop de
zanger den adem beheerscht. Hoe vaak ziet men niet dat zangers zingen met hoog opgetrokken schouders en lang
gerekten hals? Vooral tenoren, als zij hoog moeten zingen, maken zich aan dat euvel schuldig. En wat is het gevolg
daarvan? Het koor detoneert; de glans ontbreekt; de klank wordt heesch; de menschen worden vermoeid en een
gemelijk, onaangenaam gevoel maakt zich van hen meester. Zij haaden zich willen ontspannen door met geestdrift
deel te nemen aan de repetities van hun koor, en het komt juist andersom uit. Indien de dirigent voor zijn taak
berekend is kan hij dit kwaad verhelpen, misschien zelfs voorkomen. Maar hoe dikwijls is de dirigent een min of
meer verdienstelijk pianist, die echter van den zang geen notie heeft!”
251 AVER, 26. “Menschen in vier groote groepen indeelen: 1. Hen, die absoluut géén muzikaal gehoor bezitten. 2. Hen,
die een absoluut gehoor hebben. 3. Hen, die zich een relatief muzikaal gehoor verworven hebben, en 4. Hen, die
een onderscheidend gehoor be zitten.”
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In a subsequent chapter, we will discuss Orchestral/Choral Placement. Interestingly,
among the 30 choral methods examined, Averkamp alone addresses the topic. He writes:
For every conductor, the arrangement of choir, orchestra, soloists and keyboard
will be an issue, the solution of which must cost him a lot of headaches. General
regulations are not useful here; local conditions will always be decisive. If we have
access to have a wide stage, the question itself is not so difficult to solve; however,
this is usually not the case. However, even when space is not an issue, the conductor
will ask: should I place the choir in front of the orchestra or the orchestra before
the choir; or should I group the choir around the orchestra? In the first two cases,
there is the advantage that the two groups will be able to maintain their unity more
easily, while in the latter case the choir members often complain that they cannot
hear their fellow singers in the other sections. If the choir is very large, the conductor will be forced to group his choir around the orchestra; but then it also reduces
252 AVER, 20–21. “Ongetwijfeld zingen de mannen meestal met borststem. Dat is het timbre dat forsch en krachtig
klinkt en overeenkomt met echten mannenaard. Doch de mannenstem moet ook in het piano gebruikt kunnen
worden en niet alleen in den solozang, maar ook inden koorzang.”
253 AVER, 19. “De binnenste randen van de stembanden zullen alsdan slechts trillen, maarde hoofdzaak toch is de
resonans.”
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Now it is the turn of the six part time signatures, namely the slow 6/8 and 6/4 time. These
are usually beaten as the four-part measure, but
on the understanding that the first and third
beats of them are repeated slightly, that is to
say in part, thus:
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Example 24. Four-beat Patterns, Simple and Compound.
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Averkamp devotes a chapter to conducting as well: “And with this we suddenly
end up at the “Cheironomy.” This Greek word means ‘Direction by movement of the
hand,’ that is, as we would say, by conducting.”255 His beat patterns are similar to Spohr
or Berlioz; however, he makes a curious statement about the three-beat pattern: “In
some countries, including in Italy, people sometimes turn to the second count left.” He
then says that it is an “exceptional case.”256 It might be useful to compare his four-beat
simple pattern to his four-beat compound pattern (Example 24):

vijf vijf

vier vier
dr dr
ei ei

twee

Example
23. Uit
Quentin
Durward.
EX. ???. Uit
Quentin
Durward.

the risk that anyone will have to sing separately.254

twee

representing the choral and instrumental literature from the sixteenth- to the early
twentieth century; he also includes a heavy dose of music history and stylistic interpretation. There is an interesting discussion of the falsetto voice that is mostly in line
with modern vocal pedagogy. Amateur basses of today are not so different from their
counterparts in the late nineteenth century: “No doubt men usually sing in their chest
voice. That is the timbre that sounds heavy and powerful and corresponds to a real
man’s nature. But the male voice must also be able to be used softly, and not only as a
soloist, but also in choral singing.”252
Perhaps Averkamp had access to the newly invented laryngoscope, because he notes
that “The inner edges of the vocal cords will then only vibrate…”253 He also points out
that falsetto can be identified with imitating the female voice and is also called singing
in the “head voice.” In the newer men’s choir literature, the tenor part is written very
high—well up to high C (two lines). In the example printed here, a drinking song from
François-Auguste Gevaert’s opera Uit Quentin Durward, (Example 23) they even go as
far as high C # (three lines).

Thans komen de zesdeelige maatsoorten aan de beurt,
n.l. de langzame 6/8 en 6/4 maat. Deze worden gewoonlijk geslagen als de vierdeelige maat, echter met dien verstande, dat daarvan de eerste en derde slag lichtelijk, dus
voor een gedeelte, worden herhaald, dus zoo:

[Source: AVER, 24–26.]

The remainder of Averkamp’s method is devoted to more advanced fundamentals,
such as Recitative, Basso continuo, Compound meters, Opera choruses, along with the
music of Palestrina, Handel and Wagner. Much of his work might seem more suited to
the solo voice, which is not surprising since he was trained as—and taught—solo voice.
Nevertheless, Averkamp gives us an interesting and informative take on choral music
254 AVER, 94. “Voor ieder dirigent zal de opstelling van koor, orchest, solisten en klavier een vraagstuk beteekenen,
waarvan de oplossing hem veel hoofdbrekens moet kosten. Algemeene voorschriften zijn hier niet van pas. Steeds
zullen locale omstandigheden den doorslag geven. Heeft men overeen ruim podium te beschikken, dan is het
vraagstuk van zelf niet zoo moeilijk op te lossen. Meestal is dit echter niet het geval. Doch ook wanneer men met
de ruimte niet behoeft te woekeren zal de dirigent zich afvragen: moet ik het koor vóór het orchest of dit laatste
vóór het koor plaatsen; of moet ik het koor om het orchest heen groepeeren? Inde eerste twee gevallen heeft men
het voordeel, dat de beide groepen gemakkelijker haar eenheid zullen kunnen bewaren, terwijl in het laatste geval
de koorleden dikwijls er over klagen, dat zij hunne medezangers inde andere partijen niet kunnen hooren. Is het
koor zeer groot, dan zal de dirigent wel genoodzaakt zijn, zijn koor om het orchest heen te groepeeren; maar dan
vermindert ook het gevaar, dat men los van elkaar zal moeten zingen.”
255 AVER, 34. “En hiermede komen wij ineens terecht bij de „cheironomie.” Dit Grieksche woord beteekent„leiding
door beweging van de hand”, dus, zooals wij zouden zeggen, door het dirigeeren.”
256 AVER, 35. “In enkele landen, o.a. inItalië, slaat men den tweeden tel wel eens naar links. Met zulk een uitzonderingsgeval behoeven wij ons hier niet bezig te houden.”
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in The Netherlands during the nineteenth-century.
Averkamp concludes his work with a knowing explanation of what makes a successful choral conductor:
In this work I have tried to outline those requirements that the “ideal” choir conductor must possess; however, I would like to emphasize that he who acquires all
the information that I have pointed out is not necessarily a good conductor; for
when he lacks one quality, and that is talent.…But the conductor, however gifted—
even genius—should not think that he can be a good choir conductor without having penetrated into the secrets of the art of singing. Only if he has done so, can he
break down what is in those secrets and bring the beauty of the work to its fullest.257

XIII. CARL ABRAHAM MANKELL
Carl Abraham Mankell (Figure 50) was Sweden’s first forward-looking school-singing
teacher, who—with knowledge, broad general education and great enthusiasm—led
his young students into the world of music; he himself played several instruments,
including the horn and organ; he was also a good singer. For his classroom teaching, he
authored various theoretical compendiums
Figure 50. Portrait of Carl Abraham Manand arranged both Swedish and foreign songs kell by Maria Röhl, 1835.
for three treble parts and bass. By using a low
alto instead of tenor, he was able to better
meet the needs of the boys’ school; furthermore, he always sought to give thorough
historical background.
In the 1830s, so as to broaden the interest in older music, Mankell formed the
Sån
gföreningen för kyrkomusik (Society for
Friends of the Art of Music), which was one of
the leading choirs in Stockholm at the time.
Together with his brother Gustaf, Abraham
further organized a series of musical events
with a similar focus in the Sällskapet tonkonstens vänner (Friends of the Society of Music)
in 1835. As late as 1854, Mankell submitted
a proposal for a musical-literary course in
the capital, where he advocated for pure
music, as well as historical and musical aes[Source: National Library of Sweden, 741.09485.]
thetic education at the conservatory. From
1850, Mankell—partly due to ill health (apparently caused by playing the organ in his
unheated church)—increasingly devoted himself to writing, which is the finest of its
257 AVER, 116–117. “In dit werkje heb ik getracht te schetsen aan welke eischen de “ideale” koordirigent moet voldoen. Echter wil ik nadrukkelijk er op wijzen dat hij, die zich alle gegevens eigen maakt waarop ik heb gewezen,
nog niet per se een goed dirigent is; wanneer hem namelijk één eigenschap ontbreekt, en dat is talent.…Doch de
dirigent, hoe begaafd, ja zelfs geniaal ook, moet niet denken dat hij een goed koordirigent kan zijn, zonder dat hij
doorgedrongen is inde geheimen der zangkunst. Eerst als hij dat wèl is, kan hij uiteen koor halen wat er in zit en
kan hij de schoonheid van het kunstwerk tot haar volle recht brengen.”
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kind during his lifetime.
Mankell’s earliest writings, Harmonia and Lärobok i musiken (Harmony Textbook of
Music), arose directly from his practical teaching and show considerable pedagogical
touch; it is also a meticulously accurate textbook. His last major work, Musikens historia
(History of Music), can be seen as a summary of his entire writing career. Mankell’s published choral books, in which he sought to i ntroduce polyphonic congregational music,
were widely circulated. Born in Denmark in 1802, Mankell died in Stockholm in 1868.
Mankell’s method, Lärobok i Musiken, Med Särskildt Afeende på Sång (Textbook in
Music, With Special Attention on Singing), was published in 1835; the Directorate of
the New Elementary School in Stockholm commissioned the work. In the Preface he
writes that, “Although choral singing is, and should be, the main purpose of singing
instruction in schools, the author has, however, considered some information on other
musical subjects both useful and expedient.”258
Mankell wrote a singing method, starting with the basic musical fundamentals;
however, he does address a challenge that many children face: “The two indispensable
conditions for singing are Voice and Hearing.…The teacher’s first occupation with
the student will therefore be to ascertain if he has musical ear, and to what extent he
possesses the same. This gift is so differently distributed by nature that often a child
equipped with few other fortunes, is however excellently able to discern the pitches;
while, on the other hand the more intelligent disciple, even with difficulty, cannot
grasp the sound as clearly.”259
There is no question that Mankell created a book for elementary school students;
that being said, his approach to teaching young children is interesting. He suggests
using numerals to represent pitches, which can then be easily transposed; for instance:
“The following table, on which small sequences of numbers are recorded, can serve
as an exercise. At J, change only between 1, 3, 5 1; at K, 2 is added; at L also 4; at M
another 6; and at N 7. At O, 1, 2 and 3, and at P are also still, 7, 6 and 5 involved. The
teacher can, of course, at her discretion, increase, change and complicate such exercises, or sometimes even choose the ones listed here as the easiest and most understandable.”260 The table below lists only the first two sequences of letters/numerals.
J.

K.

1351531
5331131
3353315
1535313
5131111
1351351
1232151
5135321

——
——
——
——
——
——
——
——

3515311
3131315
1153111
1531531
5113511
3113515
1211531
2312311

——
——
——
——
——
——
——
——

5515315
1531531
1351315
1131351
1131513
3153151
1323135
3213531

——
——
——
——
——
——
——
——

258 MANK, iii. “Ehuru Choral-sången är och bör vara hufvudändamålet för sångundervisningen i skolor, har författaren dock ansett några underrättelser äfven om andra musikaliska ämnen både nyttiga och ändamålsenliga.”
259 MANK, 1. “De tvenne oundgängliga villkoren för sång äro Röst och Gehör.…Lärarens första sysselsättning med lärjungen blir derföre att utröna, om han eger musikaliskt gehör, och till hvilken grad han eger detsamma. Denna gåfva
är af naturen så olika utdelad, att ofta ett med andra förmögenheter ringa utrnstadt barn likväl ypperligt förmår
urskilja tonhöjderna, och deremot den förståndigare lärjungen äfven med möda icke kan lika skarpt fatta ljudet.”
260 MANK, 6–7. “Följande tabell, hvarpå små tonföljder genom siffror finnas upptecknade, kan tjena till öfning. Vid J
ombytes blott med 1, 3, 5 1; vid K tillkommer 2; vid L ännu 4; vid M ytterligare 6; samt vid N 7. Vid O äro 1, 2 och 3,
samt vid P dessutom ännu, 7, 6 och 5 inblandade. Läraren kan naturligtvis efter godtycke öka, förändra och försvåra
sådana öfningar, eller ock välja ibland de här upptecknade de lättaste och mest fattliga.”
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1121113
1523153
5152321
1112315

——
——
——
——

5121321
3513221
5312532
1121351

——
——
——
——

5212311
1212315
1235321
5125321

——
——
——
——

[Source: Mankell, Abraham. 1835. Lärobok i Musiken, Med Särskildt Afeende på
Sång. Upsala: Palmblad & C., 6–7.]

The remainder of Mankell’s method demonstrates musical fundamentals in a
straightforward manner; interestingly, however, Mankell and almost every other
author in this chapter, included an explanation of ornamentation and portamento,
which will be treated in another chapter. There are explanations for proper singing of
vowels that, although not specifically intended for choral warm-ups, are nevertheless
useful. The section about consonants is especially unusual:

& 44 ˙

œ.

œœ ˙

fö - - - - - - - rsk

œ.

œœ w

a - - - - - - - ff

a.

Like every author, Mankell addresses a real need in Sweden in 1835: the schools
needed teaching materials to introduce music into the elementary curriculum.
Mankell stepped forward and delivered a well-planned, thoughtful volume that would
have given every elementary school teacher in Stockholm what was needed to introduce to her students the fundamentals. As time passed, the mechanics of singing,
which could then either be channeled into solo voice lessons or used to participate in
a choral ensemble in the capital.

IX. LOWELL MASON
Since consonants, especially in singing, are to be regarded only as transitions from
vowel to vowel, since no consonant has its own pitch, but is only attached to the
preceding or subsequent vowel, it is good to pronounce them as hastily as possible.
It is generally considered that languages whose words contain many consonants
are less suitable for singing than languages that have many and drawn-out vowels,
and in which the consonants are not only fewer and shorter, but also pronounced
less strongly and harshly.…For by shortening the consonants, the sound of vowels is
lengthened, and the notes need not be detached, whereby the musical phrase always
loses. If one sings the word:

& 44 w

w

w

för - - - - skaf - - - - fa,

and allows the consonants to fill in as much time as they would occupy, if the word
was read slowly; then it is impossible for the notes to have their length added to the
beat. On the other hand, the more you push them next to the vowel, so that they do
not take away any time at all, and the longer the notes can be, the more coherent
and pleasant the song will appear.
Clearly the consonants must be produced, but they should be as short as possible.
The above words are sung by a practiced singer roughly as follows:261

261 MANK, 90–91. “Då dessa, särdeles i sång, äro att anse endast såsom öfvergångar ifrån vocal till vocal, emcdan ingen
consonant får sin egen ton, utan endast bifogas den för- eller efter-följande vocalen, så är det en skönhet, att uttala
dem så skyndsamt som möjligtvis ske kan. Man anser vanligen de språk, hvilkas ord innehålla många consonanter,
vara mindre lämpliga för sång, än de, som ega många och uthållna vocaler, och i hvilka consonanterna icke endast
äro färre och kortare,’ utan äfven uttalas mindre starkt och hårdt. Svenska språket hörer till de sednare, det innehåller långa, sköna vocaler, och man bör söka att bibehålla dess rang såsom sångspråk. Ibland de bildade Europeiska språken torde kanske endast Italienskan och möjligen Spanskan vara mera sångrika. — Consonanternas ljud
cunna i alla fall i det skönaste som i hvarje annat språk vid sången förädlas och förkortas, hvilket ofta är detsamma.
Ty genom Consonanternas afkortning förlänges vocalernas klang, och tonerna behöfva icke sönderdelas, hvarvid
den musikaliska meningen alltid förlorar. Om inan sjunger ordet:
“och låter consonanterna utfylla så mycken tid, som de t. example skulle upptaga, om ordet långsamt lästes, så
är det omöjligt att tonerna få sin efter takten dem tillkommande längd. Ju mera man deremot tränger dem intill
vocalen, så att de nästan alls icke borttaga någon tid, ju längre kunna tonerna bli, ju mera sammanhängande och
behaglig skall sången framstå,
“Tydligt måste consonanterna frambringas, men de böra vara så korta som möjligt. Ofvanstående ord sjungas af
en öfvad sångare ungefärligen sålunda:”
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Lowell Mason (Figure 51) was born
Figure 51. Lithograph of Lowell Mason, by Day &
in
1792 in Medfield, Massachusetts;
Son, after crayon portrait sketch by Miss St. Purday,
1932.
he became an American composer and music teacher who is considered an important reformer of
church and classroom music. Mason
led his church choir from age of 16
and his hometown orchestra from
the age of 18. In 1815, he became
organist and choirmaster at the
Presbyterian Church in Savannah,
Georgia. In 1827, he became director
of the Handel and Haydn Society
in Boston; together with George J.
Webb, he founded the Boston Music
Academy in 1832.
Like Nägeli and Pfeiffer, he was
influenced by the theories of Johann
Pestalozzi. Mason began teaching
children’s music classes in 1829; music
was introduced into the Boston public
school system in 1838 as a direct result
[Source: Digital Commonwealth, https://ark.digitalcommonof his efforts. Soon Mason was named
wealth.org/ark:/50959/th83mg92t (accessed August 19, 2020).]
the Boston Superintendent of Public
School Music—the first such position in the United States—which he held until 1845.
Perhaps because he was an autodidact in music, teacher training was a matter of
great concern to him. Out of his experiences in the Boston Academy of Music, he conceived the idea of a “musical convention,” that is, a crash course in musical pedagogy.
By 1850, some 1,500 teachers from all over the country were flocking to Boston for five
days of lectures and music-making under Mason’s direction. Out of the musical convention grew the idea, in 1853, of the “Normal Musical Institute,” which would provide
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still more comprehensive training.
At first glance, Lowell Mason appears out of place in this chapter. While he did not
publish a choral method per se, his work as a music educator and teacher of choral
conducting makes him a perfect example of the industry with which a person can fill
seven decades. In addition to the hymn tunes, collections of sacred music, hymnals and
tune books for both Protestant churches, there are also the instructional materials. For
instance, he published two books in tandem: 1) Manual of the Boston Academy of Music:
for Instruction in the Elements of Vocal Music, on the System of Pestalozzi is a teachers guide
to be used in conjunction with 2) Musical Exercises, for Singing Schools: to Be Used in
Connection with the Manual of the Boston Academy of Music, for Instruction in the Elements
of Vocal Music, which was intended to be used by the pupils in the Boston public schools.
To quote a randomly selected example, the student book (2) instructs the teacher to
reference “Sec. 495–502” from the teacher guide (1); below are the student pages, after
which follows the teacher’s instructions. (Figure 52)
Figure 52. Sample pages from Mason’s Musical Exercises, for Singing Schools: to Be Used in
Connection with the Manual of the Boston Academy of Music, for Instruction in the Elements
of Vocal Music, §48.

169
§496. Hitherto, the scholars have always sung organ tones. The teacher causes these
once more to be practiced in the different degrees of loud and soft that have been
given, and takes care that they are sung smoothly and equally.
§497. Increasing tone. The teacher writes on the board.

π
&˙

p
˙

f
˙

˙

ƒ
˙

He causes this lesson at first to be sung with the syllable la, according to the dynamic
designations; then he has the notes drawn together with the vowel a, in such a manner
as to unite them all in one continued sound. He remarks that, in passing from one note
to another of the above example, there must be a gradual increase of sound.
Such a sound gradually growing louder, and louder, is called an increasing
sound; and is marked with cres. [crescendo]. Sometimes it is also marked by two
diverging lines. Example:
The teacher now causes the scale to be sung ascending and descending, crescendo.

& w

w

w

w

w

w

w

w

§ 498. Diminishing tone. A sound that commences loud, and gradually diminishes
to soft, is called a diminishing or decreasing sound. The teacher writes:

ƒ
&˙

f
˙

˙

p
˙

π
˙

He now lets the decreasing sound be given in the manner pointed out in the
preceding section.
Such a sound is marked with dim. [diminuendo]; and sometimes also by convergThe scale is now sung, diminuendo.
ing lines. Example:
§499. Swelling Tone. It often happens that the same sound must be sung both
crescendo and diminuendo: such a sound is called a swelling sound; or a swell.

π cresc.

w
ƒ

π

dim.

The scale is now sung ascending and descending, with the swell. Example:
[Source: Mason, Lowell. 1851. Musical Exercises, for Singing Schools: to Be Used in Connection with the “Manual of
the Boston Academy of Music, for Instruction in the Elements of Vocal Music.” Boston, MA: Wilkins, Carter & Co.]

Dynamic Tones.
The Organ, Increasing, Diminishing, Swelling, Pressure and Explosive Tones.
§495. Organ tone. A sound that is commenced, continued, and ended with an
equal degree of strength or force, or which is equally loud or equally soft during the
whole time of its continuance is called an organ tone.
It is so called, because organ pipes always produce such tones; or those which,
during their whole continuance, are equally loud or equally soft.
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&

w

w

w

etc.

§500. Sometimes a whole measure or strain must be sung increasing or diminishing.
Examples marked:262

262 Mason, Lowell. 1836. Manual of the Boston Academy of Music: for Instruction in the Elements of Vocal Music, on the
System of Pestalozzi. Boston, MA: Oliver Ditson & Co., 227–229.
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π
p
j
& œ. œ œ œ œ œ ˙

f
˙.

ƒ
œ w

ƒ f
œ œ œ ˙

π
p
j
œ œ. œ œ ˙.

More than a hundred compilations bear Mason’s name. Among the most popular are
• The Boston Academy’s Collection of Church Music (1835)
• The Boston School Song Book (1840)
• Carmina Sacra (1841).
Mason’s most important writings are
• Address on Church Music (1826)
• Manual of the Boston Academy of Music (1843)
• The New Carmina Sacra: or, Boston Collection of Church Music: Comprising the Most
Popular Psalm and Hymn Tunes in General Use, Together With a Great Variety of
New Tunes, Chants, Sentences, Motetts, [sic] and Anthems (1858).
In an age when Antisemitism was a real part of “polite society,” Mason also published
• The Sabbath Hymn and Tune Book: For the Service of Song in the House of the Lord
(1865)
• The Temple Choir: A Collection of Sacred and Secular Music, Comprising a Great
Variety of Tunes (1867)
Two of his most important pedagogical works were
• How Shall I Teach? or Hints to Teachers (1875)
• Mason’s Normal Singer: A Collection of Vocal Music for Singing Classes, Schools, and
Social Circles: Arranged in Four Parts: To Which are Prefixed the Elements of Vocal
Music, with Practical Exercises (1856).
In 1853, after a 15-month visit to Europe, which formed the basis of his book Musical
Letters from Abroad (1853), Mason moved to New York City. He devoted his later years
primarily to compiling collections of music for religious and educational purposes, and
to writing and teaching. He died on 11 August 1872 in Orange, New Jersey.

X. ANTOINE AIMABLE ELIE ELWART
Antoine Aimable Elie Elwart (Figure 53) was born on 19 November 1808 in Paris. At
the age of ten, he became a choirboy in the Church of Saint-Eustache, which marked
him for his whole life: sacred music was always one of the greatest influences on him.
Curious to discover the world of a professional musician, he avoided the life of a manufacturer of crates; rather, he secured a place in a street orchestra playing second violin.
In 1825, Elwart entered into the Royal School of Music (future Conservatoire of Paris)
where he studied counterpoint, harmony and fugue as well as composition. His teachers
included François-Joseph Fétis, Jean-François Le Sueur, and Hector Berlioz. Although
Elwart won the First Prize for Fugue in 1830, it was not until 1834 that he won the
Grand Prix de Rome; he moved to Rome where he became a boarder at the Villa Medici.
Returning to Paris in 1837, he became an assistant professor at the Conservatoire, where
he taught until his retirement in 1871. He died in Paris on 14 October 1877.
Elwart was awarded the Spanish Cross by Charles III; the King of Prussia decorated him with the Red Eagle Cross. He was awarded the Légion d’honneur in 1873
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Figure 53. Photograph of Antoine Aimable in the Conservatory Hall, a distinction to
Elie Elwart in visitor card format by Atelier which he replied in a humorous tone, Vive
Nadar, 1870–1890.

la République! (Long live the Republic!)
He explained, “You must understand, I
composed a cantata to celebrate the glory
of Charles X and he did not decorate me;
I celebrated the musical virtues of Louis
Philippe and he did not decorate me; I
sang the blessings of the Empire and the
emperor did not decorate me; I have never
done anything for the République, and it
decorates me. It’s only right that I’m grateful to it!”263
Elwart published Lutrin et orphéon ou le
plain-chant et la musique appris en chantant
des choeurs, grammaire pratique (Schola
Cantorum and Orphéon or Plainsong and
Music Learned by Singing Choirs, Practical
Grammar) in 1865; he was a great supporter
of the all-male choral ensembles known as
Orphéon. His target audience was the men
[Source: Carnavalet Museum, History of Paris, PH50120.] who sang in these choirs; accordingly, the
first part of his method is devoted to the
fundamentals of music—skills an amateur would need to be successful as a choral
singer. Some of his illustrations are clever and original, such as this diagram of solfége
symbols. (Figure 54)
In the “Second Part—Choral Practical,” Elwart begins with this tongue-in-cheek
introduction:
“We are all a bit like children,” said Figure 54. Scales in the Italian manner.
a German philosopher, “when we fig. solf. Scales in the Italian manner.
ut
begin to study a new language,
si
si
or the principles of an art that is
la
la
sol
sol
unknown to us; it is therefore by
fa
fa
practicing this language or this art
mi
mi
that we must begin.” Pushing the
ré
ré
consequences of his proposal to
ut
ut
the end, our thinker adds: “When
a child begins to stand on his feet,
14.] Aimable Elie. 1850. Lutrin Et Orphéon Ou
Elwart, ELW,
Antoine
his nanny does not teach him a [Source:
Le Plain-Chant & La Musique Appris En Chantant Des

263 Navarre, Jean-Philippe, Albert Lavignac, Henri Maréchal,
Piero
1899.
Albert
Choeurs.and
Paris:
E. Coppola.
Gérard et
Cie.,
14. Lavignac, Les Gaietés Du
Conservatoire (1899), Et Autres Textes Humoristiques De Henri Maréchal Et Piero Coppola. Sprimont: Mardaga. “Il
reçoit la Croix d’Espagne par Charles III; le roi de Prusse le décore quant à lui de la Croix de l’aigle rouge. Il reçut la
Légion d’honneur en 18733 dans la salle du Conservatoire, distinction à laquelle il répondra sur le ton de l’humour
«Vive la République!» Et de répondre «Vous comprenez, j’ai fait une cantate pour célébrer la gloire de Charles X, il
ne m’a pas décoré; j’ai célébré en musique les vertus de Louis Philippe, il ne m’a pas décoré; j’ai chanté les bienfaits
de l’Empire, l’empereur ne m’a pas décoré; je n’ai jamais rien fait pour la République, et elle me décore; il est bien
juste que je lui sache gré!»”
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lesson on the principles of the center of gravity; she places him between two chairs
and leaves him to himself, while still taking care of him.” It has been the same up
to now for most of the Orpheonists; their directors placed them between comrades
with a little ear, a lot of memory and some superficial musical knowledge, and the
choirs—by dint of rote repetition—worked as best they could. Without wanting to
do absolutely as the nanny of the free thinker of Over the Rhine, we imitated it a little
in the first chapters of this book: because we are convinced from experience that
student singers must know how to listen to the most usual musical sounds before
learning to read and write them. Singing it as well as speaking it is the known: the
notation and the reading are the theory put into practice. Now that the main foundations of this theory have been established, we will introduce the students to the
practices of the choral arts; but, in order to remove from the exercises what is odd
and cold, for the sake of the notes, we will continue to set these exercise’s verses
under the music notes; thus, by their familiar style, we will engrave in the memory
of the pupils several important notions that would have been useless to give during
an ordinary form of prose demonstration.264
By the end of Part Two, Elwart has progressed his pupils through every musical
fundamental in unison, two-part, three-part, and TTBB exercises. This example demonstrates the skill level the men had obtained, which allowed them to conquer this chromatic exercise. (Example 25)
In Part Three, marked “Chapter Unique,” Elwart pens excellent instructions to
Orphéon directors/teachers entitled “Of Singing with One Lyric,” that are still applicable in modern times. The excerpt is long, but worth a close read:
The purpose of any choral study is to sing with ease, accuracy, and expression while
feeling the poetic words that inspired the composers. After studying and practicing the elements of plainsong, and, especially those of music, Orpheonist students
should be eager to move on to the study of choral singing or plain-song. Already, in
all the important preceding exercises, we have given versified lyrics to sing; however, in doing so our goal— as we have pointed out—was to remove from early vocal
studies some of their coldness, while simultaneously magnifying the main rules
of theory in students’ memories. Now that the first steps have been taken, we will
enter into new details, which we hope will be read with interest by the Orpheonists.
264 ELW, 69. “Nous sommes tous un peu comme les enfants, disait un philosophe allemand, lorsque nous commençons à étudier une langue nouvelle, ou les principes d’un art qui nous sont inconnus; c’est donc par la pratique
de cette langue ou de cet art qu’il faut commencer.” Poussant jusqu’au bout les conséquences de sa proposition,
notre penseur ajoute: Quand un enfant commence à se tenir sur ses pieds, sa nourrice ne lui fait pas un cours sur
les principes du centre de gravité, elle le place entre deux chaises et l’abandonne à lui-même, tout en veillant pourtant sur lui.” — Il en a été de même jusqu’ici pour la plupart des Orphéonistes; leurs directeurs les ont placés entre
des camarades ayant un peu d’oreille, beaucoup de mémoire et quelques connaissances musicales superficielles, et
les chœurs, à force d’être répétés, ont marché tant bien que mal. Sans vouloir faire absolument comme la nourrice
du libre penseur d’Outre-Rhin, nous l’avons un peu imitée dans les premiers chapitres de cet ouvrage: car nous
sommes convaincu par expérience, que les élèves chanteurs doivent savoir d’oreille vocaliser les sons musicaux les
plus usuels avant d’apprendre à les lire et à les écrire. Le chanter ainsi que le parler, c’est le connu : la notation et la
lecture, c’est la théorie mise en pratique. Maintenant que les principaux jalons de cette théorie ont été posés, nous
allons initier les élèves à la pratique de l’art choral; mais afin d’ôter aux exercices ce que l’appellation des notes a de
bizarre et de froid, nous continuerons à mettre sous la musique de ces exercices des vers qui, par leur style familier,
graveront dans la mémoire des élèves plusieurs notions importantes qu’il eût été inutile de donner sous la forme
ordinaire d’une démonstration en prose.”
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Example 25. Chromatic Exercise In Four Parts.

3
& b 4 œ œ nœ

œ œ bœ

& b 43 œ œ # œ

œ œ œ

? 3 ˙.
b 4

˙

a

a

? b 43 œ œ œ
a

a
[Source: ELW, 76.]
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˙

a
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˙
a

a

a

a

a

œ

a

a

bœ œ œ

a

a

a

a

Here is a method to follow that will achieve real progress in a short period of
time.—With the choir being taught, the teacher, the natural director of the local
Orphéon, will have the tone of the choir in question recognized by his singers; then
he will make them distinguish in which mode—major or minor—the piece is written.
It will break down the time signature, and indicate the general movement and the
particular character of the piece that is the subject of the analysis. After these preliminaries, the conductor will ask each voice part to write out the solfége for his part,
starting with the basses, followed by the baritones—if a special part is attributed to
them; otherwise, they would study with the basses the part given to them in the choir.
The teacher will then move on to the second tenors and finish with the first tenors. If
there is only one tenor part, the second and the first will study it together.
The kind of vocal accompaniment with boccachium (translation: closed mouth;
abbreviation B. C. or B. F.) being used in modern choirs intended for Orphéonists,
will be the object of a particular study that is not, moreover, very difficult.
Now let’s talk about reuniting of all the parts of the same choir, after they have been
studied and mastered separately. All the parts of the choir will first be marked with
solfége. When the nuances, accents—and the thousand little things that contribute
so much to the desired effect—can be well-observed, we will move on to the teacher/
director giving a few detailed corrections to be made so as to obtain a good execution.265
265 ELW, 77. “Le but de toute étude chorale est de chanter avec facilité, justesse, expression et sentiment les paroles
poétiques d’après lesquelles les compositeurs se sont inspirés. Après avoir étudié et mis en pratique les éléments du
plain-chant et surtout ceux de la musique, les élèves Orphéonistes doivent avoir hâte de passer à l’étude du chant choral ou uni à la parole. Déjà, dans tous les exercices importants qui précèdent, nous avons donné des paroles versifiées à
chanter; mais notre but, en agissant ainsi, était, comme nous l’avons fait observer, d’ôter aux premières études vocales
une partie de leur froideur, tout en gravant les règles principales de la théorie dans la mémoire des élèves.
“Maintenant que les premiers pas sont franchis, nous allons entrer dans de nouveaux détails, qui, nous l’espèrons, serons lus avec intérêt par les Orphéonistes.
“Voici une méthode à suivre pour obtenir des progrès réels dans un bref délai.—Un chœur étant mis à l’étude, le
professeur, directeur naturel de l’Orphéon de la localité, fera reconnaître le ton du chœur en question par ses élèves
; puis il leur fera distinguer en quel mode, majeur ou mineur, le morceau est écrit. Il fera décomposer les temps de
la mesure, et indiquera quel est le mouvement général et le caractère particulier du chœur objet de l’analyse. Après
ces préliminaires, le professeur fera solfier à chaque espèce de voix la partie qui lui est destinée, en commençant
parles basses, suivies des barytons, si une partie spéciale leur est attribuée; dans le cas contraire, ils étudieraient
avec les basses la partie qui leur est donnée dans le chœur. Le professeur passera ensuite aux seconds ténors et
finira par les premiers. S’il n’y a qu’une partie de ténor, les seconds et les premiers l’étudieront ensemble.
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Elwart knows his audience, as this short ditty demonstrates: (Example 26)

their voices with those of adolescents and grown men, we want to enlighten our readers on all kinds of human voices.”267

ex. 2222.26.
Elwart:
Cheerful!
Cheerful!
Example
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here
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of Marjolaine!
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here so late?
What's going
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late?
Companions
of Marjolaine!
What What
is happening
here so late?
Cheerful!
cheerful!
above
the
quay!
Cheerful! cheerful! above the quay!
Source: Elwart,
Antoine Aimable Elie. 1850. Lutrin Et Orphéon Ou Le Plain-Chant & La Musique Appris En Chantant Des
[Source:
ELW., 93.]
Choeurs. Paris: E. Gérard et Cie., 93.

Elwart wrote another book addressing how to sing in a choral enembles: Essai sur
la composition chorale (Essay on Composing for a Choir). Some portions are old-fashioned, such as the pages devoted to describing each major and minor key in detail, such
as “The key of G major (with a sharp), is pastoral and fresh; this is the key of Swiss tunes
par excellence.…The tone of G minor (with a B b), is painful and very vehement.”266 He
confirms that, as late as 1867, the Orphéons were still segregated by gender: “Although
the free Orphéon still has very few societies in which women and children can mingle
“Le genre d’accompagnement vocal à boccachium (traduction: bouche fermée; abréviation B. C. ou B. F.) étant
employé dans les chœurs modernes destinés aux Orphéonistes, sera l’objet d’une étude particulière qui n’a rien, du
reste, de bien difficile.
“Parlons maintenant de la réunion de toutes les parties d’un même chœur, après qu’elles ont été étudiées et
apprises séparément On solfiera d’abord toutes les parties du chœur. Lorsque les nuances, les accents et les milles
petits riens qui contribuent tant à l’effet désiré, seront bien observés, on passera à l’application des paroles. De
même que pour les notes, cette application aura été faite partie par partie avant de les réunir en un seul faisceau.
Enfin, la pensée chorale du compositeur jaillira, et le professeur-directeur n’aura plus que quelques corrections de
détail à faire pour obtenir une bonne exécution.”
266 Elwart, Antoine. 1867. Essai Sur La Composition Chorale. Paris: Chez Léon Escudier, 11.
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XI. FRANÇOIS-ANATOLE LAURENT known as LAURENT DE RILLÉ
In 1880, the Parisian music magazine La Figure 55. Engraving of Laurent de Rillé by
Chanson: Revue Mensuelle devoted its front Louis Henry Lecomte, 1880.
page as a tribute to Laurent de Rillé (Figure
55) to recognize his great contributions to
the Orphéon movement in France:
It is necessary to observe with patriotic
joy the great movement that is taking
place to remove the worker of the towns
or the countryside from the dangerous
distractions of the cabaret. Museums and
popular libraries have multiplied with
intelligent generosity. This movement,
which political events have considerably
accelerated, took birth the day after the
July revolution, under the vigorous impetus of two inseparable men in the grateful
memory of the masses: [Pierre-Jean de]
Béranger and [Louis Bocquillon] Wilhem.
One advised, the other performed, [Source: “Galerie Musicale: Laurent De Rillè.” La Chanand their common work, the Orphéon, son: Revue Mensuelle, July 17, 1880.]
received the consecration of success.
Among Wilhem’s successors, Laurent de Rillé deserves special mention. He
devoted himself body and soul to this moralizing mission and not an Orphéon in
France conveys sympathy.
Laurent de Rillé was born in Orléans in 1828, and studied at the college in Tours.
Soon the young composer wanted an orchestra to perform his works; hence, he quickly
founded a society of instrumentalists, recruiting members from among his classmates.
Many intimate successes resulted.
When the twentieth year rang for him, Laurent de Rillé came to Paris to study law;
he naturally associated law and music in his studies, and followed the course taught
by Antoine Elwart at the Conservatoire.
Passing rue Bellefond one day, he heard a group of workers singing in chorus; he
felt a very lively emotion that determined his vocation. From the same year (1848),
he wrote choruses that were immediately sung by the few associations established
in Paris. His compositional production increased as the Orphéons multiplied. These
compositions are enough to make known one of the facets of Laurent de Rillé’s talent,
267 Elwart, Essai, 5. “Quoique l’orphéon libre compte encore fort peu de sociétés dans lesquelles des femmes et des
enfants mêlent leurs voix à celles des adolescents et des hommes faits, nous croyons utile d’éclairer nos lecteurs
sur tousles genres de voix humaines.”
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that is, “Variety.”
We owe, moreover, to Laurent de Rillé, several choruses for children, masses,
orchestral pieces and theatrical works; these various scores, comic operas rather than
operettas, have achieved very enviable success.
Pleasant speaker, skillful orator, and emeritus professor, Laurent de Rillé has
been teaching a history of music course at the Sorbonne for several years. Finally,
charged by the French government with important artistic missions, and being a
member of numerous committees relating to public education or industrial progress, he valiantly won the rank of officer of the Légion d’honneur along with many
ribbons from various foreign orders.
Wherever Orphéonic meetings are held, wherever major vocal music competitions are judged, Laurent de Rillé chairs and judges. Above all, he excels at delivering
small humorous speeches, which are a necessary complement to popular banquets.
The Committee of the Statue of Béranger, which reasonably believes that the
Orphéons will greatly contribute to its work of justice, had to attach a particular significance to the accession of Laurent de Rillé.
Of his membership La Chanson wrote, full and warm; we want to see it as a sign
of the success of the appeal that the Committee is sending today to the Choral
Societies of France.268
In his work Du Chant Choral, one can easily see the pairing of Rillé’s music and law
degrees. After a lengthy history of choral music—from the time of the Greeks to the
268 Lecomte, L Henry. 1880. “Galerie Musicale: Laurent De Rillè.” La Chanson: Revue Mensuelle, July 17, 1880. “Il faut constater avec une joie patriotique le grand mouvement qui s’opère pour enlever aux distractions dangereuses du cabaret
l’ouvrier des villes ou des campagnes. Musées et bibliothèques populaires se sont multipliées avec une générosité
intelligente. Ce mouvement, que les faits politiques ont considérablement accéléré, a pris naissance, au lendemain de
la révolution de juillet, sous l’impulsion vigoureuse de deux hommes inséparables dans le souvenir reconnaissant des
masses : Béranger et Wilhem. L’un conseillait, l’autre exécutait, et leur œuvre commune, l’Orphéon, a reçu du temps
la consécration du succès.
“Parmi les continuateurs de Wilhem, Laurent de Rillé mérite une mention particulière. Il s’est dévoué corps et âme
à cette mission moralisatrice et pas un orphéon de France ne lui marchande sa sympathie.
“Laurent de Rillé est né à Orléans, en 1828. Il fit ses études au collège de Tours. Bientôt le jeune compositeur voulut
un orchestre pour exécuter ses, œuvres ; il fonda sans tarder une société d’instrumentistes dont il recruta les éléments
parmi ses condisciples. De nombreux succès intimes en résultèrent.
“Quand sonna pour lui la vingtième année, Laurent de Rillé vint faire son droit à Paris; il associa naturellement
dans ses études le code et la musique, et suivit le cours d’harmonie professé par Elwart au Conservatoire.
“Passant un jour rue Bellefond, il entendit un groupe d’ouvriers qui chantaient en chœur ; il en ressentit une
émotion très vive qui. détermina sa vocation. Dès la même année (1848) il écrivit des chœurs, chantés aussitôt par les
quelques sociétés établies à Paris, Sa production s’accrut au fur et à mesure que les orphéons se multiplièrent. Elle est
aujourd’hui trop nombreuse pour qu’il soit possible de l’énumérer ici; nous rappellerons seulement, parmi ses œuvres
les plus remarquables. Ces titres suffisent pour faire connaître une des faces du talent de Laurent de Rillé, la variété. Il
réussit en effet le chœur d’action comme le tableau rustique, le chant de colère comme le récit plaisant.
“Toutes ses productions décèlent la science des rythmes, l’entente de l’harmonie, un sentiment mélodique plein
de franchise et de clarté.
“On doit, en outre, à Laurent de Rillé, plusieurs chœurs pour enfants, des messes, des morceaux d’orchestre et les
œuvres théâtrales, suivantes:…représentée récemment à Bruxelles. Ces diverses partitions, opéras-comiques plutôt
qu’opérettes, ont obtenu des succès très enviables.
“Diseur agréable, orateur habile, professeur émérite, Laurent de Rillé fait depuis plusieurs années, à la Sorbonne,
un cours d’histoire de la musique.…Enfin, chargé par le gouvernement français d’importantes missions artistiques, et
membre de nombreux comités relatifs à l’instruction publique ou aux progrès industriels, il a conquis vaillamment le
grade d’officier de la. Légion d’honneur et les rubans de divers ordres étrangers.
“Où que se tiennent les réunions orphéoniques, où que se jugent les grands concours de musique vocale, Laurent
de Rillé préside et décide. Il excelle surtout à prononcer les petites allocutions humoristiques, compléments obligés
des banquets populaires.
“Le Comité de la statue de Béranger, qui croit avec raison que les orphéons contribueront largement à son œuvre
de justice, devait attacher une signification particulière à l’adhésion de Laurent de Rillé.
“Cette adhésion, la Chanson l’a reçue, entière et chaleureuse, et nous y voulons voir le présage du succès de l’appel
que le Comité adresse aujourd’hui aux sociétés chorales de France.”
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middle of the nineteenth century, Rillé addresses the needs of the many dozens of
Orphéon choral ensembles in France. He was intelligent enough, with much experience, to know that choral music and an excellent director are not enough to ensure the
success of any amateur choral ensemble. The first issue he addresses is organizational
structure, emphasizing the importance of clear, concise bylaws:
We believe in facilitating the task of artists and teachers who would like to create
choral societies by transcribing here a draft model of regulations, the articles of
which we choose from the statutes of various Orphéonic ensembles. It is understood
that the regulations we propose can be amended as much as the circumstances into
which the new society is born require.
RULES
Article 1. — On … (the date), at … (the place), —the undersigned are united to
found a society that takes the name of ….
Article 2. — The purpose of the Society is to perform songs in concerts.
Article 3. — It is guided in its work by a director.
Article 4. — It is administered by a committee.
Article 5. — Any formal political or religious discussion is prohibited in the Society.
Article 6. — The Society only performs political songs following an official invitation from the government.
Of the Director.
Article 7. — The director conducts rehearsals and public performances; he convenes and chairs the Committee. He ensures that the regulations are
applied. He can be replaced by the deputy director.269
This is a man who knows about Orphéonic societies, and understands that while
music is the primary raison d’être for their existence, the social and inner politics necessitate boundaries that allow members to participate while safeguarding the organization
itself. For instance, Rillé notes that, “The real purpose of choral societies is to give their
members orderly habits by making them accept and practice the principle of voluntary
solidarity while spreading a taste for popular music in the country—which are the seeds
of musical instruction.”270 Rillé’s rules and organizational structure are succinct; he
believes that every Orphéon requires of its members “Inner discipline, which is the basis
of material order; and Musical studies, which prepare for public performances.”271
269 RIL, 9. “Nous croyons faciliter la tâche des artistes et des instituteurs qui voudraient créer des sociétés chorales en
transcrivant ici un projet de règlement type, dont nous choisissons les articles dans les statuts de diverses réunions
orphéoniques. On conçoit que le règlement que nous proposons peut subir autant de modifications que l’exigent
les circonstances au milieu desquelles la société nouvelle prend naissance. RÈGLEMENT: Article 1 er . — Le ... (la
date), à ... (le lieu),- les soussignés se sont réunis pour fonder une société qui prend le nom de ... Art. 2. — La Société
a pour but l’exécution des chants d’ensemble. Art. 3. — Elle est guidée dans ses travaux par un directeur. Art. 4. —
Elle est administrée par un comité. Art. 5. — Toute discussion politique ou religieuse est formellement interdite
dans la Société. Art. 6. — La Société n’exécute de chants politiques que sur l’invitation officielle de l’autorité. Du
directeur. Art. 7. — Le directeur conduit les répétitions et les exécutions publiques; il convoque et préside le comité. Il veille à l’application du règlement. Il peut se faire suppléer par le sous-directeur.
270 RIL, 12. “Le vrai but des sociétés chorales est de donner à leurs membres des habitudes d’ordre en leur faisant
accepter et pratiquer le principe de la solidarité volontaire, et de ré pandre dans le pays le goût de la musique populaire, les germes de l’instruction musicale.”
271 RIL, 15. “La discipline intérieure, qui fonde l’ordre matériel; Les études musicales, qui préparent les exécutions
publiques.”
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Rillé goes on to instruct future directors about the need for a proper rehearsal room—
one that is large enough and not dead acoustically, but not so live that “the sounds mingle
confusedly, [and] the faults of the choristers are less easy to grasp and correct.”272 He even
remarks about the arrangement of the room, the height of the conductor’s platform and
placement of voice parts. He divides females, children and castrati273 into the standard
Soprano, Mezzo-soprano and Contralto; however, his categorization of lower voices is
unusual: “The low voices are subdivided, from high to low, into voice of: Countertenor,
Tenor, Low tenor, Baritone, Singing bass, Deep bass, and Bass.”274
On the next page, he writes that Countertenors had become sufficiently rare to warrant mentioning them here only for the record. His extensive discussion of vocal registers is difficult to visualize; notes on staves would make comprehension infinitely easier
for amateurs with limited musical training. Rillé also advises TTBB choruses to hire four
professional singers to act as section leaders, a practice that was uncommon at the time.
It is plain that Rillé is writing a primer on choral conducting for the novice director or a group of men who want to form an Orphéon. He gives directions on how to
arrange the chorus in the rehearsal room; how to move a soloist from the ranks of the
chorus to the front of the stage; how to correct poor intonation, which he says can be
accomplished by “feeling the harmony” and not using a piano or organ. Once again, his
use of language instead of musical notation could easily create some misapprehension.
He says that “Second tenors and baritones are difficult among all. They must be the
object of special care,” and advises that thorny intonation passages are best resolved
with sectional rehearsals on a different night of the week than regular rehearsal.
It is difficult to know whether French conductors were so untrained that Rillé needed to point out that attacks are important or give directions on how to use a baton: “A
skillful director uses his baton as much as he can. A few sharp and hasty strokes are
enough to give the signal to begin or to interrupt song, without words, without warnings, without preambles, which for the director are a fatigue, and a waste of time for
everyone.”275 Twenty-first century conductors have been taught that a crescendo does
not indicate accelerando nor does diminuendo call for a ritard; Rillé makes clear, as do
numerous contemporaneous sources, that crescendo actually means quickening the
pace while diminuendo does mean to slow down.
Rillé’s final chapter is a history of the founding and organization of the Paris
Orphéon. There is no question that Rillé’s method would have been extremely useful to
individuals who want to learn how to conduct and groups of men who want to found
a singing society. It is easy for us to read his words and consider them to be self-evident; however, in the second half of the nineteenth century, these types of amateur
ensembles—not restricted to TTBB Orphéons—were novel. Consequently, it is precisely because Rillé and other composers/authors gave out these regulations and advice in
272 RIL, 22. “de plus, dans un milieu très-sonore, les sons se mêlent confusément, les fautes des choristes sont moins
faciles à saisir et à corriger.”
273 It is interesting to note that in Rillé’s division of voices into categories he mentions “les castrats;” Du Chant Choral
was published in 1880, consequently, there must have been at least a few castrati still alive.
274 RIL, 25. “Les voix graves se subdivisent, de l’aigu au grave, en voix de: Haute-contre, Ténor, Ténor grave, Baryton,
Basse chantante, Basse profonde, Contre-basse.”
275 RIL, 38. “La baguette du directeur règle les mouvements rhythmiques, comme le diapason rectifie l’intonation.
Un directeur habile se sert de sa baguette autant qu’il le peut. Quelques coups secs et précipités lui suffisent pour
donner le signal du commandement ou de l’interruption du chant, et cela sans paroles, sans avertissements, sans
préambules, qui sont pour le directeur une fatigue, et une perte de temps pour tout le monde.”
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the nineteenth century that we might wrongly consider them to be passé.

XII. EUGÈNE-JEAN-ANTOINE CHANAT
Little is known about the personal life of Eugène-Jean-Antoine Chanat; that being
said, there are a few references to him as an author and conductor. To wit:
“La Lyre-Dijonnaise,” a new choral society, under the direction of a talented artist,
Mr. Chanat, received enthusiastic ovations. We can say of it, without fear of being
accused of exaggeration, that we have never heard the choir sing O France! and les
Martyrs aux arènes so irreproachably. Its leader deserves our highest praise for having—in such a short time and with twenty performers—obtained such a marvelous
result. Moreover, this was not the first attempt by Mr. Eugène Chanat, because for
a long time he has been directing the children of the l’Ecole normale, who, in the
Tännhauser march, attacked the three-part chorus for soprano with a boldness and
perfection that made all the spectators applaud unanimously. Now we are entitled
to…say that Dijon has not usurped its old reputation as an artistic city.276
Our interest in Chanat lay in his method, Guide musical de l’instituteur, ou Recueil de
Solfèges, Exercices, choeurs Messes, Motets etc. avec accompt d’orgue (très facile) (Musical
Guide for the Teacher, or Collection of Solfèges, Exercises, Choir Masses, Motets etc.
with organ accompaniment (very easy)). He was well-regarded in his day, as this dedication to the Guide musical by Laurent de Rillé suggests:
I read with interest your work entitled Musical Guide for the Teacher, or collections
of Solfèges, Choirs, Masses, Motets, etc.,. with very easy organ accompaniment.
This conscientiously researched work seems to me called to make real contributions to the teaching of music; it will be particularly useful to teachers who wish to
play the organ in the Church and thus enhance the pomp of religious ceremonies.
Receive, Sir, with the assurance of my devoted feelings.
LAURENT de RILLÉ.277
Unlike Rillé, Chanat penned his method with more than TTBB choruses in mind. He
combines the study of singing and theory; he starts with a few exercises in the key of C
major, then advances through the “Circle of Fifths” with a variety of exercises in each
key. For instance, this exercise for the basses (unique merely for that) in G b major might

276 Coq, Eugéne. 1867. “Dijon.” La Comédie, August 25, 1867, 4. “La Lyre-Dijonnaise, une nouvelle société chorale, sous
la direction d’un artiste de talent, M Chanat, a été l’objet d’ovations enthousiastes. Nous pouvons dire d’elle, sans
crainte d’être taxé d’exagération, que nous n’avons jamais entendu chanter d’une façon aussi irréprochable les
choeurs O France! et les Martyrs aux arènes. Son chef a droit à nos plus grands éloges pour avoir, dans si peu de
temps et avec vingt exécutants, obtenu un résultat aussi merveilleux. D’ailleurs, M. Eugène Chanat n’en est pas à
son coup d’essai, car depuis longtemps il dirige les enfants de l’Ecole normale, qui, dans la marche du Tännhauser,
ont attaqué le choeur à trois voix pour soprano avec une hardiesse et une perfection qui ont fait applaudir unanimement tous les spectateurs. Désormais nous sommes en droit de compter sur de bonnes soirées d’hiver, et…que
les arts sont ici plus aguerris que jamais, et que Dijon n’a pas usurpé sa vieille réputation de ville artistique.”
277 CHAN, 7. “J’ai lu avec intérêt votre ouvrage intitule Guide Musical de L’instituteur, ou recueils de Solfèges, Chœurs,
Messes, Motêts, etc.,. avec accompagnement d’ Orgue très facile. Ce travail consciencieusement étudié me parait
appels a rendre des servites réels dans l’enseignement de h musique il sera particulièrement utile aux instituteurs
qui desirent toucher l’orgue a l’Eglise et rehausser ainsi la pompe des cérémonies religieuges. Recevez Monsieur
avec mes félicitations l’assurance de mes sentiments dévoués. LAURENT de RILLÉ.”
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well have created beads of sweat for the singers trying to negotiate its key. (Example 27)
Example 27. Exercise No. 98.
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[Source: Chanat, Eugène. 1867. Guide Musical De L’instituteur, Ou Recueil De Solfèges, Exercices, Choeurs Messes, Motets Etc.
Avec Accompt D’orgue (Très Facile) Par Eugène Chanat. Paris: E. Girod.]

A review of the work by Oscar Comettant points out what is obvious to anyone with
more than a little musical training:
Le Guide musical de l’Instituteur (Musical Guide for the Teacher), by Eugène-JeanAntoine Chanat, professor at the l’Ecole Normale de Dijon, is an entirely practical
work—intended only for students already instructed in the first elements of music.
It begins with one hundred and twenty melodic exercises, for one-, two- and threepart voices, in all major and minor keys. This is followed by an example of music
written for four voices, musical dictation patterns and multi-part recreations, with
lyrics chosen from the works of our best poets.
Le Guide musical de l’Instituteur, then offers us various choral pieces, motets and
plainsong masses, with very easy organ accompaniments. This collection, dedicated
to teachers, and which will certainly be useful to them, ends with ten small pieces
for organ or harmonium.278
The sole exercise for four voices is one that is certain to tax both the singer’s breath
278 Comettant, Oscar. 1869. La Musique, Les Musiciens Et Les Instruments De Musique Chez Les Différents Peuples Du
Monde Ouvrage Enrichi De Textes Musicaux, Orné De 150 Dessins D’instruments Rares Et Curieux, Archives Complétes
De Tous Les Documents Qui Se Rattachent à L’exposition Internationale De 1867: Organisation, Exécution, Concours,
Enseignement, Organographie, Etc. Orné De 150 Dessins D’instruments Rares Et Curieux. Paris: Lévy. “Le Guide musical
de l’Instituteur, par Eugène-Jean-Antoine Chanat, professeur à l’École normale de Dijon, est un ouvrage entièrement pratique, qui ne s’adresse qu’aux élèves déjà instruits des premiers éléments de l’art. Il débute par cent vingt
exercices mélodiques, à une, à deux et à trois voix, dans tous les tons majeurs et mineurs, mais avec les seules clés
de sol et de fa. Viennent ensuite un exemple de sons filés à quatre voix, des modèles de dictée musicale et des
récréations à plusieurs parties, avec des paroles choisies parmi les œuvres de nos meilleurs poëtes. Le Guide musical de l’Instituteur nous offre ensuite divers chœurs, des motets et des messes en plain-chant, avec des accompagnements d’orgue très-faciles. Ce recueil, dédié aux instituteurs, et qui leur sera utile certainement, se termine par
dix petites pièces pour orgue ou harmonium.”
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and his patience. Marked Sons filés à 4 Voix., (Drawn-out Sounds for Four-Voices), the
exercise offers the creative choral conductor multiple opportunities to instruct his
choir. The length of the notes, and the incessant crescendi and diminundi challenge
everyone in the rehearsal room. Observe (Example 28):
Example 28. No. 125. Sons Filés à 4 Voix. (Notes in Crescendo Then Decrescendo in Four Voices.)
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[ Source: CHAN, 24.]
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The unison, two- and three-part exercises have similar ingenuity and challenges. The
only unfortunate fact is that Chanat only included one four-part exercise. Without
information about his younger years and education, there is no way to guess by what
route he came to the l’Ecole Normale D’instituteurs De Dijon, where he became a full
professor; nevertheless, his exercises are well-crafted, and, since he leaves the choice of
a vowel to the conductor, this book was surely a great success in its day, and has merits
that are still applicable and admired today.

XIII. LAURE EIFFEL COLLIN
Author of several admirable books on musiFigure 56. Portrait of Laure Eiffel Collin, bust in profile, by Clément et Cie cal subjects, Laure Collin (Figure 56) “may be
Braun, after 1889.
considered to be the presiding genius of musical
instruction in the French public school system.”279 She was professor in the École normale supérieure (Girls’ Superior Normal School),
the l’Ecole Normale Normale des Institutrices de
la Seine (Normal School for Mistresses of the
Seine at Paris), and the Cours Normaux d’Écoles
Maternelles (Normal Courses for Maternal
Schools) at Sceaux and Paris, where she taught
a remarkable and quite successful method
approved by the Minister of Public Instruction.
Collin has the distinction of being one of the
few female composers who were writing and
publishing in Paris. Her lifetime output includes
[Source: © RMN-Grand Palais / Art Resource, NY.] •
Les Récréations Harmoniques
• Petite Méthode Musique Vocale à la Portée de
l’Enfance. (Self-published, 1857)
• Méthode Élémentaire Chorale et Rythmique pour Populariser l’Enseignement du
Chant à 2 Parties et de l’Analyse Musicale. (Imp. Raimon-Parent, 1880)
• Chanson D’enfants. Recueil à l’Usage des Écoles Maternelles et Enfantines. (Librarie
Ch. Delagrave, 1888)
• and the work for which she is best known, Histoire Abrégée de la Musique Et Des
Musiciens. (Librarie Ch. Delagrave, 1891).
Precious little can be found about her personal life. Nonetheless, the review of
Histoire Abrégée de la Musique Et Des Musiciens that ran in 1882 notes that “l’auteur
a vingt ans” (the author is 20 years old); if true, then Laure Collin must have been
born c. 1862. Furthermore, in 1915, she and “Mlle. Collin, Céline” are shown living
at “63, rue des Augustins, à Huy”280 in the Nazi publication Beiblatt zum Gesetz- und
Verordnungsblatt für die Okkupierten gebiete Belgiens (Supplement to the gazette of
279 Stanton, Thomas. 1884. The Woman Question in Europe: a Series of Original Essays. New York, N. Y.: G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, 294.
280 Huy is a municipality of Belgium, in the Walloon Region and Liège Province.
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laws and regulations for the occupied territories of Belgium).281 Notwithstanding that
educated guess, there are no clues to when she might have died; nor are there are any
indications that she ever married.
There are, however, several reviews of her work as an educator and author, which
are worth reprinting. For example, in this review of new books penned by women:
A new method of ensemble singing has just appeared and, if we underline the word
new, it is because the general plan of the work and the practical procedures of the
author, Laure Collin, seem to us to be unquestionably original. It is a question of
nothing less than learning to speak the universal language of music while learning
to read it. Collin trains singers by building harmonies. Science and awareness of the
harmonic relations of notes, and of the chords between them is, in fact, the basis of
her method. The successes obtained by Mlle. Collin in the schools where, for several
years, she has been teaching choir singing to very young children—these successes,
we say, are worth more than anything we could say.282
Laure Collin was not only a music historian; indeed, her books on music theory, and
in particular, music education earned her accolades such as:
Méthode musicale sinthétique (Synthetic Music Method). Under this title Laure
Collin has just opened a rational and—simultaneously—a teaching course in harmony and intonation, for the application of her method that was approved by the
Imperial Conservatory of Music last year in the most flattering terms. Laure Collin
is one of the few artists who have come to understand that at a time when music is
inevitably involved in education, it is necessary to simplify the material and make
the dry principles of fashionable art at least bearable—if not attractive. To this end,
it was true that we should abandon the routine teaching that has long produced so
many small wonders and so few musicians; but to get there, it took a simple and
easy method that could be adopted by the friends of the routine themselves. Mlle.
Collin has accomplished the irrefutable trick: As soon as the student knows of the
three major agreements produced by the range in C, he may be forced to imagine all
the different combinations of these combinations; and, of the third lesson, the student is trained almost despite himself, and is weary to become active and creative.283
281 Beiblatt Zum Gesetz- Und Verordnungsblatt Für Die Okkupierten Gebiete Belgiens. 1915. Vol. 2. Brussels: Druckerei des
Gesetz- und Verordnungsblattes, 30.
282 Heugel, Henri. 1859. “Nouvelles Diverses.” Le Ménestrel: Journal De Musique 26 (37): 195. “Il vient de paraître, une
nouvelle méthode de chant d’ensemble, et, si nous soulignons le mot nouvelle, c’est que le plan général de l’ouvrage
et les procédés pratiques de l’auteur, Laure Collin, nous semblent être d’une incontestable originalité. Ii ne s’agit
de rien moins que d’apprendre à parler la langue universelle de la musique tout en apprenant à la lire. Mlle. Collin
forme des chanteurs eu faisant des harmonistes. Science et conscience des rapports harmoniques des sons et des
accords entre eux, telle est en effet la base de sa méthode. Les succès obtenus par Collin, soit clans les salles d’asile,
soit dans d’autres écoles où, depuis plusieurs années, elle apprend à chanter en choeur à de tout jeunes enfants, ces
succès, disons-nous, valent mieux que tout ce que nous pourrions dire.”
283 Baralle, Alphonse. 1853. “Méthode Musicale Sinthétique.” L’Univers Musical: Journal Et Abonnement Musical, November
15, 1853. “Méthode musicale sinthétique. Sous ce titre Laure Colllin vient d’ouvrir un cours d’enseignement rationale
et simultané de l’harmonie et de l’intonation, pour l’application de sa méthode qui l’année dernière, a été approuvée
dans les termes les plus flatteurs, par le Conservatoire impérial de musique. Laure Collin est une des rares artistes qui
ont su comprendre qu’a cette époque où la musique entre forcément dans l’éducation, il fallalt avant tout simplifier
l’étude et rendre sinon attrayants du moins supportables les principes arides de l’art à la mode. Pour cela il ne fallait,
il est vrai, qu’abandonner l’enseignement routinier qui depuis longtemps produit tant de petits prodiges et si peu de
musiciens; mais pour en arriver la, il fallait une méthode simple et facile qui pût être adoptée par les amis de la routine
eux-mêmes. Ce tour de force présqu’irréallsable, Laure Collin l’a accompli: à peine l’élève connait-l trois accords par-
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Unfortunately, Collin’s Méthode Élémentaire Chorale et Rythmique pour Populariser
l’Enseignement du Chant à 2 Parties et de l’Analyse Musicale, is not intended for choral
ensembles; that being said, Collin’s work is imaginative and informative. She had a
life-long interest in music education, and she wrote treatises for every age, beginning
with small children and later adults. In 1880, she wrote in the Preface of the Méthode
Élémentaire Chorale et Rythmique that, “Several years ago, I published a method of
music education, which was approved by the Conservatory committee and members
of the Institute.” A few years later, Collin
was called to the l’Ecole Normale des Institutrices de la Seine, and charged with instructing young girls who, themselves dedicated to teaching, found myself more willing
than people of the world to pursue serious studies. Also, I reviewed, modified and
completed my method with a view to their instruction, and the results obtained since
have been sufficiently satisfactory for our very competent Inspector, M. Vervoitte,
to have seen fit to call my new work to the benevolent attention of the Universal
Exhibition’s admissions jury. This book having been honored with the silver medal, I
now view it with the certainty of doing some service in education.284
While the fundamentals of musical literacy have not changed, the manner in which
they are depicted in print has gone through multiple iterations; in this chapter alone,
we have seen the material presented in number of novel ways. Collin writes of the
importance of the scale in the first chapter:
This teaching is based on the reasoned knowledge of the scale, because the scale
contains the complete set of harmonic elements, invariable and identical in all keys.
The scale must therefore be considered first from three points of view: first, its
physiological formation; second, the analysis of its harmonic elements; thirdly and
finally, the advantage to be drawn from these elements in relation to choral and
rhythmic combinations.285
Typically, the pattern of whole- and half-steps in a major scale is diagrammed along
a line:
W-W-H-W-W-W-H or 1-1-1/2-1-1-1-1/2

Collin, however, tries a different tack (Example 29):
faits majeurs que produit la gamme en ut, qu’elle le force à imaginer toutes les combinaisons diverses de ces accords;
et des la troisième leçon, l’élève est entraîué presque malgré lui et à son las à devenir actif et créateur.”
284 COL, iii. “Il y a plusieurs années, je publiai une méthode d’enseignement musical, qui fut approuvée par le comité
du Conservatoire el les membres de I’Institut.…j’ai été appelée à l’Ecole Normale des Institutrices de la Seine, et
chargée d’instruire des jeunes filles qui, vouées elles-mêmes au professorat, se trouvaient plus disposées que des
personnes du monde à poursuivre des études sérieuses. Aussi, ai-je revu, modifié er complété ma méthode en vue
de leur instruction, et les résultats obtenus depuis ont été assez satisfaisants pour que notre Inspecteur si compétent, M. Vervoitte, ait jugé bon d’appeler, sur mon nouvel ouvrage, l’attention bienveillante du jury d’admission
de l’Exposition Universelle. Ce livre ayant été honoré de la médaille d’argent, je le public aujourd’hui avec la certitude de rendre quelques services dans l’enseignement.”
285 COL, 1. “Cet enseignement est basé sur la connaissance raisonnée de la gamme, parce que la gamme renferme
l’ensemble complet des éléments harmoniques, invariables et identiques dans tous les tons.
“La gamme doit donc être re considérée tout a’abord à trois points de vue: premièrement, sa formation physiologique; secondment, l’analyse de ses éléments harmoniques; troisièmement enfin, le parti à tirer de ces éléments
sous le rapport des combinaisons chorales et rythmiques.”
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Example 29 Circular Representation of the Major Scale and Keys.
SI

11

LA

12

1

10

LA

2

9
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#b
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3
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RÉ

4
7

6
FA

5
MI

The twelve digits of this dial represent the
twelve half-steps contained in the scale, succeeding each other in their diatonic and chromatic order.
In addition, the sequence of vibrations in
successive fifths is easy to see there, if we reduce the sharp fifth to the state of a perfect
fifth, or an interval of seven semitones. So,
always taking F as a starting point, and counting seven semitones in numerical order (7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12, 1), I arrive at the note C, fifth of
F; and, I will arrive at G by proceeding in the
same way (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8); G leads me to D
(9, 10, 11, 12, 1, 2, 3); etc.; and stopping at B, the
last note of the natural scale, I will complete
a set of seven notes, from which I will form a
scale, which I can then define as:
The scale is the statement—in the interval
of an octave—of the notes produced by the
repetition of the interval of a fifth or seven
semitones, since this interval, repeated as
many times as it can be without touching the
altered notes, generates or produces the diatonic scale.286
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It is obvious that the progression of ascending fifths, prolonged beyond the last natural
note obtained, B, would successively produce
F # , C # , G # , D # , A # , etc.
These new outcomes, placed on the hitherto unoccupied numbers of the circle, complete the picture of vibrations.
Each number, representing a chromatic
sound, should be used both for the sharp and
for the flat, because, just as the tempered instruments, like the piano, for example, have
only one note, common to the sharp and the
flat, we only have one number to represent
the two sounds.
It is only a question of making them understand the various modifications that the
sound can undergo by the fact of the sharp,
the flat, and the natural.
So let us say that each sound can be altered,
or modified, by the sharp (#), which raises it by
a semitone; by the flat, ( b) which lowers it by
half a semitone; and returned to its original
state by the natural sign (n).287

[Source: Collin, Laure. 1880. Méthode Élémentaire Chorale et Rythmique, 27. Bibliothèque nationale de France.]
286 COL, 2.“Les 12 chiffres de ce cadran représentent les douze demi-tous contenus dans la gamme, se succédant en
leur ordre diatonique et chromatique.
“En outre, l’enchaînement des vibrations par quintes successives y est facile à constater, si nous réduisons la
quinte suraigüe à l’état de quinte simple, ou intervalle de 7 demi-tons. Ainsi, en prenant toujours le FA comme
point de départ, et comptant 7 demi-tons en suivant l’ordre numérique (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 1), j’arrive à la note DO,
quinte de FA; de no j’arriverai à SOL en procédant de la même manière (2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 7, 8); SOL me conduit à RÉ (9,
10, 11, 12, 1, 2, 3); etc, etc; et m’arrêtant à SI, dernière note de la série naturelle, je compléterai un ensemble de 7 sons,
dont je formerai une gamme, que je pourrai dès lors définir ainsi:
“La gamme est l’énoncé, dans l’intervalle dune octave, des sons produits par la répétition de l’intervalle de quinte
ou 7 demi-tons, puisque cet intervalle, répété autant de fois qu’il peut l’être sans toucher aux notes altérées, engendre ou produit la série naturelle.”
287 COL, 9. “Il est évident que la progression des quintes ascendantes, prolongée au delà de la dernière note naturelle
obtenue, SI, produirait successivement FA dièse, DO dièse, SOL dièse, RÉ dièse, LA dièse, etc.
“Ces nouveaux produits, placés sur les chiffres jusqu’alors inoccupés du cercle, viennent compléter le tableau
des vibrations.
“Chaque chiffre, représentant un son chromatique, devra servir et pour le dièse et pour le bémol, car, de même
que les instruments tempérés, comme le piano, par exemple, n’ont qu’une seule note, commune au dièse et au
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Collin’s explanation of the major tetrachords is also a clever diagram of the circle of
fifths, now in a linear diagram (Example 30):
Example 30. T
 able of the Diatonic Major Scales. Tetrachord Formation.
The upper tetrachord of each scale becomes the lower tetrachord for the following scale.
1er. tétrachord. 2er. tétrachord.
1st. tetrachord. 2nd. tetrachord.
DO.
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[Source: COL, 74. BnF.]

œ œ #œ œ
œ œ#œ œ
LA.
A major.

Example 31. Exercise in Asymmetrical Time Signatures.

œ œ#œ œ
MI.
E major.

Another common challenge in conservatories is the use of multiple clefs. If simply
looking at this exercise, with its many clefs, produces crossed-eyes, keep in mind that
Solfège with fixed DO was also expected in the upper part. Another quite curious feature of Collin’s two-part exercises is that the lower part had Figured Bass, the first line
of which is transcribed into this exercise (Example 32):

œ#œ #œ œ
œ
œ œ#œ # œ
œ#œ #œ
SI.
B major.

#œ # œ # œ œ
œ #œ # œ œ

SOL bémol (enharmonique de FA dièse).
G b major (enharmonic with F # major).

Example 32. Exercise in Changing Clefs, by M. Anthiome.

bœ b œ b œ œ
bœ b œ b œ

RÉ bémol (enharmonique de DO dièse).
D b major (enharmonic with C # major).
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LA bémol.
A b major.
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B b major.
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FA naturel, qui reméne au ton de DO.
F major, which returns us to C major.

œ
b œœœ
œœœ œ

[Source: COL, 27.]

It is easy to discern that Collin was the product of a Conservatory environment;
students, especially in France, were drilled and tested repeatedly in Solfège; so, in addition to adjusting to quite an unusual time signature for 1880, the students were also
expected add Solfège syllables—in fixed DO. Today, we are accustomed to 7/4 meter,
along with every other possible combination; however, at the end of the nineteenth
century, mixed meters were uncommon. Most music students of today could sightread
this exercise; but only the most advanced music students of the 1880s would have been
able to do so. (Example 31)

bémol, nous n’avons, non plus, qu’un seul chiffre pour représenter les deux sons.
“Disons donc que chaque son peut être altéré, ou modifié, par le dièse, qui l’élève d’un demi-ton; par le bémol,
qui l’abaisse d’un demi-Ion; et rendu à son étal primitif par le bécarre.”
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[Source: COL, 87. BnF.]

While modern choirs have no need of multiple clefs, there are nevertheless many
other exercises that would be beneficial: challenging rhythms, unusual time signatures,
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studies in every key, and, of course, Solfège.288 Another feature of Collin’s method is her
use of standard clefs, notwithstanding the few exercises that are focused on reading
multiple clefs; thus, her method could be useful in teaching choirs to sightread and
become fluent in major and minor key signatures with five or more sharps or flats.
Collin’s exercises are imaginative, challenging and graded.
While she did not write any exercises for SATB voices, there are many one- and
two-part exercises that would prove challenging, yet surmountable for modern choirs.
There are both accompanied and unaccompanied SSA exercises by contemporaneous
composers as well as Collin herself that could prove useful as choral exercises, and
perhaps in concert as well.
Mlle. Collin herself can more easily explain her philosophy and method for teaching:
I will not undertake to point out here all the illustrious composers, nor to mention
all the masterpieces that the musical art offers for our admiration, but if the very
succinct overview I publish today gave my students the desire to explore in detail
the vast field that I leave to [for them] browse through in the history of music, I
would applaud myself for having inspired them with a taste for this study, and I
would be happy to resume it with them.
I have only one more word to say about the choice I made of the choral genre for
my teaching; it was the only one that could lend itself to the elementary simplicity
that was essential to me.
I was fortunate enough to achieve the goal I set for myself, since my pupils
acquired in a short time the habit of musical analysis, and sufficient facility to accompany songs—very simple, it is true—with a second part, very rhythmic and correct.289

XIV. FRANÇOIS-JOSEPH FÉTIS
François-Joseph Fétis (Figure 57) was an extraordinarily influential musician, composer, theorist and author. His five-volume Biographie Universelle Des Musiciens Et
Bibliographie Générale De La Musique (Universal Biography of Musicians and General
Bibliography of Music) ran to eight editions; he launched and edited a musical newspaper; wrote books on theory, harmony and counterpoint; histories of music; and most
important for us, the Traité du chant en choeur (Treatise on Singing and Choirs). He
was not without ego, however: his own entry in the Biographie Universelle Des Musiciens
exceeds 20,000 words. Because of his importance and given that he knows his own life
better than anyone, we will reproduce portions of his entry; that being said, it is not
impossible that Fétis might have engaged in a more than a little self-aggrandizement.
288 The French conservatory model in the nineteenth century was heavy on Solfège; however, curiously, the French
insisted on rapid fluency in Solfège syllables, which were divorced from pitches. The end result was that students
were by and large unable to hear cadences or sing in keys with more than two sharps or flats. Early twentieth-century American music schools followed the French system as late as the 1980s.
289 COL, 134. “Je n’entreprendrai pas de signaler ici tous les compositeurs illustres, ni de mentionner tous les chefs
d’oeuvre que l’art musical offre à notre admiration, mais si l’aperçu très succinct que je publie aujourd’hui donnait
à mes élèves le désir d’explorer en détail le vaste champ que je laisse à parcourir dans l’histoire de la musique, je
m’applaudirais de leur avoir inspiré le goût de cette étude, et je me ferais un plaisir del reprendre avec elles.
“Je n’ai plus qu’un mot à dire concernant le choix que j’ai fait du genre choral pour mon enseignement; c’était le
seul qui pût se prêter à la simplicité élémentaire qui m’était indispensable.
“J’ai été assez heureuse pour atteindre le but que je me proposais, puisque mes élèves ont acquis en peu de temps
l’habitude de l’analyse musicale, et une facilité suffisante pour accompagner des chants, très simples, il est vrai,
dune seconde partie, rai sonnée et correcte.”
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Figure 57. Photograph of François-Joseph Fétis Fétis (François-Joseph), born in Mons,
Belgium, on 25 March 1784. Intended to
by François-Auguste Gevaert, undated.

follow his father’s profession, he learned
the principles of music so young that
at the age of six he read Solfége written
in every key. A society of artists and
amateurs…persuaded the father of the
young Fétis to send his son to the Paris
Conservatory; he entered in October
1800.
In 1810, Fétis revealed his new and
complete theory of harmony; the author
sent it to the Institut de France for a report;
a fairly active correspondence took place
on this subject between the Minister of
the Interior, the Secretary of the Academy
of Fine Arts, and Fétis; the result of all
this negotiation was that the Academy—
afraid of so many new ideas, and not
wanting to compromise itself by approving or rejecting those ideas—decided that
[Source: Brussels Conservatories Library, BE-BxLRC 35929.]
it was up to the public alone to decide
on its merit. During his stay in Douai, Fétis had resumed his work on the Biographie
universelle des musiciens, whose second edition he published recently...Persuaded that
the time had come for him to take a position in Paris, Fétis left Douai in 1818, [and] in
1821, he was appointed professor of composition at the Paris Conservatoire.
Towards the end of 1832, proposals were made to Fétis by both King Leopold I
and the Belgian government to accept the position of Master of the King’s Chapel as
well as Rector of the Brussels Conservatory; in March, 1832, he signed contracts for
these new positions; in May 1832, he left Paris to take up his new duties...Twentyeight years have passed since the direction of the Brussels Conservatory was
entrusted to Fétis, and the universal reputation of the institution was the reward
for the efforts of the director, assisted by the elite teachers he recruited, or students
whose talent he himself trained and developed.290
290 Fétis, “Fétis (François-Joseph).” In Biographie Universelle Des Musiciens, Vol. 3, 226–239. “Fétis (François-Joseph), né
à Mons, en Belgique, le 25 mars 1784.… Destiné à suivre la profession de son père, il apprit si jeune les principes de
la musique, qu’à l’âge de six ans il lisait à livre ouvert les solfèges écrits à toutes les clefs.…Les œuvres de ces grands
maîtres, alors dans tout l’éclat de la nouveauté, l’initièrent dans les secrets d’une harmonie neuve et piquante dont
il n’avait point l’idée auparavant.…Ces amis engagèrent le père du jeune Fétis à envoyer son fils au Conservatoire de
Paris, et celui-ci y entra au mois d’octobre 1800.
“Fétis s’était marié en 1806; il était alors Agé de vingt-deux ans.…Obligé de s’éloigner de Paris en 1811, pour se préparer
une nouvelle existence, il se retira a la campagne dans le département des Ardennes, et y vécut pendant près de trois ans
éloigné de toute ressource musicale.…En 1810, l’ouvrage où Fétis avait exposé celle théorie nouvelle et complète de l’harmonie fut achevé, et l’auteur l’envoya a l’Institut de France, pour qu’il en fut fait un rapport; une correspondance assez
active eut lieu a ce sujet entre le ministre de l’intérieur, le secrétaire de l’Académie des beaux-arts et Fétis, et le résultat
de toute cette négociation fut que l’Académie, effrayée par tant de nouveautés, et ne voulant pas se compromettre en les
approuvant ou en les re jetant, décida qu’au public seul appartenait de prononcer avec le temps sur leur mérite.
“Pendant son séjour à Douai, Fétis avait repris ses travaux relatifs à la Biographie des musiciens dont il publie aujourd’hui la seconde edition, et qui étaient commencés en 1800…Persuadé que le moment était venu pour lui de prendre une position à Paris, Fétis quitta Douai pour s’y rendre, dans l’été de 1818.…Dans les leçons qu’il y fit, il n’aborda
que quelques-unes des questions qui sont l’objet de l’ouvrage qu’il publiera sous le litre de Philosophie de la musique/
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Fétis’s immersion in the musical past was undoubtedly a reaction against much of
the music of his own time, particularly that of Wagner, Liszt, Berlioz. The trajectory
of Fétis’s thought was set definitively by the nature of his studies in Paris. The conflict
between Fétis and Berlioz (from 1832 until their partial rapprochement in the face of
a common enemy: Wagner) arose not from the incompatibility of a French Romantic
and a French Classicist, but from the incompatibility of a philosophy of extremes with
the philosophy of the juste milieu (middle way). However, throughout his career, Fétis
was caught between two contradictory musical philosophies that he never convincingly reconciled. The philosophy of the juste milieu gave rise to his celebrated claim that
“art does not progress, it merely changes,” a belief that underpinned the revival of early
music in the nineteenth century.291
His treatise on choral singing is a forgotten treasure. Not only does it provide
invaluable insights into the types, sizes, abilities and institutional affiliation of choral
ensembles in the nineteenth century; the exercises he includes are useful to conductors even 150 years later. In the Preface he writes:
In this little book, I set out to teach a part of the art that is very neglected, one
might even say it is ignored. There are undoubtedly schools in Germany where
some of the precepts set out in this book are practiced, but no one that I know of
has so far indicated the basics of a rational method for teaching choirs. The work
of [August Ferdinand] Häser and all that has been written on this subject is almost
exclusively practice-based, and contains a great deal of notions of things that do not
belong to the special nature of singing in choirs. Other important things, which are
essentially the domain of this work, are not even mentioned there; however, these
valuable works have their usefulness to the schools for which they were intended.
What I have proposed to myself is to call to the attention of school teachers,
music directors and Kapellmeisters the need to perfect the performance of music in
choral ensembles, and to indicate to them the processes that can lead to this goal.
For that, it was necessary to formulate these procedures after a multitude of delicate
observations born of a rather active musical sensitivity, of a long experience, and of
a lot of reflections. I am far from believing that this work is as good as it should be,
for the material is new, and imperfection is inseparable from a first attempt; but,
such as it is, I hope it will be useful, and that over time it will make some progress
in the art of influencing the inspirations of composers’ genius.
As for the exercises that can lead the choral ensembles to a good performance
of music, they are only indicated in this book because I did not want to make it
too bulky. To complete its usefulness, I will publish collections of these exercises
arranged for various kinds of voices.292
mais ces questions excitèrent le plus vif intérêt.
“Vers la fin de 1832, des propositions furent faites à Fétis, de la part du roi Léopold I et du gouvernement belge, pour
qu’il acceptât les places de maître de chapelle du roi, et de di recteur du Conservatoire de Bruxelles; au mois de mars
suivant, il signa des contrats relatifs à cette nouvelle position, et dans le mois de mai il quitta Paris pour vaquer à ses
nouvelles fonctions.…Vingt-huit années se sont écoulées au moment où cette depuis que la direction du Conservatoire
de Bruxelles a été confiée à Fétis, et la réputation universelle dont jouit cette institution…la récompense des efforts du
directeur, secondé par les professeurs d’élite dont il s’est entouré, ou dont il a lui-même formé et développé le talent.”
291 Ellis, Katharine, Robert Wangermée, and Gustave Chouquet. “Fétis family.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 5
Nov. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.09564
292	FET, i. “J’entreprends dans ce petit ouvrage d’enseigner une partie de l’art fort négligée, on pourrait mente dire ignorée, Il
existe sans doute en Allemagne des écoles où l’onmet en pratique quelques uns (les préceptes exposes dans ce livre, mais
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Preliminary Observations on the Nature of Singing in Chorus.
§1. The colors of expression and nuances, which add so much power to the effects of
music, has been perfected with great care in orchestras for the past 30 years, and nowadays we have arrived at results that we would not have previously assumed were possible. Why is the same not true of choirs? Why do we barely know in our churches and
theaters how to imperfectly indicate any difference between the strong and the weak
voices? Why are justness, pronunciation, exact rhythm, and accent so neglected by
the directors of vocal music, especially in France and Belgium?...The art of individual
singing is cultivated there with more success than in Germany; but the art of bringing
artistic life to vocal music is absolutely unknown.
§2. It is this new art that we propose to teach here; art that is no longer allowed
to be ignored or neglected in the state of progress in which the general execution of
music has been achieved, and which is worthy of the attention of the heads of musical
institutions, chapel masters, directors of theatrical and concert music, of the great
popular schools of singing, and even of primary schools; for it is clear that vocal music
is soon an inseparable part of any elementary education system in civilized states.
The elements of choral singing are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Selection and classification of voices;
The blending and the exercise of voices shall be in unison or octaves;
The blending and the exercise of voices in harmony of multiple notes;
Changes to sound in various nuances;
The various accents of the voices;
The accent in rhythm;
The pronunciation and articulation;
Simultaneous attack of rhythms;
The attack has an error;
The melodic phrasing;
The harmonic phrasing;
Rhythmic phrasing;
The collective feeling;
The animation.

§3. I don’t include the reading of music as one of the elements of singing, because
this kind of knowledge belongs to another teaching system. Every choral singer is suppersonne que je sache, n’a indiqué jusqu’ici les bases d’une méthode rationelle pour l’enseignement des Chœurs. Écrit
sur ce sujet sont presque exclusivement basés sur la pratique, et renferment beaucoup de notions de choses qui n’appartiennent pas à la nature spéciale du CHANT EN CHŒUR. D’autres choses importantes, qui sont essentiellement du
domaine de ce chant n’y sont pas même mentionnés.Toutefois, ces ouvrages, estimables ont leur utilité pour les écoles
auxquelles ils ont été destinés. Ce que je me suis proposé, c’est d’appeler l’attention des chefs d’ecole, des directeurs de
musique et des maîtres de chapelle, sur la nécessite de perfectionner l’exécution de la musique dans les masses vocales,
et de leur indiquer les procédés qui peuvent conduire àce but. Il était nécessaire pour cela de formuler ces procédés
d’après une multitude d’observations délicates, nées d’une sensibilité musicale assez active, dune longue expérience, et
de beaucoup de réflexions. Je suis loin de croire cet ouvrage aussi bonqu’il audrait qu’il fut, car la matière est neuve, et
l’imperfection est inséparable d’un premier essai; mais, tel qu’il est, j’espère qu’il sera utile, et qu’il fera faire, avec le temps,
quelques progrès a l’art de rendre les inspirations des Compositeurs de génie.
	 “Quant aux exercices qui peuvent conduire les masses vocales à une bonne exécution de la musique, ils ne sont
qu’indiqués dans cet ouvrage, parceque je n’ai pas voulu rendre celui-ci trop volumineux. Pour completter son utilité,
je publirai des recueils de ces exercices disposés pour divers genres de voix.”
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posed to know how to read music, and read it with ease.293
Unlike many other methods, some of whom are identified herein, Fétis did not
begin his treatise with the fundamentals of music; rather, he chose to target his work
on choral singing to individuals, presumably college-age and older, so that precious
pages would not be lost on choirs comprised of musically literate men and women.
Because of that choice, Fétis left a work that is entirely devoted to choral singing, and
has within its pages dozens of written explanations of the elements of choral singing
he identified in the Preface, along with upwards of 50 musical exercises and examples
that are challenging and endlessly imaginative. So, let us hear what Fétis will say:
Chapter One: On the Classification of Voices.
§4. Voices are divided into two main species: 1.° The voices of women or children;
2.° The voices of men.
§5. The voices of women, children and men are more or less high, more or less deep.
§6. The highest voices of women or children are referred to by the names of First
Treble, or Soprano. The range of this kind of voice is not absolutely determined. In
general, this range is more limited in children than in women, especially in the lower
end, where the sounds have less volume, unless one has allowed the vicious habit of
guttural sounds to develop, which is frequently found in choir children. There are
many voices of Treble or Soprano of choristers who are
w limited to a twelfth, taken from
Some of them go down to C;
the low D to the high A, as in, for example, & w
n
b
there are others that climb with ease to B , B , and even a C; but the issuance of these
last notes is often only possible in the loudest passages, and with strenuous efforts.
§7. The intermediate range of voices of women and children is called Second Treble
or Mezzo Soprano. Their range is more circumscribed than that of the First Treble,
and is often contained in a tenth or eleventh at most, which extends from B b to E b or
bw nw
There are few varieties in this kind of voice.
E n, as in this example…… & b w
We sometimes encounter defective first sopranos that we then make second, and
293 FET, 1. “§1. Le Coloris de l’expression et des nuances, qui ajoute tant de puissance aux effets de la musique, a été
perfectionné avec beaucoup de soins; depuis trente ans, dans les orchestres, et l’on est arrivé de nos jours à des résultats dont on n’aurait pas autrefois présumé la possibilité. Pourquoi n’en est il pas de même à l’égard des chœurs
pourquoi sait-on à peine dans nos églises et sur nos théâtres indiquer d’une manière imparfaite quelque-différence
entre le fort et le faible des voix pourquoi la justesse, la prononciation, le rythmé exact, et l’accent, sont ils si
négligés parles directeurs des masses vocales, surtout en France et dans la Belgique? Autrefois toutes ces parties
de l’art, unies à la beauté des voix, ajoutaient un prix inestimable aux belles compositions qu’on entendait dans le
chœur de la chapelle pontificale a Home; aujourd’hui la bonne tradition existe encore dans cette chapelle, mais
les voix de soprano et de contralto ont perdu de leur puissance. L’Effet de ces traditions parfaites était si beau,
que les compositions de Palestrina et des autres grands maîtres ne semblent plus être les mêmes lorsqu’elles sont
éxecutées ailleurs que dans la chapelle pontificale. A Berlin, l’Académie de chant d’ensemble, dirigée naguère par
Zelter, méritait aussi des éloges pour quelques parties de 1 exécution chorale, en France, il n’y a rien de semblable.L’art du chant individuel y est cultivé avec plus de succès qu’en Allemagne $ mais l’art d’imprimer la vie
artistique aux masses vocales y est absolument inconnu .
“§2. C’est cet art nouveau qu’on se propose d’enseigner ici; art qu’il n’est plus permis d’irgnorer ni de négliger
en l’état d’avancement ou 1’éxécution générale de la musique est parvenue, et qui est digne de toute l’attention
des chefs d’institutions musicales, des maîtres de chapelle, des directeurs de musique théâtrale et de concert, des
grandes écoles populaires de chant, et même des écoles primaires $ car on ne peut douter que la musique vocale ne
soit bientôt une partie inséparable de tout système d’enseignement élémentaire dans les états civilisés.
“Les élémens du chant en choeur sont. 1° Le choix et le classement des voix. 2° L’accord et 1 exercice des voix a
l’unisson ou a l’octave . 3°. L’accord et l’exercice des voix dans l’harmonie de plusieurs sons. 4°. Les modifications du
son dans ses diverses nuances. 5° Les divers accens des voix. 6°.L’accent dans le rhytme 5 7°.La prononciation et l’articulation.8°.L’attaque simultanée des temps de la mesure. 9°. L’attaque a contretemps. 10°.Le PHRASE mélodique.
11°. Le PHRASE harmonique. 12°. Le PHRASE rhythmique. 13°.Le sentiment collectif. 14°. L’ animation.
“§3. Je ne mets pas au nombre des élémens du chant en choeur la lecture de la musique, parceque ce genre de
connaissances appartient a un autre système d’enseignement.Tout choriste est suppose connaître la musique, et
la lire avec facilité.”
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which seem to ascend with more ease; but the poor quality of these voices means they
must be excluded from the choir, unless the singers are there in large numbers. The
second-soprano voices of male children often have more bite than those of women.
Modern composers sometimes make the second soprano ascend to F # or G; these
notes are only obtained in the loudest volume, and almost always they are hard and
garish. Note that in all of the above, as in the following, these are ranges of choral
singers, not solo voices, which can be considered exceptions.
§8. The low voices of women and children are those that in Italy are called Contralto,
and in France Bas dessus, i.e. low treble. In the latter country they are very rare, and the
difficulty in working with them led to their replacement by the shrill voices of men
called Contratenor. But if the end was attained by this substitution—as far as concerned the similarity of the sounds for the harmony—it was not the same for the quality of tone, for this quality is low in the voices of women and children, and if not acute,
at least clear and high in the voices of men. Hence, it was that in the past in the chapels
of Italy, and particularly in the Papal Chapel in Rome, Evirati or Castrati were used for
the Contralto. Their penetrating voices had more bite than the voices of women and
children, and more gravity than the high Countertenors. Some of these singers had
been brought to France to serve in the chapels of Louis XIV and Louis XV; but in the
theaters they have never had anything except Countertenors for the Contralto; thus,
the effect of the choruses has always been harsh and noisy because of that.
In some churches in France, they thought they could avoid the disadvantages of
Countertenors by means of choirboys with powerful voices,294 but in avoiding this
defect they have fallen into another one that is no less injurious—the guttural quality
of this artificial voice.
w
&
you can see that it differs
The scope of the real Contralto is this:
w
little from the Mezzo-soprano in the treble. The difference of these voices in this part
of their range consists less, in fact, in their power of ascending, than in their timbre
and volume. Much less energetic in the Mezzo-soprano than in the Contralto, in the
Mezzo-soprano the tone takes on the character of a bass to the upper system of voices,
which it does not possess in the Contralto.
§9. Male voices are divided in the chorus into three main species: high tenor, low
tenor, and bass. This was also divided into two varieties in the compositions of the
masters of the sixteenth century and the first part of the seventeenth: the first called
Basse-Taille in France, and Basso in Italy, was the high bass, the first bass, that we
usually wrote to the key of F on the third line; the other was the lower bass, which
the French called Basse-Contre and the Italians Baritono.295 By a remarkable antilogy
[opposition in thoughts, views, statements], today we call Baritons [sic] the lightest and
highest bass voices. Besides, we no longer distinguish basses of several species in the
choirs, and it is only in the opera roles that they are classified differently.
There are nuances of highs and lows in the tenors as well as in the sopranos. Some
countries produce abundantly high tenors, others produce only lower voices. wHigh
tenors are those that extend to the interval of an eleventh, from E to A V w
294 It is this kind of voice that Ferrein believed was produced by a particular organ,— but he was mistaken .
295 This word comes from the Greek bapu, heavy, ponderous—and tovog (Latin tonus), tone. Baritone signifies, then,
an unwieldy, heavy, ponderous voice, which cannot execute anything light. It is in the same sense that the cry of
the elephant is called Barritus [a guttural cry that had been borrowed from Germanic warriors].
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and which make these notes heard in chest sounds. The low tenor, or second tenor,
w
has its range from B to F. V
In these two varieties of the same type of

w

voice, we find certain modifications in the quality of the timbre, if not in the range. It
is up to the music director to review them, and rank the choral singers based on his
observations.
The overall
w bass range is commonly around two octaves, that is, from F to E;

?

w

?

w

some voices of this sort ascend with ease to F
, but these
kinds of voices are usually of a light quality, which belongs more to solo singing than
to choirs. It is also the bass that descends with a vigorously ringing sound all the way
?
?
, and even to D.
to E flat
bw
w? w
These voices hardly rise above D
. These are the so-called Contrabasses.
Their sound is powerful, but also heavy. These low notes are not found in modern
music, but examples of them are found in the works of Jean Gabrieli, Schütz, and a few
other old masters.
§12. In church music compositions, madrigals and songs have six, seven, or eight voices;
the masters of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries held the parts of these voices within
the range of an octave or a tenth at most, in order to place each singer in the middle of his
vocal range, because the sounds produced within these limits are more pure, more equal
and of a better timbre than those of the lower or upper tessituras of the voices. When a
choir director performs this older music, he has to do the classification of the voices with
great care, and in a very different way than the classifications for modern music. None of
the nuances that occur in the voices of the same classification should be neglected by him,
so that each singer is placed within the exact range of the best sounds of his voice. In order
to help make this classification, I think I have to give here the table of these ranges as they
are generally observed in the music of the famous composer Palestrina.296

296 FET, 3–5. “§4. Les voix se divisent en deux espèces principales, savoir: 1°. Les voix de femmes ou d’enfans; 2°Les voix
d’hommes non mutiles.
“§5. Les voix de femmes, d’enfans et d’hommes sont plus ou moins élevées, plus ou moins graves. 6° Les voix de
femmes ou d’enfans les plus élevées sont désignées par les noms de PREMIER DESSUS, ou SOPRANO. L’ étendue
de ce genre de voix n’est pas déterminée d’une manière absolue. En général, cette étendue est pluîs bornée dans
les enfans que dans les femmes particulièrement dans la partie grave, ou les sons ont peu de timbre, à moins qu’on
n’ait laissé contracter l’habitude vicieuse des sons gutturaux; défaut qui se rencontre réquemment chez les enfans
de choeur. Il est beaucoup de voix de DESSUS ou de SOPRANO de choristes qui sont renfermées dans les limites
d’une douzième, prise du RE £ grâve jusqu’au LA aigu, comme dans cet exemple Il en est qui descendent àUT; il en
est d’autres qui montent avec facilité a SI , SI ,et même a UT; mais l’émission de ces dernières notes n’est souvent
possible que dans le forte, et avec de pénibles efforts.
“§7. Les voix moyennes de femmes et d’enfans se désignent par les noms de SECOND DESSUS, ou MEZZO
SOPRANO. Leur étendue est plus circonscrite que celle des premiers dessus elle est souvent renfermée dans une
dixième ou une onzième au plus, qui s’étend depuis SI jusqu’à au b ou MI, comme dans cet exemple. II y a peu de
variétés dans ce genre de voix. On rencontre quelquefois des premiers dessus défectueux dont on fait des seconds,
et qui paraissent monter avec plus de facilité; mais la mauvaise qualité de ces voix doit les faire exclure du choeur,
à moins que les chanteurs n’y soient en gran d nombre. Les voix de second dessus des enfans du sexe masculin ont
souvent plus de mordant que celles des femmes. Les compositeurs modernes font quelquefois monter le second
dessus au FA # ou SOL, ces notes ne s’obtiennent que dans le FORT, et presque toujours elles sont dureset criardes.
Remarquez que dans tout ce qui précède, comme dans ce qui suit, il s’agit des VOIX de CHŒUR, et non des VOIX
DE SOLO, qui peuvent être considérées comme des exceptions.
“§8. Les voix grâves de femmes et d’enfans sont celles qu’on appelle en Italie CONTRALTO et en France BAS DESSUS.
Dans ce dernier pays, elles sont fort rares, et la difficulté qu’on éprouvait à les remontrer les faisait autrefois remplacer par
des voix aigües d’homme qu’on appelait HAUTES CONTRE. Mais si le but était atteint par cette substitution à l’égard de
la similitude des sons quant a l’harmonie, il n’en était pas de même pour l’accent, car cet accent est grave dans les voix de
femmes et d’enfans, et sinon: AIGU, ou moins CLAIR et en dehors da les voix d’hommes. ])e là vient qu’on employait autrefois dans les chapelles d’Italie et particulièrement dans la-chapelle pontificale à Rome, des EVIRAT1 ou Castrats pour
le Contralto. Leurs voix pénétrantes avaient plus de mordant que les voix de femmes et d’enfans, et plus de gravité que les
hautes - contres. On avait fait venir quelques uns de ces chanteurs en France pour le service des chapelles de Louis XIV et
de Louis XV; mais au théâtre, il n’y eut jamais que (les hautes-contre pour le Contralto, et l’effet des choeurs fut toujours
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[The vocal classifications of Fétis, as well as others by methods represented in this chapter
can be found in Appendix A, page 232, at the end of this chapter.]
The classification of the voices within these ranges serves the great advantage of
placing each singer within the best notes of his vocal apparatus, and of making the
most of the varieties presented within a vocal category. Often, in the compositions
of Palestrina and the masters of his time, one finds pieces with six or seven parts
where the bass voices are not used: it is the Tenor II that takes their place. In this
case, there are usually two parts of Tenor II, of the same extent, and two Tenors I or
Countertenors, also of the same range.
§13. In compositions with several choirs, the voices are usually arranged in the same
way in all the choirs; there is almost always a Treble or Soprano, a Contralto, a tenor
and a bass.
§14. If the old masters of the Italian, French and German schools took scrupulous
care to limit the voices within a narrow tessitura, it was not the same in the choirs
written by the German composers of the modern school because the Alto or Contralto
part, written in the key of C on the third line, is at the same time too high for the voices
of men, and too low for the voices of women or children. For example, it is not uncommon to find this part in Haydn’s The Creation, in Mozart’s Requiem, in Masses by Eybler,

?

, and high E and even F ?

w

w

and in some of Beethoven’s works, low F
.
w
It is obviously impossible for voices of the same categorization to reach these two
octaves in voluminous and ringing tones. If, as an exception, there is a female Contralto
who can manage this expanse of two octaves in energetic sounds, a choir could never
be composed of similar voices, a chorus could never be composed of such voices. It
criard, à cause de cela. Dans quelques églises de France, on croit pouvoir éviter l’inconvénient des hautes contre au moyen des enfans de choeur a grosses voix (1);mais en évitant ce défaut, on tombe dans un autre non moins considérable, qui
est celui de l’accent guttural de cette voix factice. L’étendue du véritable Contralto est celle-ci: on voit qu’elle diffère peu
du MEZZO SOPRANO à l’aigu. La différence de ces voix, dans cette partie de leur étendue, consiste moins en effet dans
leur faculté de s’élever, que dans le timbre et le volume. Bien moins énergique dans le MEZZO SOPRANO que dans le
CONTRALTO, le son prend dans celui-ci un caractère de basse du système aigu qu’il n’a pas dans l’autre.
“§9. Les voix d’hommes se divisent dans le choeur en trois espèces principales qui sont: le ténor élévé, je ténor
bas, et la basse. Celle-ci était divisée aussi en deux variétés dans les compositions des maîtres du seizième siècle et
de la première partie du dix-septième : la première appelée BASSE-TAILLE en France, et BASSO en Italie, était la
basse élevée, la première basse, qu’on écrivait ordinairement à la clef de FA sur la troisième ligne; l’autre était la basse
inférieure, que les Français appelaient BASSE - CONTRE et les italiens BARITONO. Par une antilogie remarquable,
on appelle aujourd’hui BARITONS les voix de basse les plus légères et les plus élevées. Au reste, on ne distingue plus
maintenant de basses de plusieurs espèces dans les choeurs, et ce n’est que dans les rôles d’opéra qu’on en fait des
classifications différentes. Il y a des nuances d’élévation et de gravité dans les ténors comme dans les dessus. Certains
pays fournissent abondamment des ténors éléves, d’autres ne produisent que des voix plus basses. Les ténors éléves
sont ceux qui s’étendent dans l’intervalle ne onzième, de MI à LA ,et qui font entendre ces notes en sons de poitrine.
Le ténor bas, ou second ténor, a son étendue depuis SI jusqu’à FA. Dans ces deux variétés du même genre de voix on
rencontre de certaines modifications de la qualité des sons, si ce n’est dans l’étendue. C’est au directeur de musique
qu’il appartient d’en faire l’examen, et de faire le classement des voix du choeur d’aprèsses observations.
“L’étendue générale de la basse est communément de près de deux octaves c’est-à dir e, de FA MI; |quelques voix de
cette espèce montent avec facilité au FA, mais ces sortes de voix sont ordinairement d’une qualité légère qui, appartient
plus aux SOLOS qu’aux choeurs. Il est aussi des basses qui descendent avec un son vigoureusement timbré jusqu’au MI
bémol, et même jusqu’au RE. Ces voix ne montent guère au dessus du RE Ce sont celles qu’on appelle BASSES-CONTRE.
Leur sonorité est puissante, mais elles sont lourdes. Ces notes graves ne se rencontrent pas dans la musique moderne,
mais on en trouve des exemples dans les ouvrages de Jean Gabrieli, de Schütz, et de quelques autres anciens maîtres.
“§12. Dans les compositions de musique d’église, les madrigaux et les chansons a six, sept, ou huit voix, les maîtres
des seizième et dix-septième siècles renfermaient les parties de ces voix dans l’étendue d’une octave ou d’une dixième
au plus, afin de placer chaque chanteur dans le médium de son organe vocal, parceque les sons produits dans ces
limites sont plus-purs, plus égaux et mieux timbrés, que ceux des extrémités inférieures ou supérieures des voix.
Lorsqu’un directeur de choeur fait exécuter cette ancienne musique, il doit donc faire le classement des voix avec
beaucoup de soin, et d’une manière toute différente du classement pour la musique moderne. Aucune des nuances
qui se rencontrent dans les voix de même espèce ne doit être négligée par lui, afin que chaque chanteur soit placé dans
les limites exactes des meilleurs sons de sa voix.Pour aider à faire ce classement, je crois devoir donner ici le tableau de
ces limites telles qu’’on les trouve fixées en général dans les productions du célèbre compositeur Palestine.”
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follows from such a way of writing that the chorus arrangement is embarrassing, and
the performance of the music is very difficult. The best way we can imagine is to divide
the part into two voices to be performed at the top by women, and at the bottom by
men. Although there is a defect of homogeneity in the sounds produced by this combination, I can only recommend the use of it to choir directors when they must have
music composed in the system in which they are required to perform.
§15. The difficulties that arise from the intermediate part between the Soprano and
the Tenor have been overcome with great skill by Cherubini and a small number of
modern composers, by the use of a Mezzo-soprano who they have taken care to keep
within harmonious and almost equal distances between the two voices of which this
part fills the interval. But this way of writing requires a deep knowledge of the art,
which is only shared by a few composers. Rossini, Meyerbeer, and all the composers
of operas of the present day make use of another, easier method, which consists in
writing the chorus for Soprano, Mezzo-soprano, two Tenors and Bass, making those
parts, of which the movement is embarrassing, sing sometimes in octaves, sometimes
in unison; hence, the chorus is scarcely four real parts, although it appears to be written for five. This classification of singers requires great care from the choir director.297
Chapter Two: Of the Proportion of Voices in the Choir.
§16. The correctness of the proportions in the various parts that make up the choir is
one of the most important conditions for the effect of music; but we must not believe
that this proportion can be established by the number of singers of each type of voice,
because the vocal qualities of individuals can be so dissimilar that one part barely produces half the sound effect of another, even if the number of singers is doubled. To obtain a
satisfactory result, it is therefore necessary that the choir director, after having become
aware of the limitations of the singers in particular, makes tests of comparison between
297 FET, 3–6. “Le classement des voix fait dans ces limites office le grand avantage de placer chaque chan_ leur dans
les meilleures notes de son organe, et de tirer le meilleur parti des variétés que presenté channe genre de voix.
Souvent, dans les compositions de Palestrina et des maîtres de son époque, on trouve des morceaux à six ou sept
parties où les voix de basse ne sont pas employées: cést le Ténor grave qui en tient lieu. Dans ce cas, il y a ordinairement deux parties de Tenor bas, de même étendue, et deux Ténors élevés ou de CONTRA, aussi de même étendue.
“§13. Dans les compositions à plusieurs choeurs, les voix sont habituellement disposées de la même manière
dans tous les choeurs; on y trouve presque toujours un dessus ou Soprano, un Contralto, un ténor et une basse.
“§14. Si les anciens maîtres des écoles d’Italie, de France et d’Allemagne avaient un soin scrupuleux de renfermer
les voix dans des limites étroites, il n’en a pas été de même dans les choeurs écrits par les compositeurs Allemands
de l’école moderne, car la partie d’ALTO où de Contralto, écrite à la clef d’UT sur la troisième ligne) est à la fois trop
élevée pour des voix d’hommes, et trop grave pour des voix de femmes ou d’enfans. Par exemple, il n’est pas rare de
trouver à cette partie dans la CRÉATION DU MONDE de Haydn, dans le REQUIEM de Mozart, dans des messes de
Eybler, et dans et le Ml, ou même le FA aigu: que ouvrages de Beethoven., le FA grave “ Or„il est évidemment impossible que des voix de même espèce atteignent a ces limites en sons volumineux et bien timbrés. Que si par exception,
il se trouve un Contralto feminin qui embrasse cette étendue de deux octaves en sons énergiques, un choeur ne
pourra jamais être composé de voix semblables. Il résulte d’une telle manière d’écrire que la combinaison du choeur
est embarrassante, et que l’éxecution de la musique est fort difficile. Le meilleur moyen qu’on a imagine est de diviser
la partie en deux voix pour être exécutée dans le haut par des femmes, et dans le bas, par des hommes. Bien qu’il y
ait un défaut d’homogeneite dans les sons produits par cette combinaison, je ne puis qu’en recommander l’usage aux
directeurs de choeurs lorsqu’ils devront faire exécuter de la musique composée dans le systeme dont il s’agit.
“§15. Les difficultés qui naissent de la partie intermédiaire entre le dessus et le Tenor ont été levées avec une
grande habilité par Cherubini et un petit nombre de composteurs modernes, par l’emploi d’un MEZZO SOPRANO
qu’il ont eu soin de tenir à des distances harmonieuses et à peu près égales des deux voix dont cette partie remplit
l’intervalle. Maiscette manière d’écrire exige une profonde connaissance de l’art qui n’est le partage que de peu d’artistes. Rossini, Meyerbeer, et tous les compositeurs d’opéras de l’époque actuelle font usa ged’une autre méthode
plus facile, qui consiste à écrire le choeur pour SOPRANO, MEZZO SOPRANO, DEUX TENORS et BASSE., faisant
chauler tantôt à l’octave, tantôt à l’unisson les parties dont le mouvement les embarasse, ensorte que le chœur est
a peine à quatre parties reelles, bien qu’il soif écrit pour cinq voix. Dans ce système il faut réunir au premier tenor
toutes les voix qui ont de la facilite’ à faire entendre les notes élevées., et reserver les autres pour le deuxième tenor.
Ce classement des chanteurs exige beaucoup de soins de la part du directeur du choeur.”
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the various vocal parts, and regularizes the proportions, either by the number or by the
voice quality. In general, quality is better than quantity. If it is not possible to strengthen
one part that is too weak, the others must be weakened, because, again, correctness of
proportions is absolutely necessary. Often the well-performed choruses have lost their
effect, because some too-powerful parts did not allow others to be heard.
§17. It follows from what has just been said that the proportion of voices in the choir
is established less by the number of singers than by the nature of their voices. This
proportion does not imply the need to provide forced equality to all parts: the intensity
must be due to the importance of the parts as well; the first soprano, where the melody
is generally found, and the bass, which is the foundation of harmony, are in almost all
the choirs of theaters a little louder than the Contralto and the Tenor. For example, if
the chorus is fifty voices of roughly equal timbre, there will be fourteen sopranos with
fourteen basses, twelve altos, and ten tenors.
§18. If the choir is written in the modern way for soprano, second sopranos, two
tenors and bass, and if the vocal mass is fifty singers, the number of sopranos and basses should be reduced, and the number of tenors increased in the following proportion:
twelve first sopranos, ten second sopranos or contraltos, eight tenors, and twelve basses.
§19. If the music is in the fugal style, all entrances of which must be equally heard,
the strength of the parts must be maintained as perfectly as possible.
§20. In the music of the old Italian school, especially in the music of Palestrina and the
Roman masters, there are many songs where there is no bass; the tenor takes its place.
In this case, this part, acting as the office of the ordinary bass, must be a little fortified.
§21. When the voices used in the choir are of similar species, for example, all female
voices, or all male voices, experience has shown that one part should not dominate at
the expense of others; the best possible effect results from the most perfect equality
between the voices. Choirs for single women, or men, are often written in three parts.
§22. We see from the above that the intelligence of the choirmaster must be constantly active to vary the proportions of the voices, because of their more or less sonorous quality, and the style of music that one proposes to perform. There are no specific
rules in this regard.
It may be argued that this concern is meticulous, usually dispensed with, and that
the choir invariably remains fixed in all theaters, and in most churches; I know that,
but I also know that the execution almost always suffers. The art of deriving all the
effect possible from vocal choirs is still in its infancy—especially in France.
Chapter Three: Of the Tuning of Voices in Unison and in the Octave.
§23. Tuning, in its most rigorous sense, is for vocals, as well as for instruments, and
is one of the most necessary conditions for good effect in music. After having arranged
the singers of the choir in groups based on the nature of their voices, and having fixed
the pitch,298 to achieve tuning it is necessary that the choir director test for accuracy in
the unison of voices, prior to any exercise.
298 “Exercises, to be profitable, must be done with the aid of an instrument, and by voices alone; it is therefore necessary for the choir director to have a tuning fork in hand to remind the singers to the starting point, when they have
lowered in the exercises.”
“Les études pour être profitables, doivent être faites sons le secours d’un instrument, et par les voix seules; il est
donc nécessaire que le directeur de choeur ait un diapason à la main pour rappeler les chanteurs au point de départ,
lorsqu’ils ont baissé dans les exercices.”
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§24. Two methods are useful to acquire this accuracy of unison: the first consists in
having partial studies carried out between voices of the same gender, first by trying all
the choristers two by two, then three to three, four to four, and so successively, until
all the voices of the same part are united. The greatest severity is necessary, and the
master must only allow that absolute correctness, not approximative correctness.
The exercises on which these studies are to be done are found in the elements of all
Solfège. First is the diatonic followed by the chromatic scale, then the intervals of various
species. All of this should be done slowly in the first few days, and then gradually faster.
The second procedure consists in bringing together all the voices—when the partial studies have produced the results expected—in unison with a note intoned by the
director, having this note attacked first by all the first sopranos, then by all the second
sopranos, then by the tenors, and finally by the basses, and determining all the entries
at four beats of distance, in a slow movement.299 (Example 33)
299 §16. “L’ exactitude les proportions dans les diverses parties qui composent le choeur est une des conditions les
plus importantes pour l’effet de la musique; mais mais il ne faut pas croire qu’il suffit, pour que cette proportion
existe, qu’on l’établisse dans le nombre des chanteurs de chaque genre de voix; car les qualités vocales les individus
peuvent être si dissemblables, qu’une partie produise a peine la moitié de l’effet sonore d’une autre, le nombre des
chanteurs fut-il double. Pour obtenir un résultat satisfaisante il est donc nécessaire que le directeur du choeur
après avoir pris connaissance des moyens du chanteur en particulier, fasse des essais de comparaison entre les diverses masses vocales, et en régularisé les proportions, soit par le nombre, soit par la qualité des voix. En général, la
qualité vaut mieux que la quantité. S’il n’est pas possible de fortifier une partie trop faible, il faut affaiblir les autres,
car, encore une fois, l’exactitude des proportions est d’une nécessité absolue. Souvent les choeurs bien rendus ont
manque leur effet, parceque certaines parties trop puissantes ne permettaient pas d’entendre les autres.
“§17. Il résulte de ce qui vient d’être dit que la proportion des voix dans le choeur s’établit moins par le nombre
des chanteurs, que par la nature des voix. Cette proportion ne suppose pas la nécessité de donner une égalé forcée
a toutes les parties: l’intensité doit être en raison de l’importance des parties ainsi le premier dessus, où se trouve en
général la mélodie, et la Basse, qui est le fondement de l’harmonie, sont dans presque tous les choeurs des théâtres,
un peu plus forts que le Contralto et le Ténor. Par exemple, si le choeur est de cinquante voix, d’un timbre à peu
près égal, il y aura quatorze premier dessus quatorze basses douze seconds dessus, et dix ténors.
“§18. Si le choeur est écrit a la manière moderne pour premier, deuxième dessus, deux ténors et basse, et si la
masse vocale est de cinquante chanteurs, il faut diminuer le nombre des dessus et des basses, et augmenter celui
des ténors dans la proportion suivante: 12 premiers dessus, 10 seconds ou contraltos, 8 seconds tenors, et 12 basses.
“§19. Si la musique est dans le style fugue, dont toutes les entrées doivent être également senties, la force des
parties doit être maintenue dans une égalité aussi parfaite qu’il sera possible.
“§20. Dans la musique de l’ancienne école Italienne, particulièrement dans celle de Palestrina et des maîtres
Romains, il y a beaucoup de morceaux ou il ne se trouve pas de basse, c’est le ténor qui en tient lieu. Dans ce cas,
cette voix, faisant l’office de la basse ordinaire, doit être un peu fortifiée.
“§21. Lorsque les voix employées dans le choeur sont d’espèces analogues, par exemple, de toutes voix de femmes,
ou de toutes voix d’ hommes, l’expérience a démontre qu’il ne faut pas faire dominer une partie aux dépends des
autres, et que le meilleur effet possible résulte de l’égalité la plus parfaite entre les voix. Les choeurs de femmes
seules, ou d’hommes, sont souvent écrits a trois parties.
“§22. On voit par ce qui précède que l’intelligence du maître des choeurs doit être sans cesse en activité pour
varier les proportions des voix, en raison de leur qualité plus ou moins sonore, et du genre de musique qu’on se
propose d’exécuter. Il n’y a point de règles précises a cet égard.
“On objectera peut-être que ces soins sont minutieux, qu’on s’en dispense d’ordinaire, et que le choeur reste
invariablement fixé dans tous des Théâtres, et dans la plupart des Eglises; je le sais, mais je sais aussi que 1 exécution
en souffre presque toujours. L’art de tirer des masses vocales tout l’effet dont elles sont susceptibles est encore dans
l’ enfance, surtout en France.
“§23. L’accord, clans sa plus rigoureuse acception, est pour les voix, comme pour les instrumens, une des conditions les plus nécessaires pour le bon effet en musique. Pour l’obtenir, il faut, après avoir dispose les chanteurs du
choeur par groupes, en raison de la nature de leurs voix. et avoir fixé le diapason, que le directeur du choeur essaie
la justesse par l’unisson des voix, préalablement a tout exercice.
“§24. “Deux procédés sont utiles pour acquérir cette justesse de l’ unisson: le premier consiste a faire faire des
études partielles entre les voix de même espèce, d’abord en essayant tous les choristes deux à deux, puis trois a trois,
quatre a quatre, et ainsi successivement jusqu’à ce que toutes les voix de même espèce soient réunies. La plus grande
sévérité est nécessaire, et le maître ne doit jamais admettre que la justesse absolue, et non la justesse aproximative.
“Les exercices sur lesquels ces études doivent être faites se trouvent dans les élémens de tous les solfèges. C’est
d’abord la gamme diatonique et chromatique-puis ce sont les intervalles d’espèces diverses. Tout cela doit être
exécute lentement dans les premiers jours, et ensuite progressivement plus vite.
“Le deuxième procède consiste a réunir toutes les voix, lorsque les études partielles ont produit les résultats
qu’on en attendait, sur l’unisson d une note entonnée par le maitre, en faisant attaquer cette note d’abord par tous
les premiers dessus, puis par tous les seconds, ensuite par les ténors, et enfin par les basses, et déterminant toutes
les entrées a quatre temps de distance, dans un mouvement lent.”
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Example 33. Example of a Successive Attack at the Unison.
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[Source: FET, 8.]
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The unison of the tonic can hardly be taken except in the tones of C and D; in the
other notes, the difference of the voices makes it necessary to place them in octaves.
The exercise of identical octave tuning must therefore follow that of the unison. Such
an exercise can be done on ones similar to this:300 (Example 34
Example 34. Exercises where the first and second voices above are in unison with each other,
and at the distance of an octave from tenor and bass.
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Cette étude pourra se faire sur des exercices semblables à celui ci:”
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§26. The study of this exercise, or others like it, should be done slowly and in a soft
voice at first, as one of the greatest difficulties for the choir is singing accurately in the
piano. Be aware that in such a study all notes should be equal in volume and nuances
should be banned. When we have obtained the greatest possible accuracy, we will sing
louder and faster. Note also that to help singers by making breathing easier, the best
way is to have the notes announced while singing.
§27. The octave exercises, where the tenor is a bass octave, and the upper voices
at the tenor octave, offer more difficulty for pitch, because identity weakens in the
interval. Examples of this type are sometimes presented in the keys of A, B, and C. It is
beneficial to have the choir become accustomed to this kind of difficulty in exercises
of this kind.301 (Example 35)
301 FET, 13. “§26. L’étude de cet exercice ou d’autres semblables, doit être faite d’abord lentement et à demi voix, car
une des plus grandes difficultés pour le choeur consiste à chanter avec justesse dans le piano. Remarquez que dans
une semblable étude, tous les sons doivent être égaux en force et qu’on doit en bannir les nuances. Quand en aura
obtenu la plus grande justesse possible, on chantera fort et vite. Remarquez aussi que pour aider les chanteurs et
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Example 35. Exercise where the top part is at a distance of an octave above the contralto and
the tenor, and these are at the octave of the bass.
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[Source: FET, 9–10.]
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rendre la respiration facile, le meilleur moyen est de faire nommer les notes en chantant.
“§27. Les exercices d octaves, où le ténor est à l’octaves de la basse, et les voix de dessus à l’octave du ténor, offrent
plus de difficultés pour la justesse, parceque l’identité s’affaiblit dans l’intervalle. Les exemples de cette disposition
se présentent quelquefois dans les tons de LA, de SI et d’UT. Il est bon d’habituer le choeur à ce genre de difficulté
par des exercices de l’espèce de celui ci.”
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§28. This exercise of singing in octaves and in half-voice is one of the most necessary
and also one of the most difficult. It demands from the director of the choir a very delicate ear and a great deal of severity for accuracy; by that I mean the absolute accuracy
by which the identity of the notes is established between all the voices, an identity that
must be the object of the study.
Whatever the degree of perfection the choir subsequently reaches, it will be necessary
for the director to practice a few octave exercises in each rehearsal, in order to maintain
and develop the feeling of absolute accuracy, which one would not achieve if we only
used harmony exercises. In harmony, there is a certain attraction that immediately
establishes an approximate correctness; but absolute accuracy is more difficult to achieve
in such harmonized exercises than in simple exercises with the octave alone.
Chapter Four: Tuning and Exercise of Voices in Harmony.
§29. When the preparation of the singers in groups has been completed so as to be able to
bring together the entire choir, and after the octave exercises have ensured the correctness
of intonation, we will proceed to harmonized tuning. There is a formula that experience has
made to consider as the best to give the feeling of the key and the mode in which the exercise
or the piece is going to be sung: it is made up of only three chords, the first of which is based
on the tonic, the second on the dominant, and the third on the tonic. It is good that the basses
sing the note first, which is the root; the tenors then enter, at the fifth, for example; then the
contralto on the third, and finally the soprano on the octave.302 (Example 36)
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same. In A major or minor, for example, the tonic in the bass octave would be too low
for the basses and the tenors, who are placed in the upper octave, which obliges the
composer to make some change in the arrangement of the upper parts. (Example 37)
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[Source: FET, 12.]

The choir director will have these intonation exercises created in all keys; he will not
be obliged to write them, because it will suffice that after having given the pitch for the
basses, he says to tenors, contraltos and sopranos if they have to take the third, fifth, or
octave of the note given: the practice of this exercise will soon be mastered by the choir.
Any piece of music should be preceded in rehearsal by the harmonized intonation
of the key of that piece.
§31. After having taught the choir how to sing harmonized intonation in all keys, the
choir director will start the exercises on the progression of chords in the diatonic and
chromatic systems, taking care to have them performed in all volumes, from pianissimo
up to the most intense forte. All those that follow are listed in numerical order in the
score; when it is necessary to start a progression, the director will only have to indicate
the number in two words.
It is necessary to leave a slight interval between each progression.303 (Example 38)
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[Source: FET, 11.]

§30. To put the voices in their middle register, the arrangements are not always the
302 Fétis, 13–14. “§28. Cet exercice du chant en octaves et à demi-voix est un des plus nécessaires et des plus difficiles. Il exige
de la part du directeur du choeur une oreille très delicate et beau coup de sévérité pour la justesse; j’entends par là cette
justesse absolue par laquelle l’identité des notes s’établit entre toutes les voix, indentité qui doit être l’objet de l’étude.
“Quelque soit le dégré de perfection ou le choeur parvienne par la suite, il sera nécessaire que le mâitre fasse
faire dans chaque séance quelques exercices d’octaves, afin d’entretenir et de développer le sentiment de la justesse
absolue, à laquelle on ne parviendrait pas si l’on n’employait que les exercices d’harmonie. Dans l’harmonie il y a
une certaine attraction qui établit immédiatement une justesse approximative; mais la justesse absolue y est plus
difficile a aprécier que dans le simple exercice à l’octave.
“§29. Lorsque la préparation des chanteurs par groupes aura été faite de maniéré a pouvoir réunir tous le chœur,
et après que les exercices à l’octave auront assure la justesse, des intonations, on procédera a l’accord harmonique.
Il est une formule que l’expérience a fait considérer comme la meilleure pour donner le sentiment du ton et du
mode dans lequel est l’exercice ou le morceau qu’on va chanter: il n’est composé que de trois accords dont le premier se fait sur la tonique, le deuxième sur la dominante, et le troisième sur la tonique. Il est bon que les basses
fassent entendre d’abord la première note, qui est la tonique; le ténor entre ensuite, à la quinte par exemple, puis
le Contralto a la tierce, et enfin le dessus a l’octave.”
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303 FET, 12. “§30. Les dispositions ne sont pas toujours les mêmes pour mettre les voix dans leur medium. En LA, par
exemple, majeur ou mineur, la tonique à l’octave basse serait trop grâve pour les basses et les ténors, on les place à
l’octave supérieure, ce qui oblige a faire quelque changement dans la disposition des parties supérieures.”
“Tout morceau de chant doit être précédé dans l’école par l’intonation harmonique du ton de ce morceau.”
“Le directeur du choeur fera faire ces exercices d’Intonations dans tous les tons; Il ne sera point oblige de les
écrire,car il suffira qu’après avoir donné le ton aux basses, il diseaux ténors, aux Contraltos et aux dessus s’ils
doivent prendre la tierce,la quinte,ou l’octave de la note donnée: l’habitude de cet exercice sera bientôt prise par
le choeur.
“Tout mor ceau de chant doit être précédé dans 1 ‘école par l’intonation harmonique du ton de ce morceau.
“§31. Apres avoir enseigné à faire l’intonation harmonique dans tous les tons, le directeur du choeur fera commencer les exercices (les successions d’accords dans les systèmes diatonique et chromatique, ayant soin (le les faire
exécuter dans tous les dég rés de force depuis le Pianissimo jusqu’au forte le plus intense.Tout ceux qui suivent sont
classes par ordre numérique, lorsqu’il sera nécessaire de recommencer une succession, le directeur n’aura qu’à
indiquer le numero en deux mots.
“Il est nécessaire de laisser un léger intervalle entre chaque succession.”
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“(1) Here are some of the most difficult examples of progressions for the singing of the ensemble, and especially
for a choir. The difficulty consists of the diminished octave
that lay between the C of the first soprano and the C of
the bass. The feeling of the first C dominates the singers’
ears as they are to sing the C , and this feeling makes the
tuning of the latter note uncertain. Such progressions are
not found in ancient music, but they are common in the
works of composers of the present era. You have to repeat
them often to train the choral singers. (2) This diminished
third is also a difficult interval of intonation for vocal music; we need to be very careful. (3) Difficult progression.”

#

#

“(1) Voici un-des exemples de successions les plus difficiles pour
le chant d’ensemble, et surtout pour un choeur. La difficulté consiste dans l’octave diminuée qui se trouve entre l’UT du premier
dessus et l’UT# de la basse. Le sentiment du premier UT domine
dans l’oreille des chanteurs au moment où ils doivent entonner
l’UT#, et ce sentiment rend l’intonation de cette dernière note
incertaine. De pareilles successions ne se trouvent pas dans la
musique ancienne, mais elles sont fréquentes dans les ouvrages
des compositeurs de 1’époque actuelle. Il faut les répéter souvent
pour y accoutumer les Choristes. (2) Cette tierce diminuée est
aussi un intervalle difficile d’intonation pour les masses vocales; il
y faut porter une sévère attention. (3) Succession difficile.”

[Source: FET, 12–13.]

§32. Choral modulations into the least corresponding modes may be performed without much difficulty if the movements of each part present only diatonic and chromatic
intervals, ascending and descending by semitones; but if these modulations contain such
intervals as the imperfect fifth, the tritone or augmented fourth, the augmented second,
the augmented fifth, or diminished fourth, then the intonations become difficult. They
are so in general to all singers, and become more so in choruses, where the uncertainty of
one individual communicates itself to those near him. It is therefore the more necessary
to overcome these difficulties by exercises, since the composers of the present day are
so little careful in their manner of writing vocal music that the instrumental style has
passed into music intended for voices, and there the intervals of which we have been
speaking are frequently employed. These considerations have induced me to give here
some progressions of this kind, in which a Choir or Chorus may be taught.
For instance, if it is wished to pass from the key of C to that of A b in three chords, the
modulation will be easy if it is made as in the progression that follows under number 1,
because the voices will only make natural movements; but if the progression is written as in
number 2, it will be difficult, because of the augmented second in the tenor:304 (Example 39)
Example 39. Tuning and Exercise of Voices in Harmony.
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[Source: FET, 14.]
304 FET, 14. “§32. Les modulations chorales aux tons les moins analogues peuvent être exécutées sans beaucoup de difficulté si les mouvemens de chaque partie ne présentent que des intervalles diatoniques ou chromatiques, par demi
tons ascendans et descendais; mais si ces modulations donnent lieu à des intervalles de quinte mineure, de quarte
majeure, la seconde augmentée, de quinte augmentée, ou de quarte diminuée, alors les intonations deviennent
difficiles. Elles le sont en général pour les chanteurs, et le deviennent d’avantage dans les choeurs, où I incertitude
d’ un individu se communique à ceux qui l’entourent.Il est donc d’autant plus nécessaire de triompher de ces difficultés par des exercices, que les compositeurs de l’ époque actuelle mettent peu de soin a leur manière d’écrire
pour les voix, que le style instrumental à passé dans la musique destinée à celles-ci, et que les intervalles dont il est
question y sont fréquemment employés. Ces considérations me déterminent a présenter ici quelques successions
de cette espèce, sur lesquelles on exercera le choeur.
“Par exemple si l’on veut passer du ton d’UT à celui de LA en trois accords, la modulation sera facile si on la fait comme dans la succession qui suit sous le N° 1, parceque les voix ne feront que des mouvemens naturels. Mais si la succession
est écrite dans comme le numéro 2, elle sera difficile, a cause de la seconde augmentée de la partie du ténor.”

b
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§33. There is an observation of some importance to be made on the movement of
the second soprano in these two examples. At the second half of the first measure in
both these examples, the G of this part becomes a leading note; accordingly, by a natural tendency, all the singers are inclined to make this note rise to the new tonic (A b );
hence, the uncertainty which will be Tuning and Exercise of Voices in Harmony—first
in sounding E b in the second measure. The director of the chorus should mark this
difficulty, and overcome it by repeated exercises every time it occurs.305 (Example 40)
Example 40. Exercises on the tuning of diminished and augmented intervals in harmonic modulations, and on augmented and diminished fourths and fifths, i.e. the tritone and perfect fourth,
and the perfect and imperfect fifth.306
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[Source: FET, 15.]
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305 FET, 14. “§33. Il y a une observation de quelque importance à faire sur le mouvement de la partie du second dessus
de ces deux exemples. Au deuxième temps de la première mesure de chacun de ces exemples, le SOL de cette voix
devient une note sensible; or, par un peu chant naturel, tous les chanteurs seront entraînés à faire monter cette note
à la nouvelle tonique (LA ,) de là l’incertitude qui se manifestera dans l’attaque du MI de la mesure suivante. Le chef
du choeur doit être attentif a cette difficulté, et la vaincre par des exercices multipliés chaque fois qu’elle se présente.”
306 FET 15. “(1) The intervals with difficult intonation are marked with a *. (2) An especially difficult progression. (3)
Another example of this modulation that presents no difficulty other than the false diminished octave relation
between the soprano and the alto.”
“(1) Les intervalles difficiles d’intonation sont marques d’une *. (2) Succession fort difficile. (3) Autre exemple
de cette modulation qui ne présente d’autre difficulté que la fausse relation d octave diminuée entre le premier
dessus et le second.”

b

Example 41.

w

§34. The most difficult tuning for choirs are those where the harmonic progressions trick the singers’ expectations by unforeseen modulations called “Interrupted

b

Cadences,” so it is necessary that the choir directors rehearse their singers on these
kinds of cadences. I give here a few examples.
It is not always the most sought-after harmonies that cause the most confusion and
uncertainty; sometimes it only takes a simple change of key to surprise the singers and
to give rise to false tunings that spoil the effect of the song. Here is a remarkable example
taken from the three-part mass (in F major) by M. Cherubini. The modulation drove the
choir into F minor; Cherubini keeps it there long enough to impress in the ear the feeling
of this key; then, unexpectedly, in cadence, the major mode reappears, and produces a
lively sensation of “Interrupted Cadence.” Here is the passage:307 (Example 41)
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[Source: FET, 16.]
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After the long continuation of the key in F minor, the A natural in the tenor is a
difficult note to sing: it takes practice to attack it with accuracy.
The progressions I give here as an example are those that can be found most often in
chromatic music, particularly in the modern music of the German school, where the
way of writing for the voices is similar to the instrumental style.308 (Example 42)
Example 42. Exercises in the harmonic progressions of cadenze d’inganno or interrupted cadences.
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307 FET, 16. “§34. Les intonations les plus difficiles pour les choeurs sont celles où les successions harmoniques
6

7

8

bw

w

4

9

trompent l’attente des chanteurs par (les modulations imprévues qu’on appelle CADENCES D’INGANNO.Il
est donc nécessaire que les directeurs de choeurs exercent leurs élèves sur ces sortes de cadence. J’en donne ici
quelques exemples.
“Ce ne sont pas toujours les harmonies les plus recherchées qui causent le plus d’embarras et d’incertitude;
quelquefois il suffit d’un simple changement de mode pour faire naître la surprise (les chanteurs et pour donner
lieu à de fausses intonations qui gâtent l’effet du morceau. En voici un exemple remarquable tiré de la messe a trois
voix (en FA) de M. Cherubini. La modulation a conduit le choeur en FA mineur; ellel’y maintient assez longtems
pour imprimer dans l’oreille le sentiment de ce ton; puis, à l’improviste, dans la cadence, le mode majeur reparait,
et produit une vive sensation de CADENCE D’INGANNO. Voici le passage:”
308 FET, 16.”Apres la longue suite du trait en FA mineur, le LA naturel du ténor est une note difficile à entonner: il faut
14
15
13
11 l’exercice pour l’attaquer
12 avec justesse.
de
“Les successions que je donne ici pour exemple, sont celles qui peuvent se rencontrer le plus souvent dans la
musique modulée,particulièrement dans la musiquemoderne de l’école allemande, où la manière d’écrire pour les
voix a beaucoup de rapport avec le style instrumental.”
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[Source: FET, 17.]

§35. There is yet another kind of difficulty of tuning that is experienced by vocal
ensembles in enharmonic transitions. These transitions throw a kind of uncertainty into
the minds of choral singers, because the new tonic is not recognized by them till after
the resolution of the trans-tonic chord. The following are some examples of this kind of
modulation; they may serve to train the singers when they have acquired a certain degree
of facility in the other examples of harmonic progressions:309 (Example 43)
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“(1) I use the word enharmonic here in the sense that one “(1) Je me sers ici du mot ENHARMONIQUE dans le sens qu’on
attaches to modern music, in order to make myself under- v attache dans la musique moderne, a fin de me faire comprenstood, although this word has no rational meaning.”
dre, quoique ce mot n’ait pas de signification rationelle.”
[Source: FET, 20.]

Chapter Five: Modifications of the Sound in its Various Nuances.
In Chapter Five, Fétis addresses nuances in choral singing, particularly regarding
dynamics. Writing as one who speaks from personal experience, he writes:

309 FET, 18 “§35. Il existe un autre genre de difficulté d’intonation pour les masses vocales dans les transitions enharmoniques (1). Ces transitions jettent de l’incertitude dans l’esprit des choristes, parceque le ton n’est connu d’eux
qu’après la resolution de l’accord transitonique. Voici quelques exemples de ce genre de modulations;ils pourront
servir à exercer les chanteurs, lorsqu’ils auront acquis un certain dégré d’habilité dans les autres systèmes de successions harmoniques.”
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§36. The changes in the music, which are created by the contrast between the
stressed to the unstressed and the unstressed to the stressed, create the color of
music. Not only do they depict the various tableaux of the spirit in the pieces of a
certain genre such as vocal music, or when the lyrics indicate the subject; but they
apply also in a compelling performance (I do not know what vague feelings of pleasure or pain, joy or sadness, calm or restlessness instrumental music develops such
effects in us.)
§36. (Twice) The modifications of the sound appear in the music under these various effects: 1º. excess of the forte. 2°. excess of the piano; 3º. mezzoforte. 4°. mezzopiano;
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& b 43 u̇.

Alto

210
5°. gradual transition from forte to piano; 6°. gradual transition from piano to forte.
All musicians know that the loud is called FORTE, the weak or the soft, PIANO,
the passage from the piano to the forte, crescendo, that of the forte to the piano, decrescendo, or Diminuendo. They also know the signs by which the composer indicates
these effects to the performers. So I won’t go into explaining these things, because
whoever is allowed to sing in choirs is supposed to know music fundamentals.
§37. It is remarkably singular that in vocal music, where the meaning of the
words ought to show the need for these various nuances, and point out their
meaning, the performance of these effects is, in general, less understood and more
imperfect by the performers than in instrumental music, although the voice has
an undoubted advantage over instruments....However, if the effects of the stressed
and the unstressed were well-rendered in the performance of vocal music, these
effects would have a greater power perhaps than that of instrumental music. It is
time to reform this in the choirs of our churches and theaters, and it is to hasten
the moment of this reform that I have decided to write this little book, which is
intended to serve as a guide for choir directors, as well as directors in concert halls,
theaters, and chapels. I have no doubt that we will eventually achieve this goal
through a few exercises that I will include.
There is not a composer of theater or chapel music who has noticed that it is
only when one gets singers to sing piano, and when they are forced to do so, that
intonation droops significantly, so that instead of having a good effect, one often
hears only a cacophony that results from the lack of tuning between the voices and
instruments. Long rehearsals run without accompaniment—and without any guide
other than a tuning fork with which one reestablishes the key from time to time—
from the half-voice to the most absolute piano, first on the simple vowels, then with
the articulation of the lyrics—will remove all these mistakes of the choirs.
In such an exercise, the conductor must not allow any nuance nor inflection
aroused by a desire for individual expression; the most perfect equality must prevail
over all music, for the object of the study is absolute piano.
So that the director can better observe in the first moments the equality of all the
voices, it will be good to first choose lessons where all the parts will be in harmony
from note to note, similar to the following model.310 (Example 44)
310 FET, 20. “§36. Les modifications du son, qui se font en passant du fort au faible et du faible au fort, composent le
coloris de la musique. Non seulement elles peignent les diverses situations de l’âme, dans les morceaux d’une expression déterminée, tels que ceux de la musique vocale, ou les paroles indiquent le sujet; mais elles s’appliquent,
aussi avec une irrésistible production (l’effet dans la musique instrumentale qui développe en nous je ne sais quel
sentiment vague de plaisir ou de douleur, de joie ou de tristesse, de calme ou d’agitation.)
“§36 (Bis) Les modifications du son se présentent dans la musique sous ces divers effets: 1º. excès du fort. 2°. excès
du faible; 3º. demi-fort. 4°. demi-faible; 5°. passage progressif du fort au faible; 6°. passage progressif du faible au fort.
“Tous les musiciens savent que le fort s’appelle forte, le faible ou doux, piano, le passage du faible au fort, crescendo, celui du fort au faible, decrescendo, ou Diminuendo. Ils connaissent aussi les signes par lesquels le compositeur
indique ces effets aux éxécutans. Je n’entrerai donc pas dans l’explication de ces choses, car quiconque est admis à
chanter dans les choeurs, est censé savoir la musique.
“§37. Singularité remarquable, dans la musique vocale, ou le sens des paroles devrait faire comprendre la nécessité des
nuances, et en indiquer la nature, l’éxecution de ces effets est, en général, moins sentie par les exécutans, et plus imparfaite, que dans la musique instrumentale, bien que la voix ait un incontestable avantage sur les instrumens par l’accent.…
Cependant si les effets du fort et du doux etaient bien rendus dans l’exécution de la musique vocale, ces effets auraient
une puissance supérieure peut être a ceux de la musique instrumentale. Il est temps d’opérer une reforme à cet égard
dans les choeurs de nos églises et de nos théâtres, et c’est pour hâter l’instant de cette réforme que je me suis décidé à
écrire ce petit ouvrage, qui est destiné a servir de guide aux directeurs de choeurs, de concert, de théâtre, et de chapelle.
Je ne doute pas qu’on ne finisse par atteindre le but, au moyen de quelques exercices que je vais indiquer.
“Il n’est pas de compositeur de musique de théâtre ou de chapelle quin’ait remarqué que ce n’est qu’à grand peine
qu’on obtient des choristes de chanter piano, et que lorsqu’ils y sont obliges, I intonation baisse sensiblement, en
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I [Fétis] included in this exercise some modulations and difficult tuning because
singers are always inclined to force the sound when they have uncertainty about the
harmonic resolution of intervals. After the rhythmic note-versus-note exercises, in
which one seeks to decrease the volume of sound based on the degree of skill the
singers will have reached, we will move on to the study of unrhythmic music, where
the condition would be to maintain a equality perfect in the most absolute piano. It is
no doubt that the spirit of the composition requires a similar mode of execution, but,
finally, it can happen. Moreover, we must not forget that this is an exercise, and that
the choir will only manage to perform well what it has studied on an ongoing basis.
The example I give here is based on the system of ancient music of the fugal style
with imitation.311 (Example 45)
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“Après les exercices rhythmés de note contre note, dans lesquels on chercher à diminuer la force du son en raison
du degré d’habilité où les chanteurs seront par venus, on passera à l’étude de la musique non rhythmée, où la condition serait de conserver une égalité parfaite dans le piano le plus absolu. Il est rare sans doute que l’esprit de la composition exige un semblable mode d’éxécution, mais, enfin, cela peut arriver. D’ailleurs, il ne faut pas oublier qu’il s’agit
d’une étude, et que le choeur ne parviendra à bien faire partiellement que ce qu’il aura étudié d’une manière continue.
“L’ exempte que je donne ici est basé sur le système de l’ancienne musique du style fugué et d’imitation.”
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The compositions of Palestrina and other ancient masters can be studied in the
same way before the nuances are addressed; it is only after an attempt that we will
understand how difficult it is to perform them in an absolute piano.
§39. Singing loudly, with the fullness of the sounds of the chest voice, is no less
rare among the choristers than singing with genuine sweetness; for they are no less
enemies of the fatigue caused by a powerful emission of the voice than of the care
that must be taken to sing piano. Almost always it is with negligence, and without any
intention of rendering the music well, that they emit sounds that are neither absolutely loud nor absolutely soft, from which results uncertain effects that destroy the
intention of the composer.
That if the music director demands forte, and ends up rousing the chorus-singers
out of their apathy for a while, then they give out screams that do not produce the
true sound. Almost always singing the notes below in chest voice, the sounds of these
notes do not reach the ear with purity; they are preceded by a scoop from below at the
fifth, or at the fourth, or at the third, which scoops them up while they should always
be attacked. The effect of which I speak sounds to the ear as:
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In the exercise with loud singing, the choir director must ensure that this bad effect
does not occur, and must remind the singers that the notes be produced with frankness
and amplitude. The absolute forte and the greatest possible intensity will be obtained
only by degrees like the piano, because the exercise alone can teach the choristers how
to give the sound all the strength that their vocal organ is capable of.
§40. SINGING LOUD in short notes and rhythmic movements with energy is easier than SINGING LOUD in sustained notes, hence most choristers only show energy
at the beginning of notes, and then drop the sound into sustained notes and slow
motions. The effect produced is this:
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Well rehearsed exercises are needed to avoid this defect. In general, the effects in
the music are not settled enough; there is uncertainty. The director of the choir must
make people understand that a decided effect of forte or piano adds a lot of power to
the compositions. The study of forte in choirs must be made on short notes of rhythmic movements, because it is easier: we will then move on to slow movements and
sounds.312 (Example 46 & 47)
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Example 46. First Exercise with a Loud Song.
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Example 47. Second Exercise with a Loud Song.
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de chanter avec une douceur véritable; car ils ne sont pas moins ennemis de la fatigue que leur cause une émission
puissante de la voix, que des soins qu’il faut prendre pour chanter piano. Presque toujours c’est avec négligence et
sans aucune intention de bien rendre la musique qu’ils jettent des sons qui ne sont ni absolument forts, ni absolument doux, d’ou résultent des effets incertains qui anéantissent la pensée du compositeur.
“Que si le directeur de musique exige de la force, et finisse par tirer les choristes de leur apathie pour un moment,
alors ils font entendre des cris qui, ne propagent pas le son véritable. Prenant presque toujours les notes en dessous
par un effort de poitrine, les sons de ces notes n’arrivent pointa l’oreille avec pureté; ils sont précédés d’une intonation
en dessous, a la quinte, ou a la quarte, ou a la tierce, qui les amènent, tandis qu’elles devraient toujours être attaquées.
L’effet dont je parte se produit ainsi à l’oreille:
“Dans l’étude du chant fort, le directeur du choeur doit veiller à ce que ce mauvais effet ne se produise pas, et
doit exiger deschanteursque les sons soient donnés avec franchise et amplitude. Le forte absolu et de la plus grande,
16 intensité possible, ne sera obtenu que par degrés comme le piano, car l’etude seule peut apprendre aux choristes à
donner aux sons toute la force dont leur organe vocal est capable.
“§40. CHANTER FORT dans les notes brèves et dans les mouvemens rhythmés avec énergie est plus facile que
CHANTER FORT dans les sons soutenus, de là vient que la plupart des choristes ne montrent d’énergie qu’au
début des notes, et laissent ensuite tomber le son dans les notes tenues et dans les mouvemens lents. L’effet produit
est celui-ci:
“Des études bien faites sont nécessaires pour éviter ce défaut. En général, on ne décide pas assez les effets dans la
musique; il y règne de l’incertitude.Le directeur du chœur doit faire comprendre aux exécutans qu’un effet décidé
de forte ou de piano ajoute beaucoup de puissance aux compositions.
“L’ étude du forte dans les choeurs doit se faire sur les notes brèves des mouvemens rhythmés, parcequ’elle est
plus facile: on passera ensuite aux mouvemens lents et aux sons soutenus. Je donne ici des exemples de ces deux
genres d’études.”
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§41. After the studies of uniform and absolute piano and forte must come the
nuanced effects from forte to piano and from piano to forte. These effects are of four
principal kinds, namely: 1°. the sudden change from forte to piano, 2°. from piano to
forte, 3°. the crescendo to the gradual transition from piano to forte, 4°. the decrescendo
or gradual passage from forte to piano.
§42. The first two kinds of nuances are of great effect when performed together by large
groups of singers. They are easier than the crescendo and the decrescendo; however, it is rare
that the effect is done with equality by all the voices. Sometimes the bass, sometimes the
tenor, sometimes the soprano dominate or are too soft, or else singers from each of these
parts do not unify their voices with the others. The director of the choir must be mindful of
this equality of the groups, without which there is no possible effect. To ensure that it exists,
or rather to obtain it, the director must examine each voice part separately, and make them
do partial exercises, then bring them together; the director shows himself resolved in the
execution, never accepting anything except the most distinct piano and forte effects rendered
with an ensemble—an irreproachable homogeneity of voices.313 (Examples 48 & 49)

FET, 26. §41. “Après les études de piano et de forte uniformes et absolus doivent venir les effets nuancés du fort au doux, et
du doux au fort. Ces effets sont de quatre espèces principales, savoir : 1°. le passage subit du forte au piano, 2° celui du piano
au forte, 3°. le crescendo au passage progressif du piano au forte, 4°. le decrescendo ou passage progressif du forte au piano. §42.
“Les deux premières sortes de nuances sont d’un grand effet, quand elles sont exécutées avec ensemble par de grandes
masses de chanteurs. Elles sont plus faciles que le crescendo et que le decrescendo; cependant il est rare que l’effet se fasse
avec égalité par toutes les voix. Tantôt la basse, tantôt le ténor, tantôt le soprano dominent ou sont trop faibles, ou bien,
des chanteurs de chacune de ces parties n’unissent pas leurs voix avec les autres. Le directeur du choeur doit donner
des soins a cette égalité des masses sans laquelle il n’y a pas d’effet possible. Pour s’assurer qu’elle existe, ou plutôt pour
l’obtenir, il est nécessaire qu’il examine chaque genre de voix séparément, et qu’il leur fasse faire des études partielles,
puis qu’il les réunisse, et qu’il se montre sévère dans l’éxécution, n’admettant jamais comme bons que les effets de piano
et de forte les plus tranchés rendus avec un ensemble, une homogénéité de voix irréprochables.”
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Example 48. Exercise on the Sudden Transition From Forte to Piano.
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§43. Crescendo and decrescendo are of two kinds. The first is to swell the sound from
the most absolute piano to the most intense degree of forte, and to do exactly the
opposite in decrescendo, that is, to go from the greatest volume of sound to the
least. The combination of these two effects, when a single singer executes them,
composes what is known as La mise de voix (Mixing of voices). This vocal device, one
of music’s greatest difficulties in singing, cannot exist in a choir, because a choir is
never made up of a collection of skillful singers; but it is possible to achieve with
a large group of voices and has absolutely the same effect; as for the progressions
from piano to forte and from forte to piano, and the effect is perhaps all the more
noticeable, since the singers can individually catch their breath while the full choir
supports the sound without the audience being warned of the deception through
its ears if the director of the choir rehearses everyone enough to develop the habit
of using it with skill.
§44. The greatest difficulty with increasing and decreasing volume is to give
equal time in the execution of both. Singers who know each other and who are
accustomed to singing together can overcome this difficulty and produce the most
beautiful effects. We know that increasing volume is represented by this sign:
and the decrease of volume by this one:
and finally the meeting of both effects
. The conductor of the choir must constantly return the
by this third
singers’ attention to the exact rendering of these effects.
§45. When the held note alternately increases and decreases in volume, and is at
the climax, the progression of increasing and decreasing the volume must be done
slowly, and the choir must enhance the effect by producing the greatest volume in
the middle and the most perfect softness at the end. There is, in such a well-rendered effect, a power that may never have been appreciated for its true value,
because the choir’s sound is almost always negligently produced.
§46. In general, an increase or decrease of volume should not be made half-heartedly, and must always produce the greatest possible forte or the greatest possible
piano, unless the note is short-lived; in this case, the effect should be merely a vocal
accent.314 (Example 50)
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Example 49. Exercise on the Immediate Transition from Piano to Forte.
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FET, 30. “Le crescendo et le decrescendo sont de deux sortes. La première consiste à enfler le son depuis le piano le plus
absolu jusqu’au degré de force le plus intense, et à faire exactement le contraire dans; le decrescendo, c’est-a-dire, à passer
de la plus grande force du son à la moindre. La réunion de ces deux effets, quand un chanteur seul les exécute, compose
ce qu’on nomme LA MISE DE VOIX. Cette mise de voix, une des plus grandes difficultés de l’art du chant, ne peut exister
dans un choeur, car un choeur n’est jamais formé d’une collection de chanteurs habiles mais il est possible d’atteindre par
une réunion nombreuse de voix a un résultat absolument identique, quant aux progressions du faible au fort et du fort
au faible, et l’effet produit peut-être d’autant plus sensible, que les choristes peuvent individuellement reprendre haleine
pendant que la masse vocale soutient le son, sans que l’auditoire soit averti par son oreille de la supercherie, si le directeur
du choeur fait prendre à chacun l’habitude d’en user avec adresse.
“La plus grande difficulté des sons tour à tour enflés et diminués consiste à employer un temps égal dans la
progression de force et dans la diminution. Des choristes qui se connaissent et qui ont l’habitude de chanter ensemble peuvent vaincre cette difficulté et produire les plus beaux effets. On sait que le crescendo d’un son se
représente par ce signe:
le decrescendo, par celui-ci:
, et enfin la réunion des deux effets par ce troisième
. Le chef du choeur doit ranimer incessament l’attention des chanteurs sur l’exact rendu de ces effets.
“Lorsque la noté tenue, alternativement enflée et diminuée, est en point d’orgue, la progression de force et la
diminution doivent se faire avec lenteur, et le choeur doit obtenir l’effet de la plus grande force au milieu, comme
celui de la plus parfaite douceur, à la fin. Il y a, dans un tel effet bien rendu, une puissance qui n’a peut- être jamais
été apréciér à sa juste valeur, parceque la mise de voix du choeur est presque toujours executée avec négligence.
“En général, un effet de son enflé ou diminué ne doit pas être rendu a demi, et doit toujours parvenir ou a la plus
grande force, ou à la plus grande douceur, àmoins que la note ne soit de courte durée; dans ce cas, l’effet ne doit
être qu’un simple accent de la voix.”
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Example 51. Exercise on Crescendo and Decrescendo in Phrases.317

Example 50. Exercise On Swelling and Diminished Sounds.
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(1) This exercise must be sung on a single vowel. The director of the choir will vary the exercise, sometimes on one vowel, sometimes on another.315
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[Source: FET, 32.]
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§47. The second type of crescendo and decrescendo is one that is executed throughout a musical phrase. These kinds of nuances, when the execution is excellent, have
great effect. The perfect equality of progression, either by increasing or decreasing
volume is an indispensable skill, because when such a progression is made with
tremolo, or too slowly, or too quickly, the effect is reduced and does not represent
the intent of the composer.316 (Example 51)
FET, 31. “Exercice sur les sons enflés et diminués. (1) Cet exercice doit être chante sur une seule voyelle. Le Directeur
du choeur en fera varier l’étude, tantôt sur une voyelle, tantôt sur une autre.”
316 FET, 31. “La deuxième espèce de crescendo et de decrescendo est celle qui se fait sentir dans toute la contexture d’une
phrase musicale. Ce genre de nuances, quand l’exécution en est bonne, est d’un grand effet. L’égalité parfaite de la
progression, soit en renforçant, soit en diminuant, en est la condition indispensable, car lorsque cette progression
315
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se fait par secousses, ou trop lentement, ou trop rapidement, l’effet s’en trouve affaibli et ne répond pas a la pensée
du compositeur.”
FET, 52. “EXERCICE sur le crescendo et le decrescendo dans les phrases.”
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Going forward, only summaries will be given of the remaining chapters in Fétis’
Treatise; the first five chapters were most germane to this discussion; beginning with
Chapter Six, the exercises/etudes are mostly focused on the French language, which is
outside the mission of this book.
Chapter Six: Of the Various Accents of the Voice.
Fétis addresses various accents in the different voices; for the first time in the
Treatise, Fétis includes French texts and choral accompaniments.

223
it is hardly performed except in the piano.318
§51. When in a similar staccato there are notes that must be produced with more
force than others by an accent of rinforzando, they must not lose their detached
character because of the rinforzando. The execution of these notes must be done
by effortlessly pushing the sound and detaching at the same time, and by the articulation of the word. This effect exists from intelligence, because it is not without
difficulty. (Example 52)
Example 52.

§48. The mixture of the orchestra’s instruments presents a reunion of accents that
contribute, in a good performance, to the development of a multitude of different
effects; for there is no similarity between the natural sounds and accents of the
Violin, the Viola, the Cello, the Double Bass, the Flutes, the Oboe, the Clarinet, the
Bassoon, the Trumpets, or the Horns.
Besides that, each instrument produces sounds of various kinds that form happy
oppositions between them; thus the Violin, the Viola, the Cello and the Double bass
have quite different accents, according to whether the bow attacks the strings near
the bridge or near the fingerboard, with softness or energy, with a long movement
or with small strokes, on open strings or on fingered strings, near the tip or near the
frog, in legato or detached notes; furthermore, plucked strings also produce sounds
very unlike those made by the same strings when pressed by the bow. The clarinet
offers considerable variety between the sounds of the chalumeau range and those of
the bugle; there is so much difference between low pitches and high pitches in the
flute there seem to be two instruments. The horn has stopped notes and open notes.
All these present many particular accents that color the music, realize the thought
of the author, and sometimes add to it.
§49. This is not the case with voices in a choir; for with the exception of the
effects of piano and forte, crescendo and decrescendo, which we achieve only with
great difficulty and through multiple repetitions, we do not know what produces
accent in choirs, and the voices in them seem to have only one kind of sound.
Still, heavy or light, dry or soft staccato, open or muffled sounds, linked by a kind
of Portamento, or detached, would also be means of coloring vocal music with large
choirs; but we never noticed such. Everything has to be done in this manner, and
it can be said in advance that the first director of a choir who manages to have the
singers produce all the modifications that were just discussed will open a vast field
of new and unknown effects.
§50. In general, choral singers slur notes from one to the other, even in melodies
whose character requires a lively and light attack: it is a great evil. For the leaders
of vocal ensemble schools and choir directors it is necessary to have the singers
rehearse this topic, and rehearse them on the various vocal articulations.
These detached are of several kinds. Those of the first are dry, short, crisp, and
require that the vibration of the voice be stopped immediately after the onset of the
note. The lyrics are an essential aid for the production of this effect, because by their
articulation they facilitate the onset of the notes and the staccato that we want to
give them. In this kind of effect, the sound should be restrained rather than pushed;
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318 FET, 33–34. §48. “Le mélange des instrumens de l’orchestre présente une reunion d’accens qui concourent, dans
une bonne exécution, au développement d’une multitude d’effets très différens; car il n’y a pas de similitude entre
les sonorités et les accens naturels du Violon, de l’Alto, du Violoncelle, de la Contre-Basse, des Flûtes, du Hautbois,
de la Clarinette, du Basson, des Trompettes, des Cors.
“Outre cela, chaque instrument produit des sons de diverses nature qui forment entre eux d’heureuses oppositions; ainsi le Violon, l’Alto, le Violoncelle et la Contrebasse ont des accents tout différens, suivant que l’archet
attaque les cordes près du chevalet ou près de la touche, avec molesse ou énergie, avec un mouvement allonge ou
a petits coups, sur los cordes à vide ou sur les cordes doitees, près de la’ pointe ou près de la hausse, en notes lieés
ou détachées, les cordes pincées produisent aussi des sons très dissemblables de ceux rendus par les mêmes cordes
lorsqu’elles sont pressées par l’archet. La clarinette offre des variétés considérables entre les sons du chalumeau
et ceux du clairon; dans la flûte il semble y avoir deux instrumens, tant il y a de différence entre les sons graves et
les sons aigues. Le cor à les tons bouches et les tons ouverts. Tout cela présente autant d’accens particuliers qui
colorent la musique, realisent la pensée de l’auteur, et quelquefois y ajoutent.
§49. “Il n’en est pas de même a l’égard des voix dans le choeur; car si l’on excepte les effets du piano et du forte, du
crescendo et du decrescendo, qu’on obtient a grand peine et par des répétitions multipliées, on ne sait pas ce que c’est
que l’accent dans les masses vocales, et les voix qui les composent semblent n’avoir qu’une sorte de sons.
“Cependant, le staccato lourd ou léger, sec ou moelleux, les sons ouverts ou étouffés, liés par une sorte ‘de portamento, ou détachés, seraient aussi des moyens de coloration de la musique vocale à grandes masses; mais on ne
s’en est jamais avisé. Tout est à faire en ce genre, et l’on peut affirmer d’avance que le premier directeur du choeur
qui parviendra à faire produire par les chanteurs toutes les modifications dont il vient d’etre parlé ouvrira un vaste
domaine d’effets nouveaux et inconnus.
§50. “En général, les choristes trainent les notes de l’une à l’autre, même dans lies traits dont le caractère exigerait
une attaque vive et légère: c’est un très grand mal. Il est nécessaire que les chefs d’écoles vocales d’ensemble et les
directeurs de choeurs fassent faire a ce sujet des études aux chanteurs, et les exercent sur les divers détaches de la voix.
“Ces détachés sont de plusieurs espèces. Ceux de la première sont secs, courts, vifs, et exigent que la vibration de
la voix soit arrétée immédiatement après l’attaque de la note. Les paroles sont un auxiliaire indispensable pour la
production de cet effet, car elles facilient par leur articulation l’attaque des sons et le staccato qu’on veut leur donner.
Dans ce genre d’effet, le son doit être plutôt retenu que poussé; il ne s’exécute guère que dans le piano.
“§51. Lorsque dans un staccato semblable, il y a des notes qui doivent être senties avec pins de force que d’autres par
un accent de rinforzando, elles ne doivent pas perdre pour cela leur caractère de détaché. L’exécution de ces notes doit
se faire en poussant le son sans effort et détachant en même temps, par l’articulation de la parole. Cet effet existe de
l’intelligence, car il n’est pas sans difficulté.”
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Chapter Seven: Of the Pronunciation of the Words and Articulations of the Voice.

Chapter Eight: Of Articulation of the Throat or Vocalization in the Choir.

Chapter Seven concerns pronunciation of texts along with vocal articulation; once
again Fétis’ exercises incorporate French texts, as well as excerpts from standard choral
works.

In Chapter Eight, Fétis discusses the articulation of the vocal mechanism and vocalizations of the choir.

§55. Experieznce has denied that the effect of music is enhanced by a clear and
well-articulated pronunciation of the lyrics: the sound has more vivacity, more
radiance by the impulse it receives from the enunciation of lips and tongue. With
regard to expression, it cannot be questioned that the emphasis on the lyrics by the
singers does not add much power to the meaning of musical phrases. However,
although the benefits of good pronunciation are known and admitted by everyone,
there is no denying that most artists neglect this part of their art, and that they often
suggest—rather than to exclaim—the meaning of what they sing.
But if this defect is noticeable in a large number of singers, it is more or less
commonplace among the choristers, especially when they sing French words, whose
rhythmic accent is much less noticeable than that of Latin, Italian and German. The
individual defects of each of the singers in the choir are increased by the combinations
of the group, and their poor articulation results in some chaos of syllables of which
the audience cannot grasp anything precise.
§56. The director of a choir school must pay great attention to this aspect of the
performance and cause his pupils to rehearse exercises—first in groups of a few
and then with the full choir—with free, clear, and vigorous pronunciation of the
consonants, to attain that which is called in good singing schools, “Striking the syllables well” (Bien battre les syllabes), with the lips and the tongue [“trippingly, on the
tongue”]. The exercises should be practiced at first in a moderate time, on simple
syllables of two or three letters, that only require a single movement of the lips or
the tongue, such as ba, ca, da, la, ma, pa, ta, ton, tan, pan, etc. Words composed of
syllables of this kind can be used and arranged, one after the other, and there is no
need for them to make sense. The director of the school, or the head of the choir or
chorus, should ascertain if the articulation of the syllables is made simultaneously
by all the singers, because a slight delay or anticipation on the part of some singers
will ruin the effect, while powerful results will be obtained by unanimity in declaiming the notes, with energy and articulateness.
§60. After having completed these special studies, in which it will be necessary
above all to seek equality of pronunciation and unanimity of attack, we will proceed
to the application [of what was rehearsed] by the performance of a certain number
of pieces chosen from the works of the most famous composers, and we will preferably take those that present the most difficulty in pronunciation.
§61. In Italian music, we must pay particular attention to the accent that must
be more energetic on long penultimate notes than in French music, and must be
achieved by removing and detaching, so to speak, one syllable from the following
one. A working knowledge of the Italian language is necessary for the teacher who
is willing to conduct this kind of study.319
319 FET, 59. “§55. L’ expérience a démentie que l’effet de la musique s’augmente par une prononciation nette et bien
articulée des paroles: le son a plus le vivacité, plus d’éclat par l’impulsion qu’il reçoit de faction des lèvres et de la
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§62. The old music of the German school, particularly the Oratorios of Handel, contains choral music that have many features of a difficult performance, and require
from the choristers a certain knowledge of vocalization. Admittedly, this quality is
quite rare among singers of this variety; hence, the attempts that have been made in
France and in some other parts of Europe to render this beautiful music in a proper manner have often been unsuccessful; moreover, the performance of the fugue
from the Kyrie in Mozart’s Requiem Mass is hardly ever satisfactory.
§63. Two obstacles stand in the way of the good performance of pieces of this
genre: the first consists, as I have just said, of the inability of the singers; the second,
is an ignorance of where the choir directors are along with the real character of these
works, and in the wrong direction that the directors give the choir. In France, the
movements are taken with too much rapidity, and the singers, giving all possible
development to the strength of their lungs, almost always make a horrible cacophony
of this same music which, if rendered well, would produce the most beautiful effects.
§64. Although one cannot hope to lead simple choristers to a skill equal to that
of singing virtuosos, it is not impossible to attain the degree necessary for the performance of the pieces I have just mentioned: what proves it is the relative perfection that one has sometimes noticed in these choirs in Germany, in England, in the
institution of religious music, and lastly in the performance of the Messiah at the
musical festivals given in Brussels in 1834. I know that in order to achieve a somewhat satisfactory performance one needs long rehearsals; but by putting a certain

langue. A l’égard de l’expression, on ne peut mettre en doute que l’accent imprime aux paroles par les chanteurs
n’ajoute beaucoup de force au sens des phrases musicales. Cependant bien que les avantages d une bonne prononciation soient connus et avoues- de tout le monde, on ne peut nier que la plupart des artistes négligent cette partie
de leur art, et qu’ils ne laissent souvent deviner plutol qu’entendre le sens de ce qu’ils chantent.
“Mais si ce défaut est sensible chez un grand nombre de chanteurs, il est à peu près général chez les choristes,
surtout lorsqu’ils chantent des paroles françaises, dont l’accent rhythmique est beaucoup moins sensible que celui
des paroles latines, italiennes et allemandes. Les défauts individuels de chacun des chanteurs du choeur s’augmentent par les combinaisons de la masse, et de leur mauvaise articulation résulte je ne sais quel chaos de syllabes dans
lequel l’auditoire ne peut rien saisir de précis.
“§56. Le directeur d’une école de choristes doit donner des soins à cette partie de l’exécution, et faire faire à ses
élèves des exercices, d’abord par groupes peu nombreux, ensuite par masses, sur la prononciation franche, nette et
vigoureuse des consonnes, pour parvenir, suivant l’expression des bonnes écoles, de chant, a BIEN BATTRE LES
SYLLABES avec les lèvres et avec la langue.Ces exercices doivent etre faits d’abord dans un mouvement modèré
sur les syllabes simples de deux ou de trois lettres qui n’exigent qu’un seul mouvement des lèvres ou de la langue,
telles que BA, CA, DA, LA, MA, PA, TA, TON, TAN, PAN, etc. On pourra se servir de mots composes de syllabes de
ce genre, et les disposer a la suite 1 l’un de 1 autre, sans qu’il soit nécessaire que ces mots forment un sens entre eux.
Le directeur de l’ecole ou le chef du choeur devront s’assurer si l’attaque de la syllabe est faite simultanément par
tous les choristes, car un peu de retard ou d’anticipation de la part (le quelques choristes anéantirait l’effet, tandis
qu’on obtiendra des résultats d’une grande puissance par l’unanimité d’attaque et par l’énergie et l’articulation.
Après avoir fait l’exercice dans un mouvement modéré, on l’accellerera par degrés.
“§60. Apres avoir termine ces études spéciales, dans lesquelles il faudra surtout chercher l’égalité de prononciation et l’unanimité d’attaque, on passera a l’application par l’exécution d’un certain nombre de morceaux choisis
dans les oeuvres des auteurs les plus célèbres, et l’on prendra de préférence ceux qui présenteront le plus de difficultés pour la prononciation.
“§61. Dans la musique italienne il faut avoir particulièrement égard à l’accent qui doit être plus énergique sur les
pénultiemes longues que dans la musique française, et qui doit se rendre en enlevant et détachant, pour ainsi dire,
cette syllabe de la suivante. Une connaissance pratique de la langue italienne est nécessaire au maître qui veut bien
diriger ce genre d’étude.”
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order to these rehearsals, we will be able to hasten the progress of the singers.320

parts combine in the interest and have successive returns, like most of the compositions of the masters of the old Italian, German and French schools. Melodic phrasing exists in any piece of music from the top that has the vocals; unless the chorus is
only the accompaniment of a main voice. This kind of phrasing, in order to achieve
the goal of the greatest possible development of the effect of the music, must be for
the upper part of the choir what it is for a singer responsible for rendering a melody—that is to say, that the collective expression of all the singers responsible for
this part must be uniform, inspired by the same feeling, and must form as a whole
only the effect of a powerful voice whose expression would be just and appropriate.
Thus, in the following example, the melodic phrasing can only be in the upper
part, and all the efforts of the conductor must be aimed at rendering this uniform
phrase between all the voices in that part. (Example 53)

Chapter Nine: Of Melodic Phrase; Harmonic Phrase; Rhythmic Phrase.
Chapter Nine addresses both the similarities and differences between melodic and
harmonic phrases.
§68. The phrase is in music a fragment of the composer’s conception, contained in
a certain number of measures. Several phrases complete this thought.
§69. It would be impossible to properly render what the composer imagined if
the performers did not understand the character of his conception, but that is what
does not always happen, or rather, that’s what rarely happens.
If it were only a question of recognizing whether the object of the piece to be
performed is sad or cheerful, calm or passionate, one would not be long in uncertainty, and the singers would soon have understood the character that it would
be appropriate to give to their execution. But the music does not always have the
decided shade of the situations of the soul just mentioned. It can express different
feelings by multitudes of nuances; often even its most powerful charm lay in a certain vagueness that leaves the real object of the composition unnoticed, although
there is a thought in its context, which does not escape well organized musicians.
§70. To grasp the character of the concept of a composition, and to render it
in performance is called Phrasing. Phrases are of several varieties. In choral performances, it is given the name of melodic phrasing when all the parts have equal
interest and have successive re-entries, like most of the compositions of the masters of the old Italian, German and French schools. The melodic phrasing exists in
any piece of music in the upper part that has the melody, unless the choir is only
accompanying a solo voice. This kind of phrasing, in order to reach the goal of the
greatest possible development of the effect of the music, must be for the uppermost
part of the choir the same as a singer charged with rendering a melody, that is to
say, that the collective expression of all the singers given this part must, in order to
be uniform, inspired by the same feeling, and to form as a whole only the effect of a
powerful solo voice whose expression would be just and proper.
§71. Grasping the character of the thought of a composition, and to render it in
the execution, is called PHRASING. The PHRASE is of several species. It is given, in
the non-performance of the choirs, the name of MELODIC PHRASE, when all the
320 FET, 59–62. “§62. L’ancienne musique de l’école allemande, particulièrement les Oratorios de Handel, renferment
des choeurs ou se trouvent beaucoup de traits d’une exécution difficile, et qui exigent de là part des choristes une
certaine connaissance de la vocalisation. Il faut l’avouer, cette qualité est fort rare chez les chanteurs de cette espèce; de la vient que les essais qu’on a faits en France et dans quelques autres parties de l’Europe, pour rendre cette
belle musique d’une manière convenable, ont été souvent infructueux, et que l’exécution de la fugue du Kyrie de la
messe de Requiem de Mozart n’est presque jamais satisfaisante.
“§63. Deux obstacles s’opposent à la bonne exécution des morceaux de ce genre: le premier consiste, comme je viens de le dire, dans l’inhabilité des chanteurs; le second, dans l’ignorance ou sont les directeurs de choeur du caractère
réel de ces ouvrages, et dans la mauvaise direction qu’ils leur donnent. En France, les mouvemens en sont pris avec
trop de rapidité, et les chanteurs, donnant tout le développement possible à la force de leurs poumons, font presque
toujours une horrible cacophonie de cette même musique qui, bien rendue, produirait les plus beaux effets.
“§64. Quoiqu’on ne puisse espérer de conduire de simples choristes à une habilité égale a celle des virtuoses de
chant, il n’est cependant pas impossible d’atteindre au degré nécessaire pour l’exécution des morceaux que je viens
de citer: ce qui le prouve, c’est la perfection relative qu’on, a quelquefois remarque dans ces choeurs en Allemagne,
en Angleterre, dans l’institution de musique religieuse, et en dernier lieu dans l’exécution du Messie aux fêtes
musicales donnas à Bruxelles en 1834. Je sais que pour atteindre à une exécution quelque peu satisfaisante, il faut
de longues études; mais en mettant un certain ordre dans ces études, on pourra hâter les progrès des chanteurs.”
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Example 53.
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Allegro moderato.
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[Source: FET, 33.]

§75. Perhaps it will be said that I demand too much from a choir, asking it for
an expression that famous singers do not always have, and which, moreover, offers
immense difficulties. I admit that these difficulties are great; but this does not mean
that they are insurmountable. It is a question here of the perfection towards which all
efforts must strive in schools, in concerts, in the church, in the theater, and it is only
by proposing a distant goal, one that is not impossible to achieve, that one can hope to
do something that deserves the name of art.321
321

FET, 49–50. “§68. La phrase est en musique un fragment de la pensée du compositeur, renfermé dans un certain
nombre de mesures. Plusieurs phrases complètent cette pensée.
“§69. Il serait impossible de bien rendre ce que le compositeur a imagine, si les exécutans ne saisissaient bien le
caractère de sa pensée, or, c’est ce qui n’arrive pas toujours, ou plutôt; c’est ce qui a rarement lieu.
“S’il ne s’agissait que de reconnaître si l’objet du morceau qu’on doit exécuter est triste ou gai, calme ou passionné,
on ne serait pas longtemps dans l’incertitude, et les chanteurs auraient bientôt compris le caractère qu’il conviendrait
de donner à leur exécution. Mais la musique n’a pas toujours la teinte decidée des situations de l’âme dont il vient
d’être parlé. Elle peut exprimer les sentimens divers par des multitudes de nuances; souvent même, son charme le
plus puissant réside dans un certain vague qui laisse inappercu l’objet réel de la composition, bien qu’il y ait une
pensée dans sa contéxture qui n’échappe pas à des musiciens bien organisés.
“§70. “Saisir le caractère de la pensée d’une composition, et la rendre dans l’exécution s’appelle PHRASER. Le
PHRASE est de plusieurs espèces. On lui donne, dans inexécution des choeurs le nom de PHRASE MÉLODIQUE
lorsque toutes les parties concourent à l’intérêt et ont des rentrées successives, comme là plupart des compositions
des maîtres de l’ancienne école italienne, allemande et française. Le phrasé mélodique existe dans tout morceau de
musique par la partie supérieure qui a le chant; à moins que le choeur ne soit que l’accompagnement d’une voix principale. Cette sorte de phrasé, pour atteindre le but du plus grand développement possible de l’effet de la musique, doit
être pour la partie supérieure du choeur ce qu’il est pour un chanteur chargé de rendre une mélodie, c’est à dire que
l’expression collective de tous les chanteurs chargés de cette partie doit. être uniforme, inspirée du même sentiment,
et ne doit former dans son ensemble que l’effet d’une voix puissante dont l’expression serait juste et convenable.
“§71. Saisir le caractère de la pensée d’une composition, et la rendre dans l’exécution s’appelle phraser. Le phrase
est de plusieurs espèces. On lui donne, dans inexécution des choeurs le nom de Phrase Mélodique lorsque toutes
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Chapter Ten, and the Last: Of Animation.
In Chapter Ten, Fétis’ ideas about musical animation are explored:
§78. The performance of music can be exact in terms of the value of the meter, the
accuracy, and even nuances, without the effect being completely satisfactory, for
lack of animation, which is the life of art. I cannot better explain my thinking in this
respect than by pointing out that at the Paris Operá, for example, when the music
is rendered by the singers, at least as to the overall performance, the effect is far
inferior to what it might be; yet, we saw some mediocre choristers at the German
theater in 1829 and 1830, who—by their lively performance, full of warmth and faith
in art—excited general enthusiasm. Art without love is powerless; the animation
that is felt in the heart of the artist communicates itself like an electric current; it
is, because to move, to be moved, and to persuade, one must believe what one says.
I don’t know a teacher who can convey what animation is, but I believe in the
possibility of bringing it into life by lovingly talking about Art to Artists. So I think
the headmaster or the choir director, worthy of their mission, can develop the
instinct of this animation, if there is any trace of it within the choristers. There is
often more laziness than disqualification; laziness has no place in an emotional soul;
so be eloquent in talking about your Art, you who want to teach it, and you will soon
have inspired this animation without which all your efforts will be unsuccessful.322
Unsurprisingly, Fétis was hailed as a hero in his home country of Belgium, as this
obituary attests:
Military funeral honors will have to be given to the mortal remains of FrançoisJoseph Fétis, the eminent director of the Royal Conservatory of Music in Brussels,
whom the Arts and Letters have just lost. As the deceased was a grand officer of King
les parties concourent à l’intérêt et ont des rentrées successives, comme là plupart des compositions des maîtres de
l’ancienne école italienne, allemande et française. Le phrasé mélodique existe dans tout morceau de musique par la
partie supérieure qui a le chant; à moins que le choeur ne soit que l’ accompagnement d’une voix principale. Cette
sorte de phrasé, pour atteindre le but du plus grand développement possible de l’effet de la musique, doit être pour la
partie supérieure du choeur ce qu’il est pour un chanteur chargé de rendre une mélodie, c’est à dire que l’expression
collective de tous les chanteurs chargés de cette partie doit. être uniforme, inspirée du même sentiment, et ne doit
former dans son ensemble que l’effet d’une voix puissante dont l’expression serait juste et convenable.
“Ainsi dans l’exemple suivant, le phrasé mélodique ne peut être que dans la partie supérieure, et tous les efforts
du chef du choeur doivent avoir pour objet de rendre ce phrase uniforme entre toutes les voix de cette partie.
“§75. Peut-être dira-t-on que j’exige trop d’un choeur, en lui demandant une expression que les chanteurs renommés n’ont pas toujours, et qui d’ailleurs offre d’immenses difficultés. J’avoue que ces difficultés sont grandes;
mais ce n’est pas à dire qu’elles soient insurmontables. Il s’agit ici de la perfection vers laquelle tous les efforts
doivent tendre dans les écoles, dans les concerts, a l’église, au théâtre, et ce n’est qu’en se proposant un but éloigné,
mais qu’il n’est pas impossible d’atteindre, qu’on peut espérer de faire quelque chose qui mérite le nom d’art.”
322 FET, 78. “L’exécution de la musique peut être exacte sous le rapport de la valeur des temps, de la justesse et même
des nuances, sans que l’effet en soit completement satisfaisant, faute de L’ANIMATION qui est la vie de l’art. Je ne
saurais mieux expliquer ma pensée a cet égard qu’en faisant remarquer qu’à l’Opéra de Paris, par exemple, ou la
musique est bien rendue par les choristes, au moins quant à l’éxécution positive, l’effet est cependant fort inférieur
a ce qu’il pourrait être, tandis qu’on a vu des choristes médiocres, au théâtre allemand, en 1829 et 1830, qui par
leur exécution animée, pleine de chaleur et de foi dans l’art, excitait un enthousiasme général. C’est que l’art sans
amour est impuissant; c’est que l’animation qui se fait sentir au coeur de l’artiste se communique comme le fluide
électrique; c’est que pour émouvoir, d faut être ému, et que pour persuader, il faut croire à ce qu’on dit.
“Je ne connais pas de professeur qui puisse enseigner ce que c’est que l’animation, mais je crois à la possibilité
de la faire naître en parlant de l’art avec amour a des artistes.Je pense donc que le chef d’école ou le directeur de
choeur. dignes de leur mission, peuvent développer l’instinct de cette animation, s’il en existe quelque trace au sein
des choristes. Il y a souvent pl us de paresse que d’inhabilité; la paresse n’a point de place dans une âme émue; soyez
donc éloquent en parlant de votre art, vous qui voulez l’enseigner, et vous aurez bientôt inspiré cette animation
sans laquelle tous c=vos efforts seraient infructueux.”
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Leopold’s order, about half of the garrison in the capital will be part of the escort at
the funeral. The royal household will be represented in the funeral convoy of Mr.
Fétis, who was the chapel master of S. M the King of the Belgium and the dean of
the members of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Sciences and Letters of Belgium,
which was placed under the protectorate of the King. It goes without saying that the
Academy will attend the ceremony in one body, as well as the teachers, students and
alumni of the Conservatory—in other words, the entire scholarly and artistic world
of the country. Mr. François-Joseph Fétis was born Monday 25 March 1784. He was
therefore 87 years when he died.323
That being said, Fétis was not universally admired. He famously feuded with Berlioz
and wrote disparagingly of him in the press and the Biographie. He loathed Wagner and
was equally cutting in his rhetoric, both in print and private. There were criticisms of
his work, such as this from Sir George Grove, who points out that Fétis
believed in the infallibility of his doctrines.…As a historian he was equally systematic
and equally impatient of contradiction. Nevertheless, in his Biographie universelle des
Musiciens, and in his Histoire de la Musique, errors of detail and mistakes in chronology abound, while many of the opinions he advances are open to question. Easy as
it may be, however, to find fault with these two standard works, it is impossible to
do without them. The first edition of the Biographie (Paris, 1835–1844) is especially
defective, but it contains a remarkable introduction founded on the writings of
Forkel, Gerber, Eiesewetter, Hawkins, and others.
The second edition of the Biographie (Paris, 1860–1865), though more complete
and more satisfactory than its predecessor, should still be consulted with discretion;
its dates are still often wrong, and there are mistakes, especially in the articles on
English musicians, which are almost ludicrous, and might have been avoided. Fétis
unfortunately allows his judgment to be biased by passion or interest This short
resume of Fétis’s labours will suffice to show the immense services he rendered to
musical instruction and literature. Had he been a little less one-sided, and a little
more disinterested and fair, he would have been a model critic and littérateur.324
It is true that Fétis made errors in his publications; however, he himself admitted
as much. He knew it was virtually impossible to print a multi-volume book—such as
the Biographie—without errors. Typesetting was an enormously challenging task; transcribing a written document, which might or might not have been legible, took many
hours and infinite patience. Unlike today, proofreading was also problematic, because
323 L’Etoile Belge. 1871. “Necrologie,” March 1871. “Les honneurs funèbres militaires devront être rendus à le dépouille
mortelle de M. François-Joseph Fétis, l’éminent directeur du Conservatoire royal du musique de Bruxelles, que les
arts let lettres viennent de perdre. Le défunt étant grand-officier de l’ordre de Léopold, une grande partie, la moitié
environ, de la garnison de la capitale, devra faire partie de l’escort aux funérailles.
“La maison royale sera représentée au convoi funèbre de M. Fétis, qui-était maitre de chapelle de S. M le roi des
Belges et le doyen des membres de l’Académie royale des beaux-arts, sciences et lettres de Belgique, placée sous le
protectorat du Roi.
“Il va sans dire que l’Académie assistera en corps à la cérémonie, de même que tons les professeurs, les élèves et
anciens élèves et du Conservatoire, ca un mot, tout le monde savant et artistique du pays.
“M. François-Joseph Fétis était né à Mons, le 25 mars 1784. Il avait, par conséquent 87 aux sonnés lorsqu’il est
mort.”
324 Chouquet, M. Gustave. “Fetis, Francois Joseph,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians,
First ed. Vol. 1: 30–31. London: Macmillan and Co.
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as soon as one page had been typeset, it would be printed for the author (or editor) to
correct and approve.
That process meant that Fétis—and every other nineteenth-century author—(unless
someone else was correcting on his behalf) would have to proof that single page as quickly as possible; typesetters would sit, waiting for the corrected proof to be returned. In the
case of the Biographie, there would have also been an issue with the number of alphabet
sets that were available to the printing company; plus, typesetting music was notoriously
laborious. The standards were high, to be sure; it is just that with so many pieces to the
puzzle to correctly assemble, no one would have been surprised to encounter mistakes.
It is also true that Fétis held old-fashioned beliefs about music, and he did rub people the wrong way. In the musical world of the nineteenth century, personality clashes
were not that uncommon. There were more than a handful of musicians—not to mention painters and writers—who poked their fingers into the eyes of their enemies. After
a man like Fétis has died, and his supporters and detractors have had their say, disinterested historians will then review the life and works of a subject and draw conclusions
about that person, which will almost certainly be revised after many years have elapsed.
From the viewpoint of this discussion, Fétis left for us an exceedingly important document; almost every other vocal/choral method first aims to teach musical fundamentals
to the amateurs who wanted to sing in one of the choral societies that were appearing
all across Europe and North America. While it is instructive to observe how approaches
to music education evolved, only Fétis devoted an entire book to choral music and the
teaching of choristers. His remarks about performance practices ought to be taken with
the proverbial grain of salt; that being said, his explanations about choral singing, in conjunction with the choral exercises he composed, provide us with the most comprehensive understanding of nineteenth-century choral singing that we are likely to ever have.
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The opprobrium against rote learning seems to have lessened in the twenty-first century. Even though we may work fewer hours, there are more demands on our time; consequently, that results in shorter rehearsals each week and precious few sectionals. Perhaps
modern public music education has made the instruction in music reading and included in
nineteenth-century choral methods obsolescent. If that is true, then the groundwork that
was laid by the authors of those same choral methods in the 1800s took root; the amateur
singer of today can walk into a rehearsal, read the notes and navigate the score.
And for that we can be grateful to Nägeli, Pfeiffer, Pestalozzi, Mainzer, Coward,
Mason, Elwart, Collin, Fétis and all the other pedagogues/composers/conductors who
created singing societies and helped them to endure into the twenty-first century.

C

horal music in the second half of the nineteenth century was robust; indeed, there
were so many Orphéon, Liedertafeln and Männerchor that composers/educators/
writers were able to publish more than 20 choral methods. Because of Pestalozzi, conductors recognized the importance of training their amateur singers both how to read
music and also how to sing; by and large, rote learning was scrupulously avoided.
Industrialization changed the world in multiple ways; workers who had formerly
labored on farms relocated to urban areas, where wages were higher. Let us be clear: the
average factory worker spent upwards of 40 hours per week in his industrial job; still, he
(and the workers were overwhelmingly male) had enough free time to engage in leisure
activities that were almost certainly unavailable to an agricultural worked in a rural area.
As we have seen, men joined a singing society for more than one reason; nevertheless, there was such a large number of men who were willing to attend rehearsals—
both full chorus and sectional—participate in concerts, and complete homework, that
virtually every major metropolitan area (and many smaller towns) could found one or
more choral ensembles. The men, and later women, who sang in these ensembles were
serious—so much so that networks of singing societies were created, newsletters were
printed, and conventions and competitions were organized. The creation of singing
societies that were designed to teach music fundamentals was a social movement that
whose legacy is still observed in modern times.
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XV. APPENDIX A.

Voice Classifications by Hans Schletterer.
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EX. ???. Classification of Voice Parts by Hans Schletterer.

Voice Classifications by François-Joseph Fétis.
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[Source: FET, 4.]
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Expression is the great law of all art.325

The Coloured Opera Troupe at the Oxford Street Gallery, London. [The Illustrated London News, Vol. XXXIII, 13
November 1858, 455.]

Anyone who has ever heard a Bach cantata sung by prepubescent and teen-aged boys
and accompanied by period instruments, and who then listened to the same work
sung by an adult chorus with twentieth-century instruments, can easily contrast the
two performances. Even if each ensemble employed the same number of singers and
players, read from the same Urtext score, recorded in the same acoustical space; even
if enlightened, imaginative musicians gave an historically appropriate, stylistically correct rendering, the period instruments will produce a timbre that, while comparable to
their modern counterparts, is nevertheless distinct.
Beethoven’s orchestra, for instance, sounded as dissimilar to the orchestra of
Brahms’ day as that orchestra would to our own. The symphony orchestra underwent
such radical transformations in the nineteenth century, in fact, that even “If we grant
that musical instruments in the first half of the nineteenth century sounded quite different from those in the second, it in no way follows that the latter more closely resem325 GAR, 67.
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bled what we hear today.”326 Even so, sonority is not the entirety of music; rhythm,
melody, articulation, ornamentation, and tempo are equally elemental. Thus, historically informed performances on modern instruments are surely more appealing—and
genuine—than stylistically indifferent interpretations on older ones.
The conductor Sir Roger Norrington [b. 1934–] writes in the introduction to A
Performer’s Guide to Music of the Romantic Period that
A tremendous number of performance ideas can be transferred easily from “early”
instruments to full-scale “modern” ones. Although the players don’t have historical
instruments or background, they can achieve the same effect, and are surprisingly
keen to try. String sections can be reduced in size, or the number of winds increased,
to achieve the kind of balance expected by composers. Orchestras can sit as they
were intended to, with violins divided across the stage and cellos and basses facing the audience. Players can learn the relevant tempos, bowing, articulation and
phrasing.327
Still, types of instruments, seating arrangements, bowings—even tempo, articulation, and phrasing—are syntax; the primary purpose of music is to convey emotion.
Hugo Riemann recognized both the shortcomings of notation as well as the danger
that players sometimes focus more on the symbols than on their meaning when he
wrote that
Ausdruck. (Ital. Espressione, French. Expression) is called the presentation of musical
works of art, which the notation can not express in detail, i.e. all the small decelerations and differences as well as the dynamic shades, accentuations and different tone
colors by the type of strikes (piano), bowing (violin, etc.), phonation (wind instruments, singing voice) and are described in their entirety as expressive playing. If all the
or , etc.—were indicated, which are indispensable for the artful
little accents—
presentation of a work, the notation would be very overloaded; at the same time, however, the performer would also be deprived of all genuine freedom of involvement.328

^> S

Manuel Garcia, II, writing earlier, knew that “Sounds, unlike words, convey no
distinct ideas; they only awaken sentiments: thus, any given melody may be made to
express many different emotions, by merely varying the accentuation. An instrumentalist enjoys great liberty with regard to expression, as well as ornamentation; and…a
performer is at full liberty to give an air any tint or expression he pleases, if it corresponds with the general character of the piece.”329 That liberty is also a great respon326 WIN, 165.
327 NOI, 1.
328 R iemann, Hugo. 1882. “Ausdruck.” Musik-Lexikon. Leipzig: Bibliographischen Instituts. “Ausdruck (ital. Espressione,
franz. Expression) nennt man die seinere Nüancierung im Vortrag musikalischer Kunstwerke, welche die Notenschriften nicht im einzelnen ausdrücken vermag, d. h. alle die kleinen Verlangsamungen und Verschiedenartigen
sowie die dynamischen Schattierungen, Accentuationen und verschiedenartigen Tonfärbungen durch die Art des
Anschlags (Klavier), Strichs (Violine ec), Ansatzes (Blasinstrumente, Singstimme) und welche in ihrer Gesamtheit
als Ausdrucksvolles Spiel bezeichnet werden. Wollte man all die kleinen Accent durch—
or , etc.— bezeichnen, welche dem kunstgerechten Vortrag eines Werks unerläßlich sind, so würde die Notenschrift sehr überladen
werden; zugleich würde aber auch dem ausführenden Künstler alle subjektive Freiheit der Einbindung geraubt.”
329 BAM, 293.

^> S
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sibility: merely singing or playing the notes as written is insufficient to amplify the
overtones of feeling that embellish the fundamental of sound. For, the driving force
behind music of every place and time is the expression of the heart.

I. VIBRATO
It does not matter if one deviates slightly from the rule, provided that the piece is rendered with as much feeling and as perfectly as if the rule had been followed.330
To modern audiences, long-accustomed to hearing singers, instrumentalists, choirs,
and orchestras perform with continuous vibrato, the very notion of a sonority that has
no vibrato—the so-called straight tone—is anathema; indeed, from the 1930s until the
1970s, musicians in Europe and the United States had so integrated vibrato into their
playing that until recently its history and development received scarcely any thought
whatsoever.
How vibrato was (and ought to be) used in performance is the most contentious of
the many expressive devices currently being reevaluated; in modern times it is considered basic to vocal and (with few exceptions) instrumental tone production. The
controversy surrounding vibrato is hardly new: as early as 1926 voice professionals recognized that vocal tone production and the development of voices stirred great debate
and prompted emotional responses; some went so far as to compare the dispute about
vibrato to religious and political debate.
There are multiple reasons why vibrato evolved from its original, incidental role in
music making to one where it is a fundament of tonal production; yet, no one agrees
why the shift occurred at all. One writer even advanced bald commercialism as a
motive: he posited that continuous vibrato pandered to the masses, thus assuring business success for its practitioner. As the twentieth century progressed, the role of vibrato
in musical performance dramatically changed: by mid-century, the nineteenth- and
early-twentieth-century understanding of the term was turned on its head.
Disagreement about the exact terminology used to identify vibrato was already
evident in the early nineteenth century. It was variously understood to be 1) “strongly
marked;” 2) a specific instruction to Italian opera singers to “throw out [the] voice in a
bold, heroic style;” or 3) the action of tickling a plant “at the tips,”331 which might suggest some kind of demarcation. There are also references to vibrato that are similar to
our modern understanding: an “undulation or tremor.”332
Grove’s A Dictionary of Music and Musicians contains succinct definitions of both
vibrato and tremolo, demonstrating the ambiguity of its usage:
Vibrato, an Italian term (past participle of, or verb adjective, derived from vibrare,
to vibrate), denoting an effect, something akin to Tremolo (which see), yet differing
essentially from it, used in musical performance. In vocal music, its mechanism is
an alternate partial extinction and re-enforcement of a note, producing almost its
330 Jean-Baptiste Dupuits (des Bricettes), Principes pour toucher, quoted in WPH, 156.
331 Thomas Busby, A Complete Dictionary of Art, (London, 1806), and Wiener allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, ed. Ignaz
von Schöholz, 1, (Vienna, 1813), quoted in BRO, 519.
332 Charles-Auguste de Béroit, Méthode du violon, (Paris, 1858), quoted in SHV, 135.
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apparent re-iteration. In music for bowed instruments, it is identical with the vocal
“tremolo,” consisting of a rapid change of pitch brought about by a quick oscillation
of the hand while the finger is stopping a note, and producing a trembling sound or
trill. It is strange that vibrato on the bowed instrument is the tremolo on the voice,
while the tremolo in instrumental music (the rapid reiteration of the same note by
up and down bow) more nearly resembles the vocal vibrato.333
Grove Music Online offers this definition:
Vibrato (It., from Lat. vibrare: ‘to shake’). A regular fluctuation of pitch or intensity
(or both), either more or less pronounced and more or less rapid. The Italian term
‘tremolo’ is also occasionally used for vocal vibrato. Terminology used in music was
not standardized until the twentieth century; earlier terms, primarily applied to
vocal vibrato, include: flattement, flatté, balancement, balancé, plainte, langueur, verre
cassé; tremolo, tremolo sforzato, ardire, trilletto; Bebung, Schwebung; and sweetening,
depending on the effect wanted or technique used. Terminological uncertainties
arise because vibrato is regarded not as a single ornament but rather as a complex of
‘quivering’ ornaments which might be modified in performance depending on the
desired expression or the emotion to be aroused. Neither intensity nor tempo, therefore, can be clearly determined, and many Baroque or Classical kinds of vibrato are
only distantly related to our present concept. ‘Wobble’ (exaggerated, slow or irregular
vibration of the singing voice) is a technical fault, and not to be regarded as vibrato.334
The Grove A Dictionary of Music and Musicians is even more concise when it states
that “By tremolo is usually understood an undulation of the notes, that is to say, more
or less quickly reiterated departure from true intonation. The vibrato is an alternate partial extinction and re-enforcement of the note.”335 The concepts of vibrato
or tremolo are confusing to be sure. In string performance, tremolo indicates a rapid
back-and-forth motion of the bow, whereas vibrato assumes an undulation of the left
hand—meaning that the string is stopped with a finger, while the pitch is manipulated
without interference of the bow.
However, in singing the terms vibrato or tremolo are reversed. Tremolo means the back
and forth slapping together of the left and right sides of the vocal folds—an effect that
“which the French call chevrotter, to make a goat-like noise; for which the singers of the
Opera at Paris have so often been ridiculed.”336 On the other hand, vibrato in singing is
harder to define, since in singing vibrato can occur spontaneously through variations in
the larynx; yet, there is no definitive explanation of how or why these variations occur.
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Caccini goes on to describe the different kinds of embellishment he has used in his
songs. The two commonest ones “gruppo,” which was like our trill, and the “trillo,”
in which one note, usually the last but one of a phrase, was repeatedly sung to the
same syllable in ever-shortening values. Composers rarely troubled to write them
down; usually they indicated them letters “g” and “t,” or left it to the singer to insert
them in the appropriate places. [Ottavio] Durante says that ornaments should never
be added to the opening bars of a song or to the last syllable of a word; they are to
be sung only on the vowels A, E and O (I and U are “odious vowels.”337
One fact is plain: virtually every nineteenth-century source condemns continuous
vibrato in both instrumental and vocal performance.
Sir George Grove defines tremolo as
A figure consisting, in the case of bowed instruments, of reiterated notes played as
rapidly as possible with up and down bow, expressed thus with the word tremolo
or tremolando added (without which the passage would be played according to the
rhythmical value of the notes), producing a very fine effect, if judiciously used, both
in fortissimo and pianissimo passages. On the Pianoforte it is a rapid alternation of the
parts of divided chords, reproducing to a great extent the above-mentioned effect.…In
vocal music, the term is applied to the abuse of a means of expression or effect, legitimate if used only at the right time and place, [approximately 1830] and in the right
way. It assumed the character of a vocal vice about forty years ago, and is supposed to
have had its origin in the vibrato of Rubini, first assuming formidable proportions in
France, and thence quickly spreading throughout the musical world.338

In the seventeenth century, the term “trillo” was used by composers to indicate a
specific practice, as demonstrated in contemporaneous works. “[Giulio Romolo]

In his influential 1921 treatise, Violin Playing as I Teach It, Leopold Auer wrote that
vibrato is used “to lend expressive quality to a musical phrase.” He went on to explain
how to physically produce it on string instruments: “rapid oscillation of a finger on
the string.”339 One decade later, H. C. Stewart described vocal vibrato as “a muscular
action, produced by the impact of the breath on the vocal cords.” Moreover, vibrato
was deemed “of prime necessity to string-players and singers as an aid to warmth and
beauty of tone.”340
Leopold Mozart concedes that “There are performers who tremble consistently on
each note as if they had a fever,” but condemns the practice; he suggests instead that
vibrato should be played “At the end of a piece, or also at the end of a phrase, and on
long, closing notes…”341 His son Wolfgang opined on the subject in a letter to his father
in 1774, criticizing the singing of Herr Meisner, who
as you know, had the bad habit of making his voice tremble at times, turning a note
that should be sustained into distinct crochets, or even quavers—and this I never

333 	Miss Olga Rachster, “Vibrato,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed. Vol. 5:
268. London: Macmillan and Co.
334 		Moens-Haenen, G. “Vibrato.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 3 Oct. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/
gmo/9781561592630.article.29287.
335 	Harry Collins Deacon, Esq., “Tremolo,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed.
Vol. 5: 147. London: Macmillan and Co.
336 Gunn, John. The Art of Playing the German-Flute (Marion, Iowa: Janice Dockendorff Boland, 1992), 18.

337 Nigel Fortune. “Italian 17th-Century Singing.” Music & Letters 35, no. 3 (1954): 206–19. Accessed May 20, 2021. http://
www.jstor.org/stable/729917.
338 Deacon, Esq., “Tremolo.”
339 AVP, 58–59. “einer musikalischen Phrase Ausdruck“ verleihe. Weiter erklärte er, wie man es auf einem Streich
instrument technisch produzierte: durch „schnelles Oszillieren eines Fingers auf der Saite.”
340 Stewart, H. C. 1933. “Vibrato versus Wobble: Some Impressions.” The Musical Times 74 (1083): 467.
341 MOZ, 243–4.
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could endure in him. And really it is a detestable habit and one which is quite contrary to nature. The human voice trembles naturally—but in its own way—and only
to such a degree that the effect is beautiful.342
Clive Brown points out that in the late nineteenth, and early twentieth, centuries
there were “many different terms that were used to describe the various kinds of
wavering that are now generally subsumed in the word ‘vibrato.’” Indeed, he notes that
the same terms often characterized different things.343 Brown also observes that while
string players in the late nineteenth century gradually came to associate the terms with
their modern understanding, vocalists continued to associate vibrato and tremolo with
the opposite meanings. This conundrum persisted into the twentieth century: writers
used tremolo to identify fluctuations in pitch while vibrato was used to indicate a fluctuation in intensity.
Even though the historical documentation concerning ornamental vibrato is sometimes unclear, the evidence suggests that vibrato had an ancillary function in Western
music making;344 the preponderance of sources from the eighteenth century and
thereafter clearly state that vibrato was originally ornamental in nature.345 Grove Music
Online confirms this belief:
Ornament. In addition to the major classes of notated ornaments (which throughout much of the period might well have been introduced where they were not written) there were others that were only occasionally notated, though very frequently
employed. Chief among these were vibrato, portamento and arpeggiando. A few
composers marked vibrato with dots under a slur or by various accent signs under
slurs (which in string playing probably indicated an unmeasured bow vibrato or
portato), as well as with a wavy line. The crescendo–diminuendo sign, in connection
with a single note of shorter value was also used by many composers to invite, if
not to instruct, string players to make an ornamental vibrato, as explained in the
Violinschule by Joseph Joachim and Andreas Moser.346
Nineteenth-century sources confirm that orchestras in Europe (at least until the
early twentieth century) rarely incorporated vibrato into their performances.347 Louis
Spohr says vibrato (he called it tremolo) was one of the “class of embellishments,” which
he says is produced by changing fingers on the same note.
To the class of embellishments belong also the tremolo, and the changing of the
finger on the same note. The singer, in the performance of passionate movements,
342 Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart to Leopold Mozart, Paris, 12 June 1778, in MOZL, 2:378. “Meissner hat wie sie wissen, die üble gewohnheit, daß er oft mit fleiss mit der stimme zittert—ganze viertl—ja oft gar achtl in aushaltender Note marquirt—und das habe ich an ihm nie leiden können. das ist auch wircklich abscheülich. das ist
völlig ganz wieder die Natur zu singen. die Menschenstimme zittert schon selbst—aber so—in einem solchen
grade, daß es schön ist—das ist die Natur der stimme.”
343 BRO, 517.
344 Spitzer, “Conducting.”
345 BRO, 521.
346 Kreitner, Kenneth, Louis Jambou, Desmond Hunter, Stewart A. Carter, Peter Walls, Kah-Ming Ng, David
Schulenberg, and Clive Brown. “Ornaments.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 3 Oct. 2019. https://doi.
org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.49928.
347 FPP, 468.
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or when forcing his voice to its highest pitch, produces a certain tremulous sound,
resembling the vibrations of a powerfully struck bell. It consists in the wavering of
a stopped note, which alternately extends a little below and above the true intonation, and is produced by a trembling motion of the left hand in the direction from
the nut to the bridge. This motion, however, should be slight, in order that the
deviation from purity of tone may scarcely be observed by the ear.
In old compositions this trembling is sometimes indicated by a dotted line ………
or by the word tremolo; but in modern ones its employment is left entirely to the
player, who, however, must guard against using it too often, and in improper places.
In cases corresponding to those in which, as stated above, the trembling is observed
in the singer, the Violinist may also avail himself of it; hence, it is employed only in
or .
an impassioned style of playing and in strongly accenting notes marked with
The tremolo may therefore be divided into four species: First the quick tremolo,
for strongly accented notes: Second, the slow, for the sustained notes in passages of
deep pathos: 3rd, the slow commencing and gradually accelerating, for long notes
played crescendo: and the 4th, the quick commencing and gradually slackening, for
such as are played diminuendo.348

Z >

Based on his interpretation of the historical sources, vocal researcher Carl Seashore
concludes that continuous vibrato of some sort has been part of vocal production for
centuries. Even so, in his article “In Search of Beauty in Music,” Seashore writes that “The
vibrato is but one of the thirty or more recognized ornaments in music, an element so far
in the background of musical structure that it is never indicated in a musical score.”349
James Stark, author of Bel Canto: A History of Vocal Pedagogy, shares this interpretation.350
Garcia also directs singers to use tremolo or vibrato only as an occasional effect. Despite a
lack of universal agreement in the treatises, methods, and tutors about its exact use, the
tenet was universally accepted that performers must cultivate taste and discretion when
judging the appropriate use of ornamental or continuous vibrato.351
There is, however, virtual unanimity in the sources regarding the secondary role
of vibrato, as well as its expressive possibilities. Spohr indicates that vibrato [tremolo]
is appropriate for “an impassioned style of playing” and for “sustained notes in pas348 SVP, 175. “Zu den Ausschmückungen gehören auch noch die Bebung (tremolo) und das Wechseln der Finger auf
einem Ton. Wenn der Sänger in leidenschaftlicher Bewegung singt oder seine Stimme bis zur höchsten Kraft
steigert, so wird ein Beben der Stimme bemerklich, das den Schwingungen einer stark angeschlagenen Glocke
ähnlich ist. Dieses Beben vermag der Geiger, wie man ches andere, der menschlichen Stimme Eigenthümliche,
täuschend nachzuahmen. Es besteht in einem Schwanken oder Schweben des gegriffenen Tons, das abwechselnd ein wenig unter und über die reine Intonation hinausgeht und wird durch eine zitternde Bewegung der
linken Hand in der Richtung vom Sattel zum Steg hervorgebracht. Diese Bewegung darf aber nicht zu stark seyn
und das Abweichen von der Reinheit des Tons dem Ohre kaum bemerklich werden.
In alten Kompositionen findet man die Bebung zuweilen durch ein Reihe von Punkten ……… oder das Wort:
tremolo vorgeschrieben; in neuern Sachen ist ihre Anwendung ganz dem Spieler überlassen. Er hüthe sich aber,
sie nicht zu oft und am unrechten Ort anzubringen. Die oben bezeichneten Momente, wo die Bebung beym
Sänger bemerkbar wird, deuten auch dem Geiger ihre Anwendung an. Er verwende sie also nur zum leidenschaftlichen Vortrage und zum kräftigen Herausheben aller mit
oder > bezeichneten Töne.
Man kann daher die Bebung in vier Arten eintheilen: 1.) in die schnelle, zu stark herausgehobenen Tönen, 2.)
in die langsamere, zu getragenen Tönen leidenschaftlicher Gesangsstellen, 3.) in die langsam beginnende und
schneller werdende zum Anwachsen und 4.) in die schnell beginnende und langsamer werdende zum Abnehmen lang ausgehaltener Töne.”
349 Seashore, Carl E. 1942. “In Search Of Beauty In Music.” The Musical Quarterly XXVIII (3): 302–8. https://doi.
org/10.1093/mq/xxviii.3.305.
350 Carl E. Seashore, ed., The Vibrato. (Iowa City. Univ. of Iowa Press, 1932), 108, quoted in STB, 138.
351 FIN, 471.
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sages of deep pathos.” Norrington concurs: he maintains that in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries vibrato was an expressive device; like Spohr, he recommends its
limited use to inflect long notes or to heighten especially passionate moments.352
Joachim was said to use vibrato sparingly and only for color and shading.353 Joachim’s
student Leopold Auer believed that vibrato could “lend a touch of divine pathos to the
climax of a phrase or the course of a passage, but only if the player has cultivated a delicate sense of proportion in the use of it.”354 George Barrere wrote in 1944 that vibrato is
expression, suggesting that without vibrato there is no expression, and without expression, no love. Barrere then boldly asks: Without love, then “what is the use of music?”355
In the first half of the nineteenth century, musicians favored restraint and purity
of expression—a renunciation of the highly ornamented style of the late eighteenth
century. In the 1800s, vibrato was used more for its “expressive qualities than as one
among a host of ornaments with which an individual note could be enlivened.”356 Spohr
was not the only source to link the use of vibrato to dynamic shifts; both French and
German authors of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries demonstrated
how to introduce vibrato as a “bow swell,” which could be made to sound like an altogether “naturally occurring phenomenon.”357
Garcia declared that tremolo
is employed to depict sentiments, which, in real life, are of a poignant character;—
such as anguish at seeing the imminent danger of any one dear to us; or tears extorted
by certain acts of anger, revenge, &c. Under those circumstances, even, its use should
be adopted with great taste, and in moderation; for its expression or duration, if exaggerated, becomes fatiguing and ungraceful. Except in these especial cases just mentioned, care must be taken not in any degree to diminish the firmness of the voice; as
a frequent use of the tremolo tends to make it prematurely tremulous. An artist who
has contracted this intolerable habit, becomes thereby incapable of phrasing any kind
of sustained song whatever. Many fine voices have been thus lost to art.358
According to Norrington, early critics referred to continuous vibrato as “café vibrato.”359 Later ones, including Arnold Schönberg agreed, likening it to the “unpleasant
sound of a billy goat.”360 Auer dismissed continuous vibrato in his violin method; he
admitted that he never tolerated it, even though his fights against it in his pupils’ playing had only “limited” success.361 Auer advised other teachers to forbid students to use
vibrato on any unsustained notes and to treat it with care in the case of successive held
notes.362 He continues: “Unfortunately, both singers and players of string instruments
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362

NOR, 3.
JJJ, 798.
AVP, 60–61. “dem Höhepunkt einer Phrase oder dem Fortgang einer Passage einen Hauch göttlichen Pathos.”
BAR, 192–193.
BRO, 529.
WPH, 156.
GAR, 69.
NOR, 3.
NOR, 4.
Auer had particularly little success with his famed pupil Jascha Heifetz.
AVP, 62–63.
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frequently abuse this effect just as they do the portamento, and by so doing they have
called into being a plague of the most inartistic nature, one to which ninety out of
every hundred vocal and instrumental soloists fall victim.”363
Grove writes that:
When the vibrato is really an emotional thrill it can be highly effective, as also the
tremolo in extreme cases, but when, as is too often the case, it degenerates into a
mannerism, its effect is either painful, ridiculous, or nauseous, entirely opposed
to good taste and common sense, and to be severely reprehended in all students
whether of vocal or instrumental music. Hard and fast lines in matters of expression
in art are difficult, if not almost impossible, to draw. Cultivation of taste, observance
of good models, and especially the true and unbiased analysis of human feelings,
must be the guides as to how far these two means of expression are to be used.364
He continues in another entry:
The Vibrato and the Tremolo are almost equally reprehensible as mannerisms.
Mannerisms express nothing but carelessness or self-sufficiency, and the constant
tremolo and vibrato are therefore nauseous in the extreme. Their constant use as a
means of expression are simply false, for if they are to represent a moral or physical
state, it is that of extreme weakness or of a nervous agitation that must soon wear
out the unfortunate victim of its influence. The tremolo is said to be frequently the
result of forcing the voice. It may be so in some cases, but it is almost exclusively an
acquired habit in this age of ‘intensity.’ It is a great mistake to say that it is never to
be used, but it must be so when the dramatic situation actually warrants or requires
it. If its use is to be banished entirely from vocal music, then it should equally disappear from instrumental music, though, by the way, the instrumental tremolo is
more nearly allied to the vocal vibrato. Indeed, what is called ‘vibrato’ on bowed
instruments is what would be called ‘tremolo’ in vocal music. 365
Auer is equally opposed to overstating the expressive content of a composition.
Even as he reiterates his conviction that good tone production and intonation are
paramount for a successful performance, he states that “resorting to the vibrato in an
ostrich-like endeavor” is “out and out dishonest artistically.” What is more, Auer condemns “pitifully misguided” violinists who think that continuous vibrato is a means of
“soulful playing or piquancy in performance.”366
Brown distinguishes between modern vibrato and Bebung, which he describes as a
“finger vibrato in which the pitch was subject to only quite imperceptible oscillations.”
He reminds us that Bebung was in use in Germany until at least 1880, and points out
363 AVP, 59.
364 Miss Olga Rachster, “Vibrato,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed. Vol. 5:
268. London: Macmillan and Co.
365 Harry Collins Deacon, Esq., “Tremolo,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed.
Vol. 5: 147. London: Macmillan and Co.
366 AVP, 59–60. “künstlerisch vollkommen unehrlich”…“in Vogel-Strauß-Manier mittels Vibrato zurückzuziehen.”…“mitleiderregend fehlgeleitete”
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that vibrating on inappropriate notes was widely regarded as “unseemly and inartistic.”367 Even though continuous vibrato seems to produce greater sensitivity, it in fact
strips away a level of expressiveness; it also “distort[s] and obscur[es] the intervallic
relationships of voices within an ensemble.”368
Musicians and audiences expect to hear a tone that is rich with vibrato from
ensembles—a sound often characterized by adjectives such as “warm,” “colorful,” and
“textured.” Twenty-first-century audiences would be startled to hear the standard repertory performed with any other sonority. Ironically, composers from the seventeenththrough early-twentieth centuries would have been equally startled—if not more so:
for, by and large, players were taught never to use ornaments (including vibrato) when
playing in ensembles.
Brown asserts that “The view that vibrato was detrimental in ensemble playing
seems to have been generally acknowledged.”369 Norrington maintains that modern
audiences have “become entirely used to an orchestral sound that not a single one of
the great composers would have expected or imagined.”370 Additionally, he notes that
orchestras in the 1830s did not regularly use vibrato; its use as the basis for tonal production was delayed by at least a century.371
Robert Philip’s exhaustive study of early recordings (and the musical styles exhibited in them) discusses at length the variety of woodwind instruments in use throughout
Europe; he also explains how the differences between instrument makers, fingering
systems, and the choice between wood or metal affected the timbre and performance
styles of orchestra concerts. From his analysis of orchestral recordings and his readings
of associated literature, Philip found that
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

into the first decade of the twentieth century, wooden flutes were still in use
throughout Britain, Germany, and Eastern Europe and that generally the tone
had no vibrato;
oboists in Vienna and Germany eschewed the French oboe and used no vibrato
in their playing;
excepting clarinetists in France, and jazz clarinetists in the United States, vibrato
was more or less universally avoided in the recordings;
bassoonists in Germany and the United States commonly played without vibrato;
brass instruments—trumpets, trombones, and, in particular, horns—were played
without vibrato except in France, Czechoslovakia and the United States;
even as late as the early 1900s, wind players made limited use of vibrato; and,
vibrato was used even less frequently by wind players than string players or singers.372

Spohr insisted on purity of intonation in his violin method and instructs players to
conform to intonation that is “perfectly true.” He likewise adjures the orchestral violinist
to abstain from all additions of appoggiaturas, turns, shakes &c, as well as all artificial
367
368
369
370
371
372

BRO, 521.
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BRO, 528.
NOR, 2.
NOR, 2.
PHI, 212, 468, 469, 470, 471.
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positions, the gliding from one note to another, the changing of the finger upon a
note,—in short, from every thing appertaining to the embellishment of Solo-playing,
and which, if transferred to the Orchestra, would destroy all unity of performance.373
This performance tradition existed well into the twentieth century and breached
national borders; Brown states that orchestral string and wind sections would have
naturally played without vibrato unless it was specifically indicated.374 Examining the
extraordinary occasions when composers included specific requests for vibrato in their
music yields insights into their compositional intent;375 these notations underscore
the multiple published recommendations that vibrato be employed for expression.376
Portato,377 a nineteenth-century type of vibrato produced by pulsing the bow, was
requested more frequently.378
The introduction of continuous vibrato into orchestral playing concluded a long
stylistic tradition. Philip points out that nineteenth-century writers on cello performance make plain that when vibrato was used it was highly unusual and not a basic
component of tonal production; early twentieth-century recordings corroborate
Philip’s assertion that orchestral cellists were restrained in their use of vibrato.379
Indeed, the “internationally acclaimed cellist Bernhard Romberg referred retrospectively to an earlier period (probably the 1780s and 1790s, when his career began) as
one in which cellists employed left-hand vibrato very frequently, but identified himself
with a younger generation that rejected that approach.”380
Romberg’s recollection confirms that the trend towards more elaborate ornamentation (a development that occurred in the second half of the eighteenth century) was
reversed in the nineteenth century; the new aesthetic prized powerful declamation and
simple expression, neither of which is compatible with indiscriminate vibrato. Until
almost the middle of the twentieth century, German and Austrian orchestral players
clung to the traditional use of vibrato, the loss of which was lamented internationally:
“I feel certain that by the beauty of their playing and steadiness of tone, [the Viennese]
would convince…anyone…of their unquestionable superiority.”381
Norrington describes the introduction of continuous vibrato into orchestras in
Europe and the United States:
Only in the early 1920s did the more sensuous and entertainment-minded French
players begin to experiment with continuous vibrato in orchestras, although they
were enthusiastic enough to try it in all sections of the orchestra, even including
clarinets and horns. The British followed suit in the late 1920s. But the high-mind373 SVP, 249.
374 BRO, 553–4.
375 For an extensive analysis and explanation of particular instances of composer-indicated vibrato in scores, see
BPW, 108–110.
376 BPW, 106.
377 “[Portato is an] expressive re-articulation or pulsing of notes joined in a single bow stroke was described by
Galeazzi as ‘neither separate nor slurred, but almost dragged’.” Bachmann, Werner, Robert E. Seletsky, David
D. Boyden, Jaak Liivoja-Lorius, Peter Walls, and Peter Cooke. “Bow.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 3 Oct.
2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.03753.
378 BRO, 555.
379 PHI, 209–210.
380 BRO, 528.
381 WPH, 286.
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ed Germans and most of the big American orchestras held out until the 1930s. The
Berlin Philharmonic does not appear on disc with serious vibrato until 1935 and the
Vienna Philharmonic not until May 1940! During the first half of the twentieth century, therefore, violin concertos were heard with vibrato from the soloist, but with
pure tone from the best orchestras in Germany.382
Norrington further asserts that today’s mainstream performers could easily discern
that German orchestras adhered to the nineteenth-century style until the 1930s by listening to early recordings.383 The tonal purity and simple expression of the Romantic
aesthetic—its “innocence”—is lost when overlaid with continuous vibrato.384 Recordings
likewise document the changes in technique that players made to accommodate continuous vibrato. Instrumentalists and singers on early recordings use a narrow, fairly rapid
vibrato while modern players use a wider and slower rate of oscillation.385
Performance customs dictated how vibrato was supposed to be used in sonata-allegro
form: while it was discouraged in the introduction and expositive theme, it was permitted during the second, “singing” theme.386 In this same vein, distinctions were drawn
between more emotive themes and dispassionate passages, as recordings demonstrate.387
This practice is consistent with the many instrumental tutors and treatises in the era
that advocated introducing vibrato only into truly emotive passages. Ultimately, twenty-first-century performers, like their nineteenth-century counterparts, must employ
taste and judgment when applying vibrato to music written in the Romantic style.

247
tension between the two numeric relations. The imperfection of the numerical relationship, which can be expressed as A = 440 and E = 665, will create a slow wide beat.
A larger imperfection, say A = 440 and E = 680 will create a faster, narrower beat.
The divisions of the string are no longer synchronized, which produces an imperfect
mathematical relationship, then causes the segments to mis-align at the nodes, which
ultimately produces the beats. (Figure 59)
Figure 59. Demonstration of imperfect tuning.

v These drawings, made by an eighteenth-century device called a Harmonograph,
illustrate the distinction between a perfect unison and an imperfect one that beats.
(Figure 60)
Figure 60. Harmonograph rendering perfect unisons, (above) and imperfect unisons (below).

II. VIBRATO AS AN ACOUSTICAL PHENOMENON
If A = 440, then a perfectly proportioned fifth above that A would be E. Since the ratio
3:2 produces a “perfect” fifth, the E therefore vibrates at 660 Hz. This simple illustration
demonstrates the principle graphically. (Figure 58) A vibrating string divides into two
equidistant segments, here represented in blue, producing an octave. Simultaneously the
string also divides into three equidistant segments, represented here in red, producing
a fifth. When the numerical relationships are complementary, the segments align at the
nodes and reinforce each other to produce a more brilliant an amplified tone.
Figure 58. Demonstration of perfect tuning.

[Source: Ashton, Anthony. 2005. Harmonograph: a Visual Guide to the Mathematics of Music. Glastonbury:
Wooden Books, 49.]

Conversely, if either pitch varies more than a few cents (one-hundredth of a semitone) from the baseline, the mathematical proportion is aversely affected, causing
382
383
384
385
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Howard B. Rothman and Craig Timberlake, “Perceptual Evaluation of Singer’s Vibrato” in Transcripts of the Thirteenth Symposium. Care of the Professional Voice, (New York. The Voice Foundation, 1985). 1:57–9, quoted in STB, 141.
386 FIN, 469–470.
387 PHI, 462.
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At its matrix, superior choral intonation is nothing more than good mathematical
relations between the various voice parts. Simply put, when an A-major chord is sung
in perfect intonation, all of the component tones reinforce and amplify each when
aligned at the nodes: the sum becomes greater than the parts. This figure illustrates
how five sine waves, spaced according to the harmonic series, align at nodal points
when sung in perfect tune. (Figure 61) Humans produce a much more complex sound
wave, of course; for purposes of analysis simple sine waves suffice.
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Figure 61. Demonstration of Sinewaves with perfect intonation.

III. ARTICULATION
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In physiological terms, vibrato is a fluctuation in the number of oscillations of a
single pitch. An acceptable vibrato of 5–7 oscillations per second is deemed acceptable
by most vocal pedagogues. In strictly numerical terms, the implications for tuning are
obvious: the Sinewaves no longer align at the nodes. Even if one voice part is singing
at the exact frequency (in this case the baritones) the mis-synchronization of the other
parts will create the beating that is the hallmark of imperfect intonation. (Figure 62)

While there are dozens of symbols used by composers to notate articulation,
phrasing, dynamics, ornaments, and so forth, these indications are at best ambiguous.
“Notation is of its time and place and can only be properly understood in terms of the
performance practices of that time and place.…our historical knowledge is always partial and serves only ever as context for our own interpretations; in this way such knowledge becomes freeing rather than binding for our interpretative ideas and skills.”389
Whereas the symbol for an eighth note has remained more or less constant throughout history, interpretation of the symbol has not. In German Baroque music, it might
have been given only half its value; in the French Classic school it may have been either
elongated or truncated according to the conventions of notes inégales (unequal notes).
The realization of the notation is in fact more important than the notation itself.
Unlike the printed symbols, which do not vary once inked onto paper, ideas fluctuate
about exactly what those printed symbols mean. Eventually, however, these beliefs
about what the notation means are ingrained into the collective musical consciousness
and become part of the permanent mindset of performance practice. Indeed,
at the beginning of the twenty-first century musical notation conveys something
quite different to us from what it did to musicians of the Romantic period. This is
not only because the sounds of our instruments, and our manner of playing them,
has changed, but also because notation has come to be seen as increasingly precise
in its meaning, with respect to the notes and the growing number of performance
markings supplied by the composers.…Severe critical eyebrows would be raised at a
modern performer who played or sang distinctly different rhythms from those written by the composer, who interpolated grace notes for the sake of a portamento, and
who introduced pronounced rubato where none was indicated…Yet all these things
would have seemed quite normal, acceptable, or even praiseworthy, to musicians of
the Romantic period.390

Figure 62. Demonstration of Sinewaves with imperfect intonation.
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Composers in the nineteenth century did not have the advantage of modern acoustics and physics, but they understood instinctively that choral music sounds intrinsically better when sung with no vibrato; for, as the preceding graphs demonstrate, when
the various voice parts line up at nodes, the overall sound is amplified and improved.

Once so established, core beliefs are difficult to change: “A late-twentieth-century
musician, who finds the habits of 70 or 80 years ago merely old-fashioned, may have
some difficulty accepting that they might represent the end of a long tradition, stretching back to periods which we now think of as historical rather than old-fashioned.”391
So, in addition to rethinking the types and numbers of instruments and voices used
in the nineteenth century, the evolution of the interpretation of nineteenth-century
notation must be scrutinized once again. To attempt to recreate the Romantic artist’s
musical genius, we must examine how marks and symbols were used—and performed
contextually, then reconsider them with an eye that is unfiltered by modernism.
388
389
390
391
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In order to adequately expand the vocabulary of articulation signs, new markings were
created (for example, , , and ), and traditional signs were used in new ways.388
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Because Riemann’s Musik-Lexikon describes contemporaneous performance practices, it is an invaluable resource for scholars and performers. His in-depth entries, such as
the one for “Articulation,” provide insights into how composers and players understood
and executed almost every aspect of musical composition and performance.
Artikluation, in language, the differentiation of the individual sounds, in the music
the bringing out and stringing together of the individual tones, thus the slurring
(legato) or staccato and their varieties. The lack of clarity of the verbs “articulation”
and “phrasing” is one of the most serious obstacles to solving the problem of the
latter. Articulation is, in the first place, purely technical, mechanical, while phrasing
is primarily idealistic and perceptual. I articulate well when I connect the tones in
the same slur and clearly articulate the last note of the slur:
Brahms, Symphonie No. 2

#
& # 43 ˙ œ

Œ
œ
˙ œ œ œ ˙

I phrase when I understand that it is precisely the last under the next slur that forms
a motif together:392

#
& # 43 ˙ œ

œ œ ˙ Œ
œ
œ
˙

Riemann underscores the important distinction between legato and non-legato
playing and singing, as does Garcia, who says that “If it was possible to accurately
depict the several ways one could execute various articulations, one might do so with
this graphic representation: —”393
Slurred Sounds

Smooth Sounds

Marked Sounds

Detached Sounds

A more technical definition appears in the Grove A Dictionary of Music and
Musicians:
Legato (Ital., sometimes written ligato; Ger. gebunden; Fr. lié), ‘connected’; the
392 Riemann, Hugo. 1887. “Artikulation.” Musik-Lexikon. Leipzig: Max Hesse. “Artikluation, in der Sprache die Unterscheidung der einzelnen Laute, in der Musik die Art Hervorbringung und Verkettung der einzelnen Töne,
also das Schleifen (legato) oder Stutzen (staccato) und ihre Abarten. Die Vermengung resp,. die ungenügende
Trennung der Vergrisse “Artikulation” und “Phrasierung” ist eines der schlimmsten Hemmnisse für die Lösung
der Problems der letzteren. Artikluation ist in erster Linie etwas rein technisches, mechanisches, Phrasierung
in erster Linie etwas ideelles, perceptionelles. Ich artikuliere gut wenn ich in die Töne unter demselben Bogen
aneinander schließe und die letze Note unterm Bogen gut absetze:

# 3
& # 4˙ œ

Œ
œ
˙ œ œ œ ˙

ich phrasiere, wenn ich begreife, daß eben gerade die letze unterm nächsten Bogen zusammen ein Motiv bildet:

#
& # 43 ˙ œ

393 GAR, 13.

Œ
œ
˙ œ œ œ ˙
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sound of each note of a phrase being sustained until the next is heard. In singing a
legato passage is vocalised upon a single vowel, on stringed instruments it is played
by a single stroke of the bow…On wind instruments with holes or keys, a legato
passage is played in one breath, the notes being produced by opening or stopping
the holes; but a wind instrument on which the different sounds are produced by
the action of the lips alone, as the horn, trumpet, etc., is incapable of making a true
legato, except in the rare cases in which one of the notes of the phrase is produced
by stopping the bell of the instrument with the hand…394
Riemann’s definition is not unlike the one in the Grove A Dictionary of Music and
Musicians:
Legäto (ligato, “tied”), that is, without pauses between the individual tones. The
legato is achieved in singing when, without dropping off, that is without interrupting the breath, the degree of tension in the vocal cords is changed, so that the first
note really transitions into the second note; similarly, the process is not interrupted
with the wind instruments, but only the fingering or an adjustment of the embouchure. On the string instruments, notes are tied, 1) when they are played on the
same string, by the bow not leaving the string and only the fingering is changed; 2)
when they are on different strings, if the bow quickly glides to the other string.395
One way that composers indicated legato playing was with an extended slur, as
Grove points out.
Slur…taken in its original and widest sense, signifies an effect of phrasing which
is more commonly expressed by the Italian term legato, i.e. connected.…and are
performed with smoothness, if on a stringed instrument, by a single stroke of the
bow, or in singing, on a single syllable. But although this was originally the meaning
of the word, it is now used in a more restricted sense, to denote a special phrasing
effect, in which the last of the notes comprised within the curved line is shortened,
and a considerable stress laid on the first.396
Riemann saw that the slur could be (and sometimes was) confused with the identical symbol that is used to tie two notes together.
Slur, 1) in musical notation the sign by which the representation of Legato
required, the so-called tie or slur, the same sign which, connecting two notes at the
same level, means the holding, lying down, non-re-hitting and then also called the
connective arc; this terminology is by no means fortunate, and there are often situa394 Franklin Taylor, Esq., “Legato,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed. Vol. 2:
665. London: Macmillan and Co.
395 Riemann, Hugo. 1882. “Legato.” Musik-Lexikon. Leipzig: Bibliographischen Instituts. “Legäto (ligato, “gebunden”), verbunden, d. h. ohne Pausen zwischen den einzelnen Tönen. Das Legato wird im Gesang erreicht,
wenn, ohne abzusetzen, d. h. ohne den Atemausflutz zu unterbrechen, der Spannungsgrab der Stimmbänder
verändert wird, so daß erste in den zweiten Ton wirklich übergeht; ähnlich ist der Vorgang bei den Atemstrom
nicht unterbrochen, sondern nur die Applikatur oder Mundstellnug verändert wird. Auf den Streichinstrumenten werden Töne gebunden, 1) wenn sie auf derselben Saite gespielt werden, indem der Bogen die Saite nicht
verläßt und nur die Applikatur verändert wird; 2) wenn sie auf verschiedenen Saiten liegen, indem der Bogen
schnell auf die andre Saite hinüberreichtet.”
396 Franklin Taylor, Esq., “Slur,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed. Vol. 4: 483.
London: Macmillan and Co.
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tions where it is by no means clear whether one is faced with a tie or slur of the one
kind or of the other. It would therefore be desirable for the two types of tie or slur
to be distinguished verbally as well as in notation. The tie sign that indicates legato
could once and for all be called legato tie, while the other could be called holding tie.
The holding tie should always reach exactly from note head to note head.397

information about where and how they wanted articulation in their music.”401
Grove held the same view about the ambiguity of notation and included a detailed
explanation of the many signs used in the nineteenth century to indicate the varying
degrees of staccato, as well as the implications of staccato markings used in tandem
with slurs.

A slur had numerous functions in nineteenth-century music, but its “most basic
meaning is simply legato.”398 When used with other symbols, however, such as hairpin
slurs could also indicate phrasing. Long slurs spandynamic markings
ning one or more measures delineated phrase structure while shorter slurs grouped
one, two, or three notes into a motif. When combined with articulation marks, slurs
subtly modified how the marks were normally executed. Slurs that connected notes
marked with staccato dots generally denoted portato playing, or, according to Riemann,
“Anschlag.” He continues: “Non-legato is the softest type of staccato where the notes
i.e.,
are held as long as possible yet are still separated from each other. Notated,
connected staccato dots with a legato slur.”399
Staccato dots were ubiquitous throughout nineteenth-century music. Riemann’s
definition is a brief tutorial about their use in string playing as well as singing:

Staccato (Ital; Ger. abgestossen), ‘detached,’ in contradistinction to legato, ‘connected.’ The notes of a staccato passage are made short, and separated from each
other by intervals of silence.…in singing, a staccato sound is produced by an impulse
from the throat upon an open vowel, and instantly checked.
, or round dots
, placed over or
The signs of staccato are pointed dashes
under the notes, the former indicating a much shorter and sharper sound than the
latter.
When dots placed over or under notes are covered by a curved line, an effect is
intended which is of great value in the rendering of expressive and cantabile phrases.
This is called mezzo-staccato (half-detached), and the notes are sustained for nearly
their full value, and separated by a scarcely appreciable interval. On stringed and
wind instruments indeed they are frequently not separated at all, but are attacked
with a certain slight emphasis which is instantly weakened again, so as to produce
almost the effect of disconnection.…The following is an example of the use of mezzo-staccato, with its rendering, as nearly as it is possible to represent it in notes:402

The staccato can be achieved either through abrupt catching and letting go of the
string with continuously changing bow strokes (hochweise). This is the most common way of playing staccato and is especially used during orchestra performances.
Or through playing with a jumping bow or finally through a soft motion of the
wrist while continuously striking the bow, which is considered the actual virtuoso
staccato. The staccato during singing incorporates a closure of the glottis after every
note. Its virtuosic performance is very difficult.400
The meaning of staccato dots, however, is not always precise. “In Romantic music…it
is sometimes uncertain whether there is any intentional difference between notes with
staccato marks and notes without any marking at all, for staccato marks were still often
used in mixed passages of slurred and separate notes merely to clarify which notes were
not to be slurred.…Nevertheless, Romantic composers increasingly provided detailed
397 Riemann, Hugo. 1887. “Bogen.” Musik-Lexikon. Leipzig: Max Hesse. “Bogen, 1) in der Notenschrift das Zeichen,
durch welches Legato-Vortrag gefordert wird, der sogen. Bindebogen, dasselbe Zeichen, welches, zwei Töne
derselben Höhe verbindend, das Aushalten, Liegenlassen, Nichtwiederanschlagen bedeutet und dann ebenfalls
Bindebogen genannt wird; diese Terminologie ist keineswegs glücklich, auch kommen öfters Fülle vor, wo man
im Zweifel sein kann, ob man einen Bindebogen der einen oder andern Art vor sich hat. Er wäre daher wünschenswert, daß die beiden Arten des Bindebogens sowohl in der Benennung als Aufzeichnung unterschieden
würden. Der Bogen, welcher daß Legatospiel andeutet, könnte zweckmäßig ein für allemal Legatobogen heißen,
der andre dagegen Haltenbogen. Der Haltebogen sollte stets genau von Notenkopf zu Notenkopf reichen.”
398 BRON, 21.
399 Riemann, Hugo. 1882. “Anschlag.” Musik-Lexikon. Leipzig: Bibliographischen Instituts. “der Non legato-Anschlag, die weichste Art des Staccato, wenn die Töne möglichst lang gehalten werden und doch noch gerade von
den folgenden immer erkennbar abgetrennt (Notierungsart
, d. h. Verbindung der Stakkatopunkte und
des Legatobogens).”
400 Riemann, Hugo. 1882. “Staccato.” Musik-Lexikon. Leipzig: Bibliographischen Instituts. “Staccato. Bei den Streichinstrumenten wird das Staccato entweder durch ruckweises Erfassen und Wiederloslassen der Saite mit
stets wechselndem Strich erzielt (die gewöhnlichste Art des Staccato, die besonders im Orchesterspiel zur Anwendung kommt) oder durch Spiel mit springendem Bogen oder des Hand gelenkes bei bleibendem Bogenstrich
(das eigentliche Virtuosenstaccato). Das Staccato beim Gesang besteht in einem Schließen der Stimmritze nach
jedem Ton; seine virtuose Ausführung ist sehr schwer.)”
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Both dots and wedges (also called strokes or dashes) were used to indicate staccato, which created then, as now, some confusion about the differences between the
two symbols. In his Violinschule, Spohr used the wedge exclusively to indicate staccato.
Other composers, however, were not so tidy; consequently, debates still exist about the
duration of one sign versus the other and the amount of accent, if any, to apply. Grove
must have recognized these disagreements, because he was quite precise in explaining
the functions of the two.

´

The sign of staccato, written thus ( ), and placed under or over a note indicates that
the duration of the sound is to be as short as possible, the value of the note being
completed by an interval of silence; for example—

401 BRON, 17–18.
402 Rev. J. R. Milne, “Staccato,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed. Vol. 4: 664.
London: Macmillan and Co.
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round dot ( ) is also used for a similar purpose, but with this difference, that notes

marked with dots should be less staccato than those with dashes, being about one
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This distinction, which is enforced by all the most celebrated teachers of modern
times, such as [Muzio] Clementi, [Carl] Czerny, and others, is, strange, today, often
ignored by modern editors of classical compositions, and it is remarkable that in
such valuable and conscientious editions of Beethoven’s works as those of [Hans]
von Bülow…[Ernst] Pauer…, and others, one sign should have been employed for
the two effects.403
Garcia was equally as specific; furthermore, he wrote that wedges also indicate
accentuation: “To detach sounds is to utter each individually by a distinct stroke of the
glottis, and to separate them from one another by a slight pause. If, instead of leaving
them immediately, they receive a slight prolongation, a kind of echo is produced. The
first of these is indicated by dots; the second by dashes placed over the notes:404

which is equivalent to—

´ .

Clive Brown notes that or “primarily indicated articulation, but could also imply
accent.…The strokes usually meant a more accented attack and a shorter duration than
the dot. But there are exceptions to this—in German practice it could be stronger and
longer than the dot.”405 He further asserts that > “is the most commonly used accent
sign in Romantic music. It will always indicate an accent that dies away.”406 Indeed,
Garcia states flatly that “To mark sounds is to lay a particular stress on each, without
detaching them from one another: this will be attained by giving a pressure to the
lungs; and by dilating the pharynx, as if repeating the same vowel for every note in the
passage,—which is in effect done.”407
Riemann has an unusual take on accentuation in music:
403 Franklin Taylor, Esq., “Dash,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed. Vol. 1: 664.
London: Macmillan and Co.
404 GAR, 13.
405 BRON, 20.
406 BRON, 19.
407 GAR, 13.
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Accent. Emphasizing single notes or chords through stronger emphasis. An accent
on the downbeat or when a phrase begins is the natural result of the basics of musical
expression—part of a constant crescendo and diminuendo, which is why confusion
results when natural accents are mixed with the accents inserted by the composer.
Moreover, actual accents are extra markings that disturb the assumed dynamic development. Furthermore, they even completely turn the dynamic development upside
down. Usually the composer marks with ( , , ).…The wedge is seldom used now.
The words accent, Chute and port de voix are used synonymously.408

>

S >^

Grove says that the performed “in a marked decisive manner [is] equivalent to
Marcato.” The symbol, however, is used for single notes while marcato is used “for
the whole passage.”409 Other characters were used by composers eager to explore
every gradation of duration and nuance of accent. The “was not widely adopted
until the mid-nineteenth century. Its relationship with is unclear though from its
shape [ ] suggests an accent that is more sustained, without significant diminuendo.”410
Furthermore,

^

>

^

¯ <

– either alone of in combination with a dot or , also came into general usage
from about the middle of the nineteenth century. Normally it seems to have indicated a weighty but not sharp execution, probably less than or . When combined
with the dot it also indicated separation but less than the staccato mark.…When
horizontal lines were under on a succession of notes under a slur, they generally
implied slight weight and infinitesimal separation. This style of performance was
called portato.411

>

^

Z

Liszt was particularly fond of the term rinforzando, abbreviated rin ; he used it on
single notes (or chords) and on a series of contiguous measures, in which case it would
be interpreted as a “sense of ‘continuously lively strong.’”412 Riemann defined it as a
“Label for a strong crescendo.”413 Brown says rinforzando “could often indicate either an
accent or a rapid (usually powerful) crescendo,” noting that “Liszt often used it (generally written as rinf. or rinforz.) in the latter sense.”414 The Grove A Dictionary of Music
and Musicians also agrees with the idea that rinforzando, which he says is a “‘reinforcing’ or increasing in power,” is used to “denote a sudden and short-lasting crescendo.
408 Riemann, Hugo. 1882. “Accent.” Musik-Lexikon. Leipzig: Bibliographischen Instituts. “Accent, 1) Die Hervorhebung einzelner Töne oder Akkorde durch stärkere Betonung. Die Hervorhebung der stets auf den Taktanfang,
die Taktmitte oder die Einsatzzeit eines Taktteiles fallenden Schwerpunkte der Phrasen sondern das natürliche
Ergeb nis des die schlichte Grundlage des musikalischen Ausdrucks überhaupt bildenden, beständigen An- und
Ab-Schwellens (crescendo und diminuendo) ist, so kann ihre Ver mengung mit den Accenten vielmehr jene Extraver stär kungen, welche den selbstverständlichen Verlauf der dynamischen Entwickelung stören, eventuell
sogar vollständig auf den Kopf stellen, und welche der Komponist daher gewöhnlich durch besondere Zeichen
fordert ( , , ). [...] Die Bezeich nung durch Stücke ist indes eine seltene; die oben gegebenen Zeichen des einfachen Accentes werden vielmehr bald so, bald so verstanden und die Benennungen Accent, Chute, Port de voix
als gleichbedeutend gebraucht.”
409 J. A. Fuller Maitland, Esq., “Marcato,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed.
Vol. 4: 47. London: Macmillan and Co.
410 BRON, 19.
411 BRON, 20.
412 BRON, 93.
413 Riemann, Hugo. 1882. “Rinforzando.” Musik-Lexikon. Leipzig: Bibliographischen Instituts. “häufig einen Akzent
oder ein plötzliches (und in der Regel starkes) Crescendo.”
414 BRON, 19.

S >^
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abbreviated S, ß also Z [forzato] or for stronger accents, or ç, forced, i.e. strongly
emphasized, a symbol that applies only to a note or chord to which it is attached,
which is why (for a more exact designation of the placement of the accent), it almost
always appears as an abbreviation. For sharper accents in entire passage, instead of
multiple repetitions of S, the more common “sempre sforzato” is written. The S signifies only a relative strength, so that in piano it means somewhat f, or, for instance,
poco forte or mezzo-forte.416
Grove basically agrees in his Dictionary’s entry: “Sforzando or sforzato, ‘forced’; a
direction usually found in its abbreviated form S, or ß. referring to single notes or
groups of notes which are to be especially emphasized. It is nearly equivalent to the
accent , but is less apt to be overlooked in performance, and is therefore used in all
important passages…”417 Brown says there is no “difference between S and Z ”418 and
goes on to confirm that even though Romantic composers inserted more and more
articulation symbols into their music as the nineteenth century progressed, the accents
“were largely left to the performer’s experience or instinct.”419
Riemann authored numerous books and articles and was an energetic, prolific
scholar; his edition of Schubert’s Impromptus, Op. 90, published in the 1890s, includes
a table of articulations in its Preface. Even though some of the markings are no longer
in use, Riemann’s explanations are nevertheless instructive and provide a summation
of many of the notational symbols used in Germany and Europe in the nineteenth
century.420 (Figure 63)

>

IV. ORNAMENTATION

415 J. A. Fuller Maitland, Esq., “Rinforzando,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First
ed. Vol. 4: 107. London: Macmillan and Co.
416 Riemann, Hugo. 1882. “Svorzato.” Musik-Lexikon. Leipzig: Bibliographischen Instituts. “abgekürzt ,
auch
[forzato] oder für stärkere Accenteç,
forciert, d. h. stark hervorgehoben, eine Bezeichnung, welche stets
nur für den Ton oder Akkord gilt, bei welchem sie steht, weshalb sie (zur genaueren Markierung der Stelle des
Accents) fast immer abgekürzt erscheint. Folgt eine größere Anzahl scharfer Accente direkt aufeinander, so
wird statt der vielfachen Wiederholung des bequemer ‘sempre sforzato’ vorge - schrieben. Das hat nur eine
relative Stärkebedeutung, d. h. im piano bedeutet es etwas bzw. poco forte oder mezzo-forte.”
417 J. A. Fuller Maitland, Esq., “Sforzando,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed.
Vol. 4: 431. London: Macmillan and Co.
418 BRON, 18.
419 BRON, 15–6.
420 SCHB, v.
421 JJJ1, 144 “Die Verzierungen spielen in der Tonkunst dieselbe Rolle wie Blumen und Ranken in Wald und Flur; nicht
ihre Notwendigkeit ist das Entscheidende, sondern die Freude, die wir in ihrem Dasein, ihrer Schönheit empfinden.“
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The principal difference between editions
with phrasing marks, and others, is in the use
of the slur. The curved lines or slurs used to
indicate the legato touch (very often in an incorrect
manner in Music for the Pianoforte, originating
from Violin-bowing) reveal the thematic analysis of
a musical work, the union of motives into phrases
and the disjunction of phrases from each other,
thus supplying a long-felt want in musical Notation,
namely, an unequivocal punctuation; enabling the
performer (even the least talented) to give a correct
interpretation of musical thoughts. The analysis is
rendered more detailed and complete by means of
the following sign
, which shows the extent of
the shorter motives contained within a phrase. The
sign is sometimes doubled
, to point out the
principal subdivision of a phrase; and it is always
written obliquely
, where it falls upon a bar.
This sign by no means indicates a disconnection of
the phrase in performance, but is simply intended
as an analytical mark; nevertheless, the expression
cannot be correct unless the sign is thoroughly understood.

.
´

,

	note to be held nearly the full length and
slightly detached from the next one (Non
legato, portato).
	
the note to be more detached than
half staccato.
	the note to be struck sharply: quite staccato.
	a light touch and not quite legato.
	
(comma) indicates a short pause not
otherwise marked, especially before the
re-entering of a theme.
	interruption of a phrase before its real
end (generally to mark a repetition of
some part of the phrase).
	
a double relation (double phrasing) of
the notes included within the two slurs
(crossing of phrases).

The legato touch should always be used, unless
specially marked to the contrary, The last note under
a slur should be detached, unless the tenuto mark (–)
is placed above it or the slur joined to the next one,
thus:
The doubly-related notes should not
be detached. It may be observed that, as a rule, a crescendo includes a very slight stringendo, and a diminuThe remaining signs used are as follows:
	a slight prolongation in the time of the endo an equally slight rallentando. The crescendo and
note.
diminuendo should only be used where marked by
the Composer. The directions non crescendo and non
	a reinforcement of the sound.
diminuendo are employed where the passage might
	
full
holding
of
the
note
until
the
begin–
otherwise be played in the opposite manner.
ning of the next one (legato touch).

^

>

[Source: Bodliean Library, Oxford. Mus. 118 c.95 (9)] Reproduced by permission.]

Grace notes play the same role in music as flowers and climbing plants in the forest and
meadow; their necessity is not important, but rather the joy that we perceive in their
existence, their beauty.421

Z

TABLE OF ARTICULATION SYMBOLS

¯

Sforzando, interchangeable with sforzato, is, according to Riemann

Figure 63. Franz Schubert: Impromptus, Op. 90. Foreword by Hugo Riemann, c. 1890.

¯

It is applied generally to a whole phrase (however short) and has the same meaning as
sforzando, which is only applied to single notes.”415

Sß

ç

S

f

S

One of the most common misconceptions about nineteenth-century music concerns
ornamentation, in particular, grace notes, the appoggiatura, and its German equivalent,
the Vorschlag. The belief in modern times is that all grace notes were executed before the
beat: that is, they took their rhythmical value from the preceding note.
There is almost total unanimity to the contrary, however, among nineteenth-century sources. A distinction must first be drawn between short appoggiaturas (which
are largely synonymous with grace notes) that have a stroke across the stem and long
appoggiaturas that do not. Spohr explains that the
The greater part of [embellishments] are played very quick, in order that the note
before which they stand, or which they are intended to embellish, may lose as little of
its value as possible. It is, however, frequently difficult to determine, from which note,
(whether the preceding or following) the time required for the performance of the
embellishment should be taken; and as no general rule can be given on this head…422
422 SVP, 174. “Die meisten von ihnen werden sehr schnell ausgeführt, damit sie der Note vor welcher sie stehen, oder
der sie als Aus - schmückung angehängt sind, so wenig wie möglich von ihrem Werthe nehmen. Oft ist es aber
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Louis Spohr, Violinschule, 174.
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Christian Heinrich Hohmann, Praktische Violinschule, 46.
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There is almost total unanimity to the contrary, however, among nineteenth-century sources.
A distinction must first be drawn between short appoggiaturas (which are largely
synonymous with grace notes) that have a stroke across the stem and long appoggiaturas that do not. Spohr explains that the
The greater part of [embellishments] are played very quick, in order that the note
before which they stand, or which they are intended to embellish, may lose as little of
its value as possible. It is, however, frequently difficult to determine, from which note,
(whether the preceding or following) the time required for the performance of the
embellishment should be taken; and as no general rule can be given on this head…423
Louis Spohr, Violinschule, 174.
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Violinist and pedagogue Christian Heinrich Hohmann published his Praktische
Violinschule in 1861, in which he distinguishes between long and short grace notes,
saying that short grace notes
should be emphasized sharply and should take as little time as possible. The long grace
note shared with the main note is half of its length. But if it written in front of a dotted note the grace note receives 2 /3 of the length and the main note 1/3. If the dotted
note can be separated into two equal parts the grace note receives half. In notation,
j
the short grace note is distinguished from the long one because it has a flag (œ ) while
the long one does not have one. This does not always apply, though, namely in older
incorrect editions. The long grace note is not written any longer in new works.424
schwer zu errathen, welcher Note (ob der vor hergehenden oder nachfolgenden,) die Zeit, die zur Aus füh rung
der Verzierung erforderlich ist, entzogen werden soll. Da sich nun hierüber keine allgemein gültige Regel aufstellen lässt, so ist in folgendem die Vortragsweise der gebräuchlichsten solcher Verzierungen in regelmässiger
Taktein theilung aus geschrieben worden.”
423 SVP, 174. “Die meisten von ihnen werden sehr schnell ausgeführt, damit sie der Note vor welcher sie stehen, oder
der sie als Aus - schmückung angehängt sind, so wenig wie möglich von ihrem Werthe nehmen. Oft ist es aber
schwer zu errathen, welcher Note (ob der vor hergehenden oder nachfolgenden,) die Zeit, die zur Aus füh rung
der Verzierung erforderlich ist, entzogen werden soll. Da sich nun hierüber keine allgemein gültige Regel aufstellen lässt, so ist in folgendem die Vortragsweise der gebräuchlichsten solcher Verzierungen in regelmässiger
Taktein theilung aus geschrieben worden.”
424 HHM, 46. “Der kurze Vorschlag soll scharf betont werden und möglichst wenig Zeit in Anspruch nehmen. Der
lange Vorschlag teilt sich mit der Hauptnote in den halben Wert derselben. Steht er aber vor einer punktierten
Note, so bekommt der Vorschlag 1/ 3, die Hauptnote 2 / 3. Kann aber die punktierte Note in zwei gleiche Teile zerlegt werden, so bekommt der Vorschlag die Hälfte. In der Schreib weise unterscheidet sich der kurze Vorschlag
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are the long and the short appoggiatura. The former, in modern compositions, is generally written in notes of the usual size…When placed before a note which is divisible
into two equal parts, the appoggiatura receives the half of its value.
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If placed before a note followed by a dot, it obtains the full value of the note itself,
which latter is then brought in upon the dot.
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When there are two dots, the appoggiatura obtains the value of the note, and this
then comes in on the first dot.
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As the appoggiatura always falls on an accented part of the bar, it is given with greater emphasis than the note before which it stands, with which it is always united in
one bowing: because, as an appoggiatura, it belongs to this note, and in it finds its
resolution. The short appoggiatura, (which as such, should always be marked with a
j
cross stroke œ , in order to distinguish it from the long one) deprives the note before
which it stands, of scarcely any of its value.425
j

von dem langen dadurch, daß er durchstrichen ist ( œ ), während bleibt der lange nicht durchstrichen ist. Die
Angabe trifft jedoch nicht immer zu, namentlich bei älteren unkorrekten Ausgaben. Der lange Vorschlag wird
in neueren Werken nicht mehr ge schrieben.”
425 SVP, 170–1. “Unter den, mit kleinen Noten ausgeschriebenen Verzierungen sind die am häufigsten vorkommenden der lange und kurze Vorschlag. Ersten findet man zwar in neuern Kompositionen in der Regel in grossen
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Grove’s detailed entry on the appoggiatura includes dozens of examples from the
literature, as well as practical instruction on how to properly realize them.

˙.

Longer grace note before the dotted note
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Garcia agrees with Spohr’s proportions, saying that
An appoggiatura is, as its name indicates (appoggiare,—to lean on), a note on which
the voice leans, or lays a stress, and to which it gives more perceptible [sic] value
than to the resolutive note. This note is almost always foreign to the harmony, and
should resolve itself on the real note of the chord.…Appoggiaturas are written in two
ways—in small or in ordinary-sized notes.…The duration of the appoggiatura varies
extremely. If a measure be even, an appoggiatura receives half the value of that note
which it is intended to embellish; but if the principal note be dotted, or the measure
uneven, an appoggiatura borrows from a note two-thirds of its value; finally, this
little grace-note may be sung with rapidity. The character of a melody will show
better than any precepts that might be advanced, what degree of importance ought
to be given to an appoggiatura.426
Rützel writes that the long appoggiatura is written with a longer duration on the
“grace” note.
Andreas Rützel, Lehrgang für den Praktischen Gesangunterricht, 3, 151.
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Noten und mit regelmässiger Takteintheilung ausgeschrieben [...] Steht er vor einer Note, die sich in zwei gleiche Theile zerlegen lässt, so erhält er die Hälfte ihres Werthes, z. B.”
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Steht er vor einer Note mit einem Punkt, so erhält er den Werthder Note und diese beginnt erst mit dem Punkt, z. B.
œ. œ œ.
œ. œ œ.
œ #œ œ œ.
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Sind zwei Punkte da, so bekömmt der Vorschlag den Werth der Note und diese beginnt mit dem ersten Punkt, z. B.
œ
œ ˙ œ. œ
& c œ ˙ ˙ ..
J gespielt als & c
J

Da der Vorhalt immer auf das gute Takttheil fällt, so wird er stärker accentuirt als die Note, vor der er steht; auch
wird er mit dieser stets in einem Bogenstrich zusammengezogen, weil er als Vorhalt zu ihr gehört und in ihr erst
seine Auflösung findet. Derkurze Vorschlag (der als solcher, um ihn von dem langen zu unterscheiden, stets durch
einen Querstrich bezeichnet seyn sollte) nimmt der Note, vor welcher er steht, fast nichts von ihrem Werth.”
426 GAR, 61.
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Appoggiatura (Ital. from appoggiare, to lean upon; Ger. Vorschlag, Vorhalt; Fr. Port
de voix.) One of the most important of melodic ornaments, much used in both vocal
and instrumental compositions. It consists in suspending or delaying a note of a
melody by means of a note introduced before it; the time required for its performance, whether long or short, being always taken from the principal note. It is usually written in the form of a small quaver, semiquaver, or demisemiquaver, either
with or without a stroke across the stem.
Written
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The Appoggiatura may belong to the same harmony as the principal note, or it may be
one degree above or below it.…With regard to its length, the appoggiatura is of two kinds,
long and short; the long appoggiatura bears a fixed relation to the length of the principal
note…but the short one is performed so quickly that the abbreviation of the following
note is scarcely perceptible. There is also a difference between the two kinds in the
matter of accent; the long appoggiatura is always made stronger than the principal note,
while in the case of the short one the accent falls on the principal note itself. The appoggiatura, whether long or short, is always included in the value of the principal note… 427
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Grove’s entry for the Vorschlag shows that it is distinct from the appoggiatura and
executed according to its own rules.
Vorschlag (Ger.), an ornament made at the commencement of a note, and therefore the opposite of the Nachschlag, which is placed at the end. It usually consists of
a note one degree above or below the principal note, as the note which it embellishes is called, though it may be more distant from it, and it may also consist of more
than one note, in which case it has a special name.

427 Franklin Taylor, Esq., “Appoggiatura,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed.
Vol. 1: 496. London: Macmillan and Co.
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As a rule, except in Italian opera, the kinds of appoggiatura that functioned as sustained dissonances resolving onto a consonance a tone or semitone below, or more
rarely above, were no longer written in small notes, or left to be improvised by the
performer; they were incorporated into the standard notation. Single small-size notes
(increasingly often with a line through the tail, as in modern practice) were used almost
entirely to indicate grace notes; these were intended to be performed lightly and very
rapidly either on or just before the beat, depending on the composer’s practice. In
most German keyboard playing an ‘on-beat’ performance was still theoretically the
role…[however] the problem may be illusory, for the Romantic approach to rhythmic
flexibility will often have made it unclear precisely where the beat actually was, and as
long as the grace notes are played lightly and rapidly they will make the proper effect.430
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œœœ œ

œ

œ

Brown summarizes the use of appoggiaturas and grace notes when he says that 429

œ

The Vorschlag is written as a small note or notes, and is not accounted for in the time
of the bar. In order to make room for it, the principal note is slightly curtailed and its
entrance delayed, as is shown in the above examples. This is in accordance with a rule
which is insisted upon by all the best authorities, at least so far as regards the works of
great masters, namely, that all graces must fall within the value of their principal note.
The Vorschlag in its ordinary form, consisting of a single note one degree above or
below the principal note, is of two kinds, long and short. The long Vorschlag, generally
known by its Italian name of Appoggiatura, has a definite proportional value, which
varies with the length of the principal note, being one-half of a simple note two-thirds
of a dotted note or the whole value of the principal note whenever the latter is tied to
another of the same name.
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The short Vorschlag, also called unveränderlich (unchangeable) because its value does
not vary with that of the principal note, is made as short as possible, and the accent
is thrown on the principal note. Like the Appoggiatura, it is written as a small note,
usually a quaver (a difference which produces no corresponding diversity in the
rendering), and in order to distinguish it from the long Vorschlag it became customary about the middle of the last century to draw a small stroke obliquely across the
j œ
hook of the note, thus œ J .428
428 Franklin Taylor, Esq., “Vorschlag,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed. Vol.
5: 380. London: Macmillan and Co.
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The question of whether to commence trills on the principal or auxiliary upper
note was mostly settled in favor of starting on the main note; the Grove A Dictionary
of Music and Musicians dates the practice to Johann Nepomuk Hummel and states
that this rule is “laid down by contemporary teachers.”431 Spohr likewise directs that
“According to the rule, every shake should both commence and conclude with the
principal note, i.e. the note to which the shake is written.”432 Like Grove, Spohr cites
Hummel as his source, as does Riemann:
The trill is a note with a consistently even tempo, and is played according to its
specified length. It is a frequently repeated modulation between two adjacent notes;
namely the note above which it is written, and the note either a half or a whole step
above it, as required, which is called the ‘Helping-tone.’433
Both Grove and Riemann recommend commencing turns on the upper note.
Mordents are discussed only in terms of pre-nineteenth-century music. In his discussion of the proper use of articulation, Spohr distinguishes between one kind of performance style that strictly adheres to the composer’s printed notation and another that
uses those same indications as a point of departure for greater interpretive freedom:
By style or delivery is signified the manner in which the singer or player performs
what has been invented and written down by the composer. This, if confined to a
faithful rendering of the same, as expressed by notes, signs, and technical terms, is
called a correct style; but if the performer, by additions of his own, be capable of
intellectually animating the work, so that the hearer may be led to understand and
participate in the intentions of the composer, it is termed a fine style, in which correctness, feeling, and elegance, are equally united.434
429 BRON, 22–3
430 Franklin Taylor, Esq., “Shake,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed. Vol. 4:
433. London: Macmillan and Co.
431 SVP, 154.
432 HUM, 385.
433 HUM, 385
434 SVP, 195.
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VI. PORTAMENTO

Norma

As in singing and in violin playing, a careful, right and tasteful exercise of portamento
indicates a well-educated performance.435
Opening one’s mind to the possibility that the way music is performed today might
not be the way it was performed in the past often proves surprisingly difficult. The
nineteenth century, in particular, seems so close to us in time that we imagine that
our views about how Romantic music ought to be performed are consonant with those
held by the great Romantics themselves. Perhaps because master teachers of every
musical discipline were trained by either a nineteenth-century artist or the pupil of a
nineteenth-century artist, we spuriously conclude that an unbroken interpretative link
exists between musicians of the two centuries.
Portamento in singing (as well as string and wind playing) has for so long been
unemployed in musical performance that today it seems positively antique. Yet, portamento was an integral component of expressive performance in the nineteenth century; like vibrato, composers assumed that players and singers would employ it tastefully
and purely as a special effect. Of course, some practitioners used the port de voix (its
French name) excessively; indeed, “leading musicians from Salieri in 1814 to Joachim
in 1905 regularly cautioned against abusing it.”436 Even so, the pendulum of taste has
swung from a nineteenth-century aesthetic in which there was on occasion too much
portamento to a twenty-first-century one in which there is no portamento at all.
Brown points out that “There were basically two classes of portamento. The first
involved gliding between notes sung to different syllables, or, on string instruments,
played in separate bows, or, in the case of wind instruments, separately articulated.
The other took place between two different pitches on the same syllable, between
notes in the same bow, or between smoothly slurred notes.”437 Garcia (who refers to
portamento as “slurring”) explains how to accomplish the former:
Slurring is a method—sometimes energetic, sometimes graceful,—in colouring a
melody; when applied to the expression of forcible sentiments, it should be strong,
full and rapid. Examples:
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435 HHM, 118. “Wie beim Gesang, so ist auch beim Violinspiel ein sorgfältig, richtig und geschmackvoll ausgeführtes Portamento eine Hauptsache des guten, geschulten Vortrages.“
436 BRON, 25.
437 BRO, 565.
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A slur placed between two notes, each having its own syllable, is executed by carrying
up the voice with the syllable of the first note; and not, as is frequently done, with the
syllable of the second. The second note ought to be heard twice—once on the first
syllable, and again on its own.
Most early nineteenth-century writers on singing state unequivocally that portamento, in the sense of a slide, was a necessary part of the singer’s equipment.438 Brown
notes that “Although composers only rarely indicated portamento explicitly, it seems
likely that there is a connection between this technique and the occurrence of slurs
over notes set to different syllables….[W]here [slurs] are found between notes on different syllables, it is always worth considering whether one of these types of portamento
may have been intended.”439
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Other nineteenth-century observers are equally clear that the use of portamento by
string players largely derives from the example of singers; singing treatises, meanwhile,
confirm that portamento was an effect used and valued as much by singers as by string
players.440 Spohr’s technical advice on how to accomplish difficult shifts in hand positions
reveals much about the use of portamento in early nineteenth-century string playing:
When two notes lying at a distance from each other have to be played in one stroke
of the bow…it is impossible to avoid the sliding of the hand from being heard in
skipping from one to the other of them. In order, therefore, that this may not
degenerate into a disagreeable whining, it must be accomplished in the following
manner: — The finger with which the first note is stopped is so far moved forward,
until that which has to stop the second note falls naturally on its place. Thus…the
438 PHI, 217.
439 BRO, 570.
440 PHI, 216.
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first finger is moved upwards from E to B
1

1 4̇

r
œ

& ˙.

.

Fifth position

and the fourth finger then falls at once on the second E: similarly…the second finger
is moved from E to B
4
œ
œ n œ3 œ1 1
r
œ nœ .
2̇ œ
œ
.
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&

Usually the portamento is not written but there are a few ways of writing:442
j
œ
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Siebte Position

at which instant the little finger falls on the upper B. This shifting, however, must be
done so quickly, that the chasm or interstice between the small note and the highest…
shall be unobserved, and the ear cheated into the belief that the sliding finger has actually passed over the whole space from the lowest to the highest note. It is true that in
opposition to the foregoing rule, many violinists are accustomed in such skips to slide
with the finger employed for stopping the upper note and consequently to perform the
above passages in the manner following:
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But as the unpleasant whining before alluded to cannot then be possibly avoided,
this method must be rejected as faulty.441
The entry on portamento in the Grove A Dictionary of Music and Musicians is uncharacteristically brief; fortunately, however, Riemann published a detailed analysis of
what portamento is, when and by whom it should be used, and the correct and incorrect methods of its execution.
441 SVP, 108–9. “Sind zwei, entfernt von einander liegende Töne in einen Bogenstrich zusammen zu ziehen [...] so
lässt sich der Sprung von einem Tone zum andern nicht machen, ohne dass das Fortgleiten der Hand gehört
wird. Damit dieses nun nicht in unangenehmes Heulen ausarte, muss es auf folgende Weise gemacht werden:
Man rücke mit dem Finger des ersten Tons so lange fort, bis der des zweiten Tons auf seinen Platz niederfallen
kann [...] also mit dem ersten Finger von e bis h und lasse erst denn den vierten Finger auf das zweite e niederfallen;
eben so [...] mit dem zweiten Finger von e bis h
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Siebte Position

worauf der kleine Finger auf das hohe h niederfällt. Dieses Fortrücken muss aber so schnell geschehen, dass
die Lücke von der kleinen bis zur höchsten Note [...] nicht bemerkt und das Ohr des Zuhörers dahin getäuscht
wird, dass es den ganzen Raum von der tiefen bis zur hohen Note gleichmässig von dem gleitenden Finger durch
laufen glaubt. Manche Geiger pflegen zwar (im Wiederspruche mit der vorstehenden Regel) bey solchen Sprüngen mit dem Finger des hohen Tons fortzugleiten und daher die angeführten Stellen auf folgende Art zu spielen:
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Portamento. (Italian Portamento, from portar la voce, “carry the voice;” French Port de
voix), Slurs one note to the other and therefore slides the note to the next, which separates it from legato; when you ascend or descend portamento is executed more slowly
than legato and therefore sounds more continuous and not disjointed.…If portamento
is used too much it is a disgusting mannerism; if used seldomly it has a captivating
effect. It is only used with the voice and string instruments. In some singing schools
the voice, when using portamento, has to go through the whole scale or chord in order
to get to the second note, which is mistaken. There couldn’t be anything more wrong.
The effect is supposed to be more like taking the finger and sliding it up and down on
a violin string fast so it’s more of a steady change rather than hearing individual notes.
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Hohmann supports Riemann’s explanation of how to correctly perform a portamento: “If there are two notes in different positions, then those two are supposed to be
connected. The portamento comes into use if the two notes cannot be taken with the
same finger. Portamento, from portare, to carry, is one note to the other.”443
Christian Heinrich Hohmann: Praktische Violinschule, 118.
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Da aber bey dieser Methode das unangenehme Heulen gar nicht zu vermeiden ist, so muss sie als fehlerhaft
verworfen werden.”
442 Riemann, Hugo. 1882. “Portamento.” Musik-Lexikon. Leipzig: Bibliographischen Instituts. “Portamento (ital. Portamento, von portar la voce, ‘die Stimmen tragen;’ franz. port la voix), das Hinüberschleifen von einem Ton zum andern, vom Legato dadurch verschieden, daß die Erhöhung oder Vertiefung des Tons langsamer bewirkt wird und
als eine stetige, nicht sprungweise erscheint. [...] [E]s ist nur der Singstimme und den Streichinstrumenten eigen.
Die Anweisung mancher Singschulen, daß die Stimme beim Portamento die Skala oder den Akkord zu durchlaufen
hat bis zu dem verlangten zweiten Ton, ist ein großer Irrtum—es könnte kaum etwas Verkehrteres geben; der
verlangte Effekt muß vielmehr durchaus derselbe sein, wie wenn man auf einer Violinsaite mit dem Finger schnell
hinauf- oder herunterfährt, die wirklich stetige und nicht die stufenweise Tonhöhenveränderung. Das Portamento
wird gewöhnlich nicht vorgeschrieben, man bedient sich aber wohl dafür folgender Schreibweise:”
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443 HHM, 118. “Wenn zwei Töne in zwei verschiedenen Lagen zusammen gebunden werden sollen, kommt, falls
die beiden Töne nicht mit dem gleichen Finger zu greifen sind, das Portamento in Anwendung. Portamento, von
portare = tragen, einen Ton zumandern tragen.”
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Although portamento was primarily limited to solo singing and instrumental playing
(Italian opera in particular), it was not unknown in ensemble performances. Spohr stated
explicitly that orchestral violinists should “abstain from…sliding from one note to another…”444yet Brown points out that Spohr “appears to have envisaged portamento at times
in his orchestral music, though only where he indicted it by the inclusion of fingering.”445
Franz Joseph Frölich wrote in his Vollständige Theoretisch-pracktische Musikschule
[Complete Theoretical-Practical Music School] that “the dragging of the voice (the
so-called Portamento) should be connected with the first exercises [in this method], and
more and more by correct, attentive and exact practice of the same the voice becomes
nimble and receives power and fullness.”446 He goes on to say that the portamento is
most appropriate in soprano voices, less good in tenor voices and to be avoided in
bass voices; he advises embellishing rising and falling half-steps with a portamento:
“Between 2 notes that fall only a half-step between one another, the Cercar447 has the
most proper place, namely:
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448

(these signs mean that each sound melts into the other.)”
Notwithstanding the fact that portamento is viewed by twenty-first-century musicians
as sentimental and of questionable taste, in reality “there is strong evidence that the practice of string-players in the early twentieth century derived from a long-established tradition” of using the device.449 Portamento was seen by nineteenth-century composers and
performers as an important means of heightening expression; as such, much Romantic
music can benefit from a carefully calculated and judicious use of portamento.

Slurs had many uses in Romantic music. By themselves, they might indicate legato
playing; combined with staccato dots, they denoted portato; moreover, in certain circumstances slurs signaled the singer or player to insert a portamento. Composers also
used slurs to indicate bowings or, with wind instruments, breath marks, although this
practice was not altogether consistent during the nineteenth century.
Two types of slurs were employed to denote phrasing. The long slur, one that extended over several measures, might indicate breathing or bowing; or, if it was too long for
one bow or breath, it delineated the length of the phrase. According to Riemann, long
slurs implied an accent at the beginning of a phrase and a diminuendo (or tapering off) at
the end; indeed, the last note beneath the phrase might even have its value diminished.451
A short slur that encompassed only two or three notes certainly indicated that the duration of last note beneath the slur should be reduced. “Brahms regarded the shortening of
the last note in pairs as obligatory, whether or not a rest or staccato mark was indicated, and
in a longer group as optional.…as a composer, Brahms did not concern himself with specifying all the refinements of phrasing that he might expect the performer to contribute…”452
Riemann held well-formed and unequivocal views about phrasing and musical structure. His two major works on the subjects, Musikalische Dynamik und Agogik: Lehrbuch
der musikalische Phrasierung (Musical Dynamics and Agogics: Textbook of Musical
Phrasing, Hamburg, 1884) and Vademecum der Phrasierung (Handbook of Phrasing,
Leipzig: M. Hesse, 1900) carefully scrutinize the many facets of musical phrasing. His
entry in the Musik-Lexikon is equally detailed; its essence, however, is much more
straightforward and distilled than the books:
Phrasing. Natural segmentation of musical thoughts. Unfortunately, the term
phrasing is used in the sense of articulation, which has led to misunderstandings.…
Natural musical ideas are composed of the [various motivic] segments. Phrases are
able to stand independently. Composers express phrases through dynamic means,
because each phrase demands its own dynamic for example, and each phrase has
also, or rarely
.453
only one dynamic peak or
Grove had much to say on the subject, and offered concrete examples from the literature to explain his concepts.

VII. PHRASING
The way in which figures, numbers of phrases, phrases, periods, and pieces, are finished,
deserves our fullest attention. Rests in a melody are marked by a silence following the
final note of phrases, or portions of phrases. This note ought to be lightly and instantaneously quitted; for were it to be too much prolonged, the thought would cease to be
distinct and elegant.450
444
445
446
447
448
449
450

SVP, 249.
BRO, 564.
FRÖ, 20.
Cercar: a slight anticipation of the following pitch before pronouncing the syllable attached to it.
FRÖ, 59.
PHI, 212.
GAR, 58.
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Phrasing.…there are certain irregular forms of accent occasionally required by the
phrasing…[which] sometimes have the effect of appearing to alter or add to the harmonies upon which the passage is founded, as in this excerpt bu Schumann, where
the additional accents demanded by the composer’s method of writing in groups
of two notes instead of four, seems to indicate an alteration of the tonic and [sub]
dominant harmonies of C minor.
451 BRON, 18.
452 BRO, 234.
453 Riemann, Hugo. 1882. “Phrasierung.” Musik-Lexikon. Leipzig: Bibliographischen Instituts. “Phrasierung, Abgrenzung der Phrasen d.h. der mehr oder minder in sich geschlossenen natürlichen Glieder der musikalischen
Gedanken (Sinngliederung), sei es beim Vortrag durch besondere Zeichen. […] Der Komponist deutet die Ausdehnung der Phrasen an durch die dynamischen Vorschriften; denn jede Phrase verlangtihre selbständige und
einheitliche dynamische Ausstattung, d.h. hat nur einen dynamischen Gipfelpunkt oder auch
, aber
seltener
.”
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When two notes of equal length in quick or moderately quick tempo are joined
together by a curved line they are said to be slurred, and in playing them considerable stress is laid on the first of the two, while the second is not only weaker, but is
made shorter than it is written, as though followed by a rest. The rule that the first
of the slurred notes receives the accent holds good even when it is in an unaccented
part of the bar.
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Groups of two notes, of which the second is the shorter note, may also be slurred
in the same way, but when the second is the longer note it must be but slightly curtailed, though still perceptibly, and there is no displacement of accent.
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When the curved line is drawn over two notes of considerable length, or in slow
tempo. it is not a slur, but merely a sign of legato, and the same if it covers a group
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VIII. TEMPO
A metronomical performance is certainly tiresome and nonsensical; time and rhythm
must be adapted to, and identified with, the melody, the harmony, the accent and the
poetry…But how to indicate all this? I shudder at the thought of it.455
Of the many things that vexed Richard Wagner, none seems to have troubled him
more than matters related to tempo—how to establish it properly, maintain it steadily,
and modify it tastefully. He believed that
If one wants to summarize what the correct performance of a piece of music is
for a conductor, it is based on his always setting the right tempo; for the choice
and determination of that tempo immediately allow us to recognize whether the
conductor understood the musical composition or not. The right tempo almost
automatically gives good musicians who have a more precise familiarity with the
piece of music the ability to find the best execution for it, because the conductor has
already established the basis for it by designating the tempo. How difficult it is to
determine the correct tempo is evident because the right tempo can only be found
by ascertaining what is the correct execution of the piece.456
Liszt shared Wagner’s views about tempo and encouraged his own players and students to apply tempo fluctuations and other expressive devices at their discretion;457
Liszt’s opinions, however, were never so hard as those of Wagner, who had nothing but
scorn for conductors who were incapable of meeting his expectations:

Played

Haydn, Sonata.
Haydn, Sonata.
Written
Writtenj

of three or more notes. In these cases there is no curtailment of the last note.454

As a proof of my assertion that the majority of performances of instrumental music
with us are faulty, it is sufficient to point out that our conductors so frequently
fail to find the true tempo because they are ignorant of singing. I have not yet met
with a German Kapellmeister or Musikdirector, who, be it with good or bad voice, can
really sing a melody. These people look upon music as a singularly abstract sort of
thing, an amalgam of grammar, arithmetic and digital gymnastics; to be adept in
that which may fit a man for a mastership at a conservatory or musical gymnasium;
but it does not follow from this that he will be able to put life and soul into a musical
performance.458
454 J. A. Fuller Maitland, Esq., “Phrasing,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed.
Vol. 3: 712. London: Macmillan and Co.
455 Liszt to Siegmund Lebert, Villa d’Este, 10 January 1870 in LZT, 2:156.
456 WAG1, 20. “„Will mann alles zusammenfassen, worauf es für die richtige Aufführung eines Tonstückes von
seiten des Dirigenten ankommt, so ist dies darin enthalten, daß er immer das richtige Tempo angebe; denn die
Wahl und Bestimmung desselben läßt uns sofort erkennen, ob der Dirigent das Tonstück verstanden hat oder
nicht. Das richtige Tempo gibt guten Musikern bei genauerem Bekannt wer den mit dem Tonstück es fast von
selbst auch an die Hand, den richtigen Vortrag dafür zu finden, denn jenes schließt bereits die Erkenntnis dieses
letztern von seiten des Dirigenten in sich ein. Wie wenig leicht es aber ist, das richtige Tempo zu bestimmen,
er hellt eben hieraus, daß nur aus der Erkenntnis des richtigen Vor trages in jeder Beziehung auch das richtige
Zeitmaß gefunden werden kann.”
457 MAY, 137.
458 WAG1, 19–20. “Und wenn ich hiermit mich nicht scheue, mein Urteil über die allermeisten Aufführungen der
klassischen Instrumentalwerke bei uns dahin auszusprechen, daß ich sie in einem bedenklichen Grade für
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Few performance aspects concerned nineteenth-century musicians more than
tempo; indeed, how to correctly determine tempo was discussed frequently. Grove
certainly believed in the importance of maintaining a regular pulse: “The power of
rightly judging the tempo required by a piece of music, and of preserving an accurate
recollection of it under the excitement caused by a public performance, is therefore
not the least among the qualifications of a conductor or soloist.”459
For Liszt and Wagner, establishing and modifying tempo went beyond the scope of
everyday performance practice; the relationship between music and tempo was akin to
a philosophy. Wagner talked about the “melos,” defined in On Conducting as “melody in
all its aspects.” He said that “right comprehension of the melos is the sole guide to the right
tempo; these two things are inseparable: the one implies and qualifies the other.”460
In his exhaustive analysis of the different types of tempo modification employed
in the nineteenth century, “Tempo Fluctuation in the Romantic Era as Revealed by
Nineteenth-century Sources and Applied to Selected Choral Compositions,” Ronald
Mayhall points out that
Underlying the divergent practices of tempo fluctuation present in musical performances of the nineteenth century were broader principles or philosophies out of
which the various practices grew.… Some composers and performers saw their musical compositions and performances rooted in personal poetic expression. Yet, others
saw musical compositions as the vehicles for the demonstration of their virtuosity.
Others conceived musical performances as moments of grand, public spectacle. The
use, degree, and location of tempo fluctuation in musical performance was greatly
affected by the underlying philosophy held by respective composers and performers.461
Two types of rubato existed in the nineteenth century. One, as perfected by Chopin,
involved maintaining the basic pulse while allowing the melody to wander away from
the beat; the forward movement, however, neither quickened nor slowed. The other
type, associated with Liszt and Wagner, was known properly as tempo rubato. That
Liszt incorporated frequent tempo fluctuations in his conducting was well known:
“Anyone who has ever seen Liszt conduct an orchestral work will recall how he would
push forward in one passage and hold back in another, here maintaining the tonal flow
at an even pace for a time, there suddenly interrupting the movement.”462
It is true that some conductors and players questioned whether tempo fluctuation
was seemly in performance.463 The appropriate inquiry here, however, is not whether to

459
460
461
462
463

ungenügend halte, so gedenke ich dies durch den Hinweis darauf zu erhärten, daß unsere Dirigenten vom richtigen Tempo aus dem Grunde nichts wissen, weil sie nichts vom Gesange verstehen. Mir ist noch kein deutscher
Kapellmeister oder sonstiger Musikdirigent vorgekommen, der, sei es mit guter oder schlechter Stimme,
eine Melodie wirklich hätte singen können; wogegen die Musik für sie ein sonderlich abstraktes Ding, etwas
zwischen Grammatik, Arithmetik und Gymnastik Schwebendes ist, von welchem sehr wohl zu begreifen ist,
daß der darin Unterrichtete zu einem rechten Lehrer an einem Konservatorium oder einer musikalischen Turnanstalt taugt, dagegen nicht verstanden werden kann, wie dieser einer musikalischen Aufführung Leben und
Seele zu verleihen vermöcht.”
Franklin Taylor, Esq., “Tempo,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed. Vol. 5:
67. London: Macmillan and Co.
WAG1, 19. “Nur die richtige Erfassung des Melos gibt aber auch das richtige Zeitmaß an: beide sind unzertrennlich; eines bedingt das andere.”
MAY, 160.
AMB, 254.
BNI, 25.
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incorporate tempo rubato into Romantic music; rather, one must determine the degree
of its use. Riemann says that it “is the free treatment of passages of strong expression
and passion that forcibly brings out the stringendo-calando in the shading of phrases,
a feature which, as a rule, remains unnoticed.”464 Phrase structure and motion, as well
as harmonic language, are two important musical components that indicate the use of
tempo rubato: as harmonic tension increases, tempo is accelerated; as the accumulated
harmonic tension is released, the pulse slows accordingly.
Verdi’s metronome marks are authentic, but we also know that he was given to conducting with considerable rubato. Liszt added a narrative dimension to music when
he introduced programmatic and literary elements; in order to be effective, narration
needs flexibility as well as freedom from strict time-keeping. “Of immeasurable value
to story-telling, both oratorical and musical, is fluctuation in the rate of delivery. For
the musical story-teller, decisions regarding these fluctuations are much easier for
performers of vocal music than for instrumentalists: the text provides the interpreter
of vocal music with a key to the musical thoughts of the composer.”465 Liszt himself
acknowledged as much: “Time and rhythm must be adapted to, and identified with,
the melody, the harmony, the accent and the poetry.”466
Garcia states directly that “Rallentando expresses decrease of passion; and consists
in slackening the rapidity of a measure, in all its parts at once, in order to enhance its
grace and elegance. It is also used as a preparation for the return of a theme or melody.
Accelerando is the reverse of rallentando, as it increases the velocity of a movement, and
adds greater spirit and vivacity to the effect.”467 Riemann provides perhaps the most
extensive explanation of the Romantic conception of tempo modification. It is lengthy,
even for him, but as it is included in the entry for “Expression,” it will offer insights into
how this particular expressive device contributes to Romantic sensibility.
In the matter of small changes of tempo, it may be remarked that hurrying implies
intensification, and drawing back, the reverse; hence, as a rule, a slight urging,
pressing forward is in place when the musical development becomes more intense,
when it is positive; and, on the other hand, a tarrying, when it approaches the close.
These changes must naturally be exceedingly minute in detached musical phrases,
but can already become more important in a theme of a certain length; while for
whole movements they are of such extent as to be seldom ignored in the notation.
The swelling of tone is likewise an intensification, the decreasing of the same, a
giving way; the natural dynamic shading of a climax, and diminuendo from there to
the end. Generally speaking, melodic movement goes hand in hand with dynamic
shading, so that phrases growing in intensity have rising melodies, and those which
show a decrease, falling. Of course, dynamic and agogic shadings must be used with
economy; the difference of increase of tone and of movement must be less for a short
phrase than for a whole theme, or for the working up of a development section.
464 Riemann, Hugo. 1882. “Rubato.” Musik-Lexikon. Leipzig: Bibliographischen Instituts. “Tempo rubato heißt die
freie Be hand lung des Tempo in besonders Ausdrucksvollen und leidenschaft lichen Stellen, welche das für
gewöhnlich unmerkliche stringendo-calando der Phrasenabschattierung merklich hervortreten laßt.”
465 MAY, 253.
466 Liszt to Siegmund Liebert, Villa d’Este, 10 January 1870, in LZT, 2:156. “Zeitmass und Rhythmus müssen sich der
Melodie, der Harmonie, dem Accent und der Poesie fügen, identifiziren.”
467 GAR, 52.
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A composer indicates, for the most part, any deviation from these very general
rules; for example, a diminuendo combined with a rising melody, or with a stringendo;
or a ritardando with a rising melody and crescendo; he surely commits a sin of omission
if he does not point out what is irregular. Further, the rule holds good, that anything
specially striking in the course of a passage of simple melody, rhythm, and harmony,
should be made prominent, accentuated; especially, from harmonic considerations,
chords which are foreign to the tonic, or detached, and sharply dissonant sounds.
A modulation to a new key is generally accompanied by a crescendo; the chords
or notes by which it is introduced receive stronger accents than those to which, by
reason of their metrical and rhythmical position, they are entitled. To soften a sharp
dissonance by playing without emphasis is to hush it up, to draw attention away
from it; it would cause it to be imperfectly understood, or rather misunderstood,
and produce a bad effect similar to that of a false relation.
The composer is, however, at liberty, with full artistic consciousness, to demand
quite contrary modes of performance, he can bring about quixotic modulations with
diminuendo, or the roughest dissonances with a pianissimo; his aim will be to give the
impression of something strange, wonderful, legendary, uncanny, etc., and therefore,
the avoidance of what is perfectly clear will be intentional. But even here the abnormal, the deviation from simple modes of performance, must be specially indicated.468

IX. CONCERT PITCH
European music, in giving up Meantone tuning, has suffered a great loss.469
The notion of an absolute, universal concert pitch is generally discussed only among
the rarefied world of performers and singers who specialize in music predating the sev468 Riemann, Hugo. 1882. “Ausdruck.” Musik-Lexikon. Leipzig: Bibliographischen Instituts. “Was zunächst die kleinen Tempoveränderungen anlangt, so ist zu bemerken, daß daher in der Regel ein geringes Treiben, Drängen am
Platz sein wird, wo die musikalische Entwickelung noch eine ansteigende, positive ist, ein Nachlassen dagegen,
wo dieselbe umkehrt, sich zum Schluß wendet; diese Ver än de rungen müssen natürlich in den einzelnen
musikalischen Phra sen sehr kleine sein, dürfen aber für ein länger ausgesponnenes Thema schon bedeutender
werden und erreichen für ganze Sätze eine Ausdehnung, welche die Noten schrift nur selten ignoriert. Das
Anwachsen der Tonstärke ist gleich falls eine Steigerung, das Abnehmen ein Nachlassen; die naturgemäße dynamische Schat tie rung einer musikalischen Phrase ist daher das Crescendo bis zu ihrem Schwerpunkt und
das Diminuendo von ihm nach dem Ende hin. Gewöhnlich geht die melodische Be wegung damit derart Hand
in Hand, daß die sich steigernde Phrase zugleich melodisch steigend, die abnehmende fallend ist. Es versteht sich, daß mit den Schattierungen der Dynamik und Agogik haus hälterisch umgegangen werden muß und
die für eine kurze Phrase aufgewandten Unterschiede der Tonstärke und Bewe gung geringer sein müssen als
die für ein ganzes Thema oder die Steigerung in einem Durch - führungsteil. Die Abweichungen von diesen
allgemeinsten Regeln wird der Komponist meist an zeigen, z.B. ein Diminuendo bei steigender Melodie oder
beim Stringendo, desgleichen ein Ritardando bei steigender Melodie und Crescendo; sicher begeht er eine Unter
lassungssünde, wenn er das Irreguläre nicht als solches kenn zeichnet. Ferner gilt die Regel, daß das Besondere,
d.h. im einfachen melodischen, rhythmischen, harmonischen Verlauf Auffallende, hervor gehoben, accentuiert
wird, zunächst in harmonischer Beziehung das Auf treten von Akkorden, die der Tonika sehr fremd sind, oder
die Einführung einzelner scharf dissonierender Töne; die Modulation in eine andre Tonart wird regelmäßig im
Crescendo geschehen; die Akkorde oder Töne, welche sie einleiten, werden stärkere Accente erhalten, als ihnen
nach ihrer metrischen und rhythmischen Stellung zukommen. Eine scharfe Dissonanz durch accentloses Spiel
mildern wollen, hieße sie vertuschen, die Auf merksamkeit von ihr ablenken; der Effekt wäre ein nicht genügendes Auffassen derselben, ein Nicht verstehen, Un klar heit, von ähnlich schlechter Wirkung wie der Quer
stand. Doch kann natürlich der Komponist mit künstlerischem Vollbe wußt sein die gegenteilige Vortragsweise
verlangen, er kann im Diminuendo die abenteuerlichsten Modulation en machen, kann die krasse sten Disso
nanz en im Pianissimo bringen; der erzielte Ein druck wird dann der des Fremdartigen, Sonderbaren, Märchenhaften, Unheim lichen sein, eben zufolge der absichtlich vermiedenen vollen Klarheit. Aber es muß auch hier
das Abnorme, die Abweichung vom schlichten Vortrag, besonders verlangt werden.”
469 Gustav Mahler quoted. Monzo, J. (1999). A century of new music in Vienna, from Beethoven to Webern, featuring
Mahler and Schoenberg. Retrieved February 28, 2021, from http://www.tonalsoft.com/enc/v/vienna.aspx
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enteenth century; there are several temperaments that range from Pythagorean, which
is based upon the succession of perfect fifths, to the experiments that make possible
microtonal temperaments in pianos, harpsichords, wind instruments and even organs.
Meantone Temperament and Just Intonation, to name only two, were primarily
used before the time of Bach; his truly revolutionary collection of keyboard pieces in
24 major and minor keys—the Well-Tempered Clavier, BWV 846–893—proved beyond
dispute the superiority of Equal Temperament. Every key was literally equal, meaning
that some keys, for instance, F # minor, could be easily performed; furthermore, modulations, unworkable in earlier temperaments, now entered the composer’s toolbox and
opened an entirely new world of tonalities. No more “wolf notes,” or keys that were
described as if they were palettes of colors.
Nevertheless, once the temperament issue was resolved there was still the matter of
a universal concert tuning pitch; there were almost as many concert pitches in Europe
as there were cities and towns. It seems unlikely that pure obstructionist ideology was
the culprit; rather, mechanics were more likely the cause of disparate concert pitches.
String instruments are unaffected by concert pitch, along with the trombone; the
remaining woodwind instruments had scales whose intervals determined whether a
flute, for example, could tune with an oboe or bassoon—or somewhat later, the clarinet. The inability to match pitches between instruments of one town with instruments
of another town meant that a universal concert pitch, such as A440, could not be
achieved even with the best of circumstances. A chart showing the variety of concert
pitches in European cities, towns and countries (Table 21) demonstrates the variety of
concert pitches used in the nineteenth century.
Table 21. History of Concert Pitch Assignment.
Year

Country

A=

1800 England

		 505.7

Comments
Broadwood’s C tuning fork, which is one-half step lower than now

1811

France

427.0

Paris Grand Opera

1812

France

440.0

Paris Conservatoire, equal to modern pitch

1813

England

423.3

George Smart adopted the pitch for the Philharmonic Society

1820

England

422.5

Westminster Abbey organ and Paris Comic Opera

1823

Vienna

437.0

Standard pitch that rose to 440 in 1834

1828

England

440.0

London Philharmonic Society

1834

Vienna

436.5

Vienna state opera

1835

Germany

443.0

Wolfels Piano makers

1836

France

446.0

Pleyel Piano makers

1846

England

452.5

Standard pitch that lasted until 1854

1846

England

433.5

Mr Hipkins piano tuner (Meantone) A433.5 (Equal) A436.0

1849

England

445.9

Broadwood’s medium pitch, which lasted until 1854

1858

England

522.0

New London Philharmonic concert pitch

1859

France

435.0

The French government set up a commission for a standard
pitch, where the tuning fork was 15º degrees centigrade.

1860

England

448.4

Cramer’s Piano makers of London

1862

Germany

440.0

Dresden Opera House

1871

England

440.0

Covent Garden Opera House
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Table 21. History of Concert Pitch Assignment.

temperature), due to which British orchestras commonly tuned to A=439 Hz.

Year

Country

A=

Comments

1877

England

449.9

Collard’s Piano maker standard pitch

1877

England

446.6

St. Paul Cathedral Organ (London)

525

1877

England

448.9

Chappell Pianos (London)

504

1878

England

436.1

Her Majesty’s Queen Victoria Organ

1878

Vienna

447.0

Vienna Opera

1879

England

450.0

Covent Garden Opera House

462

1879

France

450.0

Sébastian Érard Piano Makers

441

1879

England

454.0

Steinway of England

1879

England

451.9

British Army regulation pitch for woodwinds

1885

Vienna

435.4

A pitch of A435.4 was adopted at a temperature of 59º F for A

1885

England

452.0

At an international exhibition of inventions and music in London,
A452 was adopted

1925

America

440.0

On the June 11, the American music industry adopted A440.

1936

America

440.0

American Standards Association adopted A440, yet New York
Philharmonic and the Boston Symphony Orchestra, used A442

1939

America

440.0

At an international conference A440 was adopted.

[Source: Standard pitch or concert pitch for pianos. Retrieved February 28, 2021, from https://www.piano-tuners.org/
history/pitch.html.]

Beginning in the eighteenth century, the standard pitch in use was the so-called
“Classical Pitch” of A422 Hz, to which Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven wrote; by the middle of the nineteenth century, however, the number of vibrations increased to A435 Hz;
indeed, in 1859 the French Government, acting on the advice of several influential
composers such as Fromental Halévy, Giacomo Meyerbeer and Gioachino Rossini,
leglislated the so-called “Diapason Normal.” In 1859, a tuning fork that was to be the
Standard Pitch or “Diapason,” was deposited at the Paris Conservatoire; it vibrated at
A435 Hz. Furthermore, on 12 January 1885, Queen Victoria announced in London that
she had adopted this “Diapason Normal” for her private band and that it would in
future be used at state concerts.
Figure 64 visualizes the frequent and irregular changes to concert pitch in Western
Europe in the nineteenth century detailed in the above table. One reason that the New
London Philharmonic raised its concert pitch to A522 Hz is an acoustical phenomenon: higher pitches travel further and faster than lower ones; this advantage gives concert halls with less than stellar acoustics the means to improve the sound of orchestral,
vocal and keyboard instruments.
Orchestras, competing with one another over better sound, started to tune their
instruments higher and higher. This eventually led to problems for singers, who complained about having to perform pieces in higher registers than they were originally
meant to be performed in. At the urging of singers, the French government made the
tuning A=435 Hz officially standard in France in 1859, and many orchestras and Opera
houses in Europe adopted this standard. In Britain, however, the French standard
was interpreted in an erroneous way (it was understood as being relative to a certain
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Figure 64. Graph Detailing History of Concert Pitch Assignment, Based on Table 23.

483

1900

1890

1880

1870

1860

1850

1840

1830

1820

1810

400

1800

420

[Source: Standard pitch or concert pitch for pianos. Retrieved February 28, 2021, from https://www.piano-tuners.org/
history/pitch.html.]

There was another difficulty in prescribing a standard concert pitch in Western
countries: temperature. The 59° Fahrenheit temperature attached to the standard
fork in Paris was intended for the definition and verification of that fork alone. The
alteration of the fork due to heat is scarcely perceptible, but wind instruments—
particularly the pipe organ—rise almost proportionately to the increase in temperature of the surrounding air, because sound travels faster as the temperature rises.
To discuss the standardization of Concert Pitch following World War I as part of
the Treaty of Versailles seems incongruent; nevertheless, a little known provision
that established A440 Hz as the standard pitch for all signatory nations was ratified
on 28 June 1919. Article 282, (22) of the Treaty reads “Convention of November 16
and 19, 1885, regarding the establishment of a concert pitch.”470 This provision was
based on the 1885 conference in Vienna among Italy, Austria, Hungary, Russia,
Prussia, Saxony, Sweden and Württemberg wherein the Diapason Normal resulted
in middle C being tuned to approximately 258.65 Hz., or A430.54 Hz.
In 1939, there was an international conference held in London that resulted in
a recommendation to use A=440 Hz, as a compromise between the various tuning
systems used at the time, some of which reached beyond 450 Hz. This recommendation was further supported by the fact that the BBC required their orchestras to
tune to 440 Hz instead of 439 Hz because 439 is a prime number, and the corresponding frequency was hard to generate electronically with standard electronic
clocks. Eventually, in 1955, the standard A=440 Hz was adopted by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO).
Virtually all commercially produced contemporary music is tuned to A=440 Hz.
Nevertheless, most symphony orchestras ignore the standard and tune to 441, 442
or 443 Hz instead, while orchestras specializing in older music may sometimes use a
tuning close to the one for which the piece was originally written, which may range
from 415 Hz to 470 Hz.471
470 Myers, D. P., & Schmitt, B. E. (Eds.). (1947). The Treaty of Versailles and after: Annotations of the text of the treaty.
Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office,
471 Marian, Jakub. “The ‘432 Hz vs. 440 Hz’ Conspiracy Theory.” Jakub Marian’s language learning, science & art, 19
October 2016. https://jakubmarian.com/the-432-hz-vs-440-hz-conspiracy-theory/.
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art of the Historically Informed Performance movement was the discovery that concert pitch had changed drastically from the eighteenth century. There were multiple
concert pitch assignments that differed from city to city, town to town and nation to
nation. The observance of Concert Pitch in Baroque and Classical music opened our
ears to the differences 5–10 Hz can make in a performance. (Just ask the sopranos in the
final movement of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9.) As Concert Pitch ascended throughout the nineteenth century, changes had to be made to string instruments, for example.
Because of the tensile strength needed for the higher pitch, violins requried steel strings
to reach the higher notes, which meant that an interior soundpost was needed to prevent the instrument from snapping into two pieces—detaching the body from the neck.
The switch to steel strings was necessitated by World War I, when the government
mandated that catgut, of which sutures were manufactured, was appropriated for the
care of soldiers—an awful truth. Concert halls grew in size so that larger audiences
meant increased revenue; thus, even after the war, when catgut was once again available,
orchestral string players retained steel strings, which filled concert halls with the brilliant
tones that steel strings produced. That being said, players found that steel strings didn’t
create the warm, pure sound of gut strings; accordingly, as discussed above, continuous
vibrato was introduced into twentieth century ensembles after about 1915.
There are many obvious advantages to having universal, worldwide Concert Pitch.
Unlike the traveling soloists of the 1800s, one need not worry about mismatched pitch
standards. We can be certain that an A in Berlin will be identical to an A in Rio de
Janeiro. The march towards performing Romantic music with as much authenticity as
possible will require much time, patience and reliance on practicalities. It would be foolhardy to attempt to use Concert Pitch with a particular composer/composition; there
are simply too many pitch standards.
Determining or approximating what the Concert Pitch was for a particular composer
during the 1800s is more or less a proverbial can of worms. In a utopic world, orchestral
performers would have instruments in more than one key, say a clarinet in D as well as
another in B b ; furthermore, even string players would need to tune their instruments
to the desired Concert Pitch. The reality of twenty-first century Classical music, however, means that the vast majority of performers (excepting clarinetists) and ensembles
simply have neither the resources nor the inclination to obtain and maintain multiple
instruments. Plus, if the piece needed a pianoforte or pipe organ, the challenges would
prove practically unworkable.
Singing unaccompanied choral music with a historically accurate Concert Pitch,
though, might be possible. If the difference was as great as A=423 HZ and A=522, a conductor might consider transposing the Concert Pitch higher or lower, since such a large
difference would create an obvious difference in timbre. Ultimately, of course, every
conductor must determine what is nice as opposed to what is possible. Every modern
concert of Romantic choral music can only be dissimilar to an 1800s performance:
period concert halls, period orchestral instruments, period pianofortes and organs, and
period audiences. Unattainable? Possibly. Still, just because we can’t do it all shouldn’t
mean we won’t do anything; introducing changes incrementally won’t overwhelm singers, players and audiences. Try something simple; if it works, great! Add another. If the
change made life simply too difficult, then congratulate your singers and performers.
And, of course, yourself; then try another way.
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Pronunciation
I also think pronunciation of a foreign tongue could be better taught than by demanding from the pupil those internal acrobatic feats that are generally impossible and
always useless…“Press your tonsils against the underside of your larynx. Then with the
convex part of the septum curved upwards so as almost but not quite to touch the uvula
try with the tip of your tongue to reach your thyroid. Take a deep breath and compress
your glottis. Now without opening your lips say “‘Garoo.’” And when you have done it
they are not satisfied.472

Félix Edouard Vallotton (1865–1925): Les Chanteurs, Lithograph (zinc) on yellow wove paper, 1893. [Source:
National Gallery of Art, Rosenwald Collection, 1952.8.480]

When the idea of including a section on pronunciation came up for discussion, a colleague told me that the subject of pronunciation is itself an entire book. He is correct:
there are dozens of books on pronunciation that are written specifically for singers;
472 Jerome, Jerome K. “Quotes About Pronunciation.” Goodreads. Accessed 3 March 2021. https://www.goodreads.com/
quotes/tag/pronunciation.
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there are also books on pronunciation written specifically for choral professionals;
and, many have either audio tracks on a disc or recordings available online with aural
demonstrations of material found in the book. Moreover, there are books aimed specifically at philologists, which are far more detailed than any choral professional would
ever need, and outside the scope of this work. (In order to aid in comprehension of
pronunciation charts and tables that incorporate the International Phonetic Alphabet,
an official IPA table is included herein as Appendix B, p. 383.
Notwithstanding the above, I nevertheless decided to make good use of that plethora of sources and dive into the morass of global language pronunciation. After all, this
chapter is devoted to the expressive devices that transform mathematical sound into
musical art. Surely the manner in which we pronounce the texts of art songs, choral
Masses, anthems or major symphonic works ought to be included; indeed, not much in
the world of music is more expressive than the words used by composers to create our
own particular genre: vocal and choral music.

I. SUNG LATIN WITH NINETEENTH-CENTURY PRONUNCIATION
In A Short History of Latin Pronunciation, Cheryl Lowe writes that
There are many twists and turns to the pronunciation history of a very old language
like Latin. The pronunciation of the ancient Romans, called the classical pronunciation, was modified by Christians in the Middle Ages, when Latin became the
language of the church and of the educated class. You may see this pronunciation
referred to by a number of names: ecclesiastical, medieval, Church, Christian, or
Italian. This pronunciation is still used today in the Catholic Church, though very
little since Vatican II, and in music schools for choral classical music, where it is
slightly modified for the demands of open vowels in singing. After the rise of modern languages, and the decline of Latin as a universal language, each nation’s schools
tended to speak Latin in their own native accents.473
Pope Pius X issued the Motu Proprio in 1903 that stated, in part, that “the language
proper to the Roman Church is Latin.” Although the document explicitly forbids singing “anything whatever in the vernacular,” it implies that the ecclesiastical pronunciation is the standard for all liturgical actions in the Church. Because of the central position of Rome within the Catholic Church, an Italian pronunciation of Latin became
commonly accepted, but this was not the case until the latter part of the nineteenth
century. Indeed, “We should also note here that—though it is frequently forgotten—
modern Church Latin did not exist outside Italy as a universal ecclesiastical, or international, pronunciation of Latin until the early twentieth century.”474
Before then, the pronunciation of Latin in church was the same as the pronunciation as Latin in other fields, and tended to reflect the sound values associated with the
nationality of the speaker, meaning, as we will see below, Germans pronounced sung
473 Lowe, Cheryl. “A Short History of Latin Pronunciation.” Memoria Press, February 2, 2013. https://www.memoriapress.com/articles/short-history-latin-pronunciation/.
474 Collins, Andrew. “The English Pronunciation of Latin: Its Rise and Fall.” The Cambridge Classical Journal 58 (2012):
50–51. Accessed May 20, 2021. http://www.jstor.org/stable/26430979.
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Latin as if it was German, and the same for French singers. The rise of Historically
Informed Performance and the availability of pronunciation guides has led to a revival
of regional pronunciations (See Appendix C, p. 384). Nevertheless, we will concentrate
on the three primary pronunciations of sung Latin In the nineteenth century: Italian
(also known as Ecclesiastical or church Latin), German and French.

Italianate Latin
The pronunciation norms for North American Latin and British choirs derives from
the principles of Roman liturgical Latin; however, during the years these norms have
tended to blend the speech habits of modern Italian with the “pure” rules of Roman
Latin. This version of Latin is usually referred to as “Italianate Latin” and is the modern
adaptation of the Latin language most prevalent in sacred choral singing today; thus,
it is likely most familiar to singers and conductors. With regard to vowels, <e> and <o>
are the ones most affected, since they are the only ones with dual pronunciations in
standard Italian. The Roman <e> (=[ɛ]) will sometimes be realized as the close [e] of
Italian, and <o> (= [ɔ]) as [o], in stressed syllables only. The guidelines that generally
apply for this are simple because they are already familiar from Italian: use close [e]
only in environments where that vowel would occur in Italian words. This is not so
much a happy coincidence as it is an expected result, since choral conductors and singers generally have at least some familiarity with pronouncing Italian.
The rule in Italian that states that open stressed syllables will employ close [e] and
[o] accounts for much of the disparity in vowels between Roman and Italianate Latin.
The pronunciations [mi.sɛ.ˈɾɛːɾɛ] and [ˈkrɛːdɔ], rather than [mi.ze.ˈɾeːɾe] and [ˈkreːdo],
are likely to require concentration to differentiate. The Greek word miserere exemplifies the other primary difference between Roman and Italian—that of the intervocalic
<s>, which is always [s] in Roman; however, among some conductors a trend has arisen
in some quarters to voice it ([z]) intervocalically, appropriate for a Greek word.
Even after the proclamation by Pius X, nationalistic ties to pronunciation grew
strong and resistance fomented. The aged philologist and monk, Abbott Rousselot,
wrote in 1928:
Love Latin in the guise which its centuries with us have given it, fitting it to the
growth of our language: because it has never ceased to be ours. Don’t force it to
take up a foreign or harlequin disguise that would distance it from us, and which
would produce, in the French language if it adopted such a disguise, blemishes
which hurt our ears, a lasting embarrassment for our eyes.475
In a 1912 letter to the Archbishop of Bourges, Pope St. Pius X states, “The question
of the pronunciation of Latin is closely bound up with that of the restoration of the
Gregorian Chant…The accent and pronunciation of Latin had great influence on
the melodic and rhythmic formation of the Gregorian phrase and consequently it is
important that these melodies should be rendered in the same manner in which they
were artistically conceived at their first beginning.”476 In a letter to the Archbishop of
475 Copeman, Harold. Singing in Latin: or Pronunciation Explor’d. Oxford: Selbstverl, 1996, 211.
476 Silva, Sri. Latin Pronunciation for Singers: A Comprehensive Guide to the Classical, Italian, German, English, French, and
Franco-Flemish Pronunciations of Latin. Sri S. Silva, 2020, 19.
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Bourges, Pius X thanked him for implementing Roman (Italian) pronunciation of Latin
in his archdiocese; yet, in the official church documents produced by Pius X, there
are no mentions of pronunciation whatsoever. Nevertheless, within a span of seventy
years, Pius’ desires brought practically the whole choral world into a uniform pronunciation of Latin due to his efforts to preserve Unus cultus, unus cantus, una lingua: One
worship, one chant, one language.477
W. W. Story, in his 1879 article The Pronunciation of the Latin Language, does not
varnish his thoughts about the emergence and eventual hegemony of Italian pronunciation of Classical Latin:
Through all the illiterate ages, when the darkness of ignorance was over the land,
the Italians retained the true pronunciation, but they knew not how to write or read.
On the revival of letters, they began by respelling and rewriting according to their
pronunciation; and this spelling will give us the traditional pronunciation. Now, the
extraordinary fact is, that there is not a single name, if there be a single Latin word,
beginning with “j,” that is not written in Italian with “gi,” and sounded hard like the
English “j.” The modern Italians in reading Latin pronounce “j” as if it were a vowel,
but the true pronunciation evidently survives in their common speech; and, as we
have had occasion before to observe, in the pronunciation of names of persons it
would be very difficult for any change of a vital character to take place. When we
find this rule of changing the “j” of the Latin into hard “gi” in Italian an invariable
one, extending over hundreds of words, it is difficult not to believe that this was the
real ancient pronunciation.478
Fortunately, searching “Italianate Latin Sung Pronunciation” online produces
scores of results; while some are not of much value to a choral conductor, Andrea
Angelini provides some informative history and comments on Italiante Latin:
The Latin language developed as one of the dialects of the Italian Peninsula, in the
area around Rome, in pre-Classical times. The other “Italic” dialects died out, but
some influence on pronunciation remained, for instance, in the northwest region,
Gallia Cisalpina, where the substratum was Celtic, as in transalpine Gaul.
Regional dialects of Italian have long persisted in educated speech, and there was—
and is—local differentiation in the speech in the important musical cities. Apart from
the alternatives of Florentine and local models, Latin in the important musical cities
may have been influenced by the presence, from the thirteenth to the mid-sixteenth
centuries, of French and Flemish singers and directors, who had great prestige.
There had, however, been changes in Latin pronunciation since the Classical
period, as in the vernacular dialects and languages. In the early centuries a major
change began in the sound of c and g before the front vowels e and i. The classical
[k] and [g] (used in the “Restored Classical” school Latin), which are stops produced
on the soft palate, moved forward to the hard palate and beyond, and came to be
477 Silva, 20.
478 Story, W. W. “The Pronunciation of the Latin Language.” The North American Review 128, no. 266 (January 1879):
59–73.
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sounded in the ranges of [kj], [tj], [t∫], [ts], [s], and [gj], [di], [dʒ], and [ʒ] respectively. The exact quality of the sound relevant to Latin (and to the vernacular) depended
on the time and place. There were considerable differences in the sounds of these
stops between countries and (sometimes) centuries.479
Comparing her prose explanation of pronunciation guidelines for pre-1900
Italianate Latin with spoken guidelines given by Douglass Seaton in OUP’s Ideas and
Styles in the Western Musical Tradition provides for an informative discussion (Table 22):
Table 22. Andrea Angelini

Douglass Seaton

CONSONANTS
c: [k] before a, o, u, or a consonant. [t͡ʃ] before The consonants b, d, f, k, l, m, n, p, s, t, and v are
pronounced as in English.
e, æ, i, and y.
ch: [k]

c before e, i, y, æ, œ is pronounced ch:
(cheh-loh).

coelo

g: [g] before a, a u, or a consonant. [d͡ʒ] before c is pronounced k: cantus (kahn-toos).
e and i. (In north Italy and sometimes in Roman
use [ʒ]; in Venice, Mantua, possibly [dj]; Milan
[d͡ʒ].)
gn: [ŋ], prolonged in Tuscany and central and cc before e, i, y, æ, œ is pronounced tch:
southern Italy.
(eht-cheh).

ecce

h: Always silent in present use, but between ch is pronounced k: cherubim (keh-roo-beem).
vowels (mihi, nihil) it was often sounded.
i, j consonantal: [j], but in early centuries of our g before e, i, y, æ, œ is soft (as in gel ).
period probably [d͡ʒ].
qu, ngu: [kw], [ngw] (probably following the genitum (jeh-nee-toom); otherwise, g is hard (as
style of u in the northwest.
in go): gaudeamus (gah-oo-deh-ah-moos).
r: Slightly rolled [r̥] notably when before anoth- gn is pronounced ny: agnus (ah-nyoos).
er consonant (carnis, parce, parte).
s: [s], but between two vowels it is “slightly h is mute, except in special instances, when
softened” (often not at the end of a word). The it is pronounced kh: mihi (mee-khee) and nihil
general vernacular habit tends toward a voiced (nee-kheel).
sound, [z], in the north but retains [s] in the center and south. Compounds have [-s-]: desuper,
praesepio; also (in modern use) eleison.
se: [sk] before a, o, u, or a consonant. [∫] or a j is pronounced as y: Jesu (yeh-soo).
doubled [t͡ʃ] before e, æ, œ, i, and y.
th: [t]

qu is pronounced as kw: qui (kwee).

ti + vowel: [ t͡si-], including Pontio.

r is lightly rolled with the tongue.

u/v consonantal: [v]

sc before e, i, y, æ, œ is pronounced sh: ascendit
(ah-shehn-deet).

x: [ks] but tending toward [gz] between vowels th is pronounced as if the h were absent, as in
(exercitus).
Thomas.
xc: [ksk] before a, o, or a consonant. [k∫] before ti before a vowel and after any letter except s,
t, or x is pronounced tsee: gratia (grah-tsee-a).
e or i (excelsis): or [kst͡ʃ ] or [kt͡ʃ ].
z: [d͡ʒ]

x is pronounced ks: ex (ehks).

479 Angelini, Andrea. “Italianate Latin for Choirs.” Andrea Angelini: Choral Conductor, Composer, Music Journalist, July
10, 2014. https://www.andrea-angelini.eu/italian-latin-for-choirs/.
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Douglass Seaton
xc before e, i, y, æ, œ is pronounced ksh: excelsis
(ehk-shehl-sees).

CONSONANTAL GROUPS
Double consonants are sounded twice, but not
rigorously so; ecce is given in Liber usualis as “etche;” i.e., with [t-t∫]. However, awkward groups
have probably often been simplified, especially
in vernacular Latin, for instance sanctus may
have had [nt] or [ ɲt].
VOWELS
e, æ, œ: [ɛ], but somewhat less open than in
“bed.” (No English diphthongs should be introduced into Italianate Latin.)

e is pronounced as in egg: ante (ahn-teh).

i: [i], not [I].

i is pronounced as in machine: filii (fee-lee-ee).

o: [ɔ] (but regionally [o] in some words: see e
above). Again no diphthongs.

y is pronounced the same as i: Kyrie (kee-ree-eh).

u: [u], not [U] or [ʌ].

o is pronounced as in tone: omnia (ohm-nee-ah).

y: [i] rather than the Classical [y].

u is pronounced as in ruler: unum (oo-noom).

DIPTHONGS
æ and œ are pronounced like e: saeculum (sehkoo-loom).
au and eu are treated as single syllables, but
each vowel is pronounced distinctly.
In singing, the first vowel is sustained, as in other
combinations of two vowels: lauda (lah-oo-dah).
[Source: Angelini, Andrea. “Italianate Latin for Choirs.” Andrea Angelini: Choral Conductor, Composer, , July 10, 2014.
https://www.andrea-angelini.eu/italian-latin-for-choirs/.]

[Source: Seaton, Douglass. Ideas and Styles in the Western
Musical Tradition. New York, NY: Oxford University Press,
2017.]

In England as well as in Europe, the difference between long and short vowels has
been ignored—all of them being given the quality of long vowels. The same is true to
a lesser extent in America, where English speakers often do not have a good ear for
vowels. Latin was and is a universal language; because national languages do not have
a standard pronunciation, a universal language has even less so. English is now a universal language; still, each nation speaks it with its own native accent. This distinction
may have held before 1900, but today it is fair to say that the vast majority of singers
and choral conductors pronounce sung Latin in the Italian or ecclesiastical manner.
Notwithstanding this supposition, many conductors—especially those in agreement
with Historically Informed Performance—will study, then teach, their singers alternate possibilities. For our purposes, this means German and French pronunciations

Germanic Latin
Until the last 20 years or so, choral works with Latin texts were performed with an
Italian pronunciation; indeed, just the notion that perhaps another pronunciation was
appropriate for composers from German-speaking countries seemed a bit far fetched.

Pronunciation

One can easily hear the differences between a choral work by a composer such as
Schumann, Liszt, or even Brahms, performed by a choir singing a Germanic dialect
as opposed to the same work, and even the same choir, with Italian pronunciation.
To German-speaking choirs, pronouncing Latin as if it were a Germanic language is
second nature. The end result is that German vowels and consonants supplant Italian
vowels and consonants; consequently, fundamentals of pronunciation color the tonal
production so that a words such as “excelsis,” [ɛks ˈshel sis] in Italian pronunciation is
very much different than “excelsis” in Germanic pronunciation [ɛks ˈtsel sis].
Applying Germanic pronunciation to Latin choral works from the 1800s seems
an easier stepping stone, since there are scores of choral scores with Latin (primarily
Masses) texts that easily carry over from one to the next. That is to say, the Germanic
Latin pronunciation of a Mass by Mozart is identical to the Germanic Latin pronunciation of a Mass by Schumann. The accusation that these distinctions are too rarefied
deny the basics of performance practices. For, if sound is indeed the basis of all musical
performance, then how a choir sings the texts of a work fundamentally changes the
sound of the performance. One only has to listen to the “Gloria in excelsis Deo” from
the Bach Missa in H, as sung by the Leipzig Thomaschor in the Thomaskirche and the
identical work sung by the Winchester Cathedral choir: the distinction is clear, even
an Ialianate Latin pronunciation does not turn Bach’s work on its head. If the use of
period pronunciation can be used in any performance, it will help break down the
resistance to the use of HIP into the choral works from the Romantic era.
Nevertheless, what follows is a transliteration of Italiante Latin into German performance practices, in the hopes that more conductors will integrate the distinction into
the performance. (Table 23)
Table 23. Germanic Pronunciation of Latin.480
VOWELS
In contrast to classical Latin pronunciation, the distribution of long and short vowels does not
obey any complex rules; there are only guidelines. These are:
• Long vowels can only be used in stressed syllables if their vowel is long at all. Example:
͡
.
“Romani,” the “Romans” = [ˈʁo.ma.ni]; “Facere,” “do,” “make”= [ˈfa(ː).tʃɘ.ʁɘ]
•

As in (High) German, a vowel that comes before a double consonant is always pronounced
briefly. Example: “stella,” “star” = [ˈstɛ la].

• Vowels in open syllables are always elongated. Examples:
		Latin “globus,” “ball” = [ˈgloːbʊs]
		Latin “pink,” “Rose” = [ˈʁoːza]
		Latin “Venus” = [ˈveːnʊs] / [ˈfeːnʊs]
As in German, there is a correspondence between Vowel Quality (Vowel Opening) and Vowel
Quantity (Length):
Letter

Short Vowel

Long Vowel

Letter

Short Vowel

Long Vowel

A/a

[a]

[aː]

O/o

[ɔ]

[oː]

E/e

[ɛ] / [ɘ]

[eː]

U/u

[ʊ]

[uː]

480 Webpage: „Deutsche Aussprache des Lateinischen.“ In: Wikipedia, Die freie Enzyklopädie. Bearbeitungsstand: 30. Oktober 2020. https://de.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Deutsche_Aussprache_des_Lateinischen&oldid=205017140
(Abgerufen: 6. März 2021.)
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Table 23. Germanic Pronunciation of Latin.480
I/i

[ɪ] / [i]

[iː]

Table 23. Germanic Pronunciation of Latin.480
Y/y

[ɪ] / [i] / [ʏ]

[iː] / [yː]

Notes:
• The short <e> in unstressed syllables is weakened to Schwa [ə] (e.g. “facere,” “tun,” “machen”
= [ ˈfa(ː).t͡ʃə.ʁə], like German “Bitte” = [ ˈbɪ.tə]).
•  The short <i> is also closed at the end of the word (e.g. “Romani,” the “Römer”=
[ ˈʁo maːni], like German “Willy” = [ ˈʋɪ li]). Before vowels (except <i>) it is pronounced
like a German <j> [ ʝ]. Two <i> are separated by a stroke of the glottis (e.g. Iulii =

•

The digraphs <th>, <ph> appearing in Greek foreign and loan words and <ch> are as in
German [tʰ ], [f] and [c] (after <æ>, <e>, <i> and <y> and at the beginning of the word), or
[x] (after <a>, <o> and <U>) pronounced.

•

As in German, <b>, <d>, <g> and <s> are subject to Final-Obstruent Devoicing.483

Here are a few liturgical phrases with corresponding IPA transliteration to demonstrate Latin
texts with German pronunciation:
“Angelus ad Pastores ait: Annuntio vobis gaudium magnum quia”
[ˈan ge lus ɑd pas ˈto rɛs ˈɑ nun ti o ˈvo bis ˈgɑːu di um ˈmag num ˈkvi ɑ]
“natus est vobis hodie Salvator mundi. Alleluia. Facta est cum angelo”
[ˈnɑ tus est ˈvo bis ˈo di ɛ sal ˈva tor mun di a lɛ ˈlu ja ˈfɑk tɑ est kum ˈan gɛ lo]
“multitudo caelestis exercitus Laudantium Deum et dicentium:”
[mul ti ˈtu do t ͡se ˈlɛs tis ɛk zer ˈt ͡si tus laːu ˈdɑn ti um ˈde um et ti ˈt ͡sen ti um]
“Gloria in excelsis Deo et in terra pax hominibus bonae voluntatis. Alleluia.”
͡ sis ˈde o et in ˈte ra paks o ˈmi ni bus ˈbo nɛ vo lun ˈta tis ɑ lɛ ˈlu ja]
[ˈglo ri a in ɛks ˈtsel
“Hosanna! Benedictus qui venit in nomine Domini.”
[ho ˈza nɑ bɛ ɴɛ ˈdik tus kvi ˈve nit in ˈno mi nɛ do mi ni]

[ ˈʝuːliʔi]).

•

The <y>, which was used in Latin to reproduce the Greek Ypsilon, is pronounced either as
a ü-or an i-Laut sound, depending on the convention, the latter being the older variant. In
this case, the above-mentioned i-rule also applies to the y.

VOWEL DIGRAPHS481
In classical Latin there were four diphthongs, which are realized differently in German:
• The Latin <ui> is realised as [ʊi], for example as a sequence of <U> and <i>.

VOWELS

• The Latin <eu> is realized as [ɔɪ], as in German “euch” [ɔɪç].

A

• The Latin <œ> is pronounced like a German <ö> [øː] and is always long.
• The Latin <æ> is pronounced like a German <ä> [ɛː] (or also [eː]) and is always long.
CONSONANTS
For almost all consonants there is a clear Phoneme-Grapheme482 correspondence. (This is always
the same as in German):
Letter

Pronunciation

Letter

Pronunciation

Letter

Pronunciation

<b>

[b]

<d>

[d]

<f>

[f]

<g>

[g]

<h>

[h]

<i>

[i]

<m>

[m]

<n>

[n]

<p>

[pʰ]

<qu>

[kʋ]

<t>

[tʰ]

<x>

[k(ʰ)s]

<z>

[ts͡ ]

<t>

[tʰ]

<qu>

[kʋ]

<x>

[k(ʰ)s]

Lengthened in accented, open [a] or [ɑ]
syllables
In Saxony
[ɔ]
For the ending –AS
[əs]

AO
E

[ao]

In stressed open syllables
For est and et
In all closed syllables and
unstressed open syllables

[e]
[est] and [et]
[ɜ]

Æ

[ɛ]

Œ

[ɛ]

EI

[ɛi]

ES

In final position

EU

As you can see, the <p> and the <t> are pronounced as spoken in German. The glottic stroke is
appended to a word that begins with a vowel letter. There are several options for the following
consonants:

I

•

[ɔy]

In stressed, open syllables
In unstressed, and all closed
syllables

[i]
[I]

e.g., hominis = [ˈho-mi-nis]
Except his = [his]

IS

[Is]

O

[ɔ]/[o]

•

<r> is pronounced either [r], [ʀ] or [ʁ] depending on the regional variety of German.

Œ

•

As in German, <s> is normally voiced [z] before a vowel, but is pronounced as a double
letter voiceless [s].

U

[ʊ]/[u]
[y]

In Saxony, Austria and the
South

•

<t> is usually pronounced like a German <t> [tʰ], but before <i> followed by another vowel
like a German <z> [t ͡s].

Y

•

<v> is either pronounced like a German <v> [f] or (in a variant based on the classic) like a
German <w> [ʋ].

CONSONANTS

481 A combination of two letters representing one sound, as in ph and ey.
482 A grapheme is a written symbol that represents a sound (phoneme). This can be a single letter, or could be a sequence of letters, such as ai, sh, igh, tch, etc.

Pronunciation

e.g., miserere = [mizɛˈ rerɛ]

[ɛs]

<c> is placed before <a>, <o> (except in the connections <æ> and <œ>) and <U> like a German
͡
<k> [kʰ] and before <æ>, <e>, <i>, <œ> and <y> pronounced like a German <z> [ tʃ].

B

e.g., miserere = [mizɛˈ rerɛ]

Before E, I, O or Y in Saxony

[e] or [ɛ]
[ɛ] [ø]

Spellings are usually with Æ, i.e.,
celi/cœli/cæli.

[b]

483 Final-obstruent devoicing or terminal devoicing is a systematic phonological process occurring in languages such
as Catalan, German, Dutch, Breton, Russian, Polish and Turkish. In such languages an obstruent is a fricative or
plosive speech sound such as [k], [d], or [f] that is formed by obstructing airflow.
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Table 23. Germanic Pronunciation of Latin.480
C

Before front vowels
Otherwise

[ts]
[k]

CC

Before front vowels
Otherwise

[kts]
[k]

CH

After A
After a front vowel or consonant
In initial position or before a
consonant

[x]
[ç]

In final position

[t]

D

[k]

G

[g]

GN

[ɲn]

H

[h]

J

[j]

R
In final position
S
In initial position before a
vowel and between vowels
SC

In initial position
Medially before front vowel
Otherwise

[r]
[ɾ]
[s]
[z]

[sk]

SP/ST

[sp] and [st]

T:

[t]

TI +
vowel

[tsi]

XC

[ksk]
[ksts]

V

Z

[f] or [v]
[v]

Also possible, but were considered incorrect

Except in compound words e.g.,
desuper, where it is [s]

[ts]
[sts]
[sk]

SCH

Before front vowels

i.e., rolled/trilled
i.e., flipped e.g. pater

French Latin

[CU/QU/GU/SU (when U + a
vowel forms one syllable): the U is
treated as German V, e.g., lingua =
[–gva], (but not in suum or quum)

[ts]
[sd] or [ds]

[Source: Silva, 28–33.]

This is a prose explanation of the preceding tables:
1. Long <i> and <u> are [iː] and [uː]. When <i> and <u> are short, use [ɪ] and [ʊ], as
in German;
2. Long <e> and <o> are [eː] and [oː]. When <e> and <o> are short, use [ɛ] and
[ɔ], as in German. Unstressed <e> (sedet) can vary between [ɛ] and [ə], as in
German, but tends to [ɛ] in some words, or on longer-held notes. The safer bet
in unstressed syllables is [ɛ], which is never wrong, as [ə] can be.
3. <æ> is [e], or possibly [ɛ]. <œ> is [ø].

Pronunciation

4. Syllabic <y> is [yː] (Kyrie) or [ɤ] (hymnus), not [i(ː)].484
5. <b> and <d> devoice to [p] and [t] in coda position. Also <bs>, <b.t> become [ps], [p.t].
6. Initial or intervocalic <c> followed by <e>, <æ>,<œ>, <i>, <y> is [ts], not [tʃ͡ ].
<cc> followed by those vowels is [kts], not [ttʃ͡ ] or [tts]. All other <c>s are [k].
7. <ch> will be [k], [ç] or [x] according to context.
8. <g> (agimus, Virgine) is [g] in all environments, never [dʒ͡ ].
9. <gn> (Agnus) is [gn], never [ɲ] or [gɲ].
10. <h> (homo) is pronounced [h], never silent. Intervocalic <h> (mihi, nihil) was [ç]
until the late 18th century, then softened to [h].
11. <ng> is [ŋg], not [nd͡ʒ ]. Final <nc> is also [ŋk]. Intervocalic <-nc-> is [nts].
12. <qu-> is [kv]. <-ngu- is [ŋv].>
13. Initial and medial <s>, followed by a vowel (Sanctus, transivit, Jesum), are voiced
[z]. In compound words, intervocalic <s> is [s] (desuper). Also tends to [s] in
eleison (Greek). All other <s> environments are [s], including final <s> (omnipotens), even before or after a voiced consonant (baptisma). Initial <s> in clitics
often retains [s], as in suam, sub. In Austria, German initial <s> is [s], and transfers thus into Germanic Latin there as well.
14. <sc> + <e>, <æ>, <œ>, <i>, <y> is [sts], not [ʃ]. On the other hand, <sch-> is [ʃ],
not [sk].
15. <-ti-> (gratias, deprecationem) is [ts͡ i], except <-sti->is [ti] (hostias).
16. Intervocalic <x> is [ks] (exaudi), not [gz]. Intervocalic <-xc-> (excelsis) is [kstz] or,
less formally, [ktz].
17. <z> is [ts͡ ], not [dʒ͡ ].
18. The glottal stroke [ ʔ ] before a vowel-initial word finds its way into Germanic
Latin to a varying extent, depending on context and taste.485

The last six decades or so have witnessed an explosion of research and knowledge
about performance practice. Basic musical elements once thought to be immutable,
such as articulation, vocal techniques, and even ornamentation have been subjected
to great experimentation and debated vociferously. Conductors are becoming increasingly aware of recent discoveries regarding HIP and are incorporating them into their
work. This is best seen in the plethora of performances and recordings featuring original or period instruments.
However, one area not wholly integrated into the practices of most choral conductors is the use of vernacular Latin pronunciations for choral music. Some choral
professionals feel working out complex and unfamiliar pronunciations consumes too
much rehearsal time, an argument with merit. Perhaps they are unsure what is authentic, or insecure about their own competence in this area; accordingly, the only regional
Latin pronunciation heard with any regularity is the Austro-German pronunciation.
Hardly any conductors know about alternative Latin pronunciations; even fewer
recognize the value of employing them; indeed, most regions of Europe have their own
\484 Keep in mind that Kyrie is Greek, not Latin; that being said, most singers and conductors pronounce Greek texts
as if they were Latin.
485 De’ath, Leslie. “The Latin Problem: How Much Does a Singer Really Need to Know?” Journal of Singing 72, no. 5
(May-June 2016): 589–604.
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1° If the words are dissyllable,486 the emphasis must always be on the penultimate.
2° If they are polysyllables, and the penultimate is long in nature, it has the accent; but
if the penultimate is brief or doubtful, it is the antepenultimate487 which receives the
accent, whatever its quantity.
Note 1° Any penultimate long of its nature takes the circumflex accent, and therefore is prolonged by two beats. Nevertheless, the acute accent alone, which aim to give
the syllable that receives it an extension time and a half, is felt when the word which
contains this penultimate is followed by a monosyllable which cannot be separated by
a rest. But if it is placed on the antepenultimate, it barely makes itself felt.
Note 2° In the words followed by enclitics488 ne (dubious), que, ve, ce, met, etc., or ne
(interrogative), or cum returned after the word it governs, the particle is supposed to
be part of the word and the accent is placed according to the preceding rules.
Note 3° In the liturgy, the penultimate, although short, in the vocative489 of words
ending in ius, takes on the accent.
Note 4° In the reading of verses, we observe the same rules as for prose. Only, when
a dissyllable, the first part of which is brief, is preceded by a monosyllable with which
it forms a dactyl,490 the emphasis is on the monosyllable.
Note 5° All the syllables that precede the accent must last the entire time, without
ever exceeding it.
Note 6° Latin pronounced colloquially does not admit a circumflex accent.491

historical Latin pronunciations, and incorporating the appropriate pronunciation can
augment performances of that region’s repertoire while making those performances
more historically accurate. Moreover, one of the most singular variants of Latin pronunciation is the French. Once choral conductors and other performers understand
the subtleties of French Latin, many idiosyncrasies of French choral repertoire (often
very confusing to conductors and performers) will become less mysterious.
Fortunately for modern, intrepid conductors, there is a large library of contemporaneous documents that explain the rules of French Latin as they existed in the
nineteenth century; indeed, the Bibliothèque nationale de France alone holds more than
one dozen such documents, including French grammar primers and French-Latin dictionaries. Exploring every region with its own variant of Latin pronunciation is simply
beyond the scope of this study; nevertheless, we can add French Latin to our discussion
and thus examine the three leading regions.
We will focus on three primary sources: Traité De La Prononciation Latine by L’ Abbé
Ayrald de Lacombe (1851); Méthode Pratique Et Simultanée De Lecture, D’écriture Et
D’orthographe, 2e Partie. Lectures Courantes by Messrs. Léon Auguste Molliard, Prefect
of studies at the school of Sainte-Barbe, and retired military officer Hinard (1863); and
Élémens De La Grammaire Française…by Charles François Lhomond (1829).
Among the rules furnished by L’ Abbé Lacombe in Traité De La Prononciation Latine
include:
The First General Rule, to pronounce correctly Latin, consists in making all the
letters felt, so consonants as vowels.
Thus, 1° in the case of doubling of consonant, we give each one the sound it would
have, if it was pronounced separately. 2° If a letter ends a word and begins another,
we say a moment of almost imperceptible between the two words, so that the letter
can provide its own sound.
The purpose of the Second General Rule is to give in syllables a low or high pitch,
pure or nasal sound. The sound becomes serious by the advancement and rounding
of the lips; on the contrary, it becomes acute by their contraction. The sound is pure
when it comes largely through the mouth; it becomes nasal when it comes out in
small part through the mouth, and largely through the nose.
The Third General Rule is based on the emphasis (cantus), which is nothing more
than an inflection of voices on certain syllables. We make this inflection of voice, by
raising or lowering the voice: in the first case, it is the accent acute; in the second, it
is the accent grave.
We also do it by raising and lowering the voice successively: it is the circumflex
accent. Today, the accent acute alone is marked, and still it is only in the liturgy. There
was no point in emphasizing the accent grave, since the grave inflection is natural on
the syllable that precedes the one that admits the accent acute.
As for the circumflex accent, it is sufficiently replaced by the acute accent, since, in
such a position we notice as soon as the voice, after having risen, drops necessarily on
the same syllable. If, then, we indulge in reading Latin, and the accent does not occupy
the place which is allotted to it, we must carefully make up for this gap, according to
what we are going to state.
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486
487
488
489

A word of two syllables.
Third from the end.
A word that builds on the preceding word and integrates it phonetically (example ce in est-ce)
In certain inflected languages, such as Latin, noting or pertaining to a case used to indicate that a noun refers to a
person or thing being addressed.
490 Prosody: a foot of three syllables, one long followed by two short in quantitative meter, or one stressed followed by
two unstressed in accentual meter, as in gently and humanly.
491 Lacombe, L’ Abbé Ayrald de. Traité De La Prononciation Latine. Lyon: Périsse frères, 1851, 11–14. “La première règle
générale, pour bien prononcer le latin, consiste à faire sentir toutes les lettres, tant consonnes que voyelles.
“Ainsi, 1° dans le cas de redoublement de consonne, on donne à chacune le son qu’elle aurait, si elle était prononcée séparément. 2° Si une lettre termine un mot et en commence un autre, on mot un moment de repos presque
imperceptible entre les deux mots, afin que la lettre puisse fournir le son qui lui est propre.
“La seconde règle générale a pour objet de donner aux syllabes le son grave ou aigu, pur ou nasal. Le son devient
grave par l’avancement et l’arrondissement des lèvres; au contraire, il devient aigu par leur contraction. Le son est
pur quand il sort en grande partie par la bouche; il devient nasal, quand il sort en petite partie par la bouche, et en
grande partie par le nez.
“La troisième règle générale se fonde sur l’accent (cantus), qui n’est autre chose qu’une inflexion de voix sur certaines syllabes. On fait cette inflexion de voix, en élevant ou en abaissant la voix: dans le premier cas, c’est l’accent
aigu; dans le second, c’est l’accent grave.
“On la fait aussi en élevant et ‘en abaissant la voix successivement: c’est l’accent circonflexe. Aujourd’hui, l’accent
aigu seul est marqué, et encore ne l’est-il que dans la liturgie.
“Il était parfaitement inutile de marquer l’accent grave, attendu que l’inflexion grave so fait naturellement sur
la syllabe que précède celle qui admet l’accent aigu. Quant à l’accent circonflexe, il est suffisamment remplacé
par l’accent aigu, puisque, dans telle position donnée, on remarque aussitôt que la voix, après s’être élevée, baisse
nécessairement sur la même syllabe.
“Si donc on se livre à la lecture du latin, et que l’accent n’occupe point la place qui lui est dévolue on doit suppléer
avec soin à cette lacune, d’après ce que nous allons énoncer.
“1° Si les mots sont dissyllabes, l’accent doit toujours porter sur la pénultième. 2° S’ils sont polysyllabes, et que la
pénultième soit longue de sa nature, elle porte l’accent; mais si la pénultième est brève ou douteuse, c’est l’antépénultième qui reçoit l’accent, quelle que soit sa quantité.
“NOTA 1° Toute pénultième longue de sa nature prend l’accent circonflexe, et par conséquent est prolongée de
deux temps.
“Néanmoins l’accent aigu seul, qui a pour objet de donner à la syllabe qui le reçoit une prolongation d’un temps
et demi, se fait sentir lorsque le mot qui renferme cette pénultième est suivi d’un monosyllabe qui n’en peut être
séparé par un repos. Mais il se fait à peine sentir, s’il est placé sur l’antépénultième.
“NOTA. 2° Dans les mots suivis des enclitiques ne (dubitatif), que, ve, ce, met, etc., ou de ne (interrogatif), ou
de cum renvoyé après le mot qu’il régit, la particule est censée faire partie du mot. et l’accent se place d’après les
règles précédentes.
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Messrs. Molliard and Hinard offer in Méthode Pratique Et Simultanée De Lecture:
General Rules of Pronunciation for the Reading of Latin.
All final consonants are pronounced.
As in French, the letter e has the open sound è and is open in front of a consonant,
which makes a syllable with it.
Laudat

ludit

pater
monet
vicibus
pronounced
Laudatte luditte patère monette vicibusse

Deus

Jubé

Déusse

leo

rei diei
pronounced
Léo Réi Diéi

suadeat

mea

Suadéatte Méa

oi and ai do not form a diphthong, as in French—we pronounce it as if there were
an umlaut on i.
au does not make a diphthong in the final aus and is pronounced aüsse.
Esai

Ésaüsse

Esaï

proinde Sheath
pronounced
proïndé Caïné

coi aio

Laius

Baiis

coï aïo

Laïusse

Baïis

æ and œ are pronounced like é.
They are pronounced è, if they make syllable with the consonant that follows. Cæ
and cœ are pronounced as cé.
u after g and q:
1° Mute before o and u (guo, quo, quu pronounced as go, co, cu).
2° I, e, æ, œ can be heard in front of (gui, gue, guæ, qui, que, quæ, are pronounced as
“NOTA. 3° Dans la liturgie, la pénultième, quoique brève, au vocatif des mots en ius, prend l’accent: Gervàsi,
Ambrôsi, Protási, Gregôri, parce qu’on disait autrefois Gervàsie, Ambrôsie, Protâsie, Gregórie, etc.
“NOTA 4° Dans la lecture des vers, on observe les mêmes règles que’ pour la ‘prose. Seulement, quand un dissyllabe dont la première partie est brève, est précédé d’un monosyllabe avec lequel il forme un dactyle, l’accent porte
sur le monosyllabe: núm p i’er, túne Deus, de dedit, ést modus, etc. On prononce les douteuses d’après la quantité
qu’elles ont dans les vers.
“NOTA 5° Toutes les syllabes qui précèdent l’accent doivent durer un temps entier, sans jamais le dépasser.
“NOTA 6° Le latin prononcé familièrement n’admet pas d’accent circonflexe.”

Pronunciation

am
àme

em

im

om
um an en
pronounced
ème ime ôme ôme àne ène

in

on

ine

ône

Notice that the ending um is pronounced òme.
am, em, um are pronounced as final (àme, ème, òme), in compound words like:
Plerumque, quemvis, quemdam, quamvis, tamdiu, etc.
ch is always hard, and is pronounced k (as in orchestra).
gn is always hard (and is pronounced like the English word stagnant).

EXCEPTION. In only a few words (Europa, heu, seu, etc.), e forms a diphthong with
u, and eu is pronounced as in French words: le feu, le jeu, etc.

Esaus

en or em, in the body of the text, are always pronounced in.
Unda, unde, fallunt, ludunt, gemunt, rumpit, sumptibus, umbra.
Except hune, nunc, tunc, in which un is pronounced as in French.
At the end of the words, and before m or n, the following diphthongs take an
open sound:

The letter e has the sound of a closed é, if it does not make a syllable with the consonant that follows (as in pater).
ei, in some rare cases, is pronounced like the French eille: hei mihi! suaveis. But
most often e is detached from i in pronunciation (deinde as déindé).
The ending eus is generally pronounced eusse.

Jube

gui, gué, eui, eué).
3° Pronounce ou in front of a (gua, qua, as goua, coua).

Two “L”s, which follow each other, are never pronounced with secondary palatal492
articulation.
ti, before a vowel, is pronounced ci (as in French words: portion, partial).
But after s or x, t keeps its alphabetical value and is pronounced as in the French
word question.
ACCENTS.
The circumflex accent lengthens, as in French, the sound of the vowel on which it
is placed: Monuêre, rosâ, amârunt, hâc, ô (Deus), nostrûm.
The accent grave does not modify the pronunciation of the vowel which is surmounted by it: Ultra, quàm, cùm, benè, malè, postremô, forls.493
And finally, in Élémens De La Grammaire Française, Charles François Lhomond pro492 Articulated with the blade of the tongue held close to or touching the hard palate.
493 Molliard, L. Méthode Pratique Et Simultanée De Lecture, D’écriture Et D’orthographe, Par MM. Molliard ... Hinard
... 2e Partie. Lectures Courantes .. 2. Vol. 2. 2 vols. Paris: Dezobry, F. Tandou et Cie, 1863, 169–174.
“Toutes les consonnes finales se prononcent.
“Comme en français, la lettré e a le son ouvert è devant une consonne qui fait syllabe avec elle.
“Laudat, ludit, pater, monet, vicibus.
“Prononcez : Laudatte, luditte, patère, monette, vicibusse.
“La lettre e a le son de é fermé, si elle ne fait pas syllabe avec la consonne qui suit (comme dans pater).
“ei, dans quelques cas rares, se prononce comme le français eille: hei mihi! suaveis. Mais le plus souvent e se
détache de i dans la prononciation (deinde comme déindé).
“La terminaison eus se prononce généralement éusse.
“Jubé, Deus, leo, rei, diei, suadeat, mea.
“prononcez: Jubé; Déusse, léo, réi, diéi, suadéatte, méa.
“EXCEPTION. Dans quelques mots seulement (Europa, heu, seu, etc.), e forme diphthongue avec u, et eu se prononce comme dans les mots français: le feu, le jeu, etc.
“oi et ai ne forment pas diphthongue, comme en français—On prononce comme s’il y avait un tréma sur i.
“au ne fait pas diphthongue dans la finale aus et se prononce aûsse.
“Esaus, Esai, proinde, Gaine, coi, aio,Laius, Baiis.
		
“prononcez:
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vides these guidelines:
Instruction on the Pronunciation of Latin

When you know how to read French well, you can read Latin without difficulty. The
differences in pronunciation are reduced to these:
1°. Ai, ei, oi, or, are always pronounced in two distinguished vowels, each of which
keeps its own sound. Ex, Danai, fidei, introitus, prout, etc.
2°. Au is pronounced like ô. Ex. Laus, laudate, auctor. Except in a few proper names.
ex. Nicolaus, Danaus, pronounce Nicola-us, Dana-us.
3°. AE, ce, and all e that end the syllables, are pronounced é: Poenoe, pronounce pene.
4°. An, am, are pronounced like our vowel an. Ex. Angelus, vocantis, amant, ampliùs.
On and om, un and um, are pronounced like our vowel on: ex. Mentis, fons, compas,
promptes, unda, fugiunt, umbree. However, un is pronounced as in French in some
words, ex. Nunc, hunc, cuncti, tunc. But when the syllables an, am, en, em, on, om end
the words, or they are followed by an m or an n, the a, e, i, and l’a, l’e, l’i, and l’o keep
their natural sound, and the consonant m or n which follows them is made to sound.
ex. Titan, annus, musam, flamma, amnis, lumen, partem, dein, solemne, innixus, hymnus, immotus, Damon, connexus, omnis, committo, etc. A final um is pronounced ome:
Domum, priorum vanum, etc.
5°. All consonants that are not followed by a vowel are pronounced: Ex. Fons, dicunt,
psalmus, promptus, emptor, etc.
6°. Ch is always pronounced like k. Ex. Charitas, chorus, Anchises, etc.
7°. Gn is pronounced hardly, as in these French words gnostique, gnomonique. ex.
Magna, igne, agni, etc.
“Ésaûsse, Esaï, proïndé, Caïné, coï, aïo, Laïusse, Baïis.
______________________________________
“æ et œ se prononcent comme é.
“On les prononce è, s”ils font syllabe avec la consonne qui suit. Cæ et cœ comme ce.
“a après g et q:
“1° Muet devant o et u (guo, quo, quu comme go, co, eu).
“2° S’entend devant i, e, æ, œ (gui, gue, gæ, qui, que, quæ, comme gu i gu é eu i eu é ).
“3° Se prononce ou devant, a (gua, qua, comme goua, coua).
______________________________________
“en ou em, dans le corps des mots, se prononcent toujours in.
______________________________________
“un ou um, dans le corps des mots, se prononcent on.
“Excepté hune, nunc, tune, dans lesquels un se prononce comme en français.
“A la fin des mots, et devant m ou n, les groupes suivants prennent le son ouvert:
“am, em, im, om, um, an, en, in, on.
“Prononcez: àme, ème, ime, ôme, ôme, àne, ène, ine, òne.
“Remarquez que la finale um se prononce ôme.
“am, em, um se prononcent comme finales (àme, ème, ôme), dans les mots composés comme:
“Plerumque, quemvis, quemdam, quarmvis, tamdiu, etc.
______________________________________
“ch est toujours dur, et se prononce k (comme dans orchestre).
______________________________________
“gn est toujours dur (et se prononce comme clans le mot français stagnant).
______________________________________
“Deux I, qui se suivent, ne sont jamais mouillés.
“ti, devant une voyelle, se prononce ci (comme dans les mots français: portion, partiel).
“Mais après S ou x, t conserve sa valeur alphabétique et se prononce comme dans le mot français question.
______________________________________
		ACCENTS.
“L’accent circonflexe allonge, comme en français, le son de la voyelle sur laquelle il est placé:
“Monuêre, rosâ, amârunt, hâc, ô (Deus), nostrûm.
“L’accent grave ne modifie pas la prononciation de la voyelle qui en est surmontée:
“Ultra, quàm, cùm, benè, malè, postremô, forls.”
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8°. The syllables qua, quoe, qui, quo, quu, are pronounced koua, kuoe, kui, ko, ku; ex.
Quarè, quercus, quilibet, quotannis, equus; Kouare, kuercus, kuilibet, kotannis, ekus.
9°. Ti, followed by a vowel, is pronounced as the French ci: Gratia, actio, actium,
prudentioe, etc.
10°. En, em is never pronounced as an or ain. In relation to the accents that one puts
on Latin words, it suffices to observe that the acute stress placed on the antepenultimate or on the penultimate syllable is intended to make it be pronounced slowly, and
that in words of two syllables, the emphasis is always assumed not to be on the first;
but we must be careful not to press too long. It would be an equal fault not to stop
there enough, or to press too much. FINISH.494
With so much prose information given herein, making sense of it all can be challenging. In his book, Latin Pronunciation for Singers: A Comprehensive Guide to the
Classical, Italian, German, English, French, and Franco-Flemish Pronunciations of Latin,
Sri S. Silva provides a pronunciation chart that covers 800–1900s; for our purposes, we
will focus on the 1800s (Table 24):
Table 24. French Latin Pronunciation, 1650–1900s
VOWELS
A
AM/AN

AU

When followed by the phonemes [k], [g], or [p], when
followed by M or N, or when
not followed by any other
consonant

[a]

Very forward

[am] and [an]
respectively

e.g., namque = [nam–], flammam = [flamam]

[o]

494 Lhomond, Charles François. Élémens De La Grammaire Française: Par Lhomond, Augmentés Du Dictionnaire Des
Homonymes, D’une Table Des Mots Dans Lesquels La Lettre H Est Aspirée, D’un Traité De La Formation Des Temps Des
Verbes, De La Manière D’analyser, D’un Traité De Ponctuation, D’un Tableau De Locutions Vicieuses, De La Prononciation Du Latin, De Modèles De Lettres, Etc.…Dijon: Impr. de Douillier, 1829, 142–143.
“Quand on sait bien lire le françois, on peut lire le latin sans difficulté. Les différences de prononciation se
réduisent à celles-ci :
“I°. Ai, ei, oi, ou, se prononcent toujours en deux voyelles distinguées, dont chacune garde le son qui lui est
propre. Ex, Danai, fidei, introitus, prout, etc.
“2°. Au se prononce comme ô. Ex. Laus, laudate, auctor. Excepté dans quelques noms propres. Ex. Nicolaus,
Danaus, prononcez Nicola-us, Dana-us.
“3°. AE, ce, et tous les e qui terminent les syllabes, se prononcent é : Poenoe, prononcez péné.
“4°. An, am, se prononcent comme notre voyelle an. Ex. Angelus, vocantis, amant, ampliùs.
“On et om, un et um, se prononcent comme notre voyelle on: Mentis, fons, compas, promptes, unda, fugiunt,
umbree.
“Cependant un se prononce comme en françois dans quelques mots, Ex. Nunc, hunc, cuncti, tunc.
“Mais lorsque les syllabes an, am, en, em, on, om, terminent les mots, ou qu’elles sont suivies d’une m ou d’une
n, l’a, l’e, l’i, et l’o gardent leur son naturel, et l’on fait sonner la consonne m ou n qui les suit. Ex. Titan, annus,
musam, flamma, amnis, lumen, partem, dein, solemne, innixus, hymnus, immotus, Damon, connexus, omnis,
committo, etc.
“Um final se prononce ome : Domum, priorum vanum, etc.
“5°. Toutes les consonnes qui ne sont point suivies d’une voyelle, se prononcent : Ex. Fons, dicunt, psalmus,
promptus, emptor, etc.
“6°. Ch se prononce toujours comme le k. Ex. Charitas, chorus, Anchises, etc.
“7°. Gn se prononce durement, comme dans ces mots françois gnostique, gnomonique. Ex. Magna, igne, agni, etc.
“8°. Les syllabes qua, quoe, qui, quo, quu, se prononcent koua, kuoe, kui, ko, ku; Ex. Quarè, quercus, quilibet,
quotannis, equus; Kouare, kuercus, kuilibet, kotannis, ekus.
“9°. Ti, suivi d’une voyelle, se prononce comme enfrançois ci : Gratia, actio, actium, prudentioe, etc.
“10°. En, em, ne se prononce jamais an ou ain. Par rapport aux accens qu’on met sur les mots latins, il suffit
d’observer que l’accent aigu placé sur l’antépénultième ou sur la pénultième syllabe, est destine à la faire prononcer
lentement, et que dans les mots de deux syllabes, l’accent est toujours supposé quand il n’est pas mis sur la premièr;
mais il faut bien se garder d’appuyer trop long-temps. Ce seroit une égale faute de ne pas s’y arrêter assez, ou d’y
appuyer trop. FIN.”
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Table 24. French Latin Pronunciation, 1650–1900s

Table 24. French Latin Pronunciation, 1650–1900s

VOWELS

VOWELS

E/AE/OE

EM/EN

[am] and [an]
respectively
If followed by another consonant

I/Y
IM/IN

[ɛ] with both
consonants
sounded

e.g., semper = [sɛ̃mpɛr]. [Harold] Copeman495 advises that the nasal consonant
may be left out when singing in order not
to impede the legato demanded by the
vocal line

[i]

QU

•
•
•
•
•

S

Until 1900s

[s]

S

Between vowels and in
liaison

[z]

In all other positions, even in
final position

[s]

SC

Before E, I, Æ/Œ, and Y
Otherwise

[s]
[sk]

T

In all positions

[t]

sti–
–xti–

[si]
[sti]
[ksti]

EX+ vowel

[ks]
[gz]

[im] and [in],
respectively

Later in the period

[ɛ̃m] and [ɛ̃n],
respectively

X

[o] /[ɔ]

Z

Before M and N + consonant
other than M or N

[ɔ̃]̃

qua = [kwa]
que/que = [kẅe] (I suggest the French glide, as such: [kɥe])
qui = [kẅi] (I suggest: [kɥi])
quo = [ko]
quu– = [kum] or [kom]. But equus = [ekys]/[ekyz]

TI + vowel

Earlier in the period

O
OM/ON

Except “et” which was traditionally pronounced [et]. E before a weak consonant
(e.g., GN, L, and R) may have been more
closed (e.g., Emanuel, where the second
E is [e] even though it is found in a closed
syllable).

[ɛ]/[e]

[z]

e.g., fons was [f ɔ̃z]

[Source: Silva, 50–59.]

Where there are two nasal consonants, denasalization occurred and either both consonants were pronounced, or the second only.

e.g., omnes = [ɔmnɛz] or [ɔnnɛz].

U

At the end of a word, or before [y]
a non–nasal consonant

e.g., manu, Dominus

UM/UN

before M, MM, MN and for—
umque

[om], [ɔm], or
[ʌm]

e.g., cum, autumnus

Pronunciation charts are exceedingly helpful when one needs to transliterate one or
two characters; nevertheless, charts such as Table 25 make identifying what is familiar,
what is slightly changed, and what is unquestionably altered straightforward. Between
Tables 24 and 25 an interested choral professional should be able to decipher any nineteenth-century French choral works with a Latin text.

[œ̃ ]

e.g., defunctorum = [defœ̃ toɾɔm]

Table 25. Contrasting the Gloria in excelsis Deo between Liturgical and French Latin.

–UNC–

TEXT

LITURGICAL LATIN

FRENCH LATIN

Gloria in excelsis Deo.
Et in terra pax hominibus
bonae voluntatis

[glɔria in ekʃɛlsis deo
ɛt in tɛra paks ɔminibus
bɔne vɔluntatis

[gloria i nɛksɛlsi zdeo
ɛ ti ntɛra pa ksominiby zbone
volɔ̃tatis

Laudamus te.
Benedicimus te.
Adoramus te.
Glorificamus te.

laudamus tɛ
bɛnɛdikamus tɛ
adoramus tɛ
glɔrifikamus tɛ

lodamy ste
benedisimy ste
adoramys ste
glorifikamy ste

[k]

Gratias agimus tibi propter
magnam gloriam tuam,

gratsias ad͡ʒimus tibi prɔpter
maɲam glɔriam tuam

grasia zaʒimy stibi protɛ
rmagna gloriã tyam

[ʃ]

Domine Deus, Rex caelestis,
Deus Pater omnipotens.

dɔminɛ dɛus rɛks t ͡ʃɛlɛstis
dɛus patɛr ɔmnipɔtɛns

domine dey sre kselɛstis
dey spatɛ rɔ̃nipotɛ̃z

Domine Fili unigenite
Jesu Christe. Domine Deus,
Agnus Dei, Filius Patris,

dɔminɛ fili unid͡ʒ ɛnitɛ
jɛsu kriste
dɔminɛ dɛus aɲus dɛi filius
patris

domine fili yniʒenite
ʒezy krite
domine dey sagny zdei filiy
spatris

Qui tollis peccata mundi,
miserere nobis.
Qui tollis peccata mundi,
suscipe deprecationem nostram.

kwi tɔlis pɛkata mundi
misɛrɛrɛ nɔbis
kwi tɔlis pɛkata mundi
suʃipe dɛprɛkatsiɔnɛm nɔstram

kwi toli spɛkata mʋndi
mizerere nobis
kwi toli spɛkata mʋndi
sysipe deprekasione notram

CONSONANTS
BS

[s]

BT

[t]

BV

[v]

C

Before E, I, Æ/Œ, and Y
Otherwise

CC
CH

[ks]

Before a back vowel or a
consonant
Otherwise

CT
G

[s]
[k]

[t]

Before front vowels

[d͡ʒ]

GN

[gn]

I/J

[ʒ]

495 Copeman, Harold. Singing in Latin: or Pronunciation Explor’d. Selbstverl., 1996.
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Table 25. Contrasting the Gloria in excelsis Deo between Liturgical and French Latin.
TEXT

LITURGICAL LATIN

FRENCH LATIN

Qui sedes ad dexteram Patris,
miserere nobis.

kwi sɛdɛs ad dɛkstɛram
patris misɛrɛrɛ nɔbis

kwi sɛdɛ za dɛkstɛrã patris
mizerere nobis

Quoniam tu solus sanctus.
Tu solus Dominus,
Tu solus altissimus, Jesu Christe.
Cum Sancto Spiritu,
In gloria Dei Patris.
Amen.

kwɔniam tu sɔlus sanktus
tu sɔlus dɔminus
tu sɔlus altisimus
jɛsu kristɛ
kum sanktɔ spiritu in
glɔria dɛi patris amɛn]

koniã ty soly sãtys
ty soly zdominys
ty soly zaltisimys
ʒezy krite
kɔ̃ sãto spirity in
gloria dei patris amɛn]

[Source: Reeves, Anthony R. “The Use of French Latin for Choral Music.” The Choral Journal 42, no. 3 (October
2001): 9–16.]

S

umming up, being conscious of multiple systems of Latin pronunciation related to
geographic regions and historical periods enhances the stylistic unity and beauty
of choral music—since these multiple pronunciations are truer to the pronunciations
understood by the composers. It seems self-evident that when composers wrote vocal
music, they made compositional choices based on the Latin sounds that were familiar to them and thus adopted. If twenty-first century performers want to reproduce
the sounds of nineteenth-century Latin when singing music from the 1800s, the end
outcome will be more stylistically appropriate and significantly more appealing than if
they use the contemporary, universal pronunciation of Latin that hardly resembles the
authentic pronunciation.
Hence, choral conductors who are mindful of HIP might consider pronunciations
that are at least close to what the composer expected to hear when preparing a piece of
Romantic music. Naturally, we must take into account the skill level of our singers and
how much rehearsal time is available when deciding whether to incorporate historical
Latin; still, if stylistic accuracy is one of our performance goals, appropriate historical
Latin pronunciation is essential. Experience tells us that singers will reach the expectations that are set for them; consequently, if period diction is one performance goal,
motivated choral singers will strive to meet the goal.

II. UNITED STATES
A search for maps that identify the various dialectical regions of the United States
returns more than 30 webpages; some maps are relatively simple, with fewer than five
regions; others, however, contain many more, such as the eighteen found in Figure 65.
Most anyone who has spent significant time in the United States, and who has also traveled extensively, can easily recognize the difference between a speaker from the Deep
South and one from California; or betweeen a Brooklynite and a native Texan.
The notion of singing music by nineteenth-century American composers with period pronunciation might strike some readers as fussy, or, perhaps even absurd. That
being said, listening to a choral work with an Appalachia pronunciation sung with its
distinctly nasal timbre and bright vowels produces a completely different effect than if
the piece is performed with “standard” American pronunciation.
Happily, the Library of Congress has created the American English Dialect Recordings: The

Pronunciation

Center for Applied Linguistics
Figure 65. Eighteen Regions of the U.S. Based on English Dialect.
Collection (https://www.
loc.gov/collections/american-english-dialect-recordings-from-the-center-for-applied-linguistics/
about-this-collection/)
whose sole duty is to capture speech samples from
33 states, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico and
two Canadian provinces; British Columbia and
Ontario. While these informative oral histories are n Cascadia
n California
n Mountain West
not from the 1800s, one can n Southwest
n Interior North
n Plains Midwest
Inland
South
Texas
n
n Great Lakes
safely assume that most of n
n Deep South
n Cajun Louisiana
the American dialects from n Appalachia
n Midatlantic
n South Atlantic
the nineteenth-century n Northeast
Florida
Alaska
n
n Hawai’i
were still in place come the n
twentieth- and twenty-first [Source: “Eighteen Regions of the U.S. Based on English Dialect.” Reddit.com,
May 21, 2011. https://tinyurl.com/uf2mdyd7, Accessed 3 March 2021.]
centuries.
Keep in mind that the
Queen’s English (Received Pronunciation), which is spoken by the British aristocracy
and the educated classes, is different than the English language spoken in Wales—or
the East End of London, with its Cockney tones, for that matter; indeed, one can find
an exhaustive chart that denotes the variants in English pronunciation in the United
States and abroad. (Table 26) In its entirety, it is too much to reproduce herein; nevertheless, the included representative examples will provide a clear indication of the large
number of English pronunciation variants that exist in different parts of the world, by
both older and younger speakers. Keep in mind, however, that this example represents
approximately only about one-half of the available online resources.
When considering incorporating period pronunciation for choral works with English
texts, one notes that in this online resource, there are more than two dozen regional/
national dialects or accents. On the one hand, this trove of information gives choral professionals a wide variety of period dialects from which to choose; on the other hand, a
conductor would want to take a hard look at the viability—or desirability—of applying a
geographically appropriate pronunciation to choral works programmed for performance.
While selecting the dialectical regions from Figure 65, I chose the older or more
conservative options; furthermore, empirical observation suggests that many regional
accents are deeply ingrained into local culture and may well remain so indefinitely;
hence, the accent heard in the speech patterns of twenty-first century Bostonians
probably sounds similar to the speech patterns heard in 1820s Boston; furthermore,
this single online resource contains more than 20 English-speaking countries, including Australia, New Zealand, South Africa; finally, the many regional dialects within
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Table 26. International Phonetic Alphabet Chart for English Dialects.

Cockney

United States English

Southern
American

Diaphoneme
General
American

̴ɔ

Cajun
English

British English

æ

ə
a

ɔ

ɪ̞

oː

ɛ

θ

eɪ̬

Queen’s English
Conservative · Contemporary

ɪ

ɪ ̴i

I~iə

African
American

ɪ

o̞ː

æ ̴ɛ ̴ɛɪ

ɪ ̴ɪjɘ ̴iɘ

oː ̴oʊ ̴ɔo

e̞

eɘ æ
̴ jə

ɪ

ɔo ̴ɑʋ

e,eɪ ̴eɘ ̴ɛɪ

ʊ

eɘ ɛ̴ ɘ æ
̴

ɪ

̴ɔ ̴ ɑ

ɛ ̴ɛj ̴iɘ

ʊ, ʊ̈

e̞ɪ̬

ʌ ɜ̴ ɐ
̴

æ

a

ɛ

ʊ̈ ̴ʏ

æɪ̬ ̴aɪ̬

ɐ

ʊ

ɛː ̴ɛə ̴eɘ

(ɔ)~ɔ(ʊ)

ɛ ̴æ

ʊ̘

ɛɪ̬ ̴æɪ̬

ʌ ̴ɜ ̴ɐ

ʊu̬

(j)ʉu̬

æ

ɔː

ɪ~iə

ʊ

eɪ ̬

ɜ

əu̠ ̴uː ̴iː ̴ç

jʊu̬

ɑ

ɛ

ʊu~u

eː

ʌ

ʊu ̴θu ̴ʊ̈y ̴ʏy

jəʉ ̴ jʉː ̴
jiː ̴ jʊː

ɑ ̴ä

ʊ

eɪ ̬ ɛ̴ ɪ ̬

ʌ ̴ɐ

u ̴ʊu̬ ̴uu̬ ̴θu̬

(j)ʊu̬ ̴ (j)θu ̴
(j)ʊ̈y ̴ (J)ʏy ̴ (j)u̞u̟

ɑ

eɪ

ʌ ̴ɜ

u

(j)u̟ ̴ (j)ʊu̬ ̴
(j)ʉu̬ ̴ (j)θu̬

a ̴ä ̴ɑ

ʌ

ʊu̬ u
̴

u

ɑː

ʊː

(j)ʊu̬~(j)u

ɪ

juː

ə ̴ɐ

ɔɪ̬

ɔʊ̬

ɔɪ̬

ɘʊ̬

aʊ̬

ɔɪ ̴oɪ

ɑʊ ̴ɔo ̴aɤ

ɑ̞ʊ̬

ɛː(ɹ) ̴ɛɘ̬(ɹ)

oɪ ̬

oʊ̬ ̴ ʊ̬~ɔʊ̬~o

æʊ æ
̴ ɘ ̴
æɘː a
̴ ːæ
̴ iɘ

ɛː(ɹ) ̴ɛɘ(ɹ)

ɔɪ ̬ ̴oɪ ̬

oː

æɑ̬ ̴ɛjɔ

ɛɘ(ɹ) ̴ɛː ̴
ɛiɘ(ɹ)

ɔɪ̬

oʊ̬ ̴ɔʊ̬

aʊ̬ ̴æʊ̬

ɛ(j)ɘ(ɹ)

ɔɪ̬

ʌʊ̬ ̴ɔʊ̬

aʊ̬

ɛɹ

ɔɪ

oʊ

æɔ ̴æɘ̬

ɛ(ɹ) ̴æ(ɹ)

ə

ɑʊ

ɛɘ̬(ɹ)

e

ɛər

Figure 66. Four Maps of the United States with Varying Pronunciation Patterns.

Ulster
English

a

Dublin
English

ː

a

Abercraf
English

A. Pronunciation of /“ai ”/— Late NinteenthCentury Speakers Born White.

B. North American English Dialects, Based on
Pronunciation Patterns.

Scotland

äː ̴a

ː ̴ɔː ̴oː

ɪ

Canada

ɑ ̴æ

ː

ɪ

ː

Ireland
Wales

Cardiff
English

n Centralized
n Low nucleus, full glide
n Canadian Raising
n Weak/no glide
n Weak/no glide finally or
pre-voiced consonants

n Canadian Raising
and weak glide finally,
pre-v0iced consonants
Weak/no glide before
resonants

[Source: Hermoine_Krafta, https://tinyurl.com/uf2mdyd7]

[Source: https://aschmann.net/AmEng/]

Keyword

BAD

æ~eə

ɑ

ɪ̈~ë

ː ̴ɔː ̴oː

ɛ

äː ̴æː

~a

ɪ ̴ë ̴ə ̴ʌ

ː

ɛ

ʊj

NOT

ɪ

ɔ

ɛɘ̞

u ̴ʊ

eː
RUN

ʌ̈ː

~ɑ

ɛ

u̠

eː ̴ɘɪ̬ ̴ɛɪ̬

ə ̴ɜ

CUTE

BIT

ɛ

u
–

eː ɪ̴ ː, eɘ̬ ɪ̴ ɘ̬

ɤ ̴ʊ

ɪu̬

THREW

BOY

ɪ̞

ʊ

e

ɞ ̴ʌ̈

uː ̴ʊ

ɪu̬
ʌ̈ɪ̬

PAUSE

eɪ̬

ʌ ̴ɐ

u
–

juː

ɔɪ̬
ABOUT

NO

ʌ̈ː

ɜ ̴ʌ̟ ̴ɑ

u
–

ju
–

ɪ̬ ̴ɐ ɪ̬
ɘ

oʊ̬

TOW

PEN

ʊ

ju
–

ɔɪ̬

oʊ̬

ɘʊ̬

DONOR

ɛ

(j)ʉu̬

ɔɪ̬

ɘʊ̬

oː

ɘ(ɹ)

HOOD

ɔɪ̬

ə

ɔɪ̬

ɘʊ̬

ɘ(ɹ)

ɘ

ə

o̞

oː

ʊːɹ

DAY

oʊ̬

ɜu
–̬

əː

eɪ̬

äʊ̬ ̴ɑʊ

eɘ̬ r

ɘ

ɛɹ

[Source: Wikipedia contributors, “International Phonetic Alphabet Chart for English Dialects,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=International_Phonetic_Alphabet_
chart_for_English_dialects&oldid=1006109629 (accessed 7 March 2021.)]
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each nation will quickly overwhelm any conductor.
The complicated and rather confusing International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), which
is replete with highly curious symbols, must also be factored into any decision about
whether to include period pronunciation in a choral performance. In practical terms,
only the conductor can decide whether investing significant time teaching IPA to the
choir will be repaid by the results. Part of such a test might include determining just
how great would be the contrast between modern and period pronunciation. A choral
work by New Englander Ned Rorem, for instance, would surely benefit from a New
England accent; and, if the audience is unaccustomed to hearing the particular nasal
twang that is part of the dialect, the performance is likely to have a greater impact.
Given the large number of immigrant communities that exist in the United States,
those same newcomers, along with peoples that have existed for hundreds of years,
contribute to the expansion and diversification of United States English. History shows
that immigrants, while contributing to the “Melting Pot,” also retain a connection to
their homeland, or their parents/grandparents’ homeland. The result is that a person
can travel across town—instead of across the ocean—and enjoy a meal of grandma’s
rigatoni while easily conversing in English with the waiter.
Native-born immigrants might speak American English with an Italian accent,
which they would have picked up from family; or maybe that family’s children would
have learned American English with the accent that was prevalent in the city where
they were reared. For instance, almost anyone who grew up or visited the United States
could differentiate a speaker from Charleston, S.C. and one from Brooklyn, N.Y. One
defining characteristic of American language is its lack of either written- or unwritten-rules regarding the addition of new words into the American English vocabulary.
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Figure 66. Four Maps of the United States with Varying Pronunciation Patterns.
C. W
 hich State in America Has the Most Standard American English Accent?

D. W
 hat Dialect Do You Speak? A Map of
American English.

Minnesota
Wisconsin

South Dakota

Iowa
Nebraska

Indiana
Illinois

Kansas

Missouri

Area of the USA where
the local accent is closest
to General American.

[Source: https://tinyurl.com/pu27k85j]

[Source: www15.uta.fi/FAST/US1/REF/dial-map.html]

In a country with 328 million inhabitants, that there are multiple pronunciation
maps, such as in Figure 66, should not prove surprising. What might be startling is that
there are more than three dozen; plus, each map is distinct: the information overload
of Figure 66, B compared to the blank spaces of Figure 66, C. Amid the large number
of maps, there are many such disparities: one map with 20 pronunciation regions next
to another with only five or six. And the differences do not stop there: most likely the
geographical regions will not match other maps, nor will the size of the region, nor
the description of the pronunciation, or dialect, as it is sometimes called. Such a wide
variety of styles and types of choral music allows choral professionals to choose music
that may be lesser known, such as Shape-Note Music; on the other hand, such a large
library of choral music might seem overwhelming, especially if the adventurous conductor wants to investigate choral performance practices.

African-American
Derived from English dialects combined with African roots, the Gullah language has
been spoken for generations; indeed, many African-Americans in the South still speak it
today. Like many of the first enslaved persons in this country, a great part of the speech
patterns reveal a similar correlation to the languages spoken on the Western Coast of
Africa. It is believed that the spoken language of Krio in Sierra Leone, is directly correlated to the Gullah dialect.
It is spoken by the Gullah people in the United States in the coastal regions of
North and South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. There are smaller speaker groups in
Detroit and New York; and, in 1977, there were a total of around 125,000 speakers,
few of whom were monolingual. They are closely related to the Afro-Seminole or the
Black Seminoles, and linguistic influences consist primarily of West African languages.
English is usually used as the written language, although a dictionary exists as well as
independent orthography and grammar.
Gullah was developed by enslaved Africans who toiled in the early South Carolina
rice plantations, probably at the beginning of the eighteenth century; there were large
numbers of enslaved persons there, who were forcibly emigrated from various West
African Countries and brought to America. It was also needed to communicate with
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each other, and with their English-speaking masters. Given the cruel and rigid slave
system, plantation owners and overseers would never have allowed their “property” to
speak a language that the white men did not understand.
James Weldon Johnson writes in his 1912 Autobiography Of An Ex-Colored Man, that
“It is indispensable to the success of the singing, when the congregation is a large one
made up of people from different communities, to have someone with a strong voice
who knows just what hymn to sing and when to sing it, who can pitch it in the right
key, and who has all the leading lines committed to memory. Sometimes it devolves
upon the leader to ‘sing down’ a long-winded, or uninteresting speaker.”496
The traditional spiritual texts are almost exclusively religious in content and tell
of the lives of the beaten, battered and yearning; in short, enslaved peoples. These
emotionally sounding songs, some of which have gained international fame, mostly
describe tableau from the Old Testament that are similar to those of the enslaved, who
identified themselves with the “chosen people” of Israel—able to flee from captivity;
this analogy helped enslaved persons to defend themselves mentally against the devaluation of the mercantile system. The sadness is explained not only by the precarious
living conditions of Afro-American enslaved persons, but also by the mourning for relatives who had died, especially during the wave of deportations in the Second Middle
Passage. Many texts focus on motherless children and robbed parents; however, there
were also love songs and satirical texts that parodied the world of enslaved persons,
including plantation owners, along with texts that secretly spread abolitionism news.
After 1838, opponents of slavery organized the Underground Railroad, with its own
religiously coded language. The area without slavery was described as “My Home,
Sweet Canaan” or “The Promised Land;” it was on the northern side of the Ohio River,
which was called “Jordan” in the coded language. In Wade in the Water, the escapees
wade through the water to shake off the dogs of the pursuers. The chariot in Swing
Low, Sweet Chariot stands for the Big Dipper. Spirituals were typically sung in a calland-response form, with a leader improvising a line of text followed by a unison chorus
of singers providing a solid refrain.
Black spirituals differ from white spirituals in a variety of ways. African-Americans
use microtonally flatted notes, syncopation and counter-rhythms marked by hand
clapping. Black spiritual singing also stands out because of the singers’ striking vocal
timbre that features shouting, exclamations of the word “Glory!” and raspy, shrill falsetto tones. The vocal style abounded in free-form slides, turns and rhythms that were
challenging for early publishers of spirituals, which were known as “sorrow songs.”
Songs like Sometimes I feel like a motherless child, and Nobody knows de trouble I’ve seen,
describe the slaves’ struggles and their identification with the suffering of Jesus. Other
spirituals are more joyful: “jubilees,” or “camp meeting songs,” that are fast, rhythmic
and syncopated. Examples include Rocky my soul and Fare Ye Well.497
Prof. Felicia Barber uses Johnson’s Autobiography to create two tables of pronunciation rules; indeed, the pronunciation directions are taken from it and provide telling
differences between Johnson’s rules and those in Tables 27 and 28.
496 Johnson, James Weldon. 1912. Autobiography Of An Ex-Colored Man. New York, NY: Sherman, French & Co., 175.
497 “African American Spirituals.” The Library of Congress. Accessed 19 March 2021. https://www.loc.gov/item/
ihas.200197495/.
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15. a- comin /ə -kʌmɪn/ or in-a /
ɪn-ə /

[Source: Barber, Felicia. 2018. “Gaining Perspective: A Linguistic Approach to Dialect Found in African American Spirituals.” The Choral Journal 58, no. 7: 27. Accessed 19 March 2021. doi:10.2307/26412946.]

Pronunciation

ɑ

ɔ

o

u
ʊ

lax

k'

k

ð
r

ʃ
z
s

“I will go there tomorrow.” [I’m going to go there tomorrow]
“We always catch a lot of turtles there.”
“They did not hear what you said.”
“Those children were eating all our rice.” [Them children been eating all our rice]
“He told him that he had to do it.”
“He’s the one who told us that they are farmers.”
“The white man is in the woods hunting turkeys.”
“Both those women are really smart.”
“Aren’t they the ones who saw him there?”

ɑ̃
a

æ

Low
h

g

ɕ

kp

gb

?

High-Mid

Low-Mid

ɛ

e

i
ɪ

tense

ɘ

Central

ð

[Source: Jeff Stevens, (3 May 2005). “Gullah.” faculty.washington.edu. Retrieved 18 March 2020.]

15. a-prefi xing or a-suffi xing

Examples

Now Jedus been bon een Betlem town, een Judea, jurin de same time wen Herod been
king. Atta Jedus been bon, some wise man dem dat study bout de staa dem come ta
Jerusalem fom weh dey been een de east. 2An dey aks say, “Weh de chile da, wa bon fa
be de Jew people king? We beena see de staa wa tell bout um een de east, an we come
fa woshup um op.” Wen King Herod yeh dat, e been opsot fa true. An ebrybody een
Jerusalem been opsot too. He call togeda all de leada dem ob de Jew priest dem an de
Jew Law teacha dem. E aks um say. “Weh de Messiah gwine be bon at?” Dey tell King
Herod say, “E gwine be bon een Betlem town een Judea. Cause de prophet write say

Grammatical Features

Uh gwine gone dey tomorruh.		
We blan ketch ‘nuf cootuh dey.		
Dem yent yeddy wuh oonuh say.		
Dem chillun binnuh nyam all we rice.
‘E tell’um say ‘e haffuh do’um.
Duh him tell we say dem duh faa’muh.
De buckruh dey duh ‘ood duh hunt tuckrey.
Alltwo dem ‘ooman done fuh smaa’t.
Enty duh dem shum dey?			

14. wide = wade /waːd/

θ

loss = lost /lɔst/
scared = sk’yerd /skjɛɹd/
boiler = biler /bajləɹ/
again = agin / ə gɪn/

v

10.
11.
12.
13.

morning = mawninin /
mɑunɪn/

These sentences are examples of how Gullah was spoken in the nineteenth century:

14. Glide reduction /aj/ to /a/ Diphthongs become Monophthongs
(*) Elongation of the vowel

9.

f

9. Other Alteration of unstressed /n/ for /ŋ/ (deletion of /g/)
10. Addition of Consonant—/t/ in Final position
11. Addition—/j/ After Velar Stops /k/ and /g/ before vowels
followed by /r/
12. Alteration of Diphthongs /aj/ for /ɔj/
13. Merger of /ɛ/ and /ɪ/

β

for = fo’ /fo/
hundred = hund’d hʌndɪd/
tolerble = tolable /tɑlɘbl/
child = chil’ /ts͡ ajl/
away = ‘way /wej/
going = goin’ /gowɪn/

ɸ

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Trill

breath = breff /brɛf/

Fricative

2.

tˈ

Replacement—Labialization of interdental fricatives /θ/ becomes /f/
Deletion—Vocalization of postvocalic /r/
Deletion—Loss of /r/ after consonants
Deletion—Intervocalic /r/ loss with syllable loss
Consonant cluster reduction, especially word final
Deletion of initial or medial unstressed syllable
Deletion - Final Unstressed /n/ for /ŋ/ in present participle
(deletion of /g/)

p'

2.

Ejective

this = dat /dɪs/

/t/, /d/

J

1.

/θ/, /ð/

c

Replacement—Stopping of syllable-initial fricatives

d

1.

t

Examples

Table 28. A. Phonology of Consonants in Gullah Language.

Phonological Features

b

/o/
/do/ or /doɘ/
/monɘ/

p

– /o/ The “or” and “our” combinations are generally sounded “oh,”
– Examples: “do” or “doh” for “door,” and “monuh” or “monah” for
“mourner.”
– This word “mourner” does not signify one undergoing grief, but
one [an individual] undergoing repentance for sins.

Stop

“to” = /tʌ/

High

– “u” The word “to” is always pronounced “tuh.”

ŋ

first “e” – /ɛ/
second “e” – /ʌ/
“better”=/nɛvʌ/ or
“better”=/bɛtɑ/

ɲ

– “e” “better” the first “e” has the usual short “e” sound, and the
second “e” follows the above rule.
– Example “bettuh” or “bettah.”

n

/ʌ /
/ɑ/
“never” = /nɛvɑ/
“never” = /nɛvʌ/

Nasal

– “a,” “e” and “u” between two consonants in an unaccented syllable
are uniformly rendered by the sound of “u” in “but.”
– The sound is sometimes broadened almost to the “a” in “father.”
– Examples: “never” = “nevuh” or as “nevah.”

lax

IPA Transcriptions

m

Vowel Rule

Front

“going” = /gown/

Labial-Velar Glottal

– The “g” in “ing” endings is generally dropped and sounds like
French “m” and “n.”

Velar

“door” = /do/

Alveolar Post-alveolar Palatal

– Suppress the “r” except when it is in the initial letter of the syllable.

Dental

“the” = /di/ or the = /dʌ/

Labiodental

– “de,” the dialect for “the,” is pronounced “dee” when it precedes
words beginning with a vowel sound, and “duh” before those
beginning with a consonant sound.
– In “this,” it follows the rule for the article “the.”

“th” = /t/ thick = /tik/

Bilabial

“th” = /d/ that - /dæt/

Consonants

– “ th” as in “that” or “than” becomes “d”; “th” as in “thick” or “thin”
becomes “t”
– This rule holds good at the end as well as at the beginning of
words and syllables.

Back

IPA Transcriptions

B. Phonology of Vowels in Gullah Language.

Consonant Rule

tense

Table 27. Phonological Features Found in James Weldon Johnson’s Treatise on Dialect.

Therefore when Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, in the days of king Herod,
lo! astronomers, came from the east to Jerusalem, and said, Where is he, that is
born [the] king of Jews? for we have seen his star in the east, and we have come to
worship him. But king Herod heard, and was troubled, and all Jerusalem with him.
And he gathered together all the princes of priests, and scribes of the people, and
inquired of them, where Christ should be born. And they said to him, In Bethlehem
of Judea; for so it is written by a prophet
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The musical styles that grew out of African-American Spirituals influenced music
for generations to come; in addition to Gospel, which took root in the late 1800s, there
is also Rhythm & Blues. Because the singing styles are so similar, it seems reasonable
to draw pronunciation guides for Rhythm & Blues from Spirituals. The enormous
influence that African-American Spirituals have had on many musical genres reminds
us that enslaved persons, despite oppressive suffering, produced a style and form that
has remained just as powerful in modern times as it was in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Spirituals are as worthy for performance practice studies as are any
symphonies by Brahms or Mahler.

Metropolitan New York Accents
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represent a broad picture of Manhattan, which, in the 1850 census numbered a little
more than 500,000. “When William Cullen Bryant first came to New York about 1820
(from his native Massachusetts), he made a list of distinctive expressions that were not
reported fifty years later as characteristic of New York English: diphthongs in forty and
born, a full final syllable in taken and mistaken, a syllabic final consonant in barrel, a
short vowel in jist ‘just’ and sich ‘such,’ and various past tenses and past participles that
were not familiar to him (like have went, I seen, I guv [for gave]).”499
The founding of the American Dialect Society (ADS) in 1889 provided a forum for
talking about New York English; thus, we possess scholarly and reliable empirical
accounts of the New York pronunciation. E. H. Babbit, in his article in Dialect Notes—
the journal of the American Dialect Society—writes that,

In 1867, New York historian, author and editor Mary L. Booth wrote,
Fit language, indeed, is the English for such a nation; as yet a mass of crude material, gathered from the lexicons of every dialect that sprung from the confusion of
tongues, to be molded by time, and use, and the master-hand of genius, into a symmetrical form, perfect because all-comprehensive, and fitting to become a universal
language the only tongue that should be spoken by the people of a New World.498
The term “Melting Pot,” which today is synonymous for New York, had not yet been
coined in the 1850s; calling the City a “Smorgasbord of cultural identities, languages,
beliefs, ideology, and English accents” might be a better, albeit longer, term. The first
distinctively New York voices were not an amalgam of foreign immigrants; rather,
they were the localized speech of native urban delinquents—boys who dominated the
streets in lower Manhattan, particularly in the Five Points district already infamous for
dissoluteness and crime.
Grammatically, English is most closely aligned to German; still, without those
sometimes incomprehensible Umlauts, German immigrants had difficulty pronouncing
words that looked familiar on paper, yet did not match what they were hearing in the
grandiose Tower of Babel that was 1850s New York City. For instance, while Italian
vowels perhaps sounds most similar to English vowels, there is one troublesome difference: 90% of Italian words end in vowels; consequently, American vocabulary, which
has more words that end in consonants, flummoxed new Italian immigrants. The result
was that these new English speakers added a schwa [ɔ] to the end of English words; the
result, which can be heard even in modern times among speakers whose first language
is Italian, results in the English word speak being pronounced as speak-uh [ˈspɪːkˌɔ].
Gentile New Yorkers, most of whom would have never interacted with a Geonese
grocer anyway, made the misguided, yet common, assumption that these recent arrivals from foreign parts were ignorant and uneducated; they assumed that because of the
pronunciation errors they made. Like all immigrants, these merchants, educators and
professionals merely wanted to make for their families a home; the culture welcomed
Blue-collar types from Europe so long as they knew their place within society.
Comments on New York speech did not at first reflect the polyglot and polydialectal city. The uppertendom were a numerous and powerful group, but they did not
498 BOO, 662.
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By the census of 1890, forty percent of the inhabitants [of Greater New York City]
are of non-American birth, and as many more of non-American parentage. A few
years ago, New York contained more Irish-born persons than any other city in the
world, and more German-born than any other except Berlin and Vienna. A New
Yorker who has four American-born grandparents is a rarity, and, as the above figures show, a great majority have not one.500
Babbit correctly points out that the entire raison d’etre for metropolitan New York
is commerce. He also posits that the average New Yorker engages in all the myriad
endeavors necessary to obtain the “almighty dollar,” the “foremost object of all activity.”501 Babbit further deduces that “New York is such a colossus that its inhabitants find
full occupation for their observing powers without looking at the rest of the world, and
it is rare to find one who has any but the most general ideas of what life is elsewhere in
America. In spite of diverse origins, the population of New York is singularly homogeneous socially and intellectually, as soon as you get below the distinct upper classes.”502
The whole point of this elaborate explanation, Babbit says, is to “treat clearly the
language conditions which correspond.” His insight into nineteenth-century life in the
city is so informative that it is quoted at length herein:
The upper classes live a life of their own, travel a great deal, and educate their children in private schools, in which most of the teachers are not New Yorkers. Their
language is therefore independent of the environment to a large extent, though
there are individuals who have all the local peculiarities, and very few escape some
of them. The foreigners who learn English here, of course learn the kind of English
current here. The Americans and Britishers who come here with other kinds are
relatively not numerous, and soon modify their pronunciation to conform to the
current usage.…If they come as children they conform completely very soon. I think
499 BAI, 126–127.
500 Babbit, E. H. “The English of the Lower Classes in New York City and Vicinity.” Dialect Notes 9 (1896): 457–64.
501 Babbit, 458. He continues, “People of wealth and culture form a class by them selves, which is relatively smaller
than in most cities. People of culture without wealth do not live in New York if they can help it; people of wealth
without culture, though very disagreeably in evidence at times, are, after all , not very numerous, and get culture
in a generation or two. The vast majority who have neither, look up to wealth with a curious admiration and to
culture with a superstitious reverence, acknowledging frankly their want of both as compared with the recognized
upper class, but very self-assertive as regards the sufficiency of what they have.”
502 Babbit, 459.
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that no child under ten retains any trace of any other pronunciation after two years
in the New York school and street life. The influence of the parents is almost infinitesimal,—quite otherwise than in rural districts. The children in most cases see very
little of their fathers, and often hardly more of their mothers. The teachers in the
New York public schools are generally, natives, or, in a few cases, Irish. From these
and the older children the local speech goes down to the younger ones. Adults or
youths in the teens are slower to change their habits, yet I have met plenty of cases
in which there was practically complete and surprisingly rapid adoption of the New
York pronunciation by such persons.
On the whole, then, there is a distinct New York variety of English pronunciation, used by a large majority of the inhabitants, and extending over a considerable
district. It is most marked in the lower classes, who do not travel nor come under
outside influences; but it is rare to find any person who learned to speak in New
York who cannot be recognized before he has spoken two sentences. The extent of
the majority can be only roughly determined, but my estimate is as follows: Ten percent is a liberal allowance for the upper classes who are educated out of great local
peculiarities. Perhaps ten percent more is liberal for foreigners who from home
influences speak a different variety of English (fifteen percent is the total, and surely
a third of these must be young enough to have conformed). Other foreigners either
speak no English at all, or, so far as they do not speak “broken,” speak the New York
variety. Probably, therefore, three-fourths of the whole population of New York and
the immediate vicinity is a fair estimate [of people who speak English].503
Babbit continues with detailed descriptions of the vowels and consonants of what
he calls “VNY,” or the English accent that includes Manhattan Island and the communtation districts. He felt that New York was distinct from the rest of the country,
a view that was confirmed by his colleague, B. S. Monroe. Speaking about his study of
dialect in the southern tier of New York counties at the same American Dialect Society
meeting, Monroe writes that “at the opening of the new century, New York grew more
and more to dominate the cultural, commercial, and political life of the nation, yet its
distinctive English was widely despised and even scorned.”504
The World Heritage Encyclopedia contains an entry on “New York City English” that
puts into chart format many of the same descriptors of the nineteenth-century vowels
as found in Babbit’s book (Table 29):
Table 29. A Chart Of All Vowels of New York City English
PURE VOWELS (MONOPHTHONGS)
NEW YORK CITY PHONEME

EXAMPLE WORDS

/æ/

[æ]

act, pal, trap

/ɑː/

[ɪə~eə~ɛə]

ham, pass, yeah

/ɒ/

[ä]

blah, bother, father,lot, top, wasp

/ɔː/

[ɔə~oə~ʊə]

all, dog, bought, loss, saw, taught

503 Babbit, 458.
504 BAI, 137.
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Table 29. A Chart Of All Vowels of New York City English
/ɛ/

[ɛ]

dress, met, bread

/ə/

[ə~ɜ]

about, syrup, arena

/ɪ/

[ɪ~ɪ̈ ]

hit, skim, tip

/iː/

[i~ɪi]

beam, chic, fleet

/ɨ/

[ɪ~ɪ̈ ~ə]

island, gamut, wasted

/ʌ/

[ʌ]

bus, flood, what

/ʊ/

[ʊ̜]

book, put, should

/uː/

[u] or [ʊu]~[ɤʊ]~[ɤu]

food, glue, new

DIPTHONGS
/aɪ/

[ɑɪ~ɒɪ]
[ɑi~ʌɪ]

ride, shine, try
bright, dice, pike

/aʊ/

[aʊ~æʊ]

now, ouch, scout

/eɪ/

[eɪ~ɛɪ]

lake, paid, rein

/ɔɪ/

[ɔɪ~oɪ]

boy, choice, moist

/oʊ/

[oʊ~ʌʊ]

goat, oh, show
R-Colored Words

/ɑr/

[ɒə] (older: [äə]) (intervocalic: [ɒɹ])

barn, car, park

/ɪər/

[ɪə~iə] (intervocalic: [ɪɹ~iɹ])

fear, peer, tier

/ɛər/

[ɛə] (intervocalic: [ɛəɹ])

bare, bear, there

/ɜr/

[ɝ] (older: [ɜɪ~əɪ])

burn, first, herd

/ər/

[ə~ɜ] (intervocalic: [əɹ])

doctor, martyr, pervade

[ɔə~oɐ] (intervocalic: [ɔɹ~oɹ])

hoarse, horse, poor
score, tour, war

[jʊə~jʊɐ] (intervocalic: jʊɹ)

cure, Europe, pure

/ɔr/
/ɔər/
/ʊər/
/jʊər/

C

ot–caught distinction: The /ɔ/ vowel sound of words like talk, law, cross, and coffee and the often homophonous /ɔr/ in core and more are tensed and usually raised more than in General American, varying
on a scale from [ɔ] to [ʊ], while typically accompanied by an inglide that produces variants like [oə] or [ʊə].
These sounds are kept strongly distinct from the /ɑ~ɒ/ in words like lot, mock, wash, and bra; therefore, cot
is something like [kʰɑt] and caught is something like [kʰoət].
Father–bother variability: The vowels in father and as in bother are typically merged, as in most of the U.S.,
remaining backed as [ɑ]. However, a subset of words with /ɑ/ as in lot feature a lengthened and diphthongized variant, [ɑə] or even the rounded [ɒə]. This variant may appear before a word final voiced stop, /dʒ/,
or /m/ (e.g., cob, cod, cog, lodge, bomb). It also may variably occur before voiced fricatives (e.g., bother), /ʃ/
(e.g. wash), and in the words on, gone, John, and doll. Short-a split system: New York City English uses a complicated short-a split system, in which all words with the “short a” can be split into two separate classes on
the basis of the sound of this vowel; thus, for example, words like badge, class, lag, and mad, are pronounced
with an entirely different vowel than words like bat, clap, lack, and map. In the former set of words, historical
/æ/ is raised. In the former set of words, historical /æ/ is raised and tensed to an ingliding gliding vowel of
the type [ɛə~eə] or even [ɪə]. The latter set of words, meanwhile, retains a lax, low-front, typical [æ] sound.
A strongly related (but slightly different) split has occurred in the Philadelphia and Baltimore dialects.
Although the lax and the tense reflexes of /æ/ are separate phonemes in these dialects, their distribution is
largely predictable.
[Source: Anon. “New York City English.” In World Heritage Encyclopedia. Project Gutenberg Literary Archive Foundation,
2018. http://worldheritage.org.]
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The author continues with a chart that characterizes the differences between open
and closed vowels, including variants based upon geographical location (Table 30):

Table 30. A
 chart of the New York City Short-a Split Compared to General American /æ/ Tensing
and the Philadelphia and Baltimore Short-a Split.

Table 30. A
 chart of the New York City Short-a Split Compared to General American /æ/ Tensing
and the Philadelphia and Baltimore Short-a Split.

Conservative /oʊ/ and /u/: /oʊ/ as in goat does not undergo fronting; instead, it remains [oʊ] and may even
have a lowered starting point. This groups New York with the “North” class of dialects rather than the
“Midland”, in which /oʊ/ is fronted. Relatedly, /u/ as in goose is not fronted and remains a back vowel [uː] or
[ʊu]. This lack of fronting of /oʊ/ and /u/ also distinguishes New York York from nearby Philadelphia. Some
speakers have a separate phoneme /ɪu/ in words such as tune, news, duke (historically a separate class). The
phonemic status of this vowel is marginal. For example, reports that New Yorkers may contrast [duː] do with
[dɪu] dew though they may also have [dɪu] do. Still, dew is always [dɪu] and never [duː].

Environment
Consonant
After /æ/

/r/

/m/, /n/

/m/, /n/

NYC
Syllable
Type

Open

Example
Words
la
[æ]

tense
[eə]~[ɛə]~
[æ]

Close

Open

lax
[æ]

/b/, /d/,
/dʒ/, /g/,
/ʃ/, /ʒ/,
(and poss.
Closed
though w/
variance) /z/
and /v/

/f/, /s/, /θ/

Gen. Amer. Balt. & Phil.

all other instances
of /æ/

lax
[æ]

tense [eə]

Alexander, answer, ant, band, can (the metal object),
can’t, clam, dance, ham, hamburger, hand, handy,
man, manly, pants, plan, ranch, sand, slant, tan, understand, etc.; in Philadelphia, began, ran, and swam
alone remain lax

lax [æ]

lax [æ]

Closed

lax [æ]

arable, arid, barrel, barren, carry, carrot, charity,
clarity, Gary, Harry, Larry, marionette, maritime,
marry, marriage, paragon, parent, parish, parody,
parrot, etc.; this feature is determined by the presence or absence of the Mary-marry-merry merger.

amity, animal, banana, camera, Canada, ceramic,
family (there is a degree of variance with “family”;
both [eə] or [æ] can be heard, depending on the
speaker), famine, gamut, hammer, janitor, manager, manner, manic, Montana, panel, panic, planet,
profanity, salmon, Spanish, etc.; in NYC, this group
also includes the exceptions am (the verb) and can
(the verb)

lax [æ]

add, ash, bad, badge, bag, bash, cab, cash, clad, crag,
dad, drab, fad, flag, halve (varies by speaker), glad,
grab, jazz (varies by speaker), kashmir, mad, magnet,
plaid, rag, sad, sag, smash, tab, tadpole, tag, etc.; in
NYC, this environment has a lot of variance and
many exceptions to the rule; in Philadelphia, bad,
mad, and glad alone become tense. Similarly, in
New York City, /æ/ before /dʒ/ is often tense even
in open syllables (magic, imagine, etc.)

tense [eə]

after, ask, basket, bath, brass, casket, cast, class,
craft, draft, glass, graph, grass, half, laugh, laughter,
mask, mast, pass, past, path, plastic, wrath, etc.

lax [æ]

act, agony, allergy, apple, aspirin, athlete, avid, back,
bat, brat, cabin, café, cafeteria, cap, cashew, cat,
Catholic, chap, clap, classic, diagonal, dragon, fashion, fat, flap, gap, gnat, latch, magazine, mallet, map,
mastiff, match, maverick, Max, pack, pal, pallet, passion, passive, rabid, racket, rally, rat, sack, sat, Saturn,
savvy, slack, slap, tackle, talent, trap, travel, etc.

Note: The NYC, Philadelphia, and Baltimore dialects’ rule of tensing /æ/ in certain closed-syllable environments also applies to words inflectionally derived from those closed-syllable /æ/ environments that now have
an open-syllable /æ/. For example, in addition to pass being tense (according to the general rule), so are its
open-syllable derivatives passing and passer-by, but not passive.
Pre-/r/ distinctions: New York accents lack most of the mergers that occur with vowels before an /r/, which
are otherwise common in other varieties of North American English:

Backed /aɪ/ and fronted /aʊ/: The nucleus of the /aɪ/ diphthong is traditionally a back and sometimes rounded vowel [ä~ɑ] or [ɒ] (ride as [ɹɑɪd]), while the nucleus of the /aʊ/ diphthong is a front vowel [æ~a] (out as
[æʊt~aʊt]). The sociolinguistic evidence suggests that both of these developments are active changes. The
fronted nucleus in /aʊ/ and the backed nucleus in /aɪ/ are more common among younger speakers, women,
and the working and lower middle classes.
[Source: Anon. “New York City English.” In World Heritage Encyclopedia. Project Gutenberg Literary Archive Foundation,
2018. http://worldheritage.org.]

This detailed (Table 31) discussion of pronunciation in Greater New York in the
1800s concludes with the all-important consonants, which are as varied and distinct
from the rest of the United States as are the area’s vowels :
Table 31. Consonants as Pronounced in the Greater New York Area
While the following consonantal features are central to the common stereotype of a “New York accent”, they
are not entirely ubiquitous in New York. By contrast, the vocalic (vowel) variations in pronunciation as described above are far more typical of New York area speakers than the consonantal features listed below, which
carry a much greater stigma than do the dialect’s vocalic variations:
Non-rhoticity (or r-lessness): The traditional New York–area accent is non-rhotic; in other words, the sound
[ɹ] does not appear at the end of a syllable or immediately before a consonant; thus, there is no [ɹ] in words
like park [pʰɒək] (with vowel backed and rounded due to the low-back chain shift), butter [ˈbʌɾə], or here
[hɪə]. However, modern New York City English is variably rhotic for the most part, since non-rhoticity is
slowly losing ground, as discussed above, especially on the outskirts of the Greater New York City dialect
region, such as in northeastern New Jersey. Non-rhoticity now happens sometimes in New Yorkers with otherwise rhotic speech if Rs are located in unaccented syllables. Non-rhotic speakers usually exhibit a linking
or intrusive R, similar to other non-rhotic dialect speakers.
Vocalization of /l/: L-vocalization is common in New York though it is perhaps not as pervasive as in other
dialects. Like its fellow liquid /r/, it may be vocalized when it does not appear before a vowel (e.g., [sɛo] sell,
[mɪok] milk).
Laminal alveolar consonants: The alveolar consonants /t/, /d/, /n/, and /l/ may be articulated with the tongue
blade rather than the tip indicates that this articulation may, in some cases, also involve affrication, producing [ts] and [dz]. Also /t/ and /d/ are often pronounced with the tongue touching the teeth rather than
the alveolar ridge (just above the teeth), as is typical in most varieties of English. With /t/, glottalization is
reported to be more common in New York speech than in other American dialects, appearing, for example,
before syllabic /l/ (e.g., bottle [ˈbɑʔǂ]).
Th-fortition: As in many other dialects, the interdental fricatives /θ/ and /ð/ are often realized as dental or
alveolar stop consonants, famously like [t] and [d], or affricates [tθ] and [dð]. Labov found this alternation to
vary by class with the non-fricative forms appearing more regularly in lower and working class speech. Unlike
the reported changes with /r/, the variation with /θ/ and /ð/ appears to be stable.

The vowels in furry [ˈfəɹi] and hurry [ˈhʌɹi] are distinct.

Intrusive /g/: In addition to the ubiquitous alternation of [ŋ] and [n] in -ing endings, the speech of some New
Yorkers shows [ŋɡ] as a variant of /ŋ/. This variant is another salient stereotype of the New York accent and
is commonly mocked with “Long Island” being pronounced [ɫɔəŋˈɡɑɪɫɪ̈ nd] (rather than General American’s
[ɫɒŋˈäɪɫɪ̈ nd]) popularly written Lawn Guyland.

Words like orange, horrible, Florida and forest are pronounced [ˈɑɹəndʒ] and [ˈfɑɹəst] with the same stressed
vowel as part, not with the same vowel as port as in much of the rest of the United States.

Reduction of /hj/ to /j/: New Yorkers typically do not allow /j/ to be preceded by /h/; this gives pronunciations like /ˈjumən/ and /judʒ/ for human and huge.

Mary–marry–merry three-way distinction: The vowels in words like marry [ˈmæɹi], merry [ˈmɛɹi], and Mary
[ˈmeɹi] ~ [ˈmɛəɹi] do not merge, instead showing either a two- or even three-way contrast.

[Source: Anon. “New York City English.” In World Heritage Encyclopedia. Project Gutenberg Literary Archive Foundation,
2018. http://worldheritage.org.]
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In the 1892 volume of Dialect Notes, C. H. Grandgent wrote,
In a circular issued, on behalf of the Phonetic Section, in the summer of 1890,
I requested members of the Modern Language Association of America to write
out, in phonetic spelling, their pronunciation of paragraph 38 of [Henry] Sweet’s
Elementarbuch des ge sprochenen Englisch [Elementary Book of Spoken English].…
Contributed by Mr. L. F. Mott, of New York City…who is a good representative of
that part of cultivated New York society whose speech has not yet been affected by
Anglomania. He has not the traditional ëî of his native city; both his ë and his v are,
I think, like mine.505
Table 32 demonstrates the result of Grandgent’s challenge. The left column is an
approximate transliteration of the IPA as it appears in Sweet’s Elementarbuch Des
Gesprochenen Englisch, which is shown in the middle column. In the far right column
are the changes Mr. Mott made to Sweet’s original in order to conform the pronunciation to his own geographical area, namely New York City.
Table 32. New York City Accent as Compared to General American Pronunciation.
ENGLISH TRANSLATION

ORIGINAL IPA FROM SWEET

ADJUSTED TO NYC ACCENT

I had hardly any breakfast this morning. But I don’t feel at all hungry. I’m
rather thirsty though.

-aiædːhadli eni brefəstðis
ːmɔniŋ ̀, bətai dount ːfiklə tɔl
haŋgri. aimraaðə p̌əəstið.

-ahiædːhadli enibre·kfəst
ðism·ɔniŋ, bətaid·ount fil ət·ɔl
hɐŋgri. aimr·aðə pëstí ðou.

What’ll you have to drink?
I should like some water.
Have a cup of tea. That’ll do you
more good. It’ll refresh you.

ːwhotljuhævtə driŋk̀? aiʃədːlaiksəm wɔtə. ːhævəːkapəv tij;
ðætlːduwju mɔə gud. itlri freʃju.

hwatl yuh·æv tədr·iŋk̀? aiʃud laik
səmw·ɔtə. hæv ək·ɐp ət·î; ðætl
dûyu mɔə gud. itlrifr·eʃyu.

Have another! Half a cup please.

hævə naðe! haafəkap plijz.

hæv ən·ɐðe! haf ək·ɐp plîz .̄

I know a man who thinks nothing of
drinking six cups of tea straight off.
But then he drinks it very weak.

ːainouə mænuwpiŋks napiŋəv
driŋkin siks kapsəv tij streit ɔf;
bətːðenij driŋksit veri wijk.

ain·ou əm·æn ̂ hûp·iŋks nɐpiŋ
əvdr·iŋkin ̄ siks kɐps əvt·î
strêt·ɔf ̀ bətð·en ̄ hidr·iŋksit veri
wik ̀.

It must be very bad for him.
It quite spoils his digestion.

itməsbiveri bædforim ́. jes ̀, it
kwait spoilzizidi dʒestʃən.

tm·ɐstbi veri bædfɔrim ́.
yes ̄ itsp·oilz hiididʒ·estʃən

[Source: Sweet, Henry. Elementarbuch Des Gesprochenen Englisch: (Grammatik, Texte Und Glossar). Leipzig: Tauchnitz,
1904, 198; Grandgent, C. H. “English Sentences in American Mouths.” Dialect Notes IV (1892): 198–203.]

The classic New York dialect is centered on middle- and working-class White
Americans, and this ethnic cluster now accounts for less than half of the city’s population; even within it there is even some degree of ethnic variation. The variations of
New York City English are a result of the layering of ethnic speech starting with the
native Lenape506 tribe and the influence from the waves of immigrants that settled in
the city, from the earliest Dutch and English, followed in the 1800s by the Irish and
western Europeans (typically of French, German, and Scandinavian descent). Over
time these collective influences commingled to give New York its distinctive accent.
And, from the multitude of ethnicities, languages and accents, we now address one of
the most insular geographical areas in the nation, namely: Appalachia.
505 Grandgent, C. H. “English Sentences in American Mouths.” Dialect Notes IV (1892): 198–203.]
506 Lenape, also called the Leni Lenape, Lenni Lenape and Delaware people, are an indigenous people of the Northeastern Woodlands, who live in the United States and Canada
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Appalachian Dialects
If ever there was a region in the United States with its own distinct pronunciation
and dialect, it is Appalachia (Figure 67); indeed, there is ongoing controversy about
how to even pronounce the word Appalachia. The local residents say Appa-latch͡ ) while those
uh (æpəˈlætʃə
Figure 67. Map of Appalachian Regional Pronunciations.
people who are considered
“outsiders” say Appa-laycha (æpəˈleɪʃə). People who
were born and raised in the
area often believe that is
the correct way to say the
word; if you pronounce
it any other way, you will
likely be corrected. There is
a rich history of folk music
in Appalachia, both instrumental and vocal; extensive research has been conducted for decades, with
an outpouring of results
that leave many scholars
overwhelmed. Our interest
n Southern Appalachian Periphery n Great Valley Country
extends to choral singing
n Extended Smokies
n Interior Ridgelines
only—both with and withn Pittsburghia
n Holler Land
out accompaniment.
n Far South
n Twin Tiers
People who grew up in
n Appalachian Rust Belt
Appalachia have particular
[Source: Stone, Lyman. “Where Is Appalachia?” In a State of Migration. 13 January
2017. https://medium.com/migration-issues/where-is-appalachia-2d240d74161b.] rules about grammar and
pronunciation. Historian
Troy D. Smith has published a thorough explanation of how English has been modified
to create practically a new language. To wit:507
The SUFFIX —“ing” (e.g., winning, spinning, twisting) drops the “g,” becoming
winnin,’ spinnin,’ and twistin;’ however, words ending in—“ing” but not as a suffix
(e.g., thing, bring, sing) do NOT drop the “g.” Instead, the vowel becomes a nasalized
“a:” thang, brang, sang. The same thing happens with words ending in—“ink” (think
becomes thank, stink becomes stank). “Anythin’ ” is incorrect; “anythang” is correct.
Thing = thang
Fingers = fangers

Sing = sang
Think = thank

Single = sangle
Bring = brang

Fire is pronounced the same as far. In fact, all words with the—“ire” sound are pronounced—“ar.” Want is pronounced the same as won’t. On is pronounced the same
as own. Can’t rhymes with ain’t. A long “o” sound at the end of a word becomes—“er.”
507 Smith, Troy D. “How to Speak Southern Appalachian.” Tennesse Wordsmith. blogspot.com, 30 December 2015.
http://tnwordsmith.blogspot.com/2015/12/how-to-speak-southern-appalachian.html.
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Tire = tar
Iron = Arn
Potato = ‘tater

315
Hire = har
Irish = Arsh
Fellow = feller

Wire = war
Fellow = feller
Yellow = yeller

Retire = retarr
Window = winder
Tomato = ‘mater

In addition to pronunciation alterations in Appalachian speech patterns, locals also
created aberrations that changed the syntax and grammar of speech. For instance,
William Caruthers’ The Kentuckian in New York Or, the Adventures of Three Southerns, is
filled with these dialectical alterations that were intended not only to demonstrate the
pronunciation peculiarities: these elements identified the speaker as a lower income,
less educated person: “But I’m told the yankees always sings a psalm before they go to
battle;” or “Our gals and boys stands up before the parson a few minutes.”508
Extensive research has been conducted since the 1930s to determine the origin of
the Appalachian dialect. One popular theory is that the dialect is a preserved remnant
of sixteenth-century (or “Elizabethan”) English in isolation, though a far more accurate
comparison would be to eighteenth-century (or “colonial”) English. Regardless, the
Appalachian dialect studied within the last century, like most dialects, actually shows
a mix of both older and newer features.
In his article “Exploring the Roots of Appalachian English,” linguistic historian Michael Montgomery writes of a possible trans-Atlantic origin for Appalachian
English: “For decades, folklore researchers and collectors have prowled the hills of
Southern Appalachia to study the spread of Scottish, Irish and English traits and to
capture the echoes of Early American immigrants in song, in story, and in voice.”509 A
link has even been proposed between Appalachian “moonshining corn whiskey and
King James’ Ulster Plantation.”510 Furthermore, the “unorthodox claim that such personality traits as hospitableness, love of leisure, propensity for violent behavior, and
aversion to work were carried over from Ireland, Scotland, and the ‘Celtic Fringe’ areas
of the British Isles to the American South in general…”511
The evidence for how Appalachian English was pronounced is contained in hundreds—perhaps thousands—of recordings of residents that began when portable
recording equipment became readily available. Among those recordings was a study
of 36 men and ten women, all residents of Appalachia, conducted by Prof. Michael
Montgomery. What is most significant about this particular series of interviews is that
many of the interviewees were born before 1900; in fact, some were born as early as
1840; some were grandchildren of the area’s original settlers.
The speech of these older residents from the Smoky Mountains represents the earliest, and probably the most isolated, variety of Appalachian English to which we
have direct access; this variety will thus be referred to as Early Appalachian English
here. These people, all subsistence farmers, typically had resided their entire lives in
508 Caruthers, William Alexander. 1834. The Kentuckian in New York Or, the Adventures of Three Southerns. 1. 1st ed. Vol.
1. 2 vols. New York, N. Y.: Harper, Brothers, 25,
509 Montgomery, Michael. “Exploring the Roots of Appalachian English.” English World-Wide 10, no. 2 (1989): 227.
https://doi.org/10.1075/eww.10.2.03mon.
510 Dabney, Joseph Earl. Mountain Spirits: a Chronicle of Corn Whiskey from King James’ Ulster Plantation to America’s
Appalachians and the Moonshine Life. Asheville, NC: Bright Mountain Books, 1985, in Montgomery, “Exploring the
Roots,” 228.
511 McWhiney, Grady. Cracker Culture: Celtic Ways of the Old South. Tuscaloosa, AL: University of Alabama Press, 1988,
in Montgomery, “Exploring the Roots,” 227.
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remote coves and isolated homesteads and had very little contact with either formal
schooling or life in settlements, which were usually at least a day’s hike away. Most
interviews comprise stories of bear hunting, panther hunting, moonshining, and
the like.512
As part of a wide-ranging research program, Joseph Sargent Hall made a far reaching linguistic survey of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park and its environs
during the summer of 1937 as a student technician of the National Park Service (Figure
68). The subjects of the study were primarily those native inhabitants who, for one
reason or another, have been allowed to remain within the bounds of the park. Hall’s
research was published by the National Park Service in 1941 as Mountain Speech in the
Great Smokies. All of the important vowel and consonant sounds and their variations
were transcribed, and a word-list of some three or four hundred items was compiled;
furthermore, recordings of a number of old English ballads and traditional American
pieces have been made.513
Figure 68. Photograph of Park Service Intern with Resident and Study Participant.

Steve Woody, a life-long resident of the Great Smoky Mountains, was 86 years old when this photograph
was made while he described a bear hunt. A Civilian Conservation Corps youth is operating the controls of a
machine which recorded Mr. Woody’s speech as a part of a linguistic survey in Great Smoky Mountains National Park, North Carolina-Tennessee. [Source: Hall, Joseph Sargent. Mountain Speech in the Great Smokies.
Washington, DC: National Park Service, 1941.]

The following year, Hall published the transcribed recordings into IPA alphabet and
published it as The Phonetics of Great Smoky Mountain Speech.514
Montgomery, Michael. “Making Transatlantic Connections between Varieties of English.” Journal of English Linguistics, 25, no. 2 (1997): 132–33. https://doi.org/10.1177/007542429702500206.
513 Hall, Joseph Sargent. Mountain Speech in the Great Smokies. Washington, DC: National Park Service, 1941, 1, 5.
514 In the interest of space, these descriptions are necessarily truncated; the only way to do Hall’s work justice would
be to reproduce it in its entirety. Since doing so is highly impractical, the complete work is available online at
512
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The Vowel Sounds of Stressed Syllables.
1. [i].
This sound, which is derived from Middle English long close e or open ɛ, shows
no important variation from general American usage either as to length or quality.…
Lengthening of the vowel may be illustrated by a sentence transcribed from one of the
phonograph records: [wi ˈdɪdn̩t ˈhæv ˈmʌtʃ͡ ˈtiːm], “We didn’t have much of a (baseball)
team.”… Diphthongization ordinarily occurs only before l, as in feel [fiəl], steal [stiəl].…
[e] or [eɪ] may appear in place of standard English [i] in a few words with Middle
English open e.
2. [ɪ].
This vowel, derived from Middle English ǐ, may be sounded with no difference
from general American usage.…On the whole [ɪ] however, is unstable as in much of
English regional speech; it has a tendency both to diphthongize slightly and to vacillate
between raised and lowered sounds.…The variability of [ɪ] may be observed first in the
universal tendency to diphthongize it in monosyllables under emphasis and in the prolonged end-clause or end-sentence position. Such breaking is often attended within
tense, narrowed first element and a falling pitch in the second. Examples: ‘If you carry
on like [ˈðɪ̝ .͡ ɪs]'; ‘We didn’t get nothin’ that [ˈtrɪ ͡.ɪp]ˈ’;
3. [e].
This vowel differs from general American [e] only in being more susceptible to
diphthongization.…The diphthong [eɪ] nearly always for [e]…Emphasis or drawl
always produces diphthongization, polysyllables, or syllables with secondary stress:
“I’ll see you all later.” [ɑlˈsi jəl ˈleɪtɚ]
“That’s on the Far Winter range.” [ˈðæts ɔn ðə ˈfɛ ˈwɪntɚ reɪ̝ ndʒ͡ ]
4. [ɛ]
This vowel, which is normally the development of Middle English ě or of an early
modern shortening of Middle English (ɛ̌) (in the latter case often spelled ea), is represented by a variety of developments in the Great Smokies. In some cases it remains
unchanged; in others, under especial stress or drawl, it may become a diphthong [ɛˌɛ],
[ɛə], or [ɛjə]; [ca], or [ejo]; it may also become [ɪ] or [æ], especially in combination with
a nasal; or, it may become [e], particularly before [g] and the palatal spirants; before r,
it may be retracted to [ɛ], Besides these developments, there are a few words in which
[ʌ] is substituted for [ɛ], and some dialectal survivals of [i] for ME [ɛ᷈].
The Vowel Sounds of Unstressed and Partially Stressed Syllables.
1. initial syllables.
	There is considerable diversity in the treatment or the vowels of initial unstressed
or partially stressed syllables. The most frequent sounds are [ə],[ɚ], [ɪ], [ɪ᷈ ] [ə],[ɚ],
[ɪ], [ɪ̈ ] but under partial or secondary stress [i], [ɛ], [æ], [o], [u] also appear. In
view of the complexity of the data to be examined, and because there is a degree
of correlation between sound and spelling (except, of course, in the case of [ə]),
the most convenient method of classifying the sounds in question is to arrange
them according to the spelling.
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A. Spelling with a.
			 (1) In open syllables, the unstressed vowel spelled with a is usually pronounced [ɔ] by all speakers.… In less educated mountain speech, the aphesis
of [ə] is fairly common as in about [bæʊt], account [kæʊnt] (in such expressions as, “Hit ain’t no ‘count.”), accuse [kjus], alarm clock [loɚm klɑk], appear
[pɪɚ]. All of the dialect writers take notice of such forms, but it seems safe
to say that the clipping of initial [ə] is not so frequent as is indicated in their
writings. More usual than the loss of the vowel is a wenkened form of [ə].
			 (2) In closed syllables or under partial stress, the sound is [æ]. Examples:
accepted [ˌæˈsɛptəd] (once; unusually [ɪkˈsɛptəd]), admit [ædˈmɪt]… Here also
the initial vowel or syllable may be dropped from certain words. Accept, it is
reported, is sometimes [sɛpt]…
			 (3) Miscellaneous. The following words do not fit into the classifications
given above, or require special comment. Authority [əˈθɑrətɪ]. Carolina
[kæəˈlaɪnɔ], [kæəˈlaɪnə], [kɚˈlaɪnɚ], etc.
B. Spelling with e.
		 (1) Words spelled with e show the usual variety of treatment. In cases of partial stress, or of stress shifted to the first syllable, the sounds are [i], [ɪ], or [ɛ]
unobscured. In cases where stress is absent, the sounds are [ə], [ɚ], or weakened
varieties of [i], [ɪ], [ɛ]. As always, the degree or stress exerts a direct influence
upon the quality and quantity of the vowel.
			 (a) In one group, [i] consistently appears. In most of the words here included, Smokies speakers exhibit the tendency especially common in the South
to transfer the chief stress to the initial syllable. Examples: Cement [ˈsi mɛnt],
create [kriˌeɪt] or [ˌkriˈeɪt],v December [ˈdiˌsɛmbɚ] or [ˌdiˈsɛmbɚ]…
			(b) The prefixes be-, de-, re-. Words possessing these prefixes are grouped
together because they display similar treatment of the unstressed vowel. The
sounds are [ə], [ʏ], [ɪ] and [i], each of which may be used in the words so spelled.
Here especially the degree of stress is important, for, although the most common sounds are [ɪ] and [ɪ̈ ], under partial stress they may become [ɪ] or [i].
			 (c) Words with the spelling em-, en-, cs-, ex-. Words so spelled have a vowel
which varies [ɛ], [ɪ], [ɪ̈ ], [ə]. Under partial stress the sounds arc [ɛ] or [ɪ]; when
stress is absent the sounds are [ɪ] obscured, [ɪ̈ ], or [ə]. In the syllable ez-, [ɛ] is perhaps the most frequent sound, but [ɪ] is common; many Smokies speakers tend
to place a shade more stress on this prefix than is customary in general American.
In the syllables em-, en-, [ɪ] is probably more common than any other sound.
			 (d) Words with the spelling em-, en-, cs-, ex-. Another group of words
spelled with c is characterized chiefly by [ə], although in some of them [ɪ] or
[ɪ̈ ] may occasionally be heard. But aphesis of [ə] is common, for example, elect
[lɛkt], election [ˈlɛkʃən], eleven [ˈlɛvn] (also [ˈlɛbm̩/n̩]. Three variants or changes of the vowel arc to be noted: Before [l], as in elect, electric, etc., [ə] may be
replaced by [ɪ]. Kentucky, usually [kənˈtʌkɪ] (not [kɛn]), is frequently [kenˌtʌkɪ]
in the speech of old-timers.
			 (e) Miscellaneous. There follows a brief list of words which do not fit into
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the classifications given above, or for which the data are too scant to permit
conclusions.
		 Eclipse, heard only as [klɪps], as in, The sun comes in [klɪps].
		 Ferocious [frˈroʃəs].
		 Jerusalem usually [dʒ͡ ɚ] but once [dʒ͡ ɪˈrusiləm].
		 Tremendously, once, in a “recorded bear tale,” told by a man ninety-six years
of age of Hartford (Cocke Co., Tenn,): [wi ˈit ə ˌtriˈmɛndəslɪ ˈlɔt əv ˈðæt
ˈbæɚ], “We eat (ate) a tremendously lot of that bear.”

C. Spelling with i.
		 (1) Words spelled with i in the initial unstressed syllable are pronounced with
[ɪ], [ɪ̈ ], [i], [aɪ], and in a few cases with [ə]. In one group, the tendency to shift the
stress to the initial syllable is seen once more.
			 (a) The largest group of words has [ɪ] or [ɪ̈ ], though the former sound is the
more common.
Distill and without sometimes suffer apheresis of the unaccented syllable: [stɪl], [ðæʊt].
Two variations in the vowel sound deserve notice. In words like civilian and disgust,
in which the unstressed syllable precedes the main accent, [ɪ] may be obscured to [ɪ̈ ],
but not in words like discomfit [ˌdɪskəmˈfɪt] and disremember. Many old people and
probably others pronounce impossible [ɑnˈpasəb•l], [nn], [ɔn], which is no doubt a case
of confused prefix (unpossible).
(2) In a second group the vowel is also [ɪ], but the stress is usually shifted to the first
syllable.…Guitar is still prevailingly [ˈgɪˌtɑɚ]; rarely, in jocular language, it is [ˈgɪtˌfɪd],
which is possibly a bit of ephemeral slang.
(3) In a third small group, the sound is or may be [aɪ]. This diphthong always
appears in idea;…the primary accent is always on the initial syllable: [ˈaɪdɪ]. For piano,
old-fashioned speakers say [paɪˈænɚ], but others say [piˈænɚ]; otherwise, sound the
word as in general American.
D. Spelling with o.
	 Words spelled with o in the initial unstressed syllabic arc divided into several
groups according to the vowel sound used. One group, the largest, contains [ɔ],
with occasional variants [ʌ], [o]; another contains [o] unreduced and manifests a
tendency to shift the primary accent to the first syllable; a third, in which o appears
before r, is characterized by the sounds [ɚ], [ɔɚ], [ɑɚ].
	 (1) The most frequent vowel for words spelled with o is [ɔ]. In a few of these
words, however, other sounds may sometimes be heard. In commence, [ə] occasionally becomes [ʌ], and the chief stress may be transferred to the first syllable:
[ˌkʌˈmɛns] or [ˈkʌˌmens]. Contrary is never stressed on the initial syllable, as in general American, always being pronounced [kɔnˈtrærɪ]. A colorful example of its use
is in the sentence [hiz ˈkwæɔ kənˈtrærɪ n̩ ˈmin], “He’s queer, contrary and mean!”
	 (2) One small group of words is characterized by partial stress on the initial
syllable, or by a shift of the principal stress to that syllable. Since, with one exception (police), they are always pronounced with [o] unobscured, they are considered
together.
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E. Spelling with u.
	 Words spelled with u in the initial unstressed syllable are divided into three chief
groups: (a) a group sounded with [ə]; for example, succeed, suggestion, supply, support, surprise (usually with loss of r [səˈpraɪz]), surround, suspicion v., although under
slight stress the sound in succeed and suggestion may be [ʌ]; (b) a group with [u] or
[ʊ]—for example, curiosity [kj ur], rheumatics [rum-], musician [mjuz]; (c) a group
spelled with [ʌn], variously pronounced with [ʌn], [ɑn], [ʋn], [ɔn].
	 By better educated speakers, all of these words are pronounced with [ʌ] but by
a number of old people, and very likely others, some of them are pronounced with
the low-back vowels, unrounded and rounded, and with secondary accent.
At this point in Hall’s book, he begins the discussion on Medial Syllables, which is
quite long; in the interest of space, we will exclude Medial Syllables and move ahead
with Consonants.
The Consonants.
The consonants of Great Smokies speech conform so closely to those of general
American speech that it is unnecessary to give a detailed description of each. There
may be some differences, for example, between the standard and the local articulation
of the b in bear; but the writer is unable to perceive them. Differences affecting consonants lie chiefly in their loss in certain cases where they are ordinarily pronounced,
their addition where unadmitted by standard speech, assimilation, dissimilation, voicing of voiceless sounds, unvoicing of voiced sounds, and apparent substitutions of one
sound for another. Many of the phenomena here discussed are widespread in English
colloquial and dialectal speech; and some, though perhaps not many, may be limited to
the Southern Appalachian region. It is no doubt impossible to single out any feature in
the pronunciation of the Great Smoky Mountains as peculiar to that area. The sources
of population from which the region was settled were essentially the same as those
from which a great part of the South was settled. Furthermore, the people in the counties studied were never, as a group, completely isolated; there was always some contact
with cultural centers like Knoxville and Asheville, which in turn received influences
from abroad. These factors prevented Great Smokies speech from becoming a dialect
possessing sharp divergenices from the speech of surrounding areas.
In each of the ensuing sections wherein general phenomena (like the loss and addition of sounds) are treated, the consonants will be considered in the following order:
plosives, fricativcs, affricates, nasals, laterals, and semi-vowels. In the final sections of
this chapter, however, certain consonants which show unusual treatment will be individually considered.
A. Initial loss. The consonants most susceptible of initial loss are [ð], [h] and [w];
and instances of elision are limited chiefly to words of commonest use, like pronouns,
adverbs, and auxiliary verbs.
Loss of [ð] has been observed in this, that, these, those, there, than, then, though. The
omission is frequent in such phrases as like this, like that, back there1 over there, up there:
͡ ɚ], [ˈovəɛ̄ɚ].
[laːkː͡ ɪs], [laːkˈ͡ æt], [bækæ
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III. EUROPEAN-LANGUAGE ACCENTS/DIALECTS

During the nineteenth century, despite the porous boundaries that attempted to
contain the many languages that were spoken then—as well as today—it is easy to
see that the spoken languages were easier grouped into native localities, that is to
say “Romance” instead of, for instance, French or Spanish. (Figure 69) This method
of identifying spoken languages
Figure 69. Indo-European Languages in 1800s Eurasia.
that were too unruly to remain
tidily within national boundaries
helps to see how languages were
able to trespass those borders and
Arctic Circle
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n Slavic
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Germanic, Slavic, Baltic, etc. The
n Romance
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difference between accents and
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dialects is much less murky than
[Source: Cowgill, W. and Jasanoff, Jay H. “Indo-European languages.” that between dialects an Joseph
Encyclopedia Britannica, 13 March 2020. https://www.britannica.com/
Sargent Hall d language. The bad
topic/Indo-European-languages.]
news is that there are some disagreements on what those differences are.
In most uses, “accent” and “dialect” are used interchangeably. Accent seems to be
used far more than dialect, as “dialect” sounds slightly more scientific. The definition
of accents and dialects used most often by people who work with language is that
accents are just one part of a dialect. An accent refers to how people pronounce words,
whereas a dialect is all-encompassing. A dialect includes the pronunciations, grammar
and vocabulary that people use within a group.
Another definition that has been used to explain the difference is that dialects refer
to the way people speak their mother tongue, and accents refer to how someone speaks
another language: someone speaking English with an Italian accent, for example. This
doesn’t really capture all of the ways “accent” is used, however, because having a New
York accent doesn’t mean you ever spoke another language. Closer to the first definition, some people use “accent” for pronunciation and “dialect” for the words people
use. This can be useful for writers to talk about these two aspects differently. Unless
we
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515 The omission of sounds or letters from within a word.
516 Hall, Joseph Sargent. The Phonetics of Great Smoky Mountain Speech. New York, NY: King’s Crown Press, 1942,13–
106.
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ncluding all of Hall’s research and conclusions regarding consonants herein would
undoubtedly be helpful in a practical sense; however, there is simply inadequate space
in this volume. Yet, since Hall’s entire publication is available online, it will be only a
small inconvenience to locate the PDF, download it without charge, locate the points
that are relevant to your choral works, and make the alterations that seem best suited
for your singers and audience.
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B. Medial loss. Medial loss of consonants is much more common than initial loss and
affects a wider range of speech sounds.
[p] was absent in once in Baptist [ˈbædɔs]; the usual forms are [ˈbæbdɪs] and
[ˈbæbtɪs].
[bl is sometimes dropped in bumble-bee, tremble, and tumble, and likely too in
Cumberland Gap, which is [ˈkʌmərlɔn ˈgæp] on a disc. Probably is [ˈprɑbɔlɪ], [ˈprɑblɪ].
[t] is usually unsounded between [k] and [l] and in the medial combination [st],
and is sometimes lost after [n], as in the following words: directly, exactly, perfcctly,
chestnut, frosting [ˈfrɔsn̩], joists, roasting ears (‘corn’) [ˈroʊsn̩ ˈjɪɚz]; county, gentleman,
lantern, mantle, mountain [ˈmæʊnm], plenty, twenty.
[d] after [n] is in most cases not sounded before [I], [z], or some other consonant,
as in the following words: bundle, candle, handle, kindle, kindling, landlord; hands,
pounds, reminds, Sugarlands; grandma, grandpa [ˈgrænˌpɔː], hound-dog, hundred
[ˈhʌnɚd] (but usually [ˈhʌndɚd], sand-pile.:
Similarly, after [n] before a vowel, [d] is sometimes omitted in yonder [ˈjænɚ]. After [I],
͡
.…Childish
syncope515 of [d] is usual in colds, fields, Shields, and occasional in children [ˈtʃɪlɚn]
͡
There is frequent omission of [d] before [n] in couldn’t and didn’t: [kʊnt]
is clearly [ˈtʃaɪlɪʃ].
and [dɪnt]. [k] and [g], respectively, were absent in single occurrences of [ˌæˈsɛptəd] for
accepted and [səˈdʒ͡ ɛstʃen] for suggestion. The former, if it is not a spelling pronunciation,
may reflect the schoolmaster’s disapproval of such forms as [ɛkˈskeɪp] for escape. Asked is
usually [æst] although it is still pronounced [ækst] by some isolated or illiterate people.516
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The pronoun it [hɪt] (OE hit) preserves its initial historical (h), except when
unstressed; e.g., [aːˈdōʊ̆nt rɪˈmɛmbɚ bæʊt ˈhɪ ː͡ ɪt] “I don’t remember about it.” Even
unstressed hit often occurs without initial loss, as in the sentence: [aˈdōʊn ˈnoʊ hæʊ
ˈlɔŋ hɪts ˈbm] “I don’t know how long it’s been.” But unstressed hit, like he, him, her, etc.,
usually occurs without [h]: [a ˈgɛs ɪts bm ˈtɛn ˈfɪftin ˈjɪɚ əˈgoʊ].
Here [hjɪɚ], [hjɚ] may lose its (h) in the phrase “Come here!” [ˈkʌm ˈjɪɚ].
Heir, herb, honest, hour, humble, humor occur without [h]: [æɚ], [ɜb], ([jɜb)], [æʊɚ],
[ˈʌmbəl], [ˈjumɚ]. Hospital and human are [ˈhɔspɪtl] and [ˈhjumən].
[w] often disappears in was, will, would when preceded by a personal pronoun; for
example, I was, he will, they will, you would, etc.: [a·z], [hi ̊ l], [ðe ̊ l], [ju(ə)d].
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otherwise specified, however, the first definition is likely the one that’s being used. For
the most part, accent is how a person pronounces words and dialect includes a person’s
pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary.517

Germany, Austria & Switzerland
The German dialects are the stand-alone forms of the German language that were
developed independently from Old and Middle-High German, or Old and Middle-Low
German, genetically independent of the written or standard German language. In their
entirety, they form part of the continental Germanic or West-Germanic dialect continuum. The dialects are divided into High German and Low German, i.e. the dialects of
the “higher” and the “lower” countries. The dialects of the higher lands were affected
to a greater or lesser extent by the so-called High German phonetic shift, which did
not affect the dialects in the lower lands. The High German dialects, for their part, are
divided into Central-German and Upper-German dialects.
In their purest form, Low-German, most Upper-German, High-Franconian dialects
and even some Middle-German dialects are incomprehensible to those who only know
standard German; however, all German dialects belong to the dialect continuum of
High-German and Low-German. In the past (until roughly the end of World War II)
there was a dialect continuum of all continental West Germanic languages, as almost
every connected dialect pair was perfectly understandable for both sides.
German was one of the most widely spoken languages in the United States in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Today, German is still the second most common language in South Dakota and North Dakota. The vast majority of German-born
United States citizens today do not understand German, but they still count themselves among the German-Americans who, according to census results with self-disclosure of main ancestry, form the largest “ethnic group” in the United States, with
almost 50 million, even larger than the Irish or English-born Americans. This can be
explained by the fact that the Germans immigrated in different waves and to different
places during the course of several centuries; plus, there was little contact between the
migration destination areas—that is, between the grandchildren of the migrants on
the east coast and the newly arrived migrants on the Prairie.
German, of course, has always been associated with music; these interesting facts
regarding German as a sung language are relevant to our discussion:
•
•
•
•

Compared to the spoken theater stage, (classical) vocal music uses a slightly
varied pronunciation.
In order to make the sung language easier to understand, the schwa [ə] is
often sung as [ɛ].
In classical music, the r is always pronounced with the tip of the tongue as [r]. This
also applies to the ending [-er], unless the r at the end of the word is simply left out.
The glottal stop in the initial vowel is sometimes perceived as unpleasant in
music, and is often left out in favor of an aspirated tone approach, which,
however, leads to technical vocal problems and to an impairment of the
intelligibility of the text.

517 Devlin, Thomas Moore. “What’s The Difference Between A Language, A Dialect And An Accent?” +Babbel Magazine, 25 July 2018. https://www.babbel.com/en/magazine/accents-and-dialects.
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Apart from that, consonants are usually pronounced much more forcefully in classical music than in spoken German. This also serves to improve speech intelligibility.518
There are several prominent books from the nineteenth century that discuss
grammar, syntax and the addition of “loan words” from other languages, particularly
French. Dr. Heinrich Bauer’s Complete Grammar of the New High German Language
(Vollständige Grammatik der neuhochdeutschen Sprache), published in Berlin in 1827,
provides a remarkable time frame for the evolution of the German language:
Until about 1800, standard German was almost solely a written language. At this
time, people in urban northern Germany, who spoke dialects very different from
Standard German, learnt it almost as a foreign language and tried to pronounce it
as close to the spelling as possible. Prescriptive pronunciation guides of that time
considered northern German pronunciation to be the standard. However, the actual pronunciation of standard German varied from region to region.…The first dictionary of the Brothers Grimm, which was issued in 16 parts between 1852 and 1860,
remains the most comprehensive guide to the lexicon of the German language.519
Decades later, in 1880, grammatical and orthographic rules—which became the
basis for Standard German—first appeared in Der Duden [Duden Handbook] by Konrad
Duden. Even though the International Phonetic Association was founded in 1886,
there do not appear to be transliterations codifying German pronunciation during
the nineteenth century. Stage German was based on the sound values of
 the written
language and gained a great reputation as “pure standard German” in the course of the
nineteenth century. Strictly speaking, it is essentially a North German pronunciation
of the New High German written language, which was originally based on Southern
German pronunciation habits.
In his treatise entitled Deutsche Bühnenaussprache: Nach Den Beratungen Zur
Ausgleichenden Regelung Der Deutschen Bühnenausprache (German Stage Pronunciation:
After the Consultations on the Compensatory Regulation of German Stage
Pronunciation), Theodor Siebs provides a rare insight into the status of public vocal
performance:
It used to be widely believed that the pronunciation of singing was a legitimate
model for pronunciation in oral presentations. This perception must be rejected as
a matter of principle, because if there is any dependency at all, then only the opposite relationship can be assumed, since speech undoubtedly has priority.
And, in fact, there is a close relationship between oral presentation and singing.
In the latter case, too, the language appears coursened, especially in long-lasting
518 Wikipedia contributors, “Aussprache der deutschen Sprache,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Standard_German_phonology&oldid=1011173356 (accessed March 11, 2021). “Im Vergleich mit der Sprechtheaterbühne bedient sich die (klassische) Vokalmusik einer leicht variierten Aussprache.
• “Der besseren Verständlichkeit gesungener Sprache halber wird das Schwa oft als [ e] gesungen.
• “Das r wird in der klassischen Musik stets mit der Zungenspitze als [r] ausgesprochen. Dies gilt auch für die
Endung -er, sofern das r am Wortende nicht einfach weggelassen wird.
• “Der Glottisschlag im anlautenden Vokal wird in der Musik teilweise als unschön empfunden, er fällt häufig
zugunsten eines aspirierten Tonansatzes weg, was allerdings zu gesangstechnischen Problemen und zu einer
Beeinträchtigung der Textverständlichkeit führt.
519 Wikipedia contributors, “History of German,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=History_of_German&oldid=1003376457 (accessed 13 March 2021).
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tones; the vowels in particular become, as it were, microscopically enlarged, and
thus the same requirements arise even on a larger scale, since the increased length
and strength of the sung note should not change the timbre of the vowels. Thus, the
singer can learn a great deal from spoken presentation; plus, all opera singers also
have to cope with speaking roles, and furthermore, recent music dramas require
a pronunciation technique that has to be the same as that needed in to spoken
drama. That is why we believed, the concerns of singers must be taken into account,
especially since we were able to do this with a small number of additions, according
to the judgement of several excellent experts.520
In the nineteenth century, North German pronunciation became the most influential in the country. Various factors played a role. On the one hand, Prussia had become
the dominant power, especially since the founding of the German Empire, on the other
hand, in many areas of northern Germany, dialects had been given up in favor of the
standard language, so that the speakers achieved a natural fluency in oral use of the
standard language.
This pronunciation of the German language was discussed and described in 1910
in the Deutsche Bühnenaussprache [German Stage Pronunciation] by Theodor Siebs.
Modern pronunciation dictionaries generally agreed with Siebs’s pronunciation, even
if they differed from it in various details. Siebs goes into great detail, highlighting a
single vowel or a single consonant, using German vocabulary to demonstrate, albeit
in written form, how a word should be pronounced. Following 93 pages, Siebs begins
a pronunciation dictionary, wherein hundreds and hundreds of words have a phonetic spelling, the rules of which are explained in pp. 19–26. Siebs offers pronunciation
entries thusly (Table 33):

German speakers around the globe. Siebs gives recalcitrant actors what for:
Despite the care and the striving for unity, the pronunciation on the stages in the
German-language regions and in the mouths of the individual actors is not uniformly the same, but rather shows certain differences, which are explained mostly
by the influence of the typeface or the dialect; these are spoken partly consciously,
partly unconsciously. Because they disturb the unified artistic representation of the
works for the stage and mislead those who might consider the stage pronunciation
as a pattern, they have been eliminated by an equalizing regulation.521
Riemann proved to be a remarkable resource for almost every musical expressive
device; along with music history, he also provides detailed definitions that explain
problems—along with solutions—as with this definition of Pronunciation:
In recent times special emphasis has been placed on clear pronunciation, since in the
modern direction of vocal composition from song to opera the singing of the text is
more a heightened speaking, usually with only one note on each syllable; in Italian
opera, where it sometimes seems as if the text underlay only serves as a pretext for
engaging the singing voice, clear pronunciation is of far less importance than the
beauty of the tone formation and therefore takes a back seat to the latter. It must
be admitted, however, that the different natural resonances (when speaking) cannot
entirely avoid leading to a difference among several vowels.; thus, in the interest
of beautiful, serene singing, it is not so terrible if a certain sharpness is taken from
the I, E, and Ä on the one hand, and a certain dullness is taken from U and O on
the other. This can be achieved without the entire vocalization being drowned in
a middle Ö-like sound and the entire singing assuming an instrumental character.
Pronouncing the consonants L and R causes particular difficulties for the singer,
especially before A, because in the former, the strongly curved tongue easily remains
in its position and impairs the resonance and in the latter there is a tendency to give
the A resonance close to the palate; both can easily be avoided through conscientious
practice, if one only takes care that the pronunciation of the consonant is quick and
sharp, but afterwards every remnant of the same in the mouth position is eliminated.
The palate R can also be replaced by the tongue R. — Another problem that is not so
easy, and to which by far not enough attention is paid, is that of the correct division
of syllables in singing.522

Table 33. German Pronunciation Examples Taken From Siebs’ Deutsche Bühnenaussprache.
Administration — at̩ -mi̩ nistra̩tsi̩ ṓn
Theater — te̩āt́ ɘr

Camera obscura — kā́mɘra opskū́ra

Toxikologie — toksi̩ ko̩lo̩gī ́

¨pograf
̩
ī́
Typographie — tu

[Source: Siebs, 177, 182, 186.]

Siebs wrote a book on German grammar, with thorough explanations on pronunciation, followed by a pronunciation dictionary—specifically for the stage; his work
offers modern readers a revealing look at the state of German grammar and pronunciation in 1912. It is important to remember that Siebs was referencing High German
(Hochdeutsch), now known as Standard German; it is spoken by the vast majority of
520 Siebs, Theodor. Deutsche Bühnenaussprache: Nach Den Beratungen Zur Ausgleichenden Regelung Der Deutschen Bühnenausprache ... ; Gänzlich Umgearbeitet, Den Gesang Berücksichtigend Und Mit Kurzem Aussprachewörterbuche Versehen. Bonn: Verlag Albert Ahn, 1910, 19. “Früher war die Ansicht verbreitet, daß die Aussprache des Gesanges auch
für den Sprechvortrag mustergültig sei. Diese Anschauung ist grundsätzlich abzulehnen, denn wenn überhaupt
eine Abhängigkeit besteht, so kann nur das umgekehrte Verhältnis angenommen werden, da zweifellos der Rede
die Priorität zukommt.
“Und tatsächlich herrscht eine enge Beziehung zwischen Sprechvortrag und Gesang. Auch bei diesem erscheint die
Sprache–namentlich bei lange anhaltenden Tönen—vergröbert; besonders die Vokale werden gleichsam mikroskopisch
vergrößert, und somit ergeben sich dieselben Forderungen sogar in gesteigertem Maßstabe, da die vergrößerte Länge
und Stärke des gesungenen Tones die Klangfarbe der Vokale nicht beeinflussen darf. So wird der Sänger von dem Sprechvortrage manches lernen können; dazu kommt, dass alle Opernsänger auch Sprechrollen zu bewältigen haben, und
ferner, daß das neuere Musikdrama eine Aussprachetechnik verlangt, die der für das gesprochene Drama geforderten
durchaus gleich sein muß. Darum haben wir geglaubt, auch die Forderungen des Gesanges berücksichtigen zu müssen,
zumal sich dies nach dem Urteile hervorragender Kenner durch einige wenige Zusätze erreichen ließ.”

Pronunciation

521

Siebs, 3. “Trotz der Pflege und dem Streben nach Einheit ist die Aussprache an den Bühnen des deutschen Sprachgebietes und im Munde der einzelnen Schauspieler nicht durchaus gleich, sondern zeigt gewisse Unterschiede,
die sich zumeist durch Einwirkung des Schriftbildes oder der Mundart erklären und teils bewußt, teils unbewußt
gesprochen werden. Weil sie die einheitlichekünstlerische Darstellung der Bühnenwerke stören und denjenigen,
der die Bühnenaussprache als Muster ansehen möchte, irreführen, sind sie durch eine ausgleichende Regelung
beseitigt worden.”
522 Riemann, Hugo. 1887. “Aussprache.” Musik-Lexikon. Leipzig: Max Hesse. “In neuerer Zeit wird auf eine deutliche
Aussprache besonderes Gewicht gelegt, da in der modernen Richtung der Vokalkomposition vom Lied bis zur
Oper des Singen des Textes mehr ein gesteigertes Sprechen, in der Regel mit nur einem Ton auf jede Silbe, ist; in
der italienischen Oper, wo es manchmal scheint, als diene der untergelegte Text nur als Vorwand für die Beschäftigung der Singstimme, ist die deutliche Aussprache von weit geringerer Bedeutung als die Schönheit der Tonbildung und tritt daher zu gunsten dieser häufig zurück. Es muß aber zugegeben werden, daß die verschiedenen
natürlich Resonanz (beim Sprechen) leicht zu einer Verschiedenheit mancher Vokale nicht völlig vermeiden läßt;
es ist daher im Interesse des schönen, gleichmütigen Gesangs nicht so ganz verwerflich, wenn dem I, E, Ä auf der
einen und dem U, O auf der andern Seite etwas von ihrer Schärfe, resp. Dumpfheit genommen wird. Das läßt sich
erreichen, ohne daß die gesamte Vokalisation in einem mittlern Ö-artigen Laut untergeht und der ganze Gesang
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Long before the time of Manuel Garcia, II and his laryngoscope, the German doctor
and philologist Joachim Heinrich Campe published an exhaustive study in 1807 about
spoken language entitled Wörterbuch Der Deutschen Sprache (Dictionary of the German
Language). Volume 1—of five—is 1,038 pages; it covers much more material than can
be addressed herein; that being said, there is much of great value within its covers.
As shown in Figure 70, there were three primary dialects in early nineteenth-century
Germany, with sharp differences of opinion about each, as Campe describes:
The mother tongue of each larger people tends to split into several often rather
different accents or dialects,
Figure 70. Map of the Nineteenth-Century Germanic Diaaccording to the needs and lects by K. A. Brockhaus, 1894.
differences of the inhabitants
of the various provinces of
Niederdeutsch
the country.
Low German
This is also the case with
our German language, which
has been divided for ages
now primarily into High
Mitteldeutsch
German (Alemannic) and the
Middle German
Low German (Sassic, Low
German) dialect; the forOberdeutsch
High German
mer is spoken in southern
Germany, the other in northern Germany.
From the various dialects,
Brockhaus, K. A. Konversations-Lexikon (German Encyclopedia),
High German—actual, pure, [Source:
14th Edition, Volume 4, 989, Leipzig, 1894.]
and correct German—the
true German language has been formed; one must be careful not to call it a dialect or
even the High German accent, because in no province of Germany has High German
been spoken; yes, no single German can ever speak pure High German, since the
High German language is nothing but the book language or written language of the
most educated Germans, freed from everything that the dialects allow in the individual provinces, or levied elevated for common use in these provinces.523
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einen instrumentalen Charakter annimmt. Besondere Schwierigkeiten verursacht dem Sänger die Aussprache der
Konsonanten L und R, zumal vor A, da bei ersterm die stark gekrümmte Zunge leicht in ihrer Stellung verharrt und
die Resonanz beeinträchtigt und bei letzterm Neigung vorhanden ist, dem A Resonanz dicht am Gaumen zu geben; beides ist durch gewissenhafte Übung leicht zu vermeiden, wenn man nur dar auf achtet, daß die Aussprache
des Konsonanten schnell und und scharf erfolgt, danach aber jeder Rest desselben in der Mundstellung beseitigt
wird. Auch kann das Gaumen-R durch das Zungen-R ersetzt werden. — Ein nicht ganz leichtes Problem, dem bei
weitem night die genügende Beachtung geschenkt wird, ist ferner das der korrekten Silbenteilung beim Gesang.”
523 Bauer, Heinrich. 1827. Vollständige Grammatik Der Neuhochdeutschen Sprache. 1. Vol. 1. 5 vols. Berlin: G. Reimer,
16–17. “Die Muttersprache jedes größern Volks pflegt sich wieder nach den Bedürfnissen und Verschiedenheiten
der Bewohner der einzelnen Provinzen seines Landes in mehrere, oft sehr von einander abweichende Mundarten
oder Dialekte einzuteilen.
“Das ist auch bei unserer deutschen Sprache der Fall, und sie teilt sich schon seit alten Zeiten vorzüglich in die
oberdeutsche (alemannische) und in die niederdeutsche (sassische, plattdeutsche) Mundart ab; jene wird im südlichen, dieſe im nordlichen Deutschland gesprochen.
“Aus den verschiedenen Dialekten nun hat sich das hochdeutsch, oder daß eigentliche, reine und richtige Deutsch,
die wahre deutsche Sprache gebildet, die man sich ja hüten muß, einen Dialekt oder die hochdeutsche Mundart zu
nennen, denn in keiner Provinz Deutschlands ward je hochdeutsch gesprochen, und wird je hochdeutsch gesprochen werden; ja selbst kein einzelner Deutscher kann jemals ganz reines Hochdeutsch sprechen, indem die hochdeutsche Sprache nichts als die Bücher- oder Schriftsprache der gebildetsten Deutschen ist, befreit von allem, was
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Campe gives remarkably concise directions on diction, with detailed instructions.
Most commonly, the ie denotes just a stretched simple i, so that the e has become a
mere stretch sign of the i, and has completely lost its own tone: love, dear, loved, lovely,
this, four. That is why such syllables with “ie” need to have neither the syllable tone
nor prosodic length; thus, article “the” is always (prosodically) short, and in the words
“Liebelei” and “hienieden” the syllables “lei” and “nie” have the word tone, although in
them, as in all similar ones, the “ie” always retains the full extended pronunciation of
the “i.” The “ie” is also pronounced monosyllabically in many foreign words, even if it
is often two-syllable in its mother tongue, especially when it is derived from French:
Officier, Grenadier, Barber, Courier, for also Infantry, Copy, Melody, Harmony, Poetry,
Geographie. In recent times there has been a lot of conflict in the use of such words,
with some accentuating these Greco-French words at the end in the French style,
pronouncing the “ie” monosyllabically, e. g.: comedy, ceremony; others not placing
the tone on the two-syllable pronounced i.e.: Kosmodi—e, ceremony; some even say
tragedy (tragédie) with monosyllabic “ie.” Finally, the “i” of “ie” often transforms into a
true consonant, the so-called ‘J’, such that merely the e remains in the vowel, and this
always occurs at the beginning of a syllable or a word: jemand, jeßt.524
The divisions between the three primary dialects meant that some speakers of High
German could not understand speakers of Low German. As the century progressed,
Middle German was more or less phased out; by the beginning of the twentieth century the country spoke only High and Low German, and by the end of World War II,
only High German—known today as Standard German—remained.
It is worth noting that there was significant resistance among Germans to the practice of “borrowing” foreign vocabulary into German; ironically, the borrowed words
that most bothered Germans were French; and, because the French maintain stringent
regulations about what words will be accepted into the official French language—after
having been “Frenchified,” of course. Unlike the United States, which maintained a
policy of “Any word is welcome,” most European countries worked diligently to contain the purity of their languages, because their language was integral to their national
identity. Since the United States was such a fantastically large nation, with an open
arms policy to immigrants, there simply was no means of “protecting” English from
foreign languages, including “British English.”
Three examples of different pronunciations include: 1) The “je” sound is unique
to the French language, “j ” as in “garage.” 2) Another oddity of pronunciation is the
“θ” sound, as in “thus,” which is voiced only in English; many languages, however, use
die i Dialekte nur für einzelne Provinzen zulassen, oder für diese Provinzen zum Gebrauch erhoben haben.”
524 Bauer, 58–59. “Am gewöhnlichsten bezeichnet das i e bloß ein gedehnt einfaches i, so daß das e zum bloßen Dehnungszeichen des i geworden iſt, und seinen eignen Ton ganz verloren hat: Liebe, lieber, geliebt, lieblich, dies, vier.
Deswegen brauchen aber wieder solche Sylben mit i e weder den Sylbenton noch die prosodische Länge zu haben;
so ist der Artikel die immer (prosodische) kurz, und in den Wörtern Liebelei, hienieden haben die Sylben lei und nie
den Wortton, obgleich auch in ihnen wie in allen ähnlichen das ie immer die volle gedehnte Aussprache des i behält. Auch in vielen fremden Wörtern wird das ie so einsylbig ausgesprochen, ob es gleich in ihrer Muttersprache,
besonders bei Ableitungen aus dem Französischen oft zweisilbig tönt: Officier, Grenadier, Barbier, Courier, für
auch Infanterie, Copie, Melodie, Harmonie, Poesie, Geographie. In den neuern Zeiten ist im Sprechen solcher
Wörter viel Zwiespalt entstanden, indem einige nach Französischer Art diese griechisch-französischen Wörter
hinten betonen, und dabei das ie einsylbig ausspreche: Komodie, Ceremonie, andere den Ton nicht auf das zweisilbig ausgesprochene i.e., legen: Kosmodi—e, Ceremonie; manche sagen selbst Tragödie (tragédie) mit einsylbigem
ie. Oft endlich geht das i des ie in einen wahren Consonanten, das sogenannte Tod, über, so daß bloß das, e ein in
Vocal bleibt, und zwar geschicht dies immer am Anfange einer Sylbe oder eines Worts: jemand, jeßt.”
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“th,” which is spelled “Thomas,” but pronounced “Tomas.” 3) The Greeks (and most
of the world) write the great mathematician’s name “Pythagoras," but pronounce it
“Pitagoras;” this pronunciation is documented in the nineteenth-century Universal
Pronouncing Dictionary of Biography and Mythology.525
English is considered a Germanic language; yet it has incorporated many elements
of Romance languages such as vocabulary, syntax, and grammar. According to the The
Duden, German has 300,000 to 500,000 words.526 The so-called standard vocabulary
is estimated at around 70,000, the rest belongs to technical languages, jargons and
regional dialects. English, according to Webster’s Third New International Dictionary,
Unabridged, is estimated to have roughly 750,000 words.527 It is little wonder that
English has so many words: the number of immigrants who entered the United States
between 1880–1914 was 110,000 per day;528 accordingly, the language burgeoned as did
the number of people who entered the country and added their vocabulary, syntax and
grammar to North American English.
“When Germans travel to German-speaking Switzerland for the first time, many
will probably have a similar experience as the anonymous writer of 1795, who was quite
perplexed by the refusal of the Swiss to use the standard German language in oral
expression.”529 The dialect around Zurich belongs to the High Alemannic subgroup of
Alemannic, a dialect group forming part of Upper German. It is the dialect spoken in
the city and in most parts of the canton of Zurich. In their article on “Zurich German,”
Herrn Fleischer and Schmid include helpful transliterations of Zurich German into IPA.
If Herr Bickel is correct and the “German-speaking Swiss language situation has not
changed fundamentally in the last 200 years,”530 then one might safely assume that the
IPA pronunciation tables found in “Zurich German” will be relevant to our discussion.
These tables were created using a recording of a 67-year-old male from the town of
Meilen, some 15 kilometers south-west of Zurich. It represents the dialect of an older,
linguistically somewhat conservative generation (Tables 34–35).

Plosive

Labiodental

p b̥
p͡f
m

Palatal

ŋ

r
v̥

s z̥

ʃ

ʒ̊

x ɣ̊

h

525 Thomas, M.D., LL.D., Joseph. 1887. Universal Pronouncing Dictionary of Biography and Mythology. 2. 1st ed. Vol. 2. 2
vols. London: J. P. Lippincott, 2013.
526 Heine, Matthias. 2018. “Much More than Expected: Duden Counts 23 Million German Words.” Die Welt. Welt.
November 23, 2018. https://tinyurl.com/rrmheycb.
527 “How Many Words Are There in English?” Merriam-Webster. Accessed 17 March 2021. https://tinyurl.com/4y288j75.
528 “Trends in Migration to the U.S.” Population Reference Bureau, 14 January 2014. https://www.prb.org/us-migration-trends/.
529 Bickel, Hans. „Deutsch in der Schweiz als nationale Varietät des Deutschen.“ In: Sprachreport, no. 4, 21–27. “Wenn
Deutsche erstmals in die deutschsprachige Schweiz reisen, wird es vielen wohl ähnlich ergehen wie dem anonymen Schreiber von 1795, der der Weigerung der Schweizer, sich im mündlichen Ausdruck der deutschen Standardsprache zu bedienen, ziemlich ratlos gegenüberstand.”
530 Bickel, 21. “Tatsächlich hat sich die deutschschweizerische Sprachsituation in den letzten 200 Jahren nicht grundlegend verändert.”
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Alveolar

Post-Alveolar

ʋ

Lateral approximant

Palatal

Velar Glottal

j
l

Table 35. Swiss-German Consonants as Spoken in Zurich, Part 2.
p

[ˈhuːpə]

b̥

[ˈhuːb̥ə]

t

[ˈl tə]

d̥

[ˈl d̥ə]

[z̥oi̯ p͡fə]

t͡s

[ˈb̥ut͡sə]

k

[ˈh ːkə]

g̊

[ˈh ːg̊ə]

p͡f

t͡ʃ

[ˈtæt͡ʃə]

k͡x

[ˈhok͡xə]

m

[ˈts͡ ːmə]

n

[ˈt͡s ːnə]

ŋ

[ˈts͡ ŋə]

f

[ˈofə]

v̥

[ov̥ə]

s

[ˈh sə]

z̥

[ˈh z̥ə]

ʃ

[ˈtuːʃə]

ʒ̊

[ˈnuːʒ̊ə]

x

[ˈl xə]

ɣ̊

[ˈm ɣ̊ə]

h

[h nd̥]

l

[ˈm ːlə]

r

[v̥ ːrə]

ʋ

[ʋ nd̥]

j

[j ːr]

Table 36 shows consonants displays only phonemes and does not contain allophones
Table 36. Swiss-German Vowels as Spoken in Zurich.
i

[ˈz̥ib̥ə]

e

[ˈd̥enə]

ɛ

[hɛr]

æ

[g̊æl]

y

[ˈv̥yli]

ø

[ˈb̥øg̊ə]

œ

[ˈb̥lœf]

u

[b̥rux]

o

[ˈholə]

o

[ˈholə]

[ˈm nə]

ə

[ˈʒ̊ʋɛxə]

iː

[ˈz̥iːb̥ə]

eː

[ˈd̥eːnə]

ɛː

[hɛːr]

æː

[g̊æːl]

yː

[ˈv̥ɣːli]

œː

[ˈtœːrfə]

uː

[b̥ruːɣ̊]

oː

[ˈhoːlə]

ː

[ˈm ːnə]

Zurich German (Table 37) has the eleven vowel qualities shown in the quadrilateral. In this analysis, the system distinguishes four degrees of height (close, close-mid,
open-mid, open) and three series on the anterior vs. posterior axis (front, central, back).
Additionally, lip-rounding is relevant for front vowels.
ei̯

[v̥rei̯ ]

æi̯

[næi̯ ]

oi̯

[noi̯ ]

ie̯

[nie̯]

ye̯

[myə̯d̥]

uə̯

[ɣuə̯]

æu̯

[æu̯]

ou̯

[z̥ou̯]

[Source: Fleischer, J; Schmid, S (2006). “Zurich German.” Journal of the International Phonetic Association, 36(2):243–255.]

͡
kx

t ͡ʃ

n

f

Labiodental

Approximant

Velar Glottal
k g̊

t ͡s

Trill
Fricative

Post-Alveolar

t d̥

Affricate
Nasal

Alveolar

Bilabial

Table 37. Swiss-German Dipthongs as Spoken in Zurich.

Table 34. Swiss-German Consonants as Spoken in Zurich, Part 1.
Bilabial

Table 34. Swiss-German Consonants as Spoken in Zurich, Part 1.

In the Swiss German diglossic situation, dialect is usually not written. There is no
officially recognized standard orthography for Zurich (or Swiss) German.…The most
important points to be aware of are: long vowels are rendered by doubling the respective vowel grapheme (thus, e = /e/, ee = /eː/); openness of vowels is rendered by the
grave accent, thus, e = /e/, è = /ɛ /; schwa is represented by ɔ (as in the Standard German
orthography).531

United Kingdom
RECEIVED PRONUNCIATION

When the Germanic tribes from the northwest of mainland Europe began to settle
in Britain in the fifth century, they brought with them dialects distinct from their
native Germanic languages. The Angles settled mainly in the Central Lands and in the
531

Fleischer, J; Schmid, S. (2006) “Zurich German.” Journal of the International Phonetic Association, 36(2):243–255.
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East; the Jutes in Kent and along the south coast; and the Saxons in the region south
and west of the Thames. During the past 1500 years, British accents have continued to
develop, affected by patterns of migration and large-scale social change, not to mention the promotion of “standard” accents since the seventeenth century.
There was great debate among philosophers and philologists, beginning in the
eighteenth century, as to the efficacy of pronouncing dictionaries. In 1791, John Walker
published A Critical Pronouncing Dictionary, and Expositor of the English Language, in
which he discusses the views of other thinkers, including Dr. Johnson:
Equally indefinite and uncertain is the general rule that those are to be considered
as the most elegant speakers who deviate least from the written words…and if the
whole body of respectable English speakers were equally divided in their pronun
ciation of the word busy, one half pronouncing it bew-ze, and the other half biz-ze,
that the former ought to be accounted the most elegant speakers;…Dr. Johnson’s
general rule, therefore, can only take place where custom has not plainly decided.
But, still it may be objected to such an undertaking, that the fluctuation of pronunciation is so great as to render all attempts to settle it useless. What will it avail
us, it may be said, to know the pronunciation of the present day, if, in a few years,
it will be altered?532
The accent that Dr. Johnson says is used by the “most elegant speakers,” is today
called “Received Pronunciation.”
There is a lot of debate as to who actually coined the term “Received Pronunciation.”
Some say Walker, but others, including the British Library, say it was created in
“1869 by the linguist, A. J. Ellis, but it only became a widely used term to describe
the accent of the social elite after the phonetician, Daniel Jones, adopted it for the
second edition of the English Pronouncing Dictionary (1924).” The usage of the word
“received” in the title still remains the same: it means approved or accepted.
Received Pronunciation wasn’t always a staple of Great Britain. In fact, “until
the end of the eighteenth century, everyone in England spoke a local dialect.
Pronunciation was considered an inherited trait.” Before then, a person’s place in
society was determined by birth, rather than wealth and occupation. And, education
wasn’t mandatory and almost unattainable by most people, but eventually, once
school was seen as important, reading and writing were taught, and with that came
teaching the “proper” way to talk. Then, there was a switch: people were able to rise
in class by working hard, earning a lot of money, and having an education. It was
obvious as to who the higher class was because they all sounded the same. This is
where Received Pronunciation began. This dialect at the time was used by the court
and bureaucratic Londoners, and as London grew in importance, many people began
to mimic aspects of Londoners, especially in speech, shaping the cultural “sound” of
Victorian England and southern England.…Received Pronunciation was, and still is
to an extent, an important social marker. Even now, Received Pronunciation is still
taught to non-English speakers as the proper pronunciation. 533
532 Walker, John. A Critical Pronouncing Dictionary, and Expositor of the English Language…With Directions to Foreigners, for
Acquiring a Knowledge of the Use of This Dictionary. London: G. G. J. and J. Robinson, Paternoster Row, 1791, v–vi.
533 Luzzi, Ella, and Emma Cramer. Report. “History of the Dialect,” in Received Pronunciation. Kutztown, PA: Kutz-
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As shown in Table 38, Walker helpfully adds instructions for residents of Ireland,
and Scotland who want to learn to speak with a Received Pronunciation accent.
Table 38. Walker’s Instructions on ow to “Obtain a Just Pronunciation of English.”
Rules to be observed by the Natives of IRELAND in order to obtain a just Pronunciation of English.
The chief mistakes made by the lrish in pronouncing English, lie for the most part in the sounds
of the two first vowels, a and e; the former being generally sounded by the lrish, as in the word
1
2
2
bar, in most words where it is pronounced a, as in day, by the English. Thus the lrish say, patron,
ma2 tron, the vowel a2 having the same sound as in the word fa2 ther; whilst the English pronounce
them as if written paytron, maytron.
Rules to be observed by the Natives of SCOTLAND in order to obtain a just Pronunciation of English.
That pronunciation which distinguishes the inhabitants of Scotland is of a very different kind from
that of Ireland, and may be divided into the quantity, quality and accentuation, of the vowels. With
respect to quantity…the Scotch pronounce almost all their accented vowels long. Thus…they would
pronounce habit, hay-bit; tepid, tee-pid; sinner, see-ner; consious, cone-shus.
This vowel is short; thus evasion, adhesion, emotion, confusion, have the a, e, o, and u long; and
in these instances the Scotch would pronounce them like the English; but in vision, decision, &c.
where the English pronounce the i short, the Scotch lengthen this letter by pronouncing it like ee,
as if the words were written vee-sion, decee-sion, &c. and this peculiarity is universal.
The accentuation, both in Scotland and Ireland, (if by accentuation we mean the stress, and not
the kind of stress) is so much the same as that of England, that I can scarcely recollect any words
in which they differ…if this accent or stress were upon diffferent syllables in different countries,
what is verse in England would not be verse in Scotland or Ireland; and this sufficiently shows
how very indefinitely the word accent is generally used.
There is scarcely any part of England remote from the capital where a different system of pronunciation does not prevail. As in Wales they pronounce the sharp consonants for the flat, so in
Somersetshire they pronounce many of the flat instead of the sharp.
[Source: Walker, vii.]

The list of topics related to pronunciation that he includes is expansive, including a
chart by Prince Louis Lucien Bonaparte. While it is interesting to view, the amount of
text required to simply explain its use precludes its usefulness. Rather, a modern pronunciation chart for Received Pronunciation based on the Cambridge Online Dictionary
is more practical for our purposes. (Figure 71) The authors are careful to point out that
“The majority of people from the U.K. do not speak with an Received Pronunciation
accent,”534 which is echoed in the Received Pronunciation Group Report: “only 3–5% of
English speakers from Britain actually speak the dialect natively.”535
In his magisterial study On Early English Pronunciation, philologist Alexander J.
Ellis outlines the scope of his investigation in the title: Containing an Investigation
of the Correspondence of Writing with Speech in England from the Anglosaxon Period to
the Present Day, Preceded by a Systematic Notation of All Spoken Sounds by Means of the
Ordinary Printing Types. Unsurprisingly, this was a multi-year endeavor.
In Volume 4, the section that starts with the nineteenth century opens with:
“1. Educated English Pronunciation.” He goes on: “My object in the present section is
to examine, so far as I can in a small compass, the pronunciation at present used by
town University, 2020. https://research.library.kutztown.edu/english334/2/
534 “Received Pronunciation Vowels.” English Notes, April 3, 2017. https://english.philograph.com/received-pronunciation-vowels/.
535 Luzzi, np.
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educated English speakers, without attempting to decide what is ‘correct.’… We merely
wish to know what are the sounds which educated English men and women really use
when they speak their native language.”536
Figure 71. IPA Vowels for Received Pronunciation

iː
heat
Small

Tongue Position

Front

Back

it
hit
cure
tour

bait
date

e

Mouth
Opening

her
bird

æ
hat
sat

ʊ

ə

Thus we not unfrequently hear, especially among children, heart pronounced art, and arm, harm.
boy
soy

(ː)
ʌ ɔoar

hut
butt

hi
sigh

boar

out
about

Large

a

Not sounding h after w. The aspirate h is often sunk, particularly in the capital, where we do not
find the least distinction of sound between while and wile, whet and wet, where and were, &c.…
Thus let while be written and sounded hoo-ile; whet, hoo-et; where, hoo-are; whip, hoo-ip; &c. This
is no more, as Dr. Lowth observes, than placing the aspirate in its true position before the w, as it
is in the Saxon, which the words come from; where we may observe, that though we have altered
the orthography of our ancestors, we have still preserved their pronunciation.
Not founding h where it ought to be sounded, and inversely. A still worse habit than the last prevails, chiefly among the people of London, that of sinking the h at the beginning of words where it
ought to be sounded, and of sounding it, either where it is not seen, or where it ought to be sunk.

hook
soot

boat
soak

hear
near

there
hair

bet
set

uː
boot
suit

ɪ

seat

Table 39. Four Faults of Londoners.

ɑː
hard
bard

ɑ

hot
dot

[Source: “Received Pronunciation Vowels.” English Notes, April 3, 2017. https://english.philograph.com/received-pronunciation-vowels/.]

Ellis authors an exhaustive explanation of English vowels under the subheading
“An Examination of Mr. Melville Bell’s537 Twenty-Six Key-Words to English Speech
Sounds;” filling 67 pages, it is far too detalied to even digest herein. In earlier volumes,
Ellis gives a text in Anglo-Saxon, Icelandic, Gothic and Wycliffte English. He then presents a comparison of Bell’s pronunciation (in characters that are precursors to modern
IPA, including many that are now unknown), which he says is intended to represent a
modern pronunciation; and his own, “such as I should employ naturally if I had to read
the passage to a large audience.”
And he does not stop there. Walker proceeds to name and describe four faults of
Londoners (Table 39):
Table 39. Four Faults of Londoners.
Pronouncing s indistinctly after st. The letter s after st, from the very difficulty of its pronunciation,
is often founded inarticulately. The inhabitants of London, of the lower order, cut the knot, and
pronounce it in a distinct syllable, as if e were before it; but this is to be avoided as the greatest
blemish in speaking: the three last letters in pots, fists, mists, &c., must all be distinctly heard in
one syllable, and without permitting the letters to coalesce. The same may be observed of the
third person of verbs ending in sts or stes, and in persists, wastes, hastes, &c.
Pronouncing w for v, and inversely. The pronunciation of v for w, and more frequently of w for
v, among the inhabitants of London, and those not always or the lower order, is a blemish of
the first magnitude. The difficulty of remedying this defect is the greater, as the cure of one of
these mistakes has a tendency to promote the other. Thus, if you are very careful to make a pupil
pronounce veal and vinegar, not as if written weal and winegar, you will find him very apt to pronounce wine and wind, as if written vine and vind.

And Walker’s Final Words on the Subject: But though the inhabitants of London have this manifest advantage over all the other inhabitants of the island, they have the disadvantage of being
more disgraced by their peculiarities than any other people. The grand difference between the
metropolis and the provinces is, that people of education in London are free from all the vices of
the vulgar; but the best educated people in the provinces…are sure to be strongly tinctured with
the dialect of the country in which they live. Hence it is, that the vulgar pronunciation of London,
though not half so erroneous as that of Scotland, Ireland, or any of the provinces, is, to a person
of correct taste, a thousand times more offensive and disgusting.
[Source: Walker, viii.]

It is probably a safe bet that if the composer of a nineteenth-century choral work
was part of the upper establishment, as were most, then his or her works were most
likely intended to be sung with a Received Pronunciation accent; otherwise, composers
from districts outside Metropolitan London or Cambridge and Oxford might very well
have expected a different regional or socio-economic class accent. Of course, the most
famous of these, which is still alive today, is Cockney.
COCKNEY ACCENT

Of course, Walker had something to say about the manner of speaking in the British
Isles, including these words, that hold back nothing:
I shall conclude these remarks with a few observations on the peculiarities of my
countrymen, the Cockneys; who, as they are the models of pronunciation to the
distant provinces, ought to be more scrupulously correct.538
In the 1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue, Francis Grose defined Cockney as
A nick name given to the citizens of London, or persons born within the sound of
Bow bell, derived from the following story: A citizen of London, being in the country, and hearing a horse neigh, exclaimed, Lord! how that horse laughs! A by-stander
telling him that noise was called neighing, the next morning, when the cock crowed,
the citizen to shew he had not forgot what was told him, cried out, Do you hear how
the cock neighs?539
According to the Oxford English Dictionary,

536 Ellis, Alexander J. On Early English Pronunciation. Vol. 4. 5 vols. London: Asher & Co., 1874, 1089–1090.
537 Bell was a teacher and researcher of physiological phonetics and was the author of numerous works on orthoepy
and elocution. Additionally he was also the creator of Visible Speech which was used to help the deaf learn to talk,
and was the father of Alexander Graham Bell.
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538 Walker, xii.
539 Grose, Francis. 1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue. London, 1811.
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The word cockney has resolutely resisted any simple etymology. It is first noted in
1362, when it meant a ‘cock’s egg’—that is, a defective one.…All sorts of individuals
would once have spoken the London dialect, even if the great push for linguistic ‘purity’ during the seventeenth and eighteenth century prohibited such ‘vulgarisms’ from
the aspirant middle class.…The first recorded use of Cockney language is dated 1776.
But it has been suggested that a Cockney style of speech is much older, with Matthews
offering examples from the sixteenth century onwards.…Indeed, early Cockney is primarily a matter of pronunciation, as reverse-engineered from the recorded spelling of
words such as frust (thrust), farding (farthing), anoder (another), and so on.540
As William Matthews points out in Cockney Past and Present a Short History of the
Dialect of London,
The humours of Cockney character and Cockney speech have always been grateful
to Punch, and in no other source is it so easy to trace the changes in the dialect. The
earliest Cockney dialogue in Punch is strictly in the style of Dickens and Thackeray.
Thus, the two verse-letters which Mr. John Thomas of Belgravia sent to his cousin,
Mr. Robert Snaffles, describing the Coronation of the Czar in 1856, which were published in October 1856, admirably burlesque the earliest form of literary Cockney:541
Otel, Arrowgit, Hoctober forth.
eer Bob, hive nothink helse to do, so‘ve thyme to write u wurd
Of the rooshin Koronayshun whot i sor & thort & erd:
Hand tho i finds m diphycult hi meen to rite in rimes,
As mistur BRIGHT did laitly wich I red m in the Times.542
Unless you are anticipating authoring a Cockney lyric for a choral composition,
then the ubiquitous rhymes are less important than the pronunciation of these lines.
Cockney vowels are only slightly different from RP: for example, the RP /ʌ/ is more
open /æ̙/. Some of the diphthongs are wider than in RP. For many people this is the
most characteristic feature of the Cockney accent: /ʌʊ/ in goat instead of /əʊ/ and
/ʌɪ/ in face instead of /eɪ/.
One of the main characteristics of Cockney is the presence of the glottal stop instead
of the /t/ sound. H-dropping is also prevalent. J-dropping is also found as in American
English. Plus, the use of /v/ for /ð/ and /f/ for / θ/ is characteristic of this accent. And,
Raised vowel in words like trap and cat so these sounds like [trep] and [cet].
• London vowel shift: The vowel sounds are shifted around so that Cockney day
is pronounced IPA [dæɪ] (close to American “die”) and Cockney buy verges near
IPA [bɒɪ] (close to American boy).
• Glottal Stopping: the letter t is pronounced with the back of the throat (glottis) in
between vowels; hence, better becomes IPA [be?ə] (sounds to outsiders like be’uh).
540 “Cockney.” Oxford English Dictionary, June 17, 2020. https://public.oed.com/blog/cockney/.
541 Matthews, William. Cockney Past and Present a Short History of the Dialect of London. London: George Routledge &
Sons., 1938.
542 Thomas, John. “The Czar’s Coronation.” Punch, or the London Charivari, October 4, 1856, 139.
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• L-vocalization: The l at the end of words often becomes a vowel sound; thus, pal
can seem to sound like pow.
• Th-Fronting: The th [θ] in words like think or this is pronounced with a more
forward consonant depending on the word: thing becomes fing, this becomes
dis, and mother becomes muhvah.
SCOTTISH STANDARD ENGLISH

The close relationship between Scots and English over the centuries has led to the
emergence of a compromise form, Scottish Standard English. Because of the coexistence of two different languages in the country, Scots and English, people are thought
to act on a continuum ranging from Broad Scots to Scottish Standard English. Scottish
speakers drift on this continuum according to the situation, exhibiting more or less
distinctive Scots features.
The type of English spoken in Scotland is more difficult to define than anywhere
else in the United Kingdom. Since Union of Parliaments in 1707, the official written
language in Scotland was aligned with that in England. As such, standard English has
been used as the language of religion, education and government, making it the socially respected form adopted by the rising middle class, local accents.
Still, Scottish-English is easily recognizable by its pronunciation: speakers generally
hold vowels longer than other English speakers around the globe; moreover, Scottish
speakers are rhotic—they pronounce the <r> sound after a vowel in words like farm,
first and better. In addition to Standard Scottish English, the local vernacular, Scots, a
dialect derived from Old English, is closely related to the dialects of Northumbrian,
especially in rural communities; indeed, large numbers of speakers would certainly
claim to speak Scots, not English.
This table of Standard Scottish is instructive in how Scottish people speak English;
it was created by the University of Edinburgh, which includes more detailed pronunciation maps of Scottish cities. (Table 40)
Table 40. Standard Scottish.
all: [ɔːɫ]

fight: [fʌ ̞ ̈ɪtʰ]

ice: [ʌ ̈is]

oak: [okʰ]

swear: [sweˑəɹ]

ash: [a ̠ˑʃ]

fish: [fɪ ̠ʃ]

in: [ɪ ̠n]

one: [wʌ ̈n]

tear: [tʰiˑəɹ]

bath: [ba ̠ˑθ]

five: [fɑ ̈ˑev]

is: [ɪ ̠z ̥]

open: [ˡopʰə ̆n]

ten: [tʰɛˑn]

better: [ˈbɛtʰəɹ]

foot: [fʉtʰ]

knee: [niː]

out: [ɐʉtʰ]

thing: [θɪŋ]

bite: [bʌ ̈ ̞itʰ]

four: [fo ̞ˑəɹ]

lamb: [ɫa ̠ːm]

oven: [ˡʌ ̈və ̆n]

thorn: [θɔ ̞ːɹn]

blood: [blʌ ̈d]

full: [fʊˑɫ]

leaf: [ɫif]

over: [ˡo ̞ˑvəɹ]

three: [θɾiː]

bone: [bo ̞ˑən]

good: [ɡʉd ̥]

liver: [ˈɫɪ ̠vəɹ]

quick: [kʰwɪk ̟ʰ]

thunder: [ˡθʌ ̈ndəɹ]

brother: [ˈbɹʌ ̈ðəɹ]

goose: [ɡʉs]

long: [ɫɔˑŋ]

rain: [ɹe ̞ːn]

toe: [tʰo ̞ː]

calf: [kʰa ̠ːf]

green: [ɡɹin]

mid: [mɪd ̥]

red: [ɹɛːd ̥]

tongue: [tʰʌ ̟ŋ]

cold: [kʰo ̞ːɫd ̥]

hand: [ha ̈ˑnd ̥]

milk: [mɪ ̠ɫkʰ]

right: [ɹʌ ̈itʰ]

tooth: [tʰʉ ̟θ]

corn: [kʰɔ ̞ˑɹn]

head: [hɛˑd ̥]

moon: [mʉn]

ring: [ɹɪŋ]

top: [tʰɔpʰ]

cow: [k ̟ʰɐˑʊˑ]

hear: [hiˑəɹ]

mother: [ˈmʌ ̈ðəɹ]

salt: [sɔːɫtʰ]

two: [tʰʉː]

mouse: [mʌ ̈ʉs]

see: [siː]

warm: [wɔ ̞ːɹm]

daughter: [ˈdɔtʰəɹ] heart: [hɒˑɹtʰ]
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Table 40. Standard Scottish.
day: [deː]

holy: [ˈho ̞ˑɫi]

mouth: [mʌ ̈ʉθ]

seven: [ˡsɛ ̈ ̝və ̆n]

wash: [wɔˑʃ]

drink: [dɹɪŋ ̟k ̟ʰ]

home: [ho ̞ˑm]

nail: [neˑʌ ̈ ̆ɫ]

sharp: [ʃɑːɹpʰ]

what: [ʍɔtʰ]

ear: [iˑəɹ]

honey: [ˈhʌ ̈ni]

naked: [ˈneˑkɪ ̠d ̥]

sit: [sɪtʰ]

white: [ʍɐitʰ]

earth: [ɛ ̝ˑɹθ]

horn: [hɔ ̞ˑɹn]

name: [neːm]

six: [sɪks]

wind: [wɪ ̠nd ̥]

eat: [itʰ]

hound:[hɐˑʉˑnd ̥]

needle: [ˡnidə ̆ɫ]

snow: [sno ̞ː]

wool: [wuːɫ]

eight: [etʰ]

house: [hɐʉs]

new: [njʉ ̠ː]

sore: [so ̞ˑəɹ]

word: [wəːɹd ̥]

eye: [ɑ ̟ˑɪ]

hundred:[ˈhʌ ̈ndɹəd ̥] night: [nʌ ̈ɪtʰ]

stone: [sto ̞ˑən]

yard: [jɑ ̟ːɹd ̥]

fast: [fa ̈ːst]

hunger: [ˈhʌ ̈ŋɡəɹ]

nine: [nʌ ̈ɪn]

stool: [stʉˑəɫ]

year: [jiˑəɹ]

father: [ˈfa ̈ˑðəɹ]

I: [ɑ ̟ˑɪ]

north: [nɔ ̞ˑɹθ]

storm: [stɔ ̞ːɹm] young: [jʌ ̈ŋ]

[Source: Heggarty, Paul; et al., eds. (2013). “Accents of English from Around the World.” University of Edinburgh.]

HIBERNO-ENGLISH

Within the Republic of Ireland, there are a group of accents associated with major
metropolitan areas, as well as Ireland as a whole: Supraregional Ireland; this grouping
is known as Hiberno-English.
English was first taken to Ireland in the late twelfth century, and despite many vicissitudes, remained there, becoming the first language of the majority of the population
in the course of several centuries. At first, English was a minority language; AngloNorman was the more important of the languages taken to Ireland. In addition, the
Irish language that was spoken by the entire native population in the late Middle Ages
remained that of the majority until well into the 1800s.
Although English ultimately became the dominant language in Ireland, the centuries after the initial invasion were characterized by a decline in English due to a
strengthening of native Irish. The dialects of the northern province, Ulster, are quite
different from those in the south; the main reason for this is that those dialects derive
from Lowland Scots and forms of northern English, which were taken to Ulster during
the plantations of the seventeenth century. These varieties led to forms of English that
are easily recognizable in the north to this day.543
In his article, “The English Language in Ireland,” Jeffrey Kallen writes,
Dental and alveolar sounds show recurring themes in Irish English, particularly in
the loss of phonetic [θ] or [ð], where use of a purely interdental fricative is often
found regularly only in Ulster English. Outside of Ulster, the alternatives to [tθ] and
[dð] are phonetically varied, including alveolar stops, dental stops, and a widely-used
affricate which includes a dental stop a secondary non-strident fricative element, as
in [tθ] and [dð]. The phonetic realisation of /t/ and /d/ provides a great deal of variation in Irish English. Unstressed vowels followed by /r/ often trigger dentalisation,
as seen in [ˈsplɪnd̬ər] ‘splendour’, [ˈlad̬ər] ‘ladder’, and [ˈmɑd̬əʀn̩] ‘modern’, though
it can occur in other environments as well.
Ulster English can be characterised by its points of similarity to Scottish English
543 Hickey Raymond. “The English Language in Ireland.” Revue belge de philologie et d’histoire, tome 90, fasc. 3,
2012. Langues et littératures modernes. Moderne taal en letterkunde. pp. 881-887; doi : https://doi.org/10.3406/
rbph.2012.8266

Pronunciation

and Scots, especially in the use of central or front vowels in the GOOSE and FOOT
lexical sets544.…Centralisation of the vowel can lead to the neutralisation of vowel
quality contrasts between, for example, foot [fʉt] and food [fʉt], but vowel length
differences…may establish contrastive sets. Outside of the Ulster dialect zone,
GOOSE words are a well-defined class with [u], but the FOOT and STRUT lexical
sets show the variable assignment of [ʊ], [ʌ], and intermediate vowels such as [ɔ̃] in
words such as bush, push, cushion, pudding, foot, soot, and stood.545
These pure vowel sounds are defining characteristics of Irish English (Table 41):
Table 41. Pure Vowels of Various Hiberno-English Dialects.
Eng. Diaphoneme

Ulster West & SW Ireland Local Dublin

New Dublin

Supraregional Ireland

Examples

[a]

[æ~a]

add, trap

flat /æ/

[äː~a]

[æ]

/ɑː/, broad /æ/

[äː~ɑː]

[æː~aː]

conservative /ɒ/

[ɒ]

[ä]

[ɑ~ɒ~ɔ]

[ɑ]

lot, wasp

divergent /ɒ/

[ɔː~ɒː]

[aː~ä]

[ɔː]

[ɒ]

loss, off

/ɔː/

[ɔː~ɒː]

[aː~ä]

[ɒː~ɔː~oː]

[ɒː]

bought, saw

[aː]

bath, dance

/ɛ/

[ɛ]

dress, bread

/ə/

[ə]

about, syrup

/ɪ/

[ë~ɘ~ɪ̈ ]

[ɪ]

/iː/

[i(ː)]

/ʌ/
/ʊ/
/uː/

hit, skim, tip

[ʌ̈~ʊ]
[ʉ(ː)]

beam, chic

[ʊ]

[ɤ~ʊ]

[ʌ̈~ʊ]

[ʊ]
[ʊu~uː]

bus, flood
book, put

[ʊu~ʉu]

food, glue

[Source: Wikipedia contributors, “Hiberno-English,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=Hiberno-English&oldid=1023683423 (accessed June 7, 2021).]

• STRUT is typically centralized in the mouth and often somewhat more rounded than other standard English varieties, such as Received Pronunciation in
England or General American in the United States.
• There is a partial trap-bath split546 in most Irish English varieties.
• There is inconsistency regarding the lot–cloth split and the cot–caught merger;
certain Irish English dialects have these phenomena while others do not. The
cot-caught merger by definition rules out the presence of the lot-cloth split.
• Any and many are pronounced to rhyme with nanny, Danny, etc. by very many
speakers, i.e. with each of these words pronounced with /æ/.547
In addition to the single vowels shown in Table 40, Irish-English also contains gliding vowels (diphthongs), as shown in Table 42.

544 A lexical set is a group of words that all fall under a single category based on some shared phonological feature. For
instance, the GOOSE set is identified by OO.
545 Kallen, Jeffrey L. “The English Language in Ireland: An Introduction.” International Journal of Language, Translation
and Intercultural Communication 1 (2012): 25–41. https://doi.org/http://dx.doi.org/10.12681/ijltic.8.
546 The trap–bath split (also TRAP–BATH split) is a vowel split that occurs mainly in southern accents of English in
England (including Received Pronunciation).
547 Hickey, Raymond. Irish English: History and Present-Day Forms. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011, 317.
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Table 42. Gliding Vowels (Diphthongs) of Various Hiberno-English Dialects.
Eng. Diaphoneme

Ulster West & SW Ireland Local Dublin

/aɪ/

[ɛɪ~ɜɪ]

[æɪ~ɐɪ]

/aʊ/

[ɐʏ~ɛʉ]

[ɐʊ~ʌʊ]

/eɪ/

[eː(ə)]

[eː]

/ɔɪ/

[ɔɪ]

[əɪ~ɑɪ]

/oʊ/

New Dublin

Supraregional Ireland

Examples

[ɑɪ~ɐɪ]

[aɪ~ɑɪ]

bright, try

[aʊ~ɛʊ]

now, ouch

[əɪ~ɐɪ]
[ɛʊ]

[eː~eɪ~ɛɪ]

[oː]

lame, rein

[aɪ~äɪ]

[ɒɪ~oɪ]

[ɒɪ]

boy, choice

[ʌo~ʌɔ]

[əʊ]

[oʊ~əʊ]

goat, oh

[Source: Wikipedia contributors, “Hiberno-English,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=Hiberno-English&oldid=1023683423 (accessed June 7, 2021).]

• The first element of the diphthong MOUTH, as in ow or doubt, may move forward in the mouth in the east (namely, Dublin) and supraregionally; however, it
may actually move backwards throughout the entire rest of the country. In the
north alone, the second element is particularly moved forward, as in Scotland.
• The first element of the diphthong CHOICE, as in boy or choice, is slightly or
significantly lowered in all geographic regions except the north.
• The diphthong FACE, as in rain or bay, is most commonly monophthongised
to [eː]. Furthermore, this often lowers to /ɛ/ in words such as gave and came
(sounding like “gev” and “kem”)
And, finally, one of the most defining features of Irish-English, R-colored vowels.
(Table 43)
• Rhoticity: Every major accent of Hi berno-English pronounces the letter “r”
whenever it follows a vowel sound, though this is weaker in the local Dublin
accent due to its earlier history of non-rhoticity.
• The distinction between /ɔːr/ and /oʊr/ is almost always preserved, so that, for
example, horse and hoarse are not merged in most Irish accents.
•
Table 43. R-colored Vowels of Various Hiberno-English Dialects.
Eng. Diaphoneme

Ulster

West & SW Ireland Local Dublin

/ɑːr/

[ɑɻ~ɑɹ]

[æːɹ~aɹ]

/ɪər/

Supraregional Ireland
[äːɹ~ɑɹ]

[iːɹ~iɚ]

/ɛər/

[(ɛ)ɚː]

/ɜːr/

[ɚː]

[ɛːɹ] or [ʊːɹ]

[ɚː]

[oːɚ~oːɹ]

[äːɹ~ɑːɹ]
[ɔːɹ]

[ɒːɹ]

car, guard

bare, there

[ɚ]
[ɒːɚ~ɔːɹ]

Examples

fear, tier

[ɛːɹ~eɹ]

/ər/
/ɔːr/

New Dublin

burn, first
doctor, per

[ɒːɹ~oːɹ]

for, war

[oːɹ]

four, wore

/ʊər/

[uːɹ~uɚ]

moor, tour

/jʊər/

[juːɹ~juɚ]

cure, pure

[Source: Wikipedia contributors, “Hiberno-English,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=Hiberno-English&oldid=1023683423 (accessed June 7, 2021).]

France
Pronunciation

Of all the modern languages, the French language is perhaps the one that, by its
sweetness, its correction, its purity, its elegance, its harmony, and above all, by the
beauty of the immortal masterpieces it possesses, has arrived at its highest degree of
perfection: it therefore deserves our attention, not only in relation to the logic of its
construction and its syntax, but still under that of its pure and correct pronunciation,
the negligence of which would endanger the duration of the language itself, and, consequently, its universality in Europe.
Indeed, men who know the history of languages (and examples are numerous),
know that it is always by pronunciation that the alterations of an idiom begin,
alterations which, although insensitive at first, end, in the long run, by changing the
forms of language, and by making it somewhat unrecognizable at long intervals. As
long as the taste and the knowledge are not fixed, this disadvantage can be useful,
in that it leads to improvements; but when a people has reached the most beautiful
centuries of its civilization, when it possesses works beyond which it is probable
that the human mind will not reach, it is then that it is useful and necessary to stop
the the course of the variations which ill-informed men would like to impose on
language, to raise awareness of its instability, to fix the doctrine of its pronunciation, and to disseminate its instruction and principles everywhere.
We will end by saying that, to perfect this Treatise on Pronunciation of the French
Language in the Nineteenth Century, we did not rely enough on our own knowledge
to neglect those drawn from the commerce of educated and polite people, men of
letters. of a deep knowledge, and of a fairly large number of famous authors and grammarians, who have more or less dealt with the mechanical part of languages; but if, by
taking advantage of the enlightenment of others, which it is impossible not to do in
a work of this nature, our personal merit seems to receive some diminution, we shall
find ourselves sufficiently compensated, if the public deigns welcome it with favor,
and see it as a good book.548
Thus begins the most important work on nineteenth-century French pronunciation
available today. Mssr. Joseph de Malvin-Cazal dedicated his magnum opus to the l’Academie Francaise, created a work whose Table of Contents fills 14 pages, and has a total of 492
548 MALV, x-xii. “De toutes les langues vivantes, la langue française est peut-être celle qui, par sa douceur, sa correction, sa pureté, son elegance, son harmonie, et surtout par la beauté des chefs-d’œuvre immortels qu’elle possède,
est arrivée a son plus haut degré de perfection: elle mérite donc notre attention, non-seulement sous le rapport de
la logique de sa construction et de sa syntaxe, mais encore sous celui de sa prononciation pure et correcte, dont la
négligence mettrait en danger la durée de la langue elle-même, et, par suite, son universalité en Europe.
“En effet, les hommes qui connaissent l’histoire des langues (et les exemples sont nombreux), savent que c’est toujours par la prononciation que commencent les altérations d’un idiome, alterations qui, bien qu’insensibles d’abord,
finissent, à la longue, par changer les formes du langage, et par le rendre en quelque sorte méconnaissable a de longs
intervalles. Tant que le goût et les lumières ne sont pas fixés, cet inconvénient peut être utile, en ce qu’il conduit à des
perfectionnements; mais quand un peuple est parvenu aux plus beaux siècles de sa civilisation, quand il possède des
ouvrages au delà, desquels il est probable que l’esprit humain ne parviendra pas, c’est alors qu’il est utile et nécessaire
d’arrêter la marche des variations que des hommes peu éclairés voudraient imposer au langage, de poser des homes à
son instabilité, de fixer la doctrine de sa prononciation, et d’en répandre partout l’instruction et les principes.
“Nous terminerons par dire que, pour perfectionner ce Traité de prononciation de la langue française au xix
siècle, nous n’avons pas assez compté sur nos seules lumières pour négliger celles puisées dans le commerce de
personnes instruites et polies, d’hommes de lettres d’un profond savoir, et d’un assez grand nombre d’auteurs et de
grammairiens célèbres, qui ont plus ou moins traité de la partie mécanique des langues; mais si, en profitant des
lumières d’autrui, ce qu’il est impossible de ne pas faire dans un ouvrage de la nature de celui-ci, notre mérite personnel semble recevoir quelque diminution, nous nous trouverons suffisamment dédommagé, si le public daigne
l’accueillir avec faveur, et y voir un bon livre.”
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pages. Malvin-Cazal works his way through each French vowel, with every accent— grave
and aigu—masculine and feminine forms, open and closed, as well as nasal, in minute
prose explanations. Even the author realizes that his explanations are somewhat verbose:
What we have just said of the nasal vowels an, in, on, un, and of the assemblages
am, im, om, um, which often have the value of the sounds presented by the former,
especially before the letters p and b, is no doubt sufficient to determine their initial,
medial or final sound; but, wishing to put before the eyes of the reader all of their
most general pronunciation, we have gathered it in the small table which follows,
to which we have added the groups en and em, of which we have, in the first place,
given the various oral values (Table 44).549

Table 45. Table of French Vowels in Dictionnaire général de la langue française
PURE VOWELS
EXAMPLES

1. A open

Long:
Med:
Short:

ā̀
à
`ă

(la) vague
lame, femme
acte,

vàg’
làm’, fàm’
àkt’

2. A closed

Long:
Med:
Short:

ā́
á
ắ

pâte
pas (négation)
does not appear to be in use

pát'
pá

3. E open

Long:
Med:
Short:

`ē
è
`ĕ

è tête, peine, aime
paix, procès, perte
secte

tèt' pèn' èm'
pè, prò-sè, pèrt'
sèkt'

4. E closed

Long:
Med:
Short:

ḗ
é
ĕ́

does not appear to be in use
bonté
does not appear to be in use

bon-té

5. I

Long:
Med:
Short:

ī
i
ĭ

dire, lyre
dit
dite

dir, lir
di
dit

6. O open

Long:
Med:
Short:

`ō
ò
`ŏ

ò mort
homme, pensum
poste

mòr
òm', pin-sòm
pòst'

7. O closed

Long:
Med:
Short:

ṓ
ó
ŏ́

ó hôte, rose, pauvre
beau
does not appear to be in use

ót', róz', póvr
bó

8. OU

Long:
Med:
Short:

oū
ou
oŭ

ou douze
ou doux
ou douce

douz'
dou
dous'

9. EU open

Long:
Med:
Short:

e` ū
eū
e` ŭ

eu neuve
does not appear to be in use
neuf

neuv'

10. EU open

Very
short:

e

me, te, se, le, de

me, te, se, le, de

11. EU long

Long:
Med:
Short:

e´ ū
eú
e´ŭ

heureuse
heureux
does not appear to be in use

eu-reuz'
eu-reu

12. U

Long:
Med:
Short:

ū
u
ŭ

dur
du
duc

dur
du
duk'

Table 44. Table of the Pronunciation Plus General Groups
AN

IN

ON

UN

EN

AM

IM

OM

UM

EM

Initial…

an

on

on

u

an

an

in

on

om

an

Médial…

an

in

on

on

an

an

in

on

on

an

Final…

an

in

on

un

in

am

im

on

om

èm

[Source: Malvin-Cazal, 83.]

Fortunately, the Dictionnaire Général De La Langue Francaise; Du Commencement Du
XVIIe Siecle Jusqu’a Nos Jours (1900), offers a more condensed—yet thorough—explanation of French pronunciation as it existed at the end of the nineteenth century:
French today has at least twelve pure vowels and four nasal vowels. These vowels
present, depending on the nature of the words in which they are found, differences
in length. In general, pure vowels are long when followed, in the same syllable, by
a soft consonant; they are short when the consonant is strong; in the other cases
they are average. Nasal vowels are long when followed by a pronounced consonant;
otherwise they are average: they are never brief.
The vowels also present, according to their place in the word, differences of
intensity, being pronounced with more force when they are accentuated, that is to
say struck with the tonic accent, and being pronounced less strongly when they are
stressed. are unstressed or dull.
The vowels considered in the following Table 45 are all stressed.550

549 MALV, 82. “Ce que nous venons de dire des voyelles nasales an, in, on, un, et des assemblages am, im, om, um, qui,
souvent, ont la valeur des sons présentés par les premiers, surtout devant les lettres p et b, suffit, sans doute, pour
déterminer leur son initial, médial ou final; mais, voulant mettre sous les yeux du lecteur l’ensemble de leur prononciation la plus générale, nous l’avons réunie dans le petit tableau qui suit, auquel nous avons joint les groupes
en et em, dont nous avons, en premier lieu, donne les diverses valeurs orales.”
550 HATZ, 26–27. “Le français possède aujourd’hui au moins douze voyelles pures et quatre voyelles nasales. Ces voyelles
présentent, suivant la nature des mots où elles se trouvent, des différences de longueur. En général, les voyelles pures
sont longues quand elles sont suivies, dans une même syllabe, d’une consonne douce ; elles sont brèves quand la
consonne est forte ; dans les autres cas elles sont moyennes. Les voyelles nasales sont longues quand elles sont suivies
d’une consonne qui se prononce ; elles sont moyennes dans le cas contraire : elles ne sont jamais brèves.
“Les voyelles présentent également, suivant leur place dans le mot, des différences d’intensité, étant prononcées
avec plus de force quand elles sont accentuées, c’est-à-dire frappées de l’accent tonique, et étant prononcées moins
fortement quand elles sont inaccentuées ou atones.
“Les voyelles considérées dans le tableau suivant sont toutes accentuées.”

Pronunciation

ORTHOGRAPHIC FIG.

neuf'

NASAL VOWELS
EXAMPLES

ORTHOGRAPHIC FIG.

AN = ã, nasal of a open

Long:
Med:

an̄
an

tante, chambre, science, fente tant', chanbr', syans',
sang, champ
fant'
san, chan

EN = e, nasal of è open

Long:
Med:

in̄
in

limbe, sainte, feinte, Reims
rien, saint, faim, rein, vin

linb', sint', fint', Rins'
ryin, sin, fin, rin, vin
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Table 45. Table of French Vowels in Dictionnaire général de la langue française
PURE VOWELS
EXAMPLES

ORTHOGRAPHIC FIG.

Long:
Med:

on̄
on

honte, onze, once
bon

hont', onz', ons'
bon

EUN = œ, nasal of eu open Long:
Med:

un̄
un

humble
commun

unbl'
cò-mun

ON = ô, nasal of ô open

Table 45. Table of French Vowels in Dictionnaire général de la langue française
DIPTHONGS

 here used to be pure diphthongs: ia, ie, ii, io, iu, iou, ieu; ua, ue, ui, uo, uu; oua, oue, oui, etc.,
T
ai, ei, ou, etc., and nasal diphthongs: ian, ien, ion; uan, uen, uon, etc. It was also pronounced as
diphthongs oi and oin.
Modern pronunciation, in its rapidity, has merged diphthongs into simple vowels (ai = è, au =
o), or has transformed the first vocalic element into a consonant, so that today our language no
longer knows of diphthongs.
[Source: Hatzfeld et al, xxv--xxvii.]

Table 46. Consonants Whose Articulations are Variable.
At the beginning,
between, and at
the end of words.

At the
beginning, and
between single
words.

At the beginning of single
words.

Between, and
at the end of
single words.

Between
single
words.

At the end of
single words.

P, S, Y, CH, G, H.

GN, C.

II

M, L, LL.

T.

F, D, Z.

6

2

II

3

1

3

15
[Source: Malvin-Cazal, 257.]

Table 47 lays out in graphic format his guidelines about pronouncing consonants:
Table 47. Table of 20 Consonants as Shown in Prononciation De La Langue Française Au XIX.
CLASSES

GENRE

STRONG

WEAK

pure................ closed.......................................

P

B

nasal..........................................

II

M

dental............. sibilant......................................

F

V

closed.......................................

T

D

sibilant......................................

S

Z

semi-closed..............................

R

L

pure............................

II

N

palatalized.................

II

GN

palatalized................................

LL

Y

palato-alveolar fricative..........

CH

J

C (KQ)

G

II

H

5 labials...........

Hatzfeld follows these excellent and instructive descriptions of French vowels with
an exceedingly detailed explanation of French consonants and their pronunciation in
the nineteenth century. In the interest of space, we will examine a table of consonants
included in Malvin-Cazal: “As we did for the vowels, we are also going to put before the
reader’s eyes the general table of consonants consecrated by national usage to represent the fundamental articulations of the French language.”551 Malvin-Cazal continues:

dental.............

14 linguals....... palatal............

The collision of the final articulations of words with the initial articulations of the
following words is so opposed to the genius of our language, that the most general
rule of pronunciation with regard to them is to remove the final consonants in
speech, so that their subtraction does not brings no obstacle to the clear and exact
emission of the initial consonants of the following words.
This rule even extends to certain medial consonants, when their emission is too
hard or too embarrassing to leave the following consonant all its clarity, and the
sound which supports it with all its fullness, all its harmony.
But since the rule which prescribes the suppression of final consonants in front
of other consonants has quite a few exceptions, and the laws which establish these
exceptions are fixed, we are going to make one known for each of our consonants.
Among the twenty graphic characters representing all the simple movements of
the organs of speech, there are five whose articulation never varies, whatever their
position in the written words; and fifteen of which the key varies, according to the
vowels or the consonants to which are joined.The five consonants whose intonation
is constant and invariable are: B, V, R, N, J.
Table 46 will make known the variable consonants in their emission, and indicate
in a general way in which part of the words they are.552’
551

Malvin-Cazal, 255. “Ainsi que nous l’avons fait pour les voyelles, nous allons egalement mettre sous les yeux du lecteur, le tableau general des consonnes consacrees par l’usage national a representer es articulations fondamentales
de la langue français.”
552 Malvin-Cazal, 256. “Le heurtement des articulations finales des mots avec les articulations initiales des mots suivants est tellement opposé au génie de notre langue, que la règle la plus générale de prononciation à leur égard est de
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nasal…..

guttural.......... closed.......................................
1 aspirant ………………………………………………………………………

8

12
20

[Source: Malvin-Cazal, 255.]

supprimer les consonnes finales dans la parole, afin que leur retranchement n’apporte aucun obstacle à l’émission
nette et exacte des consonnes initiales des mots suivants.
“Cette règle s’étend même jusqu’à certaines consonnes médiales, quand leur émission est trop dure ou trop
embarrassante pour laisser a la consonne suivante toute sa netteté, et au son qui lui sert d’appui toute sa plénitude,
toute son harmonie.
“Mais comme la règle qui prescrit )a suppression des consonnes finales devant d’autres consonnes a des exceptions assez nombreuses, et que les lois qui établissent ces exceptions sont fixes, nous allons faire connaitre les unes
et les autres pour chacune de nosconsonnes.
“Parmi les vingt caractères graphiques représentant tous les mouvements simples des organes de la parole, ii y en
a cinq dont l’articulation ne varie jamais, quelle que soit leur position dans les mots écrits; et quinze dont la touche
varie, suivant les voyelles ou les consonnes auxquelles soot jointes.
“Les cinq consonnes dont l’intonation est constante et invariable, sont: B, V, R, N, J.
“Le tableau suivant va faire connaître les consonnes variables dans leur émission, et indiquer d’une manière
générale dans quelle partie des mots elles le sont.”
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IV. ITALY & THE IBERIAN PENINSULA

Italy
Proportionate to its size,
Figure 72. Regional Languages and Dialects in Italy Today.
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European country. (Figure 72)
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of innumerable languages dif- [Source: Wikipedia contributors. “Lingue dell’Italia”, Wikipedia, L’enciclopedia libferent from region to region, era, http://it.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Lingue_dell%27Italia&oldid=
121061142 (in data 9 giugno 2021).
although clearly recognizable
by their common background. Almost all the Italian dialects have this origin: they are
not at all the result of incorrect Italian, as some believe, and they are not even the result
of a confused and inextricable mixture of different languages; rather, they derive instead
CO

CA

from the ancient spoken Latin, albeit with the contribution and influence of other languages, ancient and modern. The official Romance languages, such as Italian, are essentially ancient dialects which, for various reasons, have achieved particular prestige.
Until the thirteenth century, almost every printed book or document was produced
in Latin, as was dialogue in ecclesiastical settings, and legal forums throughout the
Roman Empire. All that changed when Durante di Alighiero degli Alighieri, known as
Dante, penned his masterpiece, the three-volume Commedia, in literary Tuscan. Even
though most Italians cannot read Dante in the original, linguists rightly consider him
the creator of modern Italian.
As in other European countries, grammars were published to teach students how to
read, write, and speak Italian. In the nineteenth century, authors and publishers began
to focus their efforts on schools; once compulsory education took root in the unified
Italian Republic, the demand for grammars became great. But publishers also recognized
the need to service the market for foreigners; thus, they continued to produce books that
helped older children and adults master the Italian language.
Raffaello Fornaciari wrote several grammars, one of which we will examine. In
Grammatica Italiana Dell’uso Moderno (Italian Grammar in Modern Usage), he explains
the somewhat convoluted means of Italian vowel mutation:
Mutation of Vowels
§1.			Often the same word has two forms with different vowels, one of which is to
be regarded as primitive, because it corresponds to the origin of the word, the
other as changed. This vowel is most often unstressed, but sometimes it is also
the same tonic vowel as the word. Let us speak first of the unstressed vowels.
§2. 		In the first syllable of a word, the unstressed e is attenuated many times in i,
as shown by the double forms decèmbre, dicèmbre [December]; nepote, nipote
[nephew]; demónio, dimónio poetic [demon]; leóne, lesser-used lióne [lion];
and, in general, the prefixes de and re, which either are changed into di and
ri, or have both forms. Ex. devóto, divóto [devote], desèrto, disèrto [desert].
Thus also sometimes at the end of the word: avante, avanti [forward];
domane, domani [tomorrow]; lúnge, lúngi [long]. The forms in e are poetic.
			 Similar affinity is found in analogous cases between o and u. Hence, we
have a little-used focile and a fucile [rifle]; little-used molino and mulino [miller]; olivo and ulivo [olive]; obbedire, ubbidire [obey]; officio, uffizio [office].
§3.		Other times, even in the first syllable, e and i are strengthened into a. Hence,
the double forms dendro, dandro; meraviglia, maraviglia [marvelous]; selvatico,
salvatico [saved]; innaffidre, annaffidre [water v.]; sterpáre and strappáre [tear]
with metathesis;553 tendglia (antique) tandglia [stretch].
§4. 		Sometimes the consonant that follows or precedes them affects the change of
unstressed vowels:
			 r tends to change into e with the preceding vowel, as attested by the double
forms: guarníre, guerníre [fortify]; árbero (poetic) álbero [tree]; garófano, gherófano [indigenous tree]; separare, sceverare [sort out]; and the suffixes -eria, -erello,
-ereocío, etc., where the initial e is often an attenuation of archaic a. Ex. rubare

LI

AL

553
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The transposition of sounds or syllables in a word or of words in a sentence.
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si trae, rubería and not rubaría [steal]; from beccaro, becchería [butcher]; from
birrajo (birráro) birreria [brewery] etc., etc. The double forms scioccarèllo, scioccherèllo, [shocking], are still used; pazzaréllo, pazzérello [sweetmeat]; boscaréccio,
boscheréccio [sweetmeat]; casaréccio, caseréccio [homemade], and others.
§5.		Consonants b, p, make contact with i or e, which tends to change them to u.
This is seen in double forms scipare (antiq.) sciupare [squander]; officina [workshop], fucina [forge], with aferesi;554 ribelle, rubello; ebriaco (antiq.) ubriaco: the
consonants m e v a in contact with i, e, u. tend to change into: o. Ex. riverto,
rivéscio poetic rovescio; diveniare, doveniare; mínimo, ménomo; dévo, dovére;
pierano, porano; dimani, domani; diménda, dománda; divízia poet. dovizía;
eremíta, romíto with aferisi; ruina, rovina; manuale, manovale; contínuo, contínovo( antiq.); Cápua, Cápova (antiq.)
§6.		The consonant l tends to change into o when the vowel with which the accented syllable is in contact. This can be seen in the double forms of débile [weak]
poetic débole (the ancients also said nóbole, útole and so forth. For nóbile [noble]
and útile [utility]); Angelo, Angiolo; Scándalo, Scándolo (little used):
			 The guttural consonants c, g and nasal nasal n, m, tend to change into the
vowel that precedes them after the accented syllable. So the double forms
crónica, crónaca;555 tónica, tónaca; pampino, pampano; giovine, giovane; canon,
calonaco, pleb.; Gerónimo, Girólam. So it also explained the ways that were not
at all antiquated: prolago, astrolago and similar, instead of prologo [prologue],
astrologo [astrologer], etc.
§7.		In general, the change of voice is supported by the two opposing tendencies
of language, which are called assimilation and deformation. For the first, an
attempt is made to repeat the same sound; for the second, however, it avoided
repetition. At the assimilation there are partial changes as noted to §3, as in salvatico,556 instead of the primitive selvatico. [place] Other examples are maladetto
for maledetto [cursed]; and the terminations -ere instead of -ero, as in corriéro,
corriére [courier]; cavaliéro, cavaliere [knight]; leggiéro, leggiére [to read, (little
used)]; And other many. From dissimilar forms are created, nemíco instead of
primitive nimíco [nemesis], litigáre [argue], leticare [leak], and others.
§8.		Tonic vowels, i.e. those on which the accent of the word falls, must be subject
to change, and still manifest themselves in certain double forms:
		 changes in e in i: before n, as in saracèno, saracíno: in front of two t: rispetto,
			 rispitto [respect, antiq.]; dispetto, dispitto, [spite, antiq.]: the forms of profitto
e diritto [profit, law] have this origin: in front of another vowel: Déi, Dío, Díi;
réo, río poet; miéi, mío.
§9. 		e tonic (corresponding to e, short Latin) when not followed by a double consonant, converts into ie. E.g. féro poet. fiéro [fiery]; altéro, altiéro [presumptuous];
intéro, intiéro [complete]; léve (poetic) liéve [easygoing]; tepido, tiepido [tepid]
and others.
			 Thus also or toned (corresponding to or short Latin) not followed by double consonant, it passes into the dipthong uó. E.g. bóno, buóno [good]; cocere,
554 Suppression of a vowel or initial syllable.
555 That part of certain newspapers containing the narration of daily facts of a city.
556 Place full of trees to shade.
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cuocere, [cook]; córe, cuóre [heart]; fóco, fuóco [fire]; ómo, uómo [man]; lóco,
luógo [space]; móro, muójo [Moor]; nóvo, nuóvo [new]; tóno, tuóno [tone]; róta,
ruóta [rote]. The forms with simple o are, for the most part, left to poetic language, although still used, in speech, by the people of Florence.
§10. 		i (corresponding to the Latin short i) regularly passes into e, especially when
faced with two consonants or a z: as it still appears when finding the double
form lice, léce [thread, poetic], plíco, piégo [packet]; cíppo, céppo [cheap]; nítido,
nétto (with sincope) [internal vowel drop]; avarízia, avarézza [avarice]; franchigia (-izia) franchézza [French]; vice, vézzo [habitually]; principe, prènce (from
the antiq. prèncipe) [principality]; limbo, lembo [limbo], many of which have
different meanings.
§11. 	u (corresponding to Latin short u) regularly passes into o. Thus explains the double cubic forms, gómito; número, nóvero; cúneo, cónio; lúto (poetic) lóto, In verbs it
is often an alternative between u primitive and ó. Ex. condurre, condótto [mercenary]; fóndere, fúso[melt]. Poets often refer to the Latin u; and they use, especially
in rhyme, sepulcher for sepulcher; spelúnca for spelónca; scúlto for scólto, etc.
§12. 	Sometimes a vowel, for the sake of pronunciations, changes its place in the
same word, which is called metathesis. Rare are the metathesis of vowels in
the written language, such as schioppo, scoppio [musket], which are used in
different meanings; and in bálio from the antiquated and primitive bailo [bearer]. But in the mouth of the plebs are frequent. e.g. pianère instead of panière;
rispiarmo instead of risparmio [save].557
557 FOR, 21–23. “§1. Spesso di una parola medesima si hanno due forme con vocale diversa, l’una delle quali è da
riguardarsi come primitiva, perchè corrisponde all’origine della parola, l’altra come mutata. Tal vocale più spesso è
atona, ma talvolta anche è la stessa vocale tonica della parola. Diciamo prima delle vocali atone.
“2. Nella prima sillaba d’ una parola, l’e atona si attenua molte volte in i, come mostrano le doppie forme decèmbre, dicèmbre; nepóte, nipóte; demónio, dimónio poet.; leóne, lióne meno usato; ed, in generale, i prefissi de e re
che, o si trovano cangiati in di e ri, o hanno tutte e due le forme. P. es. devóto, divóto desèrto, disèrto;
“Ció pure talvolta in fine di parola: avante, avanti; domane, domani; lúnge, lúngi. Le forme in e sono poetiche.
“Simile affinità si trova in casi analoghi fra o ed u. Onde abbiamo focile poco usato e fucile; molino poco usato e
mulino; olivo ed ulivo; obbedire, ubbidire; officio, uffizio.
“§3. Altre volte, pur nella prima sillaba, e ed i si rafforzano in a. Quindi le doppie forme dendro, dandro; meraviglia,
maraviglia; selvatico, salvatico; innaffidre, annaffidre; sterpáre e strappáre con metatesi; tendglia antiq., tandglia.
“§4. Talora nel cambinmento di vocali atone influisce la consonante che loro segue o precede:
“r tende a cambiare in e la vocale precedente, come attestano le doppie forme: guarníre, guerníre; árbero poet.
álbero; garófano, gherófano; separare, sceverare; e i suffissi -eria, -erello, -ereocío, ecc. dove l’e iniziale e spesso un’
attenuamento di a primitiva. P. es. da rubare si trae, rubería e non rubaria; da beccaro, becchería; da birrajo (birráro)
birreria ecc. ecc. Si usano tuttora le doppie forme scioccarèllo, scioccherèllo; pazzaréllo, pazzérello; boscaréccio,
boscheréccio; casaréccio, caseréccio, ed altre.
“§5. Le consonanti b, p, fa contatto di i od e, tendono a cambiarle in u. Ciò si vede nelle doppie forme scripare
antiq. sciupare; officina, fucina con aferesi; ribelle, rubello; ebriaco antiq. ubriaco: le cosonanti m e v a contatto di i,
e, u. tendono a cambiarle in o: p. es. riverto, rivéscio poet. rovescio; diveniare, doveniare; mínimo, ménomo; dévo,
dovére; pierano, porano; dimani, domani; diménda, dománda; divízia poet. dovizía; eremíta, romíto con afer.;
ruina, rovina; manuale, manovale; contínuo, contínovo antiq; Cápua, Cápova antiq.
“§6. La consonante l tende a mutare in o la vocale con cui stia a contatto copo la sillaba accentata. Ció si vede
nelle doppie forme débile poet. débole (gli antichi dissero anche nóbole, útole e sim. per nóbile ed útile); angelo,
angiolo; scándalo, scándolo poco usato:
“le consonanti gutturali c, g e le nasali n, m, tendono a mutare in a la vocale che loro precede dopo la sillaba
accentata. Quindi le doppie forme crónica, crónaca; tónica, tónaca; pampino, pampano; giovine, giovane; canonico, calonaco, pleb.; Gerónimo, Girólamo. Quindi pure spiegansi i modi affatto antiquati prolago, astrolago e sim.
invece di prologo, astrologo ecc.
“§7. In generale il mutamento della vocale atona è favorito da quelle due tendenze opposte della lingua, che
si chiamano assimilazione e dissimilazione. Per la prima si cerca di ripetere un suono medesimo; per la seconda,
invece, di fuggirne la ripetizione. All’assimilazione si debbono in parte i cangiamenti in a notati al §3, come in salvatico invece del primitivo selvatico. Altri esempi sono maladetto per maledetto; e le terminazioni -ere invece di -ero,
come in corriéro, corriere; cavaliéro, cavaliere; leggiéro, leggiére poco usato; e altri moltissimi. Dalla dissimilazione
nascono le forme, nemíco invece del primitivo nimíco; litigáre, leticare, ed altre.
“§8. Le vocali toniche, quelle cioè su cui cade l’accento della parola, vanno pur esse soggette a cambiamenti, che
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Signor Fornaciari also included this convenient diagram of consonants; (Table 48)
however, because his descriptions of consonants are so lengthy, we will examine those
from another author instead.

Table 49. Consonants, from Angelo Cerutti’s Grammatica Filosofica Della Lingua Italiana.
C

Table 48. Sounds in the Italian Language.

write cia, cio, ciu; in these syllables the i is silent, and only serves to indicate the soft sound of the C.
This same hardness is preserved by the C attached to any other consonant in the same syllable, such
as cla, cle, cli, clo, clu, cra, cre, cri, cro.
And it should be noted that C followed by H and before I also receives another sound between
the hard and the soft just mentioned, which is what you hear in occhi [eyes], orecchi [ears], chiave
[key] and in many other words, and that should not be confused with the sound in words such as
fianchi [hips], stecchi [sticks], fiocchi [flakes]. This sound is said to be crushed or broken and should
be distinguished with a different character—as was proposed by [Gian Giorgio] Trissino among the
new letters of his alphabet.

CONSONANTS
Nasal

Mute

Liquid

Aspirants

Hard

Soft

Hard

Guttural…....…

c, qu
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Dental…….....
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ź
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Palatal...........................................i

This broken CH takes place in the words in which i precedes a vowel and in those that result from
it such as specchio [mirror], specchi [mirrors], apparecchio [apparatus], apparecchi, apparecchino [they
should prepare], etc. But the initial chi, although not followed by vowel, is always broken, according
to good Tuscan pronunciation; such as chi as a relative adjective [today it would be called an interrogative pronoun /who], chinare [to bend] etc. and so in their compounds chiccehessia [any person],
dichinare [to refuse, to let go], inchinare [to bend down]. However, [here] we do practice differently.
All that remains for us to say on C is to note the following defects of pronunciation. 1.° Many confuse it with G when preceded by N, pronouncing Franco and Frango, Stanca [tired] and Stanga [stake,
pole], Francia [French] and Frangia [fringe] in the same way, something that you want to avoid at any
cost; 2.° In Rome and elsewhere sometimes the soft C turns into S and people say Se ne andiamo

[Source: FOR, 32.]

One of the more important theorists about nineteenth-century language was Angelo
Cerutti, of Naples. His Grammatica Filosofica Della Lingua Italiana [Philosophical
Grammar of the Italian Language], published in 1831, offers a unique look at the Italian
language in an era before a unified Italy. Cerutti’s book contains interesting explanations of the pronunciation of vowels and consonants. We will reproduce portions of the
section on consonants, (Table 49) which are particularly useful as they compare accents
from different regions on the peninsula.
Table 49. Consonants, from Angelo Cerutti’s Grammatica Filosofica Della Lingua Italiana.
B

[we leave] instead of Ce n’andiamo [we leave], and Arivedersi in place of Arivederci [see you later].
3.° The Tuscans mostly pronounce Ce, Ci as Sce, Sci saying Non sc’era, Non sci è stato, in place of
non c’era [he was not there], non ci è stato [he had not been there], and Camiscia for Camicia [shirt].
Furthermore, they pronounce ca, che, chi, co, cu as ha, he, hi, ho, hu with a strong aspiration without hearing the C, saying He cosa in place of che cosa [what?], la Harne for la Carne [meat], etc. In
this [pronunciation] they are reasonably not imitated by other Italians. A common mistake made by
Venetians and some Lombards is to pronounce Ce, Ci, as if it were Ze, Zi, saying Zerto, Zittà, Zima in
place of Certo [certain], Città [city], Cima [summit].
D

One should not confuse this letter with T and say quanto for quando, salto for saldo, etc. D is articulated by resting the tip of the tongue on the upper teeth and pushing the voice moderately. The T
sits on the tip of his tongue a little lower: that is, between the upper and lower teeth and by pushing
the voice more strongly.

G

G diversifies its sound like C when it immediately precedes a vowel. Before H, G has a sound similar to
ga, go, gu; where an L follows, the sound is sometimes broken, as has been observed of C, and this is
always the case when the i forms a diphthong with another vowel, or in a word that derives from another one in which this condition occurs. The difference of the two sounds can be observed distinctly
in ghigno [grin] and ghiaccio [ice], in ghirlanda [garland] and ghiotto [gluttonous], in vegghi for vegga (2.
person of the verb vedere, to see) and vegghi from [the verb] vegghiare [to wake].

The Neapolitan pronunciation blends the simple B with the double B, and it does not differentiate
between globo [globe] and gobbo [hunchback], libro [book] and libbra [pound], abile [skilled] and
abbaco [abacus], abitare [to inhabit] and abbandonare [to abandon].
To avoid this misunderstanding and find the sweetest sound of the simple B, one should think of the
similarity it has with the V; thus, who wants to say libro should bring their lips near each other almost
in the same way as to say livro; the double B needs to be pronounced with greater vibration and force.

tuttora si manifestano in certe forme doppie:
“mutamenti die e in i: davanti ad n, come in saracèno, saracíno: davanti a due t: rispetto, rispitto antiq.; dispetto, dispitto antiq.: le forme profitto e diritto hanno pur esse quest’origine: davanti ad altra vocale: Déi, Dío, Díi;
réo, río poet; miéi, mío.
“§9. e tonica (che corrisponda ad e breve latina) non seguita da doppia consonante, passa in ie. P. es. féro poet.
fiéro; altéro, altiéro; intéro, intiéro; léve poet. liéve; tepido, tiepido ed altre.
“Cosi parimente o tonica (corrispondente ad o breve latina) non seguita da doppia consonante, passa nel
dittongo uó. P. es. bono, buóno; cocere, cuocere; córe, cuóre; fóco, fuóco; ómo, uómo; lóco, luógo; móro, muójo;
nóvo, nuóvo; tóno, tuóno; róta, ruoóa. Le forme con semplice o sono, per la maggior parte, rimaste alla lingua
poetica, benché ancora usate, in parlando, dal popolo di Firenze.
“§10. i (corrispondente ad i breve latina) passa regolarmente in e, specialmente quando si trova dinanzi a due
consonanti od a z: come tuttora apparisce riscontrando le doppie forme lice, léce poetiche, plíco, piégo; cíppo,
céppo; nítido, nétto (con sincope); avarízia, avarézza; franchigia (-izia) franchézza; vizio, vézzo; principe, prènce
(dall’ antiq. prèncipe); limbo, lembo, molte delle quall hanno diverso significato.
“§11. u (corrispondente ad u breve latina) passa regolarmente in o. Così spiegansi le doppie forme cubito, gómito;
número, nóvero; cúneo, cónio; lúto poet. lóto. Nei verbi è spesso alternativa fra u primitiva ed ó. P. es. condurre,
condótto; fóndere, fúso. I poeti riconducono sovente l’u latina; e usano, specialmente in rima, sepúlcro per sepólcro; spelúnca per spelónca; scúlto per scólto, ecc.
“§12. Talora una vocale, per agevolezza di pronunzia, muta di posto nella stessa parola; il che dicesi metatesi.
Rare sono le metatesi delle vocali nella lingua scritta, come in schioppo, scoppio, che si usano però in significato
diverso; e in bálio dall’antiquato e primitivo bailo. Ma in bocca della plebe sono frequenti. es. pianère invece di
panière; rispiarmo invece di risparmio.”

Pronunciation

In ce and ci, C is pronounced softly in Italian; it is pronounced hard before a, o, u; so, if you want to
precede all the vowels with an equally hard C, it is appropriate to add the H in the first two cases and
write chi and che; wanting it equally soft, it will be advisable to add an i in the second position and

Ghiro [doormouse] and ghiribizzo [whim] are pronounced variously from different people; since
there is no diphthong, the sound of GH should be hard.
G followed by L also has the hard and the broken sound: the first one, more rare, can be heard in
he words Angli [English], negligenza [negligence], gloria [glory], etc.; the other one before the diphthong, in words such as scagliare [to throw/hurl], cogliere [to pick/to grasp], biglietto [ticket], and in
those resulting from it [the diphthong], such as foglio [sheet], fogli [sheets], etc.
A broken sound is also made with the pronoun egli, the pronoun and article gli and all their
compounds such as cogli [compound form of preposition con and of article gli], negli [compound form of preposition in and of article gli] and gliele [association of the indirect pronoun gli
with the accusative pronoun le], gliene [association of the indirect pronoun gli with the pro noun
ne]; the latter case is the only one in which GL is followed by a diphthong in the begin ning of
a word. The people of Romagna and the Lombards change the broken GL into the quite different sounds of LI, LLI saying alio, filio, orgolio and others allio, fillio, orgollio for aglio [garlic], figlio
[brother], orgoglio [pride]. The Venetians are generally incapable of this articulation and usually either entirely banish the [L] saying figgi for figli [sons], consiggi for consigli [advices] etc., or
carry it before the G by saying filgi and consilgi. ignudo [naked]. The Romans have the bad habit of making this sound heard even in the words niente [nothing] which they utter gnente.
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Table 49. Consonants, from Angelo Cerutti’s Grammatica Filosofica Della Lingua Italiana.
G followed by N has such a sound that does not have almost anything to do with the two letters,
but forms a new articulation, another letter, such as compagna [companion] campagna [country],

Table 49. Consonants, from Angelo Cerutti’s Grammatica Filosofica Della Lingua Italiana.
Z

One of the notable defects of our pronunciation is to say the simple G as a double [G] twice before E and I, confusing, for example, rege [king] with regge [holds] ragia with raggia [from raggiare,
radiate] and say caggione for cagione [cause], Pariggi for Parigi [Paris]. To avoid this disgrace, the Tuscans generally pronounce the simple G like the French J. It would be useful to imitate them avoiding
though a shameful affectation.
Another defect of ours, or at least of many, is to make the G heard in the middle of the final diphthong EA, as if they could rhyme astrea [sign of the zodiac called Libra] and strega [witch] together,
and so we hear it pronounced assemblega for assemblea [assembly], contega for contea [county], etc.
P

S

1. Double Z is mostly hard, such as in aguzzare [sharpen], corazza [armor], stizzoso [snappy].
And always had in diminutives in uzzo, and uzza such as animaluzzo [little animal], boccuzza [small
mouth], etc.
2. Preceded by L or N, Z is almost always hard, for example in alzare [to lift], balzo [jump], filza
[row], baldanza [boldness], ardenza [ardor], raggiranzare [to deceive].
3. The initial Z is more often hard than soft.

The pronunciation of P when it is accompanied by M or N is sometimes confused because it is very
close to the sound of B, like sblende for splende [shines], sblendore for splendore [splendor]; but whoever pronounces it correctly will distinguish rompa [he/she breaks] from romba [rumble], and knows
to distinguish the B in tromba [trumpet] from P in pompa [pump.] To this end, it should be noted that
to pronounce the P, the same movement of the lips is made as for B, but these press against each
other before opening them, and the voice is sent out with greater force. The pronunciation by some
in Naples of abrile for aprile is too low class to spoken about here.
This letter has a double sound: the l’aspro [hard] or gagliardo [vigorous] (today it is called voiced) and
the dolce [sweet] or rimesso [remitted] (today it is called voiceless); this second one is less frequent.
The first is produced by approaching and joining the teeth together and immediately separating
them, and the second is formed by not separating them, which produces a certain buzz. Those who
know French can distinguish one from the other in uttering these words nous savons (hard S) and
nous avons (soft S). Here are some main rules:
1. When it is at the beginning of a word and it is followed by a vowel, for example in sole [sun],
sillaba [syllable], etc. However, and exception occurs when [S] is derived from the Greek or Latin X;
hence, it will be pronounced softly in Senocrate, Santippo, Senofonte, Serse.
The compound words retain the sound that the S has in the first word: therefore the S is hard
in riserba [reserves], risuona [resounds] and risegna [makes again], parasole [parasol]: it is soft in Artaserse.
2. When it is double, like cássero [fortification], oppresso [oppress], etc.
3. When preceded by a consonant, such as colsero [they caught], pensare [to think], arsura [overhwelming heat/thirst].
4. In all adjectives that have the ending in -oso, such bellicoso [bellicose], specioso [very beautiful]
and many others; as well as in all the adverbs that derive from it, which are bellicosamente, speciosamente, etc.
5. In all words ending in ese, such as arnese [tool], borghese [bourgeois], comprese [included], forese
[farmer], except for cortese [polite], chiese as a plural of chiesa [church] but not chiese from [the verb]
chiedere [to ask], paese [town] and perhaps a few more words.
6. Before C, F, P, T, like scola [school], sforzo [effort], vesta [dress], studio [study], cesta [basket].
1. Before B, D, G, L, M, N, R, V, such as in sbarrare [to lock], sdegno [disdain], sguardo [look], slegare [to untie], smania [eagerness], snello [slender], sradicare [to uproot], sventare [to foil].
2. And when it is preceded by U, like causa [cause], accusa [accusation], Medusa; an exception
is noun fuso [spindle] that has the hard S to be distinguished from the participle fuso [meltes/from
fondere].
3. And when it is preceded by a vowel and followed by I to which succeeds another vowel, such
as in cortesia [courtesy], Asia, Elisio.
4. And finally in the ending in -esimo, such as battesimo [baptism], cristianesimo [christianity],
millesimo [thousandth].
Around the pronunciation of the hard or soft S we fall into continuous errors, and therefore it is
better to use a lot of care to avoid them.
We can make another serious mistake by confusing the S with the Z in all those words in which S
is preceded by N as assenso [assent], compenso [compensation], denso [dense], that are poorly pronounced as assenzo, compenzo, denzo.
In Rome this confusion takes place even more frequently, and—with great pain to the ear—one
hears zole, zignore, perzona instead of sole [sun], signore [sir], persona [person] and also polzo for polso
[wrist] inzegna for insegna [teaches/sign], corzo for corso [course].

Pronunciation

The Z also has two sounds, hard and soft (today they are called voiced and voiceless); the second is
rarer than the first. The hard resembles the TS, and it is heard in zuppa [soup], zoccolo [hoof], prezzo
[price]; the soft is similar as in DS and can be found in zanzara [mosquito], zelo [zeal], orzo [barley].
Distinguishing these two sounds is very important; therefore, we give the following three rules that
may be of some help, so that it not always necessary to always consult a pronunciation dictionary.

Some distinguish and name a third, thin/subtle Z that holds the middle between the two previous
ones; they say it is the simple [Z] that precedes the diphthongs ia, ie, io, such as in grazia [grace], letizia
[joy], benefizio [benefit], uffizio [office]. And [Lionardo] Salviati558 added a fourth, on which we need not
dwell, because sometimes too much precision—as too little—is not a good thing.
The Lombards, the Venetians, and mainly the Piedmontese and Genoese, pronounce S for Z,
saying, as an example, grasia, prestesa, pasiensa in place of grazia [grace], prestezza [promptness],
pazienza [patience].

B

efore closing these orthoepic [=on pronunciation] observations, it is useful to note that we are limited to
those that are of greatest importance, omitting to mention some letters that have almost unnoticeable
differences in pronunciation; this would be too much for elementary instruction.
What has been said is enough to make it clear what care should be taken in the study of orthology, or as
others say ortoepia, so far too neglected in every part of Italy, except in Tuscany where nature is the master
[people pronounce correctly naturally], and where we do not notice any defect mentioned above.
Our fellow citizens, then, in addition to the rules we have given, should think about escaping two common defects, namely that of rushing too much in speaking or reading, thus mumbling the sounds, and pronouncing silent all the final sounds; the other of speaking with an overwhelming voice, like those who get
excited in fights and bacchanals.
And the people of Upper Italy—especially the people from Romagna, the Lombards, and the Venetians—
should be aware of their frequent defect of pronouncing double consonants simple, especially when they are
near the beginning, or near the middle of the word; and, on the contrary, at the end of [a word] doubling the
simple ones. For example, many pronounce, and some also write, arivo, cativo, difetoso instead of arrivo [arrival], cattivo [bad], difettoso [defective] and for the opposite, statto, Vendutto, Catenna instead of stato [been],
veduto [seen], catena [chain]. Sometimes even men of letters from those regions run into such distortions.

CERU, 276–280.559
558 Salviati was a leading Italian philologist of the sixteenth century.
559 §“B. La pronuncia nopolitana con fonde insieme il B semplice col B doppio, nè fa sentire all’orecchio la differenza
che passa fra globo e gobbo, libro e libbra, abile e abbaco, abitare ed abbandonare.
“Per evitare questa sconcezza e trovare il suono più dolce del B semplice si miri all’analogia ch’egli ha col V in
guisa che chi dice libro accosta insieme le labbra quasi al modo siesso di chi dicesse livro; il B doppio va con maggior
vibrazione e forza profferito.
§“C. in ce, ci, si pronunzia in italiano dolcemente, ma più crudo si pronunzierà avanti all’a, all’o, all’u; cosicchè
volendo avere presso a tutte le vocali il C egualmente aspro, converrà aggiugnere ne’due primi casi l’H e scrivere che,
chi, e volendolo egualmente dolce, converrà aggiugnere un i nei secondi e scrivere cia, cio, ciu, nelle quali sillabe l’i
non ha alcun suono proprio e non si sente, ma serve solo ad indicare il suono dolce del C. Questa medesima asprezza
conserva il C premesso a qualunque altra consonante nella medesima sillaba, come cla, cle, cli, clo, clu, cra cre cri, cro.
“E da notare che C seguita dall’H riceve innanzi I anche un altro suono medio fra l’aspro ed il dolce teste cennati,
qual è quello che senteri in occhi, orecchi, chiave ed in tante altre parole, e che non si confonde certamente con
quello che si manda fuori nelle parole fianchi, stecchi, fiocchi. Questo suono dicesi schiacciato o infranto ed andrebbe distinto con altro carattere, come appunto erasi proposto dal Trissino tra le nuove lettere del suo alfabeto.
“Il ch infranto ha luogo nelle parole in cui l’l precede una vocale ed in quelle che ne derivano come specchio,
specchi, apparecchio, apparecchi, apparecchino ecc. Ma il chi iniziale, sebbene non seguito da vocale, è sem pre infranto, secondo la buona pronunzia toscana; come chi aggettivo congiuativo, chinare ecc. e cosi ne’ loro composti
chicehessia, dichinare, inchinare. Appo noi però si pratica diversamente.
“Altro non ci rimane a dire sul C che notare i seguenti diſetti di pronunzia 1.° Esso da molti si suole scambiare col G
quando vien preceduto da N, pronunciandosi allo stesso modo Franco e Frango, Stanca, Stangas, Francia e Frangia; lo
che con ogni diligenza vuolsi evitare. 2.° In Roma ed altrove talora il C dolce si trasforma in S e dicesi Se ne andiamo
in vece di Ce n’andiamo, Arivedersi in vece di Arivederci. 3.° I Toscani usado per lo più—articolare Ce, Gi come Sce, Sci
dicendo Non sc’era, Non sci è stato, invece di non c’era, non ci é stato, e cosi Camiscia per Camicia ec.
“Pronunziano inoltre ca, che, chi, co, cu come ha, he, hi, ho, hu con una forte aspirazione senza far sentire il C,
dicendo He cosa invecedi che cosa, La Harne per la Carne ec. Nel che ragionevolmente non sono imitati dagli altri
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Italiani. 4.° Errore comunissimo á Veneziani ed a taluni Lombardi si è quello di proferire Ce, Ci, come se fosse ZE,
ZI, dicendo Zerto, Zittà, Zima in vece di Certo, Città, Cima.
§”D. Si eviti di confondere questa lettera col T e dir quanto per quando, salto per saldo, ec. Il D si ariicola appoggiando la punta della lingua ai denti superiori e spingendo la voce moderatamente. Il T appoggiando la punta della
lingua un’ po’ più abbasso: cioè fra i denti superiori e gl’ inferiori e spingendo la voce con maggior forza.
§”G. Il G diversifica di suono come il C quando precede immediatamente una vocale. Innanzi H ha un suono
simile a ga, go, gu; na ove segua un l il suono è talvolta infranto, come si è osservato pel C, e ciò avviene sempre che
I forma dittongo con altra vocale, o si tratti di voce che derivi da altra in cui tal condizione si avveri. La differenza
de’ due suoni si osserva distintamente in ghigno e ghiaccio, in ghirlanda; e ghiotto, in vegghi per vegga (2. persona)
e vegghi da vegghiare.
“Ghiro e ghiribizzo si pronunziano da varj variamente, tuttocchè non essendovi dittongo, il suono del G H
dovesse essere aspro.
”G seguito da L ha pure il suono aspro e l’infranto: l’uno più raro sentesi nelle parole Angli, negligenza, gloria ec.
l’altro nelle parole scagliare, cogliere, biglietto, cioè innanzi al dittongo, ed in quelle che ne derivano e foglio, fogli, ec.
“Si pronunziano altresi col suono infranto il pronome egli, il pronome ed articolo gli con tuti’i composti come
cogli, negli e gliele, gliene, il quale ultimo caso è il solo in cui GL sia seguito da dittongo in principio di parole. I Romagauoli ed i Lombardi mutano il GL infranto nel suono affatto diverso di LI, LLI dicendo alcuni alio, filio, orgolio
ed altri allio, fillio, or gollio per aglio, figlio, orgoglio. I Veneti poi generalmente sono incapaci di tale articolazione
e sogliono o bandirne interamente la H dicendo, figgi per figli, consiggi per consigli ec., o trasportarla dinanzi al G
col dire filgi, e consilgi.
“G seguito da N ha un cotal suono che quasi nulla partecipa delle due lettere, ma forma una nuova articolazione,
un’altra lettera, come compagna campagna, ignudo. I Romani hanno il mal vezzo di far sentire questo suo no anche
nella parola niente che profferiscono gnente.
“Uno de’ difetti notabili della nostra pronunzia è di profferir doppio il G semplice innanzi E ed I, confondendo
per esempio rege con regge, ragia con raggia (da raggiare) e dicendo caggione per cagione, Pariggi per Parigi. Ad evitar questo sconcio i Toscani sogliono pronunziare il G semplice come il J francese. Gioverebbe imitarli ove riuscisse
non incorrere in una biasimevole affettazione.
“Altro nostro difetto, o almeno di parecchi, è far sentire il G in mezzo al dittongo E A finale, quasi potessero
insieme rimare astrea e strega; e cosi si ode pronunziare assembleĝa per assemblea, contega per contea ec.
§”P. La pronuncia del P quand’egli è accompagnato dalla M o dalla N, per essere molto vicina a quella del B si
suole da noi con essa confondere, come sblende per splende, sblendore per splendore; ma chi pronuncierà diritlamente farà distinguere rompa da romba e saprà sternere il B di tromba dal P di pompa. A tal opo si osservi che per
pronunziare il P si fa lo stesso movimento di labbri che pel B, ma questi si premono l’uno contra l’altro prima di
aprirli, e la voce si manda fuori con maggior forza.
“Il dirsi poi da taluno in Napoli abrile per aprile è cosa troppo volgare per esser qui ripresa.
§”S. Questa lettera ha doppio suono l’aspro o gagliardo ed il dolce o rimesso che di quello è men frequente. Il
primo producesi con accostare e con giungere i denti insieme e subito disgiungerli, ed il secondo si forma col non
disgiungerli ed ha un certo che di ronzio. Coloro che conoscono il francese possono distinguere l’uno e l’altro in
profferir queste parole nous savons ( S’aspro ) e nous avons ( S dolce).
“Ecco alcune regole principali intorņo a ciò.
“1. Quando é iniziale e le segue una vocale come sole, sillaba ec. Si eccettua però il caso in cui derivi dall’ X greco
o latino; onde si pronunzierà dolce in Senocrate, Santippo, Senofonte, Serse.
“Le parole composte ritengono il suono che ha la S nella prima parola: perciò l’S è aspra in riserba, risuona,
risegna, parasole: ėdolce in Artaserse.
“2. Quando è doppia, come c’éssero, oppresso, ec.
“3. Quando è preceduta da una consonante, come colsero, pensare, arsura.
“4. In tutti gli aggettivi che hanno la desinenza oso come bellicoso, specioso ed altri moltissimi; come anche in
tutti gli avverbj che ne derivano cioè bellicosamente, speciosamente, ec.
“5. In tutte le parole cadenti in ese come arnese, borghese, cornprese, forese, eccetto cortese, chiese plurale di
chiesa e non già chiese da chiedere, paese e forse qualche altra parola.
“6. Innanzi a C, F, P, T, come scola, sforzo, vesta, studio, cestu. È dolce,
“1. Innanzi a B, D, G, L, M, N, R, V, come sbarrure sdegno, sguardo, slegare, smania, snello, sradicure, sventare.
“2. E quando è preceduta da U, come causa accusa, Medusa: eccetto fuso nome che ha la S aspra per distinguersi da fuso participio.
“3. E quando è preceduta da vocale e seguita da I, cui succede altra vocale come cortesia, Asia, Elisio.
“4. E finalmente nella desinenza in esimo, come battesimo, cristianesimo, millesimo.
“Intorno alla pronunzia della S aspra o dolce da noi si cade in continui errori, e quindi conviene usar molta
d’digenza ad evitarli.
“Altro sbaglio gravissimo sogliamo commettere confondendo la S colla Z in tutte quelle parole in cui S è preceduta da N come assenso, compenso, denso, che malamente si profferiscono ussenzo, compenza, denzo.
“In Roma questo scambio avviene anche più frequentemente, e con istrazio dell’orecchio si sente dire il sole, il
zignare, una persona invece di sole, signore, persona e cosi polzo per polso inzegna, per insegna, corzo per corso.
§”Z. La Z ha pure due suoni, l’aspro ed il dolce, che del primo è più raro. L’aspro somiglia al TS, e sentesi in zuppa,
zoccolo, prezzo; il dolce è simile a DS e si trova in zanzara, zelo, orzo. Il distinguer questi due suoni assai rileva e
perciò diamo le tre seguenti regole che potranno esser di qualche ajuto, senza che faccia mestieri ricorrer sempre
a dizionarj di pronunzia.
“1. La Z doppia è per lo più aspra come aguzzare, corazza, stizzoso. Ed sempre aspra ne’ dimínativi in uzzo, e
uzza come animaluzzo, bocacuzza, ec.
“2. Preceduta da L o da N è quasi sempre aspra, per esempio alzare, batzo, filza, baldanza, radenza, raggiranzare.
“3. La Z iniziale è più sovente aspra che dolce.

Pronunciation

Because of the large number of dialects and accents in Italy, I have included in
Appendices D (p. 385) and E (p. 386) two tables that detail the various pronunciations of vowels and consonants in the multiple dialectical regions.

Spain
The origin of the Spanish language is Vulgar Latin, propagated in Spain since the
end of the third century b.c.e., which was imposed on the Iberian languages and
Basque.…Before the arrival of the Romans, the Iberian Peninsula was populated by
various communities. On both sides of the Pyrenees, various peoples who had a common language of Basque were grouped together. In the south, the natives established
commercial relations with the Phoenicians. Around the seventh century b.c.e., the
Celts, coming from southern Germany, invaded the peninsula and settled in Galicia
and Portugal.... The publication of the first Castilian grammar by Elio Antonio de
Nebrija in 1492, the date of the discovery of America and the capture of Granada by the
Catholic Monarchs, establishes the initial date of the second great stage in the shaping
and consolidation of the language.
Until the emergence of radio and television in society...it was relatively easy to
diagnose by phonetic habits and intonation the belonging of a given speaker to his or
her corresponding dialectal area..... From the Iberian Medieval linguistic map, various
linguistic entities emerged, some becoming languages and others, with the passage
of time, transforming into dialects of some of them. Among the varieties related to
Spanish are: Leonese, which was spoken from Asturias to the lands of Cáceres and
which, by the end of the fifteenth century, had left its place as a language in conflict
with Castilian to occupy the position of a mere dialectal variety; Aragonese, with a situation analogous to Leonese, which was spoken in the kingdom of Aragon and whose
natural borders are the Pyrenees to the north, the Iberian mountain range to the west
and the limits of Catalonia and Valencia to the east. From the fourteenth century, as
a consequence of the conquest of Andalusia by the Castilians, Andalusian emerged,
which integrated some features of Mozarabic, as an authentic dialect of Castilian.
Extremaduran, which began as a border variety of Leonese and Castilian, has consolidated as one of the few dialects still identifiable today because of its implosive
aspirations and its peculiar lexicon. Rioja-no, which was spoken in La Rioja, and which
“Alcuni distinguono una terza Z nomata sottile che tiene il mezzo fra le due precedenti e dicono esser la scempia
che precede i dittonghi la, le, lo, come in grazia, letizia, benefizio, uffizio. Ed il Salviati ne aggiugne una quarta, sul
che non occorre fermarci, mentre cosi la troppa diligenza poca si suole alcune volte biasimare.
“I Lombardi, i Veneziani e principalmente i Piemontesi ed i Genovesi pronunziano S per Z, dicendo a cagion
d’esempio grasia, prestesa, pasiensa, per grazia, prestezza, pazienza.
§”Prima di chiudere queste osservazioni ortologiche, giova avvertire esserci noi limitati a quelle che sono di
maggior importanza, omettendo di far motto di alcune lettere che hanno alquante differenze di pronuncia quasi
insensibili, le quali giustamente sarebbero tassate di troppa finezza e squisitezza per l’insegnamento elementare.
“Quanto si è detto basta a far comprendere qual cura si debba allo studio dell’ortologia, o come altri dicono
ortoepia, finora por troppo negletto in ogni parte d’Italia, fuorchè in Toscana dove natura è maestra, e dove non si
nota che alcun diffettuzzo di cui si è fatto cenno.
“I nostri concittadini, poi, oltre alle regole da noi date, dovrebbero porre mente a fuggire due difetti generici,
quello cioè di correr troppo nel parlar o nel leggere, e quindi smozzicare i suoni, e pronunziar mute lutte le finali;
e l’altra di rinforzar soverchiamenle la voce parlando, a guisa di coloro che si agitano nelle risse e nelle baccanalie.
“E gli abitanti dell’Italia superiore, specialmente i Romagnuoli, i Lombardi, i Veneti, si guardino di quel loro
frequente difetto che sta nel prof ferir come semplici le consonanti doppie, massimamente quando sono verso
il principio, o verso il mezzo della parola; e per contrario sul fine di essa nel profferir doppie le semplici. Molti
per esempio pronunziano e taluni altresì scrivono arivo, cativo, difetoso invece di arrivo, cattivo, difettoso, e per
l’opposto, stato, Vendutto, Catenna invece di stato, veduto, catena. Nelle quali storpiature incorrono talora anche
uomini letterati di quelle contrade.”
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so decisively influenced the written Castilian of early times, was a dialectal variety of
Aragonese. Another border dialect still used is Murcian, in which Castilian, Aragonese
and Valencian, a Catalan variety, converged..... In 1713 the Royal Spanish Academy was
founded. Its first task was to establish the language and to sanction the changes that
speakers had made to the language over the centuries.560
In 1841, D. José Gómez Hermosilla published his Principios De Gramática General,
from which we gain some interesting insights into the pronunciation of Spanish in the
mid 1800s: “The voice represented by the French visual diphthong eu is its muted e, or
rather, long pectoral e, and this a darker and more degraded e than the closed e; but
underneath an e: the French u is a mixture of the common i and u, yo the German a is
a mixture of the Castilian a and o. The nasal voices of French are the common ones,
emitted in part by the nose, &c. &c.”561
Hermosilla goes on to make an unusual calculation, and claim:
And if we consider, finally, that there is no voice that does not begin with an aspiration, and we count this as a kind of general articulation; we will have one more, and
in all there will be eighteen and eight. Now: multiplying this number by five, which
is the number of voices, we will have ninety articulated voices, truly distinct. And as
these ninety articulated voices can be short or long, and have a low or high-pitched
tone, one can see that each one of them can be pronounced four different ways, or,
which is the same, that the number of complete sounds, or the natural syllables,
is that of ninety multiplied by four, equal to three hundred and sixty. From which
it can be inferred that a syllabic writing should consist of three hundred and sixty
different characters, each of which would represent one of the natural syllables, that
is to say, one of the complete sounds that result from the various combinations of
voice, articulation, quantity and tone that diversify them.562
560 Salvador, Gregorio. “Breve historia del español.” Unpublished paper. pp. 1–5. “La base del idioma Español es el latín
vulgar, propagado en España desde fines del siglo III a. C., que se impuso a las lenguas ibéricas y al vasco.…Antes
de la llegada de los romanos, la península ibérica estaba poblada por diversas comunidades. A ambos lados de los
Pirineos, se agrupaban diversos pueblos que poseían una lengua común, la vascuence. En el sur los nativos establecían relaciones comerciales con los fenicios. Hacia el siglo VII a. C. Los Celtas, provenientes del sur de Alemania,
invadieron la península y establecieron en Galicia y Portugal.…La publicación de la primera gramática castellana
de Elio Antonio de Nebrija en 1492, fecha del descubrimiento de América y de la toma de Granada por los Reyes
Católicos, establece la fecha inicial de la segunda gran etapa de conformación y consolidación del idioma.
“Hasta la irrupción de la radio y la televisión en la sociedad…era relativamente fácil diagnosticar por los hábitos
fonéticos y la entonación la pertenencia de un determinado hablante a su correspondiente área dialectal.… Del
mapa lingüístico medieval ibérico surgieron variedades lingüísticas que algunas se convirtieron en lenguas y otras,
con el paso del tiempo, se transformaron en dialectos de alguna de ellas. Entre las variedades relacionadas con el
español se encuentran: el leonés, que se habló desde Asturias hasta las tierras de Cáceres y que, ya a finales del siglo XV, había dejado su lugar de idioma en pugna con el castellano para ocupar el puesto de mera variedad dialectal;
el aragonés, con una situación análoga al leonés, que se habló en el reino de Aragón y cuyas fronteras naturales son
los Pirineos por el norte, la cordillera Ibérica por el oeste y los límites de Cataluña y Valencia por el este. A partir
del siglo XIV, como consecuencia de la conquista de Andalucía por los castellanos, surgió el andaluz, que integró
algunos rasgos del mozárabe, como un auténtico dialecto del castellano.
“El extremeño, que empezó siendo una variedad fronteriza del leonés y el castellano se ha consolidado como
uno de los pocos dialectos hoy todavía identificables por sus aspiraciones implosivas y su peculiar léxico. El riojano, que se habló en La Rioja, y que tan decisivamente influyó en el castellano escrito de los primeros tiempos, era
una variedad dialectal del aragonés. Otro dialecto de fronterizo aún vigente lo representa el murciano, en el que
confluyeron el castellano, el aragonés y el valenciano, variedad catalana.… En el año 1713 se fundó la Real Academia
Española. Su primera tarea fue la de fijar el idioma y sancionar los cambios que de su idioma habían hecho los
hablantes a lo largo de los siglos.”
561 HERM, 209–210. “la voz representada por el diptongo visual francés eu es su e muda, ó mas bien pectoral larga,
y esta una e más oscura y degradada que le e cerrada; pero en el fondo una e: la u francesca una mezcla de la i y la u
comun, yo la a alemana una mezcla de la a castellana y de la o. Las voces nasales del francés son las comunes, emitidas en parte por la nariz &c. &c.”
562 HERM, 210–211. “Y si consideramos, en fin, quien e no hay voz que no empiece por una aspiración, y contamos esta
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Francisco Orchelli was a well-known linguistic theorist who was prominent in
mid-1800s Spain. But the most striking thing about the Orchelian contribution is its
famous vowel triangle: “as well as the vowels stopped with respect to time, that is, at
their greater or lesser pause, they are long or short; thus with respect to the place of
their detention they have various sounds. The most used are five: guttural, palatal and
labial, namely: a, i, u; with two means, which are: the e, between guttural and palatal;
and the o, between guttural and labial. Those last two middle vowels can come closer
to one of their two extreme points, and therefore be more or less open.”563
The nineteenth-century philologist Antonio María García Blanco, who obviously
knew of the pioneering work of Manuel Garcia II, provided a detailed explanation of
Orchelli’s triangle:
PALATAL

i
e
GUTTURAL

a

u*
o

u
u*

LABIAL

references the French y

These vocal motions, or vibrations of the air moved by the organs, are carried out
in three cardinal points of the mouth, namely: throat, palate and lips, or in the
intermediate spaces: if the reflection of the air is made in the throat, the organic
movement sound is the vowel a, if in the palate the vowel i, and if in the lips the u:
therefore the vowels a, i, and u are cardinals of a triangle that can be considered to
be drawn from the throat to the lips, and from each of these points to the palate:
these are the fundamental vowels of all language.564
Unlike other Spanish grammars published in the nineteenth century, Hermosilla
includes consonants. Much of it is given over to philosophical disputations about language and the alphabet; what few instructions about actual pronunciation of consonants
is elementary and almost certainly known to most every reader.565 And, finally, an excerpt
como una especie de articulación general; tendremos otra más, y en todas serán diez y ocho. Ahora bien: multiplicando este número por el de cinco, que es el de las voces, resultarán noventa voces articuladas, realmente distintas.
Y como estas noventa voces articuladas pueden ser breves ó largas, y tener un tono grave ó agudo; se vé que cada
une de ellas puede pronunciarse de cuatro modos diferentes, ó lo que es lo mismo, que el número de los sonidos
completos, ó las sílabas naturales, es el de noventa multiplicado por cuatro, igual á trescientos sesenta. De lo cual se
infiere que una escritura silábica debería constar de trescientos sesenta caractéres diversos, cada uno de los cuales
representaría una de las sílabas naturales, es decir, uno de los sonidos completos que resultan de las varias combinaciones de la voz, la articulacion, la cantidad y el tono que los diversifican.”
563 Celdrán, Eugenio Martínez, and Lourdes Romera Barrios. “Historiografía De Aa Fonética y Fonología Españolas.”
Historiografía de la lingüística en el ámbito hispánico, 2007, 119–60.
564 Garcia, María Blanco Antonio. Analisis Filosofico De La Escritura y Lengua Hebrea. Madrid: Imp. de José Felix Pala-cios, 1846, 33. “Estas mociones vocales, ó sea vibraciones del aire movido por los órganos, se efectúan en tres puntos
cardinales de la boca, a saber: garganta, paladar y labios, ó en los espacios intermedios: si la reflexión del aire se
hace en la garganta, el movimiento orgánico suena con la vocal a, si en el paladar con vocal i, y si en los labios con
u: por consiguiente las vocales a i, u son cardinales de un triángulo que puede considerarse tirado desde la garganta
á los labios, y desde cada uno de estos puntos al paladar: estas son las vocales fundamentales de todo idioma.”
565 For a detailed exploration of Castilian, which provides pronunciation guidelines based on Roman Latin, and which
compares modern vowels and consonants with ancient ones, see Hanssen, Federico. Gramática Histórica De La
Lengua Castellana. Halle a.S.: Max Niemeyer, 1913.
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from an adaptation of Aesop’s fable Boréas and Helios, also known under the title The
North Wind and the Sun. The transcription is from Mexican Spanish; consequently, the
phonemes /θ/ and /ʎ/ are not present, being replaced by /s/ and /ʝ /, respectively.
El Viento del Norte y el Sol discutían por
saber quién era el más fuerte de los dos.
Mientras discutían, se acercó un
viajero cubierto en un cálido abrigo.
Entonces decirieron que el más fuerte sería
quien lograse despojar al viajero de su abrigo.
El Viento del Norte empezó, soplando tan
fuerte como podía, pero entre más fuerte
soplaba, el viajero más se arropaba.
Entonces, el Viento desistió. Se llegó el turno
del Sol, quien comenzó a brillar con fuerza.
Esto hizo que el viajero sintiera calor y por
ello se quitó su abrigo. Entonces el Viento del
Norte tuvo que reconocer que el Sol era el más
fuerte de los dos.566

[el ˈβjento ðel ˈnorte j͜ elˈsol diskuˈtiam por
saˈβer ˈkjen eɾa ͜ e̯l ˈmas ˈfwerte ðe loz ˈðos
ˈmjentɾaz ðiskuˈti.an ˌse̯ ͜ aserˈko ͜ u̯ m
bjaˈxeɾo kuˈβjerto̯ ͜ en uŋ ˈkaliðo̯ ͜ aˈβɾiɣo |
enˈtonsez ðesiˈðjeɾoŋ k ͜ el ˈmas ˈfwerte seˈɾi.a
kjen loˈɣɾase ðespoˈxaɾ al βjaˈxeɾo ðe swaˈβɾiɣo
el ˈβjento ðel ˌnort ͜ empeˈso soˈplando taɱ
ˈfwerte ˌkomo poˈði.a | ˈpeɾo̯ ͜ entɾe ˈmas ˈfwerte
soˈplaβa el βjaˈxeɾo ˈmas ˌse̯ ͜ aroˈpaβa |
enˈtonses el ˈβjento ðesisˈtjo | se ʝeˈɣo̯ ͜ el ˈturno
ðel sol ˌkjeŋ komẽnˈso̯ ͜ a βɾiˈʝar koɱ ˈfwersa |
ˈesto ͜ i̯ so k ͜ el βjaxeɾo sinˈtjeɾa kaˈloɾ i poɾ
eʝo se kiˈto swaˈβɾiɣo ‖ enˈtonses el ˈβjento ðel
ˈnorte ˈtuβo ke rekonoˈser ˌke el ˈsol ˈeɾa ͜ e̯l ˈmas
ˈfwerte ðe loz ˈðos] 567

Hermosilla has equally unique ideas about consonants, which he posits later on in
Principios De Gramática General:
If we then carefully examine the articulations that result from the various ways in
which the parts adjacent to the tube can compress the aria in all its transit, we will find
that if those that are absolutely diverse are well counted, then there will be no more
than 17, namely, those that we call b, d, f, g (soft), ch, j, k (or strong c), l, ll, m, n, ñ, p, r,
s, t, z (or soft c). In fact, represented by these same characters, or by other equivalent
ones, and modulated with some variety in different countries due to the effect of climate, they are the only ones found in the languages we know, which even the ones we
consider distinct are reduced. For example, the one represented in several alphabets,
by the so-called v of heart, is the f pronounced softly and very softly (a).568

Portugal
The origin of the Portuguese language is linked to Latin; the transformation of Latin
into Portuguese was due to conflicts and political-historical-geographic changes in the
Roman people. Around the third century bce, Romans occupied the Iberian Peninsula
through military conquests; as a result, Roman habits, institutions, living standards
566 The North Wind and the Sun were arguing over who was the stronger of the two. As they argued, a traveler in a warm coat
approached. Then they said that the strongest would be the one who managed to strip the traveler of his coat. The North
Wind began, blowing as hard as it could, but the stronger it blew, the more the traveler clothed himself. Then the Wind
gave up. It was the turn of the Sun, who began to shine brightly. This made the traveler feel hot and so he took off his coat.
Then the North Wind had to acknowledge that the Sun was the stronger of the two.
567 “Fonología del Español.” Fundéu | Fundación del español urgente, May 11, 2020. https://www.fundeu.es/fonología.
568 HERM, 218–221. “Si examinamos luego con mucho cuidado las articulaciones que resultan de los varios modos
con que las partes adyacentes al tubo pueden comprimir el aria en todo su tránsito, hallaremos que bien contadas
las que son absolutamente diversas, no pasan de 17, á saber, las que nosotros llamamos de b, d, f, g (suave) ch, j, k
(ó c fuerte), l, ll, m, n, ñ, p, r, s, t, z (ó c suave). En efecto, representadas por estos mismos caracteres, ó por otros
equivalentes, y modulas con alguna variedad en los diferentes países por efecto del clima, son las únicas que se
encuentran en las lenguas que conocemos, y á ellas se reducen aun las que algunos consideran como distintas. Por
ejemplo, la representada en varios alfabetos, por la llamada v de corazón, es la de f pronunciada tenue y suavísimamente (a).”
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and, above all, language—which reflects the culture—was imposed on the vanquished.
After a few centuries, Latin dominated the languages and

dialects spoken in various
regions. In this way, several languages were formed within the domain of Rome, that is
to say, the Roman Empire, where the Romance languages, also called Neo-Latin, from
which Portuguese originates.
European-Portugese is the name given to the linguistic variety of Portuguese spoken in Portugal. The so-called “standard variety” of Portuguese is, according to some
authors, constituted by the “set of linguistic uses of the educated classes in the LisbonCoimbra region.”569 Other authors consider European Portuguese as the central-southern variety used in Lisbon by educated speakers.…At the end of the nineteenth century,
the linguist and great pioneer of phonetics, Aniceto dos Reis Gonçalves Viana, despite
recognizing the existence of what he called an “average standard” that would exist in
the “center of the kingdom, between Coimbra and Lisbon,” ended up describing the
“normal pronunciation” (i.e., referential or orthophonic) of the original Portuguese
according to the use of Lisbon. Today, Portugese is regulated by Academia de Ciências
de Lisboa [Lisbon Academy of Sciences].570
Russell Walker contends that “There are four defined ‘qualities’ of Portuguese
vowels, known as open, closed, reduced, and nasal. These are not really hard-and-fast
rules of pronunciation; rather. they categorize the ranges of sound that the vowels can
represent. It is important to recognize these distinctions, because certain words rely on
them to make their meaning clear. For example, the word ‘jogo’ can mean either ‘game’
or ‘I play,’ depending on whether the pronunciation of the first ‘o’ is open or closed.”571
European Portuguese underwent great changes beginning in the seventeenth century, so much so that words that were regularly in use in 1800 are no longer part of the
standard modern Portuguese lexicon. One unusual source for Portuguese pronunciation at the end of the seventeenth century comes from a German grammar written so
that German businessmen could learn the language and sell their wares or trade goods
in Portugal proper.
One, authored in German, was published in 1778: Portugiesische Grammatik; Nebst
Einigen Nachrichten Von Der Portugiesischen Litteratur… [Portuguese Grammar; Besides
Some News From the Portuguese Literature…] by Johann Andreas von Jung. After some
70 pages of literature summations, Jung finally commences the Grammatik portion of his
work: “The Portuguese make an effort to write the way they speak, and to hear in their
speech all the letters they write. But some of their letters have a different tone than in
German, so I will try to express these in German, so that the reader is able to reach the
true pronunciation of them without much effort.”572 Jung expresses the pronunciation
guidelines in German (for a German reader remember), as shown in Table 50:

569 CUN, 10.
570 Vianna, Aniceto dos Reis Gonçalves (1892): Exposição da pronuncia normal portuguesa para uso de nacionais e estrangeiros. Lisboa: Imprensa Nacional (Presented at the 10th Session of the International Congress of Orientalists),
in Estudos de fonética portuguesa. Lisboa: Imprensa Nacional /Casa da Moeda, 1973, 153–257.
571 Walker, Russell. “Vowels.” Learning Portuguese, 16 March 2006. https://www.learningportuguese.co.uk/guide/pronunciation/vowels.
572 JUNG. “Die Portugiesen befleißigen sich, so zu schreiben, wie sie sprechen, und im Sprechen all Buchstaben hören
zu raffen, die sie schreiben. Doch haben einige von ihren Buchstaben einen andern Ton, als im Deutschen, daher
ich mich bemühen will, ihm Deutsch auszudrücken, damit der Leser im Stande sei, ohne sonderliche Mühe zur
wahten Aussprache derselben zu gelangen.”
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Table 50. Portuguese Grammar, from Johann Andreas von Jung.

Table 50. Portuguese Grammar, from Johann Andreas von Jung.

Of the Vowels
A

is pronounced as in German and Latin: amór, die Liebe [love]. It is long or short after the accent,
as will be shown below.

E

as in German: édificar, bauen [to build]. In all those beginning with an es where the s is followed by
a consonant, the e is seldom heard and is only expressed by the tongue bumping against the roof
of the mouth; as: escóla, die Schule [school], esta [are], ist [is], almost like scola, sta [school, stay].

I

as in German: indicar [indicate], anzeigen [display]; intimar [intimar], anzeigen [show], bekannt
machen [make known].

Y

is exactly the same as the preceding i, only with the difference that the same seems to become a
little longer as a result, although the y itself is therefore no longer heard; as: Rey [King], der König
[the King]. Before a and o it gets stronger, almost like j as heard in German: joya [jewel, (Latin)], ein
Kleinod [a gem], joyo [jewels, (Latin)], das Unkraut [weed].

O, U as in German and Latin: absoluto [absolution], durchaus [absolutely].

Of the Consonants
B

As in German.

C

sounds like s before e and i; before a, o and u, like k; but if it has a tick below (Portuguese plica,
French cedilla [ç]), it takes on the tone of the German ß or ʃs; as çapato [shoe, (French)], ein Schuh
[a shoe, reads “ssapato” (in eighteenth-century Portuguese?)]; açoute [cost (French)] der Saft [a whip,
reads “ssumo”] C before y sounds like in Latin and German, as Cyclopa [Cyclops], Cylindro [Cylinder],
Cypreste [Cypress], Cuthera [Cutter]. For ch see H.

D, F As in other languages.
G

G before a, o and u, as in German; just before e and i as in French. When g before e and i is to have
the German sound, it is written like in French gue [than], gui [who]; as: guerre & der Krieg [the war,
reads Gerra; guisa [guies], [the kind, reads gisa]. If g stands in front of ua, then both of them must
actually be heard; as guarda [guard], die Wache [the guard, reads gu – arda in three syllables.]

H

if it is in front of a vowel, h has no sound at all; as: homem [man], der Mensch [human being, reads
omeng]; herder [heir], der Erbe [the heir, reads herdeyro]; honrado [honored], geehrt [honored, reads
onrado]. This letter [h] is used by the Portuguese after c, l, n, in a way that is unique to it, namely:
Cha, che, chi, cho, chu, which is pronounced like German schau, sche, schi, scho, schu; as: chave &
der Schlüssel [the key]; chegar & ankommen [arrive]; chinéla & ein Pantoffel [slipper]; chorar & schrein
[cry]; chapar & saugen [suck]; like schawe, schigar and so on.
Lha, lhe, lhe, lho, lhu is read like the French lle in fille, ein Mädchen [a girl]; or almost like in German
tja, lje, lji, ljo, lju; as: abelha & eine Biene [a bee, reads abel-ja]; mulher & eine Frau [woman, reads
muljer]; colhido & gesammelt [gathered, reads col-jido]; filho & ein Sohn [son, reads fil-jo]; olhudo &
voller Augen [full of eyes, reads ol-judo].
Only one Portuguese word with a Portuguese lineage is connected with lh, namely lhana, aufrichtig, redlich [sincere, honest]; of which Lhaneza & Aufrichtigkeit [sincerity] and Lhanamente, [das
Adverbium (the adverb of Lhaneza)]; but even in these, lh sounds like lj.
Nh is pronounced like nj or like the Spanish ñ (for example in España) pronounced n, as: unha
[fingernail], der Nagel am Finger [the nail on the finger], reads unnia or unja; dinheyro & Geld [money,
reads dinjeiro]; grunhir, grunzen, [grunt reads grunjir]; linho & Flachs, [flax reads linnio]; nenhum &
niemand [no one, reads nennjung].

J

the connected i, as in French, j, as in jamais.

L

both single and double, as in German, for lh see at H.

M

at the beginning of a word, as in German; only at the end of the word it is read as nasal, namely am
like French en or an, em like French in, or like German en in enge [tight], im like in, om like French on,
um like un in Lunge [lungs]; as: cawam & eine Rohle [a raw material, almost like cawang]; bem & wohl
[well, almost like beng]; assim [thus, almost like assing]; bom & gut [good, almost like bong]; algum &
— is often written, e.g. instead of rezam
jemand [someone, almost like algung]. NB. Instead of am, ao
—
[pray], the original word, one also spells rezao .
Am, im, om, um in the beginning or in the middle of the word retain their natural sound; only em
is seen everywhere, it may be in the beginning or in the middle, read as eng; as engano & der Betrug
[deception, reads eng-gano]; dizemlhe & sie sagen ihm [tell him, reads disenglje]. Here are the words
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that come from Latin, except in which the em retains its Latin pronunciation, as emperado & der
Kaiser [emperor]; of these are the words that come from Latin, except in which the em retains its
Latin pronunciation, as emperador, the emperor; exemplo & ein Beispiel [example].
N, P as in German.
Qu

before a reads kw; as qual, which reads kwal. Que and qui reads ke and ki; quebrar & brechen [break,
reads kebrar]; queixa & die Klage [complaint, reads kei-scha]; queyxada & der Kinnbacken [jaw bone,
reads kei-schada]; quinta & ein Landhaus [cottage, read Kinta]. Quo is like kuo; as: quotidiano &
täglich [daily, reads ku-otidiano].

R

s and ss as in other languages; however, the simple s is a bit sharper in all cases than in German.

T

likewise; even ti is always neatly pronounced and not pronounced like ci when an identical vowel
follows; fatiar & schneiden [cut, reads fathiar and not faciar]; fatia de pam & ein dünner Schnitt Brot
[a thin slice of bread, reads fathia de pang].

V

as w in German.

X

as sch; queyxada & beklagen [complain, reads keischada]; queyzarfe & beklagen [lament, reads keischarfe], but in the words beginning with a and e, and coming from Latin, it retains its Latin sound;
as in axungia, exemplo.

Z

is pronounced like s; as: produzir & hervorbringen [bring forth, reads produfir]; prezar & gelten [apply,
reads presar]; rezão & die Ursache [reason, reads resang].573

[Source: JUNG, Part One, 2–8.]
573

“A wird ausgesprochen wie im Deutschen und Lateinischen: amór, de Liebe. Es ist lang oder kurz, nachdem der
Accent darüber ist, wie weiter unten gezeigt werden soll.
“E wie in Deutschen: édificar, bauen. In allen mit es anfangenden, wo auf das s noch ein Consonant folgt, wird
das e kaum gehört, und nur durch das Anstoßen der Zunge an den Gaumen ausgedrückt; als: escóla, die Schule,
esta, ist, fast wie scola, sta.
“I wie im Deutschen: indicar, anzeigen; intimar, anzeigen, bekannt machen.
“Y ist ebendasselbe als das vorhergehende i, nur mit dem Unterscheide, daß die Selbe etwas länger dadurch zu
werden scheint, obgleich das y selbst deswegen nicht stärker gehört wird; als: Rey, der König. Vor a und o wird es
stärker, ohngefähr wie j im Deutschen, gehört: joya, ein Kleinod, joyo, das Unkraut.
“O, U wie im Deutschen und Lateinischen: absoluto, durchaus.
“B wie im Deutschen.
“C klingt vor e und i wie s; vor a, o und u, wie k; wenn es aber unten ein Häkchen (Portugiesisch Plica, Französisch Cedille) hat, so nimmt es den Ton des Deutschen ss oder ss an; als çapato, ein Schuh, lies Ssapato; açoute, eine
Peitsche, lies ssumo; C vor y klingt wie im Lateinischen und Deutschen, als Cyclopa, Cylindro, Cypreste, Cuthera.
Von ch siehe bei H.
“D und F wie in andern Sprachen.
“G vor a, o und u, wie in Deutschen; allein vor e und i wie in Französischen. Wenn g vor e und i den Deutschen
Laut haben soll, se schreibt man wie in Französischen gue, gui; als: guerre, der Krieg, lies Gerra; guisa, die Art, lies
gisa. Wenn g vor ua steht, so müssen all beide Selbstlauter eigentlich gehört werden; als guarda, die Wache, lies
gu–arda in drei Sylben.
“H wenn es vor einem Vocal steht, hat gar keinen Laut; als: Homer, der Mensch, lies omeng; herder, der Erbe,
lies erdeyro; honrado, geehrt, lies onrado. Dieser Buchstabe wird hinter c, l, n, von den Portugiesen auf eine ihnen
eigene Art gebraucht, nemlich:
“Cha, che, chi, cho, chu, wird ausgesprochen wie das Deutsche schau, sche, schi, scho, schu; als: chave, der
Schlüssel; chegar, ankommen; chinéla, ein Pantoffel; chorar, schrein; chapar, saugen; wie schawe, schigar u. s. w.
“Lha, lhe, lhe, lho, lhu wird gelesen, wie das Französischen lle in Fille, ein Mädchen; oder fast wie im Deutschen
tja, lje, lji, ljo, lju; als: abelha, eine Biene, lies abel-ja; muller, eine Frau, lies muljer; colhido, gesammelt, lies col-jido;
filho, ein Sohn, lies fil-jo; olhudo, voller Augen, lies ol-judo.
“Nur ein einziges Portugiesisches Wort mit seinen Abstammungen faugt mit lh an, nämlich lhana, aufrichtig,
redlich; davon Lhaneza, Aufrichtigkeit und Lhanamente, das Adverbium; aber auch in diesen klingt lh wie lj.
“Nh wird wie nj oder wie das Spanische ñ (zum Exempel in España) ausgesprochen n, als: unha, der Nagel am
Finger, lies unnia oder unja; dinheyro, Geld, lies dinjeiro; grunhir, grunzen, lies grunjir; linho, Flachs, lies linnio;
nenhum, niemand, lies nennjung.
“J oder j, das mitlantende i, wie im Französischen, j, wie in jamais.
“L sowohl einfach als doppelt, wie im Deutschen, Von lh siehe bei H.
“M in Anfange eines Worts wie im Deutschen; allein am Ende des Worts wird es wir ein n nasale gelesen, nämlich am wie das Französische en oder an, em wie das Französische in, oder wie das Deutsche en in enge, im wie in
in bringen, om wie das Französische on, um wie un in Lunge; als: cawam, eine Rohle, fast wie cawang; bem, wohl
fast wie beng; assim, so fast wie assing; bom, gut, fast wie bong; algum, jemand, fast wie algung. NB. Anstatt am
wird auch oft ao geschrieben, z. anstatt rezam, die Urfache, schreibt man auch rezao.
“Am, im, om, um, behalten im Anfange oder in der Mitte des Worts ihren natürlichen Klang; nur em wird
allenthalben, es mag im Anfange oder in der Mitte fenn, wie eng gelesen; als emgano, der Betrug, lies eng-gano;
dizemlhe, sie sagen ihm, lies disenglje. Hievon sind die Wörter, die aus dem Lateinischen kommen, ausgenommen
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Of course, there were grammars in Portuguese. Consider the Nova Grammatica
Ingleza e Portugueza (New Grammar English and Portuguese) of Manoel de Freitas,
written in 1812. His format is similar to Herr Jung; however, most of the text is written
in such an obscure historical dialect that even professional Portuguese translators have
difficulty understanding it. Nevertheless, a few excerpts should suffice as to the content
regarding pronunciation: “Accento, is a particular strength of voice, resting something
more on a certain letter or syllable of a word, to be better heard, than the other syllables
in the same word; for example: in the word presúme, the outside of the voice should be
on the letter u, which makes the second syllable súme, and which receives the accent.”574
At the opposite end of the century, other linguists were creating their own grammars, such as Bento José de Oliviera. By this time, Portuguese had become its modern
manifestation, so de Oliviera had an easier time of collating and organizing material
into a textbook. He methodically works through each vowel and consonant, explaining
their pronunciation in prose. (Table 51)

Table 51. “On Pronunciation” from Bento José de Oliviera.
G, Q G and q, gutturals, before e, that have an unpronounced u: guerra [war], guita [twine], quer [want],
quilha [keel], (except güela). This u, therefore, is heard before a, e, i, o, in words of Latin origin:
qüadro, qüunto, eqüestre, argüir, qüinqüênio, sangüineo, qüota, etc. G followed by e or i makes a j
sound: gente [men], gigante [giant].
H

R, rr The single r at the beginning of words and in the middle following l, m, n, s, e, always has a
strong sound, as does the double rr between vowels: reino [kingdom], melro [black], Menor
[minor], honra [honor], Israel [Israel], arrasa [raze], ferro [iron]. The single r between vowels
is soft: era [epoch], fóra [outside]; it is strong after the prefixes ab, de, oh, pre, pro, sub: abrupto [abrupt], derogar [lure], obrepção [obligation], proromper [interrupt], subrepticio [surreptitious].
S

has three values:
1.º As a ç at the beginning of words, and in the middle preceded by consonant or doubled (ss):
sala [room], ensaio [rehearsal], tosse [cough];
2.º Almost as a hissing x at the end of words, in the beginning or in the middle of words after the
vowel that makes a syllable and is followed by a consonant: homens [men], errada [wrong],
injusto [unjust];
3.º of z between vowels: rosa [pink], todos os homens [all men] (rosa, todozozómens), and after some consonants: trânsito [transit], transigia [condescend], etc. Therefore, it retains the
sound of the ç or singular s between vowels and the ending simo of the ordinal [numbers]:
vigésimo [twentieth], centesimo [hundredth], etc.; and after the prefixes a, anti, pre, pro, re:
asymetria [asymmetry], antisocial [antisocial], pressupor [presuppose], prosseguir [proceed], resurgir [resurface]. Exceptions are: desolador [desolate], desolação [desolation], obsequio [obsequious], presumir [presume] and resumir [summarize], whose s is commonly pronounced as z.

X

Aside from its primitive sound, X (che) has following other values in words of Latin transcription: as
a cç—fixo [fixed], fluxo [flow], reflexo [reflection] (flcço, flucço, refeço); as a ç or ss—reflexão [reflection], syntaxe [syntax], (refleção, sentasse); as a z or s—exacto [exact], exemplo [example], excepto
[exception], experiencia [experience] (ezacto, ezemplo, escepto, esperiencia). In the prefix ex sometimes the x paired with the e vowel creates a dipthong sound of ei, as in ex-ministro (eisministro).575

Table 51. “On Pronunciation” from Bento José de Oliviera.
Vowels. The oral ones are pronounced either open, closed or muted. The open or closed sound comes from
their respective accents only, and the muted ones from their position.
A

A, as an article and the end of word is pronounced very softy. Two successive soft aa are pronounced as an acute “aa”: portáberta (open door), a ábelha (the bee), contráregra (against the rule).
In some cases, however, they maintain their soft sound.

E

E, a conjunction, sounds almost like i, and at the end of words it is mute: e este (i êst). This vowel
also sounds like an i either at the beginning or in the middle of some words: egual, crear, theoria,
pateo, etc. (igual, criar, thioria, patio). At other times it sounds almost ã: empenho [effort], desenho
[design], tenha [you have], Mascarenhas, ferrenho [fierce], etc. (empânho, desânho, tânha, etc.); etc
like the ei em: igreja, desejo, ensejo seja, veja etc. (deseijo, egreija, enseijo, etc.).

O

O, as an article, and at the end of words has the sound of u: o livro [the book], corpo [body], preto
[black] (u livro, u corpo, u preto). In the middle of some words, o also sounds like u: concorrer [compete], consolidar [consult], coordenar [coordinate], introduzir [introduce], etc.

I, U

I and u retain their original sound, even when altered by the acute accent: viviflco [live], vivifico
[vivify], únto [together], untúra [anointing]. The pronunciation of I in many words is confused with
the silent e: inimigo [enemy], opinão [opinion], particípio [participate]

Consonants. The l, r and soft s consonants are called liquid because they easily run in conjunction with other
consonants: claro [clear], cravo [carnation], ciência [science], casto [chaste]. C followed by a, o, i, stands for c
or k: capa, fraco, escuro.
C

Before e, i, and c “cedilha” (ç) before a, o, u, has the value of ss: cedro [cedar], cifra [cipher], taça
[cup], poço [well], doçura [sweetness]. It is not pronounced in anedota [anecdote], santo [saint],
synecdoche [synecdoche] and in many other Latin derived words.

in welchen das em seine Lateinische Aussprache behält, als emperador, der Kaiser; exemplo, ein Beispiel.
“N und P wie im Deutschen.
“Qu vor a lies kw; als qual, welcher lies kwal. Que und qui wird ke und ki gelesen; quebrar, lies kebrar; queixa,
die Klage lies kei-scha; queyxada, der Kinnbacken, lies kei-schada; quinta, ein Landhaus lies Kinta. Quo lautet wie
kuo; als: quotidiano, täglich lies ku-otidiano.
“R, s und ss wie in andern Sprachen; jedoch das einfache s in allen Fällen etwas schärfer, als in Deutschen.
“T gleichfalls; sogar wird ti immer ordentlich, und nicht wie ci ausgesprochen, wenn bleich ein Vocal folget;
fatiar, schneiden lies fathiar und nicht faziar; fatia de pam, ein dünner Schnitt Brot, lies fathia de pang.
“V wie w in Deutschen.
“X wie sch; queyxada, der Kinnbacken, lies keischada; queyzarfe, sich beklagen, lies keascharfe. in den Wörtern
aber, die mit a und e anfangen, und aus dem Lateinischen herkommen, behält es seinen lateinischen Klang; als in
axungia, exemplo.
“Z wird wie s ausgesprochen; als: produzir, hervorbringen, lies produfir; prezar, gelten lies presar; rezao, die
Ursache lies resang.”
574 FREI, 168. “Accento, hé a força particular da voz, descançando alguma couza mais sobre certa letra ou syllaba de
uma palavra, para ser melhor ouvida, do que as outras syllabas da mesma; por exemplo:—na palavra presúme, a
for a da voz deve ser sobre a letra u, que faz a segunda syllaba sume, e que recebe o accento.”

Pronunciation

This letter alone has no phonetic value; it is used only as an etymological mark of distinction.
Placed after c, l, n, t and r, the letter h forms the compound consonants ch, lh, nh, ph, th and rh.
In addition to p (ph), the h gives this letter the value of f in words derived from Greek: pharol, physic.
Ch make a hissing x sound in all proper Portuguese words: chamar [call], chave [key], and in
words of Greek origin, a k sound: Achiles, monarquia, máchina. Exceptions to this are: chirurgia [surgery], chirurgião [surgeon], schisma [schism] and catecismo [catechism], in which cha sounds like s.

[Source: OLI, 139–140.]
575 “Vogaes. As oraes pronunciam-se ou abertas ou fechadas ou mudas. O som aberto ou fechado provém-lhes dos
respectivos acentos somente, e o mudo da sua posição.”
“A artigo e a final das palavras pronunciam-se muito brandos: a fama, a casa. Dois “aa” brandos sucessivos valem
na pronuncia por uma m á agudo: porta aberta (portáberta), a abelha (ábelha), contra a regra (contráregra). Nalguns
casos todavia conservam o som brando.
“E, conjuncção, sôa quase como i, e no fim das palavras é mudo: e este (i êst). Esta vogal também sôa como i
quer do principio, quer no meio de algumas palavras: egual, crear, theoria, pateo, etc. (igual, criar, thioria, patio).
Outras vezes sôa quasi ã: empenho, desenho, tenha, Mascarenhas, ferrenho, etc. (empânho, desânho, tânha, etc.);
como ei em: Desejo, igreja, ensejo, seja, veja, etc. (Deseijo, egreija, enseijo, etc.).“O, artigo e o final das palavras tem
o som de u: o livro, corpo, preto (u livro, corpo, preto). No meio d’algumas palavras também sôa como u: concorrer,
consolidar, coordenar, introduzir, etc. (concorrer, consultar, cuurdenar, etc.) “I e u conservam o som primitivo,
ainda quando alterado pelo acento agudo: vivifico, vivifico, únto, untúra.“
“O, artigo e o final das palavras tem o som de u: o livro, corpo, preto (u livro, corpo, preto). No meio d’algumas
palavras também sôa como u: concorrer, consolidar, coordenar, introduzir, etc. (concorrer, consultar, cuurdenar, etc.)
“I e u conservam o som primitivo, ainda quando alterado pelo acento agudo: vivifico, vivifico, únto, untúra.
“O i em muitas palavras confunde-se na pronuncia com e mudo: inimigo, opinão, particípio (inimigo, openião,
participo).
“Consonantes. L, r e s brandas chamam-se liquidas por correr facilmente a sua prolação com a d’outras consoantes: claro, cravo, ciência, casto.
“C seguido de a, o, i, vale por c ou k: capa, fraco, escuro. Antes de e, i, e cedilhado (ç) antes de a , o, u, tem o valor
de ss: cedro, cifra, taça, poço, doçura. Não se pronuncia em anedota, santo, synecdoche (anedota, santo, synedoche)
e noutras muitas palavras derivadas do latim.
“G e q, gutturals, antes de e, i tem u que não se pronuncia: guerra, guita, quer, quilha (exceptua-se güela). Este u, porém
soa antes de a, e, i, o, em palavras de origem latina: qüadro, qüunto, eqüestre, argüir, qüinqüênio, sangüineo, qüota, etc.
“G seguido de e ou i vale de j: gente, gigante.
“H. Esta letra so por si não tem valor phonics; usa-se apenas como distintivo etimologico.
“Posposto a c, l , n, t e r, fórma as consoantes compostas ch, lh, nh, ph, th e rh. Adeante de p (ph), o h dá a esta
letra o valor de f nas palavras derivadas o grego: pharol, physico.
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V. LOW COUNTRIES
A general written language already existed in the second half of the nineteenth
century in the Holland. As far as the spoken language, in addition to the dialects, there
was a General Civilized Dutch in Holland, which adapted to the written language again
and again; it also probably had a limited number of local variants. Only a rather small
circle controlled this general colloquial language at that time: the term civilized, therefore, refers to the small upper layer of society. In the lower social environments, lower
classes sought to impress the outside by using proper speech in public while dialect
was spoken at home.
At the end of the nineteenth century, the language environment changed profoundly. It was at this time that the term General Civilized Dutch was used for the
first time to emphasize the pursuit of more natural language use. However, General
Civilized Dutch is spoken by few people, since the written language and the different
dialects differed quite a bit; moreover, the bridging of spoken and written language, in
addition to a true culture change, also meant learning a brand new language for many.
As a result, the difference between spoken language and written language became
almostunbridgeable in the Netherlands. In 1804, the first official spelling of Dutch was
established; it was generally well received, but the desire to arrive at one spelling for
the Netherlands and Flanders remained. So, in 1851, it was decided to jointly make a
large dictionary, which made possible a more unified language pronunciation.
The first Dutch grammar of the nineteenth century in the strictest sense was De
Nederduitsche Spraakkunst (1805) by Petrus Weiland. It is a prescriptiv written language grammar, and contains only the written language regulations of Dutch, some of
which still apply today. His work is not only prescriptive, it is highly descriptive, as this
ong-winded explanation of the pronunciation of vowels confirms:
The A, with which our A B C begins, is the simplest and lightest vowel, which,
through the most unforced opening of the mouth, is propagated without difficulty.
As soon as the tongue comes a little nearer to the palate, the still brighter E arises;
and from these, as the tongue approaches the palate, the I is formed, as the highest
sound that the human organs of speech can produce. To pronounce the O, the voice
“Ch pronuncia-se com o som de x chiante explosivo em todas as palavras propriamente portuguesas: chamar,
chave; e com o som de k nas de origem grega: Achiles, monarquia, máchina. Exceptum-se chirurgia, chirurgião,
schisma e catecismo, em que o cha sõa como s.
“R, rr. O r singelo no princípio das palavras sempre, e no meio depois de l, m, n, s, e, o rr dobrado entre vogaes, tem
o som forte: reino, melro, Menor, honra, Israel, arrasa, ferro. O r singelo entre vogaes é brando: era, fóra; é forte depois
dos prefixos ab, de, oh, pre, pro, sub: abrupto, derogar, obrepção, proromper, subrepticio (abrupto, derrogar, etc.).
“S tem tres valores:
1.º de ç no principio das palavras, e no meio precedido de consoante ou dobrado (ss): sala, ensaio, tosse;
2.º quasi de x chiante no flm das palavras, no principio ou no meio depois de vogal como que faz syllaba, e
seguido de consoante: homens, errada, injusto;
3.º de z entre vogais: rosa, todos os homens (rosa, todozozómens), e depois d’algumas consoantes: transito,
transigia, etc. (trânsito, transigir). Conserva porém o som de ç ou s singelo entre vogaes an terminação simo dos
ordinaes: vigésimo, centesimo, etc.; e depois dos prefixos a, anti, pre, pro, re: asymetria, antisocial, pressupor,
prosseguir, resurgir. Exceptuam-se desolador, desolação, obsequio, presumir e resumir, cujo s vulgarmente se pronuncia como z (delozar, dezolação, obséquio, presumir, resumir).
“X alem do seu primitivo som (che), tem mais, em palavras de transcripção latina, os valores seguintes: de cç—
fixo, fluxo, reflexo (flcço, flucço, refeço); de ç ou ss—reflexão, syntaxe, (refleção, sentasse); de z ou s—exacto, exemplo, excepto, experiencia (ezacto, ezemplo, escepto, esperiencia). No preflxo ex faz tomar algumas vezes a esta vogal
o som do diphthongs ei, como em ex-ministro (eisministro).”

Pronunciation

sinks again to A, and gives the vowel, through the rounding of the lips, a different
shape, which gives rise to the O. The lowest vowel formed by the strongest rounding, or closing of the lips, is U. There is therefore, in pronouncing the vowels, from
A to U, a sufficiently proportional constriction of the mouth, or rounding of the lips;
so that, at the A, the mouth is most open, at the E less, at the I less, at the O still less,
and at the U the least open; with this distinction, however, that, in pronouncing A,
E, and I, the tongue approaches the palate more and more, while in pronouncing
the O, the tongue returns to the same distance from the palate at which it was when
pronouncing the A; which also takes place with regard to U; though the voice, in
pronouncing each of these letters, exerts equal forces.576
The Dutch sound system has 16 vowel sounds (Table 52): seven long vowels, six
short vowels (including the schwa) and three diphthongs. They can be subdivided on
the basis of length and vowel height and along the dimensions fore-back and rounded-unrounded. In addition, there are a number of loaner phonemes and semi-diphthongs. The long vowels e and o are slightly diphthongized in the north of the Dutch
language area. Dutch has seven long (i, e, y, ø, u, o, a) and 6 short vowels (ɪ, ɶ, ɔ, ɛ, ɑ, ə).
Table 52. Dutch Pronunciation from Petrus Weiland.
Vowel Subdivisions
Front

Front, rounded

Back

Back, rounded

High

i

y

u

MIddle

eɪ

øɶ

oɔ

Low

ɛ

aɑ

Long Vowels
/i/ het riet [ri:t] (the reed) de fiets [fi:ts] (the bicycle)
/y/ de muur [my:r] (the wall) de buur [by:r] (the neighbor)
/u/ moeten [mutə(n)] (must) Koen [kun] (can)

Short Vowels
/e/ alleen [ɑle:n] (only) weten [we:tə(n)] (know)
/ø/ teut [tø:t] leunen [lø:nə(n)] (lean)
/o/ boven [bo:və(n)] (above) loom [lo:m] (loom)
/a/ het raam [ra:m] (the window) betalen [bəta:lə(n)]

576 WEI, 15. “De A, waarmede ons A B C begint, is de enkelvoudigste en ligste klinker, die, door de ongedwongenste opening van den mond, zonder moeite voortgebragt wordt. Zoo dra de tong een weinig nader aan het gehemelte komt,
ontstaat de nog helderder E; en uit deze wordt, wanneer de tong digt aan het gehemelte nadert, de I gevormd, als de
hoogste klank, dien de menschelijke spraakwerktuigen kunnen voortbrengen. Om de o uit to spreken, zinkt de stem
weder tot A, en geeft aan dozen klinker, door de ronding der lippen, eene andere gedaante, waardoor de o ontstaat.
De laagste klinker, welke, door de sterkste ronding, of sluiting der lippen, gevormd wordt, is de U. Er heeft derhalve,
bij het uitspreken van de klinkletteren, van A tot U, eene genoegzaam evenredige vernaauwing van den mond, of
ronding der lippen, plaats; zoo dat, bij de A, de mond het meest, bij de E minder, bij de I weder minder, bij de O nog
minder, en bij de u het minst geopend is; met dit onderscheid echter, dat, bij het uitspreken van A, E en I, de tong
telkens meer aan het gehemelte nadert, terwijl bij het uitspreken van de o, de tong weder tot denzelfden afstand van
het gehemelte terug keert, waarop zij zich, bij het uitspreken van de A, bevond; hetwelk ook ten aanzien van de U
plaats heeft; schoon de stem, bij het uitspreken van iedere dezer letteren, gelijke krachten to werk stelt.”
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Table 52. Dutch Pronunciation from Petrus Weiland.
Besides seven long and six short vowels, Dutch has three diphthongs : :i, ɶy and ɑu.
/ɛi/ het eiland [ɛilɑnt] (island) de rij [rɛi] (row)
/ɶy/ het geluid [ɣəlɶyt] (sound) de ui [ɶy] (onion)
/ɑu/ houden [hɑudə(n)] (hold) de kous [kɑus] (stocking)577
[Source: Hüning, Matthias. “Structuur En Geschiedenis Van Het Nederlands Een Inleiding Tot De Taalkunde Van Het
Nederlands.” Niederländische Philologie FU Berlin, 5 December 2013. http://neon.niederlandistik.fu-berlin.de/nl/nedling/
phonology/vocals.

Weiland devotes considerable space to consonants, but does not offer any pronunciation guidelines or descriptions like the vowels; rather, his focus is more on the morphological history of the Dutch language and how various letters found their way into it.
The phoneme system of Dutch has 19 consonants. (Table 53) These can be classified
according to the way they are articulated, the place of articulation and the voicing. What
is striking about the consonant inventory of Dutch is that it has no voiced counterpart
to the [k] as German has it in a word like gut [gu:t]. The phoneme [x] and the voiced
pendant [ɣ] are experienced as ‘typical Dutch’, which can also occur at the beginning of
a word: chaos [xɑ:ɔs] and geven [ɣe:və] (give). Recent trends with regard to Dutch consonants are a devoicing of the fricatives z, v and ɣ and a new r-allophone: the Gooise r.578

Table 53. Phoneme System of Dutch.
Subdivision of Consonants
Nasals or nasal sounds are formed by letting the air escape (only) through the nose.
Common nasals are the /m/ and the /n/, in addition there is the /ŋ/, which can only occur at
the end of a word or morpheme as in the word ring. The /ɲ/ occurs in words like orange or
oranges.
The Plosives
/l/ de liefde [li:fdə] (love) halen [ha:lə(n)] (fetch)
/r/ het rijm [rɛim] (rhyme) de buren [by:rə(n)] (neighbors)

Liquids or flow sounds are produced by allowing air to escape through the sides of the
tongue. In Dutch, the /l/ and variants of the phoneme /r/ are examples of a flow sound. In
the case of the flow sound r we are dealing with a so-called ‘trill’ in which either the tip of the
tongue or the uvula is made to vibrate.
As a last group, there are the sliding sounds or semivowels such as /w/ and /j/ where hardly
any constriction takes place in the oral cavity during the formation. Sometimes they are not even
counted as consonants but are considered allophones of the vowels /u/ and /i/ respectively.579
Obstruents

Sonorants

Plosives

Fricatives

Nasals

Labial

Table 53. Phoneme System of Dutch.

p/ /b/

/f/ /v/

/m/

Dental/Alveolar

/t/ /d/

/s/ /z/

/n/

Subdivision of Consonants

Palatal

/ʃ/

/ɲ/

/x/ /ɣ/

/ŋ/

The Plosives
/p/ de pan [pɑn] (pan) Jaap [ja:p]
/b/ beter [be:tər] (better) de tabel [tɑbɛl] (table)
/t/ tof [tɔf] (cool) het bed [bɛt] (bed)
/d/ diep [di:p] (deep) de bedden [bɛdə(n)] (beds
/k/ kat [kɑt] (cat) beker [be:kər] (cup)

Plosives are produced by closing off the airflow completely and then letting the air escape
in one go. Dutch has /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/ and /k/. In addition, the plosive /g/ occurs in some
loanwords, as in the word goal.

Velar/Uvular
Glottal

/k/

Liquids

Slides
/w/

/l/ /r/ ([r])
/j/
/r/ ([ʀ])

/h/

Consonants can be further subdivided according to the way they are articulated, i.e., the way
or degree to which the constriction of the airflow occurs.
Hüning, Matthias. “Structuur En Geschiedenis Van Het Nederlands Een Inleiding Tot De Taalkunde Van Het
Nederlands.” Niederländische Philologie FU Berlin, 15 December 2013. http://neon.niederlandistik.fu-berlin.de/nl/
nedling/phonology/consonants.

The Fricatives
With fricatives or rubbing sounds, the air is forced through an almost complete constriction
so that a “rubbing” sound is created. Dutch has the fricatives /s/, /z/, /f/, /v/, /x/, /ɣ/, /h/ and
/ʃ/. In addition, some French loanwords contain the sound /ʒ/, the voiced variant of /ʃ/, as in
the word rouge [ru:ʒ].
Besides seven long and six short vowels, Dutch has three diphthongs : :i, ɶy and ɑu.
The Nasal
/m/ de maan [ma:n] (moon) de emmer [ɛmər] (bucket)
/n/ het nut [nɶt] (utility) de aandacht [a:ndɑxt] (attention)
/ŋ/ lang [lɑŋ] (long) vangen [vɑŋə(n)] (catch)
/ɲ/ de ranja [rɑɲɑ] (orange) oranje [ɔrɑɲə] (orange)
577 Hüning, Matthias. “Structuur En Geschiedenis Van Het Nederlands Een Inleiding Tot De Taalkunde Van Het
Nederlands.” Niederländische Philologie FU Berlin, 5 December 2013. http://neon.niederlandistik.fu-berlin.de/nl/
nedling/phonology/vocals. “Het Nederlandse klanksysteem beschikt over 16 klinkerklanken: 7 lange klinkers, 6
korte klinkers (inclusief de sjwa) en 3 diftongen. Ze kunnen worden onderverdeeld op basis van lengte en klinkerhoogte en langs de dimensies voor-achter en gerond-ongerond. Daarnaast zijn er een aantal leenfonemen en
semi-diftongen. De lange klinkers e en o worden in het noorden van het Nederlandse taalgebied licht gediftongeerd.… Het Nederlands kent 7 lange (i, e, y, ø, u, o, a) en 6 korte klinkers (ɪ, ɶ, ɔ, ɛ, ɑ, ə).”
578 A realisation of the r phoneme in Dutch as uvular in onsets and as an alveolar approximant, or alternatively
non-rhotically, in codas.
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579 “Het foneemsysteem van het Nederlands beschikt over 19 consonanten. Deze kunnen worden onderverdeeld op
basis van de manier waarop ze gearticuleerd worden, de plaats van articulatie en de stemgeving.
“Opvallend m.b.t. de consonantinventaris van het Nederlands is dat het geen stemhebbende tegenhanger kent
van de [k] zoals het Duits die heeft in een woord als gut [gu:t]. Als ‘typisch Nederlands’ worden het foneem [x] en
het stemhebbende pendant [ɣ] ervaren die ook aan het begin van een woord kunnen voorkomen: chaos [xɑ:ɔs] en
geven [ɣe:və]. Recente trends m.b.t Nederlandse medeklinkers zijn een verstemlozing van de fricatieven z, v en ɣ
en een nieuw r-allofoon: de Gooise r.
“Plosieven of plofklanken worden geproduceerd door de luchtstroom helemaal af te sluiten en door de lucht
vervolgens in één keer te laten ontsnappen. Het Nederlands kent /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/ en /k/. Daarnaast komt in sommige
leenwoorden de plosief /g/ voor, zoals in het woord goal.
“Bij fricatieven of wrijfklanken wordt de lucht door een bijna volledige vernauwing geperst zodat er een ‘wrijvend’
geluid ontstaat. Het Nederlands heeft de fricatieven /s/, /z/, /f/, /v/, /x/, /ɣ/, /h/ en /ʃ/. In enkele Franse leenwoorden komt
bovendien de klank /ʒ/ voor, de stemhebbende variant van /ʃ/, zoals in het woord rouge [ru:ʒ].
“Nasalen of neusklanken worden gevormd door de lucht (alleen) door de neus te laten ontsnappen. Vaak voorkomende nasalen zijn de /m/ en de /n/, daarnaast is er nog de /ŋ/ die echter alleen aan het einde van een woord of
morfeem kan voorkomen zoals in het woord ring. De /ɲ/ komt voor in woorden als oranje of ranja.
“Liquidae of vloeiklanken worden geproduceerd door de lucht via de zijkanten van de tong te laten ontwijken.
In het Nederlands zijn de /l/ en varianten van het foneem /r/ voorbeelden voor een vloeiklank. In het geval van de
vloeiklank r hebben we te maken met een zogenaamde ‘trill’ waarbij of het puntje van de tong of de huig tot trillen
wordt gebracht.
“Als laatste groep zijn er nog de glijklanken of halfklinkers zoals de /w/ en de /j/ waar bij de vorming nauwelijks
een vernauwing in de mondholte plaatsvindt. Soms worden ze niet eens tot de medeklinkers gerekend maar als
allofonen van de klinkers /u/ respectievelijk /i/ beschouwd. Dit komt ook in de spelling tot uitdrukking: [mo:j]
wordt gespeld als mooi.”
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VI. FINLAND
Until 1809, Finland still belonged to Sweden; thus, literature published in the first
decade of the nineteenth century, like other literature published during Swedish rule,
is considered to belong to the period of Old literary Finnish. The literary language
began to slowly revive as early as the early 1810s, but it was not until the 1820s that
Eastern Finnish dialects began to be more Figure 76. Finnish Dialect Distribution Map
pronounced. The struggle between Eastern
and Western dialects for hegemony in the
6
evolving Finnish language is especially evident in the language of the 1830s—even the
1840s; finally, the new orthography became
fully established gradually during the course
6
of the nineteenth century. Most of the phonological and morphological features that
were still subject to variations started to
take on modern forms by the start of the
7
1870s; indeed, the period of Modern Finnish
5
is considered to have begun by 1880.
It is often said that modern Finns no
longer speak dialects, or that the original
7
4
Pälkäne or Liperi dialect is no longer spo2
ken. The notion that dialects would no
3
longer be spoken is largely due to the fact
1
8
that one is accustomed to thinking that
1 2
only Finns born before the end of the nineteenth century spoke the correct dialect.
This is not the way to see it; but, just as 1. Southwestern dialects 5. Dialects of Central
2. Transitional dialects be- and North Ostrobothnia
right is the “broken” Finnish of everyone, tween the Southwestern (Pohjanmaa)
Häme dialects
6. Dialects of Peräpohjola
whether the speaker was born in the last and
3. Häme (Tavastian)
(the Far North)
7. Savo dialects
century or twenty years ago. As Figure 76 dialects
4. dialects of South Os8. Southeastern dialects
demonstrates, there are many dialects in trobothnia (Pohjanmaa)
and a few transitional dialects bordering on them
Finland—both historically and in modern
[Source:
“Finnish
Dialects
Institute
for the Languages
times; in fact, there are probably three times
of Finland.” Institute for the Languages of Finland . Acas many dialects as are shown on the map, cessed June 17, 2021. https://www.kotus.fi/en/on_lansince each region has its own subregions— guage/dialects/finnish_dialects_7541.
each of which speaks with its own distinct dialect.
The nature of the language involves constant change, so the spoken language of
Finns is not the same now as it was one hundred years ago. At one point, the change
in language was reflected in a multitude of variations: people living in different areas
speak differently, people of different ages speak differently, people in different situations speak differently.580
580 Pajarinen, Jaana. “Puhutaanko Suomessa Vielä Murteita? (Are There Still Dialects in Finland?).” Kielikello (Telltale).
Kotimaisten kielten keskus or Kotus (Institute for the Languages of Finland). Accessed June 19, 2021. https:// www.
kielikello.fi/-/puhutaanko-suomessa-viela-murteita-. “Usein kuulee sanottavan, etteivät nykysuomalaiset enää puhu
murteita tai ettei sitä alkuperäistä pälkäneläistä tai liperiläistä murretta enää puhuta. Käsitys, ettei murteita enää
puhuttaisi, johtuu pitkälti siitä, että on totuttu ajattelemaan, että oikeaa murretta ovat puhuneet vain 1800-luvun
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In an email, Mietta Lennes, Project Planning Officer at Kielipankki, The Language
Bank of Finland, which is attached to the University of Helsinki, replied to my question
about pronunciation of Finnish in the nineteenth century:
One thing to consider is that in the 1800s, many of the officials and more educated
Finns would still speak Swedish as their mother tongue, or they might in many cases
have been practically bilingual in Swedish and Finnish. Many songs were translated
from other languages, especially from Swedish. If the translations were made by a
non-native Finnish speaker, the lyrics tend to sound very clumsy to a native, if the
rhythm and melody often do not match the prosody of spoken Finnish.…This makes
it even more difficult to compare the actual pronunciation variation/differences, if
you are particularly interested in songs.
Regarding orthography and standard written language, Finnish is often said to
have a very close grapheme-to-phoneme relationship, i.e., each alphabetical character
roughly corresponds to a given type of speech sound, a double character denotes a
long sound, etc. Those people who were literate in the 1800s would learn to write
according to a similar orthographical system; so, if you find the words for a song that
was sung in Finland in the 1800s, you can expect that the words would sound pretty much the same today—if the singers are native Finnish speakers.… All Finns are
taught “standard Finnish” in school, but of course there is pronunciation variation
between the different parts of Finland and between different groups of people; hence,
the dialects or “local accents” have not been completely lost.581
Moreover, there are more than two dozen Swedish dialects still active in Finland in
modern times, and they belong to the group of Eastern Swedish dialects. The dialects
of Finnish-Sweden have their roots in ancient Sweden, which spread to Finland from
central Sweden with immigrants from the twelfth century; they are spoken in Finland
in four areas: Ostrobothnia, Åland, Åboland and Nyland.
The Swedish dialects of Finland can be considered conservative. They retain
many features encountered only in peripheral, mainly northern, Swedish dialects.
For instance, they preserve many Old Swedish diphthongs, such as in stein (sten)
“stone”, höi (hö) “hay” and bröut (bröt) “broke.” In many Finland-Swedish dialects,
the consonants g, k, sk are pronounced “hard” when preceding a frontal vowel, such
as in gära or göra (göra) “do/make,” kärrå (kärra) “cart/barrow” and skära “cut,” but in
other dialects they may alternatively be pronounced djära, tjärrå, stjära or as affricates
or fricatives as in Standard Swedish.582
lopulla syntyneet tai sitä vanhemmat suomalaiset. Näinhän asiaa ei tarvitse nähdä, vaan yhtä oikeaa on jokaisen
”murtama” suomi, oli puhuja syntynyt viime vuosisadalla tai kaksikymmentä vuotta sitten. Kielen luonteeseen kuuluu jatkuva muutos, joten suomalaistenkaan puhekieli ei ole samanlaista nyt kuin sata vuotta sitten.
“Yhtenä hetkenä kielen muutos näkyy monenlaisena vaihteluna: eri alueilla asuvat puhuvat eri tavalla, eriikäiset puhuvat eri tavalla, eri tilanteissa puhutaan eri tavalla. Toisaalta sama ihminen puhuu mahdollisesti eriikäisenä eri tavalla.”
581 “Finnish Pronunciation in the 1800s,” Mietta Lennes, 17 June 2021.
582 “Swedish Dialects in Finland - Institute for the Languages of Finland.” Institute for the Languages of Finland.
KOTUS. Accessed 24 June 2021. https://www.kotus.fi/en/on_language/dialects/swedish_dialects_in_finland_7542.
The Swedish dialects of Finland belong to the East Swedish family of dialects. Their origins trace back to Old
Swedish, which spread to Finland from Central Sweden with Swedish settlers from the 12th century onwards.
Swedish-speaking Ostrobothnia extends down the western coast from Karleby (Kokkola) to Sideby. Swedish dialects were formerly also spoken in parts of North Satakunta. Ostrobothnian dialects are divided into three groups:
Northern, Central and Southern.
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Prof. Lennes suggested these IPA maps (Tables 63–65), which, she assures me, are
accurate since “grapheme-to-phoneme mapping has not changed in two hundred years.”
Table 63. Finnish Consonants.
Example

English approx.

IPA

Example

English approx.

b

bussi

big

nː

kannu

unnatural

d

ladot

adept

ŋ

kenkä

sing

f

filmi

film

ŋː

vangita

singing

g

magia

go

p

puu

spill

h

hevonen, vaha

horse

pː

lippu

flipbook

j

joulu

yolk

r

rauta

rolled r, like Spanish perro

k

kala

scold

s

sinä

sole

kː

lakki

backgammon

sː

kissa

dissatisfied

l

laulu

lack

ʃ

šakki

shy

lː

pullo

taillight

t

tina

stand

m

metsä, onpa

tː

hattu

outdo

mː

kammio, Ahvenanmaa

ʋ

viha

between vet and wet

n

nenä

ʔ

vaa’an, linja-auto the pause in uh-oh

IPA

Example

Table 64. Finnish Vowels.
Example

English approx.
SHORT

English approx.
LONG

ɑ

pouta

like father, but shorter

ɑː

poutaa

father

æ

pöytä

cat

æː

päivää

mad

e

terve

let

eː

eesti

pay

i

viha

city

iː

siika

see

o

oksa

like more, but shorter

oː

koostaa

more

ø

pöly

somewhat like nurse

øː

säröön

somewhat like bird

u

surma

influence

uː

suu, ruoan

cool

y

kesy

somewhat like cute

yː

ryyppy

somewhat like cube

Table 65. Finnish Dipthongs.
IPA

Example

English approx.

IPA

Example

English approx.

ɑi̯

aika

eye

iy̯

siistiytyä

no English equivalent

ɑu̯

aura

how

oi̯

koittaa, koittaa

coin

æi̯

äiti

main

ou̯

outo

role

æy̯

täytyy

no English equivalent

øi̯

töitä

French feuille

ei̯

ei, hei

pay

øy̯

pöyristyä

rope

eu̯

neutraali

Spanish neutro

ui̯

muita

ruin

ey̯

keskeytyä

no English equivalent

uo̯

Suomi

somewhat like woah

ie̯

kieli

somewhat like yes

yi̯

syitä

somewhat like we

Pronunciation

IPA

Example

English approx.

IPA

Example

English approx.

iu̯

viulu

few

yø̯

yö, työtä

French pollueuse

[Source: “Finnish IPA.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, April 1, 2019. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA/Finnish.]

IPA

IPA

Table 65. Finnish Dipthongs.

VII. SCANDINAVIA
Birgitta Lindgren, Nordic secretary at the Scandanaivan Language Council, writes
of the connection between, and history, of the three Scandinavian languages:
The Scandinavian languages (Danish, Norwegian and Swedish) are so similar to
each other that one could well judge them as dialects of the same language. But
since they each have their own written language and are also the main language in
each country, they are described as different languages. Although there are differences in comprehension problems, the similarities are so great that there is a spontaneous mutual understanding and a tradition that people who know one of these
languages interact with each other without anyone having to switch to another
language, each can speak their language. This is not entirely unique in the world,
but neither is it completely common.
Historically, the Scandinavian languages (Danish, Norwegian and Swedish) have
arisen from the same language—urnordian. Around 800, it is usually believed that
the different languages began to develop. Because even those who do not have a
Scandinavian language as a mother tongue still to a greater or lesser degree master
a Scandinavian language, Nordic language comprehension covers in principle the
entire Nordic region. The majority of the vocabulary is so similar in the Scandinavian
languages that up to 75% of the words in a Danish or Norwegian text are immediately
comprehensible once the systematic differences have been realized. (Table 54)583
Table 54. Differences Between Danish, Norwegian and Swedish.
Character Types

Danish
æ, ø

Norwegian
æ, ø

Swedish
ä, ö

Alphabetical Order

æ, ø, å

æ, ø, å

å, ä, ö

Ending Vowels

bade, lampen

bade/bada, lampen/ lampa

bada, lampan

Long & Short Shape have, give

ha/have, gi/gjeve

ha, ge/giva

Final Consonant

vegg, topp, hatt

vägg, topp, hatt

væg, top, hat

583 Lindgren, Birgitta. “Grannspråk: Om Nordiska Språk (Neighboring Languages: About Nordic Languages).”
Skolverket (The National Agency for Education), June 9, 2020. https://www.skolverket.se/skolutveckling/inspiration-och-stod-i-arbetet/stod-i-arbetet/grannsprak-om-nordiska-sprak. “De skandinaviska språken (danska, norska
och svenska) är så lika varandra att man gott kunde bedöma dem som dialekter av samma språk. Men eftersom de
har varsitt skriftspråk och dessutom är huvudspråk i varsitt land så beskrivs de som skilda språk. Även om det finns
skillnader som ställer till med förståelseproblem är likheterna så stora att det finns en spontan ömsesidig förståelse
och en tradition för att personer som kan något av dessa språk umgås med varandra utan att någon behöver byta
om till ett annat språk, var och en kan tala sitt språk. Detta är inte helt unikt i världen, men inte heller helt vanligt.
“Historiskt sett har de skandinaviska språken (danska, norska och svenska) uppstått ur ett och samma språk,
urnordiskan. Omkring år 800 brukar man räkna med att de skilda språken började utvecklas. Genom att även de
som inte har ett skandinaviskt språk som modersmål ändå i mer eller mindre hög grad behärskar något skandinaviskt språk, omfattar den nordiska språkförståelsen i princip hela Norden.
“Den större delen av ordförrådet är så likartad i de skandinaviska språken att uppemot 75 % av orden i en dansk
eller norsk text är omedelbart begripliga när man väl har insett de systematiska skillnaderna.”
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Table 54. Differences Between Danish, Norwegian and Swedish.
Negative Particle

Consonants

Vowels

Danish
u-: uvilje

Norwegian
u-: uvilje

Swedish
o-: ovilja

b, d, g: gab, rig, fod

p, t, k: gap, rik, fot

p, t, k: gap, rik, fot

k/kk: tak, takke

kk: takk, takke

ck: tack, tacka

hv: hvid, hverken

hv/kv/v: hvit/kvit, verken

v: vit, varken

v: mave, skov

v/g: mage/mave, skog

g: mage, skog

vn: havn

vn/mn: havn/hamn

mn: hamn

nd: kande

nn: kanne

nn: kanna

ld: fald

ll: fall

ll: fall

a: sang

a/o: sang/song

å: sång

å: hånd

a/å: hand/hånd

a: hand

e: hest

e: hest

ä: häst

æ: præst

e: prest

ä: präst

e/æ: mel, mælk

e/jø: mel/mjøl, melk/mjølk

jö: mjöl, mjölk

u: kunst, bund

u/o: kunst, bunn/ botn

o: konst, botten

y: byde, syg

y/ju: by(de), syk/sjuk

ju: bjuda, sjuk

e: ben, sten

ei/e: ben/bein, stein

e: ben, sten

ej: vej

ei/eg: vei/veg

äg: väg

ø: høst

ø/au: høst/haust

ö: höst

øj: øje

øy/au: øye/auge

ög: öga

[Source: Lindgren, Birgitta. “Grannspråk: Om Nordiska Språk (Neighboring Languages: About Nordic Languages).”
Skolverket (The National Agency for Education), 9 June 2020. https://www.skolverket.se/skolutveckling/inspiration-och-stod-i-arbetet/stod-i-arbetet/grannsprak-om-nordiska-sprak.]

Norway
When Norway gained political independence in 1814, its written language was
Danish, as it had been for centuries. Occasional details, especially in vocabulary, not
infrequently revealed a Norwegian origin, but there were fewer such deviations from
the pure Danish as Norwegians’ reading and writing skills improved. The spoken language of Norwegian-born people in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was still
Norwegian, but it was far from uniform. On one side were the rural dialects, which
had developed harmoniously from Old Norse and were unaffected by the Danes, but
which varied greatly from district to district. On the other side, there was the language of people with bookish education; most had been educated in Denmark, but the
Danish phonetic system then, as now, deviated too much from the Norwegian for it to
be possible to speak Danish. Instead, this situation can be compared to modern times:
when Norwegians read or sing a Danish text, it is pronounced as if it were Norwegian.
There was a national conflict about how to establish a true Norwegian language,
headed by dueling philologists: Knud Knudsen and Ivar Andreas Aasen. Knudsen wanted to give the literary language a more Norwegian flavor by adapting the orthography
and syntax to Norwegian usage, and by using Norwegian words instead of foreign
derivatives whenever possible. Aasen, on the other hand, spent years visiting most of
the different dialectical regions of Norway assembling dialects, from which he created
Nynorsk—a written language for the entire country based on the Norwegian vernacular.
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The map (Figure 73) shows the four main groups of Norwegian dialects: Northern
Norwegian in yellow, Central Norse in dark
Figure 73. Map of Norwegian Dialects.
blue, West Norwegian in orange and East
Norwegian in green. Spoken Norwegian is
characterized by relatively large dialectal differences and strong, vivid dialects. The dialectal
differences can be attributed, among other things, to
large geographical distances, and that the mountainous landscape limited contact between people in the past.
In the East Norwegian dialects, the unstressed final vowels were
weakened to e or dropped completely in words with long—and thus
more stressed—roots, but remained unchanged in words with short
roots. Another distinguishing factor of the East Norwegian dialects is
that they have a heavy l where words are spelled with l or rd. The most
audible difference is that East Norwegian dialects have a low pitch, while
West Norwegian and North Norwegian have a high or descending pitch,
which means that a word like “Bergen” has a low pitch in the East, but a high or falling
pitch in the West and the North.
These modes of speech can be considered both standard languages and sociolects.584
The cultivated way of speaking differs from the surrounding dialects mainly in morphology, and does not belong to either the East Norwegian or the West Norwegian
dialect. In a linguistic sense, they are not Norwegian dialects, but part of the spoken
language that together form modern Norwegian.585
Table 55. Monophthongs in Norwegian.
Front
Unrounded

Middle

Rounded

Back

Long

Short

Long

Short

Long

Short

Long

Short

Closed

iː

ɪ

yː

ʏ

ʉː

ʉ

uː

u

Middle

eː

e

øː

ø

oː

ɔ

Open

æː

æ

äː

ä

[Source: DEM, 134.]

Most Norwegian dialects have 18 monophthongs and six diphthongs (Table 55).
There are variations between the dialects in the realization of the vowels, but the
variation in the diphthongs is greater. The six diphthongs are written as ei, øy, au, ai,
584 The dialect of a particular social class.
585 DEM, 119–121. “Kartet viser de fire hovedgruppene av norske dialekter: nordnorsk i gult, trøndersk i mørkeblått,
vestlandsk i oransje og østlandsk i lyseblått.
“Norsk talespråk er i synkront perspektiv kjennetegnet av relativt store dialektforskjeller og sterke, livskraftige
dialekter. Dialektforskjellene kan blant annet tilskrives store geografiske avstander, og at fjellandskapet har begrenset kontakten mellom folk i tidligere tider.
“I østnorske dialekter ble de trykklette endevokalene fra norrønt svekket til e eller fullt bortfall i ord med lange
(og dermed mer betonte) rotstavelser, men holdt seg uendret i ord med korte rotstavelser. Et annet særtrekk ved
østnorske dialekter er at de har tykk l der skriftbildet har «l» eller «rd». Den mest iørefallande forskjellen er imidlertid at østnorske dialekter har lavtone, mens vest- og nordnorske har høytone, det vil si at et ord som «Bergen»
har initial lav tone i øst men høy eller fallende i vest og nord.
“Disse talemålene kan oppfattes som både standardspråk og sosiolekter. Det høyere talemålet skiller seg særlig
i morfologien fra de omkringliggende dialektene, og hører hverken til østnorsk eller vestnorsk dialekt. De er ikke
norske dialekter i lingvistisk forstand, men en del av talespråket som sammen utgjør moderne norsk.”
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oi, ui. The first three are conventional, which can be traced back to Old Scandinavian
diphthongs, and several Eastern dialects have a monophthong instead of a diphthong
(such as stenrøs instead of steinrøys). The Eastern Norwegian local pronunciation of the
diphthongs is [æ i øy æʉ ɑi ɔy ʉi], the Central Norwegian pronunciation of the first
three is [ei øy øʉ]. The diphthongs have some common features, e.g. all of them are
ascending, except the last one, which is different, both by having two high vowels and
by only occurring in a few words: (å) huie and (i) hui (and hast)].586
Somewhat simplified, one can count three consonant systems in Norwegian dialects. (Table 56) In southern and western Norway, you have the simplest system.
Eastern Norway also has retroflexes, and Nordafjells has both retroflexes and palatalisation. Retroflex flap or thick l [ɽ] is a relatively rare language sound worldwide. Yet,
it is found in all Eastern Norwegian dialects and in some western Norwegian dialects
in the border areas of eastern Norwegian—namely Romsdal and southern Nordland.
Traditionally, standard Eastern Norwegian has avoided the retroflexes, but these are
now largely accepted in accordance with the surrounding dialects. The exception is
thick l, which is still avoided where the written language has rd.
Table 56. Consonants in Norwegian.
Bilabial/Labiodental
Plosive

p

b

Nasal
Fricative

Dental/Alvelor
t

m

ɖ2
ɳ2

s

ʃ

ʂ2

ɾ3, l

ɽ4, ɭ2

ʋ

Alveolopalatal
Plosive

Palatal
c1

Nasal

Approximate

t

2

n

f

Approximate

Liquid

Retroflex

d

Liquid

Fricative

Postalveolar

Velar
ɟ1

ɲ1
ç2

k

Uvular
g

ɲ

ç

ʁ3
ʎ1
j

Notes: 1 . North of Sognefjorden and Mjøsa
2. These consonants are used in dialects with retroflexes, but are perceived as a fusion of rt, rd, rn, rs, rsj and rl.
3. [ɾ] and [ʁ], so-called rolled-r and Skarre-r*, are allophonic sounds.
4. Eastern Norway, Trøndelag, Nordmøre, Romsdal and southern Nordland
*Skarre-r is a pronunciation variant of the phoneme /r/, which is characteristic of dialects in Southern and Western Norway.

[Source: DEM, 135.]

Norwegian vowels can be short or long. Phonologically, Norwegian consonants do
not have a difference in length. Although it is possible to measure a small difference in
length between consonants, this always depends on the vowel length, and the difference is far smaller than it is for long and short vowels. The difference between weak
and stressed syllables depends on length. A stressed syllable in Norwegian is one with
586 DEM, 134. “De fleste norske dialekter har 18 monoftonger og seks diftonger. Det er en del variasjon dialektene
imellom når det gjelder realisering av vokalene, men variasjonen når det gjelder diftonger er større. De seks diftongene blir skrevet ei, øy, au, ai, oi, ui. De tre første er vanlige, de går tilbake til urnordiske diftonger, og flere østlige
dialekter har monoftong i stedet for diftong her (for eksempel stenrøs for steinrøys. Østlandsk bymålsuttale av
diftongene er [æ i øy æʉ ɑi ɔy ʉi], trøndersk uttale av de tre første er [ei øy øʉ]. Diftongene har en del fellestrekk,
for eksempel er alle stigende, bortsett fra den siste, som er avvikende både ved å ha to høye vokaler, og ved at den
er representert i ordforrådet med bare et par ord: (å) huie og (i) hui (og hast).]
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a consonant and/or with a long vowel that rhymes with the syllable.587

Denmark
Since the eighteenth century, the Danish language community has changed from
great variety to a one whose linguistic impact is much smaller. There are still differences in pronunciation, depending on the generaFigure 74. Map of Danish Dialects.
tion, region and social group; however, regional conditions in particular have been reduced.
In prehistory about 50,000 people lived within
the ramparts of the city of Copenhagen; in
the conglomerate states’s second largest cities,
Odense, Altona and Bergen, there lived less
than 10,000. Copenhagen was probably dominated by Copenhagen and Zealand speakers,
but the city was characterized by the meeting between many languages and dialects.
German was heard everywhere, as was the
main language for nearly 20 percent of the
inhabitants—Norwegian.
All Danish dialects, (Figure 74) come from
one and the same language: Indo-European,
which gradually split up when the indigenous
[Source: “Kort over Danske Dialektgrænser (https:// people—who are believed to have inhabitwww.dansksproghistorie.dk/76).” Dansk Sproghis- ed the southern Russian steppes down to
torie (Danish Language History). Accessed June 17,
the Black Sea—emigrated in various direc2021. https://www.dansksproghistorie.dk/76.]
tions. Thereby, Indo-European was divided
into several different “families,” including the Germanic. Determining how many
dialects there are in Denmark is impossibile, as is drawing sharp boundaries between
the dialects. In the strictest sense, the Danish language is spoken differently in each
parish, in each family, yes—even by each individual person, but no one will call all
these nuances in the speech dialect differences. It is therefore not the dialects that
have fixed boundaries, it is the individual linguistic peculiarity and the individual
word that has a certain geographical distribution and a limit for this distribution.588
Because there were no fixed spelling rules in Denmark at the beginning of the
ninetenth century, pinning down any sort of pronunciation guidelines—or even
descriptions—is next to impossible. The “Central Administration issued guidelines
for spelling for the first time in 1739, when the Latinskoleforordningen (Latin School
Ordinance) of 17 April required schools to ensure that pupils were ‘accustomed to
a good and useful orthography in their own language.’ ” The 11. maj 1775 angaaende
Skoele-Væsenets Forbedring (Ordinance of 11 May 1775 Concerning the Improvement
of the School System) was not much help; and the…“ordinance also demanded that
587 DEM, 135–136. “Norske vokaler kan være korte eller lange. Fonologisk sett har norske konsonanter ikke lengdeforskjell. Selv om det er mulig å måle en liten forskjell i lengde mellom konsonanter, er dette alltid avhengig av
vokallengde, og forskjellen er langt mindre enn den er det for lange og korte vokaler. Forskjellen mellom lette og
tunge stavelser er avhengig av lengde. En tung stavelse i norsk er en stavelse med konsonant og/eller med lang
vokal i rimet i stavelsen.”
588 “Kort over Danske Dialektgrænser.” Dansk Sproghistorie (Danish Language History). Accessed 17 June 17 2021.
https://www.dansksproghistorie.dk/76.]
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The most important change that has taken place with the spoken language is that
the scope of the dialects has been narrowed; even in the beginning of the nineteenth century, Jutland was common as a spoken language in the Jutland market
towns…but now the dialects are no longer heard, so to speak, in the Danish market
towns or in the whole among ‘people outside the peasantry.’ Several Letters, which
were formerly silent, are now pronounced…In other words, in particular, g and d are
always silent, while at least quite often we pronounce them.
Hyrde (shepherd) is always pronounced in the national language of today with a
clear d, but even a back in the nineteenth century it was silent…In a long series of
words, g was pronounced before and after a vowel as j or v (those as the last part of
the diphthongs that are not usually spelled, ø, av or au) and b as v…
Also the older generation’s pronunciation of violet, violet, violin, vridbor as violin,
violet, violin, fritbor (drill) is close to being considered vulgar…The strangest change
has taken place with the word Fiende (enemy); when instead of Bierg, what began
to be written was Bjerg (mountain) it also meant that many wrote Fjende for Fiende
(enemy)…and this spelling has gradually evoked the brand new pronunciation form
with j; but as late as 1823 J. L. Heiberg declared it a gross linguistic error to write
Fjende, when one “always” pronounced the word with a clear i.590
Dahlerup also includes (Table 57) pronunciation guidelines for Danish vowels and
589 Marcussen, Jørgen. “Retskrivningsordbøger Til 1948 (Spelling Dictionaries until 1948).” Jørgen Marcussens hjemmeside, 25 July 25 2007. http://www.jmarcussen.dk/lit/sprog/dansk/ordbog07.html#o700. “Centraladministrationen
havde udgivet retningslinjer for retskrivningen første gang i 1739, hvor det i Latinskoleforordningen af 17. april blev
pålagt skolerne at påse, at eleverne »vænnes til en god og brugelig Ortographie i deres eget Sprog.…Ved århundredets begyndelse kom den næste forordning: Kongelig resolution af 11. juli 1800. Ifølge denne skulle lærerne nu
»følge den Orthographie, som af Fædrelandets bedste og meest classiske Prosaister bruges.
“Det var stadigt svært for lærerne at vide, hvad der var korrekt.”
590 Petersen, Niels Matthias. Det Danske, Norske Og Svenske Sprogs Historie under Deres Udvikling Af Stamsproget
(The History of the Danish, Norwegian and Swedish Languages during

Their Development of the Tribal Language). Kjöbenhavn: Gyldendal, 1830. “Den vigtigste Forandring, som er foregaaet med Talesproget, er, at Dialekternes Omraade stadig er blevet indskrænket; endnu i det 19. Aarhundredes Begyndelse var Jysk almindeligt som
Talesprog i de jyske Købstæder…men nu høres Dialekterne saa at sige ikke mere i de danske Købstæder eller i det
hele blandt «Folk uden for Bondestanden.» Flere Bogstaver, som tidligere vare stumme, udtales nu…Ogsaa i andre
Ord vare især g og d altid stumme, medens vi i det mindste ret ofte udtale dem.
“En Hyrde udtales i Nutidens Rigssprog altid med et tydeligt d, men endnu et Stykke ned i det 19. Aarhundrede
var d’et stumt…I en lang Række Ord udtaltes tidligere g efter Vokal som j eller v (d. e. som sidste Led af de Diftonger,
der almindelig staves ej, øj, av eller au o desl.) samt b som v…I det 18. Aarhundrede skrev man som oftest mavre, det
glatte Lav, et Sindelay, og Ord som Hagl og Sagn udtaltes længe med et halvvokalisk v (gesprochen Hauwl, Sauwn).
Ligeledes med Hensyn til Ord som Skab, Kaabe, Reb, Skib, Kryb, Slab er der foregaaet en Forandring: nu udtales de
som oftest med b, men i Begyndelsen af vort Aar hundrede blev Udtalen med v anset for den normale…
“Ogsaa den ældre Slægts Udtale af Viol, Violet, Violin, Vridbor som Fiol, Fiolet, Fiolin, Fritbor, er nær ved at
regnes for vulgær…Den mærkeligste Forandring er foregaaet med Ordet en Fiende; da man i Steden for Bierg
begyndte at skrive Bjerg, medførte det ogsaa, at mange skrev Fjende for Fiende…og denne Stavemaade har saa
efterhaanden fremkaldt den helt ny Udtaleform med j; men endnu 1823 erklærede J. L. Heiberg det for en grov
Sprogfejl at skrive Fjende, da man « altid » udtalte Ordet med et tydeligt i.”
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consonants as practiced in the 1800s:
Table 57. Consonant Sound Signs and Other Distinctive Letters
ð open d as in Danish glad
like e in Danish Hale
l̯

cf. Denmark

n̩

mouilleret n, like Italian gn in ogni

o̜

in Old Norse–Icelandic Words: short å

ʀ

in the Rune inscriptions: one from ordinary r different r—sound (perhaps an unstirred tongue-tip sound)

w

as sound-sign: like English w in well

ɣ

open g like in Danish Dag

·/
·

like German ch in Macht

ɳ

like ng in Danish bange

Dot after a letter (sø ·ɣ , kom·) denotes long sound (without glottal stop)
Apostrophe after a letter (bø'y) denotes glottal stop
Curl under a letter (a̜, æ̜, ø̜) denotes nasal vowel, (a like French en)
Curl over a letter (ě ŏ) is used a couple of times to denote short vowel
[Source: Dahlerup, Verner. Det Danske Sprogs Historie i Almenfattelig Fremstilling. Copenhagen:
J. Salmonsen, 1896, 156.]

Danish has a complex vowel system that distinguishes at least 15 vowel qualities,
most of them having short and long varieties. There is also a contrast between roundedness and unroundedness. The central vowels occur only in unstressed syllables.
Table 58 shows the many other miscellaneous signs and characters in Danish.
Table 58. Vowel Sound Signs and Other Distinctive Letters
Front
Central
Back
High

unrounded

rounded

i iː

y yː

High-mid e eː
Low-mid ɛː
Low

a

unrounded

unrounded

rounded

u uː

ø øː

ə

œ œː

ɐ

o oː
ʌ

ɔ ɔː

ɑ ɑː

ːɑ ɑ

‘the cultivation of the mother tongue should be put to the test,’ which did not happen.…”According to the Kongelig resolution af 11. juli 1800 (Royal Decree of 11 July 1800),
the teachers now had to “follow the Orthography used by the best and most classical
Prose writers of the Fatherland.”589 Of course, all these different directives made it difficult for the teachers to know what was correct.
In his 1896 book, Det Danske Sprogs Historie i Almenfattelig Fremstilling (History of
the Danish Language in General Comprehension), Verner Dahlerup provides some
useful information about the pronuncaition changes in Danish that occurred around
the turn of the twentieth century:

375

[Source: Gutman, Alejandro, and Beatriz Avanzati. 2013 “Danish.” The Language Gulper. http://
languagesgulper.com/eng/Danish.html.]

There are at least 19 diphthongs whose first element is a short vowel and another 19
whose first element is a long vowel.
Danish phonology (Table 59) is characterized for the lack of contrast between voiceless and voiced consonants, except between [f] and [v]. In the stops, the contrast is
between unaspirated and aspirated, even if in writing it seems otherwise as [ph], [th],
[kh] are written p, t, k, and [p], [t], [k] are written b, d, g [ð] is a “soft” d related in some
way to English th but while the latter is a dental fricative the Danish sound is, in fact,
a semivowel similar to [l]. [ʁ] is an r-like sound pronounced at the back of the throat.
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Table 59. Consonant Sound Signs and Other Distinctive Letters.
Labial
Stop
Fricative

Aspirated

pʰ
Unaspirated p
Voiceless
f
Voiced

Alveolar

Palatal

Velar

tʰ

kʰ

t

k

s

ʃ

Uvular/Glottal

h

v

Nasal

m

Liquid

ðl

Glide

w

n

ŋ
j

ʁ

[Source: Gutman, Alejandro, and Beatriz Avanzati. 2013 “Danish.” The Language Gulper. http://languagesgulper.
com/eng/Danish.html.]

The characteristic squeak in the articulation of the glottal stop in modern Danish
occurs when the vocal folds form an incomplete closure and oscillate periodically.
Thereby, the glottal stop today differs from the glottal stop from approximately 150
years ago, when in all probability there was a complete closure of the vocal lips.591 It
only affects long vowels or a sonorant (nasal, glide, liquid) after a short vowel, and can
only occur in stressed syllables.

Sweden
Swedish belongs to the northern branch of the Germanic family, within which it
is an eastern development of the old donsk tunga, or Danish tongue, a name anciently
applied to the language spoken not only in Denmark, but in the rest of Scandinavia as
well. It was much the same in the entire Northland down to about 900 ce, or a little
later, when it began to differentiate into an eastern type, ramifying into Danish and
Swedish, and a western type, giving rise to Norwegian and Icelandic. The use of the
Latin alphabet began in the thirteenth century; in the fourteenth century, when a literary language began to develop out of the Södermanland dialect, the differentiation
from Danish proceeded slowly; after this came a period of extensive approximation to
Danish, to be followed in time by an archaizing period, which restored original forms.
Aside from divergencies of vocabulary, Swedish now differs from Danish especially in
its retention, after a vowel, of the old voiceless consonants, k, t, p, which in Danish
changed to g, d, b as well as its retention of the vowels a and o in unstressed syllables,
where Danish has e or no vowel at all. Furthermore, Swedish has not the glottal stop
of Danish, and Danish has not the delicately modulated musical accent of Swedish.
In the printing of Swedish, Roman letters have long since been in use. The written
591 Lund, Jørn, and Lars Brink. “7.4 Yngre Nydansk (Younger Danish).” Dansk Sproghistorie. Accessed June 17, 2021.
https://www.dansksproghistorie.dk/alle-bind/bind-2/kapitel-7-udtale/7-4-yngre-nydansk/.
The German linguist Eduard Sievers described the glottal stop and described it in his book Grundzüge Der Phonetik: Zur Einführung in Das Studium Der Lautlehre Der Indogermanischen Sprachen. Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel,
1881: “If the vowel is too isolated after the end, then in Danish at least the second expiratory stroke is expressed in
a (soundless) breath of greater or lesser strength following the vowel, cf. e.g. Danish. pä', fœ', ti' and the like. After a
long vowel, a following consonant is produced with the expiratory surge of the second summit; however, if a short
vowel is followed by a resounding continuous sound…the glottic closure, falls into this, not into the vowel, see for
example the Danish. å'nd, vi'ld.”
“Ist der Vocal nach dem Ende zu isolirt , so äussert sich im Dänischen wenigstens der zweite Exspirationshub in
einem dem Vocal nachstürzenden (tonlosen) Hauch von grösserer oder geringerer Stärke, vgl. z.B. dän. pä’, fœ’, ti’
u. dgl. Nach langem Vocal wird ein folgender Consonant mit dem Exspirationsstoss des zweiten Gipfels hervorgebracht. Folgt aber auf einen kurzen Vocal ein tönender Dauerlaut, so fällt der ‘Stoss’…nicht in den Vocal, vgl. etwa
die dän. å’nd, vi’ld.”
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language of today represents the pronunciation of about 1700; and, as phonetic change
has been at work during the interval, it is the case, just as in English, that the written
form is often a bad representation of colloquial pronunciation. Swedish print is filled
with silent letters; thus, jag skall vara i stan, (I shall be in the city), is pronounced ja ska
vara i stān; and vad är det, (what is it?) becomes va ä de. Swedish has a peculiar accent,
which involves both stress and variations of musical pitch; every word has either the
simple or the compound tone. Not only the correct pronunciation, but the meaning of a
word often depends on the exact modulation of its musical accent.592
Henry Sweet (1845–1912) gives a fantastically detailed explanation of Swedish pronunciation as it existed in the nineteenth century. Published in 1879 as part of the
Transactions of the Philological Society, “Sounds and Forms of Spoken Swedish” runs 103
pages, which is far too long to be published herein. Extracts, however, are enlightening and give a first-hand account by a trained philologist of how Swedes spoke in the
mid-1800s. Sweet begins: “In Swedish, as in all civilized languages, we must distinguish
between the written or literary and the spoken or colloquial language. The divergence
between the two is due to the retention of forms in writing after they have either
been lost or else changed in speech.…The divergence between the written and spoken
language is of different kinds, the most important of which are 1) phonetic, 2) formal
(chiefly inflectional), and 3) lexical.”593
In describing vowels and consonants, Sweet uses his own Broad Romie Notation,
since the International Phonetic Alphabet was not invented until 1888. He describes
the “elementary vowel-eounds in the following order: a; o; i, e, m, (ae); u, o, ɔ, (ao); y,
a, re, (oe).”594
Sweet then addresses the vowels one by one in prose form (Table 60):
Table 60. Sound Descriptions as Reported by Henry Sweet.
a

(a: mid-back-wide): man (man) ‘man,’ fast (fast) ‘firm,’ hatt (hat) ‘hat.’ This is the usual English vowel in ‘father’ (faadhɔ), only short. The unaccented vowel, as in elska (ælska) ‘love,’
seems generally to have a thinner sound, like the forward Danish (a)…The Norwegian (a) is
distinctly low,= (a), like the Sw. (aa).

aa (aa: low-back-wide): staf (staav) ‘staff’,’ taga (taaga)) ‘take,’ sak (saak) ‘affair.’ This sound varies
in both directions, approximating sometimes to the mid [a], sometimes to the narrow ( ).
ə

(eh: mid-mixed-narrow): bättre (ˈbætrə) ‘better,’ saker (ˈsaaker) ‘affairs.’ The regular unaccented vowel in all the Teutonic languages except Icelandic and English.

i

(i: high-front-narrow): ilia (ˈilla) ‘ill,’ fisk (fisk) ‘fish’ dricka (ˈdrikka) ‘drink,’ mitt (mit) ‘mine’ neuter.
This sound is unquestionably narrow in the Söderml pronunciation, which seems also to be the
general Upper Swedish one. But the wide (i) certainly occurs in educated speech, and many
of the dialects have both (i) and (i) in different words, according to the nature of the following
consonant, as in Danish, which almost always has (i) before nasals, and in other cases as well.

ii

(ii): vi (vii) ‘we,’ is (iis) ‘ice,’ rita (riita)) ‘draw.’ This vowel is often formed with such strong
compreuion as to amount really to a buzzed consonant, which is especially noticeable between stops, as in tid (tiid) ‘time.’ It sometimes ends in a breath-glide, as in i (iiʜ) ‘in,’ the
glottis being opened at the moment of relaxing the position; but this is only occasional, not
constant as in Icelandic.

592 Calvin Thomas, “Swedish Language and Literature,” Gilman, Daniel Coit, Harry Thurston Peck and Frank Moore
Colby, ed. 1905. The New International Encyclopædia, Vol. 18. New York: Dodd, Mead & Co.
593 SWT, 457–458.
594 SWT, 461.
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Table 60. Sound Descriptions as Reported by Henry Sweet.
e

(e: mid-front-narrow): begär (bej·aer) ‘desire,’ eld (eld) ‘fire,’ hvem (vem) ‘who,’ akepp (skepp)
‘ship.’ This sound has the strict mid position, and is never raised towards (i), as in French,
and still more in Danish. In the Stockholm pronunciation there is a tendency to eliminate
(e) altogether, (i) or (æ) being substituted for it, so that (shep) becomes (ship) or (shæp), and
(eld) becomes (ild) or (il).

ee (ee): tre (tree) ‘three,’ mer (meer) ‘more,’ sten (steen) ‘stone.’ In the Stockholm and Upland
pronunciation (ee) approximates rather to (æ), probably by partial widening.
æ

(ai: low-front-narrow): värre (ˈværrə) ‘worse,’ färsk (fæsk), fresh’, (shælv) ‘self,’ best (bæst)
‘best.’ Before (r) this vowel is specially low and broad, and before the inverted consonants,
as in (fæsk), it seems to be formed with a simultaneous partial anticipation of the position
of the following inverted, the point of the tongue being turned upwards and backwards
towards the ( r) position. This effect is still more noticeable in the long (æ).

ae (ææ): här (haer) ‘here,’ jern (jaen) ‘iron,’ värd, verld (væd) ‘worth,’ ‘world.’ (ææ) occurs only
before (r) and the inverteds.
ae (ee: mid-front-wide): väl (vael) ‘well,’ gräs (graes) ‘grass,’ tjena (ˈcaena) ‘serve.’ In the Stockholm and Upland pronunciation this sound ia completely levelled under (ee), but the distinction is strictly preserved in Soderml. and in South Swedish generally.
u

partially rounded high-back-narrow): ung (ung) ‘young,’ kung (kung) ‘king,’ full (ful) ‘full,’ hustru (ˈhustru) ‘wife,’ bubbla (ˈbubla) ‘bubble.’…That the position is really the high-back seems
to be proved by the fact that the Swedes have no great difficulty in acquiring the normal
[u], which differs from their (u) only in being formed with narrower lips. The Norwegians, on
the other hand, whose (u) is the high-mixed [uh], differing from their (uu) only in quantity,
and not a back vowel, have no idea of the high-back position, and consequently have great
difficulty in imitating the general European [u], substituting their own close [o1] for it. To an
English ear (u1) sounds intermediate to the (u) of ‘full’ and the ( ) of ‘but.’

uu (uuh: high-mixed-narrow-round): nu (nuu) ‘now,’ ful (fuul) ‘ugly,’ hus (huus) ‘house,’ ut (uut)
‘out,’ uthus (ˈuuthuus) ‘out-house.’ Often buzzed, and finally=(uuʜ). The Swedish (uu) is not
far removed from the ordinary (yy), as in French ‘lune.’ The Norwegian (uu) sounds much
more more like the back [uu], and is probably really intermediate to it and (yy) in position,
the Swedish sound being the advanced [uuh].
1
o (o : mid-back-narrow with high rounding): orm (orm) ‘serpent,’ blomma (ˈblomma) ‘flower,’
oxe (ˈoksə) ‘ox,’ kort (kot) ‘card.’ The Swedish (o) seems to be identical with the Danish and
Norse one. It is possible that the tongue may be sometimes raised towards the high position, but this is not essential, the characteristic feature of the sound being its combination
of the normal mid-position with high instead of mid-rounding—that is, with the rounding
of the normal European [u], which latter it resembles more than it does the normal (o) of
German and Italian.
oo (001): bro (broo) ‘bridge,’ stol (stool) ‘chair,’ bok (book) ‘book,’ korn (koon) ‘barley.’ Sometimes
buzzed, and sometimes finally (ooʜ).
ɔ

(ɔ1 : low-back-wide with mid rounding): torr (tɔr) ‘dry,’ oss (ɔs) ‘us,’ sommar (ˈsɔmmar) ‘summer,’ kort (kɔt) ‘short’,’ topp (tɔp) ‘top.’ This vowel seems to be opener than the North-Ger
man in ‘volk,’ which is certainly the normal midback-wide-round. It is, on the other hand,
open in aound than the normal [ɔ] with low rounding, as in the English ‘top,’ when pronounced distinctly.

ao (ɔɔ1 : low-back-narrow with mid rounding): gå (gao) ‘go,’ hål (haol) ‘hole,’ blåst (blaost) ‘blast,’
gråta (ˈgraota) ‘weep,’ gård (gaod) ‘court.’ This vowel clearly lies in sound between the normal English [ɔɔ] in ‘haul,’ and the normal (oo), as in German ‘hohl,’ which latter the Swedes
imitate with their abnormal (haol). The Norse sound is identical with the Swedish, but the
Danish one is…opener, and therefore nearer the English (ao).
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Table 60. Sound Descriptions as Reported by Henry Sweet.
y

(y: high-front-narrow-round): styrka (ˈstyrka) ‘strength,’ lyfta (ˈlyfta) ‘lift,’ grym (grym) ‘cruel,’
flydde (ˈflyddə) ‘fled,’ pret. What has been said about the narrowness of (i) applies also to
(y). When the Swedish (y) is compared with the French u, it is heard to approximate to (i),
which to be the result of under-rounding.

yy (yy): sky (shyy) ‘sky’ frysa (ˈfryyaa), freeze, (blygg) ‘shy,’ drypa (ˈdryppa) ‘drip.’ Often buzzed,
(yy) final becoming (yyʜ). The approximation of (yy) to (ii) and of [uuh] to (yy) is an interesting example of that ‘verschiebung,’ which is so common in vowel-series. At present [uuh]
and (yy) are kept apart almost as much by the different degrees of their rounding as by the
difference in position.
ə

(ə: mid-front-wide-round): föll (fəl) ‘fell,’ möss (məs) ‘mice,’ önska (ˈənska) ‘wish,’ högst
(həkst) ‘highest.’ The wideness of this sound is doubtful, and it may be really half narrow.

əə

(əə: mid-front-narrow-round): sjö (shəə) ‘sea,’ öl (əəl) ‘beer,’ döv (dəəv) ‘deaf,’ söka (ˈsəəka)
‘seek,’ nöt (nəət) ‘nut.’ Narrowness often doubtful.

œ

(œ: low-front-narrow-round): dörr (dœr) ‘door,’ törst (tœst) ‘thirst,’ dörren (dœn) ‘the door,’
störta (ˈstœta) ‘fall.’ Only before (r) and inverteds. All that has been said of (æ) under the
same circumatances applies also here.

oe (oe): öra (ˈoera) ‘ear,’ björn (bjoern) ‘bear,’ shörd (shoed) ‘harvest.’
DIPTHONGS
The diphthongs are (æi), (ɔi), and (əi) in native, together with (ai), (au) and (eeu) in foreign words.
All have the stress on the first element. The glide from the first to the second element is long in
those diphthongs which have the first element short. As regards the second elements, the (i) is
very close, being often buzzed, sometimes even ending in (ʜ), so as to be really a consonant, and
there is never any stopping at a lower position, as in English and German.
æi (æi): nej (næi) ‘no,’ säga (ˈsæia) ‘say,’ fräjd (fræid) ‘fame.’
ɔi (ɔi1): stoj (stɔi) ‘noise,’ pojke (ˈpɔikə) ‘boy.’
əi (əi)1: dröj (drəi) ‘stay!’ nöje (ˈnəiə) ‘pleasure,’ höjd (həid) ‘height.’
ai (ai): Mai (mai) ‘May,’ svaja (ˈsvaia) ‘flutter.’
au (au1)2: Augusti (aug·usti) ‘August.’
eeu (eeu1): Europa (eeur·oopa) ‘Europe.’
[Source: SWT, 461–467.

In addition to this lenghthy chart, a phonetic table using modern IPA characters
might help make better sense of Sweet’s elemental observations; moreover, in the sake of
brevity, rather than reproduce Sweet’s equally long descriptions of Swedish consonants,
we will instead use the consonant table that matches the IPA vowel chart (Table 61).
Table 61. An Overview of the Most Common Swedish Vowels.
Phoneme

Allophones

Orthography

Examples

LONG

SHORT

/i/

[iː]

[ɪ]

<i>

bit, spill

/y/

[yː]

[ʏ]

<y>

byt, bytt

/e/

[eː]

[ɛ]

<e>

bet, bett

/ø/

[øː]
[œː]

[ø]
[œ]

<ö>

kö, kött
dör, dörr

/ɛ/

[ɛː]
[æː]

[ɛ]
[æ]

<ä>, <e>

säl, säll, fem
kär, kärr
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Table 62. An Overview of the Most Common Swedish Consonants.

/a/

[ɑː]

[a]

<a>

bar, barr

/s/

[s], [ʂ]

<s>, <c>, <rs>

stol, cykel, barstol

/o/

[oː]

[ɔ]

<å>, <o>

bår, borr

/fj/

[ɧ]

/u/

[u̞]

[ʊ]

<o>

rot, rott

[ʉː], [ʉ]

[ø]

<u>

bur, känguru, burr

sjuk, skina,
stjärna, skjul,
chef, geni

/ʉ/

<sj>, <sk>,
<stj>, <skj>,
<ch>, <g>

/ɕ/

[ɕ]

<k>, <tj>
<kj>

kisa, tjärn
kjol

/j/

[j], [ʝ]

<j>, <g>,
<dj>, <gj>
<hj>

jippo, gissa
djur, gjuta
hjärna

/h/

[h]

<h>

hoppsan

/m/

[m], [ɱ]

<m>

mata, nymf

/n/

[n], [ŋ],
[ɱ], [ɳ]

<n>

nosa, ang,
anfall, körsnär

/ŋ/

[ŋ]

<ng>, <g>

sång, ugn

/r/

[r], [ʐ]

<r>

rapa

/l/

[l], [ɽ]

<l>

lat, försl

[Source: Riad, Tomas. Svenskt fonologikompendium (Swedish Phonology Compendium). Sweden: Inst. för nordisk språk, 1997, 8.]

Riad also includes a helpful chart that shows the placement and progression of the
Swedish vowels (Figure 75):
Figure 75. Swedish Phonetic Vocal Preposition.

Front
Closed

Central

iː yː
ɪ ʏ

Half-closed

Back
uː
ʊ

ʉː ʉ

eː

øː
ɔ ø

Half-open

ɛː ø
æ œː

ɔ

a

ɑː

æː

Open
[Source: RIad, 11.]

Because of the similiarities between Swedish pronunciation during the last 200
years, we will also include Tomas Riad’s chart for Swedish consonants (Table 62):
Table 62. An Overview of the Most Common Swedish Consonants.
Phoneme

Allophones

Orthography

Examples

/p/

[p], [pʰ]

<p>

spar, spar

/t/

[t], [tʰ], [ʈ]

<t>

stor, Tor, först

/k/

[k], [kʰ]

<k>, <c>

skur, kur, clown

/b/

[b]

<b>

bur

/d/

[d], [ɖ]

<d>

dag, torsdag

/g/

[g], [j]

<g>

gå, gåss

/f/

[f]

<f>

fröken

/v/

[v]

<v>

vålnad

Pronunciation

[Source: Riad, Tomas. Svenskt fonologikompendium (Swedish Phonology Compendium). Sweden: Inst. för nordisk språk, 1997, 9.]

oː

o
–

P

ronunciation is something most of us more or less take for granted. It just is. But,
reflecting on how we speak our words raises an important question: What happens
when the way we move our jaw, lips and tongue renders what we want to say difficult
for a listener to understand?
I myself had such an experience shortly after I finished school. I’d taken Italian as my
language and had managed to pass the exam, so I anticipated only a little difficulty when
I made my first attempt to use my new language skills. First city on my Italian itinerary
was Venice, which, unknown to me, has its own version of Italian in a dialect sometimes
called also called Dialeto del mar (Dialect of the Sea), that has been used for centuries.
Once I arrived, my first stop was a trattoría to find some of Venice’s famous seafood to
have for my lunch; the waiter greeted me and showed me to a table.
Looking at the menu, I was able to read most of the items; however, when a second waiter began to speak I was stupefied. Even though I was manifestly sitting in an
Italian restaurant in an Italian city on mainland Italy, his words were incomprehensible.
I didn’t know, of course, that in Venice natives speak the dialect as a default; in the
home, speaking proper Italian is considered uppity. The bifurcation was plain: look at
a printed word, listen to a person speak what sounds like a different word, then try to
make sense of it all. Once I arrived in Florence, the birthplace of modern Italian, was to
able to exhale; I instantly understood what was said to me.
In the grand scheme of choral rehearsal and performance, the distinction between
one of the dialects of Finnish and the “standard” language might seem overly fussy;
it’s up to the conductor to determine if the effort is worth the result. But, just because
an musical expressive device might be difficult to attain doesn’t mean we oughtn’t to
know that it does exist. Everything in this chapter—indeed, in the entire book—is meant
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APPENDIX B.
THE INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC ALPHABET (revised to 2015)472
CONSONANTS (PULMONIC)
Bilabial

Plosive

p

Labiodental

Dental

Alveolar Postalveolar

b

t

Nasal

m

Trill

ʙ

ɱ

Retroflex

d

ɖ

n

ɳ

Uvular Pharyngeal Glottal

ɟ k g q ɢ
ɲ

ŋ

β

f

ɴ

ɽ

v

θ ð

Lateral fricative
Approximant

?

ʀ

ⱱ
θ

c̆

Velar

r

Tap or Flap
Fricative

Palatal

s

z

ɫ

ɮ

ʋ

ʃ ʒ

ʂ

ʐ

ç

ʝ x ɣ χ ʁ

r

to provide choral professionals who believe it is important to at least investigate how
choral music in the nineteenth century might’ve sounded with choices. Not maxims or
shoulds; rather, I only want to invite readers to acquaint themselves with the performance history of choral music in the 1800s.
We routinely perform Tallis, Bach and Beethoven on period instruments and, usually,
without continous vibrato; applying these same principles to Romantic music is likely
to take a while longer to work their way into the consciousness of choral conductors,
educators, researchers and composers. Nevertheless, I will consider my goal, which is to
simply provide the information, to have been achieved if choral professionals who want
to push past the boundaries of how we currently perform Romantic choral music just
open this book and read it.

ɻ

j

ɰ

l

ɭ

ʎ

ʟ

Lateral
approximant

ħ

ʕ

h ɦ

Symbols to the right in a cell are voiced, to the left are voiceless. Shaded areas denote articulations judged impossible.

VOWELS

CONSONANTS (NON-PULMONIC)

VIII. APPENDICES B-E.

Clicks

Voiced implosives

ʘ Bilabial

Ejectives

ɓ Bilabial
́

Front
i• y

Close

Central
ɨ •ʉ
ɪʏ

Examples:
Close-mid

p'

Bilabial

ǃ (Post)alveolar

ʄ

t'

Dental/alveolar

Open-mid

ǂ Palatoalveolar

ɠ Velar

k'

Velar

Open

ǁ Alveolar lateral

ʛ Uvular

s'

Alveolar fricative

Where symbols appear in pairs, the one to the right represents
a rounded vowel.

Palatal

ɕ

w Voiced labial-velar approximant
ɥ Voiced labial-palatal approximant
ʜ Voiceless epiglottal fricative

ɧ

ʢ

Voiced epiglottal fricative

ʡ

Epiglottal plosive

Aspirated

ʑ

Alveolo-palatal fricatives

ɺ

Voiced alveolar lateral flap
Simultaneous ʃ and χ

ɛ •œ
æ

ɑ•

ˌfoʊnəˈtɪʃən

̤ Breathy voiced

b̤

a̤

̪ Dental

t̪

d̪

s̥ t̥

̰ Creaky voiced

b̰

a̰

Apical

t̺

d̺

tʰ dʰ

̼ Linguolabial

t̼

d̼

Laminal

t̻

d̻

Labialized

tʷ

dʷ

Less rounded

c̜

ʲ Palatalized

tʲ

dʲ

Advanced

u̟

ˠ Velarized

tˠ

Retracted

e̠

ˤ Pharyngealized

tˤ

̈ Centralized

ë

̻
̃

Nasalized

ẽ

ⁿ

Nasal release

dⁿ

dˠ

ˡ

Lateral release

dˡ

dˤ
̚

No audible release

d̚

̃ Velarized or pharyngealised
̝ Raised

e̝ ( ɹ̟ = voiced alveolar fricative)

̩ Syllabic

n̩

̞ Lowered

e̞ (β̞ = voiced bilabial approximant)

̯ Non-syllabic

e̯

̘ Advanced Tongue Root e̘

ɚa

̙ Retracted Tongue Root

e̙

ˌ Secondary stress
eː
ː Long 
ˑ Half-long  eˑ
̆ Extra-short ĕ
ǀ Minor (foot) group
ǁ Major (intonation)
group

· Syllable break
‿ Linking (no break)
TONES AND WORD
ACCENTS
LEVEL
ȅ
é́
ē
è̀
ȅ

or

ě
ê
e᷄
e᷅
e᷈

or

ɫ

̽ Mid-centralized e̽

Rhoticity

ʌ•ɔ

ˈ Primary stress

n̥ d̥

ç

̠

ɜ•ɞ
ɐ

a•Œ

Affricates and double articulations can be represented by two symbols joined by a tie bar if ne
cessary. t ͡s or .

More rounded

̟

e

SUPRASEGMENTALS

ʍ Voiceless labial-verlar fricative

Voiced

̜

ɣ• o

ɗ Dental/alveolar

̥ Voiceless

̹

ə•θ

| Dental

DIACRITICS (Some diacritics may be placed above a symbol with descender, e.g. ɲ̊ )

ʰ

ʊ

e•ø

OTHER SYMBOLS

̬

Back
ɯ• u

˥ Extra high
˦ High
˧ Mid
˨ Low
˩ Extra low
Downstep
Upstep
Contour
Rising
Falling
High rising
Low rising
Rising-falling
Global rise
Global fall

472 IPA Chart, http://www.internationalphoneticassociation.org/content/ipa-chart, available under a Creative Commons Attribution-Sharealike 3.0 Unported License. Copyright © 2015 International Phonetic Association.
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/i/

/i/

/i/

ī

fīlius

/iː/

/i/

/i/

/i/

/i/

/i/

j

Jesus

/j/

/j/

/j/

/ʒ/

/j/

/j/

o

solum

/ɔ/

/ɔ/

/o/

/o/

/ɔ/ or /o/ or
/oʷ/

/ɔ/

ō

sōlus

/oː/

/o/

/o/

/o/

oe (œ)

poena

/ɔɪ, oe/,
later /eː/

/e/

/e/

/e/

/ɛ/ or /oʲ/

/øː/

qu

quis

/kʷ/

/kw/

/kw/ or /k/

/kw/

/kv/

/kʰv/

s

rosa

/s/

/s/ or /z/

/s/

/z/

/z/

/s/

sc

ascendit

/sk/

/ʃː/

/sθ/ or /s/

/s/ or /ʃ/

/sts/

/s/

ti

nātiō

/tɪ/

tsj/

θj/ or /sj/

/sj/

/tsi/ or /tsɨ/
or /ti/

/ʃ/

u

ut, sumus

/ʊ/

/u/

/u/

/u/

/u/

/u(ː)/ (/o/)

ū

lūna

/uː/

/u/

/u/

/u/

/u/

/u(ː)/ (/o/)

um

curriculum

/ʊ̃/

/um/

/um/

/ũ/

/um/ or
/ʊm/

/om/

v

veritās

/w/, later
/v/

/v/

/b/ or /β/

/v/

/v/

/ʋ/

xc

excelsis

/ksk/

/kʃ/

/sθ/ or /s/

/ks/, /s/ or /ʃ/

/ksts/

/ks/

z

zodiacus

/dz/

/dz/

/θ/ or /s/

/z/

/z/

/s/

[Source: Wikipedia contributors, “Latin regional pronunciation,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=Latin_regional_pronunciation&oldid=1011175821 (accessed May 20, 2021).]

Pronunciation

Corso
Gallurese
Sassarese

ò/ô

(ä)

à / â / (á)

Veneto
à

APPENDIX D. Vowels in the Different Dialectical Regions of Italy in the Nineteenth Century.

/oː/

[o] -unstressed

/i/

œ

/i/

[œ]—open round

/ɪ/

ö

fides

[ɔə]—open central

i

ò/ô

/h/

(ö)

/x/ or /ɦ/ or
/ɣ/

[ɔː]—long open

/-/

ò

/-/

ò

/-/

ò

/h, -/

ò

hominibus

ò

h

ò

/ŋn/

(ò)

/ɡn/

o

/ɲ/ or /ɡn/

ò

/ɣn/

ò

/ɲɲ/

[ɔ]—open short

/ŋn/ or /
gn/

ê

magnum

[eə]—central lock

gn

ê

/ɡ/

[ej]—closed and i

/ɡ/

ê

/ʒ/

ee

/x/

ê

/dʒ/

[eː]—closed long

/ɡ/

é

agimus

é

g

é

/eː/

é

/ɛ/

é

/e/

é

/e/

(e.)

/e/

é

/eː/

é

vēnī

é

ē

é

/ɛ/

[ˈe]—closed short

/ɛ/

[e]—unstressed

/ɛ/

e (open if
syllable
ends with a
consonant)

/e/

ë

/ɛ/

[ɛə]—open central

/ɛ/

è/ê

venī

æ

e

[ɛ:]—long open

/s/

è

/x/

è

/k/

è

/k/

è

/k/

è

/kʰ/

è

pulcher

è

ch

è

/s/

è

/t ͡s/

è

/s/

[ˈɛ]—short open

/θ/ or /s/

e/o

/t ͡s/

ă

/k/

ë

benedīcimus

[ə]—central vowels

c

â

/e/

[ɐ]—almost open
central vowel

/ɛ/

(a)

/ɛ/

å

/e/

[ɒ]—a posterior

/ɛ/

ä

saepe, bonae /aɪ, ae/,
later/ɛː/

[æ]—a anterior

ae (æ)

/æ(ː)/ (/a(ː)/)

ā

/a/

â

/a/

aa

/a/

â

/a/

[a:]—a long

/aː/

à

cāsus

à

ā

à

/a/

à

/a/

à

/a/

à

/a/

à

/a/

à

canis

[a]—a short

a

Neapolitan Language

Danish

Galloitalico of Sicily

Slavic

Romagnolo

Portuguese

Emiliano

Spanish

Lombard

Italian

Piedmontese

Classical

Ligurian

Example

Phoneme

Sign

à

Latin Regional Pronunciation

à

Sicilian

APPENDIX C.
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ô
ú
û

[y]—i rounded
[y]—i rounded, long

üü

ü

ü

û

ú
ū

ù

ú

í

Veneto

ṡ

ṡ

x (ṡ) / z

ṡ

s

Sassarese

sc (+i/e)

s

Gallurese

Corso

s

Corso
s

Neapolitan Language

gn

th

z

(z)

Sassarese

gn

Gallurese

gn

gli

ż / (n)s

ẑ

Neapolitan Language

ż

z

nn

[ŋ]—n front to [g]

gˈ
ch

[tʃ]—c palatal
[dʒ]—g palatal
[k] at end of word

ch

cˈ

[bv]—dipthong [b]
and [v]

ṅ
ṿ

n-

n

n

[n]—n front to [s]

nn

gn

gn

[ɲ]—nasal, palatal

gn

g-l

[gl]—dipthong [g]
and [l]

[ʎ]—lateral, palatal

ngh

n

ch

n

n’

gn

k

ç

r

gn

s-c

ż / dz

ż / dh

ç (z) / ts

ç (ẑ) / th

Veneto

ṛ

ṡ

[r] [ɾ]—r

gn

ż

zz

Galloitalico of Sicily

ṡ / s(d)

Sicilian

x/š

ṣ

s

Sicilian

ù/û

ì/î

(ö)

ṛ

gli

s-c

ż

z

Romagnolo

ṡ

Sicilian

(ë)

[ɽ]—r retroflex

gn

ʃ’g

[zdʒ]—dipthong [z]
and [dʒ]

gli

s’c

Emiliano

s’c

z

Lombard

[stʃ]—dipthong [s]
and [tʃ]

gn

ds

ts

Piedmontese

ˈss

Ligurian

[sː]—s long, silent

[th]—t aspirate

[dz]—z sounded

[ð]—s dental,
sounded

[ts]—s silent

[θ]—s silent, dental

Phoneme

Appendix E. Consonants in the Different Dialectical Regions of Italy in the Nineteenth Century.

[ʐ]—s sounded

ʃ
ṡ

š

s

Veneto

z/s

sc (+i/e)

s

Galloitalico of Sicily

[z]—s retroflex,
sounded

s

Romagnolo

(š)

s

Emiliano

ú

í

Neapolitan Language

sc
(+i/e)

sc (+i/e)

s

Lombard

ú

í

Corso

[ʃ]—s silent, palatoalveolare
z

s

Piedmontese

ú

í

Gallurese

ç

ç/s

Ligurian

ú

í

Sassarese

[ɕ]—s slient, alveolo-palatal

[ʂ]—s silent, retroflex

[s]—s silent

Phoneme

APPENDIX E. Consonants in the Different Dialectical Regions of Italy in the Nineteenth Century.

ú

uu

ú

ú

[uː]—u long

ó

ī

ó

î

[u]—u short

ii

î

[iː]—i long

í

í

í

í

Galloitalico of Sicily

[i]—i short

Romagnolo

ö
í

ø

Emiliano

[ʊ]—u open
í

ö

Lombard

ë

êu

[øː]—closed, round,
long

eu

Piedmontese

[ɪ]—i open

eu

Ligurian

[ø]—rounded, closed

Phoneme

APPENDIX D. Vowels in the Different Dialectical Regions of Italy in the Nineteenth Century.
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Pronunciation

j

j

j

j

Sicilian

j

(ü)

(u)

(u)

j

(u)

(u)

j

gh-

ghj

[Source: Wikipedia contributors, “Lingue dell’Italia”, Wikipedia, L’enciclopedia libera, //it.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Lingue_dell%27Italia&oldid=121061142 (in data 10 giugno 2021).]

(u)

(u)

u

(u)

[ɥ]—i consonant,
rounded

(u)

u

[w]—u consonant

(u)

j

i

[j]—i consonant

(u)

o

[ʊ̬]—u consonant,
open

v (end of
word)

ƚ

[e̬]—e consonant

[ɣ]—cgh fricative

j

ghj

[ɟ]—gh palatal

[ç][x][h]—ch fricative

chj

lch- / -sch- /-rch-

[ɬ:k]—fricative,
silent + ch

[c]—ch palatal

-lth- / -sth- / -rth-

[ɬ:t]—l fricative,
silent + t

(u)

j

h

ghj

chj

stṛ / ṣ-ṛ

chj

Neapolitan Language

[ʂɽ]—r retroflex

j

Corso

ṭṛ

dd

Gallurese

[ʈɽ]—tr retroflex

dd

Sassarese

dd

dd

Veneto

[ɖɖ]—d retroflex,
geminata

Galloitalico of Sicily

ḍ

Romagnolo

[ɖ]—d retroflex

Emiliano

d

Lombard

[d̪]—d

Piedmontese
ḍ

Ligurian

[dʒ͡ ]—z retroflex,
sounded

Phoneme

Appendix E. Consonants in the Different Dialectical Regions of Italy in the Nineteenth Century.
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Tampering with the tone-colour of a composer, one of his most important means of expression, is objectionable. No one would dream of altering the colours of a fine picture, but in
music this is often done without the slightest compunction.595

Composers select from a palette of instrumental and vocal timbres to create simple
and complex sounds; the flashing white of the cymbals or the vivid red of the brass or
the shadowy grey-brown of the lower strings weave in and out of a composition like
strands of thread in a tapestry. Symphonists and melodists take audible tone-colors
such as these and with them paint sonority onto music in the same way that visual
artists apply pigments to a canvas. The total spectrum can be seen and heard, after all:
a green or yellow has a frequency just as distinct as an A b or B.
595 MACL, 99.
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The timbre of many orchestral instruments changed little during the nineteenth
century, even though the era saw rapid and almost continual mechanical and acoustical improvements in woodwinds, brasses and strings. The rise of nationalism that
occurred throughout Europe affected instrument-making as well; indeed, there were
particularly sharp contrasts in sonority between woodwinds made in the French and
German styles. Certainly no modern listener would have difficulty concluding that an
oboe made between 1800 and 1900 sounds similar to a modern oboe; still, there are
appreciable differences between the woodwind, brass and string sounds heard in concert halls then and those heard today. In the nineteenth century
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I. FLUTES
Under Liszt’s direction, between 1842 and 1862 Theodor Winkler, principal flute in the
Weimar Hoforchester, was the first orchestral player in Germany to use the Boehm
cylinder.599
Figure 77. Flutes. top: Jean-Louis Tulou, French, Cocus Wood, Gold, Paris, 1852; center: Rudall
Carte & Co. DCM: Rudall Carte & Co. / Flute in C. London, P, 1879; below: E-flat piccolo, Friedrich Kulow (German), Friedrich Kulow (German), c. 1879.

several factors helped to bring about developments in instrument making. These
included the increasing demands of composers regarding technique, expression
and extension of the range upward; the rise of the solo virtuoso-composer; larger
orchestras and concert halls demanding louder-toned instruments; international
trade exhibitions encouraging competition and experiment; instrument makers
who had backgrounds as excellent performers;…and technical advice from acoustic
experts.596
As early as 1895 changes were observed in the tone colors of the “most modern
orchestra.” The belief that at the end of the nineteenth century “the orchestra of
to-day is substantially the orchestra of the beginning of the century” was countered
with the response that “there have been vast changes in recent times.”597 In the process
of becoming louder and more standardized, the advancements that radically altered
the physical and acoustical designs of wind instruments also stripped the orchestra of
much subtlety of color and balance.
One has only to listen to early recordings to conclude that our modern tonal ideals
differ from those of the nineteenth century—an era in which all bowed instruments
were strung with gut. “In the present climate of authentic revival, the opportunity
would be welcome to hear and judge for ourselves [the] sonorities of…instruments
of the nineteenth century that have been displaced by technological innovations, or
which have been ‘improved,’ mechanized, or plasticized to the point where composers
of their time would have difficulty in recognizing them.”598
Most modern performers understand that there are dramatic differences between
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century instruments and our own; period instruments
are de rigeur for most performances of Baroque and Classical music. Yet, misunderstandings still exist regarding the dissimilarities between nineteenth- and twentieth-century wind instruments. Even a superficial examination of the instruments
known by, and available to, Mendelssohn, Berlioz, Liszt and Wagner reveals an aural
sensibility that contrasts sharply with our own.

596 Waterhouse, William. “Bassoon.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 3 Oct. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/
gmo/9781561592630.article.02276.
597 MACL, 78.
598 LYR, 226.
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[Sources: top: Metropolitan Museum of Art Musical Instrument Collection Purchase, Robert Alonzo Lehman Bequest,
2009, 2009.24; center: Image. https://www.loc.gov/item/dcmflute.0277/; below: MIMEd 1547. Image courtesy of Musical Instrument Museums Edinburgh © The University of Edinburgh.]

In the mid- to late-nineteenth century there were two main types of flutes (Figure 77).
The first, called the “simple system,” had a conical bore that tapered from the head
towards the foot and was always constructed of wood or ivory; the six principal tone
holes were covered directly by the fingers and the embouchure hole was relatively
small; the flute also had a variety of keys (levers) to cover tone holes too far removed to
be closed or opened directly by the fingers. This simple system instrument produced a
small, focused, and beautiful tone.
The second type of flute was largely perfected by Theobald Boehm in Munich in
the late 1840s and was known as the “Boehm system.” It had a cylindrical bore, a much
larger embouchure hole, and was constructed of either wood or metal; its circular keys
covered enlarged finger holes—the diameters of which were too wide for the fingers
themselves to fully cover. Thus, Boehm flutes tended to produce a more powerful
sound than simple system flutes. There were also many variations on these two principle models: Meyer flutes, reform flutes, diatonic flutes, and conical ring-key flutes.
Flute-playing inevitably took on national characteristics. In general, German and
English flute players preferred a large, full, reedy sound, whereas French players were
more concerned with suppleness and nuance.
As orchestras grew in size, instruments capable of producing greater volume were
needed.
German orchestral flautists after c 1850 continued to cite the Boehm flute’s loudness as a defect, and the traditional flute’s dynamic capacity and tonal flexibility
(Modulationsfähigkeit) as ideal…Most found the ring-key flute, just as much as the
599 Montagu, Jeremy, Howard Mayer Brown, Jaap Frank, and Ardal Powell. “Flute.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 3 Oct. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.40569.
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cylinder flute, too assertive, monotonous, and emotionally cold for their work. Thus
until the era of recording, the sound of the conical wooden…flute remained by and
large entrenched in the ears of German and Austrian conductors, composers, and
flautists as the only acceptable orchestral flute tone.600

Figure 78. Oboes. left, Triebert (French), Rosewood and Brass, Paris 1870–75; right, B. Schott
fils (German), Boxwood, Ivory, Silver, Mainz, c. 1830.

Wagner was concerned about changes in the flute’s tonal character and became
a “partisan of the old conical keyed flute…” Indeed, he remarked that flautists “have
transformed their formerly delicate instruments into ‘Blunderbusses’”601 and “forced
Moritz Fürstenau, one of the first to play the Boehm flute in Germany, to return to his
old instrument.”602 Much of Wagner’s experience was in Munich, “the one German city
where the Boehm flute dominated.” Yet, in 1869 he warned that flutes were “no longer
capable of playing quietly” and were “too loud and too trumpet-like for use in an orchestra.”603 And, the “revolutionary nature of the Boehm flute caused or intensified sharp
divisions among flautists, composers and conductors not merely over the fingering and
mechanism of the instrument but over its tone and very character.”604
In Berlin, the Boehm flute was established by the 1870s but Vienna’s “flute-playing
retained its characteristic local instruments…until the 1880s.” Dresden flautists placed
“supreme value on [the city’s] heritage in instrument and playing style” while Leipzig
remained a “deeply conservative force in German flute-playing throughout the nineteenth century.” As late as 1881, for instance, the Gewandhaus orchestra “invited only
players who did not play the Boehm flute” to audition.605
Thus, the Romantic era cannot “be regarded as the musical domain of the Boehm
flutes,” which were “slow to be adopted in Germany and were banned from certain
German orchestras until 1914.”606 Even though Boehm’s “earlier instruments were of
metal,” he constructed his “later ones of wood.”607

II. OBOES & ENGLISH HORN
The French oboe has a thinner and more delicate tone; the German is harsher and more
powerful.608
The same spirit of optimistic inventiveness that fueled the Industrial Revolution in
Europe led to remarkable mechanical advancements in wind instruments—particularly flutes and reed instruments. “At the beginning of the century, the player’s fingers
were in contact with the instrument itself, using keys only to obtain chromatic notes
or to extend the reach of the fingers.
By the latter part of the century, on many of the instruments, the player never
600 POW, 190.
601 WAG1, 32.
602 Montagu, Jeremy, Howard Mayer Brown, Jaap Frank, and Ardal Powell. “Flute.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 3 Oct. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.40569.
603 POW, 191.
604 POW, 185.
605 POW, 195–8.
606 CHA, 409.
607 MAR, 570.
608 GIH, 232.
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[Sources: Metropolitan Museum of Art Musical Instrument Collection: left: Purchase, Robert Alonzo Lehman Bequest,
2008.456; right: Purchase, Robert Alonzo Lehman Bequest, 2005, 2005.81a–g.]

touched the body of the instrument at all, playing every note by manipulating keywork
of ever-increasing complexity.”609
Oboists sought instruments that were technically proficient in a broad range of
keys; instrument makers responded with increasingly complex keywork. By mid-century fingering systems varied tremendously (even from oboe to oboe) as makers looked
for the best solutions to problems such as intonation. When composers wrote more
chromatically, oboists then needed instruments that played evenly in all twelve keys.
Mechanical advances allowed composers to venture farther from traditional harmony,
which, in turn, created a cause and effect cycle between composers, players and instrument-makers that lasted for decades.
In spite of the mechanical innovations to the oboe, the “German oboe (Figure 78)
retained many characteristics of the eighteenth-century instrument, with a fairly
wide bore and reed, and a warm tone blending well with other wind instruments.”610
German oboists preferred a fuller, darker tone with more fundamental and fewer overtones, as opposed to the brighter and more flexible sound cultivated in France. Unlike
the uniformity of oboe models found in orchestras around the world today, however,
609 MON, 44.
610 MON, 56.
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Figure 79. English Horns. left, Andrea Fornari (Italian), Wood, ivory, leather, horn, Venice, c. 1832;
right: Johann Tobias Uhlmann (German), Nickel-silver, boxwood, Vienna, 1860–70.
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Choice of wood surely affected the instrument’s tone. French makers initially used
boxwood, which was the hardest timber available in Europe at the time, but quickly
switched to more stable exotic woods such as rosewood, tulipwood, grenadilla and
ebony. These harder woods “made for a brighter tone…but particularly with the narrow reeds used by French players, the volume could not be pushed beyond a fairly
modest ambitus.”613
Joseph Sellner perfected an oboe with 13 keys that stabilized the design of AustroGerman instruments while preserving their “classical ‘warmth’ and blending qualities.”614 Interestingly, one of “the most important German mid-nineteenth-century
manufacturer[s.] of oboes and bassoons was Heckel of Biebrich.” Known today for
bassoons, Heckel developed oboes from about 1850, which were made of “boxwood,
retain traditional turning and have simple key systems.”615
Another kind of oboe, a tenor in F, inexplicably called the English horn (cor anglais),
(Figure 79) slowly carved an orchestral niche for itself. Although in its modern, more
familiar form it has a curved bocal and bulbous bell, it was also made with a curved
body until about 1850; such instruments continued to be played in Italy almost to the
end of the century. The English horn was
little known in Germany and Austria in the early- to mid-nineteenth century.
German orchestration texts of the first half of the century scarcely mention the
instrument, composers did not use it, and Mendelssohn was unable to find a pair
for his Berlin revival of the St Matthew Passion in 1829. Wagner, who had heard the
English horn in Paris, was the first German composer of the era to make extensive
use of it.…Other composers who wrote for the instrument included Schumann
(Manfred, 1848–9) and Liszt, especially “Der nächtliche Zug” from the two episodes
from Lenau’s Faust (1856–61) and Christus (1866–72).616

[Sources: Metropolitan Museum of Art Musical Instrument Collection. left: The Crosby Brown Collection of Musical
Instruments, 1889, 89.4.889; right: Purchase, Clara Mertens Bequest, in memory of André Mertens, 1998, 1998.419.]

in the nineteenth century there was considerably more variety of tonal ideals; this
French-German distinction was only the most pronounced.
Indeed, it was not until the last decades of the nineteenth century that the French
oboe even made its way into a German orchestra: “Fritz Flemming is known as the first
oboist to play a French instrument in a German orchestra.”611 Even though the designs of
the French and German oboes were similar, their sounds were not:
The profile of the French oboe was more streamlined and it was played with lighter,
narrower reeds. The sweet, bright tone of the French oboe added brilliance in the
orchestra, while the heavy, dark tone preferred in the German lands was better able
to blend with other instruments. German oboes had a slightly wider bore and the
keys were supported on wooden mounts, which tended to damp resonance; and
these characteristics, together with the use of relatively hard reeds, produced a dark
sound.612
611 BURG, 175.
612 Page, Janet K., Geoffrey Burgess, Bruce Haynes, and Michael Finkelman. “Oboe.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 3 Oct. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.40450.
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During his journeys Berlioz was deeply affected by hearing shepherds play a similar
instrument in the Abruzzi mountains; these “shepherd-pipers” came down from the
mountains into Rome to perform.617 Wagner wrote extensively for the instrument,
using it to create a melancholy mood in such works as Tristan, Tannhäuser, and
Siegfried.

III. CLARINETS
The clarinet is not only the finest wind instrument in the orchestra, but also the one with
the widest range. The sound of the clarinet is closest to the human voice. What a wealth
of resources composers have here to achieve the finest affects.618

613
614
615
616

BURG, 142–3.
CHA, 410.
BURG, 152.
Page, Janet K., Geoffrey Burgess, Bruce Haynes, and Michael Finkelman. “Oboe.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 3 Oct. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.40450.
617 BURG, 221.
618 Robert Vollstedt, Clarinettenschule zum Selbstunterricht (Hamburg, n.d.), 9, quoted in LAW1, 19.
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Figure 80. Clarinets. left, in A, Buffet, Crampon & Cie. (French), Boxwood, brass with thin gold
wash, Paris 1860–65; center, Bass clarinet in C, Buffet jeune (French), Paris, 1837; right, Alto
clarinet in F, Piatet et Benoit (French), Paris, 1850.
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quently compared to the human voice; it was said to have a smooth, singing quality
in the uppermost register. Musicians described it as “expressive and flexible”—able to
perform all the notes “lightly and smoothly in the quiet passages,” which enabled it to
imitate “a superlatively fine and full soprano voice.”621 Unlike the flute and oboe, however, the clarinet was made in five sizes: A, B b, C, D, and the soprano E b; three low instruments were also manufactured: the basset horn, along with alto and bass clarinets.
While the exact role of each type of clarinet in [the early nineteenth century.] may
be difficult to ascertain, an overwhelming case can be made for identifying and
following composers’ preferences as a first step towards the re-creation of original
sonorities. The difference in tone-quality among the instruments in A, B b and C
was perceived by virtually all eighteenth- and nineteenth-century writers; several,
including… Berlioz…emphasized that the choice should be the composer’s responsibility rather than the player’s.622

[Sources: left: Metropolitan Museum of Art Musical Instrument Collection, 2002.343; center: MIMEd 4948. Image courtesy of Musical Instrument Museums Edinburgh © The University of Edinburgh; right: MIMEd 5136. Image courtesy of
Musical Instrument Museums Edinburgh © The University of Edinburgh.]

In the early nineteenth century, clarinets (Figure 80) were made with more and more
keys (as many as thirteen), without which difficult works such as the concertos by
Weber and Spohr would have been inconceivable. The clarinet’s rounded tone, expressive compass and facile technique were ideal for early Romantic composers who were
interested in innovative scoring and novel effects. The distinctly different styles of
instrument-making and playing, which developed in France and Germany around this
time were reflected in composers’ works from both sides of the Rhine.619
The French clarinet might be said to sound more brilliant than the darker timbre
preferred by the Germans, but the instrument was popular throughout Europe.620
By mid-century, ring-keys were applied to all woodwind instruments. The so-called
Boehm clarinet was developed in France and included six ring-keys; by 1850 German
instruments usually incorporated at least four ring-keys.
Precisely because of the clarinet’s considerable range of expression, it was not infre619 Eric Hoeprich, e-mail message to author, 16 June 2005.
620 BURG, 128.
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Advanced clarinet models allowed composers to write chromatically and in more
keys, both of which were impossible on the boxwood clarinets with ten or fewer keys
common in the early 1800s. As clarinet design developed, many players found they
were able to play almost all of the repertoire on a B b clarinet, a technique advocated
by Iwan Müller in his Méthode of 1825.623 Composers were less enthusiastic about these
innovations, however, opting instead to preserve the changes in timbre associated with
the different sizes of clarinets.
Berlioz railed against clarinettists who always played B b instruments saying that “It
is also the imperative duty of the conductor to see that clarinettists do not use the same
instrument (the B b clarinet), all the time, regardless of what the composer asks for, as if
the various clarinets, especially those in D and A, did not have a special individuality fully
appreciated by well-informed composers…”624
This tradition was especially strong in mid-century with composers such as Liszt
and Schumann and continued with Brahms and Richard Strauss through to the twentieth century. In his revision of the Berlioz Grand traité d’instrumentation, Strauss wrote
about all sizes of the clarinet, describing each in detail and how best to use in them in
certain types of music. Prior to the premiere of Der Rosenkavalier he wrote to the conductor Ernst von Schuchprior and urged him to only use C clarinets where indicated.625
Certainly a composer’s choice of keys was important, but to what extent they
deliberately selected one clarinet instead of another is still controversial. The A and
B b clarinets were more easily interchangeable because their similar lengths, but the C
instruments, which are a good bit shorter than either the A or B b (although the size
of the bore remains constant), unquestionably produces a more brilliant, noticeably
different timbre.

621
622
623
624
625

F. A. Gevaert, Noveau traité d’instrumentation et d’orchestration modernes (Paris, 1885), 92, quoted in LAW1, 19.
Gevaert, Noveau traité, 357.
MÜL, 28.
BER, 362
BERL, 201.
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IV. BASSOONS

Figure 81. Bassoons. left: in C, Friedrich Kulow (German), c. 1879; right: in C, Jean-Jacques
Baumann (French), Keys by C. H. Felix, Maple, brass, Paris, 1813–25.

The bassoon is serious, yet at the same time highly agreeable in nature. It is the man as
he appears among his family, directing and arranging everything with absolute strictness, yet caring and tending as well with unswerving devotion.626
The bassoon (Figure 81) began to change into our modern instrument during the first
two or three decades of the nineteenth century, separating as it did so into two distinct national styles. The French bassoon was perhaps nearer in sound to that of the
eighteenth century, with a “beautiful singing quality,” but the German instrument was
“much more even in tone quality over its range” and had fewer notes that were “risky in
performance.” Unless the player was skilled, the sound of the German bassoon might
be “dull and less interesting than the French, but because it is more dependable, it is
used almost universally today.”627
The bassoon that eventually gained orchestral hegemony was perfected by the
craftsmen of the Heckel family. “The first member to specialize in woodwind instruments was Johann Adam Heckel. Having learnt his craft in his native town, in 1829 he
traveled to Mainz to train under his uncle August Jehring, working for the Schott factory, where Carl Almenräder’s model of reform-bassoon was being developed.”628 Heckel
was the main instrument-maker in the shop, but many of the refinements attributed
to him were due to Almenräder’s experimental work in acoustics. Almenräder, known
as “the Boehm of the bassoon,” successfully reformed the Dresden model instrument,
opening and re-siting certain tone-holes, adding keys, introducing the principle of
‘double-holes,’ and debouching into both butt bores. The modern Heckelfagott is
directly derived from Almenräder’s model.629
The Germans were not content to produce instruments with purer intonation; they
also wanted an instrument with a softer and more agreeable voice, one that would
blend better with the tone of other wind instruments. For example, Arrey von Dommer
wrote in his 1865 Musikalisches Lexikon that
By reason of its full and ample tone, particularly in the middle principle of ‘double-holes,’ and debouching into both butt bores. register, it is an excellent harmony
instrument; its low register, rich, strong and somewhat coarse in tone provides
the double-bass with most effective reinforcement at the octave. Its high notes
are squeezed and plaintive, somewhat woeful in character. Indeed, the instrument has a strong hint of the grotesque which can easily turn into slapstick;
but this side of its character builds it all the more useful, for it is equally well at
home in the comical genre and burlesque as in the serious genres, and can play
the orchestral fool just as well as it can arouse deep emotions in tragic scenes.630

626 SC, 488.
627 MON, 68.
628 Waterhouse, William. “Bassoon.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 3 Oct. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/
gmo/9781561592630.article.02276.
629 WAT, 6.
630 DOM, 292.
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[Sources: left: Image courtesy of Musical Instrument Museums Edinburgh © The University of Edinburgh, MIMEd 4058;
right: Metropolitan Museum of Art Musical Instrument Collection, vThe Crosby Brown Collection of Musical Instruments, 1889, 89.4.885.]

Composers and theorists recognized the expressive potential of the bassoon. Wenzel
Neukirchner wrote in 1840 that “The more varied the shading of tone an instrument is
capable of, the greater richness of feeling it can express, the higher the degree of perfection attained by it. Occupying the pinnacle are the sublime and the pathetic emotions
and it is in this point that the bassoon stands unrivaled of its kind…” Neukirchner
recognized that the instrument was only then being perfected, noting that “once a disagreeable, unpolished youth, [it is.] now matured into beautiful, sensitive manhood.”
He admired its “noble sound,” with low notes “full of majesty,” described the upper reg-
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ister as “deeply touching and graceful,” and noted that the middle notes were “serious
in mood.” He concluded his paean to the bassoon by declaring that “its magical sound—
coming not as out of an orchestra but as down from above—enters the electrified ear of
the listener like the voice of a cherub in the angelic choir.”631
The instruments that so inspired Neukirchner were made by Heckel, who along
with his descendants for two generations
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Figure 82. Orchestral Horn, Pierre Piatet (French) Brass, Lyon, 1845–50.

continued the manufacture and gradual refinement of what has since become
known as the Heckelfagott, the model gradually adopted by the other German
makers. Wagner, who in 1862 was living nearby and took an interest in these developments, persuaded Heckel to build a longer bell to reach A’, and later endorsed
Wilhelm Heckel’s improved double bassoon of 1879, which he subsequently
employed in Parsifal. By 1887…this model of the instrument was starting to predominate throughout Germany and also in Austria.632
Much of the success of the later Heckel instruments was due to the work done on
the bore of the instrument, “restoring as much of the original beauty of tone as was possible without losing any of the advantages of…their own technical improvements.”633
During the mid-nineteenth century the “majority of bassoon makers preferred medium hard, porous ‘geflammt’ which was European Maple.” Some, however, chose North
American black maple; Heckel used maple “almost exclusively for bassoons.”634
By the end of the nineteenth century, Heckel had more or less achieved its technical and acoustical goals; thereafter, Heckel instruments were fine-tuned, rather than
reworked. Apart from minor improvements, the “German bassoon of to-day…is still
in essentials the practically-planned, even-sounding, tonally-true instrument of the
Almenräder-Heckel type.”635

V. HORNS
An even more corrupt and pernicious habit has arisen in many orchestras from the
use of valve horns: that of playing as open notes (using the new mechanism fitted
to the instrument) those notes which were intended by the composer to be played as
stopped notes, with the right hand placed in the bell. Horn players nowadays, furthermore, use only the horn in F, no matter what was marked by the composer, as
a result of the ease with which pistons and cylinders put their instrument into different keys. This custom leads to a host of abuses from which the conductor must
take every care to protect the works of composers who know how to compose.636
The invention of valves generated deep divisions among composers, conductors and
performers in the nineteenth century. Berlioz was not the only influential figure who
631 NEU, 1.
632 Waterhouse, William. “Bassoon.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 3 Oct. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/
gmo/9781561592630.article.02276.
633 MON, 69.
634 ZAD, 136.
635 GIH, 240
636 BER, 362.
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[Source: Metropolitan Museum of Art Musical Instrument Collection, Purchase, The Howard Bayne Fund Gift, 1977,
1977.315a–n.]

expressed his unequivocal views, though he was perhaps among the most vehement.
Liszt composed through the period of transition from natural to valved brass instruments and spent many years in France, where there was strong resistance to the use of
valved horns (Figure 82).
Outside France, however, the valved horn was almost universally adopted during
the 1830s. In 1840, the elder Johann Strauss shifted his horn writing considerably, as did
Schumann a few years later. [Camille] Saint-Saëns, however, was more restricted; he
wrote for two pairs of horns in the Symphony No. 3: natural and chromatique. Moreover,
natural horn was taught in the Paris Conservatoire into the twentieth century.
The valve-horn achieved no early general popularity among orchestral players, who,
having had to master the delicate and difficult art of the hand-horn player, saw no
advantages in an instrument that, defective in itself, threatened to supersede their
laboriously-acquired skill, and lent itself, if improperly handled, to an inferiority of
tone and style that they properly shunned.637
Still, not long after valved horns were introduced, composers used them in tandem
with the traditional instruments because of their technical advantages. In the first
637 BLA, 693.
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opera to use valved horns, Fromental Halévy’s La Juive, and in early operas of Wagner,
valve instruments were used in pairs along with additional pairs of natural horns;
by the late nineteenth century, however, valved horns were standard. The Grove A
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, which was an excellent barometer of musical tastes
and practices throughout Europe, tells us that

The opposite view held that the modern horn was so superior that any compromise
in the resultant timbre was outweighed by its unequaled flexibility. “The modern horn
can sing any melody, take part in any polyphony, and proceed chromatically to any
note; while it can revert at pleasure to the functions which formerly characterized
it.”644 The German horn player Joseph Rudolph Lewy indicated in his horn method that

Much difference of opinion exists as to the superiority of the simple Handhorn, or
the more modern instrument furnished with valves. It appears that the lightness
and vibratile power of the former, added to the absence of abrupt bends and sinuosities in the bore, adds materially to the brilliancy of the tone. But, on the other hand,
in rapid melodic passages, such as it is now the fashion to write, the alternation of
open and stopped notes tends to produce uncertainty and unevenness.638

These Studies are to be played on the chromatic F horn, but the valves are to be
employed only when the natural horn is inadequate for the bright and distinct emission of the sounds.…When the part is marked ‘In Es,’ the first valve is to be used;
when ‘In E,’ the second; and when ‘In D,’ the third. In this way alone will the beauty
of tone of the natural horn be retained, and the instrument acquire increased capabilities.645

Many German solo players adopted the valved, chromatic horn relatively soon after
its appearance. Orchestral players, however, “were slow to accept the new horn unconditionally, since hand technique and its associated variety of timbre was universally
much in demand and much appreciated.”639 In Lohengrin, “Wagner used the earlier
method of specifying many ‘crook’ (i,e. valve) changes in succession, and expecting
hand-horn technique between one instruction and the next…”640
Some players supported the hand-horn exclusively; even after the successful integration of valved instruments into the mainstream, they believed that the valve horn
was deliberately built “so that the valves are manipulated by the left hand.” They
accounted for this fact by pointing out that the “original purpose of valves was solely
to provide a quick crook change,” so that the right hand could do its “work in the bell
in the ordinary way.”641
By 1860 horn technique was in a confusing state; in 1864 the valve horn was even
banned from the Paris Conservatoire.642 In 1865, Brahms conceived the horn part in his
Trio Op. 40 for a natural instrument; indeed, Brahms, like Liszt and Wagner, continued
to write in “natural horn keys” until the end of his career. The adoption of the valve
horn involved not only the elimination of differences in timbre,

Nevertheless, even though some performers, conductors and theorists did not agree
with Lewy about the wisdom of employing the valves, by 1895 the general consensus
was that “Whether quite correctly written for and used or not, the fact remains that the
valve-horn has for modern music supplanted the mere natural horn; and as this new
instrument still retains its character of natural horn if the pistons are not put down…
the result is a clear gain…of an inestimable nature.”646
The modern valved horn may be played to simulate the natural horn by selecting
a valve combination that corresponds to the key of the indicated natural horn crook.
Thus crook changes are facilitated and the chromatic notes that are not part of the
natural harmonic series are played using the hand in the bell in the same manner as on
the natural horn, reaping the advantages of both instruments.
It is true that writing horn parts only in F (or for trumpets in B b) builds for additional key signatures in the score. In some ways, the nineteenth-century method of
simply specifying transpositions without indicating key signatures might have seemed
easier (or simply less cluttered) to Liszt and Brahms, as well as the older composers
and conductors who were accustomed to seeing horn parts without key signatures;
in 1860, however, the mysteries of transpositional mathematics were still part of the
hornist’s life.

but also a drastic reduction of the keys in which the instrument was pitched, leaving
almost only the horn in F with its characteristically dark, resonant tone colour. This
meant that all the existing repertory when performed on this standardized model
became tonally uniform. The transformation seems to have been encouraged by
a general search for tonal uniformity which was then taking root, particularly in
German-speaking areas and in Italy. There was great criticism of the increasing
indifference to the old distinctions of tone colour.643
638 William H. Stone, Esq., M.D., “Horn,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed.
Vol. 2: 427. London: Macmillan and Co.
639 Meucci, Renato, and Gabriele Rocchetti. “Horn.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 3 Oct. 2019. https://doi.
org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.13353.
640 CHA, 418.
641 MOR, 49.
642 CHA, 418.
643 Meucci, Renato, and Gabriele Rocchetti. “Horn.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 3 Oct. 2019. https://doi.
org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.13353.
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VI. TRUMPETS
The Orchestral Trumpet, as now used, is really an 8-foot pipe overblown, like a
Harmonic stop on the Organ; to this it owes its keenness, pungency, power of traveling,
and its marvelous superiority in timbre over the 4-foot Cornet.647

644 MACL, 88.
645 Joseph Rodolphe Lewy, Douze Etudes pour le Cor chromatique et le Cor simple, avec accompagnement de Piano
(Leipsic [sic.]: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1850), quoted in BLA, 694.
646 MACL, 88.
647 A. J. Hipkins, Esq. “Trumpet,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed. Vol. 5: 167.
London: Macmillan and Co.
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Figure 83. Valve trumpet Périnet valves, crooks in keys of F, E, E , D, C, and B , Courtois & Mille
(French), Brass, silver-plated, Paris, 1881–85.
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appears, he is heralded by a fanfare from his pair of trumpets. Because each pair is in
a different key, and because each key requires a trumpet of a different length but the
same bore diameter, and thus with a slightly different bore/length ratio, each pair
produces a slightly different tone colour.…This effect, a masterly stroke of genius in
orchestration, is totally lost in modern performances of the opera, because today all
the parts are played on B-flat valve trumpets and therefore they all have the same
tone quality.651

b

Figure 84. Valve trumpet can be set up in C, B , A, or G, Elbridge G. Wright (American), Brass,
nickel-silver, Boston, 1845.

[Source: Metropolitan Museum of Art Musical Instrument Collection, ase, Bequest of Robert Alonzo Lehman, by exchange, 2001, 2001.187a–i.]

Berlioz was the first composer to use the valve trumpet (Figures 83 & 84) in his overture
to Les francs-juges in 1826, the same year a German valve trumpet was brought to Paris
and copied; German trumpets then gained widespread acceptance. Early in the nineteenth century, a time of transition for the instrument, trumpets with keys and valves
were developed that could produce a wider range of notes and sustain more accurate
intonation. Although trumpets were built in many keys (instruments in E b, F, G, and
B b were not uncommon by the end of the nineteenth century), the standard early nineteenth‑century European valveless orchestral trumpet—a twice-folded instrument
with a larger bore than earlier trumpets—was pitched in G and crooked successively
stepwise down to B b or low A.648
The valve trumpet and its predecessor the natural trumpet continued to be used
side-by-side. “Even well into the nineteenth century after valve trumpets had become
relatively securely established, trumpeters played on either the valve or the stop trumpet, depending on the music to be performed.”649 Players preferred the ease of valves,
but composers often desired the particular tone color associated with a certain crook;
as with the horn, playing on a single instrument caused discord between players and
composers since there was no longer any contrast in timbre. “There are marked differences of colour between trumpet crookings (whether on natural or on valve instruments),” which implies that “a now forgotten effect may thus have been intended.”650
Wagner understood these differences, for
Among the last parts written for the natural trumpet…are those which Wagner
wrote in the third act of Lohengrin for the entries of the king and the counts. As each
648 Robert M. Goodman, e-mail message to author, 19 June 2005.
649 Sarkissian, Margaret, and Edward H. Tarr. “Trumpet.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 3 Oct. 2019. https://
doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.49912.
650 CHA, 419
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[Source: Metropolitan Museum of Art Musical Instrument Collection, Purchase, Robert Alonzo Lehman Bequest, 2002
2002.388a–j.]

Until his retirement in 1860, François Georges Auguste Dauverné was professor of
trumpet at the Paris Conservatoire. He and horn professor Louis François Dauprat
both strongly advocated using natural trumpets and horns, even though by 1835
valved instruments were becoming generally available. The influence of Dauverné and
Dauprat on the musical scene in Paris must have been quite dominant since natural
horn was taught at the Conservatoire until about 1920. Dauverné insisted that all of
his students begin with the study of the natural trumpet in order to foster their technique and to gain an appreciation of the trumpet’s true sound—one rich in harmonic
overtones. In his Méthode pour la trompette of 1857, Dauverné wrote:
In imposing upon myself the task of writing this method, I have had as a goal to
651 MON, 99.
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preserve and to propagate, by developing them, the principles of an instrument
which it would be unfortunate to let fall into oblivion, and whose traditions could
not be lost without harm to the interests of musical art. No! The original principle
of the Trumpet must never be blotted out by the modern inventions of pistons and
cylinders, which have given birth to new instruments which can serve, it is true, to
enrich instrumentation, but will never replace, with respect to the purity and clarity
of sound, the natural Trumpet, so much appreciated in its simplicity by composers
of intelligence and taste, and of which I will generally compare the use in scores, to
a brilliant and vivid color placed on the palette of a painter, who uses it only from
time to time for obtaining sparkling lights.
In short, I will say that it is impossible to become a skillful trumpeter, in any style,
if one does not begin with a complete study of the natural Trumpet. Would it not be,
in fact, in opposition to all further progress to devote oneself at first to the study of an
instrument which offers the mechanical help of cylinders and pistons, instead of practicing to conquer all the difficulties of articulation solely by the play of our organs, whereas
it will require hardly a few moments to master the mechanism of all possible systems of
Trumpets, for those who have already obtained the precision of the attack of the sound,
that is to say, the most difficult thing, the longest to acquire on the Trumpet?652
Nevertheless, by 1843 natural trumpets had been almost completely superseded
by valve trumpets653 in Germany; one British author wrote in 1895 that “Scarcely any
composers now will be tied down to the plain trumpet giving the natural harmonics
only.” The writer went on to note that “German composers now-a-days nearly always
write for the valve trumpet in F; it is a very brilliant instrument…You will find that
neither horn nor trumpet players use any crooks but the F and E [and] if the E b, D, and
C crooks are written for they will never be used by players of horns or trumpets.”654

VII. LOW BRASS
I regard the trombone as the true leader of the race of wind instruments that I have
described as “epic.” It possesses nobility and grandeur to a high degree and has all the
solemnity of high musical poetry, ranging from a calm, imposing, devotional aura to the
wild clamors of an orgy. It is up to the composer to make it chant like a chorus of priests,
or utter threats, then muffled groans, then a subdued funeral knell, then a resounding
hymn of glory, then a piercing shriek, then a mighty fanfare for the waking of the dead
or the death of the living.655

652
653
654
655

François Georges Auguste Dauverné, Méthode pour la trompette. Paris: 1857, quoted in NUS, 179.
CHA, 418.
MOW, 143–44.
BERL, 204. “Le trombone est, à mon sens, le véritable chef de cette race d’instruments à vent que j’ai qualifiés
d’épiques. Il possède en effet au suprême degré la noblesse et la grandeur; il a tous les accents graves ou forts de
la haute poésie musicale, depuis l’accent religieux, imposant et calme, jusqu’aux clameurs forcenées de l’orgie. Il
dépend du compositeur de le faire tour à tour chanter un chœur de prêtres, menacer, gémir sourdement, murmurer un glas funèbre, entonner un hymne de gloire, éclater en horribles cris, ou sonner sa redoutable fanfare
pour le réveil des morts ou la mort des vivants.”
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Figure 85. Bass trombone, Brass; plated stockings, wired bell rim, c. 1850.

[Source: MIMEd 901. Image courtesy of Musical Instrument Museums Edinburgh © The University of Edinburgh.]

Trombones (Figure 85) were accepted only reluctantly into the nineteenth-century
symphonic orchestra; although regularly heard in opera orchestras and in churches,
they were seldom employed in concert ensembles. The earliest slide trombone, called
the Sackbut, was first available in the sixteenth century; it often doubled the satb choral parts in church and was used to a lesser extent in ensembles. Bell-forward B b tenors
with Berliner valves, primarily used in military bands, were available after 1850.
Like many instrumental families, they came in multiple sizes—from soprano to
contrabass. Alto trombones appeared intermittently in the early nineteenth century, but only the tenors and basses found permanent places in the modern orchestra.
German trombones were made in three different bores, the narrowest being used for
the alto, the medium for tenor parts and the widest for the bass. (Just as length affects
its fundamental, the gauge of the bore alters the strength of the various overtones,
which in turn determines the instrument’s timbre.)
Modern trombones have much larger bores than the instrument that Berlioz knew.
“In Germany the bore increased from an average (for the tenor) of 11 mm around 1800
to 13 or even 14 mm by about 1840. The flare of the bell was increased in acuity and was
continued to a termination of wide diameter.”656 The bores of French trombones, on
the other hand, remained narrow for some time. Whereas today, when the construction and sound of trombones is virtually identical, French and German instruments
maintained distinct timbres into the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries.
Wagner championed large-bore German instruments in Dresden, which led to their
widespread acceptance. Romantic composers believed the trombone could express a
broad range of emotions; Berlioz said the instrument possessed “both nobleness and
grandeur” and had “all the deep and powerful accents of high musical poetry, from the
religious accent, calm and imposing…to wild clamours of the orgy.”657 Large-bore tenors
and basses were used in the orchestra for the later works of Wagner, Brahms, Bruckner
and Richard Strauss.
Although it was already a fully chromatic instrument, the trombone was eventually
manufactured with valves. In addition to the slide, the tenorbass trombone at first was
fitted with one valve for the left hand; much later, however, slides became obsolete altogether when three or more valves were added to the instrument, which was known as
the “valve trombone.” Modern contrabass trombones often have two valves for the left
656 Baines, Anthony C., Arnold Myers, and Trevor Herbert. “Trombone.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 3 Oct.
2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.40576.
657 Baines, Anthony C., Grove Music Online.
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hand along with the slide.
Valves not only increased the range, they also improved the intonation. “Made
in alto, tenor and bass pitches, valve trombones reached a peak of popularity soon
after the mid-nineteenth century. In 1890, according to Constant Pierre, German and
Italian orchestras almost always used a valved bass trombone.”658
In addition to facilitating packing and traveling, valves “made some parts rather easier
to play, for notes which appear to be close on paper may be a long way apart by slide, and
the use of valves avoided some very difficult shift.”659 As composers sought more novel
orchestral effects, trombones were sometimes asked to play long, sustained pedal tones
near the bottom of their range. Since only the most skilled players could accomplish this
difficult trick, makers continued to modify the trombone and other low brass instruments in order to ease the execution of the new, more technically demanding music.
Figure 86. Tuba, attr. C. W. Moritz, (German), Brass, Berlin, c.a 1855.
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Unlike the trumpet and horn, the tuba (Figure 86) has no immediate ancestors
among the valveless brasses. Its most direct predecessors include the serpent, ophicleide, bass horn, and the Russian bassoon. In 1835 the Prussian bandmaster Wilhelm
Wieprecht and German instrument-builder Johann Gottfried Moritz patented an early
tuba with a small bore between the valves and the bell. Moritz’s later instruments,
however, more closely resemble the modern tuba. After 1850 the tuba was often found
in bands but was less common in orchestras, but by the last quarter of the nineteenth
century, tubas were fully integrated into symphonic orchestras.
Berlioz championed the use of the tuba in symphonic works to balance the ensemble; indeed, he preferred it to the ophicleide, which he noted in the 1840s, was used
less frequently in German orchestras; in some places bass tubas replaced it altogether.
Berlioz himself authorized substituting bass tubas for ophicleides in an edition of the
Symphonie Fantastique prepared for German publication. Wagner wrote extensively
for the tuba and was one of the first composers to use low brass as solo instruments.660

VIII. PERCUSSION
To play a bass drum requires chiefly confidence and courage. No instrument betrays a
man’s character so quickly as the bass drum.661
Figure 87. Kettledrums, Cavalry drum with copper shell, George Potter, London, c. 1850.

[Source: MIMEd 2378. Image courtesy of Musical Instrument Museums Edinburgh © The University of Edinburgh.]

[Source: Metropolitan Museum of Art Musical Instrument Collection, Purchase, Robert Alonzo Lehman Bequest, 2014,
2014.18.]

The nineteenth century saw a rise in the importance of the timpani (Figure 87) in
the orchestra. After discovering that timpani were capable of producing more than
one timbre, composers liberated the drums from the characteristic dominant-tonic
writing found in most earlier music. Higher performance standards were eventually
demanded from percussionists, just as they had from every other orchestral player.
Berlioz observed that composers had “long complained” of the shortcomings of the
timpani, due in part to the limited number of timpani that were available as well as the
Bevan, Clifford. “Tuba.” Grove Music Online. 31 Jan. 2014; Accessed 3 Oct. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/
gmo/9781561592630.article.A2257418.
661 BRE, 214.
660

658 Baines, Anthony C., Grove Music Online.
659 MON, 105.
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reluctance of players to use the new baguettes d’éponge.662
In 1812, Gerhard Cramer invented the first rapid tuning device in Munich. Johann
Kaspar Einbigler, from Frankfurt, invented an important prototype for rapid tuning in
1836, suspending the bowl from its upper portion at the same time. August Knocke, a
Munich gunsmith, invented an elaborate system of gears that allowed the timpanist to
alter the pitch of the drums. It was not until 1881, however, that “Carl Pittrich, a player
in the Dresden orchestra, replaced the tram-handle with a pedal, enabling the player
to tune while playing with both hands.”663
In the early nineteenth century, players generally used plain wooden sticks,
although they were sometimes covered with a “layer of leather tied over the wood.”
The roll produced was similar to that made on a side-drum, “using two strokes with
each hand.” As drum heads changed so did the materials available for sticks. “The new
sticks brought out the tone of the thinner skins, whereas the older sticks produced
a harsh and ugly sound on them.”664 Berlioz indicated baguettes en bois whenever he
wanted such a harsh sound. The introduction of sponge-covered sticks around 1825
dramatically affected the tone color of the drums. These sticks produced a roll with a
superior blend; favored by timpanists, they were soon ubiquitous.
In early nineteenth-century performance practice, cymbals were struck together with
the somber and menacing-sounding bass drum in simple beat sequences. Berlioz
scored the first bass drum roll in his Symphonie fantastique, but the first bass drum
roll for a single percussionist appears in Liszt’s Ce qu’on entend sur la montagne. In
orchestras of the late Romantic period the bass drum was beaten from the side in a
large downward arc. In addition, musicians began to position the drum differently: it
was placed on a wood stand so that the head could be beaten horizontally.
Many attempts were made in the nineteenth century to make the sound of church
bells available to opera and symphony orchestras by means of more manageable instruments. Success was achieved with various metal objects; experiments were carried
out with hanging plates, bars, discs and vessels as well as long piano strings thickly
wrapped and amplified with resonators. These efforts aimed to combine two performance aspects: the most accurate imitation possible of the bell sound, with its high
proportion of overtones, along with a clearly definable pitch.

IX. STRING INSTRUMENTS
The combination of plain gut E and A, high-twist gut D and a G with copper, silver-plated copper or silver round wire close-wound strings on a gut core was the norm
throughout the nineteenth century.665
Flat-model violins (Figure 88) were favored in the nineteenth century, mostly because
662
663
664
665

Jeremy Montagu, e-mail message to author, 13 July 2005.
BOWL, 42–46.
MON, 109.
Boyden, David D., Peter Walls, Peter Holman, Karel Moens, Robin Stowell, Anthony Barnett, Matt Glaser, Alyn
Shipton, Peter Cooke, Alastair Dick, and Chris Goertzen. “Violin.” Grove Music Online. 20 Jan. 2001; Accessed 3
Oct. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.41161.
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they took well to various “modernization” processes. Indeed, flat-model Stradivari,
popularized in large measure by the Italian violinist and composer Giovanni Battista
Viotti, flourished as concert instruments, while the “highly arched, smaller-toned
Stainers and Amatis lost their former popularity. The main body of the violin remained
unaltered despite further attempts at ‘acoustical improvement.’”666
In one modernization process the violin’s neck was angled slightly downward,
which put more pressure (tension) on the bridge. To support the increased tension, a
heavier bass bar (a strip of wood
Figure 88. Violin, François Chanot, Paris, c. 1820.
running along the length of the
instrument under the low string)
and thicker sound post had to be
installed. Moreover, fingerboards
were elongated, continuing a
trend that began in the seventeenth century.
An important innovation was
the “standardization” of the bow
by Tourte around 1800. Before
the Tourte bow there was still
much experimentation with the
length, camber (bend), frog and
tip of the bow. Unlike its nineteenth-century counterpart, the
modern bow (besides its standard
length and camber) has a band of
metal to hold the hair flat and
together at end of the frog; this
device permits strong attacks and
increased volume. These modifications also enabled the string
instruments to hold their own
against the louder woodwinds,
brass and percussion.
One of the most significant
alterations occurred around
[Source: MIMEd 1005 (violin) and 327 (bow). Images courtesy of Musical 1820, when Spohr invented the
Instrument Museums Edinburgh © The University of Edinburgh.] Bow, chin rest. His aim was to overJean-Baptiste Vuillaume, Paris, c. 1850s.
come the problem of players having to squeeze the instrument between the chin and shoulder.667 Spohr’s chin rest
allowed players to shift positions freely and quickly; it also made playing in higher
ranges easier—especially the upper range of the G string, which then became a sonority favored by composers and players.
During the first decades of the nineteenth century, most orchestras contained a
666 Boyden, “Violin.”
667 MON, 11.
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mixture of older, unaltered instruments and modernized ones. Both types, however,
were strung with gut. The lowest strings on all instruments were covered gut strings—
that is, they were closely enveloped in fine copper or silver wire. These strings would
include the G string on the violin and the C and G strings on the viola and cello. The
remainder were strung with plain gut (often mistakenly referred to as “catgut”) that
was manufactured out of the entrails of sheep.668
Indeed, the introduction of steel strings, necessitated by the increased size of
concert venues and larger complements of more powerful wind instruments, did not
occur until the 1920s. The interruption in the manufacture and distribution of fine gut
strings occasioned by the World War I induced artists to use the steel E string, which
had previously been used only by theater and street fiddlers. In modern times some
string players have turned again to simple and wound gut, but metal-wound strings
(now usually with silver and aluminum and not necessarily steel) are still widely used.
Modern musicians are probably astonished to learn that string sections in Romantic
orchestras used gut exclusively. Years may elapse before a major orchestra performs a
large-scale Romantic work on gut-strung instruments; but, given that the orchestras
known to Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schubert, Schumann, Liszt, Wagner, and Brahms
were unacquainted with steel strings, the potential for a re-discovery of the particular
sonorities that Romantic composers expected to hear from nineteenth century strings
would be worthy of just such an attempt.

Figure 89. Harp, 43 strings (6 octaves); double action, Sebastian Erard, London, c. 1837.

X. HARP
The harp is an entire orchestra as long as you can get all its sounds out of it. 669
Harps have been known since antiquity in Asia, Africa and Europe, dating back at
least as early as 3500 bc. Normally triangular in outline, all harps have three basic
structural components: resonator, neck and strings. The earliest known use of the
word ‘harpa’ was by Venantius Fortunatus, Bishop of Poitiers, in about 609; he wrote:
“Romanusque lyra, plaudat tibi barbarus harpa.” (Let the Roman applaud you with the
lyre, the Barbarian with the harp).670 Early medieval Latin terminology is also ambiguous. ‘Cithara’ was used for both lyres and harps, while in the tenth and eleventh centuries the terms ‘lira’ and ‘lyra’ were used for a type of bowed instrument. Confusions as
to terminology still existed as late as 1511, when Virdung wrote: “What one man names
a harp, another calls a lyre.”671
As European harps evolved to play more complex music, a key consideration
was some way to facilitate the quick changing of a string’s pitch to be able to play
668 One story, perhaps apocryphal, states that the term catgut originated with Persian or Arab hunters, who used
lion intestines for early string instruments. Another legend, perhaps equally apocryphal, attributes the introduction of steel strings to an unidentified concertmaster in the Berlin Philharmonic who switched from gut to
steel because he sweated so profusely in performance that the gut was weakened and frequently broke. Stanley
Ritchie, e-mail message to author, 28 June 2005.
669 Ravnopolska-Dean, Anna-Maria. Zeitung Bulgarian Nord, 23, Plewen, Lowetsch,Gabrowo,Weliko Tarnowo,Wratza, Montana und Widin 2008, 10. Арфата е цял оркестър, стига да можеш да извлечеш от нея всичките й
звуци.

670 Paul David. “Crwth,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed. Vol. 1: 379. London: Macmillan and Co.
671 Virdung, Sebastian. 1511. Musica Getutscht. Kassel: Bärenreiter. “Das welches einer ein Harpffen hat genennet, das
heisstein ander ein Leier.”
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[Source: MIMEd 176. Image courtesy of Musical Instrument Museums Edinburgh © The University of Edinburgh.]

more chromatic notes. By the Baroque period in Italy and Spain, more strings were
added to allow for chromatic notes in more complex harps. In Germany in the second half of the seventeenth century, diatonic single-row harps were fitted with
manually turned hooks which fretted individual strings to raise their pitch by a
half step. In the eighteenth century, a link mechanism was developed connecting
these hooks with pedals, leading to the invention of the single-action pedal harp.672
Although he probably first visited London as early as 1779 it was not until 1790 or
1791 that Sébastien Érard finally settled there in 1792. There he concentrated on the
manufacture of harps, which previously had almost all been imported from France,
672 Wikipedia contributors, “Harp,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harp (accessed
September 27, 2019).
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and it was there too that in November 1794 he acknowledged the first ever British
patent for a harp. This instrument, the fruit of much experiment, represented a radical change in the construction of the single-action harp. Érard also made mechanical
improvements to the pedals, but the really revolutionary feature of his harp was its
brilliantly simple “fork” system, which consists of two brass prongs mounted on a small
round brass disc.673
“The increasing use of chromatic harmony by composers such as Wagner, Fauré
and Richard Strauss at the end of the nineteenth century posed problems in executing
harp parts on the pedal harp. There were also structural imperfections in the pedal
harp such as its dependence on an often imprecise mechanism in order to obtain the
half-steps. In August 1894, two famous French harpists, Alphonse Hasselmans and
Félix Godefroid, presented the problem to Gustave Lyon, director of the firm of Pleyel,
Wolff et Cie. Lyon immediately began building an “harpe chromatique sans pédales”
(chromatic harp without pedals) based on a patent of 1845 by Jean-Henri Pape.”674
In 1810, Érard patented his double-action harp. Operating on the same fork principle
as his earlier single-action harp, Érard’s double-action instrument uses C b as its open
key and has 43 strings (E' to e''') and seven pedals, each of which can be depressed twice,
housed in a box at the base of the harp. Each string passes between two fork-bearing
discs, placed one above the other.
The three composers who made the greatest contribution to the literature of the
single-action harp were all married to professional harpists.11 Many of the works
of these three men—Krumpholtz, Dussek and Spohr—form an important part of
the standard modern repertoire for the pedal harp. The harp entered the modern
orchestra by way of the opera house, where it was at first little used except as an
instrument evocative of mythology and romantic legend. The harp continued to be
played in opera orchestras, but it was Berlioz who pioneered its use in the symphony
orchestra (Symphonie fantastique; Harold en Italie).675
Not until the 1840s, however, did the double-action harp become so widespread
that it was available to all Western composers. Liszt’s tone poems show the harp to
great advantage. Both Schumann (Drei Gesänge for tenor and harp, Op. 95) and Brahms
(Four Songs, Op. 17) wrote harp parts that are idiomatic and difficult, while those in
Wagner’s operas are extremely difficult and unidiomatic. Verdi’s later operas, on the
other hand, are well written and grateful to play. Occasionally in nineteenth-century operas multiple harps are required. Wagner apparently was the first in this: Das
Rheingold has six harps on-stage and a seventh off-stage. For the remaining three parts
of the Ring, Wagner wrote only two harp parts but called for six harps, three on each
part. Berlioz scored for six separate harp parts in Les Troyens.676
The construction of the harp has undergone numerous changes throughout its
673 “Harps.” Jane Austen at The Republic of Pemberley. Accessed February 8, 2021. https://pemberley.com/?kbe_knowledgebase=harps.
674 “Haack [Haacke, Haak, Haake], Friedrich Wilhelm. The Pleyel harp and other later experimental harps.” sckool.org.
Accessed February 8, 2021. https://sckool.org/haack-haacke-haak-haake-friedrich-wilhelm.html?page=184.
675 Logan, L. L. (1988). Four sonatas for Harp with Violin Accompaniment by Eugene Guilbert: A Modern Edition.
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation). Texas Tech University, 6.
676 Wikipedia contributors, “Harp,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harp (accessed
September 27, 2019).
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long history, changing both in size and shape. It has grown from a lap-held one octave
instrument to the modern seven octaves concert grand harp standing tall in the
orchestras. In the early twentieth century, Pleyel’s chromatic harp and Érard’s double-action harp had equal opportunity to become today’s standard harp. Each instrument had its own musical advantages and disadvantages. Pleyel’s chromatic harp was
able to play the chromatic music of the key, broke fewer strings, had stable tuning and
required less maintenance. But several major disadvantages caused the instrument’s
demise. The heaviness of the instrument, which was played mostly by women, made it
cumbersome to move. Due to the narrow spaces between strings, it was not possible to
play loudly without the strings buzzing into one another. In orchestral pieces, several
chromatic harps had to play in unison to bolster the sound. The Pleyel chromatic harp
is now a museum piece.677

XI. HARMONIUM
For what a magnificent organ I have to thank your kindness! It is worthy of all praise and
admiration! Even average players could attain much success on it.678
In 1842, the French organ builder Alexandre-François Debain patented a small
reed organ that he called the Harmonium. (Figure 90) Unlike the larger instruments
in churches and concert halls, Debain’s organ was comprised entirely of reed stops,
which gave it a distinctive timbre. Foot pedals inside the case operated small bellows,
providing the air necessary to incite the reeds to speak.
Reed pipes in most organs are similar to the clarinet, which uses a soft reed to “provide the means of setting the air in vibration…. [T]he pitch of the tone depends mainly
on the length of the tube attached to the reed. These are known as ‘heterophonic’
reeds, which have only an indirect influence on the production of the tone.”679
The other type is the ‘idiopophonic’ or ‘free’ reed, which uses no tube whatsoever,
thus greatly diminishing the amount of space required to house a rank of pipes. “The
advantages of the free reed are that it is more stable than the beating reed, which goes out
of tune with every change of temperature, that it does not require a pipe as a resonator,
that it can be played loudly or softly, which is why…it is called ‘expressive,’ and that it is
cheap and easy to make.”680
Debain’s instruments were initially small and portable, “mounted on a tripod, with
a single foot pedal for the wind. The single pedal afforded a direct control of the wind
pressure on the reeds…[thus.] all dynamic shades of expression could be obtained…”681
Liszt recognized the potential of the harmonium as an ancillary member of the orchestra; indeed, he was the first composer to incorporate one.

677 Chen, Lee-Fei. “The Emergence of the Double-Action Harp as the Standard Instrument: Pleyels Chromatic
Harp and Erards Double-Action Harp.” University of Miami Scholarly Repository, 2008. https://scholarlyrepository.miami.edu/oa_dissertations/109.
678 Liszt to Mason & Hamlin in Boston, Weimar, 12 June 1883, in LZT, 2:353.
679 GIH, 293.
680 MON, 41.
681 BAM, 293.
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that chorus!682

Figure 90. Harmonium, Compass 61 notes, 13 stops, Mason & Hamlin, Boston, 1909.

Harmoniums generally “had four registers from 1842 onwards, and other devices were
added for graduating the dynamics…”683 One of these was the “‘expression’ stop—a slide
enabling the player to cut out the wind reservoir, so that the air traveled direct from the
feeder to the sound-board. The player could then control the wind-pressure, and thus
the strength of the tone, with his feet.”684
Grove wrote that the expression stop gave the harmonium “the power of increase
and decrease of tone under the control of the player, who…can graduate the condensation of the wind almost as a violin-player manages the tone by the bow.”685
Furthermore, “The harmonium later acquired other stops in an attempt to imitate the
organ’s variety of tone colour; sets of reed chambers of different sizes and shapes were
provided, small-sized chambers, for instance, giving a trumpet or tuba tone.”686
Harmoniums came in a great many sizes, suitable for the home, stage, or church. They
ranged “from compact single-manual instruments with one set of reeds, powered by one
or two foot treadles, to large two-manual (rarely three) and pedal instruments having
several sets of reeds of differing colours and pitches…. The commonest types had two to
five sets of reeds, one manual and such accessories as octave couplers and tremulant.”687
European instruments were constructed on the same principle as the large pipe
organ; that is, wind was forced into the bottom of the pipe and out the top. In the
United States, though, builders devised another method. “In American organs the wind
is drawn inward through the reeds by means of suction bellows, and the reeds themselves differ from those of the harmonium as they are smaller and more highly curved,
thus yielding a softer tone.688

B
[Source: MIMEd 2970. Image courtesy of Musical Instrument Museums Edinburgh © The University of Edinburgh.]

In choral works, Liszt used the harmonium to accompany both the entire chorus
and the soloists. His more chromatic choral passages in particular often needed fixedpitch reinforcements, as he (as well as other listeners) noted in several performances
of Christus. Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov experienced this phenomenon himself. After a
performance of Christus that he conducted on 8 March 1877 in St. Petersburg, in which
there were intonation troubles, he gave an amusing account of his resourceful organist:
At the third concert I gave excerpts from Liszt’s oratorio Christus…The concert went
off safely; even the “Stabat Mater Speciosa”, most difficult of performance (from
Liszt’s oratorio). The enharmonic modulations in this latter chorus dragged the
singers irresistibly to a gradual lowering of the pitch, while, in the interim between
the singing of the choir, there are interludes for the organ. The organ (harmonium)
was played by my conservatory pupil Bernhard…whenever the choir sang half a tone
flat, he transposed his interludes also half a tone, and thus we ended safely a third
below where we had started. Subsequently, when Borodin related this to Liszt, the
latter said that in Germany the same thing had always happened in performance of
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erlioz was hardly the only composer/conductor who would bloviate against players
who defied his choice of instruments as notated in the score and parts; he might’ve
been the loudest and best-known, however. Anyone who had been on the receiving end
of one of his tirades would’ve surely thought twice about switching instruments again;
yet, the practice continued until it became the standard.
It’s hard to understand why clarinetists would ignore a composer’s indication to play
an A-clarinet, or an E b-clarinet, or a D-clarinet, or even a C-clarinet; what vexed Berlioz
was that clarinetists would play everything on a B b-clarinet. Each of those clarinets has
its own distinct timbre; Berlioz (and other composers), to whom careful orchestration
was paramount, selected the clarinet that would produce the sound he wanted. Any
performer who defied him was asking for it.
Berlioz was not the only composer who wanted particular timbres. Brahms loved the
natural horn for its particular tone colors, especially “stopped notes,” which involve the
682
683
684
685

RMK, 156.
RMI, 155.
GIH, 258.
A. J. Hipkins, Esq. “Harmonium,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, First ed. Vol.
2: 302. London: Macmillan and Co.
686 LZTM, 1, No. 1, Band 6, 85.
687 Owen, Barbara. “Reed organ.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 3 Oct. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/
gmo/9781561592630.article.43321.
688 MAR, 471.
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hornist thrusting his right hand into the bell of the horn, thus stopping it. In the first
half of the nineteenth century (excepting trombonists), all brass players were obliged to
use crooks. When a composer wanted a particular key or sound, he would write, “Horn
in C,” and so forth; there is no doubt that hornists were put upon: they had to tote
around not only their horn, but any number of crooks, as shown in Figure 68. When
the key changed to C, for instance, the hornist would’ve inserted the C crook into the
instrument, where it would remain until the composer indicated another key.
Natural horns (meaning not just the French horn, but also trumpets) had limitations
as to which notes they could produce. Before valves were invented, the brass players
had to use their lips (and hornists their hands) to manipulate the harmonic series and
sound the notated pitch. It is the reason that orchestras had four horn players in pairs:
one pair was tuned to the tonic key while the second pair was generally tuned to the
dominant. The vestige of this practice exists today: Horn I is the highest of the four;
Horn III is second highest; Horn II is second lowest; Horn IV is the lowest of the four.
While valves were a tremendous improvement, composers continued to indicate the
key so that players who didn’t have—or use—valves could still play their music. When
the hornist or trumpeter saw “Horn or Trumpet in G,” composers such as Brahms and
Berlioz, expected the player to depress the combination of valves that would transpose
the horn into the designated key—without crooks—then continue to depress those
valves until the next key change. The horn was meant to be played as if it had crooks,
so that Brahms and other composers might write a stopped note.
Yet, trumpeters, hornists and tuba players quickly discovered that they could skip
from note to note by rapidly switching from valve to valve. By using their lips, valves,
and breath control (and—for hornists—their hands) they obviated crooks entirely; composers eventually discontinued indicating a key altogether, since virtually all brass players stopped using crooks. Players preferred the more even scale that valves produced;
even though doing so meant trumpets and horns could neither produce stopped notes
nor any other notes that could only be played using crooks.
Some contemporary orchestras that specialize in Historically Informed Performance
have trumpeters and hornists who use crooks. They choose to forfeit the ease that
valves provides in favor of creating the tone colors that composers requested. It’s a
rarefied world to be sure; nevertheless, when discerning listeners hear the unique tones
that only natural horns and trumpets produce, it’s as if they espied an almost imperceptible brushstroke of aquamarine that Leonardo placed on the canvas, almost daring the
viewer to see.
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Too much music! is now the most common plaintive cry.

Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, Julius Rietz, conducting, with first violins Ferdinand David, Paul Klengel,
and Joseph Joachim rehearsing presto passage from Beethoven’s Leonora Overture No. 3, after caricatures by
violoncellist Carl Reimers, c. 1850. [Source: Stadtgeschichtliches Museum Leipzig, Z0003863.]

I. BALANCING CHOIRS & ORCHESTRA
In an interview with the outspoken author/educator Johann Gottlob Friedrich Wieck,
(Figures 91–92) publisher Johann Christian Lobe writes in his own publication the
Fliegende Blätter für Musik—Wahrheit über Toukunst und Toukünstler Von dem Verfasser
der “Musikalischen Briefe, that
If in his zeal [Wieck.] should go into the world here and there, from his point of view
he has a vocal teacher’s perspective—one gained from the wide-ranging study and
experience about the nature of the singing voice, which is undoubtedly right, and
will never be dismissed: namely, the New Operas are ruining the singing voice. This
689 Johann Christin Lobe and Friedrich Wieck, “Auch Eine Opernreform,” in LOB, 78. “Zuviel Musik!” ist jetzt der
allgemeinste Klageruf.”
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is a matter of fact that does meant to blind us; rather, because one does not want to
admit that there is a blemish on the latest direction of art, one thinks that this fact
690
can’t be considered in music.
left. Figure 91. Friedrich Wieck giving a lesson at the piano Drawn by a female pupil; right.
Figure 92. Detail from a drawing of Friedrich Wieck by singer Pauline Viardot-Garcia, 1838.

right. [Source: Unattributed and undated.] left. [Source: Robert-Schumann-Haus Zwickau, by permission.]

Lobe wasn’t grandstanding about Wieck’s teaching credentials: his 1855 book
Klavier und Gesang, Didaktisches und Polemisches was well-known in Germany and in
widespread use among singing and piano teachers; indeed, Wieck taught his daughter
Clara (who became a respected concert pianist); Robert Schumann (Wieck mentions
him by name in the primer, referencing the “machine for raising the fingers artificially,
which resulted in loss of power over them, and necessitated the abandonment of [his.]
piano-playing”); and Hans von Bülow (in addition to his extraordinary career as a conductor, Bülow was first of all a virtuoso pianist; he premiered the Tchaikovsky Piano
Concerto in Boston date).
His methods appear progressive, flexible, nuanced, emphasizing the individuality of
the student and leading the student on by means of the enjoyment of music-making
rather than harsh discipline and drills. For him, mere finger dexterity was not the focus,
and he did not advocate monotonous, mechanical exercises. He emphasized evenness
of tone, a beautiful, song-like legato, and expressiveness. While including finger-stretching exercises to increase the student’s span, he was careful to avoid fatigue by limiting
the number of hours of practice per day and insisting on long walks and fresh air.
Overall musical development was essential, achieved by lessons in theory, counterpoint
691
and composition, and regular exposure to the best possible musical performances.
While living in the Wieck household, Robert Schumann witnessed a scene of violence
that was incongruous with the ideals Wieck espoused in his piano method. Schumann
690 Lobe, J. C. “Friedrich Wieck.” In LOB, 56–57. “Wenn er in seinem Gifer auch hier und da etwas zu welt gehen sollte, hat er doch von seinem Standpunkte aus, der niemals ein “abgethaner” werden wird, von dem Standpunkte
des Gesanglehrers nämlich, welcher die Natur der Singstimme studiert und vielfältige Erfahrungen darüber
gesammelt hat, ohne Zweifel Recht: die Neuen Opern ruinieren die Singstimme. Das ist eine Thatsache, die
Sicht nich wegläugnen läßt; weil man aber an der neusten Kunstrichtung kein dunkles Fleckchen zugestehen
will, so meint man, jene Tatsache könne bei der Kunst—nicht in Betracht kommen.”
691 Wikipedia contributors, “Friedrich Wieck,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Wieck (accessed September 23, 2019).
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saw “Wieck punishing his nine-year-old son, Alwyn, for playing the violin poorly, tearing
at his hair and yelling, “You wretch, you scoundrel, is this the way you try to please your
692
father?” Shocked, Schumann wrote in his diary, “Am I among human beings?”
Seeing as how Wieck became the father-in-law of Robert Schumann, it’s not surprising to learn of his views on “New Opera.” In Klavier und Gesang, Wieck continues
his diatribe against all things novel: “And the singing teachers who are supposed to train
the voices for the ‘Future Opera’?? I can’t write about it. First of all, I do not understand
693
the future—of the unborn; and secondly, I have too much to do with the present.” So
sure was he that voices were being ruined, that he continued: “Nature brings so much
beauty and, even in the past, before the modern way of singing, it produced quite
694
‘splendid singers’—can it suddenly no longer make a proper and suitable one?”
Any “Defender of the Faith” would burst with pride at having launched such a verbal
fusillade; Wieck, though, was just getting started. He wrote an “open letter” in Lobe’s
Fliegende Blätter für Musik (anonymously, I might add), that made his on-the-record parlay seem like mother’s milk. Although his ire is trained specifically towards “new” opera,
the implications for orchestras, their size and placement, along with singing as vocal
technique and art, apply to this discussion.
Titled “Also Opera Reform,” Wieck begins politely enough with a quote from the
French poet and longtime lover of Frédéric Chopin as well as a devoted compatriot
of Liszt and Amantine Lucile Aurore Dupin, otherwise known as George Sand. “Was
the human voice less beautiful to be accompanied by hail sounds, and was the musical
thought of the masters less powerful and less sublime in order to have all the powers of
695
matter at its service?” Following this nicety, off come the gloves.
Not after every new opera, but many, not only do large audiences feel over-saturated and tense; connoisseurs do as well. With so many individual beauties, surprising
heights, and wonderful depths, the listener goes home with exhausted nerves and a
tense spirit, and is glad that he can finally recover from the pleasures of art.
Secondly, moderate the use of the orchestra. The fact that orchestras have been
augmented with so many new, brilliant-sounding instruments is in itself no disservice—harm comes with too frequent use of them.…One seems to know only a single
instrumentation for the various moments of volume, including the full orchestral
Fortissimo. Moderation in the use of the orchestra, therefore, already supposes the
physical supremacy of human beings, who can not withstand everlasting nor even
predominantly loud sound.
The composer, who performs this idea with talent and luck, will be received joyfully in all places, for he who gives the mystical art of music clearer and more intelligible
expression can count on the gratitude of the entire reasonable, artistic world. But the
main principle of opera composing is intelligibility of the singer’s words and music
692 OST, 73–74.
693 WIE, 42. “Und die Gesangslehrer, welche die Stimmen für die „Zukunftsoper” schulen sollen?? Über die kann
ich gar nicht schreiben. Erstlich verstehe ich nichts von der Zukunft—von dem Ungeborenen; und zweitens
habe ich zu viel mit der Gegenwart zu thun.”
694 WIE, 45. “Die Natur bringt so viel Schönes und brachte auch früher, vor der modernen Gesangsweise, ganz
‘vortreffliche Gesangsrachen’ hervor—kann sie denn auf einmal keinen ordentlichen und tauglichen mehr
machen?”
695 George Sand, quoted in Johann Christian Lobe and Friedrich Wieck, “Auch Eine Opernreform,” in LOB, 78. “La
voix humaine était-elle moins belle pour être accompagnée par des sons grêles, et la pensée musical des maïtres
était-elle moins puissante et moins sublime pour n’avoir à son service toutes les puissances de la matière?”
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without exception.

In the Grove A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, British physician William Arthur
Aikin, who could reasonably be considered to be one of the founders of the modern
science of Vocal Pedagogy, agrees, writing: “It is the sense of words and not the sound
that stimulates the musical sense.…The sense of the words is always to be considered
first, since that is generally the most obvious. With a little analysis the poet’s scheme
of conveying a succession of ideas may next be detected.”
Aikin also agrees with Wieck on how compositional methods and techniques are
damaging the vocal mechanism:
Many voices have been ruined by composers’ neglect of vocal considerations, and it is
not uncommon to find soprano singers who have lost the middle of the voice entirely.
It is not difficult to calculate the great relief to the forces of tension and breath-pressure which even slight transposition will give; and, conversely, the amount of strain
which has to be borne by the voice, if the work is pitched too high, cannot fail to wear
out and distort the instrument prematurely. These considerations might with advantage be taken into account by those who are responsible for modern musical pitch.
Of the vocal necessities of modern music no more need be said than that the singer
must be able to realise the situation. The voice is a living thing, and can be ruined by
the strain of singing too loud and too high, as only too many modern singers have
discovered, but its powers of endurance, if properly treated, are remarkable, and every
697
singer who understands his work ought to know where to stop.
Every conductor who has prepared a chorus for the Beethoven Symphony No. 9
knows how taxing and demanding the vocal parts are—especially for sopranos and
tenors. Wieck agrees, writing that “Among the many examples to be given for this
abuse of the singing voice, I would just like to recall the unworkable vocal passages in
698
Beethoven’s great Mass and in the last set of his Ninth Symphony.” Beethoven himself
recognized that the choral parts were perhaps too difficult; for, in his “Conversation
Book,” he writes that the first “performance included boys (who apparently had great
696 Johann Christian Lobe and Friedrich Wieck, “Auch Eine Opernreform,” in LOB, 78. “Nicht nach allen, aber nach
vielen neuen Opern fühlt nicht bloß das große Publikum, fühlt auch der Kenner Überfättigung und Abspannung. Enthielten solche Opern noch so viele einzelne Schönheiten, überraschende Höhen, wunderbare Tiefen,
der Hörer geht mit erschlassten Nerven und abgespanntem Geists nach Hause, und ist froh, daß er sich endlich
von dem Kunstgenuß—erholen kann.
Man mäßige sich zweitens im Gebrauch des Orchesters. Daß die Orchester mit so vielen neuen, starktönenden Instrumenten vermehrt worden, ist an sich kein Nachtheil, wird es aber durch zu häufigen Gebrauch derselben.…Man scheint für die verschiedensten Kraftmomente nur ein Instrumentationsmittel zu kennen, das
ganze Orchester Fortissimo.…Mäßigung im Gebrauch des Orchesters räth also schon die physische Einrichtung
des Menschen, die immerwährende oder auch nur vorherrschend starke Erschütterungen nicht ohne Bein zu
ertragen vermag.
Der Komponist, der diese Idee mit Talent und Glück aus- und durchführt, wird aller Orten freudig empfangen werden, denn wer mystischen Kunst der Töne deutlichere und verständlichere Erscheinungsweifen verleiht, der kann auf den Dank der ganzen vernünftigen Kunstwelt sicher rechnen. Das Hauptprincip bei den
Operncompostitionen aber sei: Verständlichkeit der Worte and Töne des Sängers ohne all Ausnahme.”
697 W. A. Aikin, M.D., “Singing,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians (A.D. 1450–1880) by
Eminent Writers, English and Foreign, First ed., Vol. 4: 459. London: Macmillan and Co.
698 Johann Christian Lobe and Friedrich Wieck, “Auch Eine Opernreform,” in LOB, 84. “Unter den vielen Beispielen, die für diesen Mißbrauch der Singstimme anzuführen wären, erinnere ich nur an die unausführbaren Gesangstellen in Beethoven’s großer Messe und in dem letzen Setze seiner neunten Sinfonie.”
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difficulty learning their parts).”
It is curious that Aikin would reference “those who are responsible for modern
musical pitch,” because Wieck asserted in 1853 that standard musical pitch had risen
by one whole step since the beginning of the century. A tuning fork belonging to
Beethoven, now in the British Library, was pitched to A=455 Hz. It makes sense that the
strongest opponents of the upward tendency in pitch were singers, who complained
that it was putting a strain on their voices. “Pitch inflation,” as it came to be known,
occurred because orchestral players sought the brilliant tone that came when their
instruments were pitched higher. An 1826 tuning fork from the Dresden opera house
gives A=435 Hz; since the first performance of the Beethoven Symphony No. 9 took
700
place in 1824, one can only guess what the concert pitch might have been.
Further on in the same anonymous open letter published in the Fliegende Blätter für
Musik, Wieck issues a harsh reprimand:
In order to identify and avoid all offenses against singing, I have to repeat this often
given advice: every vocal composer must learn to sing, whether or not he has a good
voice. Once it was necessary only to teach the singer himself the physical principles
and necessary considerations [of singing.], then also to feel the charm of the song
in order to awaken and preserve the meaning for it. For singers and audiences this
attraction and meaning are there, few composers have it.…Most, especially German
vocal composers, have not learned to sing, do not know the nature of the voice, so
701
they shred it like an instrument they have not learned to play themselves.
Every conductor can’t help but agree with Wieck, albeit perhaps somewhat more
tactfully, as he brings up the problem of balance between instruments and singers that
still plagues us today:
The orchestra has grown into a giant voice over time, while the human voice
remains the same forever. No singing voice will ever be created that can be audible
if the screaming orchestral powers roar tremendously against it. The composer, in
himself a purer and more experienced listener than the audience, will still hear the
singer from within the wildest orchestral storm, because he invented the vocal part,
transcribed it into the score and has every note of the same in his head; audiences,
702
however, who know nothing of the vocal parts hear nothing of them.
699 LEV, Kindle Location 1254.
700 Wikipedia contributors, “Concert pitch,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concert_pitch (accessed September 21, 2019).
701 Johann Christian Lobe and Friedrich Wieck, “Auch Eine Opernreform,” in LOB, 85. “Um alle Sünden gegen
den Gesang zu fühlen und zu vermeiden, muß ich den oft gegebenen Rath wiederholen: Jeder Gesangkomponist lerne singen, habe er Stimme oder nicht. Einmal ist es nöthig, um sich von den physischen Gesetzen,
den nothwendigen Rücksichten fuhr den Sänger selbst zu überzeugen, sodann aber auch, um den Reiz des Gesanges empfinden zu können, um den Sinn dafür in sich zu weckten und zu erhalten. Für Sänger und Publikum
ist dieser Reiz und Sinn da, wenige Komponisten haben ihn.…Die meisten, besonders deutschen Gesangkomponisten haben nicht singen gelernt, kennen das Wesen der Singstimme nicht, und fetzen für sie, wie für ein
Instrument, das sie nicht selbst spielen gelernt.”
702 Johann Christian Lobe and Friedrich Wieck, “Auch Eine Opernreform,” in LOB, 85. “Das Orchester ist im
Laufe der Zeiten zu einer Riesenstimme herangewachsen, die Menschenstimme bleibt ewig dieselbe. Keine
Singstimme wird jemals geschaffen werden, die sich hörbar machen könnte, wenn die schreienden Orchestermächte orkanartig gegen sie losbrausen. Der Komponist, an sich ein reinerer und geübterer Hörer als das
Publikum, wird allerdings noch aus dem wildesten Orchestersturm heraus den Sänger hören oder zu hören sich
einbilden, weil er den Gesang erfunden, in die Partitur geschrieben und jede Note desselben im Kopfe hat, aber
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Figure 94. Seating plan for the 1784 Handel Commemoration.
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Figure 93. Engraving of the“Stage and seating plan of the orchestra at the Kärnthnerthor,” by
Franz Stöber.
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Some of the misconceptions about nineteenth-century performance practice are
surely due to the lack of unambiguous historical documentation. There are recordings from the early part of the twentieth century by notables such as Joachim, Fritz
Kreisler, Artur Nikisch, Felix Weingartner, Adelina Patti, and Liszt’s pupil Emil Sauer;
nevertheless, this aural record of how instrumentalists and singers actually sounded is
unlikely to fully resolve the controversy that exists concerning the execution of vibrato,
articulation, and phrasing.
On the other hand, the matter of how orchestras and choruses were seated in concert
is fairly straightforward: that the chorus was placed in front of the orchestra is indisputable. (Figure 93) Composer/conductors such as Berlioz and Wagner wrote at length
about the topic; there is a wealth of visual data—illustrations, diagrams and even early
photographs—that corroborate treatises and textbooks. Diagrams of festival oratorio
performances reveal that even in vast spaces—with hundreds of seated and standing
performers—placing the chorus near the front of the stage was the rule rather than the
exception. Adam Carse, in The Orchestra from Beethoven to Berlioz, agrees: “In most places
the choir and soloists were placed in front, facing the audience, with the conductor in the
704
centre; the orchestra was generally behind the choir, rising by steps above it.”

es

Hans Richter was a master in achieving elegant string sounds; his practice was usually
to divide his double basses in order to achieve a balance; he would have been horrified if
703
anyone had asked him to let his violins sit together on the left.

grammed the placement of the players, which included six first and six second violins,
four each violas, cellos and basses, nine brass, with drums, piccolo, double bassoon and
harp; that is 24 strings against 21 wind and percussion.
Charles Burney, the indefatigable British sojourner and author, left among his
considerable writings descriptions of performances in Westminster Abbey. The 1784
Handel Commemoration festival did not escape his notice and he left a remarkably
detailed diagram of exactly how the hundreds of performers were situated in a space
that is ill-suited for such a mass of participants. (Figure 94) It is interesting to note that
many of the singers were positioned so that they either could not see the conductor at
all or would have had to twist and turn in order to do so.

bo

II. ORCHESTRAL & CHORAL PLACEMENT

[Source: BURN, 25.]

In 1834, there was another Handel festival in the Abbey. (Figure 95) A reviewer from
London’s The Times wrote that
Some effects peculiar to the present performance in the Abbey, and differing perhaps from the expectation previously formed of it, are well worthy of remark. The
volume of sound, even when the power of the orchestra was exerted to the utmost,
was far less than anticipated.…Another peculiarity, also quite unexpected, was that
the voices of the solo singers appeared louder and more distinct than usual, and
were so far from being overpowered by the accompaniment.
[Source: Supplement to the Wiener Zeitschrift Für Kunst, Literatur, Theater Und Mode, 11 September 1821, 923.]
das Publikum,
das von alledem
nichtsthat
kennt,demonstrate
hört davon nichts.”
One
of the earliest
diagrams
orchestra size is from 1821, by Franz
703 BOU, 24.
Stöber. In Wiener Zeitschrift Für Kunst, Literatur, Theater Und Mode, (Figure 79) he dia704 BAR, 474.
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The same reviewer remarked that, depending upon where a listener sits in the
cathedral, balance problems were still evident:
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In general, but particularly on the floor of the cathedral, the chorus does not come out
so distinctly as it ought to do, and it would be a great improvement if it could be brought
more forward, and if some of the instruments were carried up into their places. The
705
semi-chorus is decidedly too small to preserve its due share in the general effect.
Figure 95. Interior View of Westminster Abbey on the Commemoration of Handel, Taken from
the Manager’s Box, by Edward Edwards, c. 1790.

[Source: Yale Center for British Art.]

In a letter to the editor of The Times, London resident Francis Bryans writes
To the Editor of the Times: Sir,—Can you help in putting down another nuisance—
namely, the stentorian and blatant powers of our modern orchestra, more especially in
the performance of oratorio? The orchestra is certain only intended to be an accompaniment to the voices on such occasions, but how often does it drown everything else,
making solo singing and chorus a mere dumb show. The other day at Exeter-hall the
chorus was apparently doing its duty, but the voices frequently were quite inaudible,
owing to the din of the so-called accompaniment. If it had not been irritating it would
have been ridiculous. Who is responsible for this great mistake in musical art? Surely
[the conductor] cannot like mere noise, and if he thinks it is pleasing to the musical public, I can assure him he is mistaken. I should like to know what chorus and solo singers
have to say on the subject. If there is no remedy for this state of things, I can suggest
that there be two performances of an oratorio, one for the orchestra alone and the other
for the voices. This would be as sensible as the present arrangement, for in these days
the greater part of an oratorio performance is, in fact, a grand exhibition of unnecessary
705 “Royal Musical Festival in Westminster Abbey,” The Times, 21 June 1834.
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power by the band alone. Yours Truly, Francis Bryans, B. A.

England was not the only locale where hundreds of singers came together to perform
the great choral masterworks. Haydn’s Creation was given in 1842 at the Gesellschaft
der Musikfreunde in Vienna; the chorus and orchestra appear to be more sizeable than
the ones at Westminster Abbey. Georg Schünemann included an elaborate schematic
of the seating plan in his Geschichte des Dirigierens. (Figure 92)
This configuration requires a first and second director; moreover, a third keyboard
director is situated behind the first director. In addition to the chorus and soloists, several stands of woodwinds and brass were arranged along the outside walls, facing perpendicularly towards the center, which produced only obstructed views; furthermore,
Schünemann’s schematic indicates separate directors for both the first and second
violins. All told there are five directors—four of whom were presumably subordinate
and dependent upon the primary director.
Unlike the Handel and Haydn configurations, most nineteenth-century orchestras
placed the violins nearer to the front of the stage; they were also divided—firsts on
one side (typically the left, although seating first violins on the right was not unknown)
with the seconds opposite. Berlioz explained the need for divided violins in his Grand
traité d’instrumentation et d’orchestration moderne: there are “different points of origin
of sound. Different sections of the orchestra are sometimes meant by the composer to
give questions and answers, and this idea can only be clear and effective if the dialoguing
707
sections are far enough apart.”
Published diagrams, “almost always show the violins at the front of the orchestra,
facing one another on opposite sides. The winds were often placed on risers, sometimes quite steep, in the rear, with the brass at the very back. Violas, cellos and basses
might be found almost anywhere.” The chorus, however, was still “placed in front of
the orchestra or at the sides. The conductor of a concert orchestra usually stood in the
centre of the orchestra, among the instrumentalists.” What may be most startling to
708
the twentieth-century mind, though, is that the conductor often faced the audience.
Grove Music Online notes that “In Germany, the conductor does not now stand,
as with us [the British], exactly in the centre of the orchestra with his back to the
709
audience, but a trifle to the right, with his left side towards the room.” There were
exceptions of course. Local traditions, logistical necessities, acoustical concerns and
often the whim of the conductor produced novel solutions to the dilemma of how to
place large numbers of performers into a finite space.
Two variants of the basic orchestral/choral concert template existed in 1840s
Dresden. One had the brass and percussion at the back; the chorus was in the front
with the divided violins behind facing each other; woodwinds and lower strings were
mixed in everywhere else. The plan for the “Stabiles Orchester,” which performed in
the Old Opera House, shows the soloists behind the conductor’s back; the violins are
flanked along the stage right wall with woodwinds opposite along the stage left wall;
contrabasses and cellos sit between. (Figure 96)
706 Bryans, Francis, letter to the editor, The Times, 22 June 1878.
707 BER, 328.
708 Spitzer, John, and Neal Zaslaw. “Orchestra.” Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 4 Oct. 2019. https://doi.
org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.20402
709 Vaughan Williams, “Conducting.”
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in front, with sopranos and tenors separated from the contraltos and basses; the soloists have their backs to the director, whose back is to them. The innovation here was
to use elevated risers—in one-quarter and one-half yard increments, which would
have greatly improved the sight line between many of the players and the conductor.
(Figures 97–98).

Soli

[Source: SCHN, 31.]

The other plan varies slightly: the violins are still flanked along the stage right wall
and the woodwinds are opposite; brass and percussion are situated along the back wall;
contrabasses and cellos sit between. As in the Old Opera House, the chorus is placed
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[Source: Illustrirte Zeitung, Vol. I, No. 7, 12 August 1843, 108.]

In order to overcome the acoustical superiority that bowed, blown, and struck instruments maintain over the human voice, arrangements were tweaked; conductors experi-
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Figure 99. Concert seating with chorus, Munich, Odeon, 1840s.
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711 CON, 165–6. The misspellings, inconsistent punctuation and capitalized nouns in the English suggest that
German was the original text.
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For concerts, in general, an amphitheater on eight or at least five levels is essential.
A semicircular plan is the best for this amphitheater. If it is wide enough to contain
the whole orchestra the full body of the players can be set out on different levels
with the first violins at the front on the right; the seconds at the front on the left;
the violas in the middle between the two sets of violins; the flutes, oboes, clarinets,
horns and bassoons behind the first violins; a double row of cellos and basses behind
the second violins; the trumpets, cornets, trombones and tubas behind the violas;
the rest of the cellos and basses behind the woodwind; the harps at the front close
to the conductor; the timpani and other percussion behind the brass; and the conductor near the front desks of first and second violins with his back to the audience
at the bottom of the amphitheater.
Extending forward from the lowest level of the amphitheater there should be
a horizontal platform or fairly large stage. Here will be the chorus, laid out in the

Solo

Tenor

do

Berlioz was of a like mind. He wrote in his Grand traité d’instrumentation that

Solo
Sopran
Dirigent

V i o l in I I

The orchester [sic.] ought therefore to be amphitheatrical; having the Director in
front, turned towards the Orchestra; and the Leader at the head of the first violins,
immediately at his left; the second violins at his right; behind the first violins, the
flutes and oboes; and behind the second violins, the clarinets and bassoons. In the
middle, between these two files, the double basses and violoncellos must be extended down the whole length; and behind, on the last platform, the brass instruments
and kettle-drums should be arranged. The Choir must by every means be placed
before the orchestra, or at least as much so as can be; and the Solo singers must on
711
no account stand behind the orchestra.”

Solo
Tenor

Vi

Ancient Greeks knew that amphitheaters are acoustically agreeable to the human
voice; consequently, similarly shaped halls have been constructed for centuries. An
anonymous 1839 article titled “On Concerts” in The Musical Magazine; or Repository of
Musical Science, Literature, and Intelligence directs that

The semi-circular arrangement favored by the Odeon in Munich and illustrated in
this drawing (Figure 99), is remarkably similar to Berlioz’s exacting description. He
conducted in many European countries, including Germany; hence, he knew from
direct experience that modifications to the basic guide were often required. Even a
mediocre photograph from the nineteenth century, however, can aid in visualizing a
architectural space with more clarity, as shown in Figure 100.

Vi
o
9. l a
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.

Where the orchestra is placed in relation to the orchestra, the conductor, and the
audience is important because of the enormous effect the physical arrangement has
on the balance between the vocal and instrumental groups, and thus on how the
music is heard. Perhaps the most fundamental problem is the inherent advantage
instruments have when compared to the human voice. Unlike the vocal mechanism, on which time and technological innovation have had little bearing, nearly
all instruments used to accompany the voice have undergone significant changes
in their design, materials and mechanisms for the past two centuries. Most of
these alterations have served to allow not only for increased virtuosity but also for
710
increased range and, most significantly, increased volume.

shape of a fan, three-quarters facing the audience but still able to see the conductor
without difficulty. The grouping of the chorus in voices will depend on whether the
composer wrote in three, four or six parts. In any event, the women, both sopranos
and contraltos, will be at the front, sitting down; the tenors will be standing behind
the contraltos, the basses standing behind the sopranos.
Soloists will occupy the centre of the forestage, at the back, and will be placed so
712
that they an always see the conductor’s beat by turning the head a little.

de
9. tto
10.

mented in order to correct the imbalance between the singers and the instrumentalists.
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No doubt because of his first-hand knowledge Berlioz added this proviso to the
grandiloquent advice he gave in the Grand traité d’instrumentation:
It is of the greatest consequence that the chorus-singers placed on the front of the stage
shall occupy a plane somewhat lower than that of the violins; otherwise they would
considerably deaden the sound of these instruments. For the same reason, if there are
no other rows for the choir in front of the orchestra, it is absolutely needful that the
women should be seated, and the men remain standing up; in order that the voices of
the tenors and basses, proceeding from a more elevated point than those of the sopra712 BER, 358–89.
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nos and contraltos, may come forth freely, and be neither stifled nor intercepted.

Figure 100. Photograph of interior view of the concert hall in the Munich Odeon, Leo von Klenze, architect, built 1826–28.

have the entire parquet and stage reserved for us crazy musicians and singers, and
715
relegate the listeners to the boxes and the balconies.
Even by nineteenth-century standards the number of singers in this Gewandhaus
seating chart from the 1880s (Figure 101)—more than 550—is impressive. Ensembles
of this size were probably remarkable; still, the Leipzig diagram demonstrates that
placing the soloists and chorus in front of the orchestra and as close to the audience as
possible was still preferred.
Figure 101. Leipzig Gewandhaus Seating Plan, 1880s.
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713 BER, 358–89.
714 BERC, 360.
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In regard to our Festival performance of the big Beethoven Symphony, I have hit
upon a very simple expedient for the placing of my big body of singers, namely, all
the singers, for whom room cannot be found on the stage, will be placed in the front
rows of the parquet. In fact, this idea corresponds exactly and in the most perfect
manner to my most ideal demands, according to which the public (just as the congregation in the church) shall join in the singing.…On the whole, I should like to

Männerchor

{

2 Solo Cellos

Tr

In his Mémoires, Berlioz recounts the preparation for the 1 August 1844 performance
of Meyerbeer’s Les Huguenots in the Palais de l‘Industrie: “When the rehearsal was over,
a new nightmare was revealed. The many people who had been listening came up and
unanimously declared that the platform would have to be rebuilt; it was impossible to hear
a sound from the orchestra, with the chorus placed in front of them.” Like most modern
conductors and performers who have worked with large instrumental forces, Berlioz was
confounded: “The idea of an orchestra of five hundred that could not be heard was a novel
one.” Nevertheless, “sixty workmen set to work; the platform, which did not slope sufficiently, was cut in two and the front half lowered ten feet. This exposed the orchestra, the
back rows of which were then raised still higher. With this new arrangement it would be
714
possible to hear the orchestra, even in a hall of such unresonant acoustics.”
Imaginative seating plans were devised for concert halls and theaters alike. Wagner
excitedly describes the preparation for his upcoming performance of Beethoven’s
Symphony No. 9 in an April 1872 letter. Even if Wagner’s methods are a little unorthodox, the message is clear that the singers must be placed ahead of the orchestra.
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[Source: Unattributed, c. 1900.]
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Massed choral concerts remained popular into the twentieth century; in larger concert halls and theaters then being built new approaches were needed to accommodate
the increasing number of participants. Even in smaller halls, such as the Gewandhaus
in Leipzig, there were peculiarities. Daniel Koury points out in Orchestral Performance
Practices in the Nineteenth Century: Size, Proportions, and Seating that “the violins and
violas…did not sit to play until about ten years after the advent of Artur Nikisch as con716
ductor, which would be about 1905.” Earlier in the nineteenth century, the players in
the Gewandhaus orchestra always stood. In 1893, one of the oldest surviving members
of the orchestra wrote that “In the Gewandhaus we are wholly different people than in
the theatre; in black dress coat and standing erect at the desk, surrounded by the finely
717
bedecked society in the hall, a different, higher spirit dominates us.”

715 Wagner to Feustel and Muncker, Lucerne, 7 April 1872, in WAG2, 70–71.
716 KOU, 175.
717 CRE, 122.
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Figure 102. Interior of the Große Saal in the second Gewandhaus, photo by Hermann Walter, 1886.

[Source: Sachbearbeiterin Gewandhausarchiv.]

In the late 1870s and early 1880s, the Gewandhaus underwent extensive renovation.
(Figure 102) The concert hall was closed for many months while the latest acoustical
engineering was incorporated into the new design. Following the 1884 renovation, the
Gewandhaus concert hall enjoyed great admiration throughout Europe; unfortunately, the entire building, where many renowned conductors and ensembles performed,
was destroyed during World War II; the rebuild, guided by Communist architectural
tastes, lacked the elegance of the renovation.
While in Munich, Bülow more or less hewed to the typical arrangement in the concert
house. First violins were seated on the left, second violins and violas on the right and
cellos in the middle. Winds and horns sat behind the first violins, brass and percussion
behind the second violins and double basses behind the cellos. When the pit was expand718
ed in the opera theater, however, he placed the winds to his left and strings to the right.
It was Wagner who first changed the prior seating and placement in a performance
of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 in Dresden. “To achieve his musical objectives, he
undertook a complete reconstruction of the stage area, so that the orchestra could be
seated in the centre. For the chorus, he obtained permission to construct a semicircular, terraced seating area that partially surrounded the orchestra.”
Author Raymond Holden goes on to state that “Today his seating plan might seem
obvious, but at the time it was revolutionary. Previously, when concerts involving choirs
were given in the Dresden theatre, the chorus and vocal soloists were placed in front
of the orchestra. By seating the orchestra in front of the singers, Wagner ensured that
719
he was in closer contact with the orchestral players throughout the performance…”
718 HOLD, 24.
719 HOLD, 4.
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Maybe so, but the balance between the singers and the vastly more powerful instruments
that was envisioned by the composers was thrown completely off; the modern seating
plan causes the singers to work twice as hard, creating a strained, unlovely sound.
As late as 1949 Sir Adrian Boult wrote that,
There are one or two points concerning the placing of the orchestra which may perhaps be of general interest. Until 1910 it was the custom all over the world to have
the “layout” of the orchestra as far as possible on a principle of balance, by which
the high instruments (e. g. violins) were not all placed to the left of the platform, but
were distributed, first on the left and seconds on the right. When Sir Henry Wood
changed this, and placed all his violins together, I remember an old friend of mine,
who had always sat in the middle of the Queen’s Hall circle, saying that he couldn’t
sit there any longer: all the bass came into this right ear and all the treble to his left,
and he had to sit round at the side to get a blend.
This modern practice has now been adopted by almost all conductors on both
sides of the Atlantic—it is no doubt easier for players and conductor, and it might
seem better that the second violins should play with their instruments turned
towards the audience. It is also suitable for certain types of orchestration, such as
Tchaikovsky’s, for example, which so frequently requires first and second violins
to play in octaves or in unison, and it may well be thought advantageous that the
sound should come from the same direction, thought it is not impossible that the
composer wished the sound to come from all parts of the orchestra. But, on the
other hand, in almost every orchestral work there are passages where first and seconds answer each other, an the obvious expectation of the composer was that the
sounds should come from opposite sides of the platform.
This advice comes from a man who knew of what he spoke; for, in 1949, Boult
recalled that “a memory as long as mine cannot forget the enormous advance in
orchestral virtuosity through the last fifty years. It is a commonplace that no orchestral
player could deal really adequately with Wagner’s string parts at the time they were
written. Now they are played with ease; and a work like Strauss’s Ein Heldenlehen—for720
midable in the 1902—is now taken as a matter of course.”
Orchestral size has always been subject to variation, although the development
towards ever larger orchestras clearly continues up to the time around World War I. This
gradual increase was initially connected to the transfer of the orchestra from royal courts
to the public domain. In 1782, the permanent staff of the Mannheim Orchestra included
23 violins (12/11), three violas, four cellos, three double basses, four flutes, three oboes,
four clarinets, four bassoons, six horns, and tympani. Around 1800, the string group had
grown to seven violas, five cellos and seven double basses, and from here on the size of
the string section was repeatedly extended. In his opera Salome (1905), Richard Strauss
721
calls for 16 first and 16 second violins, 12 violas, 10 cellos and eight double basses.
Part of the problems associated with imbalance between singers and instrumentalists involves the science of acoustics. In her study of the acoustics of concert halls
720 CAR, 11–13.
721 Rasmussen, Karl Aage, and Lasse Larsen. “14. Orchestra Size and Setting.” The Idiomatic Orchestra. Accessed
September 23, 2019. http://theidiomaticorchestra.net/14-orchestra-size-and-setting/.
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throughout Europe, Music and Space, Dorothea Baumann makes these salient points.
With the establishment of academic disciplines in the nineteenth century room
acoustics became part of several scientific and humanistic fields, such as physical
acoustics, medicine, psychology, sociology, history of architecture, musicology and
others.… A selection of orchestras of typical size reflects also the change of music
style, such as the minimal ensemble of 5 strings with several instruments for basso
continuo for the Italian baroque opera around 1658 in Venice, Lully’s opera orchestra with 25 strings its group of woodwinds around 1670 in Paris, the opera orchestra
in Vienna between 1781–1808 with 22 strings, double woodwind and two trumpets,
or Wagner’s orchestra for the Ring with 64 strings, fourfold woodwind and brass as
indicated in the score, compared to the setting used in 1876 in the new Festspielhaus
in Bayreuth with 87 strings, sevenfold woodwind and 26 brass instruments. In this
722
table Baumann clarifies orchestral sizes: (Table 66)
Table 66. Typical Size of Orchestras, Seventeenth-Nineteenth Centuries.
Year, place source

Vn

Va

Vc

Db

Fl

Ob

Cl

Bn

Hn

Tbn

Tpt

Bc

Total

1658, Venice,
T. Giovanni e Paolo

3

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

10

1670, Paris, Opéra,
Lully

10

8

6

0

2

2

0

1

0

0

2

1

31

1781–1808, Vienna,
Burgtheater, orchestra

12

4

3

3

2

2

2

2

0

0

2

0

35

1876, Bayreuth,
Ring score

32

12

12

8

4

4

4

3

8

5

4

0

104

1876, Bayreuth,
Ring orchestra

44

16

16

11

7

7

7

7

12

7

7

0

147

[Source: Baumann, 175.]

Data clearly show that the size of the symphony orchestra during the nineteenth
century started to increase independently of the hall’s size. In small halls the podium had to be enlarged, as, for instance, in the old Gewandhaussaal in Leipzig until
the great hall in the new Gewandhaus was opened in 1884, finally covering over
a third of the parterre. The growing need for space is reflected in the orchestra’s
numbers per part: a total of 29 in 1807, 39 in 1831, 70 in 1865 and 72 in 1881. The construction of the great public halls in the nineteenth century was prompted mainly
by the increasing number of concerts with large choirs and the need for halls for
723
more than 1,500 listeners.
The evaluation of data with known orchestra size shows a strong relation between
the performance space, ensemble size and program type.…collected data on performances permit the following conclusions:
1.

Even at the time of the first performance there is not only one typical performance of a specific genre, such as opera in the opera house or the symphony
in the great concert hall or the sonata in the chamber music hall. The relation
between space and genre is more complex and was subjected to changes.

722 BAU, 173–77.
723 BAU, 173–77.
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2. Genre, selection of the performance space and even the ensemble size depended in most cases also on non-musical factors. For performers this could cause
serious problems in the sounding presentation of a work.
3. Composers and musicians obviously had a clear evaluation scale for good and
724
bad room acoustic conditions.
The size of Beethoven’s orchestras varied greatly. In 1792, the Tonkünstler Societät
in Vienna had strings of 6-6-4-3-3, while Beethoven’s Symphony No. 4 (performed in
1807) had 13-12-7-6-4 with single woodwinds 2-2-2-2. Symphony No. 7 (performed in
1813) drew upon strings of 18-18-14-12-7 with doubled woodwinds 4-4-4-4. Beethoven’s
suggestion in 1813 for strings (4?-4-2-2) had to do only with a play-through ensemble.
Berlioz favored quite large ensembles, as in the premiere of the Symphonie fantastique in Paris (1830), which had strings of 15-15-10-11-9 (plus 2 harps). The woodwinds
comprised 2-2-2-4 (with second players on piccolo, English horn, and clarinets in C and
E-flat); the brass, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 2 cornets, 3 trombones, and 2 ophicleides; and
the percussion, timpani (with four players) and tubular bells. For the Requiem (1837) he
enlisted strings of 25-25-20-29-18, woodwinds of 4-4-4-8, brass of 12 horns and four
choirs, each made up of 12 trumpets, 4 cornets, 16 trombones, and 6 tubas, as well as
the percussion of 16 timpani played by ten timpanists.
For the first performance of the Messe des morts in this more modest space, Berlioz
calculated quite well “the power of means:” the main orchestra with 210 singers and
190 instruments and four separate orchestras with 38 brass instruments and timpani
were able to provide adequate power and quality of sound, and, at the most overwhelming moment in the Tuba mirum, “the horror produced by the five orchestras and
725
eight pairs of timpani was indescribable.”
Seven years later he realized that acoustic quality and maximum space size have
certain limits. After a spectacular concert at the Salle des machines during the 1844
Grand Festival de l’Industrie in Paris he was honest enough to admit that even 1022
musicians, two assistant conductors and five choir conductors could not fill the hall
sufficiently with sound. (Figure 103)
Verdi’s Rigoletto, presented in Venice at La Fenice in 1851, had strings of 14-10-6-3-9
(plus a harp), woodwinds of 2-2-2-2 (second flute doubling on piccolo, second clarinet
on small clarinet), and brass of 4-2-3-1 (a bombardon). Wagner’s Lohengrin (1848) had
woodwinds of 3-3-3-3 (one oboe doubling on English horn, one clarinet on bass clarinet), 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, and tuba, along with timpani and harp.
As this engraving of Wagner conducting the orchestra in Bayreuth, (Figure 104)
the chorus can be seen sitting behind the orchestra, which is quite large. Earlier in the
century orchestral and choral placements were much different, with singers in front
of the orchestra.

724 BAU, 175.
725 “…au moment du Jugement Dernier l’épouvante produite par les cinq orchestres et les huit paires de timbales
accompagnant le Tuba Mirum ne peut se peindre.” H. Berlioz, letter to Humbert Ferrand, Paris 17 December
1837, Correspondance générale (ed. 1975), vol. 2, 391.
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Figure 103. “Salles de l’Exposition de l’industrie.—Grand Festival de l’industrie, dirigé par. M.
Berlioz.” (Hall of the Industry Exposition. Grand festival of industry conducted by Berlioz.)

[Source: L’Illustration, No. 76, Vol. III, 10 August 1844, 372.]

Figure 104. Richard Wagner conducting the orchestra at the theatre in Bayreuth, unattributed
engraving, 1872

[Source: Bayreuth, Richard-Wagner-Museum.]

In the Ring (1876) his earlier orchestra was extended to strings of 16-16-12-12-8 (and
8 harps), to woodwinds of 4-4-4-4 (i.e., three of each plus separate piccolo, English
horn, bass clarinet, and contrabassoon players), to brass of eight horns (four of them
doubling on Wagner tubas), three trumpets plus bass trumpet, three trombones and
bass trombone, and five tubas, and to a percussion section of timpani (with three timpanists), two pairs of triangles, cymbals, and glockenspiel. Wagner’s scoring allowed
for separate harmonic choirs of winds, each of them having a distinctive tone color.
Wagner recommended a particular positioning of orchestral performers in the pit at
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Bayreuth to achieve his preferred sonority.
As Grove Music Online notes,
Because orchestras functioned in so many different venues and contexts during the
nineteenth century, it is hard to make useful generalizations about their size. Where
the same orchestra can be traced over several decades, the impression is often one of
growth. The orchestra at La Scala, the court orchestra in Dresden and the London
Philharmonic all grew from about 60 players in the 1820s to over 90 in the 1890s; on
the other hand, the Paris Opéra and the court orchestra at Munich remained about
the same size over the same period.
Nineteenth-century orchestras divide into two principal types: theatre orchestras and concert orchestras. Experimentation and advances in instrument technology during the nineteenth century led to significant changes in the composition of
the orchestra, particularly among the brass. During the first half of the nineteenth
century, valved and natural instruments played side by side in the same orchestras.
Wagner, for example, in Rienzi (1842, Dresden) calls for two natural trumpets along
with two valved cornets, two natural horns along with two valved horns, and both
serpent and ophicleide. Woodwind too were redesigned, mainly by adding new
726
keywork, which enabled them to play in any key rapidly and more reliably in tune.
This unusual drawing by clarinetist H. Henzl of a rehearsal of Parsifal conducted
by Wagner disciple Hermann Levi shows the rehearsal space at Bayreuth as well as the
seating of the orchestra; the numbers are impressive, somewhat in line with the numbers given below. (Figure 105)
An important component of orchestral/choral balance concerns the acoustics of the
room where the performance takes place. Many factors affect how sound travels in a
space, including construction materials, shape, location of performers and the number
of spectators.
Acoustical engineers have identified four concert halls—all built before 1901—that
have exceptional acoustics. All are rectangular (shoebox) in shape and have lightly
upholstered seats. To listeners, the sound in them is beautiful, almost luxurious;
because of the rich reverberation, the quantity of early lateral reflections that give
breadth to the music, the balance of tone among the orchestral sections, the loudness
of the sound, and the dynamics that brings listeners to their feet following a fortissimo
conclusion. Also, the quality of the sound is nearly uniform in about 90% of the seating
727
areas and the players clearly hear each other on stage. There are even suggestions
that concert halls with strong and lateral sound increase the emotional impact of
728
orchestra music.

726 Spitzer, John, and Neal Zaslow. “Orchestra.” Grove Music. Oxford University Press, 2001. https://doi.org/10.1093/
gmo/9781561592630.article.20402.
727 Beranek, Leo L. “Concert Hall Acoustics: Recent Findings.” Acoustical Society of America, January 1, 1970. https://
asa.scitation.org/doi/full/10.1121/1.4944787?showFTTab=true&containerItemId=content/asa/journal/jasa&.
728 Pätynen, Jukka, and Tapio Lokki. “Concert Halls with Strong and Lateral Sound Increase the Emotional Impact
of Orchestra Music.” Acoustical Society of America, January 1, 1970. https://asa.scitation.org/doi/10.1121/1.4944038.
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Figure 105. Drawing of a rehearsal of Parsifal with Bayreuth Orchestra, Herman Levi, conducting, by Munich first clarinettist, H. Henzl, 1882. Note Wagner looking through cowl at the top.
Franz Strauss playing the horn, second left on third row from below.

[Source: © INTERFOTO.]

In “Architectural Features That Make Music Bloom in Concert Halls,” published in
Acoustics, Tapio Lokki and Jukka Pätynen identify eight characteristics in these halls:
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Some people do not like relatively high stage combined with flat audience chairing as it does not permit unobscured sight lines over the entire orchestra.…a flat
audience floor with open seats and hopefully an elevated stage are instrumental
in achieving a strong bass below 100 Hz [40]. All excellent concert halls, including
Vienna Musikverein (Figures 102–103) Amsterdam Concertgebouw (Figures 104–
105), Berlin Konzerthaus (Figure 106–107), Boston Symphony Orchestra (Figures
108–111) and Carnegie Hall (Figures 112–113), have relatively high stages and practically flat audience areas;
6. Back Wall of the Stage
The compact stage area calls for densely seated musicians, which in turn allows
them to hear each other well. On the contrary, modern orchestras want to have
more space on stage, partly to reduce the sound pressure levels on stage and partly
to have comfortable playing conditions. Therefore, stages in modern halls are quite
large. The use of risers, in particular in a semi-circular setting, have mostly solved
the contradiction with good auditory and visual communication and enough space
between the musicians;
7. Reflecting Surfaces around the Stage
In some halls, the stage area is surrounded by extended side balconies, which provide supporting reflections to the musicians. At the same time such constructions
reflect the sound to the audience from the elevated directions, many times from the
side of the orchestra or from the back corners of the stage;
8. Background Noise
Naturally, a concert hall has to be silent. Therefore, sound insulation and the noise
729
control of the ventilation and lighting equipment need special care.

4. Flat Floor with Seats That Allow Sound to Pass Below
Sound waves from the stage propagate to our ears at a grazing angle over the seats.
The low frequencies diffract from the seat backrests downwards, thus at low frequencies we receive both the direct sound and the delayed (diffracted and reflected)
copy of it;

The common architectural element in these four halls is their elongated, rectangular shape. It is no accident that Medieval Gothic architecture, as demonstrated in
European cathedrals, had phenomenal acoustics; even though the master builders
would have had zero experience, or interest for that matter, in how and why the interiors were so reverberant, the end result is an acoustical environment that is conducive
to musical performance of some periods.
Another nineteenth-century hall acclaimed for its superior acoustics is Carnegie
Hall—dubbed “The Stradivarius of Concert Halls”—in New York. William Burnet Tuthill
designed the structure, which opened in 1891. At Andrew Carnegie’s request, Tuthill
toured and studied European concert halls famous for their acoustics. The hall’s smooth
interior, elliptical shape, slightly extended stage, and domed ceiling help project soft and
loud tones alike to any location in the Hall with equal clarity and richness.
Carnegie Hall is one of the last large structures in New York City built entirely of
masonry. This turned out to be a good choice, considering the acoustical properties of
the chosen materials. The heavy masonry effectively acoustically isolated the halls while
providing good reflective and diffractive surfaces to enhance musical performances.
Even the best acoustical concert halls will still have the challenges that come with
large choral/orchestral works. Our modern eyes and ears have become accustomed to
seeing orchestras configured with violins on the left, cellos and double basses on the right

5. Elevated Stage

729 Lokki, Tapio, and Jukka Pätynen. “Architectural Features That Make Music Bloom in Concert Halls.” Acoustics
1, no. 2 (2019): 439–49. https://doi.org/10.3390/acoustics1020025.

1. Side Walls without Small, Widespread Diffusing Elements
Flat and rigidly-build side walls give strong lateral reflections at wide frequency
bands, resulting in a powerful and engaging sound;
2. Deep Side Balconies and Vertical Wall Elements
Side balconies or lateral wall elements give second-order “cat-eye” reflections roughly up to double wavelength of the balcony depth;
3. High Ceiling
The ceiling has to be high enough so that lateral reflections from the side walls reach
the listeners before the ceiling reflection.… High ceilings and large upper volumes in
the halls enable also the late reverberation to develop and bloom.… The shape of the
ceiling is also important. In many highly appreciated halls the ceiling is coffered;
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and violas somewhere in-between. Woodwinds and brass sit behind the strings, with
percussion off to the side. Where the chorus sits is determined by the particular space,
the number of instrumentalists and how the stage is able to be physically configured.
When it comes to nineteenth-century music, there are solutions to these challenges; some are be discussed later in this book. That being said, if conductors disregard
the remedies offered herein—taken from contemporaneous sources—then there will
always be listeners in the audience who leave the concert hall asking themselves why
the singers were unintelligible.
While it may not be possible to exactly reproduce nineteenth-century authenticity, performance practices such as ensemble placement are relatively easy to incorporate. The seating principles outlined in the drawings, writings and diagrams of
nineteenth-century observers are unambiguous and were not in dispute at the time.
Conductors who contemplate performing the great Romantic masses and oratorios
could serve the music well by implementing the concert seating arrangements set forth
in the historical record for their own performances.
During the nineteenth century, the orchestra became much louder, not only because
of its expanding size but also because of the changing nature of the instruments. The
strings were rebuilt, allowing for a greater tension and sonority in the strings, and the
adoption of the Tourte bow resulted in an enhanced strength of tone. The woodwinds
were redesigned so as to produce a more powerful sound; the bores of brass instruments were enlarged for the same reason. The directing of players until ca. 1810 was
carried out from the first violin chair or from a keyboard (when voices were present).

Figure 107. Ceremonial laying down of the keystone in the Goldener Saal of the New Musikvereinsgebäude in Vienna, 1 March 1870, Xylograpgh after Vinzenz Katzler, Leipzig, 1870.

Figure 106. Vienna Musikverein Großer Saal, built by Theophil Hansen. From “Concert Hall
Acoustics Influence the Emotional Impact of Music.”

Figure 108. Main Hall, Royal Concertgebouw, before the renovation.

[Source: Medical Xpress, 23 March 2016, Photo: Jukka Pätynen. https://medicalxpress.com/news/2016-03-concert-hallacoustics-emotional-impact.html.]
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[Source: Vienna Musikverein.]

[Source: © Hans Roggen, 10 February 2012.]
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Figure 109. Photograph of Main Hall of the Royal Concertgebouw, built by Adolf Leonard van
Gendt in 1886, unattributed, c. 1900.
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Figure 110. Berlin Königliches Schauspielhaus Großer Saal, designed by Karl Friedrich Schinkel,
perspective view of the auditorium, 18 June 1821.

[Source: © TU Berlin Architekturmuseum.]

Figure 111. Berlin Konzerthaus Großer Saal, designed by Karl Friedrich Schinkel, opened 1821 as
Königliches Schauspielhaus, as it exists today.

[Source: Collectie Stadsarchief Amsterdam. https://beeldbank.amsterdam.nl/afbeelding/ANWN0033 1000001.]
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[Source: Photo © Konzerthaus Berlin/Felix Löchner.]
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Figure 112. Berlin Konzerthaus Großer Saal, 1941. The original great hall from 1821 was destroyed in World War II, then rebuilt into what we know today.
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Figure 114. Boston Symphony Hall, c. 1900.

[Source: Courtesy Boston Symphony Orchestra Archives.]

Figure 115. Photo collage of the Boston Symphony Orchestra during its inaugural season, 1882.

[Source: © TU Berlin Architekturmuseum.]

Figure 113. Photograph of the Boston Symphony Orchestra with conductor Arthur Nikisch
standing on the podium, 1891.

[Source: Photograph by N. L. Stebbins, courtesy Boston Symphony Orchestra Archives.]
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[Source: Photograph by Jas. Notman, courtesy Boston Symphony Orchestra Archives.]
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Figure 116. Boston Symphony Hall, 2019.
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Figure 118. Interior photograph of Carnegie Hall as it exists today.

[Source: Photo: Jeff Goldberg/Esto. Courtesy of Carnegie Hall Archives.]
[Source: Courtesy Boston Symphony Orchestra.]

Figure 117. Interior engraving of Carnegie Hall from 1891.

[Source: Courtesy of Carnegie Hall Archives.]
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uring the nineteenth century, concert halls weren’t as large as what we have today.
The difference in sizes could be attributed to the numbers of attendees; after all,
in the 1800s there were far fewer ways to entertain one’s self. We have also seen that
orchestras weren’t so large as most modern ensembles. Modern concert halls are generally unable to reproduce the seating plans included herein; although the orchestral/
chorus arrangements that were used before 1900 had different configurations, one
aspect is common to them all: the chorus was either in front of the instruments; divided
on either side (but still closer to the front of the stage); or divided with the orchestra,
as in, singers on the left and instruments on the right. There was some knowledge of
the science of acoustics, but mainly decisions about the size and shape of the hall was
based on the failures or successes of prior buildings; hence, just as we in modern times
perform in halls of different sizes and shapes, with varying acoustical results, so did
performers of the 1800s.
The economics of classical music in the twenty-first century means that in order to
break even, more tickets have to be sold, which means larger concert halls. Nearly every
state has at least one hall that seats more than 2,000; many states boast spaces that are
enormous: the Fox Theater in St. Louis seats 4,426; Dell Music Center in Philadelphia
can seat 5,800; and the Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles, accommodates 7,100. One of
the major differences between concert halls in the 2020s and those in the 1800s, is the
configuration of backstage and the wings. Many concert hall stages could introduce risers where instrumentalists could sit; the elevation allowed the chorus to stand in front
of the players without blocking the wind, brass and percussion.
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Making these kinds of changes today are almost impossible. There is the added cost
of setting up (and maybe even construct) risers; stage management becomes not just
a challenge, but perhaps even a hazard. There are still auditoriums where singers can
sing from a balcony behind the orchestra; Chicago’s Symphony Hall has such a balcony;
in Europe two halls that come to mind are the Berliner Philharmoniker as well as the
Leipzig Gewandhaus have such arrangements. Singing from an elevated position that is
still behind the orchestra is definitely an improvement; still, the instrumentalists have
the jump on the chorus, which can strain to match the volume of 200 performers.
I don’t mean to suggest that creating a seating plan that places the singers ahead of
the instrumentalists is impossible in the modern era; I do, however, believe that because
of the way modern halls are constructed, upending the typical formation will resisted;
even if successful, the cost will be high, if not prohibitive. Still, looking at the score
of Liszt’s oratorio Christus, the idea of the chorus attempting to sing p makes much
more sense with the nineteenth-century choral/orchestral seating plan. The effect is
sublime, to be sure; nevertheless, financial matters have to be respected: no one can
blow an entire season’s budget in order to give the chorus the help it needs, and which
it received during the Romantic era.
Imagination, along with receptive stage personnel, might be able to create a workable plan. Like most every chorus, though, the difference between what might be done
and what can be done is still a matter of economics. As I have said previously, all we can
do as conductors is the best that is possible; we can ask no more of ourselves.

III. APPENDIX F.

Figure 119. Concert in the Feestgebouw during the music festival, 1854; music building from the
inside, at night, 13 July 1854. Carel Christiaan Antony Last, after Everhardus Koster, 1855.

[Source: Rijks Museum, RP-P-OB-89.127-15.]

Figure 120. The Concert of the Minnesingers’ Club in the Portland Hall, London.

The images on the following pages show concert halls with varying configurations,
stage sizes and audience seating plans, ranging from 1844 to 1884.

[Source: The Graphic, Vol. XXV, No. 646, 15 April 1882, 377.]
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Figure 121. Interior view of the concert hall during a Gala Performance in Rotterdam on Thursday evening, 15 July 1854. Lithography by Carel Christian Anthony Last after a daguerreotype by
Peter Wotke.

[Source: ©akg-images / WHA / World History Archive, used with permission.]

Figure 122. Photograph of Arthur Nikisch with the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, c. 1896.

[Source: Archiv Berliner Philharmoniker.]
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Figure 123. Photograph of Arthur Nikisch with the Leipzig Gewandhausorchester, before World
War I, 1914.

[Source: Stadtgeschichtliches Museum Leipzig, 5688a.]

Figure 124. Concert by Viscountess Folkestone’s Ladies’ Orchestra at the Prince’s Hall, Piccadilly.

[Source: The Graphic, No. 765, 26 July 1884, 80.]
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Figure 125. New York City--opening of Chickering Hall, corner of Fifth Avenue and Eighteenth
Street, Monday evening, 15 November, 4 December 1875.
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Figure 127. Engraving of “Matinée musicale Damen-Conzert a la Strauss,” by A. v. Wille.

[Source: Düsseldorfer Monathefte, Vol. 6, No. 3, February 1853, 20.]

Figure 128. Etching of the New York Philharmonic performing in the Academy of Music, Manhattan, 1884.
[Source: Wallach Division Picture Collection, The New York Public Library.]

Figure 126. Photograph of New York Philharmonic in Steinway Hall, NY, Manhattan by Thomas
Theodore 17 April 1890.

[Source: New York Philharmonic Leon Levy Digital Archives, by permission.]
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[Source: New York Philharmonic Leon Levy Digital Archives, by permission.]
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Figure 129. Photogravure of a concert during the L’Exposition Universelle 1878, Trocadero Hall
in Paris with a Cavaillé-Coll organ.
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Figure 131. Concert in the Beethoven Hall as part of the Beethoven Festival, 13 August 1845
Georg Osterwald.

[Source: ©akg-images / WHA / World History Archive, used with permission.]

Figure 130. The Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Division of Art, Prints and Photographs: Print Collection, The New York Public Library. “Interior of the Park Theater, New York”

[Source: Illustrirte Zeitung, Vol. 2, No. 30, Leipzig, 20 September 1845 , 1.]

Figure 132. Etching of the Germania Musical Society Orchestra, conductor Carl Bergmann seated in the center, 1850.

[Source: New York Public Library Digital Collections. Accessed 6 November 2019. http://digitalcollections.nypl.org/
items/510d47da-28d8-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99.]
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[New York Philharmonic Leon Levy Digital Archives, by permission.]
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Figure 133. A sketch of the front of the orchestra with some of the principal players during the
Handel Festival in the Crystal Palace. The chorus had 3,600 singers, combined with the 400
instrumentalists created an combined performance force of more than 4,000 individuals.

[Source: The Illustrated London News, Vol. 67, No. 1323, 8 July 1865, 1.]

Figure 134. Great music festival in the park, Winterreitschule in Vienna, unattributed.

[Source: Illustrirte Zeitung, Vol. 2, No. 30, Leipzig, 20 January 1844, 60.]
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[Semi]Final Thoughts
Music is the only communal art. It requires for its existence extensive cooperation and
organization.…Singing together the greatest choral music of all time is the surest way of
developing a sense of quality and reverence for beauty, which is the basis of musical culture.
—Edgard Varese
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T

here is a monstrous amount of information in this book. One hundred years is a
long time; continental Europe and North America are vast. Now, to stitch everything together into one unified tapestry.
When the first TTBB choir was formed in 1791, there were no choral methods or
singing treatises because no choral organizations existed. Initially the composition
process was situational: conductors wrote what their singers needed. For instance,
when Hans Nägeli started the Zürcherischen Singinstituts in 1805, he created a need for
a comprehensive musical primer and collection of TTBB repertoire; so, the industrious Nägeli and Pffeifer invented one. Composers, conductors and educators produced
these books as the need arose; as new amateur choruses were founded, a viable market
was created.
By the end of the century, the makeup of amateur choruses was no longer limited
to TTBB; women and children had their own Liedertafeln in Wales, while in Sweden
disgruntled students formed a movement that quickly spread to Finland, Norway and
Denmark. Their associations proved so powerful that monarchs sometimes banned
them from singing in public; they sang anyway. Theirs was just one part of the movement in Scandinavia and parts of Europe that eventually led to democratic republics.
Not every method included herein is written for choruses; some are meant for
individual instruction. They were selected to represent geographical areas other than
German- and French-speaking Europe; also, I wanted to represent as much of the
1800s as possible; and, since many choral professionals have a public school music
education background, I decided to showcase a few treatises for their pedagogical
approaches and singing exercises. Since choral professors frequently prepare future
public school music teachers, I thought that a little exposure to how Laure Collin,
for instance, taught pupils the fundamentals of music literacy while simultaneously
training them to sing in a healthful manner.
Andreas Rützel’s treatise impresses by his imagination, which caused him to compose novel and clever musical exercises; there is much for a modern choral conductor—or pedagogue—to learn from his approach. Many of us look for interesting vocal
exercises that improve our singers’ sight-reading and vocal production. The granddaddy of choral methods was François-Joseph Fétis, whose Traité du chant en choeur
is a masterpiece of choral methodology. It’s a shame this seminal work is virtually
unknown; the graded exercises will turn a mediocre choir into an excellent one. Alas,
simply downloading the PDF in order to incorporate into rehearsals isn’t really an
option since Fétis composes with the tenor clef.
Much has been written about vibrato, tempo, ornamentation, portamento, articulation, and phrasing in pre-1820 music. Outstanding monographs exist for Renaissance,
Baroque and Classical choral music; for the nineteenth century, however, not so much.
As you read within those chapters, you might have wondered why many of the musical
examples were taken from instrumental music. The only other book that exists for the
Romantic era stops at 1850; and, while there is much useful data therein, the author
gives choral music short shrift. Happily, many of the treatises in this book include

previous page: Figure 135. Seated Old Man Facing Right, Singing and Holding Music, by Anton
Crussens, c. 1650, pen and brown ink over black chalk, inscribed in a roundel in pen and brown ink.
[Source: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1975.131.174, bequest of Harry G. Sperling, 1971.
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written explanations along with musical examples that explain those topics.
Of course, understanding nineteenth-century performance practices and incorporating them into choral performances are two different things. Historically Informed
Performance (HIP) for Baroque and Classical have so permeated the classical music
culture that it seems that almost everyone who mounts a performance of a Bach cantata or a Beethoven symphony uses appropriately sized orchestras, and, to a certain
extent, period instruments.
Vibrato was placed first in the chapter on Expressive Devices for a reason: choral
and voice faculty are unlikely to argue about whether a trill in nineteenth-century
music ought to begin on the upper note; yet, the use of vibrato in choral singing seems
to cause major discontent. There are many sources from the 1800s that bemoan the
use of continuous vibrato. Many choral students and professionals are surprised (and
more than a little skeptical) to learn that during the Romantic era vibrato was used
as an ornament. Continuous vibrato became part of the performance practice of the
Vienna Philharmonic when Gustav Mahler’s brother in law Arnold Rose died.
It is commonplace for voice teachers to claim that straight-tone damages the voice.
I respectfully disagree. My voice teacher at the University of Miami obtained a PhD
in Vocal Pedagogy from Columbia University in New York. As it happens, while living
and working in New York during the same years she was working on her degree, and
even though I hired professional singers for gigs I conducted, our paths never crossed.
She sang many professional gigs in New York, where straight tone is not only expected,
it’s mandatory. She regularly performs with orchestras and choruses in this country,
frequently performing oratorios as soprano soloist.
There are many sources from the 1800s that bemoan the use of continuous vibrato,
and many choral students and professionals are surprised (and more than a little skeptical) to learn that vibrato was used as an ornament during the Romantic era. There
are recordings of the Leipzig Gewandhausorchester from 1915 conducted by Arthur
Nikisch that doesn’t incorporate continuous vibrato.
The sources don’t imply that vibrato is evil; used as an ornament, it can be quite
moving. What the sources say is that continuous vibrato was ruinous to tone; it was
even described as “vulgar, ”no better than the Gypsy violinists who frequented cafés.
Many voice teachers believe that straight-tone damages the vocal mechanism; that
fight is beyond the scope of this book; still, multiple European sources in the 1800s
make plain that continuous vibrato is incongruous with the performance styles of the
day.
Many professional orchestras eschew continuous vibrato, even though they don’t
use period instruments. Sir Roger Norrington has made a successful career conducting orchestras that use HIP while playing modern instruments. Orchestras only began
to perform pre-1900 music with vibrato at the beginning of World War I; gut—used to
make instrumental strings—was appropriated by the federal government to manufacture sutures for grievously wounded soldiers.
Still another cause was the rise of huge concert halls. Gut strings don’t carry well
into large spaces that seat 2000+ patrons; furthermore, mechanical improvements
to wind instruments meant that string instruments could no longer hold their own
against the louder winds. Once gut was unavailable, steel strings really were the only
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alternative. Using them meant that string instruments had to be modified to withstand the increased tension; but, they could fill larger concert halls that were needed
to sell tickets and remain financially viable.
Not all choral professionals have the opportunity to perform choral/orchestral
works; sadly, when such a work is undertaken on college or university campuses,
the choral director is expected to prepare the chorus for another to conduct in performance. Outside a major metropolitan area, a period clarinet would be difficult
to locate; string instruments are a little easier though. Trumpets, horns and tubas
underwent major changes when valves were introduced—even if the players didn’t
use them as composers such as Berlioz and Brahms intended. Woodwinds underwent ongoing improvements from about 1820 until the end of the century. Whereas
in modern American orchestras almost all oboes and clarinets are made by French
firms, bassoons are almost universally German; and flutes are metal now, unlike in
the nineteenth century when they were made of wood even while using keys based on
the Boehm method.
What is a modern conductor to do? As Norrington has shown, it is possible to
achieve a satisfactory result using only modern instruments. Such a Romantic-era
orchestra comprised of players who understand performance practices—vibrato,
portamento, ornamentation, etc.—produces a performance that the composer would
recognize and is vastly preferable to the majority of performances that are heard today.
During the 1800s, choruses were universally seated in front, or to the sides, of the
orchestra onstage. Vocal soloists sometimes stood behind the conductor, who faced
the orchestra. It is true that modern concert halls make that seating arrangement
pretty much impossible; it is also true, however, that balance problems are greatly
reduced, allowing a pianissimo that can be heard; unfortunately, however, because of
trends in concert hall design, it is probably unrealistic to hope for Romantic-era seating practices during the twenty-first century.
In the 1960s and 1970s, when Historically Informed Performance (aka Original
Insturments), there was tremendous pushback. The same happened when the HIP
movement advanced forward from Baroque to Classical to early Romantic music.
Turns out that many musicians—as well as audiences—do not want their musical
interpretations to change; they know when the concerto slows down, they like the
tempo of the Sarabande, and they want the same sound from their orchestra. So,
smaller orchestras with period instruments gained traction, it was necessary for many
to adjust their musical expectations and consider the possibility that new thoughts
and sounds might be alright.
Even in the twenty-first century there is still pushback. Relatively speaking, the
nineteenth century is somewhat close to modern performers and listeners; that causes
some to believe that prevalent interpretations and orchestras are just fine. While studying at the Univeristy of Miami, one of my classmates, who’s gone on to a tremendous
career and much fame, made this argument about continous vibrato: “Perhaps it’s
good for some things to fall away.” I’m confident he is not the only conductor.performer who feels that way.
Consider this imaginary scenario. A teenaged boy who loves the paintings of
Vincent van Gogh travels to New York to see Self-Portrait with a Straw Hat, since
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hitherto his only exposure has been in glossy textbooks. But, when he walks into the
gallery in the Metropolitan Museum, he is dumbstruck to discover this hanging on
the wall:

He bursts out to the closest guard:
“This isn’t the van Gogh Self-Portrait with a Straw Hat, I’ve seen before. It’s supposed
to be bright oranges and yellows! What the hell is this?”
The guard calmly replies,
“This is the same canvas. Nowadays such garish colors are out of fashion, so we
toned it down with hues of blue and purple. Our patrons prefer this, and we must cater
to the desires of the museum’s patrons.”
“But this is not what van Gogh wanted or intended! Who are we to alter his carefully chosen palette? If he wanted bright oranges and yellows we should honor his
creative impulse.”
The guard continues,
“But, it’s the same painting, in the same frame by the same artist. We’ve just taken a
few liberties with how people view the colors. In every respect it is the Self-Portrait with
a Straw Hat by Vincent van Gogh. Only the visuals have changed. Why all the outcry?”
Why the outcry indeed. No one would even think about defacing a masterwork by
any historical painter; yet, as musicians, we think nothing of altering the timbre of
choral and instrumental music. Composers such as Berlioz, Brahms and Wagner gave
specific instructions as to what instruments should be used in performance. Berlioz
asked for a Clarinet in D or C, which were not part of the average clarinetist’s collection of instruments, because he wanted the particular timbre they create, and when
they didn’t he became mad as hell—and wasn’t afraid to show it.
Brahms wanted natural horn because he was fond of the timbre or stopped notes—
when the player has to mainpulate the tone by shoving his fist into the bell. Brahms
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didn’t mind valved instruments; rather, he minded players who skipped from one
valve to the next in order to avoid the more demanding task of playing an entire passage with one valve depressed—say the valve that places the horn into the key of G,
for instance. Valves were invented not to obviate natural horn and trumpet; instead,
valves were meant to make brass players’ lives easier. After the invention of the valved
horn and trumpet, players no longer had to tote four or five crooks from gig to gig.
It is human nature to choose the easy path instead of the more challenging; thus,
nineteenth-century trumpeters and hornists eschewed natural instruments in favor
of valved ones, which continues in modern orchestras to this day.
Compare my Photoshopped distortion to van Gogh’s original.730

It is irrelevant whether modern lovers of art prefer less garish colors; this is what
van Gogh intended, just as orchestras comprised of period instruments, including
wind instruments in unexpected keys, that play without continuous vibrato are what
composers from 1800 until about 1915 intended: it is timbre, and tone color. If we are
to maintain any semblance of artistic integrity as musicians, we ought to give serious,
thoughtful consideration to incorporating nineteenth-century performance practices
into our choral and choral/orchestral concerts..

A

t its matrix, music is sound—and sound is numbers. From the duration of notes to
the time signature to the division of the octave to the pitch to which instruments
are tuned, sound is numbers. Let us not forget that Pythagoras discovered the scale
and used a monochord to describe it. It is naive to believe we could perfectly recreate a
performance of music from the nineteenth century based on what the composer heard;
still, just because we can’t reach perfection doesn’t excuse us from doing nothing. I’d
rather create a performance that the composer hoped to hear. May this book provide
fodder for choral conductors who hunger to achieve results that approach a higher,
representative truth.

730 Vincent van Gogh: Self-Portrait with a Straw Hat, 1887. [Source: Metropolitan Museum, Accession Number: 67.187.
70a. Public domain.]
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lection of Solfèges, Exercises, Choir Masses,
Motets etc.)
179, 180, 182
Charleston Slave Market 64
Cheironomy 163
Cherubini 25, 196, 207
Children of Peace 59
Chopin 37, 272, 425
choral societies 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 14, 15, 20, 30, 34, 35, 41,
42, 44, 45, 46, 49, 52, 53, 54, 59, 60, 76, 80,
82, 83, 88, 96, 97, 100, 102, 103, 104, 105, 108,
115, 124, 147, 177, 230
Choral Societies 475
Choral Technique and Interpretation 473
Choron 55
Christiana 117. See also Oslo
Christiansen
Christiansen, Olaf [1901–1984]

Christiansen, Paul [1914–1997] 126

clarinet 222, 275, 278, 399, 400, 401, 419, 421, 441,
442, 468
Classical Latin 284
Clavé 82, 83, 84, 85
Clementi 254
Cockney 301, 302, 335, 336
Collin 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 231, 466
Conradi 116, 117
Conservatoire 476
Conservatory of Music in Oslo 115
Cooperative Copenhagen Workers’ Choir 121
Cooper iii, vii, viii, 37, 38
Copenhagen 116, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 375, 377
cor anglais 399
Cork Daily Herald 50
Sir Michael Costa 474
Costa 35, 93
Couture 60
Coward
Choral Technique and Interpretation; Conventional Generalizing

Critical (or Hypercritical) Particularizing;
and Compartmental Specializing. 155

Craftmen’s Guild Choral Society 116
Cramer 275, 332, 414
Crescendo 31, 169, 178, 210, 216, 219, 220, 221, 222,
223, 240, 241, 255, 257, 274
Crystal Palace 35, 39, 50, 56, 92, 463
Curwen 45, 46
Czerny 254

D
Verner Dahlerup [1859–1938] 376, 377
Danish ix, 115, 118, 119, 120, 121, 126, 371, 372, 375,
376, 377, 378, 379, 380, 381, 387
Dauprat 409
Louis François Dauprat [1781–1881]. See
also Trumpet
François Georges Auguste Dauverné [1799–1874]
409, 410
Dauverné. See also Trumpet
Alexandre-François Debain [1809–1877] 419

Index
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Denmark 78, 115, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 126, 165, 372,
375, 376, 377, 379, 466
Franz Derckum [1812–1872] 107
Deutsche Männer-Gesangs-Zeitung 28, 29, 30
Deutscher Sänger-Kalender 28, 29, 32, 33
Deutsche Sängerbünde 18
Dialect 300, 301, 304, 306, 309, 310, 314, 324, 332,
336, 368, 383
Die Sängerhalle 28, 31, 32
Diminuendo 169, 178, 240, 241, 255, 257, 269, 273,
274
Diphthong 294, 313, 318, 320, 340, 351, 352, 356
Arrey von Dommer [1828–1905] 402
Dommer. See also Bassoon
Gaetano Donizetti [1797–1848] 78
Dublin 13, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 302, 339, 340. See
also Dublin Musical Festival
Dublin Musical Festival 13, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52,
302, 339, 340
Dublin Musical Festival 51, 52
Du Chant Choral 103, 105, 173
Du Chant Choral ff 478
Konrad Duden [1829–1911] 325, 330
Ottavio Durante [1580–1614] 239, 347
Dutch 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 104, 107, 108, 161, 289,
314, 364, 365, 366, 367
Dutch Alliance of Vocalists 100
Dutch National Singers’ Festivals 97
Prudens van Duyse [1804–1859] 107

E
Edinburgh 43, 44, 143, 337, 338, 395, 400, 403, 411,
413, 415, 417, 420, 476
Edinburgh Choral Society 44
Edinburgh Harmonic Association 44
Edinburgh Musical Festival 43
Edinburgh Professional Society of Musicians
Edinburgh Choral Society

Edinburgh Harmonic Association
Edinburgh Musical Festival 44

Thomas Edison [1847–1931] 6
Carl Robert Ehrström [1803–1881 109
Eiffel Tower 59
Einbigler 414
Johann Kaspar Einbigler [1845–1885]. See also Timpani
Eisteddfod 42, 52
Hermann Otto Karl Elben [1823–1899] 16, 21, 22
Alexander J. Ellis [1814–1890] 190, 332, 333, 334
Antoine Aimable Elie Elwart [1808–1887]
Lutrin et orphéon ou le plain-chant et la
musique appris en chantant des choeurs
(Schola Cantorum and Orphéon or Plainsong and Music Learned by Singing Choirs)

Essay on Composing for a Choir 170, 171,
172, 174, 175, 176, 231

Emancipation Proclamation 77
England vii, 14, 20, 34, 35, 37, 39, 40, 43, 44, 50, 61,
65, 67, 73, 76, 78, 79, 80, 143, 225, 275, 276,
286, 303, 332, 333, 337, 339, 431, 474

English horn 399, 441, 442. See also Cor anglais
Enslaved Persons 2, 62, 64, 65, 66, 72, 77, 95, 304,
305, 308
Sébastien Érard [1752–1931] 276, 417, 418, 419. See
also Harp
Euterpe Choral Society 83
Expositions universelles 56
Expression 3, 13, 39, 100, 146, 157, 172, 173, 191, 192,
210, 211, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 236, 237, 238,
239, 242, 243, 245, 246, 255, 257, 264, 268,
272, 273, 330, 393, 394, 400, 419, 421, 425
Extremaduran 355

F
Carl Friedrich Christian Fasch [1736–1800] 7, 8
François-Joseph Fétis [1784–1871] 473
Filharmoniska sällskapet (Philharmonic Society)
122, 123, 124
Finland 108, 368
Finnish viii, ix, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 127,
368, 369, 370, 371, 384
Finnish Nuija 112
First World War 43, 55, 124
Fisk University 1
Fisk University 65, 66, 68. See also Jubilee Singers
Fritz Flemming [1873–1947] 398. See also English
horn
Fliegende Blätter für Musik 423, 425, 427
Flute 222, 275, 395, 396, 401, 441
Johann Nikolaus Forkel [1749–1818] 3, 229
Raffaello Fornaciari [1837–1917] 347, 350
Fortissimo 156, 239, 443
France 1, 8, 37, 45, 50, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 78, 80, 83,
84, 108, 116, 127, 132, 175, 176, 177, 179, 185,
186, 189, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198,
225, 226, 239, 244, 275, 276, 292, 340, 397,
400, 405, 417
Franco-German War 10
Fétis
Traité du chant en choeur (Treatise on Singing
and Choirs)

Biographie Universelle Des Musiciens Et
Bibliographie Générale De La Musique
(Universal Biography of Musicians and
General Bibliography of Music)
ix, 104, 129, 170, 188, 189, 190, 192, 195,
202, 209, 212, 222, 224, 225, 228, 229, 230,
231, 232, 466

Freemason’s Singing Association 116
French Latin 291, 292, 297, 299, 300
Franz Joseph Frölich [1793–1880] 25, 268
Vollständige Theoretisch-pracktische Musikschule [Complete Theoretical-Practical
Music School]
25, 268
Chancellor Klemens Wenzel Lothar Fürst [1773–
1859] 17

G
Niels W. Gade [1827–1890] 25, 120, 123
Baldassarre Gamucci [1822–1892] 77, 78, 79, 80

Manuel Garcia, II [1805–1906] 474, 476
Garcia 236, 328
lmeida Garrett [1799–1854] 85, 86, 93
Gazzetta musicale di Milano 78
Gazzetta Piemontese 79, 80
General Civilized Dutch 364
Germanic Latin 286, 287, 291
Germany vii, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 21, 32,
33, 34, 35, 40, 46, 55, 56, 61, 68, 69, 70, 78, 79,
80, 83, 84, 97, 99, 100, 103, 108, 111, 120, 123,
124, 127, 136, 138, 139, 142, 146, 190, 191, 225,
243, 244, 246, 256, 275, 324, 325, 326, 328, 355,
395, 396, 399, 400, 404, 410, 411, 417, 420,
424, 431, 435, 476
Gesangverein 11, 13, 19, 28, 32, 33, 37, 69
François-Auguste Gevaert [1828–1908] 162, 189,
401. See also Clarinet
Gewandhaus 473
Gewandhaus 5, 396, 423, 437, 438, 440, 454
Patrick Sarsfield Gilmore [1829–1892] 73, 75
Giovanni Battista Viotti [1755–1824] 415
Glasgow 44, 143
Glasgow Amateur Musical Society 44
Glottal Stop 324, 336, 377, 378, 379
Félix Godefroid [1818–1897] 418. See also Harp
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe [1749–1832] 13, 16,
56, 128
Charles Gounod [1818–1893] 2, 57, 76
Gounod and New Haven Oratorio Societies 76
Grand traité d’instrumentation
Berlioz 471
Hector Berlioz 471
Ulysses S. Grant [1822–1885] 67
Edouard Georges Jacques Gregoir [1822–1890] 101,
102, 103
André-Ernest-Mod
Grétry Society 92, 102, 103, 104, 105
André-Ernest-Modeste Grétry [1741–1813] 92, 102,
103, 104, 105
Edvard Grieg [1843–1907] 25
Sir George Grove [1820–1900] ix, 14, 35, 36, 39, 45,
55, 57, 61, 65, 73, 115, 117, 190, 229, 237, 238,
239, 240, 243, 245, 250, 251, 253, 254, 255, 256,
261, 262, 263, 266, 269, 271, 272, 394, 395,
396, 398, 399, 402, 404, 406, 407, 408, 411,
412, 413, 414, 416, 421, 426, 431, 443
A Dictionary of Music and Musicians ix, 14, 35,
36, 39, 45, 55, 57, 61, 65, 73, 115, 117, 190, 229,
237, 238, 239, 240, 243, 245, 250, 251, 253, 254,
255, 256, 261, 262, 263, 266, 269, 271, 272,
394, 395, 396, 398, 399, 402, 404, 406, 407,
408, 411, 412, 413, 414, 416, 421, 426, 431, 443
Gullah 304, 307

H
Johann Christian Friedrich Hæffner [1759–1833]
123
Erik Hagfors [1827–1913] 113
Taavi Hahl [1818–1882] 109, 112
Fromental Halévy [1799–1862] 276, 406
Joseph Sargent Hall [1906–1992] 317, 323. See
also National Park Service
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Sir Charles Hallé [1819–1895] 36, 37, 61
George Frider 472, 479
George Frideric Handel [1685–1759] 3, 5, 14, 24, 25,
26, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 43, 44, 49, 61, 68, 71, 73,
76, 79, 147, 163, 167, 225, 226, 429, 430, 431,
463, 472, 479
Handel and Haydn Society 5, 68, 71, 76, 167
Handel Commemoration 429
Handel Society of Dartmouth 76
Handelsstandens Sangforening 116
Handhorn. See also Horn
Eduard Hanslick 1825–1904] 474
Harmoniska sällskapet (Harmonic Society) 124
Harmonists’ Society 49
harmonium vii, 76, 180, 419, 420, 421
Harp 416, 417, 418, 419, 429, 441
August Ferdinand Häser [1779–1844]
Chorgesangschule: Für Schul- Und Theaterchöre Und Angehende Singvereine (Choral
Singing School: For School and Theater
Choirs) 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 190, 232
Hans Hasselbeck [1842–1881 160
Alphonse Hasselmans [1845–1912] 418
Franz Joseph Haydn [1732–1809] 5, 14, 25, 26, 34,
44, 50, 60, 68, 71, 76, 101, 147, 167, 195, 196,
431, 432
Johann Adam Heckel [1812–1877] 399, 402, 404
Heckelfaggot. See also Bassoon
J. L. Heiberg [1854–1928] 376, 377
Helvetic Society 22
D. José Gómez Hermosilla [1771–1837] 356, 357, 358
Hiberno-English 338, 339, 340
High German 324, 325, 326, 328, 329
Ferdinand Hiller [1811–1885] 13
HIP vii, 287, 291, 300, 467, 468
Historically Informed Performance vii, 278, 283,
286, 422, 467, 468. See also HIP
Hochdeutsch 328. See also High German
Erik Hoff [1832–1894] 116
Christian Heinrich Hohmann [1811–1861] 258, 259,
267, 474
Praktische Violinschule 258, 259, 267
Horn 164, 222, 251, 338, 396, 398, 399, 401, 404,
405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 413, 421, 422,
441, 442, 444, 469, 470
Johann Nepomuk Hummel [1778–1837] 263

I
Iberian Peninsula 77, 346, 355, 359
Heinrik Ibsen [1828–1906] 116
Illustrated London News 21, 35, 39, 40, 41, 65, 66,
235, 463
Industrial Revolution 5, 7, 34, 396
International Phonetic Alphabet 282, 302, 303, 379
Ireland 35, 47, 48, 49, 50, 53, 128, 302, 316, 333, 335,
338, 339, 340
Gusta Louise Isachsen [1875–1932] 116
Italian viii, ix, 27, 56, 78, 79, 80, 89, 90, 95, 120, 138,
171, 195, 197, 224, 226, 227, 237, 238, 239, 251,
262, 263, 267, 268, 282, 283, 284, 286, 287,
297, 303, 308, 323, 327, 346, 347, 350, 351, 353,
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Liedertafel Neustadt
Liedertafel Aurora 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 32,
33, 34, 48, 52, 55, 56, 58, 96, 97, 98, 100,
101, 102, 103, 108, 111, 112, 123, 124, 127,
131, 134, 147, 148

377, 381, 383, 384, 387, 398, 412, 415, 440
Italianate Latin 283, 284, 285, 286
Italian Orphéonic Societies 80
Italy 37, 39, 56, 77, 78, 79, 80, 95, 120, 138, 142, 163,
193, 277, 282, 285, 346, 350, 353, 355, 384, 388,
389, 390, 391, 399, 406, 417, 473

J
Joseph J 475
Joseph Joachim [1831–1907] 240, 242, 264, 328, 423,
428
James Weldon Johnson [1871–1938] 305, 306, 332
Andreas Johnsson [1835–1914] 116
Jacob Axel Josephson [1818–1880] 122, 123
Jubilee Singers 1, 2, 66, 67, 68
Johann Andreas von Jung [1728–1808] 359, 360,
362
Jyväskylä Singing Society 113

K
Friedrich Kiels [1889–1959] 160
King João VI 2
F. C. Kist [1796–1863] 97, 98
Halfdan Kjerulf [1815–1868] 116
Heikki Klemetti [1876–1953] 110, 111
John Knox [1514–1572] 43, 46
Knud Knudsen [1812–1895] 372
Kolding Sangforening med fremmede gæster 119
Fritz Kreisler [1875–1962]. See also Vibrato
Conradin Kreutzer [1780–1849] 54, 107
Kristiania Arbeidersamfunds Kvindesangforening
116
Kvindelige Studenters Sangforening 116
Holmboe, Elise [1875–1900]

Munch, Kristine [1873–1959]
Isachsen, Gusta Louise [1875–1932] 116

L
Luigi Lablache [1794–1858] 151, 152
L’Accademia Corale Stefano Tempia 79
Abbé Félicité Robert de Lamennais [1782–1854]
120
John Francis Larchet [1884–1967] 47
Latin 27, 134, 149, 193, 224, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286,
287, 288, 289, 291, 292, 293, 294, 296, 297,
298, 299, 300, 346, 347, 348, 349, 352, 355,
357, 359, 360, 361, 363, 376, 379, 387, 416
Carl Johan Oscar Laurin [1813–1853] 123, 124
Legato 222, 250, 251, 252, 253, 257, 267, 269, 270,
298, 424
Légion d’honneur 170, 171, 176
Les Dames de la Charité 101
Les sociétés chorales en Belgique 104
Jean-François Le Sueur [1760–1837] 53, 54, 170
Joseph Rudolph Lewy [1802–1881] 407. See
also Horn
Liederkranz Singing Society Of St. Louis 68, 69
Liedertafel 474
Liedertafel Geiselhöring Liedertafel
Liedertafel Geiselhöring Liedertafel

Lilla sällskapet (Little Society) 122, 123
Jonas Otto Lindblad [1809–1864] 119, 122
Ludvig Mathias Lindeman [1812–1887] 115
Lindeman, Ludvig Mathias [1812–1887]Lindeman
Lindeman, Peter Brynie [1858–1930] 115
Franz Liszt [1811–1886] 472, 473, 474, 475, 476, 478,
479, 480
Liszt vii, 7, 13, 19, 37, 52, 128, 190, 255, 271, 272, 273,
287, 394, 395, 399, 401, 405, 406, 407, 414,
416, 418, 419, 420, 425, 428, 454
Johann Christian Lobe [1797–1881] 423, 424, 425,
426, 427
London vii, 5, 20, 21, 35, 38, 39, 40, 41, 45, 46, 47, 49,
56, 57, 65, 66, 75, 96, 144, 229, 235, 237, 238,
243, 251, 253, 254, 255, 256, 261, 262, 263, 271,
272, 275, 276, 277, 301, 330, 332, 334, 335, 336,
395, 406, 407, 413, 416, 417, 421, 426, 429,
430, 443, 456, 463, 471, 472, 474, 475, 476,
477, 478, 479, 480
Lower Rhine Music 4
Low German 324, 328, 329
Gustave Lyon [1857–1936] 418

M
Maatschappij tot bevordering der Toonkunst (Society for the Promotion of Music)Maatschappij tot bevordering der Toonkunst 96
Mænnerchor 69, 70, 127
Joseph Mainzer 476
Joseph Mainzer [1801–1851] 45, 142, 143, 144, 145,
146, 231, 232
Joseph de Malvin-Cazal 341, 342, 344, 345
Carl Abraham Mankell [1802–1868] 164, 165, 166,
167, 233, 234, 476
Männerchor 11, 13, 22, 24, 26, 33, 76, 77, 230
Mannergesängfest 12
Mannergesang-Verein 15
Marcato 255
François Marneffe [1793–1877] 102, 103
Heinrich August Marschner [1795–1861] 107
Lowell Mason [1792–1872] 167, 168, 169, 170, 231,
419, 420, 476
Mason
Boston Superintendent of Public School Music

Boston Music Academy 167, 168, 169, 170,
231, 419, 420

Frederick May [1911–1985] 49
Melos 272
Melting Pot 64
Felix Mendelssohn-Barthodly [1809–1847] 473, 475,
478, 480
Mendelssohn 6, 7, 12, 14, 19, 26, 33, 34, 44, 60, 61,
76, 90, 91, 92, 107, 128, 133, 394, 399, 416
Mendelssohn Choir 60, 61

Wilhelm Mengelberg [1871–1951] 96
Messiah vii, 6, 35, 39, 40, 43, 45, 46, 50, 51, 52, 60, 61,
110, 157, 225, 307
Méthode musicale sinthétique 183
Klemens von Metternichian [1773–1859] 9
Giacomo Meyerbeer [1791–1864] 19
Meyerbeer 196, 276, 436
Middle German 328, 329
Lluís Millet [1867–1941] 84
John Milton [1608–1674] 44
Modulator 45. See also Harmonograph
Andreas Moser [1859–1925] 475
Motu Proprio 282
Mozarabic 355
Wolgang Amadeus Mozart [1756–1791] 471, 473,
477
Mozart, Wolgang 19, 51, 147, 195, 196, 225, 226, 239,
240, 276, 278, 287
Iwan Müller [1786–1854] 28, 32, 401. See also Clarinet
Kristine Munch [1873–1959] 116
Carl Munzinger [1879–1962] 21
Musikaliska övningssällskapet (Musical Exercise
Society) 124
Musikaliska sällskapet (Musical Society) 124
Musikgesellschaft 9, 22, 23
Musikkonservatoriet i Oslo 115

N
Nachschlag 261
Hans Georg Nägeli [1773–1836] 477, 478
National Park Service 317
Netherlands 78, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 108, 164, 364
Neue Zeitschrift für Musik 12
Neukirchner. See also Bassoon
Wenzel Neukirchner [1805–1889] 403, 404, 477
New Technique and Interpretative Aim 155
New Union Singing Society 59, 76
New York vii, 6, 27, 46, 54, 62, 63, 65, 66, 68, 69, 75,
76, 129, 170, 182, 246, 276, 286, 304, 305, 308,
309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 316, 322, 323, 379,
445, 459, 460, 461, 462, 467, 468, 471, 472,
473, 474, 475, 476, 477, 478, 479, 480
New York City English 310, 311, 313, 314
Artur Nikisch [1855–1922] 428, 437, 450, 457, 458,
467
Nord-Amerikanischer Sängerbund [North American Singing Association] 69
Nordic 115, 117, 119, 127, 371, 372
Norrington 477
Sir Roger Norrington [b. 1934] 236, 242, 244, 245,
246, 467, 468
Norway 78, 115, 116, 117, 119, 126, 323, 372, 373, 374,
375, 466, 473
Norwegian ix, 115, 116, 119, 126, 371, 372, 373, 374,
375, 376, 379, 380
Norwegian Student Choral Society 116
Norwich Choral Society 35
Notes Inégales 249
Alfred Novello [1810–1896] 35
Johan Nybom [1815–1889] 122, 123
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O
Oboe 128, 244, 275, 394, 396, 397, 398, 399, 401, 441
Oliviera 362
Oñate 84
Oratorio vii, 14, 26, 35, 39, 40, 43, 44, 52, 53, 59, 60,
76, 77, 109, 110, 112, 117, 138, 147, 420, 428,
430, 431, 454, 479
Francisco Orchelli [1762–1834?] 357
Orfeão
Orfeão de Leiria
Orfeó Català 86, 87, 88, 93, 94, 95, 127
Orféon 82, 85, 88, 95, 127
Orfeon Académico de Coimbra 86, 87, 94, 95
Orfeón Bilbaino 85
Orfeón Donostiarra 84
Orféon Mondragón 85
Orfeón Pamplonés 84
Orfeón Zaragozano 84
Ornamentation viii, 131, 166, 236, 245, 257, 291, 466,
468
Orphée de Liége 102, 103
Orphéon 6, 47, 48, 50, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 80, 82, 86,
87, 90, 91, 92, 93, 95, 101, 127, 131, 134, 171,
172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 230, 473
Orpheus Society of Antwerp 102
Oslo 113, 115, 116, 117, 119
Oslo Conservatory of Music 115
Oslo Ladies’ Choir 117
Carl Theodor Ottmer [1800–1843] 7

P
Fredrik Pacius [1809–1891] 109, 110, 112
Niccolò Paganini [1782–1840] 7, 51, 52
Giovanni Paisiello [1740–1816] 54
Jean-Henri Pape [1789–1875] 418
Paradise and the Peri 60
Paradise Lost 44
Paris Conservatoire 54, 189, 275, 276, 405, 406, 409
Jules Pasdeloup [1819–1887] 56
Jaakko Passinen [1852–1921] 114
Adelina Patti [1843–1919] 428
Ernst Pauer [1826–1905] 254
Peace Jubilee 73, 74, 75
Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi [1746–1827] 21, 22, 132,
133, 134, 167, 168, 169, 230, 231
Michael Traugott Pfeiffer [1771-1849] 477, 478
Pfeiffer 22, 23, 132, 133, 134, 135, 167, 231
Philadelphia 6, 17, 63, 65, 69, 73, 75, 311, 312, 313, 453,
476, 479
Philharmonic Society of Montreal 60, 61
Philharmonic Society of Saint John 59
Phrasing 226, 268, 269, 271
Pianissimo 157, 203, 274
Pianoforte 239, 257
Constant Pierre [1855–1918] 101, 175, 405, 412
Johan Josef Pippingsköld [1792–1832] 111
Pitch inflation 427
Alexander Pope [1688–1744] 38
Portamento 222, 264, 267, 268
Portato 240, 252, 255, 257, 269
Port de voix 255, 264
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Portugal 2, 78, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 93, 94, 95, 96, 355,
356, 359, 477
Portuguese viii, ix, 85, 86, 87, 88, 90, 91, 92, 93, 95,
127, 359, 360, 362, 363, 387
Praktische Violinschule 474
Prix de Rome 107, 170
Pronunciation 93, 135, 150, 151, 161, 191, 224, 281,
282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 289, 291, 292,
294, 295, 296, 297, 300, 301, 303, 304, 305,
308, 309, 310, 313, 314, 315, 316, 321, 322, 323,
324, 325, 326, 327, 329, 330, 332, 333, 334, 335,
336, 337, 341, 342, 344, 350, 351, 352, 353, 356,
357, 359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 369,
375, 376, 377, 379, 380, 383, 387
Leto Puliti [1818–1875] 78, 79
Pythagoras 144, 330, 470

Q
Québec Harmonic Society 59
Queen’s English 301, 302
Queen Victoria [1819–1901] 40, 67, 276

R
Received Pronunciation 301, 331, 332, 333, 334, 335,
339
Josef Rheinberger [1839–1901] 25, 160
Hans Richter [1888–1976] 34, 37, 428
Hugo Riemann [1849–1919] ix, 18, 236, 250, 251,
252, 254, 255, 256, 257, 263, 266, 267, 269, 273,
274, 327, 478, 479
Ferdinand Ries [1784–1838] 51, 52, 107
Laurent de Rillé [1824–1815] 175, 176, 177, 178, 179
Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov [1844–1908] 420
Rinforzando 223, 255
Risorgimento 95
Giulio Roberti [1823–1891] 79, 80
Maximilien Robespierre [1758–1794] 54
Romance languages 34, 323, 330, 346, 347, 359
Bernhard Romberg [1767–1841] 245
John Holland Rose [1855–1942] 54
Gioacchino Rossini [1792–1868] 80, 101, 196, 276
Jean-Jacques Rousseau [1712–1778] 134
Royal Choral Institute 49, 50
Royal Haarlems Male Choir Singing and Friendship 96
Royal Spanish Academy 356
Rubato 249, 272, 273
Anton Rubinstein [1829–1894] 19, 25
Henrik Rung [1807–1871] 120
Andreas Rützel [1808–1884] 149, 150, 152, 153, 155,
260, 466, 478

S
Sacred Harmonic Society 35, 36, 49
Camille Saint-Saëns [1835–1921] 405
Lionardo Salviati [1539–1589] 353, 355
Sängerfests 68
Sångsällskapet 111, 122, 124
Sångsällskapet Orphei Drängar 122
Bernard Sarrette [1765–1858] 55
Emil Sauer [1862–1942] 428

Scandinavia viii, 2, 3, 78, 99, 108, 109, 115, 117, 126,
127, 371, 379, 466
Adolph Schimon [1820–1887] 160
Hans Michael
Praktische Chorgesangschule: Op. 29 (Practical
Choral Singing School: Op. 29) 146, 147,
148, 233
August Schmidt [1850–1911] 17, 19
J. E. Schmitz [1800–1872] 96
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